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TO

T H E K I N G.

S I R,

W H 11 e we contemplate the maritime

power of Great Britain, raised under the

auspices of Your Majesty to a pre-eminence

unexampled in the annals of mankind ; we

view with equal pleasure those not less useful *

though less splendid efforts, which, under

Your Majesty's immediate patronage and

direction, have advanced the limits of dis

covery to that boundary which Nature has

fixed as a barrier to the enterprize of man.
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IT is due to the consummate abilities of

the most experienced commanders, exercised

under this patronage and direction, that a

solution has been given to three of the greatest

problems that concern the world which we

inhabit; for it is now determined by a suc

cession of voyages commenced and prose

cuted by Your Majesty's command, that the

Entrance into the Pacifick Ocean by a pas

sage either on the North West or North East

is impracticable, and that the Existence of a

great Southern Continent had nothing but

theory for its support. It has likewise been

proved that, in consequence of Your Ma

jesty's instructions, distant nations, may be

visited, not for the purpose of subjugation,

but for the interchange of mutual benefits,

and for promoting the general intercourse of
4. - -
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mankind. Great, however, as is the result

of these designs, a truth still more important

to navigation has been established, which is,

that the health of the mariner is not endan

gered by the most protracted voyages, or the

greatest vicissitudes of climate.

IN the prosecution of these arduous un

dertakings, if we have seen science advancing

to perfection, it is still an object of interesting

curiosity to turn our view back from the result

to the origin, to trace navigation to its

source, and discovery to its commence

ment.

This is the design of the Work which I

have now the honour to present to Your

Majesty for protection; its merits must be
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left to future decision ; but it is at least a

tribute of gratitude offered to the patron of

every science, in which the interests of navi

gation and geography are concerned. I have

the honour to subscribe myself

Y O U R M A JESTY's

Most faithful

and most devoted

*

Subject and Servant,

MAY 9th, 1800. -

- WILLIAM WINCENT,



P. R. E. F. A C E.

Much disquisition upon a brief narrative is the pro

fessed design of the following work; a work which has

increased under my hands far beyond my calculation or

desire, and which I now publish incomplete, because,

from the various interruptions of an active life, whatever

may be my wish and object, I cannot pledge myself to

bring it to a conclusion.

Such encouragement as I had reason to expect has not

been wanting to my former Labours. Popular reputation

I neither courted or declined; emolument I neither co

veted or disclaimed; but if the approbation of many

excellent and learned men be an object of ambition, I

have had my reward.

To the censures which I incurred, I am not insensible;

but if censure be not illiberal, it is the part of prudence

to turn it rather to the purpose of correction than offence.

VOL. II. al
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One charge only I shall notice; and that, not because it

was unjust, but because it originated in a misapprehension

of my design. In the few instances where I ventured

upon etymology, I did not expect the severity which I

have experienced. I had disclaimed all pretensions to

oriental learning; I had hazarded my own conjectures, in

order to excite attention and curiosity in others: I had

never rested a single deduction of importance on any

imaginary interpretation of my own, and still I have had

the mortification to find that all my precautions were in

effectual. I thought that in treating of oriental questions,

the conjectures of a classical man, even if erroneous,

might have been pardonable; but I was mistaken: I

have seen my error, and I shall avoid a repetition of the

offence. Nothing etymological will occur in the follow

ing pages, but what will be proposed merely as matter of

inquiry, or what can be referred to oriental authority for

support.

IN the Voyage of Nearchus I traced the intercourse

with India to its source, a subject, as it has been called,

“barren, but important;” and I now prosecute the same

inquiry down to its completion, by the discoveries of

Gama, under difficulties still more discouraging to an
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Author. A work, relieved neither by the incidents of a

voyage, or the occurrences of a journal, varied by no

personal dangers or escapes, animated by no personal

exertion or ability, however it may abound in information,

can presume but little upon its powers of attraction. Fi

delity, labour, and research, it is true, have their share

of merit; but the approbation which they claim must be

derived from those who can appreciate the value of talents

which, though common to all, are exercised only by the

few. *

ReseARch, indeed, affords a pleasure peculiar to it

self; it presents an idea of discovery to the imagination

of the inquirer; an intellectual pleasure, in which he

flatters himself others will be desirous to participate; and

which, if he can communicate with satisfaction propor

tionate to his own, publication is not merely the indul

gence of a propensity, but the exercise of a social duty.

I HAve to return my thanks a second time to Mr.

Dalrymple, for his kindness in suffering me to copy two

of his charts; to Sir William Ouseley, for favouring me

with the sheets of Ebn Haukal as they came from the

press; to Dr. Charles Burney of Greenwich, and to

a 2 -
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Captain Francklin of the Bengal Establishment. I have

likewise been again more particularly obliged to the

Bishop of Rochester for his assistance in correcting the

position of Meroë : a question worthy of his learning and

penetration to discuss; and which, if properly decided,

must afford equal satisfaction to the geographer and

aStronOlner.

MAY 9, 1800.
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T H E

P E R I P L U S

O F T H E

E R Y T H R E A V S E A.

B O O K I.

PRELIMINARY DIsquis ITIONs.

I. Introduction.—II. Account of the Peripläs.—III. Homer.—IV. Herádotus

V. Clésias. – VI. Iambúlus. –VII. Agathárchides. –VIII. Hippalus. –

IX. Age of the Periplus-X. Intercourse with India.

I. Navigaţiº. perfected as it is at the present hour,

opens all the maritime regions of the world to the know

ledge of mankind; but in the early ages, personal intercourse

was impracticable ; the communication' by sea was unexplored,

and travelling by land was precluded by insecurity. The na

tive commodities of one climate passed into another by inter

mediate agents, who were interested in little beyond the profits

of the transit; and nations in a different hemisphere were known

respectively, not by their history, but their produce.

: Polybius has the same sentiment. Lib. iii. c. 58.

WOL. II. B



2 PRELIMINARY DISQUISITIONS.

Such was the situation of Europe in regard to India ; the

produce of each was conveyed to the other by channels which

were unknown to both ; and the communication by land

through Tartary or Persia, was as little understood, as the in

tercourse by the Indian Ocean. That both existed in some

sense or other is undeniable ; for the most ancient of all his

tories mentions commodities which are the native produce of

India, and which if they were known, of necessity must have

been conveyed. What the course of conveyance was by land,

or on the north, is a subject which does not enter into the plan

of the following work; but the transport by sea is a considera

tion of all others the most important; it is dependent on a

discovery common to all the nations of the world; the do

minion of the sea may pass from one people to another, but

the communication itself is opened once for all; it can never

be shut.

That the Arabians were the first navigators of the Indian

Ocean, and the first carriers of Indian produce, is evident from

all history, as far as history goes back; and antecedent to his

tory, from analogy, from necessity, and from local situation ;

out of their hands this commerce was transferred to the Greeks

of Egypt, and to the Romans when masters of that country;

upon the decline of the Roman power it reverted to the Arabians,

and with them it would have remained, if no Gama had arisen

to effect a change in the whole commercial system of the world

at large. *~ -

It is the interval between the voyage of Nearchus and the

discoveries of the Portuguese which I intend to examine in the

* Perhaps never to the Romans, but to the Greeks of Egypt under the power of the

Romans. - -

*
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following work; the basis which I assume is the Periplôs of the

Erythréan Sea; and in commenting on this work, an oppor

tunity will be given to introduce all the particulars connected

with the general subject.

ACCOUNT OF THE PER IPLUS.

II. The Periplôs of the Erythréan Sea is a title prefixed to a

work which contains the best account of the commerce carried

on from the Red Sea and the coast of Africa to the East

Indies, during the time that Egypt was a province of the

Roman empire.

This work was first edited from the press of Froben at Basle,

in 1533, with a prefatory epistle by Gelenius'; but from what

manuscript I have never been able to discover; neither is it

known whether any manuscript of it is now in existence. The

edition of Stuckius at Zurich, in 1577, and Hudson in 1698, at

Oxford, are both from the printed copy, which is notoriously

incorrect, and their emendations remove few of the material

difficulties “; besides these, there is a translation in the collec

tion of Ramusio, faithful indeed, as all his translations are, but

without any attempt to amend the text, or any comment to ex

plain it; he has prefixed a discourse however of considerable

merit and much learning, which I have made use of wherever

it could be of service, as I have also of the commentaries of

* Sigismund Gelenius was a man of family, See Jortin's Life of Erasmus, vol. ii. 471.
and of great learning ; he was one of the cor- 486. and Bayle. f

rectors of Froben's preſs at Basle, and much * The two inexplicable difficulties are,

connected with Erasmus and Luther. He is 'E.T syněvoup ºve?;742;, p. 9. and &To Ozºn; tı;

mentioned in Erasmus’s will. vátov 7:oxºpsi, p. 7. See infra.

B 2
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Stuckius, IIudson, and Dodwell; but the author with whom

I am most in harmony upon the whole, is Vossius, who

in his edition of Pomponius Mela has touched upon some of

these points, and I wish we had the ground of his opinion in

detail.

The Erythréan Sea is an appellation given in the age of the

author to the whole expanse of ocean reaching from the coast

of Africa to the utmost boundary of ancient knowledge on the

east; an appellation, in all appearance, deduced from their en

trance into it by the straits of the Red Sea, styled Erythras by

the Greeks, and not excluding the gulph of Persia, to which

the fabulous history of a king Erythras is more peculiarly ap

propriate.

Who the author was, is by no means evident, but certainly

not Arrian of Nicomédia, who wrote the history of Alexander,

whose writings have been the subject of my meditations for many

years, and whose name I should have been happy to prefix to

the present work; HE was a man of eminence by birth, rank,

talents, and education, while the author before us has none of

these qualities to boast; but veracity is a recommendation

which will compensate for deficiency in any other respect: this

praise is indisputably his due, and to display this in all its

* We are warned against the connection of

Erythra with Erythrèan by Agathárchides,

p. 4. Geog. Min. Hudson, S&Azrtz, Egv%&y,

he says, signifies the Red Sea; Šáxarray Egºz,

the sea of Erythras, is the ocean which takes

its name from king Erythra, according to the

Persian account. Salmasius and Hudson give

little credit “to Agathárchides for this intel

ligence. See note, ibid.: both agree in sup

posing Edom, Red, to be the true etymology,

the sea of Edom, or Esau, thc Iduméan Sea.

Agathárchides says, it is not from the colour

of the sea, for it is not red, tº ply &rº tº xed

Pºro; Tºy «Azaw Karzazsvášov, Jºvěo;' (s' Y&; triy

isv%&y,) this is well known, but it ought to be

remembered that Im Suph of the Hebrews is

the weedy sea ; and Lobo asserts, that Sufo

is a name still applied to a weed in this sea used

for dyeing red; this is probably indeed not

the source of the etymology, but it is not un

worthy of notice.
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parts is the principal merit of the commentary I have under

taken. -

Arrian of Nicomédia has left us the Paraplós of Nearchus,

and the Periplôs of the Euxine Sea ; and as the latter was pub

lished by Gelenius", in the same volume with the work which

is the immediate object of consideration, it is not impossible,

if the Periplôs of the Erythréan Sea was found anonymous, that

it was attributed to an author whose name on similar subjects

was familiar. But if Arrian be the real name of the author now

under contemplation, and not fictitious, he appears from in

ternal evidence to have been a Greek, a native of Egypt, or a

resident in that country, and a merchant of Alexandria : he

manifestly sailed on board the fleet from Egypt, as far as the

gulph of Cambay, if not farther ; and, from circumstances that

will appear hereafter, is prior to Arrian of Nicomédia by little

less than a century. His work has long been appreciated by

geographers, and is worthy of high estimation as far as the

author can be supposed personally to have visited the countries

he describes; some scattered lights also occur even in regard to

the most distant regions of the east, which are valuable as ex

hibiting the first dawn of information upon the subject.

Of this work no adequate idea could be formed, by a transla

tion; but a comparison of its contents with the knowledge of

India, which we have obtained fince Gama burst the barrier of

discovery, cannot but be acceptable to those who value geo

graphy as a science, or delight in it as a picture of the

world.

* See Hudson's preface to the Minor Geo- not learnt that a prior edition existed. Gele

graphers. I have seen no edition of Arrian's nius I have, by favour of Dr. Charles Burney.

work prior to 1533, by Gelenius, and have
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The Periplós itself is divided into two distinct parts, one com

prehending the coast of Africa from Muos Hormus to Rhapta;

the other, commencing from the same point, includes the coast

of Arabia, both within the Red Sea and on the ocean; and then

passing over to Guzerat runs down the coast of Malabar to

Ceylon. It is the first part, containing the account of Africa,

which I now present to the public; a work which, perhaps, I

ought never to have undertaken, but which I hope to complete

with the addition of the oriental part, (if blessed with a con

tinuance of life and health,) by devoting to this purpose the few

intervals which can be spared from the more important duties

in which I am engaged. The whole will be comprehended in

four books; the first consisting of preliminary matter, and the

other three allotted respectively to Africa, Arabia, and India,

the three different countries which form the subject matter of

the Periplôs itself. In the execution of this design I shall en

croach but little on the ground already occupied by Doctor

Robertson; but to Harris, and his learned editor Doctor

Campbell, I have many obligations. I follow the same ar

rangement in my consideration of the Greek authors, borrowing

sometimes from their materials, but never bound by their de

cisions: where I am indebted I shall not be sparing of my ac

knowledgments; and where I dissent, sufficient reasons will be

assigned. I could have wished for the company of such able

guides farther on my journey; but I soon diverge from their

track, and must explore my way like an Arab in the desert, by

a few slight marks which have escaped the ravages of time

and the desolation of war.

To a nation now mistress of those Indian territories which

were known to Alexander only by report, and to the Greeks of
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Egypt only by the intervention of a commerce restricted to the

coast, it may be deemed an object of high curiosity at least, if

not of utility, to trace back the origin and progress of discovery,

and to examine the minute and accidental causes which have

led to all our knowledge of the east; causes, which have by

slow and imperceptible degrees weakened all the great powers

of Asia, which have dissolved the empires of Persia and Hin

dostan, and have reduced the Othmans to a secondary rank;

while Europe has arisen paramount in arts and arms, and Bri

tain is the ruling power in India, from Ceylon to the Ganges;–

a supremacy this, envied undoubtedly by our enemies, and re

probated by the advocates of our enemies. Anquetil du Perron

and Bernoulli', exclaim at the injustice of our conquests; but

who ever asserted that conquest was founded upon justice?

The Portuguese, the Hollanders, and the French were all in

truders upon the natives, to the extent of their ability, as well

as the British. India in no age since the irruptions of the

Tartars and Mahomedans has known any power, but the power

of the sword; and great as the usurpation of the Europeans.

may have been, it was originally founded in necessity. It is

not my wish to justify the excess; but there are nations, with

which there can be no intercourse without a pledge for the se

curity of the merchant. The Portuguese, upon their first ar

rival at Calicut, could not trade but by force : it was in conse

quence of this necessity, that all the Europeans demanded or

extorted the liberty of erecting forts for their factories; and this

privilege, once granted, led the way to every encroachment

which ensued. I notice this, because the same danger pro

* See Description de l’Inde, in three vols, by Bernoulli, Berlin 1787, vol. ii.
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duced the same effects from the beginning. It will appear from

the Periplús, that the Arabians in that age had fortified their

factories on the coast of Africa, and the Portuguese historians

mention the same precaution used in the same country by the

Arabs in the age of Gama. From this slender origin all the

conquests of the Europeans in India have taken their rise, till

they have grown into a consequence which it was impossible to

foresee, and which it is now impossible to control. No nation

can abandon its conquests without ruin ; for it is not only posi

tive subtraction.from one scale, but preponderancy accumulated

in the other. No power can be withdrawn from a single pro

vince, but that it would be occupied by a rival upon the in

stant. Nothing remains but to moderate an evil which cannot

be removed, and to regulate the government by the interests of

the governed. This imports the conquerors as much as the

conquered ; for it is a maxim never to be forgotten, that the

Portuguese lost by their avarice the empire they had acquired

by their valour; but of this too much :-our present business is

not with the result of discovery, but its origin.

Voyages are now performed to the most distant regions of the

world without any intervening difficulties but the ordinary

hazard of the sea. In the ancient world the case was very dif

ferent : a voyage from Thessaly to the Phasis was an achievevoyag y

ment which consecrated the fame of the adventurers by a me

morial in the Heavens, and the passage from the Mediterranean

into the Atlantic Ocean was to the Phénicians a secret of state.

The reality of the Argonautic expedition has been questioned;

but if the primordial history of every nation but one is tinctured

with the fabulous, and if from among the rest a choice is ne

cessary to be made, it must be allowed that the traditions of
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Greece are less inconsistent than those of the more distant re

gions of the earth. Oriental learning is now employed in un

ravelling the mythology of India, and recommending it as con

taining the seeds of primeval history; but hitherto we have seen

nothing that should "induce us to relinquish the authorities we

have been used to respect, or to make us prefer the fables of the

Hindoos or Guebres to the fables of the Greeks. Whatever

difficulties may occur in the return of the Argonauts', their

passage to Colchis is consistent; it contains more real geo

graphy than has yet been discovered in any record of the Bra

mins or the Zendavesta, and is truth itself, both geographical

and historical, when compared with the portentous expedition of

Ram” to Ceylon; it is from considerations of this sort that we

must still refer our first knowledge of India to Grecian sources,

rather than to any other; for whatever the contents of the In

dian records may finally be found to have preserved, the first

mention of India that we have, is from Greece, and to the his

torians of Greece we must still refer for the commencement of

our inquiries; their knowledge of the country was indeed im

perfect, even in their latest accounts, but still their very earliest

shew that India had been heard of, or some country like India

in the east; a glimmering towards day is discoverable in Homer,

Heródotus, and Ctésias; obscure indeed, as all knowledge

of this sort was, previous to Alexander, but yet sufficient

... to prove that India was always an object of curiosity and

inquiry. -

*

* See Strabo, lib. i. pp. 21. 45.46.

* See Maurice's History of Hindostan, vol. ii. p. 243.

WOL. II. C
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HOM E R.

III. Tur father of poetry is naturally the first object of our

regard, his writings contain the history, the manners, and anti

quities of his country ; and though his information upon the

point proposed may be problematical, still nothing that he has

touched is unworthy of attention. When he conducts Nep

tune * into Ethiopia, he seems to place him in the centre be

tween two nations both black, but perfectly distinguished

from each other; and he adds, that they lived at the opposite

extremities of the world east and west; let us then place the

deity in Ethiopia above the Cataracts of Syöne, and let a line

be drawn east and west, at right angles with the Nile; will it

not immediately appear that this line cuts the coast of Nigritia

on the west, and the peninsula of India on the east and though

it may be deemed "enthusiasm to assert, that Homer considered

these as his two extremities, and placed his two Ethiopick na

tions in these tracts, which are their actual residence at pre

* @:o 3’ iXézigov &rzyrs;

Néct. IIors,842,03, tº &ºr;xi; utvízwey

‘Ayr,66, 'O?vº, Tágo; º; yºzy iºta Sz.

*AXX & uty Aſſoºrz; psitzſz0s tº 3,723,

(Aſſova; to ºx{& ºzízìzì, taxzzo &vºy,

'O, ºi, ºvzouíve ºri;ſovos, & 3 & 4,70s.)

Od. A. 19.

See the note upon this passage in Pope’s

translation of the Odyssey, where he adduces

with great propriety the testimony of Strabo,

to prove that all thoſe nations were accounted

Ethiopians by the early Greeks, who lived

upon the Southern Ocean from east to west;

and the authority of Ptolemy to shew, “that

“ under the zodiack from east to west, inhabit

“ the Ethiopians black of colour.” The

whole passage in Strabo, and the various read

ing of Aristarchus and Crates, are well worth

consulting. Lib. i. p. 30.

* "Eºrt.9 "Ourgo; 3 3.2. rāto 3.2-gs; tº; Aſſera:

# ºr re'; 'Iº; #3, twº; Toºre; Tois ačuzzwº gº

y&; APXHN 1852. Ts’; ‘Lºº; tº; Ouresy. Strabo,

Lib. ii. p. 103. it is not probable that Homer

knew India at all. In this we may ſo far

agree with Strabo, that Homer did not know

India as the country of Hindoos ;—he did not

know it even by name ; but he knew that there

were people of a black colour at the two ex

tremes from Egypt, east and west ; and conse

quently this knowledge extended on the east

beyond Arabia, for the Arabs are not black,

2
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sent, still it is not too much to say, that the centre he has

assumed is the most proper of all others, that the distant

Ethiopians" to the east of it, are Indians, and to the west,

Negroes. These two species are perfectly distinguished by

their make, by their features, and above all by their hair;

whether Homer knew this characteristic difference does not ad

mit of proof, but that he knew they were of a separate race is

undeniable, and that he placed them east and west at the ex

tent of his knowledge, is an approximation to truth, and con

sistent with their actual position at the present hour.

HP ROIDOTUS.

IV. THE distinction which Homer has not marked, is the

first circumstance that occurred to Heródotus; he mentions the

eastern Ethiopians considered as Indians, and differing from

those of Africa expressly by the characteristic" of long hair,

as opposed to the woolly head of the Cafre. We may collect

also, with the assistance of a little imagination, the distinct

notice of three sorts of natives, which correspond in some degree

with the different species which have inhabited this country in

all ages. The Padéi on the north", who are a savage people

12 ºf

Earxzroi.

* Lib. vii. p. 541. -

* If the situation of the Padèi were ascer

tained, we might inquire about the manners

attributed to them by the historian; but he

mentions only ſome tribes that live upon the

marshes formed by the river (that is, probably

the Indus), and then the Padéi to the east of

these; this places them on the north of India :

as to all appearance the marshes noticed are

those formed by the rains in the Panjeab, but

how far east beyond this province we are to fix

the Padéï is indefinite. I cannot suppose that

Heródotus had received any report of the

nations north of the Himmalu Mountains,

or else I should offer a conjecture to the Ori

entalists, whether Padéi, converted into Pudéi,

might not allude to Budtan ; for a and u

are convertible, as is evident in Multan, which

is only another form of reading Mul-tan for

Mal-tan or Mallistan, the country of the Malli.

Rennell on Herod. 3 Io, says, Padda is the

C 2
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resembling the tribes which are still found in the northern

mountains, mixed with Tartars perhaps, and approaching to

their manners; a second race living far to the south, not sub

ject to the Persian empire *, and who abstain from all animal

food; under this description we plainly discover the real Hin

doos ; and a third inhabiting Paktúia and Caspatūrus, who re

semble the Bactrians in their manners, dress, and arms, who

are subject to Persia, and pay their tribute in gold; these,

whether we can discover Caspatūrus or not, are evidently the

same as those tribes which inhabit at the sources west of the

Indus; who never were Hindoos, but possess a wild mountainous

country, where their fastnesses qualify them for a predatory"

life, and where they were equally formidable to Alexander, to

Timour, and Nadir Shah "; they resemble to this day the

Bactrians, as much as in the time of Heródotus, or rather the

Agwhans in their neighbourhood; and are as brave as the one,

and as ferocious as the other. These tribes it is more necessary

to mark, because it will prove that the Persians never were

masters of India properly" so called, but of that country only

which is at the source of the Indus. Whether they penetrated

beyond the main stream, that is the Indus or the Attock itself,

Indica, expressly asserts, that the power of

the Assyrians, the Medes, and Persians, did

not extend beyond the Indus. Between the

Cophés and Indus, he says, the tribes are

name of the Ganges; but are not Padda and

Ganga both expressive of a river ? for there is

a Padda and a Ganga in the Carnatick, as well

as in Bengal.

* Lib. iii. p. 248.

* See Goez's journey from Attock to Ca.

bul. Purchas, iv. 311. from Trigault. Goez

himself was plundered in this country.

” Nadir was glad to compound with these

tribes, to let him pass unmolested with the

plunder of the unhappy Mahomed Shah.

* Arrian, at the commencement of the

called Assaceni and Astaceni, and their capital

Massaca ; and he notices another large city,

Peukela ; but Pecheli is not west of the Indus.

Bazira is supposed to be Peishawer. He does

not consider them as Indians, nor any others

except those beyond the Indus, i. e. the At

tock, the forbidden river. See Schmeider's

Arrian, p. S.
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must be left in doubt; but Paktāia, according to Major Ren

nell, is Peukeli; and if. Caspatūrus be the same as the Caspira

of Ptólemy, there is some ground for supposing that city cor

respondent to Multan. Should these conjectures be confirmed

by future inquiry, it would prove that the Persians did pass the

Attock, and were really masters of the Panjeab and Multan;

and the tribute which they received, equal to half the revenues

of the empire, affords some reason for supposing this to be the

fact. Much depends upon the issue of this inquiry, because

the Attock, or forbidden river, has been the western boundary

of Hindostan in all ages; if the Persians passed it, India was

tributary to them : if they did not, the tribes west of the Attock

only were subjected, and these were never Hindoos, however

esteemed so by the Persians. Another circumstance dependent

on this inquiry, is the voyage of Skulax, said to have com

menced from Pactúia and Caspatūrus, and to have terminated in

the Gulph of Arabia. There are two inconsistencies in the report

of this voyage by Heródotus; the first, that he mentions the course

of the Indus to the east", which is in reality to the south-west;

the second, that he supposes Daríus * to have made use of the

discoveries of Skulax for the invasion of India. Now if Darius

was master of the Attock, Peukeli, and Multan, he wanted no

information concerning the entrance into India, for this has

* See Hyde Rel. Vet. Persarum, cap. xxiii.

who is half disposed to make Sculax navigate

the Ganges on account of its eastern direction.

He hesitates only because Sculax must have

returned to the north again from C. Comorin

to survey the mouths of the Indus. See Wes

seling apud Herod. lib. iv. p. 3oo, note 34.

* Hystaspes father of Darius is the Gush

tasp of the Zendavesta, and king of Balk or

Bactria; but I have never been able to discover,

that the Persian Darius of the Greeks, or his

father Hystaspes, can be identified with the

Bactrian Gushtasp of the Zende or Oriental

writers; and I see Richardson in the preface

to his Persian Dictionary assigns no real an

tiquity to the Zende of Anquetil du Perron.

See Cudworth's Intellectual System, p. 287.
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been the route of every conqueror; or if he obtained any intelli

gence from Skulax, it is certain that neither he, nor his succes

sors ever availed themselves of it, for any naval expedition.

The Persians were never a maritime people. History no where

speaks of a Persian fleet in the Indian ocean, or even in the

Gulph " of Persia; and in the Mediterranean, their sea forces

always consisted of Phénicians, Cyprians, or Egyptians.

Far is it from my wish wantonly to discredit any historical

fact supported on the testimony of such a writer as Heródotus;

but there are insuperable difficulties in admitting this voyage

of Skulax, or that of the Phénicians round the continent of

Africa; the greatest of all is, that no consequences accrued

from either. That Heródotus received the account of both

from Persians or Egyptians, is undeniable ; that they were per

formed is a very different consideration. I do not dwell upon

the fabulous” part of his account of India; because even his

fables have a foundation in fact”; but I cannot believe from

the state of navigation in that age, that Skulax could perform

* I speak of a navy, not ships for trade.

* What the fable is of the ants which

turned up gold, and the manner of collecting

it by the natives, I cannot determine; but it

is possible, that as our knowledge of India

increases, it will be traced to its source ; and

one thing is certain, that it is a tale existing

from the time of Heródotus to the age of

De Thou ; it is countenanced likewise in the

Letters of Busbequius, who saw one of these

ants [skins] (an Indian ant as big as a dog,

p. 318. Eng. ed.) sent as a present from the

king of Persia to the Porte. See Larcher,

tom. iii. p. 339. Another fable, totally dis

sonant to the ordinary manners of the Hin

doos, I shall give in the words of the historian,

Mſ;1, 3, 7&rw tº Iºw, rºy wºrtatéa warray iº

Çayº; tr., x2+&rt; Tºw ~80%rwy, lib. iii. 248.

quod populo universo nequaquam objiciendum

est, sed originem ducit ex illo spurcissimo

commercio foeminarum prolis desiderio laboran

tium, cum Hylobiis et Heautontimoreumenis.

I can, upon similar principles, account for the

greatest part of the fables imputed to Me

gåsthenes, Dáimachus, and Onesſcritus. Lt.

Wilford explains Ctésias's fable of the Mar

tíchora. -

* Not all indeed, for his voyage of Her.

cules to Scythia is mere mythology. I do not

use this to discredit the voyage of Skulax; my

object is to mark fable as fable, and to select

the truths mixed with it for observation. See

Herod. lib. iv. p. 283. ed. Wess.
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a voyage round Arabia, from which the bravest officers of

Alexander shrunk; or that men who had explored the desert

coast of Gadrósia, should be less daring than an unexperienced

native of Caryanda. They returned with amazement from the

sight of Mussendon, while Skulax succeeded without a difficulty

upon record. But the obstacles to such a voyage are numerous,

first, whether Paktúia be Peukeli, and Caspaty’rus, Multan :

secondly, if Daríus were master of Multan, whether he could

send a ship, or a fleet, down the Indus to the sea, though

tribes where Alexander fought his way at every step : thirdly,

whether Skulax * had any knowledge of the Indian Ocean, the

coast, or the monsoon : fourthly, if the coast of Gadrósia were

friendly, which is doubtful, whether he could proceed along

the coast of Arabia, which must be hostile from port to port.

These and a variety of other difficulties *, which Nearchus ex

perienced, from famine, from want of water, from the built of

his vessels, and from the manners of the natives, must induce

an incredulity in regard to the Persian account, whatever respect

we may have to the fidelity of Iſeródotus.

p. 35. for there is great doubt whether Rhé

tèum was in existence in the time of the real

Skulax ; and of India, he says nothing in the

treatise now extant.

* Strabo says, Posidónius disbelieved this

whole history of Skulax, though he believed

the voyage of Eudoxus, lib. ii. p. 100. The

fact is, there were so many of these voyages

* That there was such a person as Skulax,

that he was in India, and that his account of

that country was extant, appears from Aris

totle's Politicks, lib.vii. in Dr. Gillies's transla

tion, book iv. p. 240. Ilearn likewise from Lar

cher, that the Baron de Sainte Croix defends

the work which now bears the name of Skulax

as genuine, in a dissertation read before the

Academy of Inscriptions; but I know not whe

ther that dissertation be published. See Lar

cher's Herod. tom. iii. p. 407. I have one ob

jection to its authenticity, which is, his mention

of Dardanus, Rhêtêum and Ilium in the Troad,

pretended, and so few performed, that the best

judges did not know what to believe; Strabo

believed nothing of the circumnavigation of

Africa. Sec lib. i. p. 32.
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CTES M A. S.

V. Next to IIeródotus, at the distance of little more than

sixty years, succeeds Ctésias. He resided a considerable time

in the court of Persia, and was physician to Artaxerxes Mné

mon. What opportunities he had of obtaining a knowledge of

India must have been accidental, as his fables are almost pro

verbial, and his truths very few ; his abbreviator Photius, from

whose extracts alone we have an account of his works, seems to

have passed over all that he said of Indian manners; and to

have preserved only his tales of the marvellous. The editor *,

* Ctesias says, there is a pool which is

annually filled with liquid gold ; that an hun

dred measures (rºzzºz.) of this are collected,

each measure weighing a talent; at the bot

tom of this pool is found iron, and of this iron

he had two swords, one presented to him by

the king, and the other by Parysatis the king's

mother. The property of these swords was,

that when fixed in the ground they averted

clouds, hail, and tempests; he saw the king

make the experiment, and it succeeded.

In regard to my former note on this pas

sage, I am first to do justice to M. Wesseling,

to whom 1 erroneously imputed a defence of

Ctesias's veracity. I should have been cor

rect, if I had imputed it to Henry Stephens's

dissertation prefixed to Ctesias, in M. Wes

seling’s edition.

I had likewise said that “some ingenious

“ modern might quote Tºrrºw, &rotºrator,

“ the expression of Ctésias, to prove that iron

“ was known to be a conductor in that age,

“ and that electricity was concerned in the ex

“ periment.” -

On this subject I received a paper from

Mr. Alwood, in which he adopts the sup

Position I had advanced. I will therefore

no farther support my charge of absurdity

against Ctesias, than to maintain that the ne

cessity of having these swords made from the

iron found in the golden fountain is an absur

dity still, as we now know that all iron has the

same property. This effect was not, and

could not be, unknown to the ancients; for

the fire of Castor and Pollux, the St. Elmo's

light, is recorded upon a variety of occasions;

and frequent notice is likewise taken of the

flame on the head of spears [hastae militum

arsere]. All this we now know to be electri

cal. But if the Persians had learnt that in

these instances iron was a conductor, and

averted the mischief of lightning, they had

certainly advanced one step above others in the

science, and are the first electricians upon re

cord. It is common to all science, that the

effect is known before the cause, and the ap

plication of the effect to its proper use. The

pump was employed for ages before it was

known that air could be weighed against

water; and the mechanick powers were all

used, before their force, or the means of ex

erting it to the best advantage, could be cal

culated. I am therefore perfectly ready to

admit Mr. Alwood's interpretation of this
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however, is very desirous of preserving the credit of his author,

and that part of the work which relates to Persia is worthy of

the estimation he assigns it; but we are not bound to admit his

fable of the martichora, his pygmies, his men with the heads of

dogs and feet reversed, his griffins and his four-footed birds as

big as wolves.—These fictions of imagination indeed are still

represented on the walls of the Pagodas; they are symbols of

mythology, which the Bramins pointed out to the early visitors

of India, and became history by transmission.

The few particulars appropriate to India, and consistent with

truth, obtained by Ctésias, are almost confined to something

resembling a description of the cochineal plant, the fly, and the

beautiful tint obtained from it, with a genuine picture of the

monkey and the parrot; the two animals he had doubtless seen

in Persia, and flowered cottons emblazoned with the glowing

colours of the modern chintz, were probably as much coveted

by the fair Persians in the Harams of Susa and Ecbatana, as

they still are by the ladies of our own country.

Ctésias is contemporary with Xenophon, and Xenophon is

prior to Alexander by about seventy years; during all which

period, little intelligence concerning India was brought into

Greece; and if the Macedonian conquests had not penetrated

beyond the Indus, it does not appear what other means might

have occurred of dispelling the cloud of obscurity in which the

eastern world was enveloped.

passage, and to allow that honour which he Ctésias styles the pool Sides; Arrian, from

claims for the Persians of discovering this pro- Megàsthenes, mentions a river and spring,

perty in iron, which is in fact the greatest ad- called Silas, on which wood would not swim;

vance, in point of utility, which has hitherto Strabo speaks of a Silia, p. 484. ; and Pliny,

been derived from our knowledge of the cause, of Silla. Schmeider, Arriani Indica, p. 36.

or our progress in the science of electricity.

WOL. II. Id
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The Macedonians, as it has been shewn in a former work,

obtained a knowledge both of the Indus and the Ganges; they

heard that the seat of empire was, where it always has been,

on the Ganges, or the Jumna. They acquired intelligence of

all the grand and leading features of Indian manners, policy,

and religion: they discovered all this by penetrating through

countries where possibly no Greek had previously set his foot;

and they explored the passage by sea, which first opened the

commercial intercourse with India to the Greeks and Romans,

through the medium of Egypt and the Red Sea; and finally to

the Europeans by the Cape of Good Hope. -

It matters not that the title of fabulists is conferred upon

Megàsthenes, Nearchus, and Onesſcritus, by the ancients; they

published more truths than falsehoods, and many of their im

puted falsehoods are daily becoming truths, as our knowledge

of the country is improved. The progress of information from

this origin is materially connected with the object we have pro

posed, and it cannot be deemed superfluous to pursue it through

the chain of authors, who maintain the connection till the dis

covery of the passage across the ocean by means of the mon

SOOI).

Megàsthenes and Dáimachus” had been sent as ambassadors

from the kings of Syria to Sandrocottus and his successor Alli

tróchades; the capital of India was in that age at Palibóthra,

the situation of which, so long disputed, is finally fixed “, by Sir

* Bruce says, Megàsthenes and Denis, Captain Wilford, and brought to Raje Mahal,

from Ptolemy king of Egypt, vol. i. p. 461. thirty miles above the Delta of Bengal, where

He followed French authority, and he is not there is no junction of rivers, and where, if we

in the habit of citing his authorities; but there fix it, we must bring a river to the place, as

is a Diony'sius mentioned as sent from Egypt. Rennell did at Canouge. See As. Res, vol. v.

* It is now unfixed again, in the opinion of p. 272. Lond, ed. .
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William Jones, at the junction of the Saone and the Ganges.

These ambassadors, therefore, were resident at a court in the

very heart of India, and it is to Megásthenes in particular that

the Greeks are indebted for the best account of that country.

But what is most peculiarly remarkable is, that the fables of

Ctésias were still retained in his work; the Cynocéphali, the

Pigmies, and similar fables were still asserted as truths. It is

for this reason that Strabo" prefers the testimony of Eratós

thenes and Patrócles, though Eratósthenes was resident at

Alexandria, and never visited India at all ; and though Pa

trócles never saw any part of that country beyond the Panjeab.

Still their intelligence he thinks is preferable, because Eratós

thenes had the command of all the information treasured in the

library of Alexandria; and Patrócles was possessed of the ma

terials which were collected by Alexander himself, and which

had been communicated to him by Xeno the keeper of the

archives. w

It is inconceivable how men could live and negotiate in a

camp on the Ganges, and bring home impossibilities as truth;

how Megásthenes could report that the Hindoos had no use of

letters”, when Nearchus had previously noticed the beautiful

appearance of their writing, and the elegance of character,

which we still discover in the Shanskreet”; but the fabulous

accounts of Ctésias were repeated by Megàsthenes, professedly
º

-

* Lib. ii. in initio, p. 7o. - * Shanskreet, or Sanscrit, is the mode of

* Strabo, lib. xv. p. 709. an imputation writing this word, which has prevailed among

on Megàsthenes, which the good father Paolino our English writers. I always prefer the most

is very unwilling should attach to him. See popular, but Paolino writes Sams Crda, lingua

his Dissertation De veteribus Indis, in answer perfecta, p. 258. or Krda = perfecta, Sam =

to Augustinus Georgius, author of the Thibet simul, coeval with creation.

Alphabet, p. 12.

D 2
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from the authority of the Bramins; and whatever reason we

have to complain of his judgment or discretion, we ought to

acknowledge our obligations to him as the first author who spoke

with precision of India, or gave a true idea of the people.

It is not possible to enter into the particulars of all that we

derive from this author, but the whole account of India, col

lected in the fifteenth book of Strabo, and the introduction to

the eighth book of Arrian, may justly be attributed to him as

the principal source of information. His picture is, in fact, a

faithful representation of the Indian character and Indian man

ners; and modern observation contributes to establish the ex

tent of his intelligence, and the fidelity of his report.

This source of intelligence, commencing with Alexander and

concluding with Megàsthenes and Dáilnachus, may be classed

under the title of Macedonian, as derived from Alexander and

his successors: for such knowledge of the country as could be

acquired by a hasty invasion, by the inspection of travellers and

ambassadors, or by the voyage down the Indus, the Mace

donians seem to have attained with singular attention, and,

notwithstanding particular errors, to have conveyed into

Europe with much greater accuracy than might have been ex

pected. w

The voyage of Nearchus opened the passage into India by

sca, and obviated the difficulties of penetrating into the east by

land, which had previously been an insurmountable barrier to

knowledge and communication.

” To Onesſcritus only, if we follow Strabo

or Pliny, vi. 24. who, he says, mentions ele

phants there larger and more fit for war than

elsewhere, a truth to this day. Megàsthenes

10:ices a river, gold and pearls, and that the

But it is to Onesicritus” we

people are called Paléðgoni. Eratósthenes

seems to have enlarged upon the size given

it by Onesicritus, for instead of 625 miles,

he says it is 87.5 miles long, 625 broad. In

Pliny’s age the north-eastern side was grown
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trace the first mention of Tapróbana, or Ceylon, and what is

extraordinary, the dimensions he has assigned to it, are more

conformable to truth *, than Ptolemy had acquired four hun

dred years later, and at a time when it was visited annually by

the fleets from Egypt; but on this subject more will be said in

its proper place.

*

IAM BULUS.

VI. THE mention of Ceylon naturally introduces us to the

voyage of Iambúlus", because, fabulous as his account is, it is

still most probably founded on fact, and because Diodórus has

ranked it as history.

Lucian *, perhaps, formed a better judgment when he classed

him with the writers of fiction; for his account of the Fortunate

Islands and that of Ceylon stand almost on the same ground;

the circumference of the Island he seems to give at five thousand

stadia from Onesicritus, and the navigation across the ocean

from Ethiopia he derived from the general knowledge that this

voyage had been performed, or imputed, from a very early

to 1250 miles, and the error was always on Palésimoondus. This, however, ought not

the increase till the time of Ptolemy. Pliny

adds, that Rachia [Rajah] was the head of

the embassy to Rome, and that Rachia’s fa

ther had visited the Séres. One incidental

circumstance seems to mark Arabian inter

course previous to the voyage of Annius Pló

kamus's freed man. Regi, cultum Liberi Pa

tris, cacteris, Aralum, the king worshipped

Bacchus, the people on the coast followed the

rites of the Arabianr. The king wore the

garment of India, the people (on the coast)

that of the Arabians. He adds also, that Her

cules was worshipped, that is, Bali, the In

dian Hercules. Whence both Palčágoni, and

to be asserted without giving due weight to

Paolino, who derives Palésimoondus from Pa

rashri mandala, the kingdom of Parashri, and

Parashri is the Indian Bacchus.

* He makes it 625 miles, without men

tioning length or breadth ; it is in reality near

280 miles long, and 138 broad; but Ptolemy

extends it to more than 966 miles from north

to south, 759 from west to east.

* See Harris, vol. i. 383. and Ramusio,

* Luc. de vera historia, i. cap. 3. yºuoy

Piº &raa, tº Jivºo; Tºacápºtºos, 3x &tiprº 3’ tºw;

ov,94; tº ºxésaw, Wesseling in lib. ii. 167,

Diod.
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age; his departure from Ceylon to the Ganges, his arrival at

Palibóthra, and his intercourse with the king, who was an ad

mirer" of the Greeks, may be referred to Megàsthenes and

Dáimachus, while his fictions of impossibilities are all his own.

Notwithstanding all this there are some allusions to character

istick truths, which though they do not bespeak the testimony

of an eye-witness, prove that some knowledge of the island had

reached Egypt, and this at a time previous to the discovery of

the monsoon ; for Iannbúlus must be antecedent to Diodórus,

and Diodórus is contemporary with Augustus. It is this single

circumstance that makes it requisite to notice such an author.

The truths alluded to are, I. The stature of the natives, and the

flexibility of their joints. II. The length of their ears, bored

and pendent. III. The perpetual verdure of the trees. IV. The

attachment of the natives to astronomy. W. Their worship of

the elements, and particularly the sun and moon. VI. Their

cotton garments. VII. The custom of many men having Ol)C

wife in common, and the children being entitled to the protec

tion of the partnership. (This practice is said by Paolino” to

* bºxw, though there be nothing in this

word to raise admiration in general, but at the

strangeness of the circumstance, how a king of

Palibóthra should know enough of Greeks to

be fond of the nation : there is still a secret

allusion of much curiosity, which is this, the

native chiefs who raised themselves to inde

pendence on the ruins of the Syrian monarchy,

(whether from the number of Greeks in the

east, or from the popularity of the Grecian

sovereignty, is hard to determine,) assumed the

title of bºx{xxn, ; and this term is still found

inscribed in Greek letters upon the coins of

the first usurpers of the Parthian dynasty. See

Bayer. p. 105. It seems, therefore, highly pro

bable, that the inventor of this tale of Iam

búlus knew that some of the eastern poten

tates were styled lovers of the Greeks; and he

has ignorantly applied this title to a sovereign

of India, which appertained properly to those

only who reigned in the north of Persia.

This seems an additional proof of the im

posture; the author knew a curious piece of

secret history, but did not know how to

apply it.

* Paolino was a Romish missionary in Tra

vencore for thirteen or fourteen years; his

work was published at Rome : he is sometimes

mistaken on classical questions, but still it is a

learned and instructive work, p. 378.
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exist still on the coast of Ceylon, and is apparently conformable

to the manners of the Nayres on the continent.) VIII. Equality

of day and night. IX. The Calamus or Maiz. And it is sub

mitted to future inquiry, whether the particulars of the alpha

bet may not have some allusion to truth; for he says, the

characters are originally only seven, but by four varying forms

or combinations they become twenty-eight. . -

The chief reason to induce a belief, that Iambúlus never

really visited Ceylon, is, that he should assert he was there

seven years, and yet that he should not mention the production

of cinnamon. There is no one circumstance that a Greek

would have noticed with more ostentation than a discovery of

the coast where this spice grew ; but Iambúlus, like the rest of

his countrymen, if he knew the produce, adjudged it to

Arabia, and never thought of this leading truth, as a sanction

to the construction of his fable ; he is described by Diodórus as

the son of a merchant, and a merchant himself, but possessed

of a liberal education. In trading to Arabia for spices, he was

taken prisoner and reduced to slavery ; he was carried off

from Arabia by the Ethiopians, and by them committed to the

ocean, to be driven wherever the winds might carry him; and

in this case his reaching Ceylon would be the least impro

bable * part of his narrative. No means occur to settle the

date of this history, but the allusion to known truths makes it

vessel, on either coast, is by accident forced* P. Luigi Maria de Gesu, a Carmelite,

out of the limit of the land and sea breeze,afterwards Bp. of Usula, and Apostolick

Vicar of the coast of Malabar, coming round

Cape Comorin in a native vessel, was carried

over to the Maldives, and thence to the coast

of Africa. Paolin. p. 83. Annius Plókamus

was carried in a contrary direction from

Arabia to Ceylon; and in fact, whenever a

º

she will be caught by the monsoon, and carried

over to the opposite continent. To accidents

of this sort we may impute a very early dis

covery of the monsoons by Arabians or Ethio

pians, long before Hippalus imparted it to the

Greeks and Romans.
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curious, even if it be a novel. These truths could have been

obtained only from report in the age of Diodórus”, and the

wonder is, that it contains a circumstance dependent on the

monsoon, of which Diodórus was himself ignorant, and which

was not known to the Greeks and Romans till near a century

later. I dare not claim it as a proºf, that the Arabians sailed

by the monsoon at this time, but the scene is laid in Arabia,

and the passage is made from the coast of Africa, as that of

the Arabians really was ; and it is natural to conclude, that the

Arabians did really sail to Ceylon in that age, though the

Greeks and Romans did not. The embassy from Pandion to

Augustus cannot be a fiction, and the ambassadors must have

sailed from India, either on board Arabian ships, which fre

quented their harbours, or in Indian vessels which followed the

same course. All this is previous to Hippalus, and the whole

taken together is a confirmation of an Arabian navigation pre

vious to that from Egypt. That a novel should contain his

torical facts and truths is natural, and will not be denied by

those who are acquainted with Heliodórus. Many Ethiopick

customs” are noticed in that work, which are true to this day.

After all, the novel of Iambúlus is not so surprizing in itself, as

its existence in the page of Diodórus.

* Harris or Dr. Campbell are my precursors chas joins with me in opinion. Vol. ii.

in this examination of Iambúlus and Aga- p. 8o.

thárchides. They gave credit to Iambúlus, * The Nagareet drums, so often noticed by

I here give the reasons for my dissent. Pur- Bruce, are discoverable in this work.
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AG AT II A R C H IDE 8.

VII. AG ATHARCHID Es ", the next object of our considera

tion, is an author of far different estimation ; he was president

of the Alexandrian library, and is always mentioned with

respect by Strabo, Pliny, and Diodórus “. His work on the

Erythréan or Red Sea, is preserved in an extract of Photius,

and copied almost in the same terms, but not without inter

mixture”, by Diodórus. Diodórus indeed professes to derive

his information from the royal commentaries, and original

visitors of the countries he describes; but that he copies Aga

thárchides is evident, by a comparison of this part of his work

with the extract of Photius; or, perhaps, considering Agathár

chides as librarian, he conceived that his work was founded on

the commentaries or archives of the Alexandrian depository.

Strabo “likewise follows Agathárchides in almost all that relates

to Ethiopia, the countries south of Egypt, and the western

coast of Arabia *, or rather, as Wesseling has observed, with

4. It is with much regret that I confess my an allusion is evidently made to the separation

neglect of this author, from whom I might of the waters of the Red Sea, as recorded by

have corroborated many circumstances in the Moses; it is received in this sense by Grotius,

voyage of Nearchus. A cursory perusal had Bochart, and Wesseling; and if this was in

induced me to view his errors in too strong a Agathárchides, it could hardly have been

light; if justice be done to him on the present omitted by Photius, a Christian bishop : if it

review, it is no more than he merits. was not in Agathárchides, it is plain that

* Diodórus speaks of Agathárchides and Diodorus joined other authorities to his.

Artemidórus, as the only authors who have This is given as a conjecture, but it is of

written truth concerning Egypt and Ethiopia, weight.

Lib. iii. 181. . * Lib. xvi. p. 769.

43 In confirmation of this assertion, we may * Diod. lib. iii. p. 205. not. xxxspin, &c.

mention a passage, lib. iii. p. 208. Diod, where but Strabo cites both, p. 769.

WOL. II. E

-

*
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his usual accuracy, both copy Artemidórus” of Ephesus", who

is the copyist of Agathárchides.

It is necessary to pay more attention to this author, as he is

apparently the original source from which all the historians

drew, previous to the discovery of the monsoon ; his work forms

an epoch in the science, and when Pliny comes to speak

of the discoveries on the coast of Malabar in his own age,

and adds, that the names he mentions are new, and not to be

found in previous writers; we ought to consider him as speak

ing of all those, who had followed the authority of the Mace

donians, or the school of Alexandria, of which, in this branch

of science, Eratósthenes and Agathárchides were the leaders.

Eratósthenes * was librarian of Alexandria under Ptolemy

Euérgetes I. and died at the age of eighty-one, 194, A.C. He

was rather an astronomer and mathematician than a geographer,

and is honoured with the title of surveyor of the earth *, as the

first astronomer who measured a degree of a great circle *, and

drew the first parallel of latitude, the sublime attempt on which

all the accuracy of the science depends.

It appears from Strabo and Pliny, that Eratósthenes speaks.

of Meroë, India, and the Thinae, and of the latter as placed

incorrectly in the more ancient maps. How this nation, which

was the boundary of knowledge in the age of Ptolemy, (and

* Diod. lib. iii. p. 774.

* There are two Artemidórus's of Ephesus.

See Hoffman in voce. This Artemidórus

lived in the reign of Ptolemy Lathyrus, anno

169, A. C.

* Sphaeram terrestrem descripsit Eratos

thenes in fragmentis ag ‘Erug, apud Heracli

dem, c. 50. Heyne notae in Hom. 2, 481,

& 490. See Heraclitus de Allegoriis Ho

mericis. Heyne, O. 18. See Excursus iii. ad

lib. xxiii. nota ad pag. 564. Heraclides, vel

Heraclitus, a Nich. Schow Editus, non duo

sunt, sed unus diverso nomine.

* See his eulogium in Pliny, hb. ii. c. 112.

* Hipparchus is later than Eratósthenes;

he is supposed to have lived to 129, A.C.
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which, if it does not intimate China, is at least as distant as the

golden Chersonese of Malacca,) found its way into charts more

early than Eratósthenes, will be considered in its proper place;

but his knowledge of Meroë and Southern Africa is derived from

Dálion, Aristócreon, and Bion, who had been sent by Phila

delphus, or his successors, into that country, or from Timós

thenes”, who sailed down the coast of Africa as low as Cernè “.

His information concerning India must be deduced from the

Macedonians, but his information is confined on the subject of

Oriental commerce; the spherical figure of the earth seems to

be the grand truth he was desirous to establish, and his geo

graphical inquiries were perhaps rather the basis of a system,

than a delineation of the habitable world. -

Agathárchides, according to Blair, must, though younger,

have been contemporary with Eratósthenes; he was a native of

Cnidus in Caria, and flourished 177, A. C. But Dodwell “

brings him down much lower, to 104, A. C. which can hardly

be true, if Artemidórus” copied his work, for the date of Ar

temidorus is attributed to 104, A.C. also, the same year which

Dodwell gives to Agathárchides.

These dates are of importance, if we assume the work of

Agathárchides as an epoch, which in fact it seems to be, and

the principal authority for the subsequent historians, previous

to the discovery of Hippalus; his work it is by no means ne

cessary to vindicate in all its parts, but it contains many pe

s: What credit Timósthenes deserves is du- See infra. e

bious, as Pliny mentions, that he makes the “ Bruce says, in the reign of Ptolemy IX.

Red Sea only four days sail in length and two loo, A.C., but dºes not *y * word of the

broad, if I understand the passage. Lib. vi. contents of his wºrk, i. 4%.
C. 33. * See Diod. iii. 181. Wessel, note,

* Sometimes supposed to be Madagascar.

E 2
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culiar truths” confirmed by modern experience, and the first

genuine characteristicks of Southern Africa that occur in history.

Some of these circumstances, though not connected with the

purpose before us, cannot be superfluous, as they contribute to

establish the credit of the work; these are, I. The gold mines “

worked by the Ptolemies on the coast of the Red Sea; the pro

cess; the sufferings of the miners; the tools" of copper found

in them, supposed to have been used by the native Egyptians,

prior to the Persian conquest. II. In Meroë, or Abyssinia, the

hunting of elephants, and hamstringing them ; the flesh cut out

of the animal alive III. The fly, described as the scourge

of the country in the same manner as by Bruce. IV. Some

thing like the ensete tree of Bruce. V. Locusts described as

food. VI. Troglodytes. VII. The rhinóceros, the camelopard,

apes "strangely called sphinxes *, the crocotta " or hyena ; se

58

-

* Great moderation is due in judging all

writers who speak of a country in the first

instance. Things are not false because they

are strange. See Diodórus, lib. iii. p. 199,

IIoxx; }; x2, &xxx Tºwy Tz;2%ttº avºriasſiz,

zoº; pºv 2) voča.” &Tisz, roi; }; ºrs;z, Aºzº,

&vºrouſ ºnto.

* These mines are noticed both in Ebn

Haukal and Al Edrissi, p. 18. Aurifodina

in terra Bogae distat ab urbe Asuan (Syene),

quindecim dierum itinere, medio inter orientem

et septentrionem, which is exactly the Trog

lodytick coast.

* A very extraordinary fact, and similar to

what has happened in our own age. Accord

ing to Col. Vallancy, instruments have been

found in the mines in Ireland which he sup

poses to be Phénician ; and others have been

found in the mines in Wales, which are cer

tainly Roman.

* Strabo also mentions the Kºtºzyol, which

perhaps intimates eaters of raw fleſh, and the

excisio foeminarum, in a passage where he

seems to be copying Agathárchides or Arte

midórus. The original here does not specify

the fleſh from living oxen, but elephants. See

Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 771.

” The sphinxes are supposed to be apes by

Wesseling, and from their tameness it is pro

bable. The crocotta I translate hyena, be

cause it is said to be between a wolf and a dog;

from the mention of its imitating the human

voice, it may be the shackall. I cannot help

noticing that the animals enumerated by the

author are all named in the same manner on

the celebrated Palestrine Mosaick. Hardouin

thinks that the distinction of these sphinxes.

from the common ape, was in the face, smooth

and without hair. Ad Plin. lib. vi. See the

Krokotas on the Paleſtrine marble, which I

am not naturalist sufficient to appropriate.

This marble is illustrated by Barthelemi, in

the 3oth vol. of the Academy of Inscriptions,

p. 593. An. Reg. 1796, p. 356.
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veral other minute particulars might be enumerated, but not

without a tincture of the fabulous.

IHis account of the coast is our more immediate concern ; this

commences at Arsinoë, or Suez, and goes down the western

side of the Red Sea to Ptolemáis Thérôn *, it mentions Muos

Iłormus, but takes no notice of Bereníkè. The particulars of

this navigation are very scanty, but still one fact is substan

tiated, that the ordinary course of trade carried on, went no

lower than Ptolemáis, and was confined more especially to the

importation of elephants. -

Ptolemáis is the Ras Ahehaz of d’Anville, the Ras Ageeg of

Bruce, in latitude 18° 10'", and full three hundred and fifty

miles short of the straits of Bab-el-Mandeb. A proof that

whatever Ptolemy Philadelphus had discovered of the coast of

Africa, it was now little visited by the fleets from Egypt, but

I have examined the dissertation of Barthe

lemi, and find that he supposes it an offering

of one Hermaiscus, a freedman of Hadrian,

and a Greek, at Praeneste, in memory of Had

rian’s visit to Egypt ; and that the figure in the

front of the tempe is Hadrian received by the

city of Elephantine, and the scenery repre

sents the season of the inundation. But there

is one circumstance Barthelemi has paid little

attention to, which is, that the buildings are

Greek or Roman, rather than Egyptian. This

seems a direct proof that the Mosaick was exe

cuted in Italy, upon Egyptian information,

and after Egyptian memoirs; and this is, per

haps, the reason why so little resemblance to

nature is found in the animals: they are taken

from the description in books, not from life or

drawings, of life ; and such descriptions as

these are found in Agathârchides, and those

who copied him, as Diodorus, Strabo, &c.

&c, * -

There is in the representation of the Mo

saick a perfect distinction between the figures

which are Rºman, Greek, or Egyptian, and

those which are Ethiopian ; and there is like

wise in all probability a just representation of

the penteconterus, (i. e. the galley of fifty

oars, for that number it has,) and not a

trireme, as Barthelemi calls it, with the Pha

seli, Coricles, &c. &c. of the natives of all

descriptions. But query, whether Anubis is

ever represented in any genuine Egyptian

monument as here, like a dog 2 Is not Latrator

Anubis a man with a dog’s head a proof that

this Mosaick is not Egyptian.

* So called from Grez, because the ele

phants were here hunted and taken ; they are

so still according to Bruce, and below this

cape, de la Rochette places the commence

ment of a vast forest, seen by all vessels which

keep this coast.

“ 18° 7', de la Rochette. *--
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that there was some sort of commerce is certain ; Strabo cites

Tratósthenes” to prove that the passage of the straits was open,

and Artemidórus, to shew the extension of this commerce to the

Southern Horn; of this there will be frequent occasion to speak

hereafter, neither ought it to be omitted, that perhaps Aga

thárchides knew the inclination of the African coast beyond the

straits, for he notices its curvature” to the east, [which ter

minates at Gardeſan, and which is apparently the boundary

of his knowledge in that quarter; but our immediate business is

with the coast between Muos Hormus and Ptolemáis, and here

the first place mentioned is the Sinus Impurus “, which admits

of identification with the Foul “ Bay of our modern charts, from

the circumstances mentioned by Strabo, who says, it is full of

shoals and breakers, and exposed to violent winds, and that

Bereníkò lies in the interior of the bay “.

Below this, Agathárchides, or his abbreviator, afford little

information, for we are carried almost at once to two moun

tains, called the Bulls and Ptolemáis Thérôn, without any in

tervening circumstance but the danger of shoals, to which the

elephant ships from Ptolemáis “are exposed : of these shoals

there are many about Suakem in de la Rochette, though Bruce

denies the existence of a single one on the whole western coast

of the Red Sea. The geographer, however, is more to be de

pended on than the traveller, as is proved by the misfortunes to

° Lib. xvi. p. 769.

* I am not certain whether this relates to

the coast within the gulph or without, but he

mentions the islands at the straits, and the pro

digies beyond them.

* Kéatro; d.o.02°ro;.

* 'E' 8%t 13 x&rs. Strabo, p. 779,

* The identical position of Ptolemais may

not be discoverable; but the track is self-evi

dent. Upon consulting de Castro, in Pur

chas, iii. p. 1134. Shoals, rocks, sands, &c.

“ so that it should seem rather we might go

“ it on foot, than sail it, yea in small

* boats,”

5
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which some of our English vessels have been exposed, which

verify the assertions of Eratósthenes, Artemidórus, and Aga

thárchides.

At Ptolemáis the account closes, as if there were no regular

commerce below that point; but its existence has been evinced

by what is here said, and will be farther confirmed from the

Adulitick marble in its proper place; the total silence of

Agathárchides, in regard to Bereníkè, unless it be an omission

of his abbreviator, is still more unaccountable; it appears, in

deed, as if the caravan road from Coptus to this place, was a

much greater object of attention under the Roman government

than under the Ptolemies. The accounts extant are all Roman;

from Pliny, from the Itinerary, and from the Peutingerian

tables; but the Greek authorities may have perished, and Strabo

mentions two different states of these roads; one from Coptus

to Bereníkò as it was first opened by Philadelphus, and another

from Coptus to Muos Hormus, after it was furnished with wells

and reservoirs, and protected by a guard. Are we then to

think that this, after being opened, was neglected again, when

Agathárchides wrote * or are we to suppose that Bereníkò is

comprehended in the mention of Muos Hormus " ? for Bereníkò

is no harbour”, but an open bay, and the ships which lade

there, lie at Muos Hormus till their cargo is ready. However

this may be, the account of Agathárchides returns again from

Ptolemáis to Muos Hormus, and then, after passing the gulph

of Arsinoë, or Suez, crosses over to Phénicón” in the Elanitick

* It should rather seem from this that the wo, Liv, tº ºlivkagiº, rå Iaşug xzrºy, yx; trº.ſ.. .

road from Coptus to Muos Hormus (which ºxera, and infra &z & roºty 3: 13; Bºstºn: i-,

was the nearest) was more frequented than Mvº: "osuo: Tóxis izeza wavragºo, º, ºx. 33.

that to Bereníke, and that the latter was never ºvºv.

materially in use, till the time of the Romans. * De la Rochette places Phènſcón at Tors.

* Strabo, lib. xvii. p. 815. Bºgºſzny &#4- and there are two places of this name.
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Gulph, and runs down the coast of Arabia to Sabèa. In this

course of great obscurity, there is no occasion at present to

pursue the track throughout, as it will be resumed in the third

book, when the account of the Periplôs is to be examined, and

such light as is to be collected from other geographers will be

adduced, in order to elucidate the narrative, which is the first

genuine account of Arabia that is extant. Neither is it un

worthy of notice, that the Periplūs itself is constructed upon

the plan of Agathárchides; it goes down the western coast of

the gulph in the same manner, then returns back to Muos Hor

mus, and crosses over to the eastern side, and pursues that line

to its conclusion; the difference between the two consists in the

difference of knowledge in the respective ages. Agathárchides

describes the trade as it stood in the age of Philométor. The

Periplôs carries it to the extent it had obtained under the pro

tection of the Roman emperors; but both set out from the same

point for both voyages, and it is only the extension of the line

which cºnstitutes the distinction.

But it is our immediate business to proceed to the country of

, the Sabéans, called Arabia the Happy, from its wealth, its

commerce, and its produce, either native or imputed. This

province answers generally to the modern Yemen", and the

Sabéans of our author's age possessed the key to the Indian

commerce, and stood as the intermediate agents between Egypt

and the East. This is a most valuable fact, which we obtain

* Yemen and Sabea express identically the

same thing ; for both signify the south, and

this province is in the south of Arabia. The

Arabic, is equivalent; for in their view the

right hand is the south, and the left hand the

north ; which is locally true, in regard to

queen of Sheba is the queen of the South, or

Sabea, written Seba or Sheba in Scripture;

and Yemen, which signifies the right hand in

every nation which contemplated the rising

sun as the first object of admiration or adora

tion.
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from this work, and clouded as it may be with much that is dark

and marvellous, the truth appears upon the whole incontestably.

Certain it is that the wealth assigned to this nation is a proof of

the existence of a commerce, which has enriched all who have

stood in this situation, and equally certain is it that the inform

ation of the author ceases at the succeeding step. -

Sabéa, says Agathárchides, abounds with every production

to make life happy in the extreme, its very air is so perfumed

with odours, that the natives are obliged to mitigate the frag

rance by scents that have an opposite tendency, as if nature

could not support even pleasure in the extreme. Myrrh, frank

incense, balsam, cinnamon, and casia are here produced from

trees of extraordinary magnitude. The king, as he is on the one

hand entitled to supreme honour, on the other is obliged to sub

mit to confinement in his palace; but the people are robust",

warlike, and able mariners; they sail in very large vessels to

the country where the odoriferous commodities are produced,

they plant” colonies there, and import from thence the larimna",

an odour no where else to be found ; in fact there is no nation

upon earth so wealthy as the Gerrhéans and Sabéans, from their

situation in the centre of all the commerce which passes” between

7" So Bruce, vol. i. p. 408. quotes Isaiah,

xlv. 14. The merchandise of Ethiopia and of the

Saléans, men of stature, as curious, for accord

ing with this passage, in our author, as with

the testimony of their mercantile pre-eminence,

Eººp. Sebaim;-the term for Ethiopia, in
• + -

this pºgs, is Cush, which means some tribe

of Arabia, and not the Ethiopians of Africa.

* The Arabians planted colonies, or esta

blished powerful companies and factories in

every country where they traded, till the

Europeans reached India round the Cape.

VOI,. II.

This may be proved from history in regard to

Africa, Malabar, and Ceylon, and is in some

measure true to this day.

7° Strabo makes Larimnus an odour, v23:-

rzroy ºvºizuz. xvi. 778.

* The fragment of Agathârchides preserves

a most valuable record in Photius, which is lost

in Diodórus and Strabo. Strabo ends with

the riches of Sabèa, and does not go to the

White Sea, and the particulars of the sun

mentioned by Diodórus and Photius. In the

former part Diodórus is more expansive and

intelligible than Photius. *

F
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Asia and Europe. These are the nations which have C. riched

the Syria” of Ptolemy; these are the nations that furnish the

most profitable agencies to the industry of the Phénicians, and

a variety of advantages which are incalculable. They possess

themselves every profusion of luxury, in articles of plate and

sculpture, in furniture of beds, tripods, and other household

embellishments, far superior in degree to any thing that is seen

Their expence of living rivals the magnificence of

princes". Their houses are decorated with pillars glistening

with gold and silver. Their doors are crowned with vases and

beset with jewels; the interior of their houses corresponds to

the beauty of their outward appearance, and all the riches of

other countries are here exhibited in a variety of profusion 17.

Such a nation, and so abounding in superfluity, owes its inde

pendence to its distance from Europe; for their luxurious man

ners would soon render them a prey to the sovereigns in their

vicinity, who have always troops on foot prepared for any con

in Europe.

7° Strabo from Eratósthenes and Artemi* See Harris, i. 419. Josephus, lib. viii.

dörus, confirms all this splendour, and almostc. 2. where mention is made by Harris of

Ptolemy's building Philadelphia on the site of

Rahab of the Ammonites, which might have

some relation to Syria. Palestine likewise is

included in Syria by Heródotus and the early

writers, and all the country from the Euphrates

to Pelusium. Some districts of Arabia also ;

for Elath is reckoned as part of Syria,

2 Kings, xvi. 6, ; and therefore if Ptolemy

was master of Elath, this is the trade of Ophir

revived again under the dynasty of the Lagidae.

In this sense, the cities of Syria, Damascus,

Gaza, Tyre, and Sidon, obtained the princi

pal benefit of this commerce, next to Alex

andria. See Bochart Phaleg. 685. See also

Aristeas Histor, o interpret. p. 40. Ed.

Oxon. -

repeats the words of Agathárchides, lib. xvi.

p. 778.

” Harris, or Dr. Campbell, after talking

magnificently of the commerce of the Pto

lemies with India, at last confesses, vol. i. p. 432.

that the discovery of Hippalus is the first cer

tain date of a visit to that country. It is

manifest from the whole of this account be

fore us, that the Sabèans did go to India, and

that the subjects of Ptolemy did not. It is this

monopoly that made the riches of Arabia pro

verbial.—Icci beatis nunc Arabum invides ga

zis. Hor. Ode 29. lib. i. where my excellent

friend and patron, the archbishop of York,

reads, beatus nunc, which gives a beautiful

turn to the whole Ode.
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quest, and who, if they could find the means of invasion, would

soon reduce the Sabéans to the condition of their agents and

factors, whereas they are now obliged to deal with them as

principals.

From this narrative, reported almost in the words of the

author, a variety of considerations arise, all worthy of atten

tion. It is, as far as I can discover, the first contemporary ac

count of the commerce opened between Egypt and India, by

the medium of Arabia; it proves that in the reign of Ptolemy

Philométor, in the year 177, A.C. and 146 years after the death

of Alexander, the Greek sovereigns in Egypt had not yet traded

directly to India, but imported the commodities of India from

Saba the capital of Yemen; that the port of Bereníkè was not

used for this commerce, but that Muos Hormus, or Arsinoë,

was still the emporium. It proves that there was no trade down

the coast of Africa (an intercourse afterwards of great import

ance) except for elephants, and that no lower than Ptolemáis

Thérôn. It shews that the voyage down the Arabian coast of

the Red Sea was still very obscure, and above all it demon

strates incontestably by the wealth constantly attendant on all

who have monopolised the Indian commerce, that the mono

poly in the author's age was in Sabéa. The Sabéans of Yemen

are compared with the Gerrhéans on the Gulph of Persia; and

both appear connected with the Phénicians by means of Petra

and the Elanitick Gulph; and with the Greeks in Egypt, by

Arsinoë and Muos Hormus.

I am not ignorant that the establishment of a trade with India

is attributed to Ptolemy Philadelphus", that the immense re

* See Harris's Voyages, vol. i. booki. c. 2. as Harris's, but this part of it, in the second

compared with p. 421. This work is quoted edition here referred to, is by Dr. Campbell;

F 2
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venue and wealth of Egypt is imputed to this cause, and that a

number of Indian captives are mentioned by Athenéus, as com

posing one part of the spectacle and procession, with which he

entertained the citizens of Alexandria. But this last evidence,

which is deemed conclusive, admits of an easy solution ; for

Indian was a word of almost as extensive signification in that

age, as the present; it comprehended the Cafrès of Africa, as

well as the handsome Asiatick blacks, and the commerce with

Arabia was long called the Indian trade, before the Greeks of

Egypt found their way to India. But if real Indians were a

part of the procession, they were obtained in Sabéa. The

Arabians dealt in slaves, and the Greeks might find Indian slaves

in their market as well as any other. Huet, Robertson, and

Harris are all very desirous of finding a trade with India under

the Ptolemies; but the two latter, as they approach the real

age, when this commerce took place, upon the discovery of

- Hippalus, fully acknowledge, that all proofs of a more early

existence of it are wanting ; no contemporary author asserts it:

and the testimony of Agathárchides, whether we place him in

177, or with Dodwell, in 104, A. C. affords perfect evidence to

the contrary. The internal evidence of the work itself carries

all the appearance of genuine truth, and copied as it is by

Strabo and Diodórus it obtains additional authority”. They

have both added particulars, but none which prove a direct

communication with India in their own age. They both ter

and is executed most ably. I am obliged to Strabo, that it is highly probable it contains

him for many references to authors, which 1

have it not in my power always to acknow

ledge. -

” The authority of Agathárchides is so

often joined with that of Eratósthenes by

wº *

all that Erató3thenes knew, with the addition

of his own information. See Strabo, lib. xvi.

p. 778. 7&xxz }, +3. Li, Taça Tarzſºs tº Egator
Qz * - tax w * ~ * - -

&ivº Afyº, 7& Sixai Tzºz Tay 3AX.4, Irogºka, rººz

Tſºnaliy”

7
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minate their information at Sabèa, where he does, and both

suppress one circumstance of his work which Photius has pre

served, that ships from India were met with in the ports of

Sabéa. Whatever knowledge of India, or Indian trade, they

have beyond this, is such only as they derived from the Mace

donians, and is totally distinct from the communication between

Egypt and that country.

In regard to the influx of wealth into Egypt, it would be

equally the same, whether the Greeks imported Indian com

modities from Arabia or from India direct. For as the Sabéans

were possessed of the monopoly between India and Egypt,

so Egypt would enjoy the same monopoly between Sabéa and

Europe.

The consumers, indeed, must bear the burden of this double

monopoly, but the intermediate agents in both instances would

be gainers, and the profits, while the trade was a monopoly,

would be, as they always have been, enormous. The sove

reigns of Egypt were well apprized of this, and so jealous were

they of this prerogative of their capital, that no goods could

pass through Alexandria either to India or Europe, without the

intervening agency of an Alexandrian factor.

In the description which Agathárchides gives of Sabèa there

is nothing inconsistent with probability ; neither is this the

boundary of his knowledge towards the east, for he mentions

several other particulars which I had censured too rashly as

fabulous in my former edition, but which I have since learnt

from better information to acknowledge as truths; and from

which, besides doing justice to the author, I can deduce some

inferences of importance. The first is the fingular appearance.
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of the sea beyond the limits of Sabéa, which he describes as

white as a river. This is perfectly correct, if we form to our

selves the idea of a turbid stream bringing down a white or

chalky substance from the soil through which it passes; for the

sea between Socotra and Hadramaut “assumes this appearance,

as we learn from the testimony of Terry, Corsali, and a variety

of modern" navigators". But it is not sufficient to do justice

to the veracity of the author; for we may collect from this, that

the ships from Egypt did actually pass the straits, and visit the

ports on the ocean, such as Aden or Kaneh, or even some more

remote : for to verify this fact, they must reasonably be sup

posed to have seen the phénómenon. Here then we may con

clude that the merchants saw those large" ships which the

author notices as coming from the Indus, Patala, Persis, and

Karmánia, perfectly in correspondence with the commerce of

the age.

Other circumstances recorded in the same work are, that in

that climate there is no twilight, which I originally acknow

ledged to be an illustrious truth ; and that the sun rises not like

a disk, but a column, casting no shadow till it is an hour above

the horizon. This was a fact of which I expressed a doubt;

* “ Between Socotra and Arabia you have

“ white water twenty leagues off shore.”

* The ships which carried the trade between

Guzerat and Arabia, in the 16th and 17th

1)alrymple’s Collection, p. 57.

* The sea near Socotra is as white as milk.

Terry's Voyage in Purchas, vol. iii. p. 1467.

* Vicino al India trecente miglia l'acque

del mare si mostran come di latte, chemi pare

esser causato dal fondo, per esservi l’arena

bianca, Andrea Corsali, Ramusio, tom i.

p. 178.

century, were of vast bulk. Captain Saris

measured those he detained in the Red Sea;

the largest was 153 feet from stem to stern,

breadth 42, height 31, burden 12co tons;

the main-mast 1o8 feet high, the main-yard

132. The English ships of that age (1611)

were 3oo or 350 tons at most. Purchas, i.

349, 350,
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but I have since learnt that Captain James, in his voyage to

Hudson's Bay, asserts that the sun rises there with a pillar over

his head. This indeed is in a high northern latitude, not com

parable perhaps with a phénómenon on the coast of Arabia:

but that the sun casts no shadow at his first appearance is con

firmed by Cadamosto “, who says, that though the sun is visible,

he affords no light for the first half hour, and seems as if he were

eclipsed at his first rising. I should have been glad to find a

confirmation of this in any modern navigator, but my research

has not been attended with success. Possibly it is a circum

stance well known to astronomers, and accounted for by laws

of refraction, with which I am unacquainted. A more extra

ordinary effect is added, that the evening twilight lasts three

hours after sunset. Of this I should be happy to receive a so

lution ; for though it is not consonant to reason or experience,

it probably depends upon some deception which those who are

acquainted with those regions may explain.

It is a pleasure to have obtained a better knowledge of these

particulars myself, and a satisfaction to do justice to an author

whose fidelity I had questioned. The marvellous in classical

writers is daily diminishing, as we acquire a more intimate

knowledge of the east ; and as our information increases, there

may remain little that is fabulous, or where the fable may not

be traced in its origin to a connexion with truth.

If it should now be inquired how the commerce with India

could be in this state so late as the reign of Ptolemy Philometor,

or why the discoveries of Nearchus had not in all this time been

* Verum licet sol videatur non tamen illu- pati deliquium in ortu, Cadamosto apud

minat ad spatium mediae horae, videtur autem. Grynaeum, p. 59.
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prosecuted 2 the answer is not difficult. The fleets from Egypt

found the commodities of India in Arabia, and the merchants

contented themselves with buying in that market, without en

tering upon new adventures to an unknown coast. There is

every reason to suppose that Sabèa had been the centre of this

commerce long prior to the discoveries of Nearchus, and the

age of Alexander; and it is highly probable that the Arabians

had even previous” to that period ventured across the ocean

with the monsoon. That they reached India is certain, for

Indian commodities found their way into Egypt, and there is

no conveyance of them so obvious as by means of Arabia and

the Red Sea. The track of Arabian navigators is undoubtedly

marked along the coast of Gadrosia, before Nearchus ventured

to explore it, for the names he found there are many of them

Arabick; and if conjecture in such a case be allowable, I should

suppose that they kept along the coast of Gadrósia to Guadel

or Possem, and then stood out to sea for the coast of Guzerat

or Malabar. My reason for supposing this is, that Nearchus

found a pilot at Possem, which implies previous navigation, and

adds, that from that cape to the Gulph of Persia the coast was

not so obscure as from the Indus to the cape.

But if Nearchus reported this, or if the commentaries in the

Alexandrian library contained any correspondent information,

how could Agathárchides be ignorant of the navigation beyond

Sabèa ? He was not ignorant of Nearchus's expedition, for he

* Harris, i. e. Dr. Campbell, Bruce, and cident, he would readily find the means of

Robertsen all subscribe to this opinion, and returning by an Arabian vessel, he would like

from this fact a strong degree of probability wise learn the nature of the monsoon.

attaches to the account of Plókamus's freed Bruce, vol. i. 369.

man, for if he was carried to Ceylon by ac

Sce
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mentions the Icthuóphagi of Gadrósia, with many circum

stances evidently derived from Nearchus, and others added,

partly fabulous perhaps, and partly true, from various sources

of intelligence, such as the histories, journals, or commentaries

in the library. -

He mentions expressly the manner of catching fish, as de

scribed by Nearchus, within nets extended along the shoals

upon the coast”, and the habitations of the natives formed from

the bones of the whale. He notices the ignorance and brutal

manners of the natives, their dress, habits, and modes of life;

and one circumstance he records, which he could not have ex

tracted from Nearchus, which is that beyond the straits which

separate Arabia from the opposite coast, (meaning, perhaps,

the entrance to the Gulph of Persia,) there are an infinite num

ber of scattered islands very small and very low, and extended

along the sea which washes India and Gadrósia”, where the

natives have no other means of supporting life but by the turtles

which are found there in great abundance and of a prodigious

size. I have thought it necessary not to omit this circumstance,

because it appears to me as the first notice, however obscure,

of the Maldives or Lackdives", called the islands of Limárike

in the Periplôs, and distinguished particularly as producing

the finest tortoise-shell in the world. The mention of them by

* He uses the very word, ºxxix., so often

commented on in the journal of Nearchus.

* The mention of Gadrosia naturally in

duces obscurity and doubt, but the infinite

number ef these islands can hardly apply to

any but the Lackdives or Maldives. The

turtle also and tortoire-shell is character

istick.

* OH, . II. £;

* Xévalontiarizº is by Salmasius, p. 997.

supposed to relate to the Khruse of Ptolemy,

i.e. Malacca, the Golden Chersonese. But it

is coupled with the islands of Limúrikè. xi.
r • w * * * v a a

Awyn, z = x:vziowntºx: xzi º ºrigi rā, via's; Sneevoutn,
w r x - - -

7&; 7;oxiºzzº &vrºs an: Apºvex;"

p. 32.

Perip.
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Agathárchides appears to be the earliest intimation of their

existence. In that sense the fact is curious, and connected

with the object in view at present, which is to collect the in

formation of contemporary writers, before we proceed to the

particulars of the navigation. - -

Some extravagances or improbabilities which contaminate

several parts of this account in Agathárchides, have been dis

regarded by design; where knowledge ends fable commences,

and much lenity of judgment is due to all writers who speak of

distant countries for the first time, or by report. This author

does not distinctly mark his Icthuóphagi. They are not merely

those of Gadrósia, but others also apparently on the coast of

Arabia or Africa”. Regions, it is true, where fish rather than

bread has ever been the staff of life, and where it continues so

at the present hour. Let any reader advert to the manner in

which he speaks of the passage out of the Red Sea into the

ocean, and he cannot fail to observe, that by giving the African

coast an easterly direction, without notice of its falling down to

the south, the commerce of that day had not yet passed cape

Guardafui. Single ships *, or a few in company, might have

doubled that promontory and stood to the south, and others

of the same description might even have reached India. Some

obscure accounts from these were possibly conveyed to Alex

* As are the Icthuóphagi of Heródotus, attributes the first mention of Cerne or Mada

lib. iii. p. 203. ed. Wessel.

* It is everywhere apparent, that Ptolemy

Philadelphus was more ardent in discovery

than his successors. The Greeks who had

been in Abyssinia, as recorded by Pliny, vi. 35.

were all possibly sent by him, as Dálion, Aris

tócreon, Bion, Básilis, and Simónides; and

Timósthenes his admiral had certainly gone

down the coast of Africa; for to him Pliny

gascar. But what is here asserted is meant

only to eay, that no trade on that coast existed

in consequence of this discovery, as late as

Agathárchides; and even in the age of the

Periplūs the trade reaches no farther than

Rhaptum and Menuthias, or Zanguebar, in

south lat. 6° o'o", whereas the north point of

Madagascar is in lat. 12° o' o'. Ptolemy also

only goes to Prasum, lat. 15° o' o”.
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andria, and from that source might have been recorded by

Agathárchides, but these are all very different from his descrip

tion of Sabèa, and comparatively vague or obscure. Of the

trade to Sabèa he speaks distinctly, as a regular established

commerce ; so far his knowledge was genuine, beyond that it

is precarious. This is an opinion collected from a full con

sideration of the work itself, and I would rather wish to di

minish the number of his errors, than impute those to him

which are not his due.

It has been thought of importance to detail these particulars

from Agathárchides, because he is the genuine source from which

Diodórus, Strabo, Pliny", Pompônius Mela, and others

have derived their information. Diodórus lived in the begin

ning of the reign of Augustus. He has copied the whole of

Agathárchides, so far as relates to the Icthuóphagi, Tróglodytes,

Ethiopians, and Arabians, in his third book. Strabo, who

lived to the end of Augustus's reign”, has followed Agathár

* Pliny rather accords with Agathárchides

than copies him; he seems to have gone to the

source;—those Greeks I mean who entered

Ethiopia in the age of Philadelphus. See

lib. vi. 35.

* The Romans do not appear a commer

cial people, because their great officers and

their historians are too much attached to war,

and the acquisition of power, to notice it.

All, therefore, that we hear of commerce is

obliquely, but the wealth of merchants was

proverbial. (See Horace, lib. iii. od. 6. l. 30.

See Cicero, who says, in contempt indeed, is

such a man who was a merchant and neighbour

of Scipio, greater than Scipio, because he is

richer ?) Neque me divitiae movent quibus

omnes Africanos et Laelios multi venalici

arii [mangones] mercatoresque superärunt.

• - G 2

Cicero, in Corneliana, ut citatus ad Am

mianum, p. 306. Paris ed. 1681. But attend

only to the merchants who followed the armies,

who fixed in the provinces subdued or allied,

the Italici generis homines, who were agents,

traders, and monopolists, such as Jugurtha

took in Zama, or the Ioo, ooo that Mithri

dates slaughtered in Asia Minor, or the mer

chants killed at Genabum [Orleans], Caesar

Bell. Gall, and you see the spirit of adventure,

and the extent of commerce at a single glance.

(See also the Letters of Cicero, while pro

consul of Cilicia.) Dr. Campbell, in his Po.

litical Survey, has proved their conduct on this

matter in regard to Britain, and the present

work will give a most extraordinary specimen

of it in Egypt.
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chides, but sometimes with the additions of Artemidorus, its

his sixteenth book ; he has contributed little to our knowledge

of Arabia, but what is contained in the expedition of Elius

Gallus. He extends, indeed, the navigation down the coast of

Africa with Artemidórus; but on the east, he stops at Sabèa

with his author. On the coast of Gadrósia he has followed

Nearchus more faithfully than Agathárchides, but has no men

tion of the Lackdive Islands; and the little he says of Tapré

bana, is a proof that it was known by report, but not yet

visited. Pliny and Pompônius Mela in many detached parts

tread the same ground, and copy the same author.

But if Agathárchides lived under Ptolemy Philométor, it is

natural to ask, had nothing been done during 170 years, to

wards further discovery by the fleets that sailed annually from

Egypt? The answer is, that whatever was done is not re

corded ; the course of discovery was doubtless in progression ;

but there is a great difference between effecting the discovery,

and bringing it into general knowledge, or making it a part of

history. It is possible, also, that the sovereigns of Egypt were

more jealous of the trade than ambitious of the honour; and

the later princes were more likely to cramp commerce by extor

tion, than to favour it by protection. The Phénicians had

manifestly a share in the profits from its commencement, and it

was not unlikely that the Romans might have felt this as an ad

ditional incentive for the subjugation of Egypt, if they had

been fully informed of the means it afforded for adding to the

wealth and aggrandisement of the republic. -

It is not meant, therefore, to deny the extension of the

voyages progressively, either to the east or the south; for as

long as there was any vigour in the government of Alexandria,
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the trade on the Red Sea was a favoured object. We learn

from Strabo and Diodórus, a circumstance not mentioned in

Agathárchides, and probably later than his age, that the Na

bathéans at the head of the gulph had molested the fleet from

Egypt by their piracies, and had been suppressed by a naval

force fitted out for that purpose. This, at the same time it

proves the attention of the Egyptian government to this trade,

proves likewise that the fleets still crossed the gulph from Muos

Hormus or Bereníkè, and did not strike down at once to Moosa

or Okélis, as they did in the age of the Periplôs.

This mark of attention also adds highly to the probability,

that some progress had been made to the south, down the coast

of Africa; for there, from the first mention of it, there seems

always to have been a mart for Indian commodities; and the

port of Mosyllon, as appears afterwards by the Periplôs, was a

rival to Sabèa or Hadramaut. Mosyllon was under the power

of the Arabian king of Maphartis, in the same manner as the

Portuguese found that nation masters of the coast of Africa,

fifteen centuries later, and the convenience of these possessions

to the Arabs is self-evident; for as vessels coming with the

monsoon, for the Gulph of Persia make Maskat, so those

bound for Hadramaut or Aden run down their longitude to the

coast of Africa; here, therefore, from the earliest period that

the monsoons were known to the Arabians, perhaps much prior

to Alexander, there would be marts for Indian commodities;

and here it is highly probable the fleets from Egypt found them,

when the Sabéans were too high in their demands.

That this commerce had taken place soon after the time of

Agathárchides may be collected from Strabo, who cites Ar

temidórus to prove that there was a trade on the coast of Africa
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as low as the Southern IIorn. He nientions, indeed, that at

the straits” of the Ited Sea the cargo was transferred from ships

to boats or rafts, which, though it manifests that the naviga

tion was oily at its coinmencement, still proves its existence.

He does not name Mosyllon, but the Peripºs, by noticing that

several articles were called Mosyllitick, demonstrates, that a

commerce had been carried on at that poſt previous to its own

age, and that Indian commoditics were sought on that coast

before they were brought immediately from India. If there

were such a mart, this must be a necessary event, for in the

first instance the trade of Salòa was a monopoly, and if the

sovereigns of Adcn or Maphartis had opened the commerce,

either in their own country or Africa, it would draw a resort

thither as soon as the port could be known, or the voyage to it

be effected. The date of this transaction it is impossible to

ascertain, but a variety of circumstances concur to shew that it

had taken place previous to the discovery of the monsoon by

Híppalus.

HIP PAL U.S.

VIII. THE discovery of Hippalus opens a scene entirely new

to our contemplation ; and if it has appeared that hitherto there

are only two sources of information, the Macedonians and Aga

thárchides; if it has been shewn that all the authors between

Agathárchides and the discovery, speak the same language; it

will now be still more evident, that a new éra commences at

this point, and that the Periplôs, Pliny, and Ptolemy are as

* See Bay Avalítēs, infra.
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uniform in one system as their predecessors were in another,

previous to the discovery.

Dodwell has observed, with his usual acuteness, that it is no

proof that the Periplós is contemporary with the age of Pliny,

because he mentions the same sovereigns, in the different

countries of which it treats; for he adds, Ptolemy notices the

very same, Kepróbotas in Limúrikè and Pandſon in Malabar.

He supposes, therefore, that the Periplós copied Pliny or

Pliny's authorities, and that the same princes might be reigning

from the time of Vespasian to the reign of Adrian. But would

not this correspondence of the three be equally consistent, if we

suppose them all to have but one source of information ? Dod

well would subscribe to this in regard to Pliny and Ptolemy,

whose age is known, but he refuses this solution to that of the

Periplôs, the date of which he chooses to bring down as low as

Verus. Of this more in its proper place.

The truth is, that there are no data for fixing the discovery of

Hippalus with precision. It is certainly subsequent to Strabo

whose death is placed *, anno 25. P. C. for Strabo who was in

Egypt with Elius Gallus must have heard of it, and to all ap

pearance it must have been later than the accident, which hap

pened to the freedman of Annius Plókamus, who, while he was

collecting the tribute on the coast of Arabia, was caught by the

monsoon and carried over to the island of Ceylon. This hap

pened in the reign of Claudius, under whom Plókamus was

farmer of the revenue in the Red Sea. The reign of Clau

dius commences in the year 41 of our éra, and ends in

have been in Egypt with Gallus in twenty

seven, or twenty-six, A. C. He could not

write his work between that and twenty-five.

2

* Blair's Chronology says twenty-five years,

A.C. which is impossible, for Augustus sub

dued Egypt, anno 3o, A. C. and Strabo must
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54. Let us assume the middle of his reign, or the year 47, for

this transaction, and as Pliny dedicates his work to Titus the

son of Vespasian, if we take the middle of Vespasian's reign it

coincides with the year 73 °. This reduces the space for in

quiry within the limits of twenty-six years. Prom these we

may detract the first years of Vespasian, which were too tur

bulent for attention to commerce, with the two years of Galba,

Otho, and Vitellius; Nero reigned fourteen, and in the early

part of his reign, or the six last of Claudius, the date might be

fixed with the greatest probability, because, if we suppose the

return of the freedman of Plókamus, the embassy that accom

panied him, or the knowledge he acquired to be a cause, or in

any degree connected with the discovery, this space confined to

about ten years is the most consistent of all others, to allot to

this purpose". Another fact connected with this is, the pro

fusion of Nero in cinnamon and aromaticks, at the funeral of

Poppéa”. An extravagance, wanton as it is, which bespeaks

something like a direct importation of the material. And we

are likewise informed by Pliny, that he sent two centurions

from Egypt up into Ethiopia to obtain a knowledge of the

interior; an inquiry naturally attached to the discoveries on

the coast.

* Salmasius says, 77. 830 anno urbis con

ditae, p. 1186.

Non sunt eorum cinnamomum et casia.

Ibid.

* Harris fixes Hippalus's discovery in the

reign of Claudius, vol. i. 431.

* See Pliny, lib. xii. c. 18. the passage itself

is obscure, it proves that Pliny knew, (what

was not known in the prior age,) that cin

namon and casia were not the native produce

of Arabia. But it does not fully prove that

the merchants imported them from more dis

tant marts,

The balance against Rome for the produce

of India, Sérica, and Arabia, millies centema

millia sestertium, 8oo,ocol. Ibid. Tanto

nobis deliciz et foemina constant—quota enim

portio exillis ad Deos. . . . . ... pertinet 2

Periti rerum asseverant non ferre tantum

[cinnamomi et casiae] quantum Nero Princeps

novissimo Poppalae suæ die concremaverit.

Plin. xii. 18.
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The usual date attributed to the discovery of Hippalus is the

reign of Claudius. Dodwell and Harris are both of this opinion,

and the latter, or rather Dr. Campbell his editor, has treated

this subject so ably, that if it were not necessary for the illustra

tion of the work before us, it would have been sufficient to refer

to his inquiries, rather than to tread the ground again which he

has occupied. Let us assume then the seventh year of Clau

dius”, answering to the forty-seventh of the Christian éra, for

the discovery of Hippalus, and the next object of inquiry will

naturally be the date of the work which we are to examine.

AGE OF THE AUTHOR OF THE PERIPLUS.

IX. THE learned Dodwell and Salmasius affix two very dif

ferent dates to the Peripläs, and between two such able dis

putants it is easier to chuse than decide. My own observations

lead me to prefer the opinion of Salmasius, but not so peremp

torily as to suppose the question cleared of all its difficulties,

and there is a hint dropt by Dodwell, that I should wish to

adopt, if I were not covinced that the author of the Periplás

speaks of Hippalus as a distinct person. -

Dodwell supposes that the work was compiled by some Alex

andrian" from the journal of Hippalus; and so far it is just to

allow, that the parallel information in Pliny and the Periplás

* Dodwell says, in primis annis Claudii,

and supposes that Pliny takes his account of

Hippalus from a work which Claudius himself

wrote; certain it is, that the memory of

Claudius was revered by the Alexandrians, and

not improbably by reason of this discovery and

the prosecution of it.

WOL. II. II

” Certe Hippali personae conveniunt ex

amussim hujus itinerarii nota. Nomen ipsum

illum Alexandrinum fuisse prodit, nec Ro

manum scilicet, nec Aegyptium, sed plane

Græcum, qualia erant colonorum Macedonunu

Alexandrinorum. Dissert. p. 102.
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*

does not appear so properly to be copied by either from the

other, as from some authority common to both. But that the

author, whatever he copied, was a navigator or a merchant

himself, cannot be denied, when we find him speaking in the

first person upon some occasions, and when we read his account

of the tides in the gulph of Cambay, which is too graphical to

come from any pen but that of an eye-witness.

This author and Pliny agree in the description of Hadra

maut" and Sabbatha, in the names of the kings and of the

ports on the coast of Malabar, as Muziris and Cottonára, and

of the Sinthus; in the departure of the fleets from Okélis and

Kane, and a variety of other circumstances; but their most re

markable correspondence is in their history of the Spikenard

and Costus “; both mention the Ganges and Ozénè as the marts

for the former, and the Pattalénè for the latter. The intelli

gence is undoubtedly the same in both, and yet there is no ab

solute proof that either copied from the other. But those who,

are acquainted with Pliny's method of abbreviation would much

rather conclude, if one must be a copyist, that his title to this

office is the clearest. Wherever we can trace him to the

authorities he follows, we find that narratives are contracted into

* 'r-textira, 3, &vrºs utogyros º Marººrºº: the Periplīs, written also Gapanika. The

x4éaga i º Kai 3.8aaixtº, xzzolº, was 3 & yº

pºros is tº x*x Aſºzyos is &vrº art; ivºoxicy

haºyira Kapºols tº xzi xºtzis irrorſals 3ieux

aſwai; iá &ax2, x2] TX6015. Perip. p. 15.

Tus collectum Sabota camelis convehitur

portà ad id una patente, digredi viá capital.

Plin. Salmas. 492.

* Pliny, lib. xii. c. 12. Ed. Hard. De

folio Nardi plura dici par est ut principale in

Unguentis.... alterum ejus genus apud Gangem

mascens; damnaturin totum, Ozaenitidis nomine,

irus redolens.—The first is the Gangitika of

latter is from the Ozène of the Periplôs; which

Harduin is so far from understanding, that he

writes Ozaenitidis ab"O&wz, quod odore foedo.

nares feriat. The Costus Pliny mentions as

obtained at Pátala. Primo statim introitu

amnis Indi in Patale Insula, where the Periplôs

also finds it. See Perip. p. 28. 36. compared

with p. 32. If these passages of the Periplas

had stood contiguous, as they do in Pliny, the

proof would have been complete; scattered as

they are, it is nearly so.
* ,
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a single sentence, and descriptions into an epithet. This ap

pears to me fully ascertained in the present instance, but con

clusions of this sort are not hastily to be adopted.

Pliny perished in the eruption of Vesuvius the same year that

Vespasian died, which is the seventy-ninth of our éra; and if

we place the discovery of Hippalus in forty-seven, a space of

thirty years is sufficient for the circumstances of the voyage,

and the trade to be known in Egypt; from whence to Rome

the propagation of intelligence is more natural than the reverse.

But if we slºuld be disposed, with Dodwell, to carry the date

of the Periplôs down to the reign of Marcus and Lucius

Verus", that commenced in 161; and at the distance of al

most a century, its correspondence with Pliny is by no means

equally consistent.

The strength of Dodwell's argument lies in the report of the

Periplôs, cocerning the destruction of Arabia Felix, or Aden",

by the Romans; and the mention of the coast of Africa being

subject to the sovereign of Maphartis, king of the first “

Arabia. The title of first or second annexed to a province, is a

division which certainly seems of later date under the emperors,

than any period that would suit the system of Salmasius; but

there is reason to suspect the text, or the rendering of it; and

w

rieg, who says of Rome, tº uſ,” Sirov &rºxrºr,* The passage in the Periplôs runs thus:

Xagºzº. . . . . avyixial reta&#124; xx. 3&ols tºo;

rºy &vroneztá:w, p. 13, that is, ‘Charibáel

king of Saphar, is upon friendly terms with

the Roman emperors, and receives presents

and cmbassies from them. The word emperors,

in the plural, induces Dodwell to carry down

the date till he meets with two joint emperors

reigning together. That a plural does not

require this we may learn from Diony'sius Pe

whence Barthius draws a similar conclusion,

that Diony'sius lived under the Antonines;

but Pliny writes, Dionysium, quem in orientem

praemisit Divus Augustus, lib. vi. 27. a clear

proof that Diony'sius lived under Augustus.

This argument is from Vossius, Præf, ad

Dionys. Perieg.

* Page 15.

* Page 10.

º H 2
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no authority which appears sufficient to prove that the territory

of Maphartis ever was a Roman province in any age; or even

if it might be so called, as being tributary, no reason can be

given why it should be distinguished as the first.

In regard to the destruction of Aden by Cesar, the author of

the Periplôs says “, it happened not long before his time. But

what Cesar this should be is a great difficulty. Dodwell, who

supposes that it must be by some Cesar who destroyed it in

person, can find no emperor to whom it can be attributed prior

to Trajan. But Trajan never was on the southern coast of

Arabia; he entered the country from the Gulph of Persia, but

never penetrated to the southern coast by land, and never ap

proached it from the Gulph of Arabia. It is much more just,

therefore, to conclude that Aden “” was destroyed by the com

mand of Cesar, than by Cesar in person ; and if so, any Cesar”

whose age will coincide with other circumstances may be as

sumed. Many probabilities conspire to make us conclude that

this was Claudius. - -

The Romans, from the time they first entered Arabia under

Elius Gallus, had always maintained a footing on the coast of

the Red Sea. They had a garrison at Leuké Komé in Na

bathéa “, where they collected the customs, and it is apparent

that they extended their powers down the gulph, and to the

* Page 15. son from Pliny, but has no reference to

* The proof that Aden is the Arabia Felix

of the Periplus, rests upon the interpretation

of Aden rendered delicize by Huet, and is of

the same family as Eden. The situation like

wise corresponds. It is an unusual form for a

name of a town : , but is confirmed by Pomp.

Mela, lib. iii. c. 8. Canae, Arabia et Gan

damus. -

*** Gallus oppida diruit is cited by Hud-.

this city, Aden ; for the sentence is, Gallus

oppida diruit non nominata ab autoribus qui.

ante scripserunt: and he then names them Egra.

[Negral, Annestus, Esca [Ascal, Magusus,

Tammacus, Lacbecia, Mariaba, Caripeta.

Flin. lib. vi. c. 28. Hardouin, 32. Gallus

never was on the sea-coast below Hejaz.

* A Port north of Jidda and Yambo.
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ports of the ocean, in the reign of Claudius, as the freedman of

Annius Plókamus was in the act of collecting the tribute there,

when he was carried out to sea. If we add to this the discovery

of Hippalus in the same reign, we find a better reason for the

destruction of Aden at this time, than at any other. Aden had

been one of the great marts for the Indian commerce, and if

Claudius, or the prefect of Egypt, was now disposed to appro

priate this trade to the Romans, this was a sufficient cause for

ruining Aden, in order to suppress rivals or interlopers. The

jealousy or opposition of Aden to the new discovery would

naturally afford ground for quarrel, and if not, the Romans

knew how to provoke one whenever it suited their interest.

These considerations are offered as a probable answer to the

weightiest of Dodwell's arguments; his long and tedious dis

quisition concerning Palesimoondus, will defeat itself. It stands.

thus: having determined that the age of the Periplūs must be

that of Marcus and Lucius Verus, he is obliged to suppose,

that the author could not have seen the work of Ptolemy, who

lived in the reign of Adrian. Now the reasons for establishing

the priority of the Periplôs are these ; first in going down the

coast of Africa, the extent of discovery is Rhaptum, in latitude

9° 0' 0" south ; but in Ptolemy a farther progress is made to

Prasum, in latitude 15° 0' 0" south. This naturally appears a

proof that Ptolemy is the later writer. But a stronger follows;

the Periplôs styles Ceylon, Palesimoondus, and adds, “it is the

“ same island as the ancients called Taprébana “*” But in the

time of Ptolemy it had acquired a third name, Sálikë, and he

accordingly writes, “Sálikè, which was formerly named Pale

* Page 35.
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w

“simoondus.” It follows then, that the author who writes

Palesimoondus must be prior to the author who writes Sálicº.

Dodwell, in order to obviate this self-evident truth, in the full

spirit of system, is necessitated to argue, that the author of the

Periplôs, though an Alexandrian, had never seen the work of

Ptolemy, who was of Alexandria also ; but that he copies Pliny,

who was a Roman ; and then to support this strange hypothesis,

he is compelled to maintain, that the Palesimoondus of Pliny is

not Ceylon, or the Tapróbana of the ancients, but the Hippo

koora of Ptolemy in Aríakè or Concan. How these assertions

could be deemed authentic by any one, when Dodwell wrote,

is incomprehensible, unless we calculate the dignity which at

taches to erudition. But we now know that Sálikë is derived

from Sala-bha “, the Sanskreet name of Ceylon, and Palési

moondus, from Parashri-mandala, the country of Parashri",

or the Indian Bacchus. Both are native names, and voyagers

at different times acquired both from the natives. When the

island comes under consideration in the course of the narra

tive, more will be said on this subject, at present this is ample

proof, that the merchants in the age of the author called

Ceylon Palésimoondus, and that in Ptolemy's age it was styled

Sálikè ; if Ptolemy then allows the former to be first in use, the

Periplús must of necessity be prior to his publication.

Dodwell says “, that none of Ptolemy's astronomical ob

servations are earlier than the ninth year of Adrian, answering

to 123, A. D. If then the first year of Marcus and Lucius

Verus is 161, A. D. we add nearly forty years to the antiquity

* Paolino, p. 108. Sala is manifestly the Patris. The king, says Pliny, worships Bac

root of Sálice, of Selen-dib, or Seren-dive and chus.

Ceylon. See Ceylon, part 2. * Dissert. p. 89.

" Paolina, p. 372. Regi, cultum Liberi

1
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ef the Periplôs at one step, it could not be later than 123, and

how much earlier must be the next object of our inquiry. On

this head probability and conjecture must supply the place of

proof. The author speaks of the discovery of Hippalus, with

out specifying its date, or its distance from his own time.

Some considerable interval is manifest from his expression, when

he says, “from the time of Hippalus to this day some sail

“straight from Kane, &c.”,” but what space to allot to this

interval is by no means evident. From the seventh of Claudius,

the assumed epoch of the discovery, to the ninth of Adrian “,

is seventy-eight years, a space in which we may fix the publica

tion of the Periplôs, so as best to suit with other circumstances,

and there is one reason to fix it considerably previous to Pto

lemy", which is this; Ptolemy professes to derive his informa

tion from the merchants of Egypt, and the Periplôs seems to

be the very work he would have consulted, if he had known

it; and yet one circumstance is sufficient to prove, that it never

came under his contemplation. His error of extending the coast.

of Malabar west and east, instead of north and south, is no

torious; this he could not have done if he had consulted the

Periplôs, for there it is laid down in its proper direction. This

induces a belief, that it was not published in, or near the age

of Ptolemy, but so much prior as to be neglected, or from its

compass and contents not to have obtained much notice at the

time of its publication. It is not easy to account for Ptolemy's

* Page 32. esse vetustissimum & longe Ptolemaco anteri-,

* Ptolemy, published much later, for he orem, at the conclusion of his argument on the

, lived till 161 at least, near forty years after temple of Augustus, in Limárikè. Plin. Ex...,

the 9th of Adrian, p. 1186.

* Salmasius writes, hinc liquet auctorem.
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disregard of it on any other ground, unless he knowingly slighted

it, and preferred the accounts of later voyagers.

But in order to see the state of things suitable to the internal

evidence of the Periplôs, we must take a view of the Roman

government in Egypt. Egypt became a Roman province in

the year thirty before our éra, and from the moment it was

subdued, Augustus planned the extension of the Roman power

into Arabia and Ethiopia, supposing that Arabia produced

'spices, and Ethiopia, gold, because these were the articles

brought out of those countries into Egypt. The avidity with

which this plan was adopted may be conceived by observing

that, within ten years after the reduction of Egypt, Gallus had

penetrated into the heart of Arabia, and Petronius had ad

vanced eight hundred and seventy miles above Syénè into

Ethiopia, and reduced Candāke the queen of that country to

the condition of a tributary.

The expedition of Petronius is fixed to a certainty in 21,

A. C. because the ambassadors of Candákè found Augustus at

Samos, where he was that year; and that of Gallus “was con

temporary, because his absence with a part of the troops of the

province was the inducement for Candākè" to insult the govern

ment. It must also have been but a very few years after this,

that Strabo went up to Syénè with Elius Gallus”, who was

then become prefect. Upon this occasion he observes, that he

was informed an hundred and twenty ships now sailed from

Muos Hormus annually for India”, whereas, under the Pto

* Strabo, lib. xvii. p. 819. precisely Candakè, though not Candacé.

* Bruce found a Hendaque still a sovereign “ Strabo, lib. ii. p. 118.

in Ethiopia; a proof that the name at least is “” The expression is, ºx; tº; I,3,...,

of that country and correct, for Hendaque is p. 101.
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lemies, a very few only had dared to undertake that

voyage”. -

The embassies from Pórus and Pandion to Augustus, men

tioned with so much ostentation by the historians, afford con

siderable proof of the progress of Roman discovery in the east;

and the vessels which conveyed these ambassadors from the coast

of Malabar must have landed them either in Arabia, or in the

Gulph of Persia, or in the Red Sea; the conveyance also of the

freedman of Plókamus back again from Ceylon to Egypt,

proves that the voyage was performed previous to the discovery

of Hippalus. Agreeably, therefore, to the assertion in the

Periplôs, we ought to suppose that none of these conveyances

were effected by means of the monsoon, unless we should

allow the vessels to be Indian or Arabian, for both these na

tions appear visibly to have known the nature of these winds

long before the Romans were acquainted with them. From

these circumstances we may collect the extreme deſire of Au

gustus to extend his knowledge and his power towards the east,

and though the inert reign of Tiberius, or the wild tyranny of

Caligula, furnish no documents of a further progress, we may

conclude, that the prefects of Egypt were still intent on pro

moting a discovery once commenced, and with which the

emoluments of their own government were so immediately con

nected. We must suppose, that the Roman fleet was superior

in the Red Sea and on the southern coast of Arabia, before any

of the powers on that coast could become tributary, and tri

butary they indubitably were before the reign of Claudius, or

Plókamus could not have been farmer of the revenue.

* 'Oxfywy raytºrzai. Ibid.

WOL. II, I
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When the freedman of Plókamus returned from Ceylon, if

he came in a Roman vessel he must have coasted his whole

voyage; but as the king of Ceylon sent four ambassadors with

him to Claudius, and a rajah" to take charge of the whole, we

must conclude that they came in an Indian vessel to Arabia,

and that the freedman learned the nature of the monsoon in

the course of his navigation ; this is so near in point of time,

that we cannot be mistaken in supposing it, connected with the

attempt of Hippalus, and in consequence of it, the revolution

in the whole course of Oriental commerce.

The advantage which Claudius made of this discovery, and

the prosecution of it so beneficial to Egypt, rendered his name

dear to the Alexandrians; his writings were rehearsed in their

museum, and the account he gave of this commerce is justly

believed by Dodwell to be the source of Pliny’s informa

tion *. -

It is this circumstance which above all others induces me to

fix the destruction of Aden under Claudius, or at latest under

Nero, whose mind was equally fixed on Ethiopia, Arabia, and

India, as the fountains of all the treasures of the east. The

more important every progress made in pursuing this commerce

to the source, the greater temptation there was to suppress

every power which could come in competition. One thing is

evident, Aden was not destroyed by any Cesar in person; for

we cannot find in all history a Cesar that ever visited the

southern coast of Arabia. If it was by the command of Cesar,

it suits no one so well as Claudius or Nero ; or if they are too

* Principe eorum Rachià, Pliny. I have * Dodwell, Dissert. p. 93. from Suetonius

no hesitation in subscribing to the opinion of Claud. c. 42. But this was not their own.

Paolino, that Rachia is Rajah. act, § was by order of Claudius.
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early, there is no other but the reign of Adrian to which it can

be attributed. Adrian was in Egypt himself; his system was

all directed to regulation and improvement of the provinces;

this might be a part of his plan. But there is nothing in the

Periplūs itself to make us adopt this period, and every thing to

contradict it. - -

It has been necessary to investigate this fact with aceuracy,

because the date of the work depends upon it; for at whatever

point we fix the destruction of Aden, very near to that we must

fix the Periplôs; as the author intimates that it was not long

before the period in which he writes. It is not satisfactory to

leave this question resting upon probabilities only. But where

history is silent, probability is our only guide, and correspond

ent circumstances are the best foundation on which probability

can be built. º

From these premises the reign of Nero appears most ac

cordant to the internal evidence of the work itself, or if the

reign of Adrian should be preferred, it must be the year he was

in Egypt, which is the tenth of his reign, and answers to the

year 126 A.D. The objection to this is its coincidence with

the age of Ptolemy, which for the reasons already specified can

hardly be reconciled to consistence. I assume, therefore, the

reign of Claudius for the discovery of Hippalus, and the tenth

year of Nero for the date of the Periplôs, leaving the question

still open for the investigation of those who have better oppor

tunities for deciding upon it with precision.

I 2
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*

INTERCOURSE WITH IN DIA ANTEC E D ENT TO HISTORY,

X. IN entering upon this subject two considerations present

themselves to our view, which must be kept perfectly separate

and distinct : the first is, that the intercourse itself is historical ;

the second, that the means of intercourse can only be collected

from circumstances: the former admits of proof; the latter is

at best hypothetical. I can prove that spices were brought into

Egypt, (which implies their introduction into all the countries

on the Mediterranean,) and I argue from analogy, that Thches

and Memphis in their respective ages were the centre of this

intercourse, as Alexandria was afterwards, and as Cairo is, in

some degree, even at the present hour.

That some Oriental spices came into Egypt has been fre

quently asserted, from the nature of the aromatics which were

employed in embalming the mummies”; and in the thirtieth

chapter of Exodus we find an enumeration of cinnamon, kassia,

myrrh, frankincense, staetë, Önycha, and gålbanum, which are

all the produce either of India or Arabia. Moses speaks of

these as precious, and appropriate to religious uses; but at the

same time in such quantities “, as to shew they were neither

very rare, or very difficult to be obtained. Now it happens

that cinnamon and kassia are two species of the same spice”,

and that spice is not to be found nearer Egypt or Palestine,

than Ceylon *, or the coast of Malabar. If then they were

* Mummia, or Mumia, was once a medi- hundred of cassia, two hundred and fifty of

cine, certainly not on account of the cada- cinnamon.

verous but the aromatic substance. * See article Kassia Kasia in the list of

* Five hundred shekels of myrrh, five articles of commerce.
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found in Egypt, they must have been imported; there must

have been intermediate carriers, and a communication of some

kind or other, even in that age, must have been open between

India and Egypt. That the Egyptians themselves might be

ignorant of this, is possible; for that the Greeks and Romans,

as late as the time of Augustus”, thought cinnamon the pro

duce of Arabia, is manifest from their writings. But it has

been proved from Agathárchides, that the merchants of Sabèa

traded to India, and that at the time when Egypt possessed the

monopoly of this trade in regard to Europe", the Sabèans en

joyed a similar advantage in regard to Egypt. Of these cir

cumstances Europe was ignorant, or only imperfectly in

formed; and if such was the case in so late a period as a few

years before the Christian éra, the same circumstances may

be supposed in any given age where it may be necessary to

place them. º

There are but two possible means of conveying the com

modities of India to the west, one by land through Persia or

the provinces on the north, the other by sea; and if by sea,

Arabia must in all ages have been the medium through which

this commerce passed, whether the Arabians went to Malabar

itself, or obtained these articles in Karmánia, or at the mouths

of the Indus.

In order to set this in its proper light, it is necessary to sup

pose, that the spices in the most southern provinces of India

were known in the most northern, and if from the north, they,

might pass by land; from the south, they would certainly pass

* See Strabo, lib. xvi. passim. the whole monopoly to herself. She is the

” Kai Y&; 32 x&l uovoraxáz; xii. Món y&t receptacle of all [Indian] goods, and the dis

; Axt:4%tiz tº rogray & tr. tº Toxº z) ºrožo- penser of them to all other nations, Strabo,

3.0, F), K2, xoenyº, toſ: ixić, Alexandria has lib. xvii. p. 798.

r
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by sea, if the sca were navigated. But in no age were the

Persians”, Indians”, or Egyptians, navigators; and if we ex

clude these, we have no other choice but to fix upon the

Arabians, as the only nation which could furnish mariners,

carriers, or merchants in the Indian ocean. .

But let us trace the communication by land on the north; it

is only in this one instance that I shall touch upon it; and that

only because it relates to an account prior to Moses. Semi

ramis" is said to have erected a column, on which the im

mensity of her conquests was described, as extending from

Ninus or Ninivě, to the Itámenes, (Jómanes or Jumna,) east

ward ; and southward, to the country which produced myrrh

and frankincense; that is, eastward to the interior of India,

and southward to Arabia. Now, fabulous as this pillar may

be, and fabulous as the whole history of Semiramis may be,

there is still a degree of consistency in the fable; for the tradi

tion is general, that the Assyrians of Ninivě did make an irrup

tion into India; and the return of Semiramis” through Ga

* It is not meant to assert that these

nations never used the sea; they certainly did,

upon their own coasts, but there are not now,

nor does history prove that there ever were,

any navigators, properly so called, in the

eastern seas, except the Arabians, Malays,

and Chinese. The Chinese usually came no

farther than the coast of Malabar, the Malays

seem in all ages to have traded with India,

and probably with the coast of Africa.

* In urbe Calechut qui Idola colunt (Gen

toos), non sulcant maria, id munus Mahume

tanis delegatur. Barthema in Grynaeo, p. 1 12.

who adds that there were 1.5ooo Mahometans

at Calechut.

* Bochart, tom. i. p. 109, from Dio

dörus.

* When two fables of two different coun.

tries agree, there is always reason to suppose

that they are founded on truth: the Maha

bhārat is perhaps as fabulous as the history of

Semiramis; but this work (in Col. Dow's

account of it) specifies, upon a variety of

occasions, the great attention of the Indian

sovereigns to pay their tribute to their western

conquerors. I cannot trace this to its causes

or consequences, but it always seems to justify

the idea, that there had been some conquest

of India, by the nations which inhabited those

provinces, which afterwards composed the

Persian empire. It is this conquest in which

the Grecian accounts of Semiramis and the

Mahabhārat agree.
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drósia, by the route which Alexander afterwards pursued, is

noticed by all the historians of the Macedonian. If, therefore,

there is any truth concealed under this history of Semiramis,

the field is open for conceiving a constant intercourse esta

blished between India and the Assyrian empire, and a ready

communication between that empire and the countries border

ing on the Mediterranean. This intercourse would account for

the introduction of the gums, drugs, and spices of India into

Egypt, as early as the 21st century before the Christian éra”,

and 476 years antecedent to the age of Moses.

But this is not the leading character in the accounts left us.

by the Greek historians”; they all tend to Phénicia and

Arabia. The Arabians have a sea coast round three sides of

their vast peninsula; they had no prejudices against navigation

either from habits or religion. There is no history which treats

of them, which does not notice them as pirates or merchants.

by sea, as robbers or traders by land. We scarcely touch upon

them accidentally in any author, without finding that they were

the carriers of the Indian ocean. -

Sabèa, Hadramaut", and Oman were the residence of navi

gators in all ages, from the time that history begins to speak of

them ; and there is every reason to imagine that they were

equally so, before the historians acquired a knowledge of them,

as they have since continued down to the present age.

* Semiramis, A. C. 2Coj. Moses in * Hadramaut is the Atromſtis of the

Midian 1531. Blair. Greeks; it is nearly centrical between Sabèa

* Herödotus, lib. iii. p. 250. reckons up and Oman on the ocean. Oman is the easterm

frankincense, myrrh, kassia, cinnamon, lada- part of Arabia, towards the Gulph of Persia.

num, (a gum,) and storax as the produće of Sabèa is Yemen, on the Red Sea, but extends,

Arabia ; these commodities were brought or did anciently extend, to the ports on the

into Greece by the Phénicians. See also occan, as Aden, &c.

P. 252, -
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It is surely not too much to admit that a nation with these

dispositions, in the very earliest ages crossed the Gulph of

Persia from Oman to Karmánia: the transit in some places is not

forty miles; the opposite coast is visible from their own shore”;

and if you once land them in Karmánia, you open a passage to

the Indus, and to the western coast of India, as a conclusion

which follows of course. -

I grant that this is wholly hypothetical; but where history

stops, this is all that rational inquiry can demand. The first

history to be depended on, is that of Agathárchides. He

found Sabéa, or Yemen, in possession of all the splendour that

a monopoly of the Indian trade must ever produce, and either

here, or in Hadramaut, or Oman, it must ever have been :

these provinces all lie within the region of the monsoons, and

there is every reason to imagine that they had availed them

selves of these in the earliest ages, as well as in the latest. I

conclude that their knowledge in this respect is prior to the

building of Thebes; and that if the monopoly on the eastern

side of the Red Sea was in their hands, that on the western side

was fixed at Thebes. The splendour of that city, still visible

in its very ruins, is no other way to be accounted for : it is

exactly parallel to the case of Alexandria in a later period ; for

Alexandria did not trade to India, the monopoly was still in

Sabèa when Agathárchides wrote, and the monopoly at Alex

andria was as perfect in regard to the Mediterranean, as that

of Sabèa was in regard to the Indian ocean. The wealth of

the Ptolemies was as pre-eminent as that of the Thebaick

Dynasties, and the power and conquests of a Philadelphus

* Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 769, et sec. 99.
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or Euérgetes” less fabulous than those of Osymánduas or

Sesonchósis.

* That the Grecian Dynasty in Egypt tried every experiment

to evade the monopoly at Sabèa, is manifest from history. The

straits” of the Red Sea were passed, the ports of Arabia on

the ocean were explored, the marts on the coasts of Africa were

visited, Indian commodities were found in all of them. A

proof direct, that the monsoon was at that time known to the

Arabians”, though history knew nothing of it till the discovery

of Hippalus; that is, till 200 years later: this is the more ex

traordinary, as the fact had been ascertained in part by the

voyage of Nearchus, and as all its consequences would have

been explored, if Alexander had lived another year. I wish

to be understood as never asserting that the voyage be

tween Egypt and India was utterly unpractised by the Greeks;

the evidence is clear, that some few vessels performed it, but

they coasted the whole way ”: the greatest number is that

mentioned by Strabo of an hundred and twenty ships. The

expence of such a navigation did not answer; it was found
w

r

* Euérgetes says, in the Adulitick In

scription, he had reduced the whole world to

peace. Sesonchósis could do no more.

” Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 773.

* I had expected to find an account of the

monsoons in the Oriental writers; but as my

acquaintance with them by translations only,

must be very confined, I have met with little

information on the subject. Ventus marinus

sex integris mensibus regnat in illo, [mari

tenebroso,J et tum in alium ventum converti

tur, Al Edrissi, p. 34. the Mare Tenebrosum

is the ocean which surrounds the world. An

inference may be drawn from the Arabian

voyagers of Renaudot, that they also crossed

WOL. Iſº

the Indian ocean by the monsoon.

* IIºkoxrſorts. Peripläs. Strabo does

certainly fully mean to say, that a considerable

fleet went to India, but not till the Romans

were masters of Egypt; and whether they

performed the whole voyage, or only to

Arabia for Indian commodities, is a question.

If we suppose them to reach the mouths of the

Indus, it is the full extent that can be required;

for Pliny expressly says, that the ports on the

coast of Malabar were only beginning to be

º, known in his age. In what way they sailed

previous to the Periplús will be uoticed in its

proper place.

R
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cheaper to purchase Indian goods in the old markets: the pas

sage by the monsoon was never attempted ; and the solitary

fact of all history, which I can discover, previous to Hippalus,

is that in the fabulous account of Iambúlus. I believe that

fact, not as performed by lambúlus, but as an evidence that

some such passage had been heard of, that an obscure notion

prevailed that it was made from the coast of Africa, and that,

therefore, it was interwoven with the piece to give the fable an

appearance of reality. I believe it to have had its rise from

Arabia; and it is one proof among others, that the Arabians

did reach India prior to history, and a sufficient reason why the

Greeks found it preferable to purchase their cargoes in the

Arabian markets, rather than to go to India themselves. A

truth certainly, if the Arabians sailed with the monsoon, and

the Greeks coasted the whole voyage.

These considerations taken in the mass, induce a belief that

in the very earliest ages, even prior to Moses, the communi

cation with India was open, that the intercourse with that con

tinent was in the hands of the Arabians, that Thebes had owed

its splendour to that commerce, and that Memphis rose from

the same cause to the same pre-eminence. Sir Isaac Newton

supposes Osiris, Bacchus, Sesostris, and Sesak, to be one and

the same person. If this could be established, we could fix

the splendour of Thebes in the reign of Sesak, who is contem

porary with Rehoboam, in the year 978 before Christ. Thebes

is the No-Amon of Jeremiah, xlvi. 25. and Ezekiel, xxx. 14,

15, 16. The fall of Thebes was effected by Nebuchadnezzar,

in 581 A. C., for he is said to have conquered Egypt from

Migdol to Seoene, that is, from Magdulum to Syénè, which

necessarily includes Thebes, (Septuagint and Prideaux;) but

1
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its ruin was completed by Cambyses. Psamménitus, indeed,

the last king, was taken at Memphis, and not at Thebes, 528

A. C. but Camby'ses passed through all Egypt, and entered

Ethiopia; and in this march he must have visited TLebes, and

probably destroyed the temples there. Memphis is the Mesr

of Scripture, from Misraim : it possibly rose into importance

after the invasion of Nebuchadnezzar, but existed from a much

earlier period, though not as a capital; for the ancient metro

polis of Lower Egypt was Heliópolis, the On of Scripture, now

called Mataréa, in its ruins ; and Heliópolis is at least as old

as the patriarchs, apparently the residence of the Pharaohs,

and the head of that kingdom which was governed by Joseph.

The sovereignty was afterwards transferred to Memphis, built

by Menes, who reigned as immediate successor to the gods, or

by the succeeding sovereign Amenophis, from whom its name

is derived; the Menuph, Noph, or Moph of the prophets.

(See Sir Isaac Newton's Chronology, p. 197.) The seat of

government, under the Persians, was at Memphis ; at Alex

andria, under the Macedonians and Romans; and Cairo, still

called Mesr or Metzr by the Arabians, was the creation of the

Mahomedans. This slight sketch gives us all the fluctuations

of power, and all the different seats of commerce in Egypt, ex

clusive of the fabulous chronology and fictitious history of the

priests, during the period previous to Sesak. The system

of Sir Isaac Newton has not been generally admitted; but

from Sesak, in 978 before our era, the whole arrangement is

consistent; and that Sesak was the Sesostris of Heródotus seems

highly probable: his conquests in Phénicia, Syria, and Pales

tine, are enumerated among his other expeditions by Heródo

tus; and his passing the straits of Bab-el-Mandeb into the

K 2
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Erythréan ocean is suitable to his ambition. That his successes

and victories were magnified by the priests of Egypt there can

be no doubt; but that commerce was his object, as well as de

minion, is manifest from his establishing a fleet on the Red Sea,

and passing the straits: both which prove that his views were

directed either to Arabia, or Africa, or the countries farther to

the east. The produce of those countries came into his own

territories by some conveyance or other; and his design was to

obtain this in its native ports, in conformity with the attempts

of the Greeks and Romans in a later period. The essential differ

ence between the native capitals and Alexandria proves, past con

tradiction, the different spirit and superior system of the Greeks.

For these capitals were inland for the sake of security: a proof

that the natives were rarely navigators, and never sovereigns of

the sea. The Greeks were both; and the capital of the Ptolemies

was therefore Alexandria. Their fleets were superior to all that

had ever appeared on the Mediterranean; and the power of

their kingdom such, that nothing but a succession of weak and

wicked princes could have destroyed it. While Egypt was

under the power of its native sovereigns, Tyre, Sidon, A'radus,

Cyprus, Greece, Sicily, and Carthage, were all enriched by

the trade carried on in its ports, and the articles of commerce

which could be obtained there and there only; the Egyptians

themselves were hardly known in the Mediterranean as the ex

porters of their own commodities, they were the Chinese of the

ancient world, and the ships of all nations”, except their own,

Jaded in their harbours.

* Yarrºws .... reefºxtro ºria rāz, roſs chants with cargoes, but particularly the Phé

irré; is Máxira 3 roi; ºvá, wai"ExAwari. Diod, nicians and Greeks,

lib. i. p. 77. Psammétiehus supplied all mer
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The system of the Ptolemies was exactly the reverse. Alex

andria grew up to be the first mart of the world, and the Greeks

of Egypt were the carriers of the Mediterranean, as well as the

agents, factors, and importers of Oriental produce. The cities

which had risen under the former system, sunk silently into in

significance; and so wise was the new policy, and so deep had

it taken root, that the Romans, upon the subjection of Egypt,

found it more expedient to leave Alexandria in possession of its

privileges, than to alter the course of trade, or occupy it them

selves. Egypt, in strict propriety, was never a Roman pro

vince, but a prefecture, governed, not by the senate, but

the emperor himself. No pretor or proconsul ever had the

command; no man above the equestrian order was ever prefect;

no Roman “ever entered the country without the express licence

of the emperor. These circumstances are particularized to shew

the wisdom of the Greeks in their establishment of the system,

and the wisdom of the Romans in contenting themselves with

the revenue, rather than the property of the country “. This

revenue, amounting to above three * millions sterling, they

enjoyed for more than six hundred years”; and, till the mo

revenue of spices only 80,000 ducats a-year,* One charge brought against Germanicus

by Tiberius, was his going into Egypt with

out permission.

* It does not appear that any Roman in

Egypt was allowed to engage in commerce.

In the early part of their government at least,

all the names we meet with in the trade of the

Red Sea, Africa, and India, are Greek.

Arrian, Dionysius, &c. &c.

** Sicard says, to three hundred millions

French, i.e. 12,454.5ool. ; but that it pays

the Turk only twelve millions, i.e. 498,38ol.

Lettres Edif. t. v. 7. Hoffman (in Caryo

phyllo) says, the Sultan of Egypt lost on the

after the discovery of the Portuguese. The

amount seems moderate.

* It is the stability of the Roman conquests

which distinguishes them from those of other

nations. If we place the meridian power of

Rome in the age of Augustus, it was 7oo

years in rising, and 14oo years in falling. The

sovereignty of Egypt, for 6oo years, is of

greater duration than that of any native or fo

reign dynasty not mythological ; and this

sovereignty, notwithstanding particular inter

vals of tyranny, does seem upon the whole to

have been exercised for the good of the people,
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ment of the Arabian conquest, Alexandria continued the second

city of the empire in rank, and the first, perhaps, in com

merce, prosperity, and wealth.

These considerations are by no means foreign to our purpose:

it is the design of this work to exhibit the trade with India under

every point of view in which it was regarded by the ancients;

but if it were not my determination to close my researches with

the voyage of Gama, I could now shew how a contrary policy

has brought the richest country in the world to its present state

of misery. Policy, I say, because it was the wretched system

of Selim to divide the power between the sovereign of Con

stantinople and the Mamelucks, lest the Pashaw should seize

the government, and erect an independent kingdom. The con

sequence is, that the revenue of the Porte has been gradually

diminishing “, till it is reduced to nothing, by the charges of

administration set off against the receipt. The revenue is still

large, but nothing in comparison of what it would be, if the

merchant were secure from exactions, or the cultivator from op

pression ; for a great proportion of the Indian trade would still

come through Egypt to the Mediterranean, if the customs were

fixed, the trade protected from the plunder of the Arabs, the

rapine of the government, and the extortion of the Jews, who

are the farmers of the revenue.
The total, with all this op

pression, is still estimated at twenty millions of dollars, or four

which is the end of all government. When

* Egypt fell, its prosperity, though impaired,

was probably superior to that of any other pro

vince of the empire. The revenue I take at a

medium from the calculation of Strabo, who

says, that under Aulètes, the worst of the

Ptolemies, it was 2,421,875l. ; but he adds,

that the Romans managed it to much greater

advantage, and even doubled it. Strab.

lib. xvii. p. 798.

* In the year 1566, the revenue received

by the Porte was only 600.coo ducats, Hack

luyt, ii.2co. little more than 150,000l., while

it produced near 3, ooo,cool. to the worst of

the Ptolemies, and perhaps double that sum to

the Romans. -

--

***
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millions sterling, by Sir Home Popham, which, however, the

trade at Suez and Cossir does not seem to justify; and if it is

calculated on the miri, or land revenue, the cultivation does

not authorize. But whatever the revenue may be, it would be

increased beyond all that was ever levied in the country, if

commerce and agriculture were left to-their natural course; for

it is still a channel for the wealth of India, and the waters of

the Nile still fertilize the richness of the soil. A power

divided and undefined produces of necessity a bad government,

and a bad government cuts down the tree to come at the fruit,

and is not content with the golden egg, but kills the bird,

which laid it, -
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==

“ Orientalem oram Africae sulcavit Auctor Peripli, cujus auctoritas majoris est

“facienda quam cºeterorum omnium, utpote qui solus veritati consentanea

“ scripserit.” VossIUs ad Melam. p. 595. ed. Varior. Lugd. 1722.

–

HE object proposed for consideration in the second book is

the navigation of the ancients from Muos Hormus in the

Gulph of Arabia, to the Promontory of Rhaptum ' on the coast

of Africa. Muos Hormus lies in the twenty-seventh degree of

northern latitude, and Rhaptum will be fixed near ten degrees

to the southward of the equator; consequently we have a space

of above two thousand five hundred miles to examine, involved

in such obscurity, that without recourse to modern discovery,

the navigation of the ancients is inexplicable.

The Periplôs, which has been assumed as the basis of our dis

quisition, has a claim to this preference, not only as the most

ancient but the most specific account extant; for notwith

standing particular places may have been noticed in treatises of

a prior date, the line of coast which it embraces is to be found

no where previously in detail; and the circumstances which it

particularizes bear such a stamp of veracity, as to assure us,

that if the voyage was not performed by the writer, it is at least

delineated from the most authentic documents of the age.

: Ptolemy writes both Rhapta and Rhaptum, the Periplus always Rhapta, plural
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*-

But the internal evidence of the work itself is sufficient to

assure us, that the author was a merchant, and the merchant

a navigator. He writes for the information of persons of his

own profession; and as he supposes the Gulph of Arabia ſa

miliar to all that were cugaged in commerce at Alexandria, he

dwells much more particularly on the more distant regions than

those nearer home. This is the reason that within the gulph

there is no circumstantial account, till we arrive at Adooli on

the western side, or Moosa on the eastern ; and that when he

launches into the ocean, we have the coast of Azania and India

in detail.

Another cause which operates to the same effect is the nature

of the navigation within the gulph; for he expressly mentions,

that in his time the voyage from Bereníkè to Okélis, and

from Leake Kome to Moosa, was direct down the mid channel,

without regard to the coast. The same we may presume of the

passage from Muos Hormus to Adooli, as he mentions only two

intermediate ports, Bereníkë and Ptolemáis Thérôn, and these

with few particulars, on a coast nine hundred miles in extent.

This is in one sense to be regretted, for had the merchant

proceeded on this coast, as Nearchus traced the desert shores

of the Mekran, we should have had the opportunity of compar

ing his progress with that of John de Castro” in 1541, and

*

* John de Castro was captain in the fleet,

commanded by Don Stephano de Gama, sent

from Goa to burn the Turkish navy collecting

at Suez, for the siege of Diu. In the passage

up the Red Sea, he seems to have had the

whole care of conducting the fleet; but when

they arrived at Suez with sixteen gallies only,

they found the attempt on the Turkish forces

impracticable. The journal of de Castro was

I,

found on board a Portuguese prize, and

brought to England; when a translation of it

was procured by Sir Walter Raleigh, which is

inserted in Purchas, vol. ii. p. 1122. and pub

lished again in Astley’s Collection, vol. i.

p. 107. where there is an excellent commentary

on it by Green. De Castro was afterwards

viceroy of Goa, when he raised the second

siege of Diu with great glory. He died not

O
--
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establishing all the points of ancient geography in a tract that

is remarkably obscure. The course of de Castro is an exact

counterpart to the voyage of Nearchus: he set out from Masua

[Adoolij with a fleet; but the larger ships he soon dismissed,

and proceeded with sixteen gallies only along the whole western

coast of the gulph to Suez. This voyage he performed by ad

hering constantly to the shore, rowing for the most part, and

sailing only with accidental snatches of the land winds, anchor

ing almost every night, and particularizing every cape, bay,

port, or shoal in his passage : in short, if we had found a

de Castro on the coast of Gadrósia, or a Nearchus in the gulph

of Arabia, it would have afforded one of the most pleasing spe

culations of geography to compare an ancient with a modern

voyage, where both were conducted upon the same principles,

and by the same means; excepting only the advantages which

the moderns derived from their instruments and their ex

perience. -

Some particulars which concern this navigation generally will

not be foreign to our purpose ; for we learn from de Castro's

journal, that the wind in the gulph, which is almost constantly

north-west, except during fifty days in March and April, does

not prevail regularly, but is subject to fluctuation" near the

coast; it is not represented as the land and sea breeze, which

takes place within the region of the monsoons, but merely as a

deviation from the prevailing wind of the gulph. This circum

stance explains the course of the ancients from Berenſke or

long after at Goa, and there were found in his * De Castro had the wind at south-east at

possession three rials only as the whole of his Comol, lat. 23° 30' o', on April 7th. This

substance. Such were the early commanders might be the Gumseen,

of the Portuguese in the Fast'
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Leukë Komè to the straits ; for had they followed the coast, as

was the practice in other instances, they would have found oc

casional obstructions from the wind : and this was the reason

why they preferred a course down the mid channel; this like

wise is the reason why the native vessels from Suakem keep

close to the western “shore, as high as the Jaffateen islands, in

order to secure their passage to Judda.

Another circumstance he notices, that does not do much

honour to the attention or sagacity of the Ptolemies, which is,

that the number of safe harbours, creeks, bays, and inlets is

infinite, whereas Bereníkò and Ptolemáis Thérôn were merely

roads, where the ships anchored, and made use of boats for

their communication with the shore. The shoals in Foul Bay,

in which Bereníkè is situated, and those near Ras Ahellaz in the

vicinity of Ptolemáis Thérôn, he describes most graphically, in

correspondence with Agathárchides and the Periplôs, and is in

full harmony with Bruce, who notices all the shoals with deep

water on their edge, and the same in every harbour on the coast

without bar or obstruction.

These circumstances, relating generally to the navigation

upon which we are now to enter, will not appear superfluous,

if they contribute to illustrate a most obscure subject; and I am

only sorry that the Periplūs affords such slender opportunity of

turning them to advantage; for the journal of de Castro is one

of the finest specimens bequeathed to us by the illustrious navi

gators of Portugal, and continues to this day the best foundation

of geographical accuracy on the western coast of the Arabian.

gulph.

* This passage is marked on Bruce's map,

*
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Muos

HoRM us.

I. The survey now commences from Muos Hormus', a port

chosen by Ptolemy Philadelphus for the convenience of com

merce, in preference to Arsinoë or Suez, on account of the

difficulty of navigating the western extremity of the gulph.

The name of this port shews its origin to be Greek; it sig

nifies the harbour of the Mouse"; an appellation which it after

wards changed for that of the harbour of Venus. And here, if

the reader will advert to Aphroditë, the Greek title of Venus,

as springing from the foam of the ocean, it will immediately

appear that the Greeks were translators in this instance, as well

as in Dióspolis, Latópolis, and many others; for the native

term to this day is Suflange-el-Bahri', the sponge of the sea;

and the vulgar error of sponge being the foam of the sea will

immediately account for Aphroditë. But Muos Hormus is the

name more prevalent, and the other is recorded by Agathár

chides only and his copyists. Its situation is determined by

three islands, which Agathárchides mentions; known to mo

dern navigators by the name of the Jaffatecns, and its lati

tude" is fixed with little fluctuation in 27° 0' 0", by d'Anville,

Bruce, and de la Rochette. The presumption in favour of de

la Rochette's accuracy is natural, as he had the charts and

journals of several English navigators before him, and the posi

* De la Rochette has made two ports of the

Muos Hormus and Aphrodites Hormus of

Strabo, but they are both the same, if Strabo

is to be interpreted by Agathárchides, whom

he copies; his translator indeed says, Muris

statio aliaque Veneris, but the text does not

require the distinction. See Hardouin. not. ad

hib. vi. Plin. cvi. The Muos Hormus of de la

Rochette I should prefer for the true position.

There are, however, two harbours noticed by

de Castro; that on the north of the island is

the better.

* The harbour of the Muscle. Bruce, vii.

3I4. 8vo. ed. Pearls in muscles, ibid. from

pilº, nictere. The Pinna, he adds, has the

finest pearl. See Plate XLIII. Peninim in

Hebrew, Job, xxxviii. 18. Proverbs, xxxi.

IO.

* From Suffange our English term is

S’funge, S'phunge, Spunge.

* Ptol. 27° 15' 0", 27°8' cº, by de la Ro

chette. - * * * *
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tion of the islands ' with the indenture of the coast, is such as

would sufficiently correspond with what the ancients called a

port. Strabo describes the entrance as oblique *, which was

perhaps effected by the site of the island at the entrance; and

he notices that the ships which sailed from Bereníkè lay at this

port till their cargoes were prepared.

II. The same reason which induced Philadelphus to form the

port of Muos Hormus, led him afterwards to the establishment

of Berenike, with this additional motive; that being in a lower

part of the gulph, it facilitated the communication with the

ocean, or the coast of Africa, and lay more convenient for tak

ing advantage of the regular winds within the straits, or the

monsoons in the Indian ocean. The plans of Philadelphus,

indeed, seem to have been larger than either he or lºis succes

sors carried into execution: he had evidently sent travellers to

penetrate into the interior by land, while his fleet was explor

ing the coast. Pliny mentions the names of Dálion, Aristócreon,

Bion, and Básilis”, as visitors of Ethiopia; and Simónides as

residing five years at Meroë ; while Timósthenes” went down

the coast as far, perhaps, as Madagascar, but certainly lower

than the fleets of the Ptolemies traded ", or the Roman fleets

* II;oxia Sz. 3; wºrs; Tººls. Strabo, xvi. 769.

The Jaffateens are more than three ; but the

smaller ones are perhaps little better than

rocks above water. De Castro calls them

three.

* Aſuſ,a Lºyz, Tºy Faras, ºxyta axºſoy.

Strab. ibid.

* Plin. lib. vi. c. 35.

* There is some reason to hesitate in giving

credit to Timósthenes, as he says the Red Sea

is two days sail across and four days sail in

length. Plin. lib. vi. Four days (if it be not

an error of Pliny’s) cannot by any means suf

fice for a course of nine hundred miles. See

Fragm. Artem. Hudson, vol. i. p. 88.

* This is similar to what has happened re

lative to our own discoveries. Sir F. Drake

explored the western coast of America, to the

north of California, where scarcely a navigator

followed him till more than 200years after; when

the English, Russians, and Spaniards have in

terfered with each other in Nootka Sound.

In the same manner also the Carthaginian

commerce on the coast of Africa settled at

Cernë, though Hanno had gone much farther:

to the south,

BERE Ník E.
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in the age of the Periplôs. The account of Agathárchides, who

lived in the reign of Philomètor, goes no lower on the western

side of the gulph than Ptolemáis Thérôn; and in his time the

commerce seems so generally to have settled at Muos Hormus,

that no mention of Bereníkè occurs in the whole work”. Un

der the successors of Philomètor, this trade languished rather

than increased, nor was it reinvigorated till the conquest of

Egypt by Augustus. -

The connexion between Muos Hormus and Bereníkè, from

which ports the nayigation commenced, requires more con

sideration than has been bestowed upon it by those who have

preceded me in the inquiry.

Bereníkè, according to the Periplús, was distant eighteen

hundred stadia from Muos Hormus, which, if the author

reckons ten stadia to the Roman mile, (as d'Anville supposes,)

amounts to one hundred and eighty; or if he reckons eight, we

obtain two hundred and twenty-five miles, for the interval be

tween the two ports; both estimates are too short, as the dis

tance from the northern Jaffateen to Ras-el-anfº is little less

than two hundred and sixty miles Roman. Without insisting

upon this, Ras-el-anf is the leading point to fix Bereníkè, for

this is the Leptè Promontory of Ptolemy, on which Berenſke

depends. “The land here,” says Bruce, “ after running in a

“ direction nearly N. W. and S. E. turns round in shape of a

* Neither does Diodórus notice it, who harbour was at Muos Hormus ; and the ships

wrote, perhaps, early in the reign of Augustus, lay there till they came to Bereníke for their

and followed Agathárchides. But Strabo is

diffuse; and he adds one particular which may

account for the silence of Agathárchides,

which is, as we have just noticed, that Bere

nikë, though a station, was no port. The

7

lading. The Periplºis also seems almost to

join the two together, at the commencement

of the Arabian voyage.

* Cape Nose.
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“large promontory, and changes its direction to N. E. and

“S. W. and ends in a small bay or inlet.” Now this agrees

exactly with the position assigned to Berenſke by Strabo, in

the very inmost recess of his Sinus Impurus. It may seem

extraordinary", that the name of Foul Bay" should appear upon

our modern charts in this very spot, and marked with the shoals

and breakers which entitled it to the same appellation in the

time of Strabo. But such is the fact, and de la Rochette's

chart" gives us a small anchorage or inlet in the very bottom

of the bay, which he styles Mine, or Belled-el-Habesh", the

country of Abyssinia. These circumstances are further corro

borated by the chart which Mercator extracts from Ptolemy,

and by Ptolemy's own distances in longitude and latitude from

Leptè. Col. Capper” has supposed that the site of Berenikë

cannot be determined, and d'Anville has placed it nearer to

Leptè ; but in this, it is probable he was determined by the

latitude of Syénè, for both are supposed to be tropical, and

Col. Capper has possibly not applied his superior information

to this object. I fix it at the port of Habesh, not from lati

tude, but local relation. For Syénè is in latitude 24° 0' 45",

and this port is in 23°28' 0", according to de la Rochette. If

* From the appearance of Foul Bay, on

de la Rochette's chart, l concluded it to be a

modern nautical name; but its correspondence

with the ancient Sinus Impurus is confirmed

by d'Anville as well as de la Rochette. See

his Golfe immonde. And if this is established,

Strabo's expression, i. 80% rà ºðare, in the in

most recess of the bay, ought, in my opinion, to

determine the question.

* Ax40acres is rendered improperly by im

purus and immundus. . It is literally both here

and in the Periplus, p. 12. what we should call

in English, Foul Bay, from the foulness

vo L. II.

of the coast, shoals, and breakers. Ax4Szero,

Káato, . . . ºrw &x40zero, ºr ºxois Xolºr (al

#axzis iztire&xvra, kz, rolzī; xxraiyºral; rö

ºrator irráv%. 3, 1};vaša, Bºgºſzny réxi, i. 890s, rg

xéxºrs. Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 769.

* D'Anville has the same, and Bruce the

bay.

” Mine signifies a fort or castle, and Belled

a country. The principal Mameluk at Cairo

is styled Sheik-el-Belled, the sheik of the

country.

* Page 57. \

M
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then we were to be determined by the tropick, the port of

Habesh is more tropical than Syénè. But the ancients were

by no means accurate in these coincidences. Meroë and

Ptolemáis are still less reconcileable than Bereníkè and Syénè ;

and yet the respective correspondence of the four places was

admitted. I am much more led by existing circumstances than

these estimates: a coast falling in, as described by the original

voyagers, and a port found at the termination where it ought

to be, tend more to ascertain a position when ancient accounts

are to be considered, than astronomical calculation. On this

ground I assert the identity, though I know the difficulties, I

know that the Topaz island of Strabo is dubious “, but a choice

is necessary, and I select the port of Habesh for Bereníkè as

a point where all the general characters best correspond.

Both from Muos Hormus and Bereníkè, the fleets sailed for

Africa and Arabia in the month of September ; and for India

in July “; dates which agree admirably with the regular winds,

as stated by Bruce and Forrest. For, in the first instance, if

they cleared the gulph before November, they in that month

fell in with the wind, which carried them down the coast of

Africa, and which served them to return in May. And in their

voyage to India, sailing in July, if they cleared the gulph be

fore the 1st of September”, they had the monsoon for nearly

Zemorgete, the Agathonis Ins. of Ptolemy,

but the confusion is endless.

* See Periplôs, pp. 5, 14, 29, 32. The

author mentions the Egyptian as well as the

Roman months Tybi, January ; Thoth, Sep

tember; Epiphi, July. A proof that he was

* There was a Sapphire, an Emerald, and

a Topaz island in the Red Sea ; all three give

rise to much fable and much uncertainty.

Strabo's Topaz island is the same as this Ser

pentine. Whether both names ought to relate

to the island at Ras-el-anf, I cannot say. That

island is the Macouar of Bruce ; the Emil or

Emerald island of de la Rochette, the Insula

Veneris of Ptolemy. Strabo’s Topaz island

is lower than Berenike. It may be the modern

a resident in Egypt, if not a native, and that

he wrote for the traders in that country.

* This is fixed to a certainty by Pliny,

who says, they sailed at the rising of the Dog
«
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three months to perform the voyage to the coast of Malabar,

which was generally completed in forty days. ... I

III. But before we enter upon our navigation we must ex

amine the previous preparations in Egypt, commencing our

inquiries from Alexandria, the head and centre of all the com

merce between India and Europe for seventeen centuries “. .

The principal merchants, who carried on this commerce both

under the Ptolemies and the Romans, resided at Alexandria;

and though the Ptolemies, for their own interest, might allow

others to employ their capital in this trade, and the Romans

certainly would not suffer themselves to be wholly excluded, still

the standing law of the country was, that every merchant must

cmploy an Alexandrian factor for the transaction of his busi

ness; and this privilege alone, with the profits of the transport,

is sufficient to account for the immense wealth of the metro

polis “, exclusive of all other advantages. -

In the latter end of July the annual or Etésian wind com

mences, the influence of which extends from the Euxine Sea to

Syénè in Upper Egypt. Blowing from the north it is directly

opposite to the course of the Nile, and prevailing for forty days

while the river is at the height of its swell, it affords an oppor

tunity of advancing against the stream, with more convenience

than other rivers are navigated in their descent. With the as

sistance of this wind, the passage from Alexandria up to Koptus

was performed in twelve days, which, as the distance is above

Star, July 26, and reached Okélis in thirty Alexander.
days, from whence to Muziris the voyage is * The revenue of Alexandria, in the

usually performed in forty days. Lib. vi. worst of times, was 12,500 talents, equal to

* Eighteen, reckoning from the death of 2,421,875 l. Sterling. Strab. xvii. 798.

M 2
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four hundred miles”, sufficiently proves the efficacy of the wind

that carried them. -

Two miles from Alexandria, says Pliny, is Juliópolis, where

the navigation to Koptus commences; an expression not very

intelligible without the assistance of Strabo. For why should

he mark the departure from Juliápolis rather than Alexandria :

Strabo informs us, that the vessels navigated a canal, which ex

tended from Alexandria to the Kanópic branch of the Nile, at

the junction of which was Schédia; here all the duties were

collected on goods which passed upwards into Egypt, or down

the Nile to Alexandria. This canal “ in its course almost

touches Nikópolis”, (a city so called from the victory obtained

here by Augustus over the forces of Antony,) and which, by its

distance of thirty stadia ", must be the Juliópolis of Pliny. It

is probable, therefore, that before the time of Pliny, the Cus

tom-house had been removed from Schédia to this place.

It is then by the Kanópic branch, now almost neglected,

that vessels passed up to Memphis, and thence to Koptus.

Koptus was a city in the age of Strabo who visited it, common

to the Arabs”, as well as the Egyptians; it was not actually

* Three hundred and eighty, without al- reigns, have the least share. The Mammelucs

lowing for the sinuosity of the river.

” This canal has still water in it during the

inundation, and boats pass.

* See Dion. Cassius, lib. ii.p. 28o. Lat. ed.

* Strabo, lib. xvii. p. 795.

This is as nearly as possible the site of

Aboukir, become still more important by the

victory of the gallant Nelson.

* The present government of Egypt is

divided between the Turks, the Mammelucs,

and the Arabs. The Turks, though sove

have twenty-four beys, nominally dividing the

whole country from the sea to Syene, all

powerful at Cairo, but never complete as to

their number in the country, and sharing their

influence with the Arab sheiks. The Roman

government was firm and imperious, but even

under that, as appears from this passage of

Strabo, the Arabs found means to insinuate

themselves into a share of the power at Koptus,

and, as we may from this circumstance con

clude, possibly in other places.
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on the Nile, but connected with it by a canal, and was the

centre of communication between Egypt and the Red Sea, by

a N. E. rout to Muos Hormus, and a S.E. to Bereníkè. Upon

reference to the map the reason of this is evident. The river

bends here towards the east, and in proportion to its inclination

shortens the distance of land carriage. Koptus is seated al

most in the centre between Ghinné and Kous *. Ghinne is the

ancient Kénè ", and is the modern point of communication

with Coseir "; the port on the Red Sea, where the commerce

which remains is carried on between Upper Egypt and Arabia.

Kous arose in the 'middle ages, from the same cause, and be

came the principal mart of the Said “. These three places all

lie on the same curvature of the river, and all grew into im

portance at different periods, from the same cause ; the neces

sity of conducting land carriage by the shortest road.

It has been already noticed, that notwithstanding Berenikë

was built by Philadelphus, the route of the caravan thither, and

the port itself were little frequented, as long as the Ptolemies

reigned in Egypt. The first mention I can find of it is in Strabo,

and he visited the country after it was under the power of the

Romans. The Romans saw what Philadelphus had designed,

and they had the penetration, from their first entrance into the

country, to reap the advantages which his successors had ne

glected. In the course of six or seven years an hundred and

* See Schuſtens in voce, Kus, Kous, ad

vitam Saladini.

Est autem Kus Civitas primaria Thebaidis,

nullaque major praeter Fhustatam in tota extat

Egypto, emporium pracbet mercatoribus

Adenensibus, a Copto Parasanga, duodecim

dierum iter a Fhustata. Abulfeda, lat. 24°39',

long. 51° 30'. t

* Kawº ºus, Neapolis, or the new city, by

its name evidently of Greek extraction.

* Irwin reckons one hundred and fifteen

miles from Coseir to the Nile, vol. i. p. 234.

Brown rode it on dromedaries in three days.

* D'Anville, Geog. Anc. vol. iii. p. 33.
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twenty ships sailed annually from this port for India”; these, in

deed, were but a small part of the whole. The bulk of the trade

still passed by Koptus” to Muos Hormus, and continued in the

same course till the period in which the Periplus was written ;

this is the principal reason which induces me to believe that the

Periplôs is prior to Pliny, and assign it to the reign of Claudius,

or Nero ; for Pliny is the first that specifies the stages of the

caravan, or gives us reason to believe that Bereníkò was the

grand centre of commerce.

of the Periplás wrote is evident, because he commences his

That it was not so when the author

route from Muos Hormus”, a proof that he considered it as the

first port of departure.

* It has everywhere been supposed, that India were found there. So Indorum pro

single ships did sail both to India and Africa

by coasting, previous to the discovery of Hip

palus; it has everywhere been allowed that

the Arabians traded to India, and the Indians

to Arabia, and probably with a knowledge of

the monsoon. But this passage of Strabo's

stands alone as an evidence, that a fleet sailed

from Egypt directly to India. If it did sail,

it must still have coasted the whole way.

But might not Strabo, from knowing they

brought home Indian commodities, have sup

posed that they sailed to India, when in reality

they went no farther than Hadramaut in

Arabia, or Mosyllon on the coast of Africa;

where they found the produce of India —

I do not approve of contradicting the assertion

of any intelligent author, such as Strabo ; but

I recommend it to the consideration of better

judges, whether a circumstance of this magni

tude ought to be established on a single passage.

It is also to be noticed, that Arabia was some

times called India by the ancients, not from

error, but because it was on the other side of

the Red Sea, and because the commodities of

-

montorium in Juba, the same as Leptè Acrè

is Ras-el-Anf, whence the trade to India com

menced. Indos Juba vocat Æthiopas Tro

glodytas. Hardouin, not. ad Plin. vi. 34.

but Hardouin is mistaken, and probably Juba.

It is the Indian Cape and Port, so called from

the Indian trade at Berenſke. In what sense

the fleets sailed from Egypt to India, will be

considered at large in the fourth book. See

Scaliger Emend. Temp. p. 681.

* Axx& ºt, 3 Korrº; x2, . Mtº: ofuo; 'Etºxºpº.

x2, x;2,72, toſs térois 7&c.;. Strab. l.b. xvii.

p. 815. See a very remarkable passage in

Ptolemy, lib. i. c. 7. on the southern stars.

See the destruction of Coptus by Diocletian.

Gibbon, i. 369, i.e. 439. But Eusebius in

Chronic. places it earlier. See his note also

on the passage. Zonaras, p. 640, tom. i.

Par. ed.

” Whether Muos Hormus and Berenſke

may have been comprehended in the mention

of one as conjectured above, must remain a

doubt, as there are no circumstances to ascer

tain it. - -
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Pliny on the contrary never mentions Muos Hormus in the

passage where he details the voyage to India”, nor does he

notice it at all, except once incidentally, where he is describing

the western coast of the Red Sea". A proof that it was

as subordinate in his time, as it had been pre-eminent

before.

Every detail that is now extant, of the road from Koptus to

Bereníkè, is Roman; as that of Pliny, with the celebrated

Itinerary in the Peutingerian tables, and the anonymous geo

grapher of Ravenna". There is no Greek account of it extant

but Strabo's, and he visited the country after the Romans were

in possession. His information, therefore, is Roman “; it spe

cifies particulars of which other Greeks were ignorant; but it

falls short of what the Romans relate themselves. He mentions

only that Philadelphus opened this route with an army “, and

that as it was without water, he established posts”, both for

the convenience of those who travelled this way on business,

and those who conveyed their goods on camels.

If it should be thought that this is said from any desire of

amplifying the industry or penetration of the Romans, let it be

observed, that Augustus reduced Egypt into a province, in the

year 30 before the Christian éra, and that in less than six years

*

~

* Lib. vi. c. 26. or eight days journey, formerly performed on

* Lib. vi. c. 33. camels in the night by observation of the stars,

* Lib. ii. p. 755, in ed. Var. Pomp. and carrying water with them. Latterly very

Mela. - deep wells had been sunk, and cisterns formed

* Lib. xvii. p. 815. - for holding water, as it sometimes, though

* The road between Koptus, and Muos rarely, rains in that tract. Lib. xvii. 815.

Hormus he describes more particularly. A * 272918, or rºus'; Diversoria, Caravanse

proof that it was better known. It was seven rais. ->
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Petrónius had penetrated into Ethiopia, and reduced Kandākë

queen of Meroë or Atbara; that Elius Gallus had been sent in

to Arabia with the same view of extending the knowledge and

power of the Romans: and that the fleet sailed from Bereníkë

instead of Muos Hormus. These transactions Strabo relates as

an eye-witness, for he accompanied Elius Gallus to Syénè.

And in the interval between the conquest of Egypt and the

reign of Claudius, a period of 71 years, there is every reason

to suppose, that a province so productive, and a commerce, so

advantageous, had never been neglected. But it was not till

the discovery of the monsoon, which we place in his reign, that

all the advantages of Bereníkè would become obvious. This

would by degrees draw the concourse from Muos Hormus: it

had not operated essentially in the age of Strabo ; the change

was beginning to be felt when the Periplús was written ; it was

fully effected in the time of Pliny.

The annexed table, compared with the map, will now shew

all that is decessary to be known, better than narrative; and as

it is obvious that the names are Greek, we must suppose that

they are such as were first given, upon opening the communi

cation by Ptolemy, however unnoticed by the Greek writers;

or that the Greeks of Egypt were employed by the Romans in

forming the establishment. The mention of the Tröglodytes “

“They are described by de Castro as oc-, desert, in opposition to those who live in

cupying the country from Suakem to Ras-el- towns. From Ras-el-Anſe to Suez the na

Anfe, black, wanderers, and living in caverns. tives are Arabs, equally wanderers, and in

He calls them Badois [Badowees], and Be- habitants of the desert, but not black. Pur

doweens they are, as living in the desert; but chas, ii. p. 1136.

that term is usually applied to Arabs of the
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-

agrees with their history, as it has been admirably illustrated

by Bruce; they are the Shepherds so much noticed in the early

history of Egypt, who every year conduct their flocks and herds

from the plains of Ethiopia, across the mountains of the Red

Sea, to avoid the fly, that scourge of their profession. They

have done this in all ages; they do it to the present hour;

their habitation is consequently temporary, and if they found

caves” or hollows in the rocks, these they would occupy, as

their name implies. Tribes of this kind also are naturally plun

derers, and the guard necessary to defend the caravan in pass

ing their country, is correspondent to the circumstances of

their profession and situation. If we add to this the passage of

the mountains, evidently marked in Pliny, we have all the par

ticulars that Bruce enumerates; and an evidence of that range,

which he has depicted as extending parallel to the coast, from

the sea of Suez to the main of Africa. Below this range there

seems to be a level towards the sea like the Tehama of Arabia,

and the Ghermesir on the Gulph of Persia; and I conjecture

that “Tisebárike", the name which the Periplôs gives to the

“ Bruce found Tröglodytes actually living of Persia, as Gezirat al Bareek, the Low

in caves in Gojam ; he saw these caves in

Upper Egypt, and the herds passing at Sen

Irazil".

* The Beja of Ebn Haukal and Al

Edrissi.

* Toez-u-bareek is said by Capt. Franck

lin, author of a Tour in Persia, to be still a

familiar phrase in the Persick for sharp and thin.

It will also bear the sense of low and flat, and

in that sense he supposes it applied to the

low country on this coast. Mr. Jones inter

prets Bareck in the same manner on the coast

WOL. II.

Island. Stuckius reads, F. Agzºtz; for Tian

See Stuckius and Hudson, Geog.

Min. Peripl. p. 1.

If it should be thought fanciful to seek for

a derivation in Persick, and apply it to the

coast of the Red Sea, I can only justify it by

observing, that the Oriental languages in this

part of Asia are all allied. An Arabick term

in Persick, or the reverse, is no more extra

ordinary than the alliance of the several lan

guages of Europe with the Latin,

Čzerzº.

N
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tract in the neighbourhood of Bereníkè, expresses this very

level, and corresponds with the Tehama of Arabia.

I have already noticed that Bereníkè lies nearly in latitude 24°,

and I have now only to add, that by the concurrent testimony

of the Periplôs and Strabo, the anchorage was a bay and a

road, but not an harbour.
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Stations. PLINY. Miles. Var. led tinger, 1753.

I. Hydréum, or Hydreuma. XXXII. 32 XI" XLIII. *

II. | xii. a

III. In monte, a day's journey. XXXII. 32 | XX. zo

IV. Hydrèum, 95 miles from Coptus. | XXXI. 31 - - XX. zo

V. XXII. 22

VI. In monte, a day's journey. XLIV. 44 XXIV. 24 |

VII. XXIV. 24!

VIII. Hydrèum Apollinis, 184 miles | XLV. 45 s]. xxiv. T.
from coptus. –

IX. In monte, a day's journey. XXV. 25 XXVII. 17 |

X. Novum Hydréum, 234 miles from XXV. 25 | X XXIII. 13 |

Coptus.

XI. Troglodyticum Hydréum, a guard. IV. 4 VII

xii. Tºrº, ºsmººn crºſºx. Tao xxii. Tººl

258 | 26i

Pliny acknowledges, that though he names but nine stations, twelve days map gives two hundred and fifty

in this jouruey; and the caravan moves chiefly in the night. Thus his threated 2. Berenikë is under the same

are four days journey; his two next, four days; and his four last ought to b
Peutinger: the ié: make eleven days journey. And, perhaps, one

added to all at Phulakön; for the guard was possibly to exact the custom
to protect.

F. Pliny’s account the guard was a protection against the Troglodytes c

Convenience required*A. to be moved inland, in a later age.

* * Didyme precedes Aphrodites in the Itinerary. A proof that the tra
names of stations is no unusual error even in authentic documents.

* The guard, according to Peutinger and the Itinerary, is on the passage

tains. According to Pliny, twenty miles only from Bereníke. Different

operate to make the change in different times. The Tröglodytes, always ro

it still exists as Keft.

Rgree with those of Moretus and

e particulars, but agrees upon the

ween brackets, is in the original,

the War. edition of Mela has ther
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-

FROM BEREN II, E TO PTO LEM A IS THERON OR EPITHF. R.A.S.

IV. South of Bereníkè, in the tract of low country between

the mountains and the sea, called Tisebarikè, is the habitation

of the Tróglodytes esteemed as Icthuóphagi or Fish Eaters, who

live in the clefts, and caverns of the mountains, dispersed and

independent. They are inclosed by more inland tribes, who

are distinguished as Akridóphagi" and Moskhóphagi, titles

which imply that their food is locusts and veal. A strange pe

culiarity but as locusts are no uncommon food either on the

coast of Africa or Arabia, so, perhaps, the latter distinction

intimates a tribe that fed on the brinde”, or flesh cut out of

the living animal, so graphically described by Bruce". These

tribes are under the regular government of a king.

... Below the Moskhóphagi lies the little town of Ptolemáis

Thérôn, so called from Ptolemy Philadelphus, who sent his

hunters here to procure elephants for his army. Here the true

shell of the land tortoise is to be procured. It is white", the

shell itself small, and in no great quantity. The elephants also

are small, like those obtained at Adooli.

* By a comparative view of these in Aga

thárchides, the site we should allot to them

would be in Nubia or Sennaar, or between those

places and the mountains which line the coast.

* Perhaps the title of Kętw$4yo, which

Strabo confers on this or some neighbouring

tribe, is tduivalent. See Agathárchides, p. 4o.

Hudson. -

* A passage follows which is imperfect.

It seems to describe another tribe still more

inland, and west of the Moskhóphagi. Com

pare with Agathárchides, p. 36, et seq.

* Avºy ºuxgorſ;zy roſ; Čarºxois, rendered by

Hudson, Candidam minoribus testis praeditam.

..See also Perip. p. 17. where this interpretation

is confirmed.

+ £

N ?
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This place has no port, and is approachable only by boats.

It lies about four thousand stadia from [the harbour which is

established for] the reception of such articles of commerce as

are brought from beyond the straits *, that is, it lics 4000

stadia from Bereníkè. This distance agrees with Ras Ahehas,

or Ageeb, where d'Anville places it, if we reckon the stadia,

as he does, ten to a mile. The cape is laid down in lati

tude 18° 20', by d'Anville; 18° 31', by de la Rochette; 18° 10,

by Bruce.

If this be true, the ancient geographers must be greatly mis

taken, who place it under the same parallel with Meroë, to

which they assign 16° 25'. This parallel is of great importance:

it was traced by Eratósthenes, to whom we owe the doctrino

of parallels. And it is assumed by Ptolemy as a distinguished

line both in regard to Syénè, and to the parallel of Prasum,

which was the boundary of his knowledge, and which he lays

down as many degrees to the south, as Meroë is to the north of

the equator”.

If then we could fix the position of Ptolemáis by reference

to the parallel of Meroë, it would give consistency to the

Periplôs, in a passage where the measures are more difficult

* Artxo, 15, rez; tº; ºvaxopºs, distans a

principio sinus. Hudson. Which cannot be

true in any sense, for whether the beginning

of the gulph be taken from the straits, as

Hudson doubtless means, or from the sea of

Suez, this distance cannot be reconciled. We

have had frequent occasion to notice the ex

pression, Táraea for Ta réga, ré rººs rā, ºrigas,

&c. which intimates generally any commodi

3

ties brought from beyond the straits, but in

the Periplus the commodities of the Mosyl

litick coast, or kingdom of Adel, or even.

Arabia and India. Now the port established.

for the importation or reception (waxop.),) of

these commodities can be only Berenike, the

port immediately before mentioned. -

* See the shoals in de Castro, Purchas,

vol. ii. p. 1130.
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to reconcile than in any other part of the work, for according

to de la Rochette

Mineh-Beled-el-Habesh, or Berenſke, is in lat. 23, 1630.

Ras Ahehaz, or Ptolemáis - - 18° 31, O"

Masua, or Adooli - - - 15° 46' 0"

which gives the distance from Bereníkè to Ptolemáis three hun

dred and fifty-four Roman miles, and from Ptolemáis to Adooli

two hundred and twenty-five; making a deficiency upon the

measures of the Periplôs of one hundred and twenty-one out of

five hundred and seventy-nine, if we reckon ten stadia to the

mile Roman. The distances are, four thousand stadia from

Berenikè to Ptolemais, and three thousand from Ptolemáis to

Adooli. It is this deficiency which has induced Mr. Gossellin “

to carry the Adooli of the Periplôs to Assab, or Saba, con

trary to the opinion of all former geographers, and contrary

to the local circumstances of Adooli, so strongly marked by our

author. -

The removal of Adooli from Masua to Saba, and of Ptolemáis

from Ras Ahchas in 18° 31' 0" to 16° 58' 0", are therefore mu

tually connected in Mr. Gossellin's system; and as this brings

Ptolemáis within thirty-two minutes of the parallel of Meroë,

the whole would be reconcileable if we could make the mea

sures of the Periplôs accord ; but this is impossible “; and here

* It was at the moment that this sheet was

returned from the press for correction, that I re

ceived, by favour of Major Ousely, Mr. Gor

tellin's work, Recherches sur la Geographie des

Ancient, published in two volumes, at Paris, in

article of Ptolemáis in order to advert to the points

on which we differ. In regard to the remainder

of my work, it was finally arranged and settled,

and I can only notice our disagreement by a note

inserted on some particular occasions. I have

1798; and of which only a very few copier had found no reason upon the whole to abandon the

at that time reached England. However we

differ on the whole of the Periplas, I was happy.

to find we agreed upon the subject of the circum

savigation of Africa, und I have reconsidered this

ground which I had taken.

* See Gossellin, Recherches, tom.ii. p. 196.

et seq; -
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Mr. Gossellin is led into a great error, the cause of which I do

not readily discover; for he says, that the Periplôs reckons from

Adooli to the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb eight hundred stadia.

This is a serious mistake; for the Periplôs marks the termination

of these stadia at a very deep bay where the Opsian stone is

found *, and from that bay mentions expressly the commence

ment of the inclination which the coast takes to the east", and

which it continues till it joins the straits: all this is true, if

Adooli is fixed at Masua, and false, if it is carried to Saba, or

Assab. The Periplôs, therefore, is consistent in its descrip

tion, and inconsistent in its measures; and to which of the two

the preference ought to be given, will hardly be disputed by

those who know the little certainty of all numbers in a Greek

manuscript, and how much all printed texts are corrected by

circumstances before they can be made consistent.

• The real position, therefore, of Ptolemáis Thérôn cannot be

determined from these data; but if we relinquish the measures

of the Periplôs, and search for it by the parallel of Meroë,

we meet with many curious particulars to compensate for

the digression, and furnish means for the reader to determine

for himself. -

Meroë, as the first parallel of Eratósthenes, became an ob

ject of the greatest importance to all the geographers and astro

nomers who succeeded ; and if there is any one point more than

another upon which we can suppose them to have searched

for accuracy or acquired it, it is this. Ptolemy places it in

16°24' 0"; or, as it appears in his tables", 16° 25' 0"; but in

* Peripl. p. iii. thought, if they approached precision within

* Ibid. p. v. one twelfth of a degree, or five minutes, it was

* The text stands ºr. Y. C2. which the Latin sufficient; they have therefore no more minute

reads 15° 26' 0"; but it is 16° 5 = 20° ºr =5, division into seconds ; but if Meroe were in

that is, 16° 25' 0". The ancient geographers latitude 16°24' 0", the line would be drawn .
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his eighth book, he says, the longest day at Meroë is thirteen

hours, which makes the latitude 16° 24′,) and the sun is vertical

twice a year, when he is distant (both upon his approach to

the tropic and his return,) 45° 20' 0", from the solsticial point.

This statement of forty-five degrees must be older than Pto

lemy; for Pliny mentions that the sun is vertical at Meroë.

forty-five days before, and forty-five days after the solstice, in

which he seems to follow Philo *, and then adds, that on these

two days the sun is in the eighteenth degree of Taurus, and the

fourteenth of Leo. .

Now in this passage there are two errors; for first, forty-five

degrees are not the same as forty-five days, as there are three

hundred and sixty-five days in a year, instead of three hundred

and sixty, which there ought to be, to make the two agree;

and secondly, the place of the sun is mistated, both upon his

approach and his return, for by a calculation of Mr. Wales's,

with which he favoured me a few days before his death, it

appears,

Ethiopia, [by the Nile, J and who mentionsthrough 16° 25'o". This twelfth is expressed

in the different copies of Ptolemy, it or to, or

ić; and 16 is supposed to be ten and two, that

is, twelve, or one twelfth. But the commen

tators and editors are not agreed upon the

form of writing or manner of explication,

though they all interpret it one twelfth, or

five minutes. See lib. i. c. 10.3.3. Mººn; . . . . .

r; . Y. G. the same which is written in the

tables, ir. Y. "…. rendered by Montanus, distat

partibus aqualibus sedecim et tertia cum duo

decima.

* See Bruce, vol. iv. p. 540. and Strabo,

lib. ii. p. 77. where mention is made of Philo,

who wrote an account of the navigation into

the vertical sun at Meroë forty-five days be

fore the summer solstice. He is noticed as

remarking the shadows of the Gnomon, and

agreeing with Eratósthenes. Some authority

of this sort Pliny must have followed, as Pto

lemy was posterior. º

Pliny is reproached unjustly by Salmasius.

Plin. Ex. 424, as saying that the sum is ver

tical for ninety days at Meroë. It will ap

pear sufficiently from this statement that he

makes no such assertion; and the mistake of

Salmasius is reprehended by Vossius and Har

douin. See Vossius ad Melam. ed. Varior.

p. 582. Hard. Plin, lib, ii, c. 75, not. 67.
*

-
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“That the sun, at this time, is in the eighteenth degree of

“Taurus, forty-four days before the solstice, which would give

“ 17° 18' N. for the latitude of Meroë. And in the fourteenth

“ of Leo, forty-six days after the solstice, which gives 16”.

“ 36' N.

“Or again *, if we take the other statement of Pliny, forty

“ five days before the solstice, the sun is in the seventeenth de

“gree of Taurus, which makes the latitude 16° 57' N. and

“ forty-five days after the solstice, the sun is in the thirteenth of

“. Leo, which gives 16° 53' N.”

Since the communication of this statement, calculated only

for the place of the sun at the present day, the bishop of

Rochester has added to the many former kindnesses I have ex

perienced from his friendship, and derived from his compre

hensive view of the science, the following particulars:

“ Nothing is assumed by Ptolemy but what is strictly true,

“ that at equal distances from the solsticial point, on one side

“ and the other, the sun has equal declination. He gives us

“ in this passage two distinct principles for determining the lati

“tude of Meroë ; the length of the longest day, and the dis

“ tance of the sun from the solsticial point, when he culminates

“ in the zenith of the place. The two principles agree suffi

“ciently in the result, and the latitude which they give agrees

“To Mr. Wales I was known only by the

courtesy of literature; but such was his love

ºf science, that I never consulted him without

receiving every assistance that it was in his

power to give. I insert this as his last favour,

and not without a tribute of gratitude to the

memory of a man, who was as excellent in

private life, as an husband and a father, as he

was eminent in the science he professed. He

was the friend and companion of the illustrious

Cook,
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with the latitude of Meroë, as deduced from other principles,

and stated in other parts of Ptolemy's works.

“ The distance of the sun from the solsticial point, when he

culminated in the zenith of Mieroë, he tells us was 45° 20'.

The obliquity of the ecliptick at that season of the year,

in the year of our Lord one hundred, was 23°40' 50"; the

sun's declination, therefore, at the distance of 45° 20' from

the summer solsticial point would be 16°24' 3" N. and so

much was the latitude of Meroë ; for when the sun is vertical

at any place, the declination of the sun and the latitude of

the place must be exactly equal.

“ But he tells us also, that the length of the longest day at

Meroë was thirteen hours; and I find by calculation, that in

this latitude of 16°24' 3", the longest day must be exactly

twelve hours fifty-nine minutes and twenty seconds, wanting

only forty seconds of thirteen hours.

“Again, assuming thirteen, hours for the length of the longest

day, I find the latitude exactly corresponding to be 16°34'27".

But this confirms the conclusion from the former principles,

notwithstanding the excess of 10 24"; because the phéno

menon of a longest day of thirteen hours would certainly take

place in a somewhat lower latitude, the day being lengthened,

in all latitudes, several minutes, by the double effect of the

horizontal refraction.” -

Having thus established the latitude of Meroë upon Pto

lemy's principles, it will not be foreign to our purpose if we

examine the measures in Strabo, according to the estimate of

Eratósthenes; for notwithstanding all measures of this sort

are precarious, still, when they come within a few minutes of

VOI. I.L. O
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coincidence, the approximation is more satisfactory than the

disagreement offensive. The account stands thus:
!

The parallel through the Cinnamon country, which was the last parallel of Stadia.

the early geographers, is north of the equator - - - 8,8co

The same parallel is south of Meroë - - - - 3,coo

Therefore Meroë is north of the equator - - - - II,8oo

Now Eratósthenes" reckoned seven hundred stadia to a de

gree ; and if we divide eleven thousand eight hundred by seven

hundred, it gives for the latitude of Meroë 16° 5'1' 34", differ

ing from Ptolemy only 27' 34", which is an approximation the

more remarkable as Ptolemy reckons five hundred stadia to a

degree, and Eratósthenes seven hundred ; and this circum

stance may give rise to a conjecture, that Strabo had a map of

ICratósthenes before him, and measured off these degrees from

the parallels of that geographer, by the compasses, as we should

do at the present hour “.

But we have another coincidence between the measures of

Pliny and the observations, which is equally remarkable; for

Pliny has preserved the report of two Roman centurions sent

into Ethiopia by Nero, who reckoned eight” hundred and

seventy-three miles from Syénê to the confluence of the Nile

with the Astáboras, and seventy from the confluence to Meroë “.

* 'E' }, ri; it; reinxória iè#xorra, ruńuarx Téuo,

Těv ºfyºrov rº, yº; xúxxoy, ºral irrakoorſaw saºtz,

Strab. lib. ii. p. 132.

* It is remarkable that this measurement

by stadia, carried on to Suénē, and reckoning

that place five thousand stadia north of Meroë,

places it in latitude 24° o'o", which Bruce

fixes by repeated observations in 24° o' 45".

* These numbers vary in the copies to eight

hundred and ninety-two, and nine hundred and

- a

two-a-row rºw runwºrwy.

twenty-eight, but with this difference we are

not concerned at present. Bruce reclaims

against them as carrying Meroë to Gojam; but

if measured by the river, which is remarkably

tortuous in this part of its course, the numbers

are not too high. - -

* Pliny mentions the places which occur on

each side the river in their progress to Meroë;

and he adds, that these are very different from

the names given by the Greeks, whom Pto
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The former number we must exhaust by supposing that the

centurions followed the winding of the river, which Pliny spe

cifies; and upon the latter, where the distance is so small, there

can be no material error; seventy Roman miles then approach

within five of a degree, which, as we have no ancient map to

guide us, we may try by the scale of Bruce. Bruce had good

instruments, and had been long practised in observation; but

he was struggling for his life, and his observations must have

been hasty : still as we have no better, and no traveller is soon

likely to correct his errors if he is mistaken, we are entitled to

use his statement till a better can be obtained. He fixes

Herbagi in 14° 30' o'".

Halfaia 15° 45' 54". Long, from Greenw. 32° 49' 15".

Gerri 16° 15' o'.

Chendi 16° 38' 35". Long. 33°24'45".

that is, the confluence of the Nile and

Fifteen miles N. of the junction at Gooz,

17° 57' 22” “.

Astáboras -

In consequence of these observations Bruce places Meroë at

Gerri, or very near it, as corresponding best with Ptolemy.

And for the same reason he might have preferred Chendi, which

differs but five minutes more. A queen reigning there, and the

title of Hendaque, suggested to him the name of Kandākè, and

the queen of Meroë. But he had reason afterwards to conjec

ture that he found the remains of Meroë at a village called Gib

lemy Philadelphus sent into the same country, but Arabs, may we not conclude, that the

and much fewer; this desolation, he observes,

was not caused by the Romans, but by the

previous wars between the Egyptians and

Ethiopians. But as he mentions likewise, lib. vi.

c. 34, 35, that the inhabitants on the Nile,

from Syene to Meroë, were not Ethiopians

cause of desolation was imputable to them in

that age as it is at present 2 See Bruce, iv.

33o, et seq. -

* By repeated observations of the sun and

stars, made for several succeeding days and

nights. Bruce, vol. iv. p. 537.

O 2
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bainy, for here he discovered ruins “ which were evidently

Egyptian or Ethiopick, and such as he had seen no where

from the time he left Axum. He likewise found an island in

the Nile called Kurgos by the natives: and such an island,

which served for a port to Meroë, Pliny mentions by the name

of Tadu ‘’. These circumstances are so connected, that if it were

not carrying the latitude too far north, we might prefer his con

jecture to his position of Meroë. There is yet another fact still

more appropriate; for if his observations are accurate, and he

has placed the confluence of the two rivers exact, the distance

from the confluence to Gibbainy measures upon his map as

precisely fifty minutes as possible; an approach so near to the

seventy Roman miles of Pliny “, that no greater accuracy can

It is true that this correspondence will depend onbe required.

the correctness of Bruce's observations; but if they are faulty,

who shall be the traveller to correct them It is true also, that

* Vol. iv. p. 538. Broken pedestals de

signed for the statue of the dog, pieces of

obelisks, hieroglyphicks. The Arabs men

tioned statues of men and animals, all of black

stone. -

* Ipsum oppidum Meroen ab introitu in

sulae.[i.e. a loco ubi confluunt Nilus et Astabo

ras,) abesse LXX millia passuum. Juxtaque

aliam insulam Tadu dextro subeuntibus alveo

[i.e. Niloj quae portum faceret. I. A.dificia

oppidi pauca. II. Regnare foeminam Canda

cem quod nomen multis jam annis ad reginas

transit. Delubrum Hammonis et ibi sacrum.

III. Et toto tractusacella. Plin, lib. vi.

Besides the evidence this passage gives for an

island at Meroë, it contains some features com

mon to Ethiopia, Nubia, and Abyssinia. I.

L'Édificia oppidi pauca, is a circumstance as ap

plicable to Gondar and Sennaar now, as to Me

roe formerly. II. Kandāke is the name of the

queen subdued by Petronius, And a Kan

dàkè's eunuch was baptized by Philip. Bruce

found the name of Hendaqué still existing. III.

Toto tractu sacella. In Abyssinia the churches

stood so thick, that the service could be

heard from one to the other, as is noticed by

the Jesuits and confirmed by Bruce. In these

respects, therefore, the manners of all these na

tions appear similar. Pliny notices, in another

passage, that they had forty-five kings; a

strong characteristick of Abyssinia, perhaps,

rather than Meroë. The temple of Hammon,

Strabo informs us, had been neglected by the

Romans, and the superstition despised. In

his age, therefore, the O'asis itself of Hammon

had fallen to decay. It might still, however,

preserve its reputation among the Meroites.

See Strabo, lib. xv. p. 815. Meroë is called

Naulababe, the mother of ports, by the

Egyptians; Neuba, by the natives; and Saba,

by the Abyssinians. Marmol, vol. i. p. 45.

* Seventy-five to a degree.
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Bruce's latitude of Gibbainy is 17° 4' 0", which is forty minutes

to the north of Ptolemy's position, a difference, perhaps, not

too great to counteract the evidence derived from the island

in the Nile, if there be none in a higher part of the river to

correspond. And now, if it should ever be the lot of a future

traveller to tread this arid soil again, at this point his search for

Meroë should commence; and if no ruins were found farther

to the south, he might greet Bruce as the discoverer of Meroë ;

an honour which, perhaps, would be less disputed than his pre

tensions to the first discovery of the sources of the Nile. We

ought not to be ungrateful to those who explore the desert for

our information: Bruce may have offended from the warmth of

his temper, he may have been misled by aspiring to knowledge

and to science which he had not sufficiently examined ; but his

work throughout bears the internal evidence of veracity, in all

instances where he was not deceived himself. His instruments

were good, and so far his observations deserve respect ; but they

were made by a man in the moment when he was struggling

for his life ; still if we should be disposed to adopt his

conjecture, rather than his position, from the circumstances

before us, the extreme difference between him and the ancient

astronomers is, as 16°24' 0" to 17° 4' 0", a disagreement, per

haps, less allowable in this instance than most others, but still

excusable, from the imperfection of all ancient observations de

pending on the shadow of the Gnomon, and the length of the

day, and those of Ptolenly more especially. -

If by stating these particulars relative to the latitude of

Meroë, we could have obtained the position of Ptolemáis, we

should not have to ask the reader's pardon for the digression ;

but all that we pretend to deduce from it, is, that Ptolemáis
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cannot be fixed at Ras Ahehaz, or Ageeg, where it is placed by

d'Anville and Bruce. The Shumeta, or Nubian Forest, which

was the resort of the elephants, when Ptolemy built the city,

and continues so to the present hour, is supposed to commence

in the neighbourhood of that Cape, in latitude 18° 31' 0", which

disagrees more than two degrees with Ptolemy, and nearly one

and an half with the conjecture of Bruce. If we descend the

coast a degree and a half, we arrive at a bay in the middle of

the Nubian forest, the lower point of which is nearly in latitude

17°6' 0"; a correspondence with Bruce's conjectural parallel of

Meroë, so near as to be satisfactory. On a projecting point of

this sort Ptolemáis was built by Eumédès “, and secured from

the natives by a foss carried round the angle from sea to sea;

and if this situation should appear reasonable, from the deduc

tions we have been so desirous to state, a better spot for pro

curing elephants cannot be chosen.

There is not a wish to conceal the uncertainty of this con

clusion : the coast is little visited by any European vessels, and

the charts of our best Hydrographers are therefore less to be

depended on : Strabo's account agrees better with the measures

of the Periplús, and the assumption of d'Anville at Ras Ahehaz.

If the distance in the Periplôs from thence to Adooli had been

equally consistent, it would have been conclusive; but the

whole is now determined by the parallel of Meroë, which the

ancients carry through Ptolemáis, and we cannot well attribute

to them an error of two degrees, on a point better established

than almost any other whatsoever.

Mr. Gossellin carries it still lower, but without a cape, or any

circumstance to mark the spot. And it is to be remarked, that

* Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 77c.
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he is so attached to his own estimates, for correcting the lati

tudes of Ptolemy and the other ancient geographers, that he

pays little respect to local circumstances and the characteristick

features of the coast. As I cannot dispute this matter on every

point where we differ, I shall observe here, that his want of at

tention to the text appears no where more conspicuous than at

Adooli, which the Periplôs marks with distinctions that cannot

be mistaken, and which Mr. Gossellin transforms or displaces

with great violence. The consequence is, that he is obliged to

have two Adoolis, for which there can be no warrant either in

history or geography.

With whatever errors my arrangement of the coast may be

chargeable, I trust it will only affect individual positions: the

general outline I am persuaded is true. I submit it, indeed,

with less confidence to the public since I have perused the

Researches of Mr. Gossellin. But I shall not relinquish the

ground I have taken in a single instance. I trust to the in

vestigation which I have patiently pursued under every dif

ficulty, and I leave the issue to the judgment of those who are

competent to decide.

It is necessary now to observe, that the hunting of elephants

established at Ptolemáis is confirmed by Agathárchides, Dio

dórus, Strabo, and other authors. The manner of hamstring

ing these animals was an art as perfectly understood by the

ancient barbarians”, as by Bruce's Agageers; and the relish"

for the flesh of the elephant is an indelible characteristick of

the nation. Ptolemy would have redeemed the life of the

* See Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 772. Diodor, the sun.—They cut it from the living animal,

lib. iii. p. 161. according to Agathárchides and Strabo. A

” They buccan it, according to Bruce; circumstance so peculiar that it can belong to

that is, cut it into thin stripes and dry it in Abyssinia or this coast only. -
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animal at any price, as he wanted elephants for his army; but

he met with a refusal from the native hunters, who declared

they would not forego the luxury of their repast for all the wealth

of Egypt”. -

ADOO LI.

V. FROM Ptolemáis, the next port we are conducted to by

the Periplôs is Adooli, at the distance of about three thousand

stadia; a space by no means agreeable to the difference be

tween Ras Ageeg and this place ", as little more than two

degrees of latitude intervene, which produce short of an hun

dred and forty miles, where we ought to find three hundred.

This we are informed was a regular and established port", and

it can be no other than the celebrated harbour and bay of

Masuah, so well known by the accounts of the Jesuits and of

Bruce, as the only proper entrance into Abyssinia.

It is not my intention to enter farther into the detail of this

country, so extraordinary and now so well known, than I am

led by the classical authorities before me; but they are so

numerous, and so consistent with modern accounts, that to

neglect them altogether would be reprehensible.

In coming from the north, the bay of Adooli or Masuall

stretches far to the south *, and Adooli lies in the interior part

- s

* See Agathárchides, p. 14. Hudson,

Geog. Min.

7° 15° 35' 5". Bruce, iii. p. 31.

towards the right. I render, therefore, xzr

&view tº Nórow, “as you sail or direct your

course to the south.” This island is so called

* 'Eurégov wºupov, perhaps, justus Portus,

in contradistinction to Ptolemáis and Berenſke,

which were not ports but roads.

7%. In the Periplūs, x2+’ &vºy tº Nórow, which

of necessity we must render secundum Notum,

towards the south, as xxxx tº 3ºzy, a dextra,

from Diodórus a former navigator, as we may

suppose, and perhaps the Diodórus Samius

mentioned by Ptolemy, lib. i. c. 7. The same

name is applied to the island of Perim, in the

straits of Bab-el-Mandeb. Peripl. p. 14.
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of the bay, twenty stadia, or a little more than a mile from the

'shore. This bay contains two islands, upon one of which the

town " of Masuah stands, and which, from its vicinity to the

main, must be that of Diodórus, as it is called in the Periplūs;

so near, says the author, that the sea was fordable", and of

this the natives took advantage to attack the ships at their moor

ings. On this account the merchants had afterwards preferred

the anchorage at another island, called Orinë, or the Rock,

at twenty " miles distance from the coast”, which answers to

the Dahalac of Bruce, or one of its dependencies *. The two

islands in the bay are called Sheik Sede and Toualhout, and

for the former, which is a title manifestly derived from a Sheik's

tomb, De la Rochette has found the name of Dáli “, still bear

ing a resemblance to the ancient Adooli.

7° De Castro in Purchas, ii. 1126. describes

this port, with the channel, a faucon shot; in

some parts not so much, with cisterns, and

Arkeeko a league distant.

77 The two islands of Sheik Sede and Tou

alhout are nearly one at low-water, they may

have been joined formerly. Bruce, iii. p. 56.

* When de Castro was at Masuah in 1541,

the Sheik of Dahalac was master of Masuah.

His residence was generally at Dahalak, and

he came only occasionally to Masuah.

79 Two hundred stadia. Dahalac itself is

about thirty miles distant, but many of the

islands dependent on it are within twenty.

* Dahalac, according to Bruce, vol. i.

p. 350. is a low flat rocky island, without wa

ter, but furnished with tanks of extraordinary

magnitude and structure, for the preservation

of the rain water, which falls abundantly at

certain seasons. These works are now in ruins,

but Bruce supposes them to be the works of .

the Ptolemies, in the vigour of the Egyptian

WOL. II. P

-

trade. They may be Sabèan, for Dahal, or

Del, Bruce informs us, signifies an island, in

Arabick; and both this Dahalac and another

Del-aqua in the bay of Zeila, may have been

isles where the Sabèans procured water. I

refer this to the inquiry of Orientalists. The

Portuguese write Delaqua for Dahalac.

In fixing upon Dahalac for Orine, I am

guided by the two hundred stadia of the Peri

plus, and supported by d’Anville. But Orine

signifies mountainous rather than rocky. Cos

mas indeed says, that Orine is &#8 pixi, 3%,

but two miles distant; in this, however, he

must be mistaken, or have confounded it with

Sede or Toualhout, for the mention of the

islands Alalaiou in the Peripläs, evidently the

dependencies of Dahalac, if not Dahalac itself,

leaves little doubt on the allotment of Orine.

See d’Anville, Geog. Anc. tom. iii. p. 6o.

* Bruce met with a Mahomet Adélaï at

Masuah ; vol. iii. p. 11, which seems to im

ply that the memorial of Adooli is not lost.

-
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At twenty stadia from the shore, and nearly opposite to Orinë

lay Adooli, which was a village of no great extent; and three days'

journey inland was Koloë “, the first market where ivory could be

procured". Prom Koloë it was five days’ journey to Axëma,

where all the ivory was collected which was brought from the

other side of the Nile, through the province called Kuenion,

and thence by Axãma to Adooli. These distances answer ex

actly to place Koloë on the mountains “, which commence at

the back of the sands; and eight days’ journey to Ax(\ma is a

just allowance for about an hundred and twenty miles “, which

is its distance from the sea. The province of Kuenion is mani

festly Sirè, which receives its name from the Dog Star, under

the influence of which the rains prevail that are to inundate

Egypt; for Seir and Siris" are synonymous to Kuön, a dog;

and Kuenion is Sirè, the province under the ascendancy of

the Dog Star. Few elephants or rhinosceroses are seen on the

coast or in the neighbourhood of Adooli. The mass of them

which supply the trade are all killed in the interior.

The sovereign of this coast, from above Bereníkè" down the

whole tract of Barbaria, is Zöskales: he is very superior to the

Nón* In Tigré, the province of which Sirè is

a part, the market is still on the same footing.

The best slaves, the purest gold, the largest

teeth of ivory must all pass through the hands

of the governor of this province. Bruce, iii.

p. 251.

* The elephant's track was first seen by

Bruce, on the third day, iii. p. 7 i.

* Taranta is the ridge that divides the sea

sons; on the east, rainy from October to April,

on the west, cloudy, rainy, and cold from May

to October. Bruce, iii. p. 65. r

* Fifteen miles a-day is not slow travelling
--

in such a country as Bruce describes.

nosus makes it fifteen from Adooli. See Pho

tius, in Nonnos.

* Kv2, Canicula Seir, a dog in the lan

guage of the Tröglodytes. Bruce, i. p. 379.

See 1)ionysius Perièg. where it appears that

this account of the Dog Star is as old, at least,

as 12iony'sius, or his commeutators. Lin. 222.

and Eustathius.

* Having above ventured to fix Berenſke

at Belled-el-Habesh, the port of Abyssinia; it

is some sort of confirmation to find, that

Beretſkē is actually included in the govera
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other princes in the neighbourhood. Civilized in his manners,

respectable in his conduct, liberal and honourable in his deal

ings, and instructed in the Greek “language from his intercourse

with the merchants who came from Egypt.

The province assigned to this sovereign corresponds precisely

with the territory assigned to the Bahr-nagash, or king of the

coast, under the empire of Abyssinia; and the manners attri

buted to him are consistent with that pre-eminence which the

Abyssinians in all ages seem to have preserved over the bar

barous tribes by which they are surrounded.

How it has happened that a nation neither Nigritian or

17thiopick” should be settled in this part of Africa, distinguished

from all around them, as much formerly by their manners, as

they now are by their religion, is a problem that has divided

the opinion of all who have visited the country. -

That they are not of Hebrew origin appears evident, notwith

standing their own pretension and the arguments of Bruce;

because, in the first place, 'the Jews among them con

tinued a distinct tribe ; and in the next, their language is

written from the left hand to the right”. Paolino, a missionary

ment of Zöskales, who is, to all appearance,

the Bahrnagash of his age, that is, the king

or governor of the coast, a title still preserved

notwithstanding the Turks are masters of the

ports. See Bruce, passim, Bahr = Sea, Na

gash = king or governor. Whence the vul

garism of the negus for governor, the great

negus, for the king of Abyssinia.

* The introduction of the Greek language

on the coast of Abyssinia would produce a fa

cility for Frumentius's conversion of the na

tion, in the year 333 of our éra; for if the

Greeks continued to trade at Adooli, their

language would not have been confined to the

governor, but might have been extended to the

merchants with whom they dealt.

The date of Frumentius we have from Bruce,

vol. ii. p. 412. Oct. ed. and Ludolfus.

* They are called pre-eminently Ethiopians,

by themselves and others; but by Ethiopick

here I mean Meroite, for Meroë is the Ethio

pick capital invaded by Camby'ses and the

Romans, and Kandakè the Méroite is queen of

Ethiopia.

* See Butler's Horæ Biblica, p. 173. “

P ~4
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on the coast of Malabar, asserts, that though the character is

different, the principle, genius, and constitution of their lan

guage is Sanskreet". A queſtion well worthy of examination

by those who are qualified to decide. But as far as a private

judgment is of weight, I must confess, that the account of

Heródotus has always appeared to Ine the most rational ; that

they are a nation of fugitives from lºgypt. Strabo, in copying

this opinion, has added, that the appellation * they give them

selves is Sebritae"; a term which signifies Advena: “, the more

remarkable, as Bruce observes, that the original title by which

they are distinguished in their own history and language, is

that of Habesh”, or Convenae. It is impossible to suppose,

that the affinity of these two words is accidental.

The flight of these exiles is fixed by Heródotus in the reign

of Psammétichus”, 630 years before Christ, and only 185

* A speculation well worthy the investiga

tion of Lieut. Wilford, and coinciding with his

system.

9. I think I can fix the site of the Sebrſtae

so positively as to identify them with the

Abyssinians; the place assigned to them by

Strabo is Ténesis, inland from Sabai; and

Sabai is both by d'Anville and Bruce supposed

to be Ras Assab, that is, Cape Assab, in lat.

13° 3. Cape Assab assumes the same form

as C. Asabo, or Moçandon, and both signify

the southern cape. Moçandon is the south

point in the gulph of Persia, and C. Assab

S. in respect to Egypt. If this be allowed, it

accords intimately with Abyssinia; because as

Strabo goes inland he reverts to Meroë, which

proves that his detail on the coast, and in the

interior, do not quite keep pace together. A

line drawn from Assab to Meroë would almoſt

touch Axãma, and cut Abyssinia in the centre.

I wish a reference to be made to the whole

passage in Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 773, where

among much obscurity, much truth may be

discovered. And where I should think that

Sukho is Suakem, but that Strabo says it is

inland. It is in reality a town on an island in

a bay, the approach to which is by a narrow

channel like a river. See de la Rochette's map

of the Red Sea. See also the learned Lar

cher's notes eighty and eighty-three, on this

passage of Herodotus, with his citations from

Plutarch de Exilio, p. 601, and from Dio

dórus, lib. i. p. 77.

* He adds, that these Sebritae are under

the government of the queen of Meroë, p. 771.

which, though perhaps not true, discovers the

connexion, or the similarity of government.

* Ptolemy has the name of Sibridae, per

haps the same, in the Greck text Sebardae.

* Bruce, vol. i. p. 379.

* Psammètichus died in 616. Blair. He

rodotus read his history at the Olympick

Games, 445, ante Christun. I allow to the

middle of Psammétichus's reign,
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years before the date of his own history; he mentions that they

went to as great a distance” beyond Meroë “, as Meroë is from

Elephantinë, to the number of two hundred and forty thou

sand; and that the name by which they were distinguished as a

nation was Asmack *, or Askham ; an appellation which

Rciske” and other Orientalists have supposed to allude to

Axám, the Axãma or Axéma first mentioned expressly in the

Periplôs: a supposition which there is very little reason to dis

credit. In addition to this testimony of Heródotus, we have a

variety of evidence from other authors, that Adooli“ was built

by exiles from Egypt; and if Bruce had not had such a pre

dilection for his Shepherds, he must have discovered, that the

monuments he found at Axëma himself, the obelisk”, the tot,

the table of hieroglyphics, and the sphinxes, are perfectly

Egyptian, and not pastoral, Tröglodytic, Greek, or Arabian.

The existence of these monuments appears to me conclusive:

for the Arabs were no builders; and if they had been, their su

perstition was perfectly distinct from that of the Abyssinians.

These monuments are described at large by Bruce, and others

are visible in the drawing of Adooli, left us by Cosmas. Bruce

imputes the obelisk to Ptolemy Euérgetes: but that conqueror

p. 116, who does not assent to the opinion of

Reiske.

97 The distance assigned by Heródotus is

fifty-two days to Meroë, and fifty-two beyond,

which do not correspond, if the termination is

at Axëma. See lib. ii. p. 116. But beyond

Egypt all must be report. Aristides, Orat.

Egyp. contradicts Heródotus as to the dis

tance, as I learn from Larcher, tom. ii. p. 213.

* Bruce, vol. i. p. 278. quotes Heródotus

in this passage, for what he does not say.

9. It signifies the left hand. Herod. because

they had been guards on the king's left hand,

perhaps the left wing of his army. See Diod.

* See Wesseling, not. 71. Herod, lib, ii.

* Pliny, lib. vi. c. 24. Aduliton oppidum

AEgyptiorum ; hoc servi a dominis profugi

condiderunt. ..

” All these are noticed by Bruce, and the

form of the obelisk delineated: they are men

tioned also by Lobo, p. 2 ol. Fr. ed. Obe

lisks also and pyramids appear in the picture

of Adooli, drawn by Cosmas on the spot, anno.

Christi 532. See Chishull Antiq. Asiaticae,

in Marmore Adulitano. See Lissertation,

No. ii.
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did not stay long enough in the country to erect such a co

lumn; or if he did, it is one monument only out of many, and

all the rest are Egyptian. I am not ignorant that Scaliger and

Ludolfus both favour the opinion of an Arabian origin, and

both find Abasséni in Arabia, in the neighbourhood of the

Hómerites. Ludolfus enters largely into the question, and

endeavours to prove his assertion, 1. from their religion ;

2. from their rites and ceremonics, as circumcision, &c.;

3. from the formation of their body; 4. from théir language.

IBut I have already shewn that their religion bears no resem

blance, and their language is perfectly distinct, both in charac

ter and order of writing. It may contain many Arabic words,

from their constant communication with Arabia in the earliest

ages, and at the present hour ; and still more from the common

origin of language in Egypt, and all the adjoining countries in

Asia. Circumcision is a rite common to almost all hot coun

tries; and though we should allow the formation of their body

to be similar, it is far more than counterbalanced by their

habits, manners, mode of life, difference of government, and a

variety of other characteristicks. Ludolfus does not agree

with Bruce in the origin of Habesh : he imagines that their

primary site is Geez, and their name Ageezi, which signifies

Free, or Franks. But Axëma is the capital from the first men

tion of the country in history, and Axuma is perfectly Egyptian

to this day “. - -

That the Greeks from Egypt landed at Adooli, and subdued

the country as far as Ax{\ma, or farther, is evident. Ptolemy

Philadelphus pushed his discoveries beyond Meroë by land,

and by sea, perhaps, as far as Madagascar; and the famous

* See Scaliger Emendatio Temp. p. 680. Bruce, iv. 474, et seq. Ludolfes, p. 69.

\
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inscription preserved by Cosmas Indicopleustes, is a proof that

Euérgetes subdued a considerable part of Abyssinia.

This inscription is reported by Cosmas to have been engraved

on a tablet and on a marble chair or throne of the conqueror;

and to have been extant in his own age at Adooli, 545 years

after the Christian éra. It is not without its difficulties; but

Cosmas, from internal evidence, was certainly at Adooli “ him

self, and acquainted with Abyssinia. Ptolemy appears, by the

inscription, to have passed the Tacazzè, which he calls the

Nile, and to have penetrated into Gojam, the very province

where the fountains of the Nile are found ; the Agows are men

tioned by name, and other appellations seem to imply the king

doms ofTigrè “, 13izamo, and Begemder, the country of Geez,

with the mountains Samen and Lamalmon. The snow men

tioned on those tracts is disclaimed by Bruce “.. But what

phénómena were natural to the country in so distant an age, it

is hard to determine. He adds, that Ptolemy Euérgetes made

roads or opened a communication by land between this country

and Egypt, and this is the moſt remarkable particular of the

whole, because this line of intercourse seems altogether obli

terated, as far as may be judged by subsequent writers. For

Agathárchides does not appear to be acquainted, either with

the expedition of a sovereign of his own country, not fifty years

* Though he is called Indicopleustes, I ment, there is no reason to suspect his ve

can barely give him credit for having ever racity.

sailed on the Indian ocean. His description * See Dissertation ii.

of Ceylon has obtained this title for him. But * Vol. ii. p. 296. Bruce says, there is no

he says himself, he had it from Söpater. And word in the language to express snow or ice.

his account of the sea beyond the straits of But Horace says, Soracte stat nive candida,

Bab-el-mandeb seems as if he had not passed a circumstance which now never occurs, as I

them, but he mentions Socotra as if he had think, Addison says. z

scen it; and though we may dispute his judg- -

.*
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deceased, nor with the country, or its port Adooli". His ac

count goes no farther down the coast than Ptolemáis; and even

there is not without a mixture of the marvellous.

This, however, is but a negative proof, and not sufficient to

invalidate an existing inscription, if Cosmas is worthy of belief;

and to his credit be it mentioned, that Bruce “found the name

LUE'RGETES, still visible on a stone at Axëm, which serves

as a footstool to the throne on which the kings of Abyssinia are

crowned at this day. -

On this evidence there is little reason to doubt the expedition

of Ptolemy to this country; and however the port of Adooli

might be forgotten or abandoned in the time of Agathárchides,

it became again conspicuous, as the trade increased in the Red

Sea; or at least as it was conducted under the protection of the

Roman power in Egypt.

This intercourse will sufficiently account for the character

which the Periplūs gives to Zóskales", the civilized state of his

manners, and his knowledge of the Greek language. As it

is evident that the intercourse was now reassumed, while

Pliny mentions Adooli only without any notice of Axëma ;

and Strabo, who preceded him, makes no mention of either.

The manners of these tribes he derives chiefly from Agathár

chides, with the addition of some peculiarities”; but with the

commerce of the coast, and the kingdom of Abyssinia, he was

” Sce Appendix, Adālitic marble, No. the press, EveRTETor is read for EYEPTETor,

ii. vol. iii. p. 132. -

* Bruce writes, “The inscription though “” So and Suah, according to Bruce, are

much defaced, may safely be restored.” roots, implying the Shepherd tribes on this

IIToAEMAIor EVERTETor BASIAEox. How coast. Thus Maisuah is the port of the

much more authentic would a fac simile of Shepherds. Could he not have found So in

the inscription have been, than the restora- Zöskales the king of the Shepherds :

tion 2 in which, by an error of the author, or * A 7 vºxis Ieºzzº, ixºnºva, p. ; ; 1
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unacquainted, though he accompanied Elius Gallus to Syénè.

That journey of Gallus was preparatory to the opening of the

trade meditated by the Romans, from their first entrance

into the country; the author of the Periplôs" writes as if it

had been opened previous to his own time, and with every ap

parent evidence, that he had traded to Adooli himself. The

assortment of his cargo is as specific as a modern invoice, allow

ing for the omission of gold, which, however, is sufficiently

recognised in Cosmas.

* EXPORTS.

"Exºpo.g. Ivory.

'Pivoxºpog. Horns of the rhinoceros.

IMPORTS.

‘Ipatrio, Cafézpixo & Yvo.º.o. ra iv
'A z r II2.

ſyurrº 7ivorceva. -

-
w

Xrox2 Aprivonrikdi.

"Aéoxc, vélo Xfoºdrivoi.

* If the Adûlitic inscription is verified, it

is the first authentic account of Abyssinia.

But the knowledge of it was lost, and the

Periplús is the first work extant, which ex

pressly notices Adooli, Axáma, and the com

merce of the country.

* Bruce has shewn, that Barbarick, Bar

barine, and Berberin, are names derived from

Berber or Barbar, the native name of the coast

WOL. II.

Cloth with the knap on, of

Egyptian manufacture, for the

Barbarian market.

Robes made up, the manufac

ture of Arsinoë or Suez.

Single cloths dyed, in imitation

of those of a superior quality.

of the Tröglodytes, Icthuóphagi, and Shep

herds. It goes down the whole western coast

of the Red Sea. The Egyptians hated and

feared them. It was, therefore, in Egypt, a

term both of dread and contumely, in which

sense it passed to the Greeks, and from them

to the Romans. Heródotus, lib. xi. p. 182. de

rives the term from the Egyptians. Bagº;8; 3%

rárra; 3. ‘Aryºrro, kaatsz, rº, º gº. Moyººst.

Q
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A£yria. - Linen, supposed to be from the

Latin Linteum.

Airpárria. Cloth, striped, or fringed.

A16ſ2 “Tax?. Glass or Chrystal.

Muśwº". Porcelane, made at Dióspolis

in Egypt, in imitation of Ori

ental. -

"Optixxxzog. White Copper, for ornaments

and for coin. Ramusio sup

poses it to contain gold. Gold

by the ounce is still the me

dium of commerce; not coined

but exchanged by weight, or

in the parcel : there seems

some allusion to this in the

Periplús, where the expression

is, ii, guyzotºv avri vowſgaaroº,

“cut into pieces so as to pass

“for money.” -

Mixietta x2Aka. Brass, for culinary vessels, for

bracelets, and ornaments of

the legs, still worn in Abys

sinia. See Bruce, iii. 54.

zºnfog. Iron, for spear heads to hunt

the elephants, &c. and for

weapons of all sorts.

IIexiſziz. - Hatchets.

” Salmasius everywhere reads Mojº, which type of the European imitators. But there is

he supposes to be Oriental porcelane; if so, much controversy upon this subječt, what the

the manufacturers of Dióspolis are the Proto- Morrhina really was,
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Xzérapyz. Adzes.

Mazzip2i. Knives, daggers, or kanjars.

IIorfia, XaAzoº spoyyiſão, gºyaſaw. Drinking vessels of brass, large

and round.

Anvariov, Tenarii, specie for the use of

-

merchants resident in the

country. The term proves

the currency to be Roman.

Oſvos, Azoölzny?: zai Iroxiw8;. Wine, Laodicéan, i. e. Syrian,

-

and Italian.

"Exalov 8 roxſ. Oil, but in no great quantity.

ſ.According to the

XFurduzzo. Gold plate, fashion of the

country, and as

presents, or for

'AF) wºuzra. Silver plate, the use of the

king.

ACóxxxi. Watch coats, camp cloaks.

Kavyºzai o TX3. Coverlids, plain.

du roxxâ. - * > . of no great value.

du roxxaſ. -
not many.

Siºfo, Ivºixàº. - Iron, of Indian temper or manu

facture.

'O%voy Ivözöv to taatſrepov i As- Indian cottons, wide and plain,

youávn uovºx. perhaps blue Surat cottons,

still common in Abyssinia.

Bruce, vol. iii. p. 62.

Xzyuzroyºva, or Soyuzroyival. Cotton for stuffing couches,

-

mattresses, &c.

II:Fºuzra. Sashes, still an article in great

_ ! request.

VOL. II, * Q 2
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Kavydzai. Coverlids.

MoAéxiva. Cotton cloth, of the colour of

the mallows flower.

Muslins, in no great quantity.

Gum lack, but Salmasius thinks

it the colour of a cloth or cot

Plin. Ex. 816.

Xw3ávez, daſyai.

A&zoº, xfouarnos.

ton.

These are the principal articles imported from Egypt into

Adooli. The voyage may be made any time from January to

September", but the best season is September, and this is con

sistent with the modern account of the winds in this sea.

Opposite to the Bay of Adooli “ lie many low and sandy

islands called Alalaiou “, answering precisely to the appendages

of Dahalac as described by Bruce, and exiiibiting, seemingly,

the elements of the modern name; for Dahal" signifies an

island, in the language of Geez. Hither, according to the

Periplôs, Tortoise-shell was brought by the Icthuóphagi; and

it is very remarkable that Bruce should observe the beauty of

the tortoise-shell here", to be so exquisite that it sells for its

weight in gold to the Chinese. Those who know the Roman

taste for ornamenting doors, tables, couches, beds, &c. with

*4 The author expresses himself both in at Adooli, fronting the sea, with his face to

Latin terms and Egyptian ; from January to

September, that is, from Tybi to Thoth ;

otherwise one must have supposed an error ;

for according to Bruce and the charts, the

regular wind blows up the gulph, from the

middle of March, for fifty days. This period,

therefore, must be excepted. The period of

the author is not correct, either in regard to its

commencement or its termination.

* On the right, according to the text, but

to make this true you must suppose the writer

the east.

* Pliny reads Alieu, lib. vi. c. 34.

” De Castro, who writes Delaqua for Da

halac, says that Dellaqua signifies ten lacks,

intimating the revenue of ten lacks of sera

phins, which the customs produce; but I pre

fer the etymology of Bruce.

"Caught between Dahalac and Suakem,

but he adds, on low sandy isles laid down be

tween 18° and 20°, where, on his map, he

hardly has a single isle.
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this shell, will not wonder at its value in the commerce of the
ancients. i

Below Adooli, about eight hundred stadia, or eighty miles,

there is a deep bay with a vast accumulation of sand, in which

is found the Opsian stone, obtainable no where else. Of the

Opsian stone an account is inserted in the catalogue. The bay

itself I was unable to ascertain, when the former edition was

published ; but Lord Valentia, who has made a survey of the

western coast of the Red Sea, on board a vessel fitted out at

Bombay, has fixed upon the Bay of Sarbo, noticed by De Castro,

and sufficiently marked on former charts by the island of

Houakel, which lies in the centre of it. His Lordship was not

able to examine the shore, on account of the shoals which render

the approach dangerous; but these very shoals form the charac

ter of the bay in the Periplús, and the distance assigned is nearly

in exact correspondence ; for it measures on Lord Valentia's

chart from Adooli to Cape Sarbo seventy-five miles, which, al

lowing for the winding of the coast, may be reduced to the

centre of the bay. From the same authority I am now enabled

to correct” the position of Orine (p. 105.); for Orine is not

one of the Dahalac islands, but an islet in the southern bosom

of the Bay of Masuall. It lies actually twenty miles from the

coast; it is a rock, as its name imports, and much elevated ; it

was visited by Lord Valentia, and honoured with his name ;

and the bay in which it lies was explored, and received the title

of Annesly Bay. These particulars are so essentially cor

respondent with the Periplôs, that the accuracy of the author

cannot be doubted ; for it is now evident that the merchants

* I received this information from Lord the honour to confirm my positions in general.

Valentia, with a present of his charts, while this Ptolemais Epitheras is placed by his Lordship

sheet was in the press. He went up the Red near a harbour which he discovered in 18°12'o",

Sea with the Peripläs in his hand, and does me and called Port Mornington.

* Q 3
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from Egypt first traded at Masuah, and afterwards removed to

Orine for security; that Orine lay opposite to Adooli, as the

Periplós describes it, and Adooli itself in the most southern"

corner of the bay, at two miles distance from the shore.

To say we owe the investigation of these circumstances to the

enterprize of an English nobleman, is an honour to the ardent

spirit of our countrymen; but to find that they establish the

veracity of a Greek author of eighteen hundred years standing,

is a satisfaction that can only be felt, in its full extent, by an

admirer of the science. -

From this bay the coast of the gulph, we are informed, has

a more easterly direction to the straits: a circumstance agree

ing with the maps of Ptolemy, the report of Agathárchides,

and the opinion of the age ; and this is in some degree con

firmed by Lord Valentia's survey.

The straits of Bab-el-mandeb, or Mandel, which is inter

preted the gate of affliction, are in all respects worthy of con

sideration. They, for many ages, formed the barrier unpassed

by Europeans; and from the time this barrier was forced, the

knowledge of India and the countries beyond it, has been on

the increase to the present hour. I speak of Europeans, be

cause I am ready to admit an intercouse between the southern

coast of Arabia and Malabar, as early as the most speculative

antiquary can require. I acknowledge all that can be attri

buted to the voyages of Solomon's fleet, as long as they are con

fined to the coast of Africa or Arabia. I accede to the progress

of Timósthenes down the same coast, perhaps, as far as Ma

dagascar, notwithstanding the inconsistency of his accounts “.

And I allow the Phénicians to have penetrated as far as Heró

* Euzéctor . . . 'A&val, ziſaiyo: i, xàrº 32%. * See Pliny, lib. vi.

xzt' &vròy rºy ºrov. Perip). p. 2.
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dotus shall please to carry them, if he will not conduct them

round the Cape of Good Hope. But whatever discoveries we

attribute to the Oriental navigators, there is no historical evi

dence remaining, that the Greeks in Egypt prosecuted these

discoveries so as to make them the basis of a settled trade :

they contented themselves with fetching the produce of India

and Africa from Yemen; and when they did pass” the straits

by accident or design, it was under such an impression of terror,

that every thing beyond them was obscured by fable, and the

very ports designated by names of ill omen.

Much that the three first Ptolemies had attempted, was

neglected, or forgotten by their profligate and oppressive suc

cessors; and if the Romans had not taken possession of Egypt,

a short succession of weak and ignorant princes might have re

duced this commerce again into the same torpid state, it has

experienced under the Mammeluks or the Turks. The dread

of venturing on the ocean is expressed by many writers long

after the trade to India was established; and Cosmas ”, in the

reign of Justin, speaks of passing the straits as wildly as Py'theas

does of the Arctic ocean.

As this species of the marvellous is a constant attendant upon

ignorance ”, so is a plain narrative an evidence of truth, and

w

" It has been noticed in the first book,

how far their knowledge extended in the time

Arabia; he mentions likewise his passing by

Socotra, which must have been in his course

of Agathárchides; he says, the Arabians traded

to India, and Indian ships arrived at Arabia,

without mention of the Greeks. How the

Greeks afterwards reached India before the

discovery of Hippalus will be shewn at large

in the third book.

* Cosmas asserts that he sailed in the Medi

terranean Sea and the gulphs of Persia and

from tº Red Sea to the gulph of Persia: but .

his passage of the su.” is noticed with great

terror. See lib. ii. pp. 132, 133, d. Mont
faucon.

” Compare the account in the Periplôs no

lower than Ptolemáis Thérôn with the account

of the same course in Agathárchides.
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the absence of prodigies one of the strongest proofs that the

author really visited the country he describes.

It is from internal evidence of this sort that I conclude the

author of the Periplôs to have been himself a trader on the coast

of Africa and Malabar. Concerning both he speaks with the

temperate language of one who describes objects that are fa

miliar; and the extravagance, such as he has, commences not

till he passes Cape Comorin.

In running down the coast from Adooli to the straits, we

have no mention of any place but the bay where the Opsian

stone is found, upon an extent of hear four hundred miles.

The author conducts us at once to Avalítēs, which lay immedi

ately beyond the neck of the straits; and from the time we

leave Ptolemáis Thérôn most of the appellations are native,

without reference to the reigning family of Egypt, or to the

Greek language”, for their origin.

The reason of this does not appear, as Strabo, Juba, Pliny,

and Ptolemy, all place Arsinoë and Bereníkè Epidires in this

tract, with slight traces of other Greek names, as Eämenes and

Antiochus”. If they existed, it is strange that a Greek should

have passed them unnoticed, neither does it appear that they

are concealed under the native names which Ptolemy reports,

in the same manner as our author “.

* Orine, Daphnon, Apókopa are Greek * Attº, collum, and so Bºx" ºr, 3.4%,

names, but given from circumstances, and per- written indeed Aºn in Ptolemy, and by a

haps by the first navigator, as Cook named strange mistake in Bruce, written and inters

his new discoveries, preted Dirz or the Furies from the Latin,

” Strabo, p. 771. Ptol, p. 112.
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VI. We are now to pass the celebrated straits of Bab-el

Mandeb, a name which is sometimes thought to be figured in

the Mandaeth of Ptolemy. But Mandaeth he styles a village,

and places it forty minutes north of the straits”. The straits

he calls Deire", or the Neck. The Periplôs makes no men

tion of Deirè, but observes that the point of contraction is

close to Abalítes, or the Abalítick mart; it is from this mart

that the coast of Africa, falling down first to the south, and

curving afterwards towards the east, is styled the Bay of Ava

lites by Ptolemy; but in the Periplôs, this name is confined to

a bay immediately beyond the straits, which d’Anville has like

wise inserted in his map, but which I did not fully understand,

till I obtained Captain Cook's chart on a very large scale, and

found it perfectly consistent with the Periplūs. The country

from the straits to Cape Gardeſan or Arômata is the kingdom

of Adel; and in the modern Adel we may perhaps trace a re

semblance to the ancient Abal-ites”. However this may be,

the Portuguese, upon their first intercourse with Abyssinia,

found Adel a powerful kingdom in the hands of a Mahometan

race of sovereigns, the determined enemies of the Christian

name, and the ravagers of Abyssinia, almost to its destruction.

| Against these invaders, and against the oppression of Gragni",

* Maºzº a.º. ry it ought to be written if the kingdom of Adel ever extended north of

y separate, Io;* = Io° 20'. the straits to Adooli this would be admissible,

* Aºn 12, Dérè 11°. In the Periplôs, Adooli is certainly connected,

” It appears that this, at least, is the not with Adel, but with Axima. I am not

opinion of Marmol, lib. x. p. 158. Bruce certain that Bruce knew the site of Adooli.

imagines Adooli to bear relation to Adel, and * Anno 1564.

VOL. II. T.
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the most ferocious and the most successful of all those Maho

metan tyrants, it was, that the Abyssinians solicited the assist

ance of the Portuguese. Albuquerque, the brother of the il

lustrious general of that name, was sent to command the troops

appointed to this service, in which expedition he and most of

his followers perished. But the knowledge which the Portu

guese obtained by that intercourse, and the wars in which they

were engaged, on the coast of Arabia, with the Turks and

Arabs, furnish the principal means that we have for explaining

the topography of the country before us”. The English who

still frequent the Red Sea, seldom visit the ports of Adel, as

the state of the country presents little temptation to the spe

culations of commerce, and the coast is shoal and dangerous.

But when the Portuguese first entered these seas, Adel, though

a barbarous was still a powerful government”, gold dust,

ivory, myrrh, and Abyssinian slaves *, formed the staple of its

native commerce, the spices and muslims of India were still

found in its ports, and notwithstanding the depredations of a

savage war, caravans” were protected, which arrived regularly

from Abyssinia, and the interior of Africa more to the south

ward. These circumstances will contribute more to illustrate

the narrative of the Periplôs than any particulars which can be

collected from ancient authors ; the Portuguese found the

* Marmol in this part of his work copies

l)i Barros. Di Barros's account we have in

Ramusio, these with Osorius and Faria are the

authorities referred to.

* In the voyage of the two Arabs, pub

lished by Renaudot, the trade of Zeyla is

noticed, in leopards’ skins, amber, tortoise

shell.

** Abyssinian slaves are in high estimation

in Turkey, Arabia, and India; they are docile,

tractable, intelligent, and endued with talents

and courage, which always elevate them to

favour, and often to command. When com

modore Robinson surveyed the coast of Mekran

in 1772, an Abyssinian was master of Scindi.

How different is this singular race from the

Caffrès on the coast in their neighbourhood

* See Corsali in Ramusio, vol. i. p. 187,

Purchas, vol. i. p. 754.
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country and the commerce in the same state as the Greeks de

scribed it fifteen hundred years before ; Arabs mixed with the na

tives, the same productions and commodities, the same inter

course with Hadramaut and the coast of Malabar. This state of

things ceased, in some degree, with the arrival of the Europeans

in India. But as long as the Indian trade was carried on by

the Red Sea, the kingdom of Adel must have partaken in it,

and its commerce would be similar to the Mosyllitick commerce

of the ancients. This trade was singular ; for, as far as can be

collected from the authorities which remain, it appears, that in

the age of Agathárchides, the Greeks of Egypt went no farther

than Sabëa or Yemen, to fetch the commodities of India; that

they afterwards passed the straits, and found a better market in

the port of Mosullon”, one of the harbours of Adel; that in a

later period they advanced as , far as Hadramaut, on the

southern coast of Arabia; and that all these efforts were made

for obtaining the productions of India, till at last they reached

that country themselves, first by adhering to the coast, and

finally by striking across the ocean in consequence of the dis

covery of the monsoon by Hippalus.

The coast of Adel, styled Barbaria”, in the Periplūs, com

mences at the straits and terminates at Arómata ; in which

there can be little doubt, that the author is more accurate than

Ptolemy, who extends the name of Barbaria down the coast of

Ajan, the Azánia of the Periplôs. Barbaria is much more pro

perly extended to the north than the south; for the Tröglodytes

on the western coast of the Red Sea are the original Barbars or

'ss Hence many Indian commodities were * See Herodotus, lib. xi. c. 158. All

called Mosyllitick in the market of Alex- wood, 64.

andria, cinnamon, spices, muslins, &c.

R 2
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Berberines, as Bruce has admirably proved, the perpetual

enemies of Egypt, whence their name became a term of odium

and distinction, and in this sense passed both to the Greeks

and Romans, as an appellation adopted for every thing that was

foreign, or contrary and offensive to their own system of life

and manners.

The coast of Barbaria is estimated at four thousand stadia”

in the Peripids, and is in reality four hundred and fifty geo

graphical miles, without taking its sinuosities into the account.

The straits at Bab-el-Mandeb are contracted to three-and-twenty

miles, a space divided into two channels by the intervention of

Perim and other isles, both of which were navigated by the

ancients, according to their course down the opposite sides of

the Red Sea. From the straits, the channel opens in an easterly

direction to Cape Fartaque on the Arabian side, and to Aró

mata or Gardeſan on the coast of Africa. These two pro

montories form the proper entrance to the straits from the

Indian Ocean, and are about two hundred and fifty geographical

miles asunder. The latitude” of Fartaque is 15° 45' 0", and

that of Gardeſan 12° 0' 0".

The African side of this channel, which we are now to follow,

contains, according to the Periplôs, four principal marts or

anchorages, called by the general name of Ta-pera"; and the

* Certainly more are intended by the Peri

plas but not specified. Four thousand stadia

are four hundred Roman miles.

* This is laid down from one of the latest

charts, by Lawrie and Whittle; but Captain

Bissell's journal makes Fartaque 15° 27' o',

and Gardefan 11° 50' o”.

” Whether we are to read T& rº, or

Tārata, is doubted by the commentators. I

incline strongly to the former. The marts

beyond the straits, in contradistinction to those

within ; properly 7% zigzy, or rºws. And

this seems fully confirmed by the Periplós

itself, p. 8. where the MS. has rgriga, and

Térez, which Hudson very properly writes

tº rigº, or 7% zigz, because joined with raire

and 73 &vr&. Finally, all the ports beyond

the straits, as far as the peninsula of India,

are comprehended in the same general appella

tion.
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same number occurs in the accounts of the Portuguese, but all

attempts to make them correspond are in vain. D'Anville has

placed them according to the measures of the Periplūs. My

own wish was to have reconciled Mosullon with the modern

Zeyla ; first, upon account of a resemblance in the sound of

the names; and secondly, because Zeyla is the principal mart

of the moderns, as Mosullon “ was of the ancients. But this

endeavour is favoured neither by the measures or the circum

stances described. The leading facts upon which the following

arrangement is founded, will be stated in their proper place ;

they amount, at best, only to conjecture; but this is of less

importance, as they terminate in certainty at Arömata, with

such striking peculiarities as can be derived only from one who

had actually visited the coast himself. -

A BALITES, AUALEITES, PRONouNCED AVALITES, WHETHER

w RITTEN wITH THE B or THE U.

VII. THE first of these marts is Abalítes, a road and a bay".

but not a port or harbour; the goods are conveyed to and from

the ships in boats or rafts “. This place, according to the

Periplôs, is close to the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, but Ptolemy

has fixed it at the distance of fifty or sixty miles, and makes it

give name to the whole Bay of Zeyla, which is styled the Bay

of Mosullon by Pliny. There is a Ras Bel “” in the charts,

* Marmol speaks of many ancient build- cargoes at the straits from ships to boats,

ings at Zeyla, but ancient may refer to Arabians May it not be an error derived from the prac

of a much later date than the age of the Peri- tice here mentioned 2

plus, lib. 10. p. 155, et seq. French ed. * Marmol is fully convinced that Abalites

* In d’Anville, Ance de Soliman. is the kingdom of Adel, lib. x. p. 155,

* Strabo notices the transferring the 156.
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which is not more than ten geographical miles from the straits ;

but whether the resemblance of the names marks any relation,

is justly to be doubted.

The large scale of Captain Cook’s “chart displays this bay,

with all its characters; and the shoals here, and round the whole

bay of Zeila, are intimated by Heródotus “, Strabo", and Al

Edrissi". English ships which make Cape Gardeſan, run

along the coast of Africa, as far as Burnt Island", called like

wise White and Bird Island, and then stand over for the straits;

so that from English navigators we have no account. The

French expedition, which reached Mokha in 1721, stood over

for Tajoura in this neighbourhood, but with little success.

Captain Cook does not notice the Ras Bel of d'Anville, but it

would form a good termination of his bay on the south.

The imports of this place are:

‘Tax} xiáſz "ſupixro;. Flint glass of various sorts.

Dipse, Rob of grapes, called

Pacmé and Doushab; it is

used as a sauce or relish, and

mixed with water as a drink.

See Catalogue.

* x/

Alo~70?,17.4%% 3uto:3.

* Captain Cook of Totness commanded a fined to a particular mart.

sloop in the Red Sea, during the war with the

Hyder Ali.

* Heródotus, lib. ii. p. 149. mentions

Sesostris as stopped from farther progress by

the shoals, after passing the straits.

* Strabo notices the transferring of the

cargoes into boats, at the straits, rather as a

general circumstance than an occurrence con

” Al Edrissi (p. 20.) writes, Civitas Za

legh [Zeilal sita est ad littus Maris Salsi quod

jungitur Mari Rubro, & totum hujusce maris

profundum, ita plenum est breviis usque ad

Bab-al-Mandab, ut naves magnæ nequeunt

illud sulcare.

* Oriental Navigator, p. 150, 1 ; i.
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-

Tudºria, Gapéapizz rºupixta, ye- Cloths for the Barbarine coast,

yvapºva. of various sorts, with the knap

OI).

Xºrog. Corn.

Oivog. Wine.

Kara'ſ repo; daiyo: “”. Tin in small quantity.

The exports are conveyed by the natives in small craft to Kelis

[Okélis] and Moosa, on the coast of Arabia, consisting of

'Aºuata. Gums, odoriferous gums.

'Exépo., 3xtyo;. Ivory in small quantity.

Xexºwn. Tortoise-shell. -

Xutºvo, #x2xſºn 3.2%gera. 3. Tº Myrrh in very small quantity,

&Axº;. - but of the finest sort.

Particular attention is due to this last article, because the

myrrh of Arabia is celebrated by every poet and historian,

while Bruce says, it is not properly a native of that country,

nor does it come to perfection there. Its origin, he affirms, is

from Azam in Africa. The Periplús is perfectly in harmony

with this assertion. It mentions the myrrh of this coast as the

finest of its kind; it specifies the means of conveying it to

Yemen or Sabéa ; there the first Greek navigators found it,

and through their means it found its way into Europe, under

the name of Sabèan.

* The tin of Britain we thus find on the conveyed. How many coinmodities passed

coast of Africa. May we not justly suppose, from regions equally distant, without any

that the Africans knew as little of Britain as knowledge of the medium ? before any know

the Britons of Africa 2. Yet here we see the ledge existed 2

mcdium through which the commodity was
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One other remark of the Periplôs, that the natives of Avalites

are uncivilized, and under little restraint, is worth noticing,

because it is in correspondence with all the modern accounts

we have, which describe the Caffres here as treacherous beyond

measure, a quality, perhaps, not mitigated by the introduction

of Arabs among them, or the religion of Mahomed, but aggra

vated by instruction, and pointed by superstition.

We have now four thousand stadia to dispose of, eight hun

dred to Malao, and a thousand, or two days sail each, are

allotted to Moondus, to Mosullon, and Nilo-Ptoleméon. In

the distribution of these d'Anville has acted wisely in consider

ing the distances only; and though I differ from him in the

following arrangement, upon the strength of one particular,

which is the mention of directing the course east from Moon

dus, it is not without diffidence in my own assumption.

MA L.A.O.

VIII. EIGHT hundred stadia, or eighty miles to Malaô, is

more than sufficient to carry the position of this place to Zeyla ;

but the description given can hardly be consistent with the

situation of that town in a bay; the anchorage * is marked as

a road upon an open shore, with some protection from a pro

montory on the east. A protection on the east is more appli

cable to a coast that lies east and west, but an open road is

hardly consistent with a bay “like that of Zeyla ; and the se

curity of the following anchorage seems to claim that privilege

” "Oguo; itſ rºos, an open road. Stuckius " The whole curvature of the S.W. angle

mentions Mergeo as its representative, from is called the bay of Zeyla, but Zeyla itself lies

Belleforest, but without authority. in an inner bay or harbour.

4.
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for Moondus. It may be no more than a conjecture, but I

persuade myself that I have discovered Malao in Purchas",

where he names the ports coming from the east in the follow

ing order: Borbora, Ceila [Zeilal, Dalaca, Malaca, and Ca

rachin : Malaca, therefore, falls between Zeila and the straits,

and is readily softened into Malaha or Malað. The natives of

Malað are described of a more peaceable disposition than their

neighbours, and the imports are such as have been already

specified, with the addition of

Jackets.

Xayo Agrivontino; yeyvaul, vol xx; Cloaks or blanketing, manufac

Čečappºvoi. tured at Arsinoë or Suez, with

the knap on and dyed.

Brass or copper prepared to imi

tate gold.

Iron.

Xirºvsk.

Mexietºa, daſya.

Xiºngog.

Anva elow 8 road xévagu zai cºvgºv. Specie, gold, and silver, but in

no great quantity.

The exports are

Xuāgva. Myrrh.

Aſéavo; 3 regatizö; ” ºxiyo;. Frankincense, thus, or olibanum

of Adel.

* See Purchas, vol. iii. p. 1025. This

account seems to be from Ed. Lopez,an Italian,

anno 1588, by a reference to p. 986, but it is

not express.

* Iſºzºix}; must be interpreted according

to its reference; if it applies to the port itself

VOL. II.

it is to be rendered foreign, not native. But it

may be a mercantile term, by which the com

modity was known at Alexandria, and then

Aſézzo. 8 rºtºs will be the frankincente which

comes from the ports beyond the straits, 73.

+42. See Perip. p. 8.
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Karaſz TzX%07éez. Cinnamon, cassia lignea.

Aázzz, Kirrº, A&zag. Cinnamon of inferior sorts.

Kºyzzuo;. The gum cancamus.

Møks.g. Tila, sesamum, carried to Arabia,

but see Plin. xii. 8. who calls

it an aromatick from India,

the bark red, the root large.

The bark used in dyscutcries.

Sºuzra, a travíº. Slaves, a few.

We have in this list the first mention of kassia, casia, or cin

namon. It is all of the inferior sort, such as the coast of Africa

always has produced, and produces still ; of little value in any

market, where it comes in competition with the cinnamon of

Ceylon, but grateful to the natives, readily purchased by those

who cannot obtain the Oriental, and still saleable for the pur

poses of adulteration. How old this traffick was, is not easy to

be determined, but if the ships from Egypt did not pass the

straits when Agathárchides wrote, they certainly reached this

coast in the time of Artemidórus, as we learn from Strabo, who

mentions the bastard cinnamon, perhaps the same as the casia

lignea, or hard cinnamon; he adds also, that the cargoes were

transferred from the ships to boats at the straits, a proof that

this commerce was in its infancy, lib. xvi. p. 768. 774. Slaves

are noticed here as an article of commerce, a circumstance

common to both the coasts of Africa in all ages; in the present

instance it requires no great stretch of imagination to suppose

that the ancient traffick of Adel was parallel to the modern,

and that the slaves procured here would consist of both Caffrès

*
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and Abyssinians; according as the course of war or the plunder

of individuals supplied the market, both for home consumption

and exportation.

MoUN DUs “, PRONoUNCED Moon DUs.

IX. THE next anchorage we are directed to, is Moondus”,

at the distance of two days' sail, or a thousand stadia : D'An

ville fixes it at Barbora; in which he is justified by the mea

SurC.S.
If I neglect the measures, it is with regret, but there

are circumstances mentioned, which induce me to fix Moondus

at Zeyla, or at an island previous, called Londi, by de la

Rochette, for Malað and Moondus, in Ptolemy “, differ not

in longitude; and his Mosullon is a promontory which may be

Barbora, but suits neither of the other two. Another consider

ation is, that the Periplôs, though it does not actually assert

that the direction of the course to the east commences at

Moondus, yet mentions it here for the first time; this is true,

if Moondus be fixed at Zeyla”, and this circumstance is the

particular inducement for preferring it. The safety of the an

* “Eurázo, 3 M4,3a. The true sound is

Moondus, and whether the author means to

give the native sound, both in this Moon

dus and in Palesimoondus, (Ceylon,) or whe

ther it is a corruption of the text, may be

doubted. But the usage is uniform, and

therefore seems to be design rather than ac

cident. Moondus has a more Oriental form

than Mundus; and as both this place and

Ceylon were possibly so named by the Arabians

who traded to both, it is natural to look to

the Arabick for its meaning, but it is very

dubious. See Peripl. p. 6.

* Hartman, p. 95. supposes Moondoo to

be Mandeb ; but this can hardly be admitted,

for Abalítes is at the straits, Malao eight

hundred stadia from Abalítes, and Moondoo

two days' sail from Malao.

* Máxiws prégow ºn. ; Y. Maleós, a mart,

long. 78°. lat. 6° 30'. Méyòu iprégio, ºn 3,

Mundú, a mart, long. 78°. lat. 7°. The

longitude continuing the same in both, proves

that the course is north and south.

* Mercator's map in Ptolemy countenances

this position.

s 2
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chorage here at an island, or under the protection of an island,

is marked with precision; and if there be an island at Zeyla,

the whole evidence is consistent. Bruce" mentions the isle of

Zeyla ; and I find an island placed here by d'Anville. The

trade of Zeyla is described by Al Edrissi as very important, and

the place much frequented by merchants from the Red Sea,

who consider it as the point of intercourse with Abyssinia”.

I have no better reason for placing Moondus here, than the

direction of the course to the east; but if there is no island,

Londi would correspond more appropriately with the characters

of the place.

The native traders, at this port, are described as an unci

vilized tribe “, and the imports and exports similar to those of

the preceding ports, with the addition of mékroton, a fragrant"

gum, the more peculiar commodity of the place.

MosULLON, W R ITT EN MOS.SY LON BY PLINY, MOSYLON BY

PTO LEMI Y.

X. At the distance of two or three days' sail, or from an

hundred to an hundred and fifty miles, we are conducted to

Mosullon, the grand mart of the ancients on this coast, the

place which gave name to their trade and to the whole bay, in

preference to Abalítes, in the estimation of Pliny. The dis

tance from Zeyla to Barbora is stated at eighty miles by Oso

rius”, a circumstance not unfavourable to the two days' sail of

* Vol. ii. p. 142. ” evuízuz, incense.

” They receive in exchange gold and slaves, * Osorius, vol. ii. p. 229. Marmol, lib. x.

the staple of Abyssinia in all ages. p. 156, makes it only eighteen leagues.

* Ex^veſtigo, duriores.
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the Periplôs, which, in ordinary computation, are equal to an

hundred miles, and which will bear contraction or extension

according to the currents or the winds.

The character of Mosullon” is omitted in the Periplūs, but

in Ptolemy it is twice “specified as a promontory, and by his

latitude it is carried up a whole degree more to the north than

Moondus. This projection is doubtless too extensive, but the

feature is true, and suits no other point on the whole coast but

Barbora, for Barbora” is a town upon an island * close to the

shore, adjoining to a narrow cape of considerable extent, which

is open, low, and sandy. Its want of height prevents it from

affording protection against the N. E. monsoon, and this may

be the reason why the Periplôs calls it a bad road. D'Anville

has carried Mosullon another step towards the east, to a river

where he finds the name of Soel”, and which he supposes re

lated to Mosullon; but the Periplôs requires more rivers than

we can discover at present, and this stream may well be pre

served for Nilo-Ptoleméon, an appellation in which undoubtedly

a river is implied.

But there is a still greater probability implied in the very

name of Barbora, which is written Borbora, Barbara, and Ber

bera by the moderns, retaining still the title of Barbaria, attri

** It is remarkable that Juba makes the

Atlantick Ocean commence at Mosullon; by

which we are to understand that he considered

the whole ocean which surrounded Africa as

commencing at Mosullon and terminating at

Mount Atlas. See Pliny, lib. vi. c. 29. Stuc

kius in loco. See also Gronovius's map for

P. Mela.

* MéavXoy &zºo, X2, wºrégion, #, i.e. 8°. p. I 12.

M%avXol 3, ºrie tº op...ºvuoy AKPON. p. 113.

* Corsali in Ramusio, vol. i. p. 187. The

Universal History mentions a river at Barbora

called Howacha, vol. xii. p. 307. which Lu

dolfus says is the river of the capital Aucu

garecée. Marmol supposes Barbora to be Mo

sullon, vol. iii. p. 156.

“ This island is called Londi in some

charts; de la Rochette applies Londi to what

others style Delaqua. See Univ. Hist. vol.xii.

p. 397.

” The Universal History mentions Salim,

and supposes it to be Mosullon.
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buted to this coast by the ancients; and as d'Anville has ob

served, that the name of the province became applied to the

capital in many European cities", so have we in this part of

the east, the town of Arabia Felix, so named from the pro

vince, and the same place afterwards called Aden from the

country Adane. It is probable, therefore, that Barbaria be

came applicable to Barbara, the principal mart on the coast;

and if this be admitted, it gives great weight to the supposition

that Barbora and Mosullon “” are the same. The Mosullitick

coast and T3arbarick coast were synonymous.

The imports at Mosullon are the same as have been already

specified, with others peculiar to the place.

Xxévn cºve3. Silver plate, or plated.

Xiºngz excºrro. Iron, but in less quantity.

Affix. Flint glass.

EXPO RTS.

Karzia; 24%uz.” Txis-ov ć wº, Cinnamon, of an inferior quality,

pºtićvoy tradiov x8%, tº #476- and in great quantities ; for

gov. which reason, vessels of a
e larger sort are wanted at this

mart.

'Evé%a. Fragrant gums.

'Aºuzra. Gums or drugs.

* As Paris, Berry, Vannes, Triers, &c. &c. xv.2&low, as signifying a great quantity. I un

* Karkuna, Carkuna of Al Edrissi. Hart- derstand it as common, ordinary, of an inferior or

man, 97. cheaper sort. See Perip. p. 28. O%rio, xvA2low,

” Some MSS. and the edit. Basil. read ordinary cottons. But the immediate addition

xvuz, which, according to Salmasius, is right. of xxi usić,” waſ..., x:%, implies quantity,

See Plin. Exer. p. 542. He refers it to and requires x;ºut, rather than xiºz.
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Xaxwydºux 3Aſyz. Tortoise-shell, of small size, and

in no great quantity.

Mongárov ºrtov rá Mavºring. Incense, in less quantities or in

- ferior to that of Moondus.

Aſtovo; 6 regatizá; *. Frankincense from ports farther

east.

'Exépa.g. Ivory.

Xutºva, gravia;. Myrrh, in small quantities.

The Mosullitick trade of the ancients has been noticed al

ready ; and the cinnamon mentioned in this catalogue is a suf

ficient proof of Arabian merchants conducting the commerce of

the place. An inferior sort of cinnamon indeed is a native pro

duction”, but the Mosullitick species is enumerated by Dio

scórides as one of prime quality, and consequently not native

but Oriental. The immense wealth of the Sabéans, as de

scribed by Agathárchides, proves that in his age the monopoly

between India and Europe was wholly in their hands; but the

other tribes of Arabia traded to India also ; and the Greeks of

Egypt by degrees found the way to Aden and Hadramaut in

Arabia, amd to Mosullon on the coast of Africa. Here they

found rivals to the Sabéan market, and supplied themselves at

a cheaper rate. -

After another course of two days, or an hundred miles, we

are conducted to Nilo-Ptoleméon. It is the last distance speci

fied, and may be terminated either at the Soel of d’Anville,

* Imported either from the opposite coast ” A specimen of African cinnamon I have

of Arabia, which did always and still does pro-- seen in the curious and scientifick collection of

duce this article, or from India, the incense of Dr. Burgess; it is small, hard, and ligneous,

which, Niebuhr says, is better and purer than with little fragrance. nº.

the Arabian.
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or at Metë, where there is also a river; the former is pre

ferable, because the Periplūs makes mention of two rivers at

least between Nilo-Ptoleméon and Arômata; and if we assume

Soel for Nilo-Ptoleméon, we can find two other rivers, one at

Metë, and another near Mount Elephant, which is the Ele

phant River of the Periplús, and the Rio de Santa Pedra of

the Portuguese. Strabo mentions the name of Nile on this

part of the coast.

NILO-PTOLEMAION.

XI. At Nilo-Ptoleméon we exhaust three thousand eight

hundred out of the four thousand stadia allotted by the Peri

plús to the range of marts, which are called by the common

name of Ta-pera”; and, speaking in a round number, it may

be presumed the author estimates his four thousand as ter

minating at this place : this gives a measure of four hundred

Roman miles, where the real distance is about four hundred

and fifty; a correspondence certainly sufficient where there is

no better estimate of measurement than a ship's course : and, .

sensible as I am that the particulars of d'Anville are better

adapted to the distances at the commencement, the conclusion

of the course and the position of Mosullon are more consistent

in the arrangement I have adopted. It is, however, at best

but hypothetical, and submitted to the future determina

tion of those who may obtain a more perfect knowledge of the

COaSt.

” Tázi;a sic forsan dicta quia se mutué seems, as already noticed, tº rºzy. See Perip,

tangunt et consequuntur, Stuckius. But it p. 8. and Stuckius Com. p. 29.
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The appellation of Nilo-Ptoleméon implies a river, and a

Nilus we find noticed here by Strabo", from Artemidórus;

and Al Edrissi, speaking of the coast of Al Houat and Barbara,

observes, that at two stations from Marca there is a river which

flows in the same manner as the Nile, by which we may pro

bably understand that it is subject to inundation like that river,

in the same season, caused by solsticial rains.

But we are now arrived at a point in which there will be

nothing equivocal. The promontory of Arômata, with its two

inferior capes, Elephant and Tabai, will be described rela

tively in perfect correspondence with modern observation;

and the circumstances are so peculiar, that they bespeak the

testimony of one who delineated them on the spot.
tº'

-

MARTS, TAPATEG E. DAPHNON MIKROS. ELEPHAS, PROM.

RIVERS, ELEPPIAS. DAPHNONA M EGAS, OR AKANNAI.

XII. The places which occur are Tapatégè", the lesser

Daphnón", and Cape Elephant; the rivers are the Elephant,

* &aan ri; Nºxo;. Strabo, p. 774. and “mart of Arömata, and its promontory,

Al Edrissi, p. 22. duabus stationibus a Marca

est flumen eodem quo Nilus fluxu decurrens,

secus quod seminatur millium.

* The literal translation of this passage

runs thus: “Sailing along the coast two days

“ from Mosullon, you meet with Nilo-Ptole

“ maion, Tapatégé, the lesser Daphnón, and

* Cape Elephant . . . . . . ... then towards the

“ south west (as Aſºz,) the country has (two)

rivers, one called the Elephant River, and

the other the greater Daphnón or Akan

nai. . . . . . . . . after this the coast inclining

to the south [its rºy Nároy ºn,] succeeds the

WOL. II.

4.

44

64

46

46

“ which is the termination of the Barbarick

“ coast, and a projection more easterly than

“ Apókopa.”

The text is so very corrupt in this part of

the work, and the points of the compass so

discordant, that all discussion is in vain, unless

a manuscript of the journal should hereafter

be discovered.

* Dioscorides. Daphnitis est Cassie species,

sic appellatur a Daphnunte magno vel parvo

ubi olim forsan provenit. Stuckius, not. p. 24.

sed potius a Lauretis, p. 25.

T
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*

and the greater Daphnén, called Acannai. Neither place or

distance is assigned to any of these names, but we may well

allot the rivers." Daphnón and Elephant to the synonymous

town and cape ; and these may be represented by the modern

Metê and Santa Pedra. The river at Metë is described by the

Portuguese as dry at certain seasons. When they landed here

under Soarez” in great distress, they found the place deserted

and no water in the river; but a woman whom they seized

directed them to open pits in the channel; and by following

her advice, their wants were relieved. Commodore Beaulieu",

who anchored a few leagues north of Gardefan, received similar

instructions from the natives with the same success. These

circumstances are mentioned to identify the existence of rivers

on this coast; and I think I can discover in the map, framed

by Sanson for the French edition of Marmol, that the learned

geographer paid attention to these rivers of the Periplôs.

Cape Elephant is formed by a mountain conspicuous in the

Portuguese charts, under the name of Mount Felix or Felles,

from the native term, Jibbel-Feel”, literally Mount Elephant.

The cape is formed by the land jutting up to the north from

the direction of the coast, which is nearly east and west; and

from its northernmost point the land falls off again south east"

to Cape Gardeſan, the Arômata of the ancients.

º

” The principal river of Adel is Hawash,

or Howash, but it never reaches the sea. See

Lobo’s Voy. Diss. on the Nile, p. 213. writ

ten Aoaxes, and a lake Zoay.

* Marmol, lib. x. p. 2 oo.

** An intelligent French commander, in

1619, whose voyage is published by Melchi

zedec Thevenot, and inserted in Harris. The

pits Beaulieu opened were on the shore.

* Jibbel-Feel, Arabick, from the Heb.

9:3. Gebel.

Bruce is angry at the misnomer of Felix.

Perhaps other names in the Periplūs would

admit of translation, if we knew the language

to refer to.

* 'Es rê, Nérow, Perip. not correct; be

cause, according to the author’s own system,

Arömata is the casternmost point of Africa.
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But if we have the authority of the Portuguese for a river at

Metë, we learn from an English navigator the same circum

stance at Jibbel-Feel. Capt. Saris", in 1611, stood into a bay

or harbour here, which he represents as having a safe entrance

for three ships a-breast, and that both wood and water were in

plenty; he adds also, that several sorts of gums, very sweet in

Burning, were still purchased by the Indian ships from Cam

bay, who touched here for that purpose in their passage to

Mocha. -

The whole” detail of this coast, from the straits of Bab-el

Mandeb to Cape Gardeſan, is principally derived from the

Portuguese, who ravaged it under the command of Soarez, in

the years 1516 and 1517. Corsali, whose account is preserved

in Ramusio, served in the expedition. Soarez" had been seat

against the Turkish force collected in Arabia, a service which

he conducted with great ignorance and ill success. The distress

of his fleet he endeavoured to relieve by plundering the coast

of Adel; Zeyla, Barbora, and Metē were deserted on his ap

proach, where little was obtained. Zeyla is described as a

place well built and flourishing; but of Adel, the capital, little

is to be found. That the power of the kingdom was not im

paired by these ravages appears from the success of its arms

* Saris calls the place Feluke, from the I4

Portuguese Felix, but as he describes it be- 16
tween Gardafui and Demety, [Metel there 2 I

19–70 leagues.

From Gardafui to Burnt Island, 2 ſo miles, =

2 Ioo stadia.

can be no mistake. Purchas, 8th voyage of

the East India Company, vol. ii. p. 340.

” From Gardafui to Mount Felix, 14 or see Orient. Nav. p. 151. In which work the

15 leagues; from Felix to Pedro, 16 or 17; account leaves the coast of Africa just where

from Pedro to Mette, 21 ; from Mette to I could have wished to have had it for a guide.

Burnt Island, 19 or 20. Burnt Island lies * This expedition is found in Osorius, di

three leagues from the coast. Barros, Faria, and Bruce.
*

T 2
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against Abyssinia between this time and the year 1564, which

extended almost to a conquest, with increasing hatred against

every thing that bore the Christian name. Little is known of

this country since the decline of the Portuguese, but that the

government is Mahomedan, and the governed are removed but

a few degrees from the Caffrès of the coast below. -

At the marts which succeed Nilo-Ptoleméon in the Periplós,

no articles of commerce are specified, except frankincense, in

great quantity and of the best quality, at Akannai". This is

styled Peratick", or foreign. But it cannot be admitted in

that sense as to the commodity itself, for it is noticed expressly

as a native" produce of the place. Still it will lead us to solve

a difficulty already noticed in regard to these ports of Barbaria,

called Ta-pera, which, by a slight correction" of the text, will

signify the ports beyond the straits. The articles obtained here

would naturally be styled Peratick, from (Pera) beyond, and

would be known by this title in the invoices, and the market

of Alexandria, in contradistinction to those obtained within the

straits of Bab-el-Mandeb. The author is writing to Alex

andrians, and is consequently specifying the precise ports where

those commodities were obtained, which they knew by the name

of Peratick. -

* Akannai seems like a point, noticed in

the Oriental Navigator, between Felix and

Gardafui. P. 15o.

* 'o rearix};.

* Ax&ma, i, º ºsmoyº; Alºxwo; # ºritzrºx3;

ºrxtiro; xx. 3,340;3; TINETAI, “where more

“ especially the Peratick frankincense in

“ greatest quantity, and of the best quality, is

“ produced.” All the testimonies of the an

cients unite in supposing Thus or Frankin

cense to be the peculiar native produce of

*

Sabèa. But Bruce and Niebuhr both agree,

that it is not a native, and that the best is not

produced in Arabia, but procured from Adel

and India. But in Arabia the ancients first

met with it, both produced there and imported.

How correspondent is the evidence of Bruce

and Niebuhr to that of our Alexandrian mer

chant

” tº ri;2, the ports beyond the straits.

See Perip. P. 8, vérigºr.
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This is not the only difficulty in this part of the work before

us: the quarters of the heaven are dubiously described ; the

sentences are ill connected or imperfect. There is at least one

interpolation *, or a corruption equivalent; and it is not known

that any manuscript is in existence, which might lead to a cor

rection of the text. Under these circumstances, indulgence is

due to the attempts which have been made to preserve, in

any degree, the connection and consistency of the narrative.

We now arrive at Cape Arômata or Gardeſan, a place of

importance in every respect; for it is the extreme point east

of the continent of Africa; it forms the southern point of en

trance upon the approach to the Red Sea; and it is the boun

dary of the monsoon from causes that are almost peculiar. Its

latitude is fixed -

6° 0' 0" N. by Ptolemy".

19° 0' 0" - Beaulieu.

11° 30' 0" - D'Anville.

- 13° 30' 0" - Bruce.

12° 0' 0" - in Lacam's chart.

11° 50' 0" - C. Bissell's journal.

* Kal &zgwrºto'Exipas, [3+& Ordºn; it: Nórow state of the text. And Sigismundus Gelenius,

rtoxaei,.] The five concluding words are a

manifest interpolation, because we are not yet

arrived at Arömata, and Opénè is subsequent.

From Arömata to Opóme the tendency of the

coast is south west; and from Opóné it con

tinues the same : but from Elephas the coast

lies south east to Arömata ; and Elephas is not

in the least connected with Opóné. Stuckius

and Hudson both complain of the corrupt

who published the first edition at the press

of Frobenius, Basil, 1532, in his Prefa

tory Epistle, takes no notice whence he

had the manuscript. See edit. Froben. Basil.

I 532.

* It is very remarkable that the latitude

of Ptolemy should be so very erroneous on this

coast, which was visited every year by mer

chants he must have seen at Alexandria.

2
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Beaulieu, who anchored within four leagues of Gardeſan,

describes it as a very high bluff point, and as perpendicular as

if it were scarped. The current comes round it out of the

gulph with such violence that it is not to be stemmed without

a brisk wind, and during the south west monsoon, the moment

you are past the cape to the north, there is a stark calm with

insufferable heat. -

This current, we may conclude, is not constant, and pro

bably depends upon the direction of the winds; for Faria men

tions a ship that was separated on the coast and carried to

Zeyla by the current. And Purchas", from Fernandes, as

'serts, that the current sets into the gulph during the increase

of the moon, and out of it upon the wane. The current below

Gardeſan is noticed by the Periplūs as setting to the south,

and is there, perhaps, equally subject to the change of the

InOnSOOI). *

There is great diversity in writing the namé of this promon

tory, and of its two subordinate capes. Bruce is very urgent

in directing us to write it Gardeſan, and not Gardefui”, as it

appears upon many of the charts; Gar-defan, he says, signifies

the straits” of Burial, and we have had Metë or Death before,

names which imply the sufferings or terrors of the navigators.

The Greeks, if their appellations may be admitted as a proof,

were either better onened or less alarmed. -

191

Faria, vol. i. p. 158. Purchas, vol. i. * Vol. i. p. 443.

p. 75 I. ” An error, perhaps, for cape, ibid.
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COAST OF AZANIA, OR AJAN, FROM CAPE A ROMATA To

RHAPTA [AND PRAssUMJ.

| THE Periplôs is entitled to no small share of praise for the

accuracy with which it defines the limits of the territories on

the coast from the straits of Bab-el-Mandeb to Rhapta; and

this is the more acceptable, as it enables us to form a judgment

of the ancient divisions compared with the modern, and to ob

tain a considerable degree of certainty upon the whole.

Ptolemy, indeed, is not in correspondence with our author,

for his bay Avalites extends to Cape Arômata, and his coast

of the Tröglody'tes to Mount Elephant; but the Periplós re

strains this appellation of Tröglody'tes to the country that

forms the margin of the Red Sea, and terminates at the straits;

from the straits the author commences his Barbaria", which

extends to Gardeſan, corresponding naturally with the limits

of the modern Adel; and at Gardefan he fixes the termination

of his Barbaria. But Ptolemy, who commences his Barbaria

either at Mosullon or Mount Elephant, carries the same ap

pellation down to Rhapta, which he calls the metropolis; con

sequently his Azania is inland, commencing at Zingin'”, and

confined within no certain limit on the south. The Periplós,

it is true, extends this title beyond the termination of the

modern Ajan; for the coast of Zanguebar commences with

Cape Baxos, or possibly with Melinda, while the Periplôs

* Barbaria is the constant term of Al- ” Ptolemy, pp. 111, 112. but lib. i. c. 17.

Edrissi, and the Oriental writers. Barbara he writes Zingin instead of the Zingisa, in his

is still a town on this coast, and to all appear- Catalogue.

ance the Mosullon of the ancients.
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carries on Azánia several degrees farther to Rhapta; by which

it appears that the author was not informed of any change in

the name to the utmost extent of his knowledge.

But there are natural divisions in most countries, inde

pendent of conquest and the revolutions accruing from time,

difference of religion, or even the change of inhabitants.

Characteristicks of this kind are in many instances indelible,

and such it should seem is the nature of this coast, that though

it has been possessed by natives, and invaded by the Arabs,

both before Mahomed and since, and though the Portuguese

afterwards subdued the Mahomedans, still the several districts

are so marked, that they may be traced to the present hour;

for the desert coast, the mouths of the Obii, and the tract

where the maritime cities and settlements were established, are

distinguishable from the dawn of history to the date of the

Portuguese discoveries. The manuscript of Ressende, in the

British Museum, is an important evidence in this respect, and

contains a map drawn up by Bertholet, which specifies the

divisions of this coast in perfect harmony with the Periplôs.

It is this map which I depend upon as a clue to guide me, in

preference to every other species of information I have been

able to obtain ; and I prefix this detail of the coast upon which

I am now to enter, in hopes that it may arrest the attention

of the reader, and enable him to accompany me through the

whole of the ensuing discussion.

The first division of Bertholet” comprehends the tract from

the bay succeeding Cape d'Affui to Cape Baxos, answering

nearly to the Opóne and Apókopa of the Periplôs.

* Bertholet dates one of these maps (for it, Petrus Bertholet primum cosmographicum

there are several by him) 1635, and inscribes Indianorum imperium faciebat.
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Cape de Gardafui - Gardefan - Arômata.

Eneeada de Belha - Beyla bay.

Cape d'Affui - Arfur, Carfur Tabai.

Enceada da Galee

Odelerto: Bandel d'Agoa Bandel Caus. Delgado. Opónè,

so in the MS. Enganos de Surdos. - -

but undoubt

edly Deserto, Cunhal.

3. Desert". Os Bodios.

OaSt. Punta dos Baxos - Shoal Cape - Apókopa.

Noti Cornu of Ptolemy.

The second division takes the general name of Magadoxo

from the principal town, and answers to the Little and Great

Coast of the Periplôs.

Os Balaros

Bandel Velho

Magadoxo; Magadoxo

Mariqua - -

|Brava - - - - Essina of Ptolemy 2

; Little Coast.

; Great Coast.

The third division is by islands and rivers all the way, cor

responding exactly with the number of seven rivers, as stated

by the Periplôs.

WOL. II. U
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- ſ Boubo, Rio 1".

Jugo, Rio 2.

Cama.

Coast of Tumao, Ilha.

Zanguebar. Sangara, Ilha.

Tema, Ilha.

Guasta.

Islands and Mane, Rio 3.

Rivers Quiami, Rio 4.

Patte and

Melinda. Empaca.

Patte, Rio 6.

Mandaro, Rio 7.

Lamo.

Jaque.

*

Serápion ?

}Nicon:

Jubo, or Rogues R.

of C. Bissell

T

Punta da Bagona, Rio 3.

|

Zanguebar is a native appellation given to the coast from the

island of the same name. It

Arabian voyagers and Marco Polo".

is noticed as early as the two

M. Polo calls the coast

the isle of Zamzibar, and gives it a circumference of two thou

sand miles, evidently applying it to the then undiscovered

country of Lower Africa. In the two Arabians and other

Oriental writers we read the same name given to this tract, with

*

” It is fruitless to allot Serapion or Nicon

to any particular name; but the correspond

ence of seven rivers in the ancient and modern

account may be considered as demonstration.

* The doubts which were entertained con

cºrning the authenticity of the voyage of these

Arabians, published by Renaudot, have been

fully cleared up. The original has been found

by M. de Guignes in the Royal Library at

Paris, the existence of which had been con

fidently denied by Martin Folkes, and other

very learned men.
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the title of Zingis or Zingues applied generally to all the in

habitants of the eastern coast of Africa. -

The first trace of this word is found in the Zingisa of Pto

lemy”, which he places at Mount Phalangis on the coast of

Ajan. It is possible that the commencement of Zanguebar and

of the Zingis was placed here by the natives in that early age,

or that the influence of the title extended so far. Of this, in

deed, there are no traces in the Periplūs. I suspect Menu

thesias, the term used in that work, to be equivalent in its

application to the extension of the modern title Zanguebar,

from the island to the coast; but of this I speak not without

hesitation. We are now to commence the consideration of the

marts, and the first of these is Tabai.

TA BA I.

XIII. TABAI is characterised as a great” promontory by the

Periplôs, and can therefore be referred to no other point but the

d'Affui of out modern charts; for below Arómata there is no

other conspicuous cape upon the coast. It is written Orfui,

d'Orfui, Arfur, d'Arfur, and Carfur, probably for Cape Arfur,

and once Asun”, as I suspect for Afun. The preferable read

ing is the d'Affui of Bertholet, or Daffui “ of Ressende ; a form

not receding far from the Tabai of the Greeks, which they

” Zengi (with the g hard) is the Persian Novairi an Arab, in the Royal Library at

term for Caffres, and the distinction between

them and Hhabassi, Abyssinians. India

literata, Valentin, p. 385. Kiaferah, Co

fari, Caffres, are in most Oriental writers

distinguished in the same manner, and con

sidered as Zinguis, opposed to Abyssinians and

Arabs. There is a history of the Zingi by

Paris. Herbelot. Ptolemy, in another pas

sage, writes Zingin.

“” rô lºyz Axfºrgov.

Stuckius in loco. -

* The prevailing form in modern charts is

Dorfui, produced from the sound of a broad,

as if pronounced Dauffui.

Peripl. p. 8.
-ci

U
o

4
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would pronounce Tavai, but whether derived or not I cannot

determine. A similar relation we might fancy between Afun

and Opóne, or Ophônè ; but without the knowledge of a lan

guage to which we might refer it, the whole is mere conjecture.

Between Gar-dafui and Dafui there is doubtless some cor

respondence.

At Arómata the Periplas marks, in the most pointed manner,

that the coast falls in towards the south; and in a subsequent

passage, specifies its southerly and south-westerly direction to

the limits of ancient discovery. But our immediate concern is

with Tabai; and the position of Arômata, between Cape Ele

phant on the west and Tabai on the south, is as perfect a dis

tinction as Gardafui obtains from modern geography, with all

its light. The author expressly mentions, that this cape lies

farther east than Apókopa, and it is in reality the most eastern

point of the continent.

The trade for spices carried on at this place was in a road to

the north of the cape, as we collect from a circumstance de

pendent on the moonsoon ; for we are informed that the an

chorage is totally exposed to the north, and at some seasons

extremely dangerous. The prognostick of bad weather is pe

culiar to the spot, for the sea changes colour, and rises turbid

from the bottom. Upon this appearance, the vessels which

are at anchor here weigh instantly, and fly * to Tabai for

shelter : there they find a great promontory, and under it pro

tection from the storm. The author certainly does not advert

* Beaulieu ascertains Gardafui as the point ing the change of the season, and ready to

that divides the monsoon. The vessels which take advantage of it the first moment pos

came to this cape with the westerly monsoon, sible.

seem to have waited on the north of it, watch
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to these circumstances, as originating with the monsoon, how

ever, we may afterwards discover, that this change of the sea

sons was not unknown to him ; and yet it is the exact counter

part of Beaulieu's description, for he was exposed to the north

eastern blast on the south of Gardafui, and found a dead calm

on the north. The ignorance of the author is in favour of his

veracity; for had he known all the properties of the cause, the

effect could not have been described in terms more appropriate :

and whatever difficulties have occurred in tracing the coast of

Adel, we are here amply recompensed by the locality of the

three capes, and the circumstances dependent on a phénó

menon which the author could not invent, and which, if he had

not experienced, he could hardly have described.

The articles of commerce obtained at Arômata we may col

lect from its title, for Arómata is a Greek term, where we

should have wished the native appellation to have been pre

served; and whatever its signification may be in other writers,

in the present instance certainly expresses gums, odours, spices,

and fragrant productions of every kind. No particulars, how

ever, are mentioned at this cape, but at Tabai or Daffui it is

noticed, that the articles of import were the same as those

brought to the coast of Barbaria or Adel, and that the com

modities received in return were native produce, consist

ing of

Korgia. Cinnamon

Túp. - Cinnamon of a smaller and finer

SOrt.

* a / Ci di

Artſºn. Innamon, ordinary.

"Apaka. Fragrant gums.
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Mayaw, Mord. Cinnamon of an inferior sort.

Aſºzo;. Frankincense.

With all these different species of cinnamon, can we be sur

prized if the ancients fixed (the regio cinnamomifera) the growth

of cinnamon in the neighbourhood 2 for cinnamon was the first

spice coveted by the ancients, and sought for with equal

avidity by all the modern navigators, when they first found

their way into the seas of India.

At Arômata terminates the ancient Barbaria and modern

Adel, and here the coast of Azania” or Ajan commences. In

this our author is more correct than Ptolemy, who extends the

limits of Barbaria to the south. The distance of this cape from

Daffui is between seventy and eighty miles, (which Ptolemy “

has extended to an hundred and seventy,) and the intervening

space is called the Bay of Bella or Beila.

Latitude.

Ptolemy places Arômata, - - 6° 0' 0"

Zengisa and Phalangis 3° 30' 0"

Apokopa 1, - - 3° 0' O,

Apokopa 2, or Southern Horn 12 o' 0.

N. B. There is some doubt of the text.

These latitudes are so contrary to modern experience, that

they admit of no reconciliation ; for Ptolemy gives the distance

from Arômata to Zengisa at 170 miles 75 d'Anville.

from Zengisa to Apókopa 1st, 35 — 170

“Though the author mentions the termi- * Twenty-six or twenty-seven leagues.

nation of Barbaria, he does not expressly notice Oriental Navigator, p. 148. Gardafui, longi

the commencement of Azania; it is, however, tude from London, 50° o' o”; lat. 11° 45' 0",

implied, or 11° 50' o”.
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The excess on the north of Daffui, and the deficiency on the

south, induced me in the former edition to carry the Zengisa of

Ptolemy to Morro Cobir. I have since found reason to think

that Ptolemy has transposed Zengisa and Opónè, and am con

vinced by Mr. Gossellin, the Oriental Navigator, and Captain

Bissell's journal, that wherever Zengisa is placed, it still bears

the features of Daffui.

Ptolemy notices Mount Phalangis at Zengisa, with three

heads; two of these appear in the Oriental Navigator; and

Captain Bissell writes, Dorfui has three projections or capes,

the largest in the centre. He mentions likewise the bay ad

joining as very deep, which seems to be Opónè, and that

Dorfui appears like an island, which in fact it is, as we learn

from the commander of an Indian * vessel, shipwrecked here

in 1802. The survivors reached Gardafui, after much ill

treatment, in six days, and at last from Cape Elephant

obtained a passage to Mokha. We have now a mart at

Opône subsequent to Tabai, and from thence a desert coast,

which is a total blank to Apókopa, or Cape Baxas; that is, a

space of four hundred and twenty miles, in perfect correspond

ence with Ressende and Bertholet. A kingdom called Adea”

is placed here, which the authors of the Universal History treat

as a fiction, and so does Ludolfus ; but he adds, that the na

tives are called Hadiens, that is, Ajans ; and hence is the cor

ruption of Adeans and Adea.

* Asiatick Annual Register, 1802. Chro- country now almost totally unfrequented.

nicle, p. 17. The ship was called Fazy Al- * Bermudez, in Purchas, iii. 1167. men.

lum, the first officer Kinsay. It is a curious tions it as part of Abyssinia, which he extends

narrative worth consulting, and relative to a to Melinda.

2
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OPON E.

XIV. The next mart which occurs in the Periplôs is Opónè,

four hundred stadia, or forty miles from Tabai : to reach it you

must follow the shore of the Chersonese, formed by the pro

montory, and you have a strong current “setting round the

coast in your favour. In the journal this is perfectly clear and

intelligible; but the Opóne of Ptolemy is so different, that

d'Anville has placed one Opóniº previous to Tabai, and that of

the Periplôs subsequent. There is in fact some great error or fluc

tuation in Ptolemy himself; for in his Catalogue, p. 112, Opóné

is only two degrees from Arômata, and three-fourths of a de

gree from Panopros; while in Book I. chap. 17, Opónè is six

days sail from Panon, which is the same village. Now this

village is in the bay which succeeds Arómata, that is, the Bay

of Beila ; and if the distance had been taken even from Aró

mata itself, it is wonderfully in excess. But the village of

Panón, in the Catalogue, is written Panopros, which we may

conjecture to be [IIzvorfog & roy, characterising a village of the

natives, who have the hideous countenance of Pan ; and Panón

is the village of Pans. Some fable of this kind probably at

tached to this coast. The Periplôs" has men of gigantick

stature lower down, and Ptolemy has his Anthrôpéphagi; but

whatever the village may be, Ptolemy undoubtedly means to

” The current at Gardafui changes with plied with the prevailing wind.

the monsoon, and at Daffui likewise, as ap- * At Rhapta the Periplôs notices, pit, re.

pears from C. Bissell, as likewise on the coast 3; a 42-w ºrig, rºvº, tº x 42, &ºol, p. 10.

below. The Greeks went down the coast with And Beaulieu mentions the same circumstance

the north-east monsoon, and the current com- in this very tract of Gardeian.
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place it before Tabai, for which cape he writes Zengisa, and

close to it he places the mountain called Phalangis. Here,

likewise, is the commencement” of his Azánia ; and if we con

sider that Zengisa implies the Zinguis or Blacks, we find in this

word the peculiar appellation of the Caffè coast, and the

first mention of that name which afterwards gave title to

Zanguebar.

It is in Zengisa and Phalangis, fully identified with d’Aſſui”

by Captain Bissell, that we obtain a fixed point of the highest

importance. He mentions likewise a bay which falls into the

southward of this promontory, and terminates at Cape Del

gado; and at Cape Delgado commences the Bandel Caus of

the Portuguese. Either of these bays would afford anchorage

for the vessels from Egypt; for the description of the former,

and the distance of the latter, may justify the claim of either to

represent the Opóne of the ancients. - -

After the establishment of these correspondencies, it is with re

gret I am compelled to acknowledge that it is as impossible to

reconcile the Zengisa of Ptolemy with the following distance to

Apókopa, as with the preceding interval from Panópros; for Apó

kopa stands in the Catalogue only 30 minutes south of Zengisa,

and is estimated at two days' sailin the 17th chapter, which can

not be consistent, for the two courses are specified as a day”

and night each. But I suspect that there is an error of a dif

ferent sort; for the Periplôs has two Apókopas, the Less and

the Greater; and in the Catalogue of Ptolemy we have first

* The Periplás makes the coast of Bar- * It is an island, according to the account

baria terminate at Aromata, but does not posi- of Kinsai, principal officer of the Fazi Allum

tively mention the commencement of Azania wrecked in this neighbourhood. -

there. * Nvzºnºf;wy.

WOL. II. X
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an Apókopa, which answers to the Less, and then a Southern

Horn, which corresponds with the Greater: but in the 17th

chapter there is no Southern Horn, and only one Apókopa. I

assume (and it admits of proof) this Apôkopa for the Southern”

Horn of the Catalogue, and the Greater Apókopa of the Peri

plas, because it is immediately followed by the Less and

Greater coast; if so, a course of two days and two nights could

not reach it, for the distance of the Southern Horn and the

Greater Apókopa is upwards of six degrees, or 420 miles, from

Daffui or Zengisa. -

A POIKOK.A.

XV. It is no predilection in favour of my author, which in

duces me to prefer the order and allotment of the Periplôs to

that of Ptolemy, but a conviction that the merchant actually

performed the voyage himself, and that Ptolemy's information

was founded on inquiry only. That it is not correct appears

evidently from the discordance of his measures, compared with

his latitudes; and I shall immediately shew, that by fixing

Opéne subsequent to Tabai, the two Apókopas correspond

with the only two points noticed on this coast of desolation:

* The Southern Horn of Ptolemy must

not be confounded with the Southern Horn of

and the 5ooo stadia are in correspondence with

the Periplôs. Major Rennell lays great stress

Strabo ; for if his cape of that name has a

precise representative, it is Arömata. They

sailed, says he, 5ooo stadia from Deire [the

straits] towards the cinnamon country, ºriez,

9, raûrn; s?iva &47x9a, 4ac, Pixel riv, p. 769.

and this compared with p. 774, amounts to

proof. This account is from Artemidórus,

on making the Western Horn of Hanno an

inlet, and not a promontory; but the "Eartºs

Kiews of Western Africa, and the Nérs Kºz;

of Strabo and Ptolemy, are all capes; and the

term Křez; seems usually applied to mark the

limit of discovery in different countries and

different ages.
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these are Morro Cobir and Cape Baxas, or Shoal Cape”. I

have no hesitation in assuming these two projections, for

Morro” Cobir is described in the Oriental Navigator with the

peculiar character of a bluff”; and if I had wished to render

Apókopa by a nautical term in English, I could have found no

expression more appropriate. Cape Baxas is described in the

same work with features equally singular and consistent. “The

“ land,” we are informed, “is steep, and projects more into the

“ sea than the rest of the coast.” Thus it appears that we

have the three capes or head-lands, which are the only conspi

cuous points on a coast four hundred miles in extent, marked

with characters that are indelible ; that is, Zengísa or Tabai

distinguished by its forked head, and the two Apókopas desig

nated as bluff and steep. My own errors, in regard to the two

former, I am happy to have this opportunity of retracting ;

and equally happy am I to acknowledge that I am indebted

to M. Gossellin for attracting my attention to the character

istick of Zengísa, which has led to the rectification of the

whole.

The season for the commencement of the voyage from Egypt.

to all these ports beyond the straits, is in Epiphi or July. This

is an early date, but not inconsistent with the monsoon ; for it

required thirty days to Bab-el-Mandeb, and from thence to

Arômata the wind was in their favour : but they could not pass

that cape till November” at the soonest, and therefore they

* In the Orientaſ Navigator, p. 148, it is the monsoon changes on this coast at the same

said to have reef all round it. time as on the opposite side; but I have seen

* Morro, in Portuguese, is a head or crag, a journal which mentions this change in Sep

* Oriental Navigator, p. 148. tember : it might be peculiar to the year, and

* I speak here under a supposition that not general.

x 2.
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must have employed the months of September and October in

trading on the coast of Adel or Barbaria. This seems a space

more than necessary, but produces nothing inconsistent with

the nature of the monsoons. I must not, however, leave the

adjustment of this coast without mentioning another circum

stance, that I should have been glad to discover at Cape

Baxas, which is a river” mentioned in the Periplôs, as a ter

mination of the six days' course from Opónè to Apókopa; but

for the existence of such a stream I have no authority, ancient

or modern ; neither is it a question likely to be determined, for

there is nothing here to attract a navigator, and it lies out of

the track of all voyages which are usually made in these lati

tudes. But an interval of 350 or 360 miles between Opónè

and this cape is in full correspondence with a course of six

days; and a remark that the coast at this point takes a still

farther inclination to the south-west, can be applied to no other

promontory in this tract. -

It has been necessary to take this view of the whole district

now under consideration, before we entered upon the commerce

with which it was connected ; but of commerce there is not a

single trace after leaving Opóne. At that mart, the imports

are the same as those specified at the preceding anchorages,

but the exports are -

* The passage is obscure, and perhaps “kopa, both in Azánia. You have [no

corrupt. I will not answer for the interpreta- “ports in this passage but] only roads and

tion, but I understand it thus: “From Opóne “ anchorages. There is a river [at Apókopa,

“ the coast inclines more to the south; and “ which is] at the termination of six days'

“ the first place that occurs is Apôkopa the “ sail, and the course is now direct south

" Less, to which succeeds the Greater Apó- “ west.”

7
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Karviz. Cinnamon particularized as na

tive. s

"Apºuz. Fragrant gums or odours, but

possibly a species of cin

I}a}]] Ol). - ..

Mord. Cinnamon of an inferior quality,

Auxºa ºfízzowa waii; Arvºro, Slaves of a superior sort, and

trfoxºpsi Fºxxon. principally for the Egyptian

- w market. -

Xixóva ratiºn k2, 3&toforépo. Tº Tortoise-shell in great abun

&AAA;. - dance, and of a superior

quality. - -

Three sorts of cinnamon, slaves, and tortoise-shell, are ar

ticles perfectly appropriate; for all the cinnamon of the an

cients was procured either in Arabia, or in this part of Africa.

Slaves have been the staple of that continent in all ages, and

tortoise-shell would be found here either native or imported

from Socótra. The slaves of a superior quality perhaps imply,

not negroes, but Abyssinians, coveted, we may suppose, in

Egypt, as they now are in every part of the East, for their

docility, courage, and intelligence.

The position of this port” we will assume as identified with

Bandel Caus, by its distance of forty miles from Daffui ; and

at that Bandel or Bundar” there is a bay, which might be a

sufficient cause of attraction ; and in the favourable mon

* The Periplôs writes, 'Eutréºlov, a mart, the Portuguese. But Al Edrissi observes,

in contradistinction to"Oeuos, a road or anchor- that the language of the African Arabs is so

age ; but the roads are sometimes iurášiz also. debased as not to be intelligible; and as these

• Bandel is a corrupt form of the Persick settlements were prior to Mahommed, this

or Arabick Bundar, and possibly arising from might well be true. *
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soon, the anchorage upon the whole coast is sufficiently

Secul Te.

But at this harbour is introduced the mention of that voyage

which was annually made between the coast of India and

Africa, in ages previous to the appearance of the Greeks on the

Indian ocean, and undoubtedly by the monsoon, long before

the discovery of Hippalus. The cargoes specified are precisely

such as would be still imported from Guzerat and Concan, the

countries mentioned in the journal, consisting of

Xiros. Corn.

"OPv3. Rice.

Bărupov. Butter, that is, ghee “.

Oil of sesamum.

Cotton in the web, and in the

y - a

"EXzicy Xyrdºzivov.
* a rf w * e

Offévrov * re Pºovoº k24 m a.o.)}co

Toyńwn. flock for stuffing.

II:Fºuz72. Sashes.

Méx to zoºxaawow 73 Aeydºvoy Honey from the cane called

Xaxxxp: “. SUG A R.

“Many vessels are employed in this commerce expressly for

the importation of these articles; and others, which have a

ſarther destination, dispose of part of their cargoes on this

coast, and take in such commodities as they find here in

return.”

gº

& 4

& &

&g

This passage I have rendered with precision, as containing

one of the most peculiar circumstances relative to the ancient

* Ghee or butter, in a half liquid state, in

India, is a part of every sacrifice, and almost

avery meal; it is an article of export to Persia,

Arabia, the coast of Africa, and the Mekran.

Some traveller has observed that the taste for

grease is universal, from the whale blubber of

the Greenlander to the butter of the Indian.

* It is writter Shuker, in Arabick.
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commerce of these seas. It is, I apprehend, the first historical

evidence of an intercourse between India and Africa, inde

pendent of the voyages to Arabia: it evidently implies the ad

vantage taken of the monsoons, and leads us to suppose that

this navigation was practised from the most remote ages that

men can be imagined to have ventured on the ocean. This is

the same state of a communication with India as the Portu

guese found, when they arrived at Mosambique, Mombaga,

and Melinda, after an interval of eighteen centuries, and which

continues, in some measure, to the present day.

The same form of government was likewise found by the Por

tuguese as is noticed in the Periplôs; for it is stated, that both

at Opónè and other marts on the coast, there was neither

empire or territory under the government of a king, but that

each separate city had its own sovereign”, independent of all

the others. In some few instances, indeed, the Arabs had

procured an influence, and established factories which con

trolled the natives, much in the same manner as the Europeans

have since intruded themselves in this part of the world, and

in almost every other.

The construction of these settlements was upon islands”,

head-lands, or at the mouths of rivers, like the Greek colonies

in Asia Minor and Pontus; fortified on the land side, and

open to the sea: a manifest proof that the natives possessed no

naval force, and a circumstance consistent with the character

of Africans” in all ages. Such settlements were Mosambique,

* ºve4, o, princes, not by right or succes- to the present day, no native African was ever

sion, but by the law of the strongest. in possession of a vessel of 200 tons burden,

* So were Bombay and Goa. notwithstanding this continent has a coast of

* Singular as the fact is, I believe it ad- nearly 12,000 miles in extent. The Cartha

mits of proof, that from the beginning of time ginians had fleets, as the states of Barbary
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Quiloa, and Mombaca, all under the power of the Arabs,

when first visited by Gama; and such we may conceive Rhap

tum to have been, when the merchant of the Periplós anchored

in the harbour; for it is expressly mentioned as subject to the

Arabs of Sabèa, and it is at this very hour possessed by the

Imaum of Oman. -

In fixing this Southern Horn at Cape Baxas, or the Shoal

Cape of the Portuguese, I am not only directed by d'Anville”,

but confirmed by the detail of the coast. And that the Peri

plūs means Apókopa for a promontory is clear from a previous

passage, where, when it is stated that Cape Arômata is the

most eastern point of all Africa, it is peculiarly marked as more

to the east than Apókopa; a certain proof that Apókopa itself

also is a promontory; and if so, there is nothing within dis

tance north or south, which can answer to it, but the Southern

Horn of Ptolemy, and the Cape Baxas of the moderns. The

mention of a river” here by the author is the only circum

stance for which we find no equivalent in the modern ac

COunts.

It is worthy of remark, that the termination of ancient know

ledge on the western coast of Africa was a horn as well as on the

eastern ; the Western Horn “is a limit to the voyage of Hanno,

and the geography of P. Mela, as this Southern Horn formed

have now ; and Egypt had fleets on the Medi

terranean, after it was subjected to the Per

sians and Greeks: but these are not native.

Before the Persian conquest, we hardly hear

of an Egyptian vessel, either for commerce or

war. This consideration suggests a great de

gree of incredulity in regard to the conquests

of Sesostris, and his achievements in the Indian

ocean. Neco's fleet of discovery was Phè

niclan.

* Geog. Anc. vol. iii. p. 62.

” The passage itself is apparently incorrect

to a degree.

* This is sometimes also called the Southern

Horn, but by Mela, Hesperi Córnu.
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the boundary of the eastern coast in the age of Strabo". But

discovery had advanced to Rhapta before the writing of the

Periplôs, and to Prasum in the time of Ptolemy. By com

paring this progress of knowledge, it seems as well ascertained

that the author of the Periplôs is prior to Ptolemy, as that he

is posterior to Strabo.

AirLAAO: MIKPoz, AIrLAAoz MErAz, Th E LITTLE coAsT, THE GREAT

COAST.

XVI. We come now to the last two divisions of this naviga

tion. The first distinguished by a course of six days, and the

latter by one of seven. Six days are attributed to a tract called

the Little Coast and the Great, on which not a name occurs,

neither is there an anchorage noticed, or the least trace of

commerce to be found. We are not without means, however,

to arrange these respective courses, as during the last division

of seven days a river is specified at each anchorage, and we can

discover precisely the part of the coast where these streams

begin to make their appearance. The intermediate space,

therefore, between Cape Baxas and this point must be attri

from Egypt went only to Ptolemáis Thérôn,

they passed the straits in the time of Artemi

dórus.

"Axxx ris Nixo;, another Nile=Nilo-Ptoleméon.

Daphnus =Daphnona.

Libanotrophus prom.– Akannai ?

Arömatóphori =Aromata ?

The mention of several rivers also with Mount

* Textirzio, &xº~7%low tº rzezXíz; raiſin; 13

Nára Kºzº. Strab. lib. xvi. p. 774. “The

“ Southern Horn is the last promontory on

“ this coast.” But the Southern Horn of

Strabo is not the same as Ptolemy’s, as he

mentions it in one place as next but one to

Mount Elephant, and in that case it would be

Arömata; he has the names of several places

from Artemidórus, correspondent in some sort

with those of the Periplôs, which prove, that

if in the time of Agathárchides the vessels

WOL. II.

Elephant, &c. &c. proves the existence of a

trade here, and some knowledge of the coast,

but it is not distinct. -

Y
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buted to the Little and the Great Coast; and the termination

of it may be fixed either at Magadasho or at the modern

Brava, which corresponds in some degree with the Essina of

Ptolemy. Essina he places under the Line, and Brava is only

one degree to the north of it; and though little is to be built

upon his latitudes, it is remarkable, that his error is greatest

at the commencement of the coast, and diminishes in its pro

gress to the south. At Gardeſan it is near six degrees, at Cape

Baxas it is little more than two, and at Brava it may, by pro

portion, be diminished to one.

But there is another method of reducing our conjectures to

certainty; which is, by taking a proportion of six to seven ; in

which case, if we fix the termination of the six days' sail at

Magadasho, the conclusion of the remaining seven coincides

sufficiently with Mombaça, the correspondence of which will

be established by a variety of deductions, so as hardly to leave

a doubt upon the arrangement.

Within the space which is allotted to this Little and Great

Coast, amounting nearly to five degrees of latitude, we find

only one place noticed on our modern charts, which is Maga

dasho “.. I dare not say that this has any relation to the Megas”

of the Greeks, but I recommend it to the inquiries of the

Orientalists; for Ma and Maha signify great in the Sanskreet

and Malay, and in this sense most probably enter into the com

position of Madagascar in the neighbourhood. Of Maga

dasho“ more will be said hereafter ; but as it does not fall

* This name is written Macdoscho and a resemblance of sound; but it is very possible

Mocadessou by the Arabick authors, Maga- that Magadasho is of a much later date.

doxo and Mogadoxo in the charts. ' * The river at Magadasho is styled Nil-de

* Arylax's META2. I do not suppose that Mocadessou by the Arabs. Lobo. Second

the Greeks translated, but that they caught at Dissertation, ed. Le Grande.
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under the observation of the Periplôs, nor any place to repre

sent it, we may presume that no commerce of importance de

tained the merchants who traded to Rhaptum, and who an

chored only on this part of the coast at such roads as suited

their convenience; except in the existence of this place, our

modern charts are as barren as the Periplôs; even in the

absence of information there is a resemblance and correspond

ence; and as the following division is characterized by seven

rivers, which are actually found upon the coast at present,

there cannot be an error of any great consequence in assuming

Essina for Brava”, and terminating the Great Coast of the

Periplūs at the same place.

sERAPION, NIKon, THE SEVEN ANCHORAGES AT S Ev EN

RIVERS,

XVII. THE division we are now to enter upon requires more

consideration, as we are approaching to the limits of the

journal; and more especially as I am obliged to dissent from

d’Anville, which I always do with diffidence, and which I never

do without compulsion, or from the imperious necessity of the

circumstances described. These seven rivers, or even a greater

number, cannot be a fiction. They may be seen in Bertho

* Stuckius mentions Essina as the place

where Ariston built a temple to Neptune, as

the boundary of his discovery, when he was

sent down this coast by Ptolemy, but I have

not found his authority for this assertion. Ac

cording to Diodórus, (vol. i. p. 209. ed. Wes.)

Ariston does not seem to have gone beyond the

Bay of Zeyla or Gardefan, and even that is

conjecture. If he had reached Essina, Strabo

would have proceeded as far, but he stops at

the Southern Horn. See lib. xvi. p. 774.

Salmas. Plin, ex. p. 1183, Stuckius, p. 30.

Y 2
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let”, in d'Anville's own map, and every good map of the

coast; and they are the more remarkable, because from Cape

Gardeſan to Brava, a space of more than seven hundred and

sixty miles, no river worthy of notice is found *, as far as I

can discover. Among the number of these streams must be

comprehended the mouths of the Quilimance, or Grand River

of d'Anville; it falls into the sca not far from Melinda by

several mouths, and in the islands formed by the division of the

stream, or in their neighbourhood, we find Pate”, Sio, Am

paça, and Lamo, obscure places, where there was some trade

Here d’An

ville places the Rhapta of Ptolemy and the Periplôs, neglecting

altogether the Pyraláan islands and the Men(thias of his

8

when the Portuguese first discovered this coast”.

author *, and not observing that Rhapta must be two days' sail

to the south of the latter. My own desire is, to assume these

spots surrounded by the divided streams of the river for the

different roads or anchorages”, and to make up the number of

* See sheet 26. MS. of Ressende, Brit.

Mus. It is not pretended that the seven an

chorages can be distributed to the seven rivers,

but there are seven rivers or probably more,

and the general picture of the tract is all that

is contended for as true.

*** There are small streams noticed at Ban

del d’Agoa, north of Cape Baxas ; and at

Doura an obscure stream is marked, where we

find Bandel veijo, and at Magadasho.

*3% “ Lobo tells us, that after he left Pate,

“ he travelled along the coast, part by sea and

“ part by land, and hath given an account of

“ what he observed.” Lobo Diss. on the

Eastern Coast of Africa, p. 222. See Lobo's

Voyage, p. 32. and his account of Jubo. Nine

nations between Jubo and Abyssinia always at

war,

* Geog. Ancienne, vol. iii. p. 64.

* I sometimes think that d’Anville in this

has followed Marmol, who places Rhapta at a

river near Melinda, that is, the Obii or Quili

mance, lib. x. p. 146, Sºc. and p. 208.

* I am enabled, from Ressende’s MS. to

give some particulars of these islands, which

have escaped the research of the authors of the

M. Universal History. Lamo, Ampaça, Pate

and Cio, lie at the different issues of the Obi or

Quilmance, in latitude 2° 1' cº south. The

government of all was in the hands of the Mo

hamedans, but there was a Po.tuguese custom

house at Pate. Vasco de Gama first made the

coast of Africa at Paté on his return from

India. Ships were not suffered to touch here,

unless the monsoon prevented them from get

ting to Mombaga. The government main
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the seven rivers with those separate streams which occur pre

viously on the coast. The great” river which forms these

islands is called the Obii “ by the Portuguese: they sailed up

it for several days, and describe it as a magnificent stream : it

possibly derives its origin from the south of the Abyssinian

mountains, as the Nile flows from the northern side, and per

haps gives rise to a geographical fable of Ptolemy and the early

writers, who derive the source of the Nile from a lake in the

242.

latitude of sixteen degrees south “.

The two first anchorages of the seven are called Serapión”

and Nikón”, both in Ptolemy and the Periplūs; and it does

not appear clearly from the text of the latter, whether they

are to be reckoned inclusive or exclusive. I have taken

them separate in the following table of the coast, and I have

no doubt but that they are independent of the seven anchorages,

tained three thousand Moors as soldiers. Cio * Ptolemy in 12° 30' o', or 13° o' o'.

had six hundred, and was a piratical state. * Whatever doubt may arise about Nikón,

Ampaça had fifteen hundred, was tributary to from the fluctuation of orthography, there can

the Portuguese, and much attached to the na- be no hesitation in allowing that Serapion must

tion. These were divided by different branches be the name of an Egyptian, or an Egyptian

of the river, but Lamo was more splendid than Greek. Voyagers of this sort frequently gave

the others, had a king of its own, and fifteen their names to ports first visited by them, or

hundred Moorish troops. It was tributary to had this honour conferred upon them by others;

Portugal, but no Portuguese resided in the thus we have, in Strabo, the altars or ports of

city. The trade of all these places consisted in Pitholáis, Lichas, Pythangelus, Leon, and

dates, Indian corn, and provisions. Charimótrus, on the coast between Mount

* It is likewise marked as Quilimance, Elephant and the Southern Horn. Strabo,
which is said to signify a great river in the na- lib. xvi. p. 769. et seq. from Artemidórus.

tive language, in which sense it is applied to Cicero mentions a Serápion as a geographer

the Obii, and to the principal arm of the Zam- who contradicted Eratósthenes. May he not

-

- -

>

-

bese, in lat. 18° south. have been a navigator on this coast 2 or might

* See Marmol, lib. x. p. 208. and p. 144. "ºt * place have been so named in honour of

Barbosa, &c. him by a navigator 2 See Epist. ad Atticum,

Is this the Zebea, in Lobo Diss, on the lib. ii. ep. 6. - - -- - - - -

Nile, p. 214. said to come from Boxa in * Ptolemy writes Niki and To-Nikè : it is

Narea, and to encompass Gingiro, and then only a variation of orthography.

to run into the sea near Mombaça
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as there is a space between Magadasho and the mouths of the

Obii. I could wish to assume Brava for Serapión, though I

have nothing to support my opinion but the mention of a pro

montory there by Ptolemy; and there is a small head-land at

Brava, which is the Berva of Al Edrissi. But if the two an

chorages are to be included in the number, two days' sail,

or an hundred miles, must be deducted from the total, a

difference far more excusable in an ancient journal than a

modern one. -

These names, evidently derived from the Greeks, afford no

means of finding an equivalent for either, but in regard to the

seven rivers and anchorages, our evidence is complete; for the

names of these rivers inserted in Bertholet are, 1. Boubo ;

2. Jugo ; 3. Manè ; 4. Quiami; 5. Punta da Bagona; 6. Patte;

7. Mandaro. It is impossible not to see in this enumeration a

correspondence with the Periplús. There are no contiguous

rivers in any part of the coast above, and none lower down till

after we are past Cape Delgado; besides this we may add, that

they are prior to Menoothias, which must be one of the Zan

guebar islands, as it lies thirty miles from the coast. Between

the limit, therefore, of Brava and Mombaça these rivers must

be looked for ; and if found, demonstration itself cannot require

more. The termination of this seven days' course is fixed at the

Puraláan islands, and a place strangely named the New Canal.

But if we suppose these islands to be those previous to Mom

baça, that is, Sio, Ampaça, Pate, and Lamo, (which are all

situated at the mouths of the Obii, and insulated by the issues

of that river,) their number requires five streams to enclose

them, and d'Anville gives us six ; to these we may add a seventh

between Brava and Sio, which he styles Bubo, and thus we
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have the seven which the journal requires. It may be thought

presumptuous to refer their name to a Greek origin; but with

a very slight alteration of the reading, the Puralian “islands

are the islands of the Fiery Ocean; and a term more appropriate

could hardly be adopted on a course which commences at the

equator, and extends to four degrees of latitude south. Será

pión and Nikón have both an affinity to the Greek, and one of

them is apparently represented by Brava, in latitude 1° north,

immediately preceding this district of the seven rivers; Aró

mata, Rhapta, and Apókopa are all Greek likewise, and no

thing seems more consonant to reason than for a Greek to apply

the name of the Fiery Ocean to a spot which was the centre

of the torrid zone, and subject to the perpendicular rays of an

equinoctial sun. The first Greek that sailed in such a climate

would naturally conclude that he had reached the point, where

all the ancients believed that the world was rendered unin

habitable by heat; and the heat which he would actually ex

perience, would naturally suggest the name appropriate to such

a sea, and the islands which it contained. This may be ima

gination, but to my apprehension it decidedly presents the re

semblance of truth, and I have very little hesitation in assuming

this district for the course of the seven rivers, or in styling Sio,

Ampaça, Pate, and Lamo, the islands of the Fiery Ocean, or

the Equinoctial Islands. Ptolemy has omitted entirely the

mention of these rivers and islands; a cause sufficient why

Marmol, d'Anville, and Gossellin should assume Melinda, or

some place near it, for Rhapta. But the authority of the Peri

plós is sufficient for restoring them, and from them deducing

the real limit of the navigation.

* IIvº&xios, Marine Fire, from IIvº, fire, &Alos, marine. II's &Aloy, fire of the sea.
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NEW CANAL, MOM BA CA.

º

XVIII. THE preference due to Mombaça is founded upon a

variety of combinations. It has been noticed already, that by

the two divisions of this tract from Apókopa [Cape Baxas] to

the Puraláan islands, the proportion of six days' sail to seven

would direct us to Mombaça, and it must be observed now, that

two hundred miles southward would carry us to one of the three

Zanguebar islands, and another hundred miles added to this

would conduct us to the neighbourhood of Quiloa ; these, how

ever deficient, are the distances of the Periplôs to Rhapta, and

at Quiloa or Cape Delgado must be fixed the limit of discovery

in the age of the author. In treating of this limit, Quiloa will

be generally assumed as more conspicuous, as it is a place of

importance, and as it is the seat of an Arabian government,

certainly more ancient than the Periplôs itself.

Let us now consider the title of the New Canal as applicable

to Mombaça. Castaneda speaks of this city as seated on an

island hard by the firm land. Osorius describes it as on a rock,

with the sea almost surrounding it ; and almost might easily be

reduced to nothing by a canal. Paria calls it an island made

by a river, which falls into the sea by two mouths. Marinol

joins it to the continent by a causey at low water. But the

authors” of the Universal History write still more pointedly :

“This city was once a peninsula, but hath since been made an

* Castaneda, p. 22. Osorius, vol. i. p. 66. French ed. Universal History, vol.xii. p. 341.

Faria, vol. i. p. 4. Marmol, lib. x. p. 150. Oct. ed. -

4.
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“ island, by cutting a canal through the isthmus.” May we

not suppose that either the natives or Arabian settlers might

have adopted the same means of security, in the age of the

Periplós P and does not the name of the New Canal, in such a

situation, imply fortification rather than facility of commerce :

The proof of this is impossible, but every probability is in fa

vour of the supposition, that we may place this anchorage at

Mombaga. -

R H A PT A.

XIX. THE passage from Mombaça to Rhapta was made by

two courses, consisting of a day and night each, equal to two

thousand stadia, ending at an island thirty miles from the coast;

and two others of a day each, amounting to one thousand.

This mart obtained its name among the navigators, who were

Greeks, from the word ºnto, which signifies to sew, and was

applied to this place because they found here vessels not built

like their own, but small, and raised from a bottom of a single

piece, by the addition of planks which were sewed together *

[with the fibres of the cocoal, and which had their bottoms

paid with some of the odoriferous resins of the country. Is it not

one of the most extraordinary facts in the history of navigation,

that this peculiarity should be one of the first objects which

attracted the admiration of the Portuguese upon their reaching

the same coast, at the distance of almost fifteen centuries :

They saw them first at Mosambique, where they were called

r

* II;osºvºy #2772, Taoizºſwy.

VOL. II. Z
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Almeidas”, but the principal notice of them in most of their

writers is generally stated at Quiloa, the very spot which we

have supposed to receive its name from vessels of the same

construction.

“ The inhabitants here are men of the tallest stature and the

&

<g

&

& 4

them.

& 4

º

* The Germs, Dows, and Trankies of the

Arabs all partake of this construction; and if

the Periplūs had made no mention of the

Arabian influence at this port, we might have

discovered it by this circumstance. Did any

African ever build even a Germe, or arrive at

knowledge sufficient to navigate it The

author, however, certainly intends to distin

guish between the vessels used by the Arabs

settled here, and those which came from

Arabia; the former only are called Rhapta,

the latter [i.ºcxxix] trading vessels.

* A circumstance noticed also by Captain

Beaulieu near Cape Gardefan.

* Niuerz i &vrº, X273 tº ºxz2, ...txào,

troºrºrtezzy tº &ºtſ, tºs Tºrº; yºyouén; (read

Aryoutrº;) Agzºtz, & Motzgtºn; Twº zºos.

What is meant by 72; IIPQTHX. yºyouſºn; Afz

Çſas, I dare not pronounce. Dodwell sup

poses it to relate to the Roman custom of

dividing provinces according to their proximity

or date of conquest, as Arabia prima, Arabia

secunda; and he observes justly, that this style

belongs to a later age than what I assume, i. e.

‘greatest bulk”, and the port by prescriptive right is subject

to the sovereign of Maphartis”, which is in Yemen, lying

‘ between Moosa and the straits “;

farmed * by the merchants of Moosa, and collected by

They have many ships themselves employed in the

trade, on board of which they have Arabian commanders

‘ and factors”, employing such only as have experience of the

but the customs are

the reign of Claudius.--To this I answer, that

the Romans never had any province at all in

this part of Arabia. They ravaged the coast,

it is true, as they razed Aden, and they col

lected a tribute as early as the reign of Clau

dius, as appears by the account of Plókamus's

freedman, and so did the Portuguese upon

several coasts where they had not an inch of

territory; but the Romans never had a pro

vince on this part of the coast of the Red Sea,

or on the ocean. If they had an Arabia prima

and secunda, these must have been in Petréa,

south of Jordan. It is for this reason, I think,

that TIPQTHX has no relation to a Latin term,

but belongs to Yemen, the first and principal

state of Arabia Felix, the king of which was

Charibáel, with whom the Romans always

treated, and Maphar or Mopharites appears

to be a territory under that division. See

Periplus, p 13.

* It is a tract in Arabia mentioned next to

Moosa, the capital of which is Sauê.

** "Tºogov &vrº, Xavi.

* Xésizzas. -
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“ country, or have contracted marriages with the natives, who

“ understand the language, and have experience of the navi

“gation.” This mixture of Arabs, Mestizes, and Negroes

presents a picture perfectly similar to that seen by the Portu

guese upon their first arrival ; and except that another race of

Arabs, of another religion, had succeeded in the place of their

more barbarous ancestors, and had carried their commerce to

a greater extent, the resemblance is complete. -

One circumstance, however, is worthy of still farther notice,

which is, that the influence of the Arabs was divided between

two separate powers; for Maphartis was subject to Kholèbus,

and Moosa to Kharibáel. This division of interests is con

sistent with the manners of the Arabs. At Judda, the customs

were divided between the Soldan of Egypt and the Imaum, in

the sixteenth century; and at Adhab, on the African side of

the Red Sea, where the pilgrims embarked for Judda, the re

venue was shared between the King of Bega and the Soldan “

of Egypt. Something similar is mentioned in the Periplôs at

Socotra. So constant are Arabian manners in all ages, and so

easy is it for an Arab to yield to necessity, or fly to resistance,

as it suits his convenience or emolument.

The Imports at Rhapta are,
*

Adyx" reonyagºvo; ; rotizā; za- Javelins, more especially such

Tarzivoſokávn iv Mérg. as are actually the manufac

ture of Moosa.

IIexiſziz. - Hatchets or bills.

* Al Edrissi, p. 44.

* Z 2
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M2x4ez. Knives *.

"Ozrāriz. Awls.

Aſia; Tax% ratiovo, Yéºn. Crown glass of various sorts.

And to these commodities we must by no means omit to add

a store of corn and wine carried out by the traders, not for .

sale, but for the purpose of entertainment, and ingratiating

themselves with the natives. This is so truly consonant with

the modern system of carrying out spirits to America, and the

coast of Africa, that the resemblance should by no means be

suppressed. * -.

The Exports are,

'Exétz; 7xis-c;, ºracy 3: Tº A22- Ivory in great quantity, but of

×itiz8. inferior quality to that ob

tained at Adooli from Abys

sinia.

Pºkéws. Rhinoccros, the horn.

Xixów, 3.4°ogº; Herº Tºy Iyºzºv. Tortoise-shcli of a good SOIt,

but inferior to that of India.

Nøv-xic; 37.ſyo;. A shell” for ornament; but the

term is highly dubious. Sce

Catalogue.

The articles of import here are nearly the same as an African

invoice at the present moment; and in the exports it is some

* Knives, called jambea or canjars, are Niebuhr, Fr. ed. ii. 127.

still a great article of trade in Africa, Arabia, * Cowries are an article of commerce on.

and India; they are carried in the girdle, and this coast; but nothing appears to

are ornamented with silver, gold, or jewels, an interpretation.

according to the ability of the possessor. Sce

justify such

7
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... degree of disappointment not to find gold. For as the fleets of

* - Solomon are said to have obtained gold on this coast, as well as

the Arabs of a later age, and the Portuguese, we naturally

look for it in a commerce which is intermediate; and the

nearer we approach to Sofala the more reason there is to ex

pect it. Our present object, however, is not the trade but the

geography.

It has been already stated *, that the measures of the Peri

plós accord with the degrees of latitude between Gardafui and

Quiloa within five miles”, a disagreement upon twenty degrees

wholly insignificant. But if it should be thought that the mea

sure by a day's course is too vague to support the assumption

of Quiloa for Rhapta, it may be answered, that in a voyage

performed both ways, with the different monsoons, and re

peated yearly, this estimate may be reduced almost to a cer

tainty; far more so at least than any courses the Greeks could

estimate in the Mediterranean. Ptolemy's objection to this

will be considered in its proper place: for the present it is suf

ficient to say, that the agreement of the measures is a general

:ause for presuming that Rhapta is Quiloa, strengthened more

especially by the peculiarities of the coast coinciding with the

detail of the journal, and all pointing to the same spot. The

seven days' courses terminating each at a river, cannot be ap

plicable to any tract but the coast of Melinda, comprehending

the mouths of the Obii, and the termination of these at Mom

baga, which is assumed either as one of the Pyraláan islands,

or as a place strangely marked by the title of the New Canal.

257 See Table. but if it can be reconciled within a degree, or

* It is not meant to build on this ap- even two, the correspondence is extraordi

proximation: the charts differ considerably, nary. -
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From this anchorage we are now to particularize the passage

to Rhapta. The first step is a course of two thousand” stadia

to an island which lies three hundred stadia, or thirty miles,

from the continent; and for such an island we have our choice

out of three, which have nearly the same offing. One of the three

it is undoubtedly, and it is more necessary to identify this, if

possible, because Rhapta and the termination of the voyage

depend upon it; it is for this reason that I have reserved

it for a separate consideration, because if satisfaction can be

obtained on this point, it removes all objections.

MENOOTII ESIAS.

XX. THIS isle is the Eitenediommenoothésias of the Peri

plūs”, a term egregiously strange and corrupted, but out of

which the commentators unanimously collect Menoothias,

whatever may be the fate of the remaining syllables. That

this Menoothias must be one of the Zanguebar islands is in

dubitable “; for the distance from the coast of all three,

Pemba, Zanguebar, and Monfia, affords a character which

is indelible ; a character applicable to no other island from

Gardafui to Madagascar. Which of the three it may be, should

not hastily be determined, but it can hardly be Pemba, which

is the first, or most northerly, because, if the first were touched

at, the others must have been passed, and ought to have been

* Stuckius makes it only eighty miles from isles to answer to the Zanguebar islands, or

Mombaga to Zanguebar, but this cannot be Zanguebar itself; but it is evident the Py

correct. - raláans are near the main, and these at thirty

* See Appendix, No. iii. miles distance. /

” Stuckius, p. 31. Supposes the Pyralāan º /

i
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noticed; neither would the distances agree, either from the

New Canal to Pemba, or from Pemba to Rhapta. Zanguebar

as the centre and most conspicuous naturally attracts our at

tention, and Zanguebar is assumed by Vossius in opposition to

Salmasius, Stuckius, and a cloud of opponents “. Not that

we must suppose Vossius prejudiced in favour of one of these

islands more than another, but that it must be one of the three,

and ought to be that with which the distances of the journal

are most consistent. The journal is very precise on this head,

it gives two hundred miles from the New Canal to Menoo

thias, and one hundred from Menoothias to Rhapta; marking

at the same time the distance of the island from the main, and

the return of the course from the island to the continent. A

reference to the map will now shew that these measures agree

best with the course from Mombaça to Monfia *. This point,

however, it is not now necessary to determine. But before we

proceed in our inquiry, our attention is first due to the descrip

tion of the island in the Periplôs : in this we have more charac

teristicks than usual, and some of them may lead hereafter to

discover the particular island which is intended ; for it is dis

tinguished as low and woody “; it is said to have rivers, to

abound with a variety of birds, and with the mountain or land

tortoise. It has no noxious animals, for though it produces

crocodiles, they are harmless. The natives use the Rhapta Ot

* See Salmas. Plinian. Exerc. p. 1243, name. There can be little doubt that Zoco

*Vossius ad Melam. Cellarius, lib. iv. c. 8. tora is a native term of the earliest date, but

p. 163. the Greeks turned it into Dioscórides at the

* Greater corrupters of foreign names first step. Possibly Monfia was made Monthia

than the Greeks there cannot be, and the in the same manner; possibly also some affinity

first sound that suggested an idea to a Greek, might still be traced from the natives.

generally led him to find a Greek name, and * Low and woody are the actual terms ap- -

often to add a Greek tale of mythology to the plied by Captain Bissell to Pemba.
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sewen vessels “, both for fishing and catching turtle, and they

have likewise another method peculiar to themselves for obtain

ing the latter, by fixing baskets instead of nets at the interstices

of the breakers”, through which the sea retires, when the tide

is going out. These circumstances, it is probable, will enable

some future visitor to determine which of the isles we are

to call Menoothias; that it is one of them is demonstrable.

There is some reason for thinking Zanguebar is not low”;

whether Monfa is so, no means of information have yet oc

curred “, and as to the crocodiles which do no harm, I should

have supposed them to be the very large lizards not unfrequent

in these latitudes, if I had not observed that the journal, when

treating of Socotra, mentions both crocodiles and very large

lizards which the natives eat”. Crocodiles will hardly be

found in islands which cannot have rivers of any great extent

or depth.

After these deductions, there is every reason to conclude,

that the Mienoothias of the Periplós is fixed indubitably at one

** Barbosa notices this circumstance at the

Zanguebar islands.

* II*; 7& réuzzz zº, reogáx.y.

* When Duarte de Lemos invaded Zan

the sea. From this form I conclude it to be

low, which is one of the characters of Menoo

thias in the Periplôs. But a reef-like island

does not present the idea suggested by that

guebar in 1510, the natives fled to the moun

tains. Faria, vol. i. p. 158. But, perhaps,

if low on the coast, the island may still be

called low. See the description of this island

in Osorius, lib. ii. and from him in Stuckius,

in which xzºo; seems still appropriate, but

not so 727s. 2.

** By referring to the maps for the form

of Monfia, it appears both in Ressende and the

modern charts like a semicircle or horsc-shoe,

enclosing a bay on the western side, resembling

those islands in the South Seas which Cooke

describes as a recſ rearing its summit above

journal, which seems to intimate space and ex

tension. Ressende indeed says it is the largest

island of the three, and twenty-five leagues in

length. MS. in the Brit. Museum, p. 133.

et seq.

* See Peripl. p. 17. Kºvzz; ºr:eºry:Sºs.

But Heródotus says the Ionians called [rºsex;]e

lizards by the name of crocodiles, lib. ii. Sal

mas. p. 873. See also Laval's Voyage. Har

ris, vol. i. p. 793. At St. Augustin's bay in

Madagascar, he says, the place was covered

with an infinity of large lizards which hurt no

one.
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of these two islands, the distance from the main is such as to

suit no other upon the coast; for all the modern accounts con

cur in giving it at eight leagues, which are geographical, and

which, compared with thirty Roman miles”, approach too

nearly to admit of a dispute. This is a point which has em

ployed so much pains to settle, because upon this depend the

conclusion of the journal, and the limit of discovery. But let

us next examine the course, for we have three * thousand

stadia to dispose of, which amount to three hundred miles,

while the real distance from Mombaça to Quiloa is more than

three hundred and fifty. I cannot think that this difference

creates a difficulty in comparing an ancient journal with

modern precision ; and if it were allowable to assume Monfia

for Menoothias, it would relieve the distance both ways. But

a reference to Mr. Arrowsmith's map of Africa has convinced

me that Pemba lies out of the course, and is too much to the

eastward to be noticed ; that Monfia is by no means conspi

cuous, and that Zanguebar is so prominent and obvious above

the other two, that it might well attract the particular attention

of navigators, and cause the others to be disregarded ; but

however the distance from this island to Quiloa may be de

ficient, its precise offing of thirty miles from the main counter

balances all other objections. The habits of the natives are

* Sixty geographical miles are equal to

seventy-five Roman.

leagues, p. 67. -

* I have reckoned throughout the whole

navigation a day’s sail at five hundred stadia,

and that of a day and night at a thousand;

not that any measure of this sort is correct, for

Heródotus, lib. iv. P.32 I. makes a day's sail

VOL. II.

Castaneda says, ten

seven hundred stadia, and a night’s sail six

hundred, that is, thirteen hundred for the

3:6ao; yoxºfeos. If this were admitted here,

the distance might be reconciled; but two

different measures are not admissible in the

same work, however authors vary. See Wes

seling in loco.

A A
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likewise to be considered ; for their employment, their vessels,

their trade in tortoise-shell, continue the same to the present

day. With all these points of resemblance, surely it is impos

sible that imagination should mislead us; and if we are not

deceived, Zanguebar is Menoothias, and Rhapta may safely

be assumed for Quiloa. But we are no otherwise determined

to Quiloa, as to its present site, than as a known place, and

from the supposition that the convenience of the spot might have

attracted the natives or the Arabs, to fix a city here in the early

ages as well as the later. All these cities or marts upon the coast

were independent” of each other, and all under the government

of their respective sovereigns; but the whole territory of Rhapta

was subject to Kholébus, the king of Maphartis in Arabia, and

his authority was of long standing. The journal calls Rhapta the

last” harbour of Azánia, and the termination of discovery.

The modern Ajan is bounded at Cape Baxos, or as others state,

at the Obii, and the coast from thence to Cape Corrientes,

comprehending the modern Quiloa, is styled Zanguebar; it is

this coast which Marco Polo calls the island” of Zanguebar,

to which he gives an extent of two thousand miles, and in which

he is not more mistaken than Ptolemy in his Menoothias, or

in the inclination he gives this continent towards the east.

The Periplus fixes its own limit without monsters, prodigies, or

anthropóphagi; a circumstance this, above all others, which

gives reason to suppose that the author visited it himself”; for

” This is the second time these petty princes that he took his account from Arabian autho

are noticed in the Periplus, and manifests the rity; for the Arabs call every country an

intention of the author to mark it as a pecu- island which they approach by sea.

liarity of the coast. ” Ubi desinit cognitio, ibi fingendi incipit,

*” rô tºxivtzºátzroy Prétor tº: Ağaſag. licentia. Vos. ad Melam. P. 305.

* From the use of this word, it is evident
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the marvellous usually commences where knowledge ends, and

this author indulges the same passion as other writers, when he

advances beyond the boundary of his own knowledge in the

east; but of this more will be said in its proper place. It has

been our present business to consider the site assumed for

Rhapta at Quiloa, with the several circumstances that at

tend it. -

The points of the compass remain still to be considered; but

this is a subject on which I have owned my incapacity, in

former instances, to give satisfaction ; and on the present oc

casion, I had rather impute the failure to my own inability,

than to the mistake of the author. But if I interpret” his lan

guage right, he says that the island lies, in respect of the New

Canal, more than south-west, and nearly direct west. This is

not true of any island on the coast : Zanguebar lies very nearly

south from Mombaga, and Quiloa south-west from Zanguebar.

I cannot reconcile this, and as I am obliged to abandon the

ground I had taken in my former discussion of this question,

I will not now amuse the reader with conjecture : if any solu

tion of the difficulty should occur, either to men of literature

or professional men, I shall receive it with gratitude.

At Rhapta, however, we are now arrived, and the author

uses this title in the plural, though he confines it to a single

place; but Ptolemy has a river Rhaptus on which Rhapta

* .... ºxº IIveza&w ºrw, [x,x] tº xxwº course] a little more than south-west.... the

Ayoºn; 3.4%uxos. &@' is ungºy irávo tº A.33: ... island Menoothias occurs towards the west

wag' &vrºy tº ºvary Eirtynºwłºtycv6taſa; &rarr; direct.

woos. The whole passage is corrupt, but the re

.... To the Pyralaan islands and the place storation of it is yet to be sought. See Dis.

called the New Canal, from which [with a sertation. - -

A A 2
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stands, and a promontory Rhaptum more than a degree and a

half farther to the south. It must be observed, that this is

very much in harmony with the actual site of Quiloa, which is

on an island in a bay at the mouth of the river Goavo”, with

Cape Delgado at the distance of somewhat more than a degree

to the south. D'Anville has assumed Delgado for the Prasum

of Ptolemy, in which I should not so confidently say that he is

mistaken, if I had not proved that he has totally neglected the

Menoothias of the Periplôs, the very point upon which all our

positions in the neighbourhood depend. But if the Rhapta of

Ptolemy and the Periplôs are the same, of which there is no

doubt, then the circumstances of Ptolemy apply to Quiloa,

and to no other place upon the coast. In this opinion I am

not singular; for Vossius”, as he agrees with me in making

Menoothias Zanguebar, unites” also in allotting Rhapta to

Quiloa. -

It is always with regret that I dissent from d'Anville, as I am

compelled to do in the present instance; but it seems extra

ordinary, that both he and M. Gossellin should identify Zan

guebar with Menoothias, and yet not see that the Periplôs

* See the Voyage of Thomas Lopez, in

Ramusio, vol. i. p. 134. Fra. Quilloa nuova e

la vecchia e uno fiumo. A proof of more

establishments than one in this neighbourhood.

* Mentathias illa est insula quae nunc Zan

guebar appellatur, huic enim omnia conveniunt

qua veteres de Men'thiade scribunt, non in

sulae S. Laurentii, quae plane ignota fuit

Graecis ac Romanis, ut plenius alias ostenda

mus, Raptum vero promontorium est illud

quod Quiloa vocatur, Vossius ap. Cellarium.

It will be shewn hereafter in what sense Ma

dagascar was unknown to the Greeks and

Romans. See Cellarius, lib. iv. c. 8. p. 163.

* I think it highly probable that Vossius

had seen Livio Sanuto, 1688. He also fixes

upon Quiloa for Rhapta; and though I have

seen little of his work, I was convinced by

that little, that he is a geographer of consider

able merit and sound judgment. This work

is in the King's library, where I saw it by fa

vour of Mr. Barnard.

6
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specifies two days' sail farther to the south. This circumstance

appears to me absolutely conclusive against Mombaça, or any

of the places at the mouths of the Obii, and in favour of

Quiloa. The source of their error seems to be derived from

Ptolemy, who drops the coast of Seven Rivers, and passes from

Nikon to Rhapta, without notice of any intermediate step.

PRASUM.

XXI. It is now to be observed, that Ptolemy “ in going

down the coast of Africa, as he has the same names with the

Periplas”, so has he the same termination at Rhaptum ; for

his Prasum and his Menſthias are thrown to the conclusion of

his account of Africa, and do not appear to be collected from

any regular journal like this before us; but to be founded upon

the report of some voyagers who had advanced farther south,

in the intermediate time which had elapsed between the date of

the Periplôs and that of his own publication. But if it follows

from this that the Periplôs is prior to Ptolemy, so is there great

reason to believe, that if he did not copy this journal as low as

it went, it was one nearly of the same age. The hesitation with

which he speaks of all below Rhapta proves that he had no re-.

gular data to proceed upon, and however he rebukes Marinus

for error in his calculations, which, if adhered to, would have

compelled him to carry Prasum to latitude thirty-four degrees

south *, he himself has a method by no means more efficacious.

*

* Africa, cap...vii. table iv. * It is a remarkable circumſtance that this

* See Table, should be nearly the latitude of the Cape of
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Marinus, it seems, was upon his guard, and had reduced this

excess to 23° 30' 0" south, or the tropick of Capricorn; but

Ptolemy objects to this, as still too distant, and reduces Prasum

to latitude 15° 30' south, because, says he, the people there are

black, and the country produces the elephant and the rhino

ceros, circumstances which occur in latitude 15° north in

Iºthiopia, and consequently ought to occur again as many de

grees south of the equator. This method of fixing a latitude is

by no means satisfactory to Ramusio ; for he tells us he was ac

quainted with a Portuguese pilot who was well read in Pto

lemy”, and who objected “very acutely, that if this ground

were admitted, the inhabitants of Spain ought to be of the same

colour with the Hottentots; for the straits of Gibraltar are

nearly in the same latitude north as the Cape of Good Hope

south. Without insisting upon this, it is evident that Ptolemy

had no data from the journals to proceed on. But when he

places Rhaptum in latitude 8° 25' 0" south, and Prasum in

15° 30' south, he makes but one step of seven degrees, without

a feature of the coast, or a circumstance intervening, which

might enable us to judge whether the voyage had ever been

performed or not; except that a nation of Ethiopians or Negro

Anthropóphagi closes the account.

At Rhapta concludes the journal of the Periplôs, and all the

knowledge of the ancients at Prasum. My own arrangement

of the coast was fixed before I had seen M. Gossellin's work on

Good Hope, latitude 35° 30' o'. See Ptol. consulting.

lib. i. c. 9. The whole of Marinus's error is * As probably all the Portuguese pilots

imputed to calculating distances by the day’s were in that age.

course of a ship; and the chapter that con- “Livio Sanuto makes the same objec

tains this charge is highly curious, and worth tion.
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the same subject, and much disappointment was it to find that

our conclusions disagreed. I have now reviewed the whole

with the most scrupulous attention, and have found no reason

to abandon the ground on which I stood. Such additional

proofs as I obtained, I have now inserted; and such errors as I

have discovered, I have corrected. A material one, in regard

to the Phalangis of Ptolemy, I was not aware of, till I found

that M. Gossellin had ascertained its character beyond dispute. .

Fortunately it did not interfere with the subsequent positions;

and the acknowledgment of my mistake, in this instance, is a

proof of my readiness to retract upon conviction. But in re

gard to my termination of the voyage at Quiloa, it is so de

cidedly fixed by the coast of Seven Rivers, by the distance of

three thousand stadia from thence to the south, and by the

island thirty miles from the coast, that the evidence appears to

me incontrovertible. To these characteristicks, Ptolemy “adds

a river at the port, a cape one degree and a half south of the

port, with a projection of almost three degrees from the con

tinent : the whole of this answers so essentially to Quiloa, and

Cape Delgado, and to nothing else on the whole coast, that the

idea of misconception seems impossible. I am ready to admit

that the number of stadia is too small, and the projection of

the Cape too large ; still the general features of resemblance

are so numerous and so unequivocal, that in my own opinion

Longitude. Latitude.

r——--~-—- r-—’s

Latin Copy. Greek Copy. - Latin Copy. Greek Copy.

Rhapti fluvii Ostia, 72° o' o' 72° 30' o' - 7° o' o' 7° of c'

Rhapta Metropolis, 71° o' o' 71° o' o' — 7° o' o' 7° o' o'

Rhaptum Prom. 73° 30' o' 73° 30' o' – 8° 36' o' 8° 32' o'

* Ptolemy, p. 112.
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they are decisive : and I persuade myself, that my proofs will

be admitted by all who do not expect to find the precision of

modern geography in the longitudes of Ptolemy, or the journal

of a merchant. -

I shall now subjoin a Table *, which will present the whole

arrangement of the coast from Gardefan to Quiloa in one

view ; and if it does not afford that conviction to others which

I feel myself, I have laboured much without effect.

* Since the construction of this Table, I

have obtained, by favour of Mr. Dalrymple,

the journal and charts of Captain Bissell, a

most intelligent officer, who commanded the

Leopard, a ship of Commodore Blanket's

squadron, in the expedition to the Red Sea,

1798. This fleet was detained for forty weeks,

struggling against the north-east monsoon; a

circumstance peculiarly favourable for settling

the hydrography of the coast. The observa

tions likewise appear to have been taken with

every advantage which could be expected from

the most skilful officers, assisted with the best

of instruments. In Captain Bissell’s chart,

Pemba is laid down in latitude 5° south, nearly

at 52 miles Roman from the coast; and Zan

guebar, at the anchorage, 29%. This distance

eorresponds so precisely with that of the Peri

plús, as to afford the strongest reason for

identifying that island with Menoothias. But

it ought not to be concealed, that the charac

ter attributed by Captain Bissell to Pemba is

low and woody : the exact tartirº Kai Katºw

3:0; of the Periplôs. Still the termination of

the voyage would not be affected by the doubt

which this might cause, in regard to fixing

upon any one of the three islands in preference

to the other two ; for though they occupy

three degrees and an half of latitude, there is

no place of consequence on the coast below the

most northern point of Pemba, till we arrive

at Quiloa. I still give the preference to Zan.

guebar, on account of the distance; and am

not without hopes that stronger points of cor

respondence will be traced by future informa.

tº Oſl.
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* The Prasum of Ptolemy is not in his regular catalogue of the coast of Africa, but at

the conclusion of the book, lying in lat. 15° 30' S. The early Portuguese pilots always

assumed it for Mosambique. ôº. to this (ab a stivo gº) towards the N. E. lies

Menoothias. This may be Madagascar, but cannot be any of the Zanguebar Islands,

for their latitude is from 4° 45 to 7° 32' South. By longitude, likewise, it cannot be

one of the Zanguebar Islands, for they lie only 30 miles from the coast, whereas the

Prasum of Ptolemy is in long. 80°, and his Menoothias in 85°, that is, it is near 35o

miles from the coast; and this is, within less than a degree, the distance between Mosam

bique and Madagascar. Mercator’s chart is framed upon this supposition.
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MENOOTHIAS OF PTOLEM Y.

XXII. AFTER bringing the journal of the Periplás to a con

clusion, it will not be foreign to the design of this work if we

proceed to examine the Menoothias of Ptolemy. It is opposite

to Prasum, but towards the north-east”, that Ptolemy has

placed this island, and at the distance of five degrees from the

continent; for his Prasum is in longitude 80°, and his Menoo

thias in longitude 85°. His latitude of Prasum is 15°30' south”,

his latitude of Menoothias is 12° 30' 0". It is from this latitude

of 15° 30' south, that the early Portuguese universally assume

Mosambique for Prasum ; and if it were so, the Menoothias,

five degrees to the east, can be nothing but Madagascar. Now .

it is not necessary to assert that either of these assumptions is

correct; but, true or false, it is evident that the Menoothias of

Ptolemy is different from that of the Periplôs. The one is op

posite to Prasum, in 12° 30' south; the other is north of

Rhaptum, and is in 9° south. The one is five degrees, the

other is only thirty miles from the continent. Where Prasum

is to be placed is an object worthy of inquiry, if there were

data sufficient to determine it, as it is the final limit of ancient

discovery to the south. I can point out no fitter position for it

than Mosambique ; and if the Greeks did reach that port, they

must probably have heard of the great island. The title of

* Arè Stewy &vatoxºv. of equal authority; for it is not a translation,

* Latin text 15°. In the Voyage of but supposed to be taken from an older and

Nearchus I had taken the longitudes and lati- better Greek copy. A learned friend cor

tudes from the Latin text, from a supposition rected some of my errors by referring to the

that it was more correct than the Greek, and Greek, and advised me to consult it more.

VoI. II. B B
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Menoothias (which Salmasius” says is still the Memithias of

the natives) was possibly assigned to it, as the name of the

Hast island known, like Thulê in the north, or Cernè on the

south, for a Cernè is found as the limit of African knowledge

both on the western and eastern side of the continent.

or at least those who followed him, finished their voyage at a

Cernè “”; and Pliny, as well as Diony'sius, finds another in the

Indian Ocean. One of the first names by which Madagascar

was known in Europe was the Island of the Moon, possibly an

Arabian interpretation of Men-oothias *; but Marco Polo calls

Ilanno,

259 .

it Madaster, an appellation which it received from the navi

gators of his age, who were apparently Malays rather than

Chinese; and to that language we should look for the etymo

logy of the term.

XXIII. LET us pause at this boundary of ancient discovery,

and examine briefly the opinions of mankind upon the subject.

To commence with our author, nothing can be more guarded

or unassuming than his language. The ocean, he says, beyond

Rhapta, as yet undiscovered, sweeps round with a turn to the

west; for as it washes the shores of Ethiopia, Libya, and

* Salmasius undoubtedly does assert it, as

I learn from Vossius; and the Index in voce

Madagascar refers to p. 1244. but there it is

not. I should have been glad to see his au

thority for Memithias.

*9 Hanno went farther ; but in the time

of Scylax, Cerne was the limit. See Mr. Gos

sellin's Recherches, tom. i. on this subject, to

whose opinion I do not subscribe.

* It is Mty not Mºy, or else I should con

sider this as certain. The Island of the Moon

is a term sent to Europe by Covilham, in his

letter to John II. king of Portugal. He says

this was the name by which the natives called

it. This, as attributed to the natives, may be

doubted ; but it is certainly the term Comr

used by the Arabs, as appears from Al Edrissi.

Madaster, the name given by M. Polo, is more

likely to be the native appellation. He is

the first author who conveyed this name to

Europe,
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Africa, in their inclination to the south-west, it joins at last

with the Hesperian or Atlantic Ocean. This notion is con

sistent with the general sentiments of the ancients on this sub

ject; and a variety of authors, from Heródotus to Pliny, not

only suppose the communication of the two oceans, but the

actual performance of the voyage. If credit were due to any,

Heródotus has the fairest pretensions”; he has certainly no

intention to deceive, but was deceived himself by the vanity of

a nation who set no narrower bounds to their geography than -

their chronology; whose kings were gods, and whose gods

were monsters. The natural propensity of mankind to assert

the actual performance of all that is deemed possible to be per

formed, is not confined to Egyptians, Greeks, or Romans.

The problem of a north-east or north-west passage to the

Southern Ocean has been exploded only within these twenty

years; but while it was thought practicable, the pretenders to

the performance of it were as bold in their assertions as the

Egyptians of Heródotus. -

As the Argonauts sailed from the Mediterranean by the

Palus Meðtis “”, and the Tanais “” into the Hyperborean

Ocean; or as others are said to have come from India north

about by Tchutskoi", and through the Wolga into the Caspian

Sea and Hyrcánia; so in a more recent age have we an history

of a ship called the Eternal Father ”, commanded by Captain

David Melguer, a Portuguese, who in the year 1660 ran north

from Japan to latitude 84°, and then shaped his course between

* Haud alio fidei proniore lapsu quam ubi “ The Sea of Asoph and the Don.

falsº rei gravis autor existit. Pliny, lib. v. * Strabo, xi. p. 518. “Or, 3; vizzº,

P. 92. IIzzeoxx; ºnze. See Pliny, lib. ii. c. 67.

* Pliny did not quite think this impossible, * Perouse's Voyage, vol. ii. p. 193. Eng.

lib. ii. c. 67. - ed. octavo.

B B 2
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Spitsbergen and Greenland, by the west of Scotland and

Ireland, till be reached Oporto. We have a Captain Vannout,

a Dutchman, who affirms that he passed through Hudson's

straits into the South Sea. Another Dutchman * who sailed

in an open sea under the North Pole, and a John de Fuca who

sailed from the South Sea into Hudson's Bay. Caumpbell also

notices Andrew Urdaneta, a friar of Mexico, who told Sal

watera, a gentleman of Victoria in Spain, that he came from

Mer del Sur (the South Sea) into Germany through a north

west passage, and pointed it out on the map of Ortelius: a

fiction which proves that a Spanish friar is not more worthy

credit than a priest of Egypt. We have in Bergeron an ac

count of a similar voyage. He says, Button had it from

Thomas de Caroles, who received it from Martin Chacque, a

Portuguese, and that Chacque shewed it him in a Portuguese

book; but the book” could not afterwards be found. All

these accounts have been reported and believed in their several

ages, convicted as they now are of falsehood or impossibility,

and traced, as they may be, to error and amplification. To

this spirit of vanity it is doubtless that we may refer the Persian

Fable of the voyage of Scylax ; the Egyptian boast of the cir

cumnavigation of Africa; the Grecian vanity concerning the

same achievement by Eudoxus * and Magus”; and the ig

* I suspect the voyage of Jacobus Cnoyen

Buschoducensis (Bois le duc), mentioned by

Mercator, through all Asia, Africa, and the

north, to be a navigation of this sort. But

voyage, in the sense of a foreigner, does not

always imply navigation. See Hackluyt, i.

445.

* I rather think that there was such a

book, and that it contained Melguer's voyage,

as Ireland is mentioned in both ; though the

4 :

latitudes of the passage differ, one is in lat.

56°, and the other in lat. 84°. See Camp

bell's Lives of the Admirals, vol. i. p. 498.

Bergeron Traité des Tartares, c. 21.

* Those who wish to see the mendacity

of Eudoxus, and the credulity of Posidónius

set in their true light, may consult Strabo,

p. 1 ol. *

”I am not certain whether Magus be a

proper name or not, but he is one of the pre
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norance of Pliny in carrying Hanno from Carthage to the Red

Sea, notwithstanding his own journal was extant, which shews

that he never passed the equator”. -

Nothing” is more easy than to affirm the accomplishment of

these great attempts, where an author clogs himself with neither

circumstances or particulars ; but whenever we obtain these, as

we do in the journal of Nearchus or the Periplós, we find in

deed that the ancients performed great things with slender

means; but we see plainly also what they could not do. We

see, with such vessels as they had, they could neither have got

round the Cape of Good Hope, by adhering to the coast, where

the violence of the ocean must have been insupportable, nor

could they have avoided this by standing out to sea, as they

had neither the means nor the knowledge to regain the shore

if they had lost sight of it for a single week. It does not ap

pear in the whole history of ancient navigation, that any voyage

was performed either in the Mediterranean or on the ocean by

any other means than coasting, except the voyages from Arabia

and Africa to India, and back again by the Monsoons. It does

not appear that there was any sort of embarkation known in

the world which was fit to encounter the mountainous billows

of the stormy Cape *. History speaks of no vessels fit for the

tenders to this circumnavigation, mentioned

by Strabo from Posidénius, lib. i. p. 32. sent

by Gelo of Syracuse, and considered as an

impostor by both.

* Campomanes places the Gorillas at St.

Thomas under the equator, but probably with

out sufficient authority.

* It was a great satisfaction to me to find

by accident, that Purchas had given his opinion

in harmony with what is here advanced, and

had used arguments not very dissimilar. Vol. ii.

P. 47.

* The same report which was made to

M. Polo, concerning the violence of the sea

beyond Cape Corrientes, is to be found in

almost all the Oriental writers. In the follow

ing quotation we have the evidence of two. De

fluctibus hujus maris res prorsus stupenda nar

rantur. Inquit Al Sherif Al Edrissiibi fluctus

multiplex assurgit instar totidem montium reci
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ocean but those which Caesar describes on the coast of Bre

tagny; and if the Phénicians came to our island for tin, as

suredly it was a summer voyage. The vessels of the Medi

terranean were unfit for this service, not so much from their

size as their built; and if it is observed that Solomon and the

Phénicians traded in the Red Sea, and down the coast of

Africa, perhaps as low as Sofala, it must be conceded, also,

that vessels" built at Ezion Geber could not be large, and that

the danger of the voyage, as far as they proceeded, was at

tended with a terror, that perhaps nothing but the Phénician

thirst of gain could have surmounted." This terror Bruce has

noticed with much acuteness. The prison, the straits of burial,

the port of death, and the gate of affliction, he remarks, are

names given to the marts in the course of this navigation ; and

if such was the alarm upon the mind of the seamen, when they

visited this tract in the favourable season of the monsoon, what

procatorum, qui fluctus nequaquam frangitur ;

eoque naves deferuntur ad insulam Kambalah,

quae in prædicto mari sita ad Al Zang [Zan

guebar] pertinet, incolae sunt Moslemi. Abul

feda, in versione Gagnieri. MS. in Bod

leiană Bibl.

We here learn that there were Arabs, Ma

homedans, on the coast of Zanguebar, that

there was a trade thither from Arabia or the

Red Sea, and that the navigation beyond was

unattempted on account of the mountainous

sea. See Al Edrissi, p. 28, ct seq. who

mentions beyond Sofala, Tehna where there

is a hollow mountain, whence the waters rush

with a tremendous roar, and a magnetick rock

which draws the nails out of ships. Some

other places to the south are mentioned, but

with great obscurity, as Saion, Daudema,

Gasta, Dagutta, and Ouac-Ouac, the termina

tion of all knowledge on the coast of Africa,

and indeed of all the geographical knowledge

of the Arabs, p. 34. Such is the account of

A. Edrissi, who wrote a no 548, Hegirae, or

1153. about a century before M. Polo, and

apparently about 500 years after the decline

of the Greek and Roman commerce from

Egypt.

* Quam parvi sunt momenti et virium nul

larum orientalium meridionaliumque navigia

ubi nostris collata fuerint. Cadamosto. Gry

nzus, p. 63.

He is here speaking of the ships met with

in the East Indies, which sailed from the

Moluccas to Calicut. He adds, that two

elephants draw a ship on shore, p. 82. but

this must be applied to the coasting vessels,

and not such as Barthema saw at Tarnas.

83rl.
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must it have been if they had attempted to pass Cape Corri

entes”, and had launched at once into the ocean which sur

rounds the extremity of Africa. Cape Corrientes (so called

from the violent currents formed by the pressure of the waters

through the narrow channel between Madagascar and the

main *.) was the boundary of Arabian navigation when Gama

first came upon the coast; whether the Phénicians, Egyptians,

Greeks, or Romans ever reached so far may well be doubted,

if they did, the Prasum of Marinus and Ptolemy may as pro

perly be placed there as at Mosambique, but that farther they

did not go is certain *. The Arabs” knew the coast earlier,

later, and longer than all of them united ; they were settled

here while the others were transient visitors, and they had the

opportunity of observing the seasons, winds, and currents;

and what they did not dare attempt, no nation, unless possessed

of superior skill, power, or resources, can be supposed to have

accomplished. -

XXIV. BUT from argument letus come to facts, and bold

as the presumption may appear, it is not too bold to assert,

that there is no evidence of a farther progress to the south, on

the western coast of Africa, than that of Hanno, nor on the

par le Midi. D'Anville, Geog. Anc. tom. iii.

p. 68. a

3°4 Facile homines abstinere solent ab iis

locis undevel nullus vel difficilis sit regressus.

Vossius ad Mel, p. 595. ed. Var.

* Marmol describes not only the currents,

but islands, shoals, and the most violent winds

that are known. Vol. iii. p. 106.

* Rien n'étoit si peu avéré chez les an

ciens, comme on en juge par Ptolemée, que

le récit qu'on faisoit de quelques navigations

qui avoient tourné le continent de l'Afrique

* The Arabs were so far from thinking of a

communication by means of the extreme point

of Africa, that when Renaudot’s Arabs men

tion a Sewen ship found in the Mediterranean,

they suppose it carried north about from China

to the sea of Chosrs, i. e. the Caspian, and

then by the Muscovite Ocean to the mouth of

the Mediterranean.
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eastern, than that of the Periplús. In asserting this, if I de

tract from the authority of Heródotus, Diodórus, Ptolemy,

Juba, and Pliny, it is a detraction consistent with the most

perfect veneration of those great and illustrious authors, for

they have all followed the reports of others, while the author

of the Periplôs and Hanno speak from their own experience.

It is from reports of others that we hear of a Cernè, and a

Southern Horn, on both sides of this vast continent. These

names were, in the respective ages the ne plus ultra of know

ledge on both sides; and whoever sailed, either from the Red

Sea, or the Mediterranean, arrived at these points, as Colum

bus arrived at the Indies by taking a course directly opposite to

Gama. The Southern Horn of Ptolemy, on the eastern coast,

is in latitude 4° 50' 0" north, and the extreme point of

Africa “, is nearly in 35° south, making more than thirty-nine

degrees difference; the Southern Horn of Hanno, on the

western coast, is in latitude 7° north, making two-and-forty

degrees from the same extremity; but if we take both together,

reckoning eighty-one degrees from one Southern Horn to the

other, this is a space that Pliny reduces as it were to a point,

and considers the junction of the Atlantick Ocean, as taking

place almost instantly ; Juba takes a much bolder flight, and

reckons the commencement of the Atlantick Ocean from the

Bay of Mosyllon, annihilating by this method, if it were pos

sible, the immense triangle of this vast continent ”, and bring

ing his own Mauritania almost in contact with Arabia. The

particular attention of all who are curious on this subject is re

* Cape Agulhas. by Js. Gronovius, it will be seen that this is a

** By consulting the map of Bertius in- fact.

serted in the Variorum edition of Pom. Mela,
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quested to this point, for it is upon conceptions equally er

roneous as this, that too many of the ancients supposed the

circumnavigation of Africa as possible as the doubling of Málea

or Lilybéum. And this supposition of the possibility produced

the belief of the performance. Pliny is self-evidently chargeable

with this misconception, and Heródotus had probably no means

of information by which he could form a judgment of the ex

tent of Africa to the south. a -

It is on this ground above all others that we may assert, that

the author of the Periplūs visited Rhapta in person; he had not

heard of Prasum, a proof that the account of it is posterior to

his age; he takes no notice of the circumnavigation ever having

been accomplished, a proof that he knew nothing of Heró

dotus, or did not believe his report, although at the same time

he admits the junction of the two oceans as a fact. He says

nothing of Cernë, which is a proof that the mistake attending

it, commenced from the Mediterranean and not from the Red

Sea. That the general tendency of the coast was south-west he

saw, as far as he went; and that it continued so, he might

collect from the natives or the Arabs; or he might conclude the

union of this sea with the Atlantick, from considering that

converging lines must meet. But whatever source of intelli

gence he had, that he should mix nothing marvellous or extra

vagant with the termination, is a merit that few of the ancient

geographers have to boast. -

The facility with which Pliny” carries his navigators round

the world is rather magical than false; he annihilates space,

and sinks continents under the sea. He supposes that the

3Io

\

* Lib. ii. c. 67.

WOL. II. - * C C
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Macedonians, in the time of Seleucus and Antiochus, sailed

from India into the Caspian Sea, and that the whole Hyper

borean Ocean was all but explored" quite round to the north of

Europe. The circumnavigation of Africa is effected with equal

celerity; for this was accomplished not only by Hanno” from

Gades to Arabia, and by Eudoxus from Arabia to Gades; but

long before Eudoxus, Célius Antipater had seen a merchant

who sailed from Gades to Ethiopia. Nothing can be so unfor

tunate as these assertions; for we have Hanno's "' own account

to prove he never was within forty degrees of the cape, and

Strabo's authority to prove, that Eudoxus never came from

Egypt to Gades by the ocean, but by the Mediterranean ; and

that full as his mind was of attempting the voyage, the attempt

if made would have commenced from Gades, could he have found

protectors to patronize his undertaking”. Of Célius Antipater

we can say nothing, but if he did meet with a merchant who

had sailed from Gades to Ethiopia, it was certainly not the

Ethiopia south of Iºgypt, but that on the western coast of

Africa. No merchant or merchant-ship could have performed

a voyage which the greatest potentates must have attempted in

But the most extraordinary circumstance still remains,

which is, that there is in this place no mention of Heródotus”,

vain.

* Parvoque brevius quam totus, hinc aut

illinc septentrio eremigatus. Pliny.

* Pliny mentions the commentaries of

Hanno, lib. v. c. 1. but almost as if he had not

seen them, and certainly as if he did not be

lieve them. -

* This is so readily admitted by common

inquirers, that Mickle in his translation of the

Lusiad says: “Though it is certain that Hanno

“ doubled the Cape of Good Hope,” p. 2.

* Strabo, p. 1 of, I oz. where he allows the

voyage to India, but refuses all credit to Eu

doxus. Luérgetes, [IId.] he says, could not

want guides to India, there were many in

Egypt; which is true, so far as single persons

and single ships had reached India. This ques

tion will be examined in Book 1 V.

** Bruce is so full of an East India trade,

and so fond of placing it in an early age, that

he sces no difficulties in his way; and he pro

ceeded so much upon hypothesis that he ne

glected history. He knows so little of the
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or the voyage he attributes to the Phénicians in the reign of

Neko. This is the more remarkable as the account of Heró

dotus has strongly the semblance of truth, while Hanno and

Eudoxus never pretended to the honour of the achievement

themselves, nor was it ever imputed to them by any one who

was acquainted with their real history, their situation, object,

or designs. -

It is with great reluctance that I controvert the testimony of

Heródotus, for it is no light offence to question historical facts

upon evidence of mere speculation. It must be confessed like

wise, that the facts he gives us of this voyage, though few, are

consistent. The shadow falling to the south, the delay of stop

ping to sow grain and reap an harvest”, and the space of

three years employed in the circumnavigation, joined with the

simplicity of the narrative, are all points so strong and con

vincing, that if they are insisted upon by those who believe the

possibility of effecting the passage by the ancients, no argu

ments to the contrary, however founded upon a different

opinion, can leave the mind without a doubt upon the ques

tion. That different opinion I confess is mine, but I wish to

state it with all deference to the Father of History, and with

the profession that I am still open to conviction, whenever the

weight of evidence shall preponderate against the reasons I

have to offer. -

-

I allow with Montesquieu, that the attempt commenced

from the eastern side of the continent, presents a much greater

voyage of Nearchus, that he makes him ter. See Bruce, vol. i. p. 456, and p. 47.o. quarto

minate his expedition in the sea of Suez. I edit.

could proceed by analogy as high as Bruce by * To this, however, it has been objected,

hypothesis, but my object is to investigate that they would expend more provision by the

truth by means of historical evidence alone. delay than they would gain by the crop.

C. C 2
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facility of performance than a similar attempt from the west;

for we now know that both the winds and currents are favour

able for keeping near the coast from the Mosambique Channel

to the Cape ; and that after passing the Cape from the east”,

the current still holds to the northward up the western coast of

Africa. But if this was so far in their favour, still about Cape

Verde both the wind” and current would become directly ad

verse; and if they could not sail, was it possible to conduct a

fleet by rowing round such promontories as Cape Verde, Cape

Blanco, and Cape Boyador The fatigue, the danger of the

seas, the necessity of landing for provisions, water, and relaxa

tion, the disposition of the natives, and the obstruction of

the current for almost 20°, present such an accumulation of

difficulties, that success in a first attempt must be deemed in

credible. That the Portuguese surmounted all this, and more,

is true; but they proceeded with the compass and astrolabe;

they could quit the coast at pleasure; they did not row, but

sail; they could tack if the wind were adverse: and yet with

all these advantages, and much better vessels, it was only by

the experience of successive voyages, and the perseverance of

a century, that they at last accomplished what the Phénicians

performed in three years, and at the first attempt.

But had there been no other dangers to encounter beyond

those of the stormy Cape, let us consider the prodigious * sea,

raised by the junction of the two oceans, almost perpetually,

and at every season of the year: this is such, that originally the

* See Forrest on the monsoons, p. 10. 13. ocean. Hackluyt, vol. ii. p. 22. Tho. Lok.

* This wind and current is such, that a ”See Sousa, Osorius and Sir Tho, Her

voyage to Guinea is only seven weeks; from bert, p. 26.

Guinea, twenty, and the course far out in the
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stoutest fleets of Portugal seldom passed without loss; and the

danger is now avoided only by standing to the south”. The

latter means of safety could not have been adopted by the

Phénicians, they could not stand out to sea; and if they

adhered to the coast, by all that we can now judge from

the construction of ancient vessels, shipwreck must have been

inevitable. e

But to omit these considerations for the present, let us ob

serve, in the first place, that the actual performance of this

voyage stands upon a single testimony, and of all the circum

navigations affirmed, this is the only one which will bear an

argument. If it took place in the reign of Neko, Heródotus

lived an hundred and sixty years after the fact”, and received

the account from the Egyptians. That Heródotus did receive

the account, must be indubitably admitted. His general vera

city is a sufficient voucher. But that the Egyptians deceived

him is an imputation which he does not scruple to instance in

some other ” particulars, and of which we have the most un

doubted evidence at this day. If we take the date of Neko's

reign in 604, A. C.”, and allow that he was a sovereign at

tached to commerce, (as appears by his attempt to make a

canal from the Nile to the Red Sea,) it will be readily granted

that he must be acquainted with the navigation of that sea, and

32° In attempting which, several ships have rºyrz rºy Aéyov dréxtira, ºr tº: Atyéºyz ºr'

fallen in with the Ice Islands so graphically izzaray &xo; yedºw. Lib. ii. p. 162. ed. Wes.

described by the illustrious Cook. “Let those who please receive the reports

* The voyage ordered by Neko is placed “ of the Egyptians as probable; but for my

by Blair before Christ, about 604 “ own part, throughout the whole of my

Heródotus read his history 445 “work, I only write what I have heard from

- “ the respective reporters.”

a * * , '59, a * His reign begins in 616, and ends in

* Total ºf, º, Jºr’ ”Aiyvºrºſwy Xiyou irola's 601. Blair,

x:4'82 ºria 1& Tolºvra wºzić is twº Epº ºi raº,
* -
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the commerce carried on there, and on the coast of Africa be

yond the straits by his own subjects, by the Arabians or the

Tyrians. The Egyptians had probably the least share in this,

but the trade itself is to all appearance as old as Thebes, and

the cause of its splendour and aggrandizement. That it was

prosecuted by Solomon?”, Hiram, and Jehosaphat we know

historically; and that it was enjoyed in all ages by the Arabians

in some form or other, there is every reason to believe from the

commodities found in Egypt, Palestine, and Europe. These

causes, and the testimony which Agathárchides bears, that the

gold mines on the coast of the Red Sea were wrought by the

native kings of Egypt, prove that Neko might wish to extend

his knowledge down the coast of Africa to its termination, and

that he might consequently send a Phénician fleet to the south

ward for that purpose. But that they executed their commis

sion is not so readily to be admitted. Had this fleet no diffi

culties to encounter, because we read of none but the want of

provisions Can we suppose the Phénicians so superior to the

Greeks in the art” of navigation, as to have no dread of pass

ing the greatest promontory in the world, when Nearchus and

his officers shuddered at Mussendon, and dare not attempt

Ras-el-had 2 Can we believe that Phénicians who had never

crossed the Indian Ocean were bolder mariners than the

Arabians, who trusted themselves to the monsoons 2 and yet

the Arabians had never ventured to try the Mosambique cur

* Solomon died in 980, A. C. Jehosaphat “ do not know, and cannot determine their

in 889. Neko is near 3oo years later. “ situation. Thus it may be affirmed, that

* “ The most experienced pilots, fur- “ the instruments of navigation of these In

“ nished with all those people [the inhabitants “...dians are their own eyes, or their guess of

“ of the islands in the Pacifick Ocean] want, “ small distances.” Quiros's Memorial. Dal

“ in losing sight of land for two or four days, rymple, p. 1 oi.
-
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rent, during their settlement in its neighbourhood for fourteen

liundred years, while these Phénicians launched into it at first

sight : To them the terrors” of the stormy cape were no

barrier, and the promontories on the western coast of the vast

continent no obstacle. Raise them as we please above Greeks,

Romans, and Arabians in science, they were doubtless inferior

in courage to them all. And whatever science we allot them,

the smallest bark could have been conducted by the know

ledge” of a Portuguese pilot in greater safety, than the largest

vessel ever fitted out of Egypt. Some admirers of the ancients,

not content with supposing the execution of such a voyage, are

willing to give them the means, by furnishing them with the

compass, and other nautical instruments; these, it is said, were

found in the possession of the Arabians, at the time the Por

tuguese first came into the Indian Ocean, and that they were

aſterwards met with in India and in China. The fact is true,

but this was in the latter end of the fifteenth century, and the

compass is said to have been known in Europe early in the

thirteenth *; it had therefore passed from Italy into Egypt,

and from Egypt to the Red Sea. But this argument, if it

could be supported, would effectually contradict the hypothesis

it is brought to support ; for it would prove, that the Arabians

of Mosambique, who really possessed these instruments, had

never been enabled by them, nor ever dared, to pass southward

of Corrientes in their neighbourhood, while the Phénicians had

* See the ordinary danger of the Cape he had a trade-wind all the way in his favour,

without storm. Hackluyt, ii. 2d part,

p. Ioo. -

* Captain Bligh's passage from the Friendly

Islands to Timor has been adduced as a proof

of what a boat can perform and endure ; but
cº

• 2

with instruments and experience that place him

in a very different situation from an ancient

navigator.

* Arbuthnot, p. 280, from Fauchet and

Guyot de Provence.
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w

actually circumnavigated the whole continent. Now, if the

Phénicians had not the compass, how could they perform what

was with difficulty performed by it 2 If they had it, how hap

pened they to perform so much more by it in an early age than

the Arabians in a later P But this question * has been set at

rest by Niebuhr, Mickle, and Sir William Jones, who shew

that the Arabian * and Indian compass is formed from that of

Europe.

But let us now examine the text of Heródotus. The nar

rative of this voyage is introduced in a passage where he is giving

the limits and extent of the three continents, and here he says,

that Neko proved Africa to be surrounded by the ocean from

the completion of this voyage. One expects, however, to hear

of the officer who commanded ; it was at least as great an ex

ploit as any which the fabulous navigators had achieved. Se

sonchósis, the Oriental Bacchus, and Hercules, whatever might

be the extent of their victories, peregrinations, or voyages, fell

far short of this, and they were immortalised; while among the

Greeks, Jason, who sailed little more than seven hundred miles,

was himself worshipped as a hero, and had his ship translated

to the sphere. How happened it then that the greatest dis

covery which the world admits, should confer no honour on the

discoverer P The name of Sataspes still lives in the same page

of Heródotus, whom Xerxes put to death because he attempted

* See Renaudot upon Bergeron. Two I 120 years before the Christian zra; and

Arabs. Discourse, p. 142. Sir John Char

din, ibid. 146.

* The Arabick name for the compass

is Bussola, evidently Italian. Concerning the

Chinese instrument there is some obscurity.

The Chinese themselves claim the invention

from China some say it was brought by Marco

Polo, but he does not mention it himself, and

it is therefore most probably a fiction. Ra

musio, in the Discourse or Declaration pre

fixed to M. Polo, is clearly of opinion, the

compass was unknown in India and China,
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a similar circumnavigation in vain, from the straits of Gades;

and the following page celebrates Skulax" of Caryanda who

passed from the Indus into the Gulph of Arabia, to the point”

from whence the Phénicians had commenced their expedition.

I have as little faith in the voyage of Skulax as in that of the

Phénicians; but it is unjust that Darius should suffer the name

of the inferior to survive, while Neko should totally suppress

the fame of the superior. The great argument” against both

is the total failure of all consequences whatsoever, the total

want of all collateral evidence, and the total silence of all other

historians but those who have copied from Heródotus. And in

his account the narrative closes with a sentence, which if it

were not otherwise interpreted by his most excellent and learned

editor, I should consider as throwing a tint of suspicion over .

the whole *.

The sentence in one view seems to intimate that the Car

thaginians had circumnavigated Africa as well as the Phénicians;

and if that be its real import, it can only allude to the voyage

* Larcher as strenuously maintains these i-3 to "...' * **, Strabo, p. 48. If reference

voyages as Robertson denies them. Gessellin is made to ancient navigators, prior to the

denies them inkewise, and Paolino asserts them.

See p. 240. of his work, Italian ed.

** If Skulax were the author of the work

we have under his name, and performed this

voyage from the Indus to the point where the

Phénician voyage commenced, he must have

heard of this Phénician voyage, and their cir

cumnavigation ; but he denies the possibility

of all circumnavigation : consequently it is

tither not the same Skulax, or Skulax did not

perform this voyage. - - t

- -* * * y w

** "Ei ºly Cy re."; 7%Xzi tº: Tº ſº nºtº2:º - >

º r * * * * * * * - * * >

...y: Lyºn; a 3-, 4% ºfXs ºf 2:1:49, a r is

memory of man, I have no concern with them,

whether they sailed round the continent or

Tlot.

* The passage is, Mirº. 3. Kºzº,i2 ºr $1

2.Éycyrt: !ºri, Xz7%zºn: yº & Tezºzo; where Pauw

reads ºxforts;, and which Wesseling calls an”

hariolation, but adds, Carthaginienses enim

similibus defunctos navigationibus, tentasse oras

Africa Atlantico mari aspersas, de Sataspe

nihil eos novisse. Q44 docti viri conjectura

habet, quo se commendºt, lib. iv. 298. But he

renders it otherwise himself, and very harshly :

I.archer follows Wesseling. -

\' O. L. E. I. I) D
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of Hanno", which might have been deemed a circumnavigation

in the age of Heródotus as readily as in the age of Pliny ; and

if so, it would invalidate the Phénician account as much as the

Carthaginian ; for if the Carthaginian voyage were false, as we

know it is, the Phénician could hardly be true.

This argument, indeed, is not to be insisted on, nor the

oblivion to which the name of the commander is consigned, but

the difficulties of the voyage itself, the want of means to sur

mount them, the failure of consequences, and the silence

of other historians, are objections not to be set aside with

out stronger evidence on the other side than has yet been

produced. -

But as it is not in our power to prove a negative, let us now

examine the positive testimony of other authors in opposition to

that of Heródotus. The author of the Periplūs says directly,

that the ocean never was explored on the eastern side to the

point of Africa. Hanno gives no intimation of any one having

sailed farther than himself on the western side, and Skulax *,

who traces the Carthaginian commerce to Cernë, maintains not

only that the sea to the southward was unexplored, but that

it was not passable *. The last author we shall adduce is

335 waiting doubts very justly whether

the voyage of Hanno is prior to Heródotus.

I can affix no date to it, but am not satisfied

prove the reality of these Carthaginian voyages

to the south. Such weeds do occur, and do

impede a ship's way, if she has not rather a brisk

with Campomanes's date. Olym. 93. Vossius

tlinks it prior to Homer. Strabo, p. 48. speak

ing of the African voyages of the Carthagi

nians, says, Mºzgºw tºy Tºeizº, trigoy.

* The work which bears his name.

” Though this is not true, yet his men

tion of the weeds which obstruct the passage is

a circumstance which d’Anville has seized to

wind, from 20° to 34°. Sargasso is a herb, re

sembling one that is found in the wells of Por.

tugal, not unlike Samphire, with empty berries

Hke gooseberries, but less. It is found far off

at sea, not near shore; and a ship requires a

good wind to get through it. Purchas, i. 782.

They occur also at the mouth of the Benin

river, in latitude 6° north. See New Sailing
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Ptolemy, who certainly must have been acquainted with Heró

dotus, however ignorant we may suppose Hanno, Skulax, or

he merchant of the Periplós. And Ptolemy is so far from be

lieving the report of Neko or the Egyptians, that he not only

supposes the voyage never performed, but renders it impos

sible; that is, he brings round the continent of Africa unbroken

with a sweep to the east, till he makes it join the continent of

Asia to the eastward of the Golden Chersonese. -

False as this hypothesis may be, it is still a contradiction di

rect to Heródotus; for though it proves that Ptolemy was himself

ignorant of every thing beyond Prasum, it proves likewise that

he believed all pretensions to a progress farther south fabulous;

and that where all knowledge ceased he had a right to an hy

pothesis of his own as well as others. D'Anville supposes that

Ptolemy assumed this system from the prevailing idea among

the ancients, that there ought to be Antipodes in the south,

correspondent to those of the northern hemisphere. Perhaps

also a counterbalance of continents was as favourite a notion in

the early ages as in the modern. But however this error ori

ginated, the conclusion of d’Anville is remarkable": “No

“ thing,” says he, “was less ascertained among the ancients,

“if we may judge from Ptolemy, than the account of some

“ voyages which were said to have been effected round the

“ continent of Africa by the south.” And parallel to this is

I)irection for the coast of Africa, p. 64. But

even this seems too far south, as Skulax says it

is only twelve days' sail from the Columns of

Hercules to Cernë. This would even fall

short of Arguin. Hanno reckons only 6%

days to Cernè.

See also Nearchus apud Ar. in fine. See

Voyages qui ont servi à l’etablissement de la

Compagnie des Indes, vol. i. p. 271. Weed

about C. Verde, called Salgasso. Cette herbe

couvre tellement la surface de l’eau qu'on a de

la peine a la percevoir, & les vaisseaux ne

peuvent passer a travers que par un vent

frais.

* Geog. Ancien, tom. iii. p. 68.

D ID 2
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the opinion of Vossius”: “Certain it is, whatever may be said

“ to the contrary, that the ancients were so far from passing

“ the Cape of Good Hope, that they never approached it.”

Both these opinions are likewise supported by Strabo", who

says, “ that all who have attempted this navigation either from

“ the Red Sea or the Straits of Gades, have returned” [with

out effecting their purpose]; and yet Strabo, while he asserts

this, is as perfectly assured that Africa was circumnavigable, as

Heródotus. In collecting these opinions of Ptolemy, Strabo,

Polybius, Skulax, Purchas, Gossellin, Robertson, and d'Anville,

I feel myself supported by the greatest authorities ancient and

modern. It is no affectation of singularity, no admiration of

novel doctrines, no ambition to invalidate the records of his

tory, that could have induced me to question the veracity of

IIeródotus. I hold it still indubitable and unimpeached,

wherever he speaks from knowledge, and whenever his autho

rities are sufficient; but the mendacity of Egyptian priests is

manifest to this hour in his works. Iſe does not himself scruple

to attest this upon other occasions; and it is to be lamented

that he suffered himself to admit their evidence in the present

instance. It is not unreasonable to suppose, that the extent of

Africa was as much unknown in the time of Neko as it was to

Pomponius Mela and Juba. Pliny likewise was so destitute

of information on this subject, as to describe the course of

Eudoxus from the Red Sea to Gades by a line, which M. Gos

339 Vossius ad Melam, p. 303. Polybius, Whether Asia and Africa are united in the

lib. iii. c. 38. is of the same opinion. Ren- vicinity of Ethiopia, is a question that no one

nell Geog. Herod. p. 714. Kašáriº 3' xa, has hitherto determined to a certainty. It is

rº; Aziz, zz, tº Alºns x2% avºrtez, &xx:Azis still a problem whether both together form one

**, *, A.Şıorizº, 83% ºx" ºriº &#x3; tºs tº continent, or whether Africa is surrounded by

x29' 12; xzigz, Táriko, *Tºgº, ir, zzº. 48 cvrix}; the ocean.

7& ºrtºs tº Pianº;'ay, * Saxº~77 Tºxº~2. * Lib. i. p. 32.
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sellin shews must have passed through the centre of the con

tinent. Some delusion of this sort made the priests think a

circumnavigation practicable. To crown the possibility with

the performance was an advance which cost them little.

PTO I, I. M. Y.

XXV. It has been already shewn by the table, that there is

a general correspondence between Ptolemy and the Periplôs,

and their disagreement in particulars is not imputable to the

authors themselves, but to the age they lived in. In that age

the geographer did not navigate, and the navigator had no

science". The geographer calculated by degrees without ob

servation *; the navigator reckoned by his day's course. Mo

dern navigators correct their dead reckoning by observation;

but in the early ages science and practice had little connection:

and yet so far from there being any charge of error or negli

gence in this, that it is exactly the reverse. We are not to

condemn the mistakes of Ptolemy in longitude or latitude, but

to revere the science, which applied the phenomena of the

heavens to the measurement of the earth. The navigator of

the present hour is conducted on principles first established by

Ptolemy. The errors of his maps can no longer mislead, while

his principle must be of the same duration as navigation itself.

I call the principle Ptolemy's, because he fixed it and brought

it into use. Thales and Anaxágoras knew that the world was

* Every seaman knows that his dead that he had no accounts to be depended on,

reckoning amounts to nothing till it is cor- Čvº ºvan; 3: Totºvºn; iročízº, and therefore col

rected by observation. lected his latitudes from similar productions in

* Ptolemy, lib. i. c. 9, tells us expressly the opposite hemispheres,
C
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a sphere. Eratósthenes drew the first parallel of latitude at

Rhodes, and first measured a degree of a great circle upon the

earth ; Hipparchus taught that the measurement of the heavens

was applicable to the earth. And Dióscorus and Marinus * are

both said by Ptolemy to have delineated maps on principles

similar to his own; though we may judge what these were,

when he says that Marinus had the latitude of some places and

the longitude of others, but scarcely one position where he

could ascertain both. But if Ptolemy objects to the method of

Marinus, we are compelled to object to the method Ptolemy

used to correct it; for he says, that in going down the coast of

Africa, Marinus reckoned by the days' course of the voyagers,

and finding these carried Prasum to 35° south, he shortened the

estimate, and placed that promontory under the tropick of

Capricorn. He then enters into a long argument to prove the

insufficiency of this standard, and forms another for himself, by

considering the productions of nature as similar, at equal dis

tances, on both sides the equator; a standard certainly not

less vague ; and yet on this ground, and no other, he fixes

Prasum in latitude 15° 30' south. Now there is a very remark

able coincidence attends the conclusion of both these geo

graphers; for the Prasum of Ptolemy is precisely at Mosam

bique, and that of Marinus at Cape Corrientes; and it is still

more extraordinary that Mosambique should be the last” of

* Marinus is to Ptolemy what Eratósthenes

is to Strabo ; both of them the best writers

previous to their own inquiries, and therefore

in correcting the best of their predecessors,

both Strabo and Ptolemy mean to conclude all

inferior geographers. Marínus was a Tyrian,

and if his work had been preserved, must have

been of great service; for he had examined

the history of preceding ages, and all the in

formation of his own time; comparing and

rectifying them as he proceeded in his own ac

count. Ptol. lib. i. c. 6.

* There were Arabs lower down at Sofala,

but Mosambique may will be styled the last of

their colonies.
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the Arabian settlements in the following ages, and Corrientes

the limit of their knowledge. -

From all the evidence I can collect, and all the circumstances

I can combine, I find it impossible to ascertain the site of

Prasum “; but I have no hesitation in carrying it farther to the

south than d’Anville does, or in fixing Corrientes as the farthest

possible boundary to all the knowledge of the ancients. The

detail of Ptolemy goes to Rhaptum, and no farther ; so far he

had journals, and the relation of navigators to conduct him;

beyond that, the voyage did not in its regular course extend ;

and if single vessels had at any time been carried to Prasum,

by the winds and currents, it was accidental. But it should

seem that it was heard of from the natives, or the Arabs, rather

than seen, as all circumstances and particulars end with

Rhaptum ; and the remainder consists of a single step to

Prasum, that is, near seven degrees, without mention of a

port, an anchorage, or a single feature of the coast.

One thing, however, is certain, that the name of Prasum is

familiar to Marinus, who is prior to Ptolemy, and is not known

to the author of the Periplôs. If, therefore, Ptolemy lived in

the reign of Adrian, and we have an intervening writer between

him and our author, we cannot err more than a very few years

in assigning the date of the Periplôs to the latter end of the

reign of Claudius, or the beginning of that of Nero. There is

* There are some coincidences so extraor

dinary, and some contradictions so strong,

that the choice is wholly at a stand. Ptolemy

condemns Marinus for making five thousand

stadia, i. e. five hundred miles between Rhap

tum and Prasum; and yet he himself makes

it seven degrees. But if they approximate in

this, their difference is still irreconcilable; for

Marinus’s Prasum is in 23° south, and Pto

lemy’s in 15°. Marinus’s line of coast tends

directly to the south or south-west, Ptolemy’s

to the east. &r: 3 &ztoº, 7& P&rºg Axe:-

tneſs, p, 1 15.
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a TDiodorus Samius * mentioned in Ptolemy from Marínus,

who notices the course held by vessels from the Indus to the

coast of Cambay, and from Arabia to the coast of Africa ".

He asserts that in the former voyage they sailed * with the Bull

in Pleiades on the

middle * of the main yard, in the latter that they sailed to the

south, and the star Canóbus *, which is there called the Horse.

the middle * of the heavens, and the

I can find no mention of this 1)iodórus Samius in any other

author; but whoever he is, if the date of his work could be

fixed, it would go farther to ascertain the progress of the an

cients, the navigation of Hippalus, and the account of the

Periplus, than any discovery I have been able to make. I

have reasoned only from the materials before me ; and if future

inquiry should develope Diodórus, it is not without great

anxiety that I must abide the issue of the discovery.

Another circumstance highly worthy of attention is the argu

ment of Ptolemy “, to invalidate the estimate of a day's course.

The usual estimate he states at five hundred stadia for a day,

and a thousand for a day and night ; he then mentions, from

Marinus, a Diógenes who was one of the traders to II, dia, and

who, upon his return, in his second voyage, after he had made

* Whether Samius is a proper name or

signifies the Samian, may be questioned.

* Ptolemy, lib, Í. c. 9.

below Cape Gardeſan.

* There is something very like this in the

Arabian way of sailing in 1440. Sce Nicola

de Couti in Ramusio, i. p. 344, 345. See also

the Voyage de Gcatil, tom. i. p. 64. Le

10° Avil, etant a 32° 47' de latitude, ct

environ 16° à l’est du Cap de Bonne Esperance,

ºn quart dheere avant le coucher de ſoleil,

j'aperçus une Etoile qui frioit la vergne du

grand perroquet, [a star which gºivºred on the

Azania the coast

3ard of the top-gallant mast, J je reconnus que

c’etoit Canópus. -

* Mºrºzºrz.

* Kzz & 4-cy tº zºº,”.

* If by this it is meant that they steered

by Canóbus as a south polar star, it must have

led them into great error; fºr that star is above

37° from the south pole. It is on our English

globes nearly in south latitude 52° 30 o';

in Gosse! ------------ - “ -

in Gossellin Recherches, toin. ii. p. 39.

; : * 22' 0".

* See lib. i. e. 9.
- -

*
- -
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Arômata”, was caught by the north-east wind, and carried

down the coast for five-and-twenty days, till he reached the

lakes from whence the Nile issues”, that is, nearly to Rhap

tum *; he then adds, that Marínus mentions one Theóphilus

who frequented the coast of Azánia, and who was carried by a

south-west * wind from Rhapta to Arómata in twenty days.

From these facts” Ptolemy argues, that as five-and-twenty

days are attributed to the shorter course, and twenty to the

longer, there can be no stated measure of a day's course to be

depended on. I must own that to my conception they prove

exactly the contrary; for though a day's course is certainly in

* It may be proper to examine the mon

soon upon this question.

* That there is a great lake inland from

the coast of Ajan, is a report of which we

find traces in almost all the acounts ancient

or modern ; but where to fix it, or what it

is, seems by no means ascertained. D’An

ville notices such a lake on his map of Africa,

and conjectures that it may be the source of

the Obii, which issues at Ampaça and Pate.

Ptolemy here makes it the origin of the Nile,

and places it in 10° south *, and the Nubian

geographer carries to 16°, which is the lati

tude of the Lake Maravi, while the source

that Bruce visited is in 12° north. Two-and

twenty degrees is surely too great a difference

to suppose between the head of the White

and the Blue River: neither is it probable

that any source of the Nile should be south of

the mountains of Abyssinia, which Rennell

now says are part of the great Belt that di

vides Africa; this indeed is not impossible, as

the Indus and the Ganges both cut the great

Belt of Asia; but it is highly improbable, on

account of the vast space between. Neither

does it make Ptolemy consistent; for though

d’Anville still preserves Ptolemy's sources of

the White River in his map, and Rennell does

not discard them. The lakes of those sources

are placed in 6° north by d'Anville, and in a

very different longitude from Ptolemy's, while

this lake of Ptolemy’s is in 10° south. And

here d’Anville has a lake also, but of which he

speaks with great uncertainty. See Ptol. lib. i.

c. 9. But Ptolemy, in the 17th chapter, ex

pressly states that this lake is not near the

coast but far inland. D'Anville's earliest

notice of this lake, called Maravi, is in a map

which he composed for Le Grande's transla.

tion of Lobo, in 1728.

* Ptolemy says, the Promontory of Rhapta

was a little to the south-west.

* The south-west monsoon.

” The facts are so curious that I have

great pleasure in stating them to the reader,

and proposing them to the consideration of

any English officer who may be accidentally

brought on this coast. I must notice also

that Diógenes and Theóphilus are both Greek

names; a leading proof that even under the

Romans, this trade was chiefly in the hands of

Egyptian Greeks.

* The lakes in Ptolemy are from 7° to 10° south." The sources of the Nile in 13° south.

VOL. II. E E
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definite, where winds are variable, we now know that both

these voyagers must have been carried by the two opposite

monsoons, and that Diógenes lost his passage by not arriving

at Gardafui early enough to get into the Red Sea; conse

quently he was hurried "down to the south, and could not get

into port till he was somewhere about Pate or Melinda. The

difference itself of twenty-five and twenty days is not so

great as to insist upon with severity, and we must likewise

add, that both voyages seem in consequence of surprize, and

not the ordinary course of the navigation. Mariners do not

now, and certainly could not formerly, reckon by an individual,

but a general run ; and when they are in the sweep of the trade

winds or the monsoons, though the force of the wind is not

perfectly or constantly equal, it is so generally subject to cal

culation, as to vary but a few days in very extensive passages.

This sort of cstimate all seamen have in such voyages, and on

such coasts as they frequent. And those who know how nearly

the computation of seamen approaches to the truth, will cer

tainly allow more precision in the accounts of Marinus and

the Periplūs before us, than Ptolemy is willing to concede. On

this point we have a most remarkable coincidence to notice;

for as Marinus states the passage of Diógenes from Arômata.”

to the lakes at five-and-twenty “ days, the Periplôs assigns ex

actly the same number from Opón" " to Rhaptum upon a dis

tance as nearly equal as possible. The conclusion from this is

* He was carried away by the Aparktias, we should add the six days specified, lib. i.

that is, the north-east monsoon. c. 17, the amount in Ptolemy would be

* From Gardafui to Melinda or Pate. twenty-four days, not very different from that

* The day's course from Arömata to of Theóphilus Diógenes, or the Periplus.

Rhaptum amounts to eighteen in Ptolemy, with * From d’Affui to Quiloa.

an omission of Opóné; and if for this omission
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incontrovertible; for it has already been shewn, that the courses

of the journal agree with the actual extent of the coast, and if

the passage of Diógenes agrees with the day's courses, it is im

possible to admit the scepticism of Ptolemy.

But, from his rejection of the estimate, we may proceed to

his contradiction of the facts; for in his seventeenth chapter he

controverts the whole account of Marinus *, and as far as we

can collect, his account was in union with the Periplôs. The

reasons for admitting the statement of the Periplôs are contained

in the whole of the preceding pages. The reason for doubting

Ptolemy is, that his account is not consistent with his own

detail of the coast”, nor consonant to the knowledge of it,

which we have at present. He sets out with saying, that the

merchants who trade between Arabia Felix and Arômata,

Azánia, and Rhapta, give a different statement from that of

Marinus. They mention that the course from Arômata to

Rhaptum is south-west; but from Rhapta to Prasum south-east.

This indeed would hold good for a small bend of the coast, but

upon the seven degrees which Ptolemy assigns to the interval, it

is directly false; for the general inclination from Gardefan to the

Cape of Good Hope is south-west upon the whole; and this

turn which he assumes to the south-east, seems only to prepare

it for the curve he gives it all round the Antarctic Ocean. He

then adds, that the village Panón is next to Arómata, and that

Opónè is six days from Panón. If there be not a corruption of

* I had once conceived an opinion that

Marinus might be the true author of the Peri

plús, from finding his great agreement with it,

and that the objections which Ptolemy brings

against Marinus in the seventeenth chapter ap

ply very nearly to the Periplus. But I am

convinced this opinion cannot be defended, for

Marinus was no navigator, but a geographer;

and Marínus knew or had heard of Prasum,

which the author of the Periplus certainly

had not.

* Page 112.

E E 2
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the text here, or a great error in our construction of it, this is

in direct opposition to his own table as well as the Periplôs.

For his table gives only five minutes difference between the

latitude of the two. He next mentions Zengisa, Mount Pha

langis, and the bay called Apókopa, which it requires two

courses of twenty-four hours to pass. Then the Little Coast

of three similar courses, and the Great Coast of five; then two

more to Essina, one to Serápion, and three more across a bay

to Rhapta. Niki, he adds, lies at the commencement of this

bay next to Serápion. And last of all he notices a river called

Rhaptum, with a city of the same name, the metropolis of

Barbaria, with a vast bay which must be passed to reach

Prasum, where the sea is very shoal “, and round Prasum is

the country of the Anthropóphagi. Now the meaning of this

language, if I understand it right, is, that at Rhaptum is the

last settlement of the Arabs, and that Prasum is in the country

of the Negroes, for so I interpret Anthropóphagi. This is not

expressed indeed, but is so perfectly consistent with the Peri

plós that it can hardly be disputed.

The difference that there is between this detail of the coast

and that of the Periplºis, will be best seen by consulting the

table; but whatever it may be, it contributes more to establish

that journal by its general concurrence, than it detracts from it

by disagreement in particulars. It appears to me, whether

from predilection to my author, I cannot say, that Ptolemy

had a journal before him but a worse. I see the correspondence

between the two, but more consistence in the Periplás. I see

likewise more circumstances in this, more characters, and more
-

* So also says Marcian, Bºxi,z &Azzzz, p. 8.
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intelligence, which persuades me that it is written by one who

performed the voyage, while Ptolemy relates the report of

others. The reasoning, therefore, which he builds on this, to

correct Marínus, appears of less weight ; for we find all the

distances of the Periplôs correspondent to the actual nature of

the coast at present; and whatever failure there may be in the

application of it to particulars, the leading characters, such as

the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, Ras-Feel, Gardafui, Dafui, ,

Cape Baxas, the Coast of Seven Rivers, and the Zanguebar

Islands, are so clear and manifest, that the outline may be con

sidered as perfect, whatever error there may be in the filling

up. To my own mind the evidence is complete; but every

author who compiles from the labours of others, without visit

ing the countries of which he treats, must subject the specula

tions of the closet to the determination of navigators on the

spot. To this law I submit my inquiries most chearfully,

soliciting information without fear of the result, and ready to

stand corrected by every intelligent officer who will make this

work the companion of his voyage. One farther observation is

all that remains in this part of my discussion, which is, the pe

culiarity that Prasum, signifying Green, should point out a

green cape for the termination of ancient knowledge on the

eastern side of the vast continent of Africa, while another Green

Cape (Cape Verd) should have been for some years the boun

dary of modern navigation on the western side. If I am not

mistaken, Cape Verde has its name from its verdant appearance

when first seen by the Portuguese ; otherwise it might have

been thought that those who first reached it had annihilated the

great triangle like Juba and Pliny, and thought they had ar

7
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-

rived at the Green Cape” of the ancients. This will not ap

pear an idle observation to those who are conversant with the

ancient geographers, and who know that they found, as already

noticed, a Western Horn and Cerne” on both sides the con

tinent, and a Thulê from the Orkneys to the Pole. But there

is another view in mentioning it, which is, that some future

navigator, with this clue to direct him, may, when he is going

up the Mosambique passage, still find some characteristick

greenness, either in the colour of the sea, or on the continent,

which may enable him to point out the Prasum of the ancients.

This is a point I am not able to ascertain to my own satisfac

tion, but it cannot be farther south than Corrientes, nor farther

north than Quiloa or the Zanguebar Islands. English ships

generally leave the coast before they are so far north, but acci

dent may carry some curious observer to the spot, which he

may recognize, by knowing previously where he is to search,

and what he is to search for.

D1scov ERIEs " of THE Port UG UEs E.

XXVI. WITH vessels of the most perfect construction to

encounter all the dangers of the sea, with instruments of all

-

* II:47, signifies a Leek, but it is also

used for a sea weed of the same colour, and

may possibly allude to such weeds found in

this sea.

* Cerne is evidently an eastern isle in Ly

cophron, Lin. 18. where Aurora leaves Titho

nus on his eastern couch at Cernè. But see

Dionys. Perieg. Eustath. ad v. 218.

” There are two strange particulars in Al

Edrissi: the first, of gold thrown up by the

sea in a storm at Lisbon ; the second, of eight

men, all related, who set out upon an expedi

tion of discovery on the Dark Sea, Mare Tene

brosum, i. e. the Atlantick. They went first

west, and then south, and at last reached

Asfi, which seems to be in Africa, and oppo
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kinds to ascertain the place of the vessel, with officers equal to

every service, not only from their intrepidity but their skill, a

voyage performed in three years from Europe to the Red Sea,

round such a continent as Africa, for the first time, would have

added no small degree of lustre even to the reputation of a

Cook: and yet such a voyage is imputed to the Phénicians in

an age when they had neither charts or instruments, when they

had no vessels fit for a navigation beyond the Red Sea, or the

limit of the monsoons. But to judge of the difficulty of such

all undertaking for the first time, we cannot form our estimate

upon better grounds, than by a brief recapitulation of the

obstacles surmounted by the Portuguese, and by observing that

the attainment of the same object cost them almost a century,

which the Phénicians are said to have reached in the short space

of three years.

Of the progress of this discovery it will be necessary to trace

little more than the dates *. Prince Henry, fifth son of John

the first, king of Portugal, took up his residence at Sagrez”,

near Cape Saint Vincent, about the year 1406”. The history

of his discoveries is familiar to every one, but, like the history

of all others who are the favourites of mankind, it is not suffi

cient to give him his due merit, which is superlative, but it

must be enhanced by hyperbole. It is not true that in his day

there was no geography but in the poets *, that he is the in

site to the Canary Islands. See Al Edrissi,

pp. 72. 158. *

A story relative to the Golden Tagus, and

a story relative to the first navigation of the

Atlantick, are coincidences with the history

of Portugal very extraordinary.

* See Faria and Osorius in init. Barbosa

and Alvarez in Ramusio, Bruce, Mickle’s

Lusiad, and Castaneda.

* At Reposera near Cape Saint Vincent.

Cadamosto, p. 3.

* The Canaries were revisited in 1405.

Galvan. in Purchas, ii. 1672.

* Bruce and Mickle.
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ventor of the astrolabe”, and the compass, or the first that

put these instruments into the hands of mariners: but he was

bred a mathematician, and he procured the best charts and

best instruments the age afforded. He improved upon or

corrected every one of them, and he taught” the application

of them in the best manner to the commanders employed in his

SCTV 1CC.

This great man, with one object always in his mind, distracted

by no other cares of the world, never married "", never incon

tinent, was determined, by his regard to religion, to subvert

the power of the Mahomedans, and by the love of his country

to acquire for her that trade which had enriched Venice and

the maritime states of Italy. These were his views, and this

was his merit. It was not accident but system that carried the

fleets of Portugal to the East Indies, and Columbus to the

West. When Henry first commenced his operations, Cape

Nun, in latitude 28° 40' 0", was the limit of European know

ledge on the coast of Africa. This Cape is just beyond the

boundary of Morocco, and the Portuguese knowledge of it was

derived from their wars with the Moors of Barbary. Com

mencing the line of his discovery from hence, in 1418 two of

37° See on the Astrolabe, note infra.

* I cannot help mentioning a circumstance

which contributes much to our national ho

nour. Pietro della Vallè, who sailed both in

English and Portuguese ships in the East In

dies about 162o, observes that the Portu

guese masters and pilots made a mystery

of their knowledge, whereas in the Eng

lish ships all the youths on board were sum

moned to take the observation at noon ; their

books and calculations were then likewise cor

rected. Purchas mentions this in some in

structions given by the merchants to the com

manders they employed; and here, perhaps,

we may trace a cause why the science has

always been increasing among the English,

and declining among the Portuguese.

* Cadamosto apud Grynaeum, p. 1. Ma

trimonii expers, adolescentiam suam mirá cas- -

titate honestavit.
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his officers reached Cape Boyador, in latitude 26° 30' 0". The

same effort restored to geography " the Canaria of Pliny, or

gave that name to the islands which retain it still, and lie be

tween Nun and Boyador. Boyador, however, was not doubled

till 1434. It was, says Faria, a labour of Hercules ; and it

was not till 1442 that the discovery was advanced to Rio-del

Ouro *, under the tropick of Cancer. This name points to the

acquisition of gold ; and history mentions that the dust of that

precious metal was here first offered as a ransom for some of the

natives who had been taken prisoners. Upon the return of

these vessels to Portugal”, the sight of gold produced an emo

tion much more effectual than all the exhortations of Prince

Henry had been able to excite ; a company ” was immediately

formed at Lagos, and the progress of discovery was ensured

whether Henry had lived or died. This is the primary-date to

which we may refer that turn for adventure which sprung up in

Europe, which pervaded all the ardent spirits in every country

for the two succeeding centuries; and which never ceased till

it had united the four quarters of the globe in commercial inter

course. Henry had stood alone for almost forty years, and

had he fallen before these few ounces of gold reached his

country, the spirit of discovery might have perished with him,

* D'Anville has endeavoured to identify ” It will appear hereafter that a John

the Canaries with the Fortunate Islands; and Diaz was one of the first partners of this

I do not doubt the fact, for these islands were Company, and from him several of the family

found inhabited : a circumstance arising from were employed in the future discoveries, till

their being visible from the continent. the time of Bartholomew Diaz, the first cir
37% That the desire of discovery might be cumnavigator of Africa, in 1487. Thus was

more increased, says Galwan. Purchas, ii. the connexion formed between the discovery

p. 1675. of Rio-del-Ouro and the Cape of Good

” Bruce observes, this must have come Hope.
-

from the country farther south, vol. ii.

V. O. P. II. F F
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and his designs might have been condemned as the dreams of

a visionary; but he lived till 1463, and in the years 1448 and

1449 had the satisfaction to see his discoveries extended to Cape

Verde, (in latitude 14° 45' 0",) to the Cape Verde islands and

the Açores. This cape was likewise doubled, and some pro

gress is supposed to have been made as far south as the equator,

hut Cape Verde, or at farthest Rio Grande, may be considered

as the limit of Henry's discoveries. IIe is deservedly ’’ celc

brated by all writers as the reviver of navigation, and the

great founder of that commerce which has raised the mari

time power of Europe above all the other nations in the

world. -

After the death of Henry his designs languished during the

reign of Alonzo, but the spirit of adventure was not sup

pressed. In 1471 the discoveries extended to Cape Gonzales

beyond the equator, and terminated with this reign at Cape

Saint Catherine, in latitude 2° 30' 0" south *. John the second

succeeded to the throne in 1481; and revived the pursuits of

Henry with all the ardour of their author. In 1484 his fleets

reached Congo, and penetrated to 22° south. It was in Benin

that the first" account of Abyssinia was received, and nearly

about the same time John sent out Bartholomew Diaz with

three ships, who first circumnavigated the extreme point of

Africa, and dispatched Covilham in search of India by Egypt

and the Red Sea. The date of Diaz's expedition is fixed in

1486, nearly eighty years after the commencement of Henry's

” Mickle xxxix. from Faria, vol. i. p. 21. on the western side of Africa; on the eastern

See his character, p. 18. a side, M. Polo had heard of it in the thirteenth

* Faria, vol. i. p. 20, 21. century.

* This must be understood of the report
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plan, and the expedition of Covilham is assigned to 1487”.

I have recapitulated these facts and dates not for the purpose

of repeating a history known to every one, but that the reader

may compare the difficulty of prosecuting this discovery by the

Portuguese, with the facility attributed to the attempt of the

Phénicians, in their three years' navigation.

IBut Covilham ” is a name of such importance, his history so

extraordinary, and his account so connected with the Periplüs,

that to pass him in silence would be an unpardonable omission.

John II. in the beginning of his reign had sent two friars, one

of the order of St. Francis, and the other John of Lisbon, with

a third who was a layman, into the East”, in order to discover

India by land. These travellers went, for want of the Arabick

language, no farther than Jerusalem. In the year 1486 or

1487 *, he therefore sent John Pedreio de Covilham and

Alonso de Payva on the same service; and after them two

Jews, Abraham of Beja and Joseph of Lamego. . As nothing

can shew the solicitude of the king more than these circum

stances, so nothing can prove his penetration more than this

choice of Covilham ; he was a soldier, who had served in

Africa; he had been after that ambassador to Morocco, and

had acquired the Arabick language to perfection. In obedience

to his sovereign he departed from Lisbon *, and took the route

º

* These dates are of consequence; because Petreio. See vol. i. p. 147.

Bruce, vol. ii. p. 19S. supposes Diaz to have

sailed in consequence of Covilham's intelli

gence, which is directly contrary to the testi

mony of Faria, Castaneda, Alvarez, and Mickle.

When Covilham wrote he certainly did not

know of Diaz's success.

* Called de Covilham from the name of

his birth place. Osorius always writes John

* Castaneda, p. 2.

* I collect that Covilham entered Abys

sinia in 1488 from Alvarez in Ramusio ; for

Alvarez says he confessed him in 1521, thirty

three years after he had entered the country.

* Alvarez in Ramusio, vol. i. p. 191. 237.

et seq. -
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of Barcelona aud Naples, and thence by Rhodes and Alex

andria to Cairo. He there joined a party of Mograbin". Ma

homedans, and went in their company to Tor, Suakem *, and

Aden. At Aden he embarked for Cananor on the coast of

Malabar, and visited Ormuz, Goa, and Calicut. He saw the

pepper and ginger”, he heard of cloves and cinnamon. After

this he returned to the coast of Africa, touched at Zeila, and

went down the coast as low as Sofala, the last residence of the

Arabs, and the limit of their knowledge in that age, as it had

been in the age of the Periplôs. The Arabs of Covilham's age

knew indeed that the sea was navigable to the south-west, as their

earlier countrymen did when the author of the Periplôs was in

the country, but they knew not where it ended. With this in

telligence, and what he could collect of the Island of the Moon,

or Madagascar, he returned by Zeila, Aden, and Tor to Cairo.

At Cairo he met the two Jews, Abraham of Beja and Joseph

of Lamego, by whom he sent an account of the intelligence

he had collected to the king, and in the letter which contained

it, he added, - -

“That the ships which sailed down the coast of Guinea

“ might be sure of reaching the termination of the continent,

“ by persisting in a course to the south; and that when they

“ should arrive in the Eastern Ocean, their best direction must

“ be to inquire for Sofala and the Island of the Moon.”

It is this letter above all other information which, with equal

justice and with equal honour, assigns the theoretical discovery

st; Moors of Barbary, Western Arabs. connected circumstances do they suggest to

* E"> It), Sukiim = cavernae. Bochart those who know the country, the trade, and

portus Troglodytarum. the designs of John 3 Alvarez seems to write

* What a testimony do these two words what Covilham dictated. Alvarez, p. 237.

bear to his veracity, and what a variety of
3 - i
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*

to Covilham * as the practical to Diaz and Gama; for Diaz.

returned without hearing any thing of India”, though he had

passed the cape; and Gama did not sail till after the intelli

gence of Covilham had ratified the discovery of Diaz.

Covilham was not to receive the reward of his services; one

part of his commission he had not executed, which was, to visit

Abyssinia; he returned, therefore, from Cairo. to Ormuz, and

from Ormuz once more to Aden, where he waited till he found

the means of obtaining admission into Abyssinia. Here he was

received with kindness, but hence he was never to return : for

in Abyssinia he was found by Alvarez” the almoner to the em

bassy of John de Lima, in 1525, who observes that the king

had procured him a wife and assigned him lands, and that he

was beloved by the people as much as by the sovereign. All

this, however, had not reconciled him to the country. He

solicited John de Lima, and John interceded with the king to

suffer him to return with the embassy, but all his solicitations

were in vain. I dwell with a melancholy pleasure on the his

tory of this man, (whom Alvarez describes still as a brave soldier

and a devout Christian,) when I reflect upon what must have

been his sentiments on hearing the success of his countrymen,

in consequence of the discovery to which he so essentially con

tributed. They were sovereigns of the ocean from the Cape of

Good Hope to the Straits of Malacca; he was still a prisoner.

in a country of Barbarians.

There is a circumstance attached to the history of Covilham,

of great geographical importance, which is the map or chart.

* The whole of this is confirmed by de of Abyssinia.

Barros. Dec. i. Liv. iii. c. 5. p. 196. * Castaneda, p. 2.

See the account of a map, p. 198, which * See the work of Alvarez in Ramusic,”,

seems to be collected from Marcos, the priest vol. i.
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*

committed to his charge by Emanuel, at that time prince" and

afterwards king of Portugal, which was copied and composed

by the licentiate Calzadilia, afterwards bishop of Wiseo, a

doctor Rodrigo, and a Jew named Moses, with great secrecy

in the house of Peter of Alcazova. This map was put into

Covilham's hands, with orders to make his way, if possible,

into Abyssinia, and discover whether there was a passage round

the extremity of Africa, which the framers of this map asserted

to be practicable, on the authority of some obscure information

which they had collected. *

To the two Jews, Rodriguez and Moses, or Joseph, who

composed this map, Mickle imputes the invention of the astro

labe; but perhaps the word astrolabe misled him, the primary

meaning of which was an armillary sphere. Ptolemy reduced

this to a planisphere ; and yet the name of astrolabe continued

till it became applied to maps like his in stereographick projec

tion. The sea astrolabe is a different instrument, for taking

the altitude of the sun, stars, &c. it is a ring with a moveable

index. (See Chambers's Dictionary in voce.) This last sort of

astrolabe is described in Chaucer's treatise on this subject,

which bears date 1391 : so that if Mickle means this instru

ment, it could be no invention of the Jewish doctors “; and

that he does mean it, I refer to his own words “.. I have not

di Barros's work at present, but in Alvarez” I find the men

tion of the map composed by Castadilia and the two Jews.

Purchas” speaks with much more propriety of the instrument:
*

* Duca. See Castaneda, p. 1, 2, 3. Al- di Barros, Dec. 1. lib. iv. c. 2.

varez in Ramusio, vol. i. p. 236. * Ramusio, vol. i. p. 236.

* See Chaucer, Urry’s edition, p. 440. 397 Vol. ii. p. 8.

* Lusiad, p. 193. note P, where he cites
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he says the astrolabe was applied formerly only to astronomical

purposes, but was accommodated to the use of mariners by

Ajartin Bohemus, a scholar of Regionontanus, at the instance

of John king of Portugal. The name of Regiomontanus was

Muller, who took his Latin title from Koningshoven, according

to the fashion of the day. He was born in 1436, and pub

lished the Almagest of Ptolemy, dying in 1476. M. de Murr

doubts whether Behaim was a disciple of Muller's. The Ger

mans of that day were the best mathematicians in Europe.

The astrolabe, as used in the voyage of Magellan, is described

by Pigafetta in his treatise on navigation, inserted in Amoretti's

edition, with a drawing of the instrument.

The obscure information obtained by Castadilia and his

associates' was possibly derived from the celebrated map of

Venice, drawn up for Prince Henry, in the year 1459, by Fre.

Mauro of St. Michael di Murano. This map does exhibit a

southern termination of Africa, the knowledge of which was

derived from the report of an Indian navigator who had passed

it from the east, and is the same as that mentioned by Mickle”

from Galvan, found by Don Ferdinand, in 1526, in the monas

tery of Alcobaza, where it is said to be still preserved.

Records of this sort, it is well known, were deposited in the

custody of Prince Henry and the kings of Portugal; and from

these, instructions were given with great secrecy to officers ap

pointed to command in the prosecution of discovery. Such was

the information that Magellan is said to have received from a

chart in the king's own possession, drawn up by Martin Be

* P, xxxiv. Introduction,
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haim, in which the straits were laid down that Magellan after

wards explored. For this information he carried with him

when he withdrew into Spain, on the credit of which he ob

tained the protection of Cardinal Ximenes, and the command

of that fleet which first circumnavigated the world.

How Martin Behaim became possessed of this knowledge is

a question upon which the geographers are not agreed ; some

thinking it a vain pretension set up to detract from the glory of

Magellan, and others contending for the real existence of such

a chart in the secret repository of the kings of Portugal.

Dr. Robertson and M. de Murr” have adopted the former

opinion, and found it on the delineation contained in the

Nuremberg globe formed by M. Behaim, on which there is no

thing between the Azores and Japan but the two fabulous islands

of Antilia and St. Brandon.

M. Otto supports the claim of M. Behaim in a memoir

transmitted to the Philosophical Society at Philadelphia; and

M. Charles Amoretti, who has published the voyage of Ma

gellan from the journal of Pigafetta preserved in the Ambrosian

Library at Milan, maintains the same opinion, grounded on

the authority of Pigafetta himself, who sailed under Magellan

in this expedition.

The passage occurs at the fortieth page of the French transla

tion, nearly in the following words: “The sentiments of every

“ person in the fleet [after reaching the eastern entrance of

“ the strait] were, that it had no issue on the west; and no

“ thing but the confidence they had in the superior information

* The memoir of M. de Murr is subjoined to the voyage of Pigafetta, published by Charles

Amoretti of Milan, Paris, 1803.
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“ of the commander could have induced them to prosecute the

research. But this great man, as skilful as he was coura

geous, knew that he was to seek for a passage through an

obscure strait: this strait he had seen laid down in a chart.”

of Martin de Bohème, a most excellent cosmographer, which

was in the possession of the king of Portugal.”

On this single passage the whole claim of M. Behaim rests

finally for support; for Behaim himself has left no testimony

of his discovery, either on his globe, or in the archives of

Nuremberg, or in his numerous letters which are still preserved.

He does not appear to be the discoverer of the Azores, as he is

supposed to be by many writers, but to have married the daughter

of Job de Heurter, a Fleming, who carried a colony of his

countrymen to those islands. The Azores were discovered in

1431; Behaim was born in 1430. It is true that he resided

many years at Fayal ; and it is reported that he made a voyage

with James Cano in 1483, beyond the equator, which is called

entering into another world, and is said to have been prose

cuted during more than two years. But the diréction of their

course was to the east, to Ethiopia as it is called, that is, to

&&.
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into such a work, before that continent was

dreamed of, is unaccountable. Galvan adds,

that Don Henry was much assisted by it.

But even at that early period, I think, Prince

* According to Galvan in Purchas, ii.

p. 1673. Don Pedro brought home from

Venice, as early as 1428, a map which con

tained both the Cape of Good Hope and the

Straits of Magellan; but it proves too much,

for it says the Straits of Magellan were called

the Dragon’s Tail, and the Cape of Good

Hope was entitled the Fore Front of Africa.

This is a different map from that of Fra.

Mauro, not only by its date, but because the

chart in the monastery of Alcobaza is men

tioned afterwards. If there were fictitious

maps of this sort, Behaim might have seen

one ; but how America should find its way

WOI. II. G

Henry had much better intelligence.

M. de Murr (p. 351. of his Dissertation on

M. Behaim, published by Amoretti) main

tains that the two passages attributed to Sche

del, 1493, are interpolations. These passages

assert the voyage of Behaim with Cano ; but

in the MS. of Schedel’s Chronicle, they are

written in a different hand. M. de Murr con

cludes that there is no other evidence of Be

haim's performing this voyage.

G
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Congo; and the cargo they brought home proves it, for it was

an inferior kind of pepper, an article certainly never found in

the neighbourhood of the Straits of Magellan. Neither is it

possible, if Behaim did accompany Cano, that he should have

touched upon America; for the date of his globe is 1492, and

it contains nothing west of St. Brandon.

But in answer to this Amoretti contends, that though it ap

pears from his globe that he knew nothing of America in 1492,

it does not follow that he did not acquire a knowledge both of

America and the strait which joined the Atlantick to the

Pacifick Ocean, in the interval between 1492 and 1506, which

is the date of his death. This is a bold supposition, where the

assumed author of the discovery has left no such testimony of

. himself: a discovery second only, and perhaps equal, to the

circumnavigation of Africa.

Still the declaration of Pigafetta is precise, and is entitled

to great respect. But if we refer to dates, it is possible that

another clue may be found to develope this mystery. Colum

bus reached America in 1492, which is the exact date of the

Nuremberg globe. M. Behaim, therefore, cannot claim any

share in his laurels: his own voyage beyond the equator was

in 1483, 1484, and directed to the east; he therefore did not

discover a western continent in that expedition. Diaz passed

the Cape of Good Hope in 1486; Gama in December 1497.

Pinzon reached the River of Amazons in 1500, and the same

year Brazil was first seen by Cabral. Vespucius Americus dis

covered the Terra Firma of South America in 1502. Now all

these great discoveries, except that of Diaz, fall between the

date of the Nuremberg globe, 1492, and the death of Behaim in

1506; and as he was the greatest cosmographer of his age, it
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is a supposition much better founded than that of Amoretti,

that if M. Behaim made any chart of the new discoveries to

the south-west, he might rationally conjecture a passage round

the southern point of America, conformable to that round the

southern termination of Africa. That a chart of this sort might

be in possession of the king of Portugal, and that Magellan “

might have seen it, is highly probable ; but doubtless the pas

sage was laid down from conjecture, as is evident from Piga-.

fetta; for he says, Magellan was determined to prosecute his

search after it to latitude 75° “, had he not found it in 52°.

Here, therefore, is an uncertainty of twenty-three degrees, and

the existence of the Strait, he adds, was (molto ascoso) very

obscure, or much concealed. -

Now these circumstances could not have existed if Behaim

had visited the southern part of America himself; for he was

an excellent cosmographer; he was the corrector of the astro

labe”, and was as capable of determining a latitude as any of

the Portuguese navigators. Had he, therefore, discovered this

Strait himself, he never could have left it in any chart he drew,

with an uncertainty of twenty-three degrees. But he resided

at Fayal from 1493 to 1506, when he returned to Lisbon, where

he died. It is very possible that he then brought with him the

chart that he gave to the king of Portugal, for Fayal lay in the

track of the navigators who went to the south-west on dis

* All those entrusted with commands, or dentially imparted to him; and this secret he

sent on expeditions, by the kings of Portugal, conveyed to the king of Spain. : -

were furnished with instructions from the col- * Pigafetta, p. 46. Ed. Amoretti.

lections made by the government; if, there- ** A drawing of the astrolabe, as used in

fore, Magellan was destined for such a service, that age by mariners, is inserted in Pigafetta,

he would regularly have had the charts and p. 286.

documents in the king’s possession confi

G G 2
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covery, from whom, it is rational to suppose, he collected the

progress that was annually made on the coast of South

America; and from the trending of that coast to the south

west, he might readily imagine that it came to a point like

Africa. This supposition admits not of proof, but is rational

and consistent : it reconciles the testimony of Pigafetta, and

shews us how much men of enterprise are indebted to men of

science and contemplation.

Martin Behaim is not a man to be compared to Prince

Madoc, or those bold pretenders who claimed the discovery of

a north-east or north-west passage to the East Indies. He has

himself never assumed any pretensions to the discredit of Ma

gellan; and if he did frame a chart for the king of Portugal of

this sort, he is entitled to much praise for the sagacity of his

conjecture, which detracts nothing from the glory of Magellan,

but adds to his merit, as having the courage and perseverance

to verify the fact by the test of experiment. -

The map of Fra. Mauro and the letter of Covilham both in

fluenced the success of Diaz and Gama ; but who ever thought

it derogatory to their honour, that they proceeded to their dis

covery upon previous information : The union of theory and

practice is the most solid foundation of all great achievements;

and though it is true that more honour will accrue to the per

former of great exploits than to the theorist who matured the

plan, it is injurious to detract from their respective merits.

The victories of Philip and Alexander receive no diminution of

their splendour, by referring the constitution of their armies to

the tacticks of Epaminondas.

I have been led into this disquisition (no otherwise connected

with my subject than as it opened another communication with
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India), in order to shew the extreme solicitude of the Court of

Portugal in collecting information and concerting measures for

the prosecution of discovery : an attention continued for a

whole century, and an object attained at last by surmounting

a variety of difficulties, none of which occurred to the Phé

nicians of Neko.

It was in conformity to the same principle that Prince Henry

obtained the map of Fra. Mauro from Venice, and other docu

ments in the sole possession of the government. From these

the instructions” imparted to travellers and navigators were

drawn up by the bishop of Wiseo and the two doctors, Rodri

gues and Moses *, with great secrecy. A map of this sort was

committed to Covilham, when he was dispatched into the East

and to Abyssinia; and Covilham is said by Bruce to have sent

home from Cairo a map, which he had obtained from a Moor.”

in India, in which the extreme cape of Africa was delineated.

That the obtaining such a source of information made part of

Covilham's instructions cannot be doubted ; but when Bruce

adds, that this map contained not only such a cape, but all the

cities round the coast exactly represented, it throws a doubt

upon the whole ; for cities” round the coast there are none for

* In the instructions given to Covilham it

was directed, di passare un di loro nell’ Ethi

opia a vedere il paese del Prete Janni, et se ne

i suoi mari fusse notitia alcuna che si posse

passare ne mari de ponente perche li detti Dot

tore diceveno haverne trovata non so che me

moria. Doubtless this memoir was Tra.

Mauro's map.

* Sometimes called Joseph. See De Bar

ras, Dec. 1. lib. iv. c. 2. p. 283, ed. 1783,

who writes Joseph.

* What sort of charts or maps the Arabs

had, as late as 14oo, may be seen by the map

of the world which I have inserted from Al

I’drissi in the Appendix. It is true that

Africa has a termination in that map, but it is

in the longitude of China, that is, it ends in

the Mare Tenebrosum, as every continent

must, for that sea surrounded the world.

* “Howbeit there appeared unto them no.

“ townes within this land, by reason that.

“ along this coast there are none scituated.”
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twenty degrees, either on the east or west of that great pro

montory. That fictitious charts of this sort existed among the

Mahomedans in the East, as well as in Europe, may be ad

mitted ; for it was a prevailing notion, in all ages, that Africa

was circumnavigable; and it has been already noticed, that on

both coasts, when the voyagers reached the limit of discovery,

the report” of the country was always in favour” of such a

passage. The Portuguese, when they first entered Benomo

tapa, heard of great and regular cities in that kingdom, and of

public roads running” far west, and quite down to the Cape.

If these reports were exaggerated, we may still conceive that a

great kingdom had extended its communications to the west

and south, as far as their caravans could find purchasers of the

native produce ; and the ruins of great buildings fully authenti

cated, with the name of Afur, and the gold mines, have in

duced Dos Santos “ and other writers, as well as Bruce, to

place here the Ophir of Scripture, and the limits of the naviga

tion from Eziongeber.

Mickle “mentions a map found in 1526, in the monastery

of Acobaça, said to be copied from one at Venice, which was

Castaneda, p. 8. “But further within there

- f

7:3; Tºy #w XTºwy $4xxaazy.

“ be townes and villages.” Ibid.

Castaneda says, p. 3. that Covilham set

down the names of places in the chart he car

ried with him, albeit ill written. See Bruce,

vol. ii. p. JoS.

* The communication between the At

lantick and Indian Ocean seems to be intimated

in Abulfeda (p. 5o. Gagnier's translation,

MS. in the Bodleian); but it is so obscure,

that I am not certain that I comprehend it

even in the translation.

* ‘H ºr 'Etvº, ºwitz, X27% ºxº, Kolywszz

Aristotle, ii.

Meteor. 1. cited by Wesseling ad Diodorum,

p. 23. “The Indian Ocean appears gra

“ dually to communicate with the Atlantick.”

* Ed. Barbosa in Ramusio, vol. i. p. 288,

et seq. mentions such a road; that it went far

south may be true, but hardly to the Cape.

“See Lobo's History of Abyssinia, p. 261.

French ed. Dos Santos finds here all that

Solomon found, except peacocks; and Thuk

kiim, which our translation renders peacocks,

he converts into peroquets.

* Introduction to the Lusiad, p. xxxiv.

7
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believed to have been taken from the original of Marco Polo,

and which, according to Ramusio ", marked the Cape of Good

Hope. But this Mickle considers as a mere report, calculated

to derogate from the honour of Prince Henry as the author of

the discovery. This, however, the date of the map, when it

was found in 1526, could not affect, if it were a forgery.

But in reality this is nothing more than the map of Fra.

Mauro in 1459, a copy of which is said still to be preserved in

the monastery of Alcobaza, and the original of which is still

at Venice. The history attending it will be found in the fourth

Dissertation, added to the second part of this work.

Ramusio” was mistaken in saying that this map was copied

from that of Marco Polo’s, for it certainly does contain a ter

mination of Africa, given on the authority of an Indian pilot;

and detracts no more from the merit of Diaz and Gama, than

Martin Behaim's account derogates from the honour of Ma

gellan. -

Marco Polo himself was too wise and too faithful a traveller

to assert the existence of a cape which was still undiscovered.

We have his work, and we find his language in perfect harmony

with that of Skulax and the Periplôs". “Beyond the islands

“ of Madastar and Zanzibar,” says he, “there is no farther

“ navigation southward, because the sea runs there with great

* See Renaudot, Two Arabians, p. 31.

Purchas, ii. p. 1672.

* See Ramusio, vol. ii. Dichiaratione,

p. 17.

* The reading of this passage in Ramusio

is very different from that of Bergeron; but

both agree in stating the impetuosity of the

current to the south. I have followed Ra

musio, as I always do in preference to other

translators, Vol. ii. M. Polo, lib. iii, c. 35.

Bergeron, cap. 39. For the character of M.

Polo, see Schikard Tarich, p. 185. M.

Polus Venetus minime vanus author cujus nar

rata pridem incredibilia quotidie magis ma

gisque verificantur. The Tarich likewise con

tains an account of the Oriental produce,

found in the palace of the kings of Persia,

upon the Mahomedan conquest of that

country.
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“velocity to the south, so that it would be impossible for any

“ vessel to return.” Now here it is to be observed, that M.

Polo “ himself confesses that his information, in regard to the

islands of the Indian Ocean, was obtained from the native

pilots and mariners; and this is the reason why he calls the

continent of Africa the island of Zanzibar, and gives it an ex

tent of two thousand miles. Whatever error there may be in

this, his mention of the current between Madagascar and the

continent is an illustrious truth, the more remarkable as M.

Polo was never on this coast himself, but the source of his in

formation was genuine and authentic. The reason also assigned

for not passing to the south, though it was known that there

were [lands or] islands in that quarter, is the same which the

Arabs of Sofala and Mosambique gave to the Portuguese at

their first arrival on the coast. The whole of this is consistent

with the received opinions of the Greeks and Arabs, whose

knowledge in the early ages terminated at Prasum ; and the

current of the Mosambique channel appears to have been an

insuperable barrier to all navigators except the Phénicians.

The travels of M. Polo were a work that had evidently been

consulted by Prince Henry and the kings of Portugal ; and the

first edition of it from the press was at Lisbon, and as early

as 1502, only four years after the voyage of Gama. But the

use that had been previously made of it is manifest from the

instructions given to Covilham, which were derived from this

and other journals “” of the same kind, in which the countries

he was directed to visit were all noticed. Antecedent to this

* Lib. iii, c. 27. was in India between 1420 and 1440, and his

* The journal of Nicola di Conti was pub- work is highly interesting and curious. It is

lished with that of M. Polo, at Lisbon. He inserted in Ramusio’s, and similar collections.

-
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publication the work was only in manuscript, but of this there

were said to be three copies : the original in Italian, dictated

by the author himself, when he was in prison at Genoa; and

two others in Latin, one at Padua and another at Berlin. It

was from the Latin copy at Padua that Ramusio published it in

Italian, and from which it was inserted in Purchas's collection,

and a variety of others on the continent. The best edition is

said to be that of Andre Muller” at Berlin, 1071 ; but this I

have never been able to obtain. The Portuguese edition of

1502 was published by a gentleman of the court, attendant on

Eleonora queen of Emanuel, who likewise published the journal

of Nicolai de Conti, and of Jerom de St. Etienne. The date

in 1502 seems to intimate that, whatever use had been made of

these works in the progress of discovery, they were now pub

lished with an intention to prove that they, none of them, con

tained a specific account of the great promontory of Africa,

and consequently that the merit of the discovery was the pro

perty of Gama alone.

The belief that such a termination of this vast continent

existed, I have already shewn, was general ; but the actual de

lineation of it, and the assertion that the barrier had been

passed, as far as I can discover, was to be found nowhere but

in the Planisphere of Fra. Mauro. The date of that work is

1459, nearly forty years before Gama sailed ; and it is not only

ascertained that Prince IIenry had a copy of it, but that it was

composed with a view to encourage the great designs which

he had in view. There can be no doubt but that both Diaz

- - w - - - -

* See Green in Astley's Collection, vol. iv. p. 581. and the preface of Muller prefixed to .

M. Polo in Bergeron. - * * *
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and Gama were made acquainted with its contents, and fur

nished with instructions from it, as Covilham was supplied

with a map and similar information from the same repository.

This detracts nothing from the glory of the achievement, but

proves the wisdom as well as the solicitude of Prince Henry ;

and that while he aspired to the honour of opening the com

munication, he neglected no means of acquiring the necessary

information requisite to the success of his undertaking. Pos

sessed of such instructions, Gama embarked with confidence,

and persevered with fortitude. It is presumption to attempt

impossibilities, and temerity insures disappointment; but in

Gama we find a selection of means proportioned to the end,

and an acquisition of intelligence as the foundation of his hopes.

He was not the first man who said that Africa had its limit,

but the first that proved it.

VOYAGES OF BARTHOLOM EW DIA Z AND WASCO DE G AM.A.

XXVII. From the year 1410” to 1486 the Portuguese had

been engaged in advancing their discoveries to the south ; some

progress had been made in every reign; but the honour of

doubling the extreme cape of Africa was reserved for John the

Second. In 1486” Bartholomew Diaz sailed from Portugal

with three ships; he is called an officer of the king's storehouse

at Lisbon, but is manifestly of a family “which had long been

" * One thousand four hundred and six is * We meet with Dimis Diaz and Vincent.

given as the first date of Prince Henry's de-, Diaz in 1447, and John Diaz who was one

signs. of the first company erected at Lagos in 1444,

* See Castaneda, Faria, Mickle, Osorius, Faria, p. 9.

Bruce.
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employed in these voyages of discovery; and had probably

been gratified with a place of trust for merits in the service.

He advanced to 24° south, one hundred and twenty leagues

beyond the track of former navigators, and then stretching

boldly out to sea, never touched upon the coast again till he

a actually forty leagues to the eastward of the cape, which

he had passed without seeing it in his passage.

This however was not the termination of his discovery, for

he proceeded to the river del Infante, upwards of six degrees

to the eastward of Agulhas “, which is the most southern point

of Africa, and near a degree beyond the Cape of Good Hope.

The reason of his return is not quite evident; but he had

parted “” with one of his little fleet on his passage, and it may

be presumed that the impossibility of collecting information

from the natives, with the continuance of the coast to the east

ward, which he might have expected to trend to the north,

contributed to his determination. Five-and-twenty leagues

short of this river he erected his cross on a rocky islot, which

still bears the name of De la Cruz, in the bay of Algoa “.

This is a perpetual monument to his honour, and the Grand

Cape which he saw on his return he styled the Cabo Tormen

toso, from the tremendous storms he had encountered on his

passage. The different sentiments with which this discovery

* Cape Agulhas or Needle point. These * He met this vessel on his return, with

names still decorate our charts, and it is but only three of the crew alive. One died for

justice to preserve the names and language of joy.

every discoverer. The French have had the * Algoa, in the English charts, properly

vanity to displace several appellations of our Del Agoa, (Agua, water,) there are two

late discoverers. But La Peyrouse was honester Del Agoas.

than his countrymen.

If H 2
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inspired his sovereign upon his return, reversed the omen, and

changed the Stormy Cape into the Cape of Good Hope, a

name which has superseded the pretensions of all occupants

and all conquerors, and which it is hoped will preserve the

glory of a generous monarch, and his hardy subjects, to the

end of time.

Still, though the discovery was made, it was not completed.

India had been the object of the sovereign, and the nation, for

almost a century; but India was neither found, or seen, or

heard of: this was wanting to the fame of Diaz, and this was

the cause that all the glory of the discovery attached to Gama.

Gama was a man of family “, and Diaz sailed under him, with -

an inferior command ; he had not even the satisfaction of at

tending his superior to the completion of his own discovery,

but returned from St. Jago, and was again employed in a se

condary command under Cabral, in the fleet that sailed to

India in 1500. In this expedition Brasil was discovered,

and in the passage from thence to the Cape, four ships

perished, one of which was that of Bartholomew Diaz, with all

on board “.

It would seem natural that the discovery of Diaz should have

been immediately prosecuted to its completion ; but it required

a deliberation of ten years and another reign before a new ex

pedition was undertaken; and great debates are mentioned as

‘passing in the council of Portugal, whether the attempt itself

were expedient, or any advantage could be derived from it to

the nation at large.

* Faria. Dut Castaneda takes no notice gentleman. He,bore a Gama, i.e. Dama. ..

of his family; he at least had armorial bear- * Mickle Lusiad, p, zoº. Castaneda,

ings, which, in that age, implied the rank of p. 73.
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In the mean time, however, the design had never been re

linquished, or the prior discoveries neglected ; John II. had

dispatched Covilham and his companions into the east, and

the establishments on the coast of Guinea had been attended

to with anxious solicitude. At length when Emanuel had de

termined upon prosecuting the discovery of India, Gama was

selected for the service, and was conducted to assume his com

mand on board the fleet, under the most solemn auspices of

religion”. The king, attended by all his court, accompanied

the procession, and the great body of the people was attracted

to the shore, who considered him and his followers rather as

devoted to destruction, than as sent to the acquisition of

TenOWI). -

The fleet consisted of three small ships and a victualler,

manned with no more than one hundred and sixty souls; the

principal officers were,

Vasco de Gama.

Paul de Gama, his brother.

Bartholomew Diaz, who was to accompany them only

to a certain latitude.

Diego Diaz, purser, brother of Bartholomew.

Nicolas Coello.

Pedro Alanquer, who had been pilot to Diaz.

Gonzalo Gomez.

* Bruce, who is no enemy to religion, has cution of this voyage, Gama seems to have

condemned the religious solemnity attending devoted himself to death, if he should not

this embarkation, as discouraging ; but he succeed, from a sense of religion and loyalty.

seems neither to have considered the age or the His success is owing to this sentiment.

nation. By all that we can collect of the exe

3.
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They sailed from Lisbon on the 18th of July 1497, and after

parting with Diaz at St. Jago, reached the Bay of St. Helena

in latitude 32° 35' 0", on the 4th of November. They had on

board several who spoke the Arabick language, and others who

had acquired the Negro tongue by former voyages to the Gold

Coast, Benin, and Congo. In the Bay of St. Helena they

found the natives which we now call Hottentots, as we dis

cover by the mention of a peculiarity in their utterance, which

the journal calls sighing", and which Vaillant describes by

the term clappement, a gutteral cluck, the characteristick of

their language. None of the Negro interpreters understood

this dialect. º

A quarrel arose between the voyagers, and these harmless

and timid natives, from the suspicion of treachery, natural to

those who visit barbarous nations for the first time; and in the

skirmish Gama himself was wounded in the foot. This acci

dent hastened their departure. They left the Bay on the 16th

of November; Alanquer declaring that the cape could not be

much farther than thirty leagues distant, though he could not

describe it, as he had passed it without seeing “” it, under the

command of Diaz. For the four following days it was a con

tinued tempest at south-south-west, during which Osorius * in

troduces the account of Gama's confining his pilot in irons,

and standing to the helm himself. Castaneda mentions nothing

of this circumstance; his narrative indeed is brief and dry,

but seems to be a copy of the journal". On the fourth day

* Castaneda, p. 7. * It often glides from the third into the

* I follow the Journal of Castaneda ; he first person, without appearing conscious of

must have seen it on his return. the change.

* Vol. i. p. 48.
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the danger was surmounted; they doubled the Cape on the

20th of November, and getting now the wind in their favour,

came to an anchor in the Bay of St. Blas, sixty leagues beyond

the Cape, upon the Sunday following. This Bay still bears

the name of St. Bras in our charts; and the natives found here

were the same as those of St. Helena.

At St. Blas the fleet staid ten days, and was supplied with

oxen by the natives. They found also penguins and sea lions.

in great numbers. They discharged and burnt the victualler,

and then proceeded on their voyage to the eastward. The

rock de la Cruz, where Diaz had erected his pillar, was by

estimation sixty-five leagues from St. Blas, and the river Del

Infante fifteen farther to the east. When Gama set sail the

‘current was strong against him, but having the wind in his fa

vour, which blew a storm from the 8th to the 13th, he pushed

forward till he was sixty leagues from St. Blas, on the 16th of

December. Here he made the coast”, which had a good ap

pearance, with herds of cattle on the shore. He passed within

sight of de la Cruz, and wished to have come to an anchor at

the river Del Infante, but the wind being adverse, he was

obliged to stand out to sea, till on the 20th of December it

came again to the west, and carried him through the currents

which had opposed him all round the Cape. The good fortune

which attended him in obtaining this wind, at the time when

the current was most unfavourable, inspired his heart with

gratitude: he humbled himself with pious acts of devotion be

fore his Creator, to whose especial Providence he imputed his

* Somewhere about Cape Arreciſe or Foul Cape.
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success, and declarcd to his people, that he verily believed it

was the will of God that India should be discovered “”.

From the 20th to the 25th he ran along a coast which he

styled Terra de Natal, from the celebration of the Nativity on

that day. It lics between latitude 32° 30' 0° and 30° south ;

and on the 6th of January 1498 he reached a river which he

named De los Reyes, from the feast of the Epiphany; he did

not anchor here, though in great want of water, but proceeded.

till the 11th, when he landed at a river called Cobio “, and

which, from the treatment he received, he left afterwards

marked with the appellation of Rio des buonas Gentes, or the

River of Good People.

The natives here were no longer Hottentots but Caffres, who

even in that age bore the same marks of superior civilization,

which they preserve to the present hour. A circumstance more

fortunate and more extraordinary was, that Martin Alonzo

understood their language. This is a most remarkable occur

rence, as Alonzo could scarcely have been lower than Mina on

the western coast, which is forty degrees from the Cape, and

the breadth of the continent from west to east cannot, in the

latitude of 20° south, be less than eighteen or nineteen degrees

more. What Negro nation or language do we know of such

an extent? and yet wonderful as it is, there is no reason to

doubt the fact. These people had mean houses, but well

furnished, and were possessed of iron, copper, pewter, salt,

and ivory.

The fleet staid here till the 15th, and obtained wood, water,

fowls, and oxen. Proceeding on that day to the northward,

*” Castant dº, p. 10. “Ibid. p 1 r.
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they continued their voyage till the 24th ; in this run they

passed Cape Corrientes and the low coast of Sofala without

anchoring, till they reached a river, which, from the circum

stances that arose, they had afterwards reason to call the river

of Good Signs” (de buenas Sinas).

It is a circumstance particularly noticed by the historians,

that from St. Helena to this place no vestige of navigation, no

sort of embarkation had been seen. But here, upon the morn

ing after their arrival, they were visited by the natives in boats,

wilich had sails, made of the Palm *. This roused the atten

tion of every one on board, and in the course of a few days

two men of superior rank came on board, who had garments

of cotton, silk, and sattin; this was the first infallible sign of

the produce of India, and hope glowed in every heart. The

language, however, of their visitors was unknown ; they under

stood not the Negro dialect of Alonzo, nor the Arabick of

Alvarez”, but they intimated by signs that they had seen ships

as large as the Portuguese, and seemed to mark the north as the

quarter where they might be found.

Here then Gama determined to prepare for the completion

of his discovery. The natives were quiet; they were not Ma

homedans. The women received the seamen with com

placency, and provisions were easy to be procured. These

were all inducements for laying his vessels a-ground and ca

reening them. He gave orders accordingly ; and during a stay

of more than thirty days, which this service required, no dis

* Faria, p. 38. mentions boats here, but nothing of sail; till

* Faria. The expression is not clear, but they approached Mosambique.

intimates cloth made of fibres of the coco * Osorius says, one of them spoke Ara

palm. It is worthy of notice that Castañeda bick very imperfectly, vol. i. p. 51.

V O L. II. - . J I
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-

**

.*

pute arose to disturb the harmony between the natives and

their visitors.

This river is the Zambezè “, which is navigable for two hun

dred leagues up to Sucumba", and penetrates into the interior

of Benomotapa. It falls into the sea through a variety of .

mouths, between latitude 19° and 18° south, which are known

in our modern charts as the rivers of Cuamo and Quilimant: “”,

from a fort of that name upon the northern branch “.. I find

nothing in Castaneda or Faria to mark the extent of Gama's

knowledge at this place, but as he had the corrected chart of

Covilham on board, in which Sofala was marked as the limit

of his progress; if that chart was furnished with the latitude,

Gama must have known that he had now passed the barrier,

and that the discovery was ascertained, as the most southern

branch of the Zambezë is two degrees to the north of Sofala.

He must likewise know that the directions given by Covilham

were to inquire for Sofala and the island of the Moon “. And

whether he understood the language of the natives or not, the

name of Sofala “must have been pronounced to them in an

intercourse of thirty days, and the quarter where it lay must

have been obtained. - -

We are here approaching to a junction with the discoveries

of the Arabians, the Egyptians, the Greeks, and Romans; and

* Zambezë is a Caffre name, as is Luabo. be the largest, which is that most to the north,

Luabo only is navigable. Lobo, p. 26o. The as Ressende places the river of Good Signs in

Zambeze has five mouths. Dos Santos. Ibid. latitude 17°50' o'. P. Lobo calls Quilimane

* Ressende, p. 80. the river of Good Signs, p. 202, ed. Paris,

* Quilimane is the river of Good Signs, Le Grande.

according to John Dos Santos. Lobo, p. 163. * The Island of the Moon is an Arahick.

It is said to signify the Great River. name, and occurs in Al Edrissi.

* I cannot ascertain which mouth of the * See Osorius, p. 52.

Zambeze Gama anchored in. I suppose it to

3
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though possibly none but the Arabians “had been as low as

Sofala by Sea, certain it is, if the authority of Ptolemy may be

credited, that the Romans had penetrated inland to the south

ward of the equator, and terminated their researches with a

nation they styled Agisymba. Ptolemy “mentions two Roman

officers, Septimius Flaccus and Julius Maternus, who had been

engaged in these expeditions to the south, Flaccus from Cy

rénè “, and Maternus from Leptis. Flaccus reported that the

Ethiopians [of Agisymbal were three months journey south of

the Garamantes, and Flaccus seems to have performed this

march himself. Maternus reported, that when the king of the

Garamantes set out from Garama to attack the Ethiopians of

Agisymba, he marched four months to the south. Ptolemy

does not allow the use made of these reports by the geographer

Marínus, which would carry Agisymba into 49° or 550 south

latitude, still under his own correction he carries Prasum" into

latitude 15°, and Agisymba somewhat farther to the south.

Wonderful as this march of Flaccus is to contemplate,

through the very heart and most desert part of Africa into such

a latitude, it is still more extraordinary that the latitude of

Prasum should coincide with Mosambique, and that two or

three degrees farther to the south, the kingdom of Benomo

tapa “should occur, in which Zimbao is still the name of a

“And the Phéricians, if Sofala is Ophir. silver, as Faria affirms, (vol. iii. p. 148.) and

* Lib. i. c. 8. * * * * * - gold is also found in the streams which come

* Libya. - - - down from the mountains. These mountains,

* Page 115. - which Rennell calls the Belt of Africa, Di

* Betomotapa is celebrated by all the Barros places between the equator and tropick

Tortuguese, as the source from whence all the of Capricorn. What their breadth is, or

gold dust at Sofala, and on the coast, is ac- whether they communicate with those of

quired. There is said to be a gold mine in Abyssinia, is still problematical. That they

that kingdom called Maica, and others of do, is highly probable; and as they throw

I 2
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tribe, or as the Portuguese writers affirm, the court of the

sovereign “. . - -

. It is by no means necessary to assert, that Mosambique is

identically Prasum, or the Zimbaos” Agisymba, but the coin

cidence of latitude led the Portuguese almost to a man to give

credit to the one, and the coincidence of sound * has left a

constant belief of the other. The Portuguese pilots were many

of them well read in Ptolemy. It is from information of this

sort that Di Barros maintains that Sofala is almost surrounded

by a river issuing from a lake called Maravi", which the an

down the Nile to the north, on the south

they may well produce the Zambezé, or

rivers of Cuamo or Quilimanè ; as well as

the Obii and Quilimanè at Pate and Ampaşa,

and the great lake which all speak of with so

much uncertainty. We may suppose all these

rivers which come to the south productive of

gold, as well as the river of Benomotapa.

And as the kingdom of Abyssinia in its more

flourishing state certainly extended its influence

to Magadoxo, in latitude 5° north, so may we

discover the means by which, in all ages, the

gold dust of the south found its way into that

kingdom. Bruce says it has no gold of its

own, and yet gold by the ounce, and bricks of

salt, are the current coin of the kingdom. This

method of procuring gold in Abyssinia from

the south was known both to the Greeks and

Arabs, and must apparently have been the pri

mary cause of their voyage to the south, and

possibly of those performed by the Iduméans,

Phènicians, and Solomon to Ophir, if Ophir

and Sofala be the same. In Sumatra, the na-.”

tive name for a gold mine is Ophir, and this is

perhaps one reason for some of the learned

placing Solomon's Ophir there. But query,

whether Ophir is not a name carried into

Sumatra by the Mahomedans, as Adam’s Pike

was conveyed to Borneo by them 2 See An

nual Register, 1769. Characters, p. 3. from

le Poivre's Travels.

* Di Barros, in Ramusio, p. 261. vol. i.

Barbosa, ibid. vol. i. p. 28S. Marmol. vol. iii.

who copies Di Barros.

* The Gallas who have afflicted Abyssinia

for many centuries, are placed by Bermudez

in the neighbourhood of Magadoxo, and called

Suimbas: a very probable site and people for

the Agizymbas of Ptolemy. See Bermudez,

in Purchas, vol. ii. p. 1166. This has not

escaped d’Anville. See his Map of Africa.

See infra, n. 451. It is far more likely that

Flaccus should have reached the latitude of

Magadasho than that of Benomotapa.

* D’Anville calls them Zimbas or Muzim

bas, and seems to think them the same as the

Gallas, who have been the pest of Abyssinia

for many centuries past. The lake here no

ticed he first introduced into a map composed

for Le Grande’s edition of Lobo in 1728.

* I always suspect either the existence, or

the place of this lake; for as Marmol con

founds a lake somewhere between Magadoxo.

and Daffui with the Dembea, so is the river

that issues from this lake, and almoſt surround;

Sofala, very like the Nile crossing the lake

Dembea, and surrounding the province of:

Gojam.
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cients supposed to be the origin of the Nile; a charge not very

unjust, if we consider that Ptolemy has brought the source of

that stream into 12° 30' 0" south ; though Di Barros himself is

as bold in his assertion when he derives from the same lake *

the Zambezè, with all the streams of Cuamo, the I’spiritu

Santo which falls into the sea below Cape Corrientes “, and

another river which is to traverse the whole continent into

Congo.

At this river of Zambezè we have a right to consider the dis

eovery of Gama as accomplished, for here he had united his cir

cumnavigation with the route of Covilham ; but we must conduct

him to Quiloa, in order to make him meet the limit of the Peri

plós at Rhaptum, and to Melinda, before he obtained a pilot

to conduct him to the Indies.

It was not till the 24th * of February that the fleet was re

paired and ready to sail ; and it is remarkable that the people

had suffered much here from the scurvy, notwithstanding the

country is said to have abounded with fruits of various sorts in

abundance; the disease is imputed to the lowness and humidity

of the coast, and the humanity of Gama is recorded as opening

all his own stores for the relief of the afflicted. Upon the re

sumption of his course he kept along the coast for six days,

and upon the first of March came in sight of four islands that

lie off the port of Mosambique. It is upon the approach to

this port that Castaneda first mentions boats furnished with

sails; and no sooner did this sight meet the eyes of the navi

gators than Coello, running up along side of his commander,

* Marmol speaks of a Lake Zaflan here, * See Di Barros, in Ramusic, yol, i.

which he confounds with the Tsana or Dembea p. 386, et seq.

of Habez, p. 156, et seq. * An, 1498.
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cried out, “How say you, sir, here is another kind of people;”

and such indeed they found them, for Mosambique was at this

time under the government of Quiloa, the sovereign of which

was master of the coast from Sofala to Melinda “, with most

of the islands in the neighbourhood. From the colour of the

voyagers they were easily mistaken for Turks", with whom the

Moors were necessarily acquainted in the Red Sea, and for this

reason, upon the first interview, every civility was imparted,

and pilots granted at their request. With the discovery of this

mistake, and the treachery in consequence of it, we have no

concern, but with the appearances that evinced an Indian com

merce Gama had every reason to be gratified. The vessels

were such as traded along the coast, large, but without decks,

the seams sewed with cayro, or cordage made of coco, and the

timbers fastened with the same without a nail throughout. The

sails were mats composed of palm leaves; and many of the

larger sort had charts” and compasses *. The Moors of the

Red Sea and India received here the gold of Sofala in exchange

for their commodities; and the town, though meanly built,

furnished abundant specimens of pepper, ginger, cottons, silver

rings, pearls, rubies, velvet, silk, and various other articles of

an Indian trade. The inhabitants were mostly Caffres, but the

* Mombaga excepted, which had revolted,

and Melinda was preparing for a revolt.

* Moors of Barbary, according to Osorius.

But this is supposing that the natives of Mo

sambique knew that they had come round

the Cape. It is much more probable that they

supposed them Turks from the Red Sea who

had been down to Sofala, or had been driven

accidentally to the south. -

* And quadrants, Oscrius says: but per

haps without sufficicnt authority. I have not

the Latin work of Osorius, but I suppose he

might use astrolabe, which is rendèred quad

rant by his translater; this would not prove

a knowledge prior to the Europeans, for the

Arabick term is astharlab, cvidently corrupted

from the Greek, and shews its origin as readily

as bussola. See Chamb. Dict, in voce.

* The Arabick term for the compass is

bussola, a certain proof that they derived it

from the Italians who traded to Alexaidria.

Mickle, lxxx. Ste supra. - -

*
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government was in the hands of Mahomedans from Arabia,

and as the commander had several who could speak Arabick

on board, a communication was readily opened, and intelli

gence soon obtained that the voyage to Calicut was regularly

performed, and the distance about nine hundred leagues.

The fleet remained at Mosambique and in the neighbourhood

till the 24th * of March, and then made sail along the coast to

the northward”. I should have been glad to have conducted

Gama to Quiloa, as I esteem it the Rhapta of the Periplôs;

and I could have wished to have ended his navigation from

Europe where I terminated that of the Greeks from the Red

Sea; but partly from treachery and partly from accident, he

was carried past Quiloa, and proceeded to Mombaça; the

same treachery attended him at this place as before, which de

terred him from entering the port. Some of the people, how

ever, landed and found a city much more splendid than Mo

sambique. Here likewise were observed all the commodities

of India, with the citron, leiſhon, and orange, the houses built

of stone like those of Portugal, and the inhabitants chiefly

Mahomedans, living with all the splendour and luxury of

the east.

The stay of Gama at this place was only two days, when he

proceeded to Melinda and came to an anchor upon the 17th of

I should* See Capper on the Monsoons, p. 68.

The monsoons in the Mosambique channel

correspond nearly with those on the coast of

Malabar, that is, south-west, from April to

November; north-east, from November to

April. South-west is the fair season; the

land and sea breezes are regular. But the

Mulatto of Magadoxo mentions a change of

the monsoon on September 14th.

doubt the authority, or suppose that it was the

peculiarity of a single season.

* It may not be improper to notice that

the language of the coast styles the course to

the northward east, and to the Cape west. It

is thus in the Thames that we call Norway

ships, Danes, and Swedes, east country ships,
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Narch 1498. There is no harbour here but an open road “,

the city, however, was splendid and well built, with houses of

several stories; and the appearance of wealth throughout,

evinced the extent of their commerce and their communication

with India. Here, though Gama was not without suspicion,

he experienced every act of friendship and hospitality; and

this, because Melinda was inclined to hostilities with Quiloa,

and ready to receive every one as a friend who had experienced

injuries in a rival city. -

We are here to take our leave of Gama; his discovery was

ascertained, and after having conducted him within the boun

dary of the Greeks and Romans, the object for introducing this

narrative of his voyage is answered. It is but justice, however,

to notice, that he reached the long sought shores of India, and

visited Calicut, the centre of Indian commerce, without any

particular misfortunes, but such as are natural to a first at

tempt. He returned to Lisbon in 1499, where he received

every honour which a generous sovereign and grateful nation

could bestow.

He was again honoured with the command of a squadron in

1502, when the style of his commission was that of admiral and

governor; and he returned “” a third time in 1524, under the

reign of John III. when he was raised to the title of viceroy

and count de Vidigueira. During this command he died at

Cochin in 1525, after having the satisfaction of living to see the

power of his country paramount in the seas of India, from

Malacca to the Cape of Good Hope. A power which she

“Such are the "osſo, of the Periples. - * Faria, vol. i. p. 63, and 280.
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maintained for upwards of a century, and lost at last by

the loss of those virtues by which it had originally been ac

quired.

Gama was formed for the service to which he was called,

violent indeed in his temper, terrible in anger, and sudden in

the execution of justice, but at the same time intrepid, per

severing, patient in difficulties, fertile in expedients, and su

perior to all opposition. Courage is a quality common to

thousands, but fortitude exists only in a noble mind; and few

instances of fortitude are more conspicuous than that of Gama,

when, upon being detained in Calicut, by the Zamorin, he

ordered his brother to sail without him, that his country might

not be deprived of the fruits of his discovery. To the virtues

of a commander he added the religion of a Christian, and

though the religion of his age was never without a tincture of

chivalry and superstition, in one sense at least his religion was

genuine and sincere. It was religion that supported him under

the perils he encountered, and a firm persuasion that it was the

will of Providence that India should be discovered. The con

sequence of his discovery was the subversion of the Turkish

power, which at that time kept all Europe in alarm. The east

no longer paid tribute for her precious commodities, which

passed through the Turkish provinces; the revenues of that

empire were diminished; the Othmans ceased to be a terror to

the western world, and Turope “has risen to a power which

the other three continents may in vain endeavour to oppose.

Portugal it is true has lost her pre-eminence in the east, but she

still retains Brasil, which was the accident of her Oriental

* Such is the opinion both of Abbé Ray- Sce in Mickle, p. 83, a citation from Faria to

ual, Mickle, Dr. Campbell, Harris, &c. &c. this effect.
-

WOI. II. IV. R.

-
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voyages, and which has prolonged her existence as a nation to

the present hour.

The reader will pardon this digression in favour of a man

whom no historian ever contemplated without admiration, but

if the history of the man does not attach to the purpose of the

present work, the account of his voyage is one of its constituent

parts. Our design has been to shew all that the ancients per

formed, or could not perform, and the voyage of Gama has

been detailed, with all its difficulties, in order to prove the

utter improbability of any previous navigation round the Cape.

I will not say it was impracticable, but I think it impossible to

have been once performed and never prosecuted; I think it

impossible that it should have stood upon the page of history

as an insulated fact, through a lapse of one-and-twenty cen

turies, without imitation or repetition of the experiment.

XXVIII. It remains still to shew the relative situation of the

Arabs on this coast of Africa, such as the Greeks and Romans

left them, and such as the Portuguese found them upon their

arrival in the Eastern Ocean. The Periplôs mentions that the

Arabs of Rhapta were subject to the sovereign of Maphartis,

and Maphartis itself was one of the dependencies of Sabéa or

Yemen. They employed the vessels sewed with coco cordage,

from whence the name of the place was derived, and they

traded to India, Arabia, the Red Sca, and Egypt. Arabs of

the same description Gama found here after the expiration of

thirteen centuries, the same vessels on the coast, and the same

foreign trade. One circumstance indeed was different, the re

ligion of Mahomed had at the same time it introduced superior
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vigour, and a more extensive commerce, engendered a hatred

to the Christian name, which excited that malice and treachery

which Gama experienced, and which, perhaps, without a dif

ference of faith, the rivalship in commerce must necessarily

have produced.

Of these Arabs there were two distinct parties, one called

Zaydes or Emozaides, who were the first settlers upon record,

and the other a tribe from Baca in the Gulph of Persia near

Bahrein “”. The Emozaides were hereticks of the sect of Ali;

they came from Yemen, and seem to have occupied the coast

of Africa, after the time of Mahomed, in the same manner as

their Heathen brethren had settled there in the age of the Peri

plós. The tribe from Baca were Sonnites or orthodox, who

hate the Shiites worse than Christians; they had seized first

upon Quiloa, and had extended their power for two hundred

miles along the coast, but from their internal dissensions were

declining in power when the Portuguese first arrived in the

Indian Oceanſ. Upon the introduction of this tribe from

Baca “, the Emozaides retired inland and became Bedouins”;

they intermarried with the natives, and still exist as black Arabs,

little distinguished from the Caffrès who are found both on the

continent and in the islands”, which lie in the Mosambique

channel, and even in the island of Madagascar.

* Di Barros, in Ramusio, vol. i. p. 386, Jones says the family came from the main.

et seq. The proper name is Hinzuan, which became

* If we may judge from Niebuhr they Anjuan, and Anjoane easily made Johanna by

ought to be of the tribe Beni Houle, in an English seaman. It is one of the Comora

Oman. Isles between Madagascar and the continent;

467 Wandºring tribes that live in tents. and Comora still preserves the name of Comr,

* The king of Johanna is perhaps of this the Arabick name of Madagascar, the Island of

cast, half Arab and half Negro, as Sir William the Moon. - -

K K 2
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The whole coast below Mombaga was under the power of

these Sonnites from Baca ; but Mombaça had revolted, was

independent, and had a sovereign of its own, who was a Sonnite ;

while Brava and Magadoxo “” were styled republicks, where
47.2

the power was in the hands of twelve * principal families form

ing an aristocracy, perhaps as conspicuous on that coast as

Venice was in the Hadriatick.

This state of the country is perfectly analogous to the de

scription of it in the Periplôs; every city, says that journal,

* An account of Magadoxo is inserted in

Captain Hamilton's Account of the East

Indies, vol. i. p. 12. and copied by Astley

IGreen], vol. iii. p. 389. where mention is

made of an English ship, called the Albemarle,

in 17oo, out of which a boat was sent on shore,

and the people never heard of. In this there

is nothing very extraordinary; but what Ha

milton did not know is, that a Mulatto, be

longing to this boat, has left a memoir on the

subject, which is preserved in the British

Museum, 2992. Plut. xx. F.; in which he

mentions the murder of the English, and that

he was himself reduced to slavery, in which he

continued sixteen years. At the expiration of

this term, while he was accompanying an ex

pedition of the natives against Bandem and

Saem, he escaped on board a Dutch ship,

and returned to England in 1724, when he

found his captain, Mr. William Beawes, still

alive. The reader will not be offended with

the introduction of this note, when he is in

formed that Magadoxo has still some resem

blance to a republic. The king's manner of

living, house, and appearance, is inferior to

that of some of his officers; and his power cir

cumscribed. This Memoir is accompanied

with drawings of the town and buildings, called

Morsacks, which are places of burial, and

bestow rank upon those to whose family they

belong. There are other drawings of natural

history, not valuable indeed, but the whole

remarkable as the production of a Mulatto.

* The love of independence is the ruling

principle in the mind of an Arab, and a pa

triarchal sovereignty is the only one to which

he can naturally submit. This it is which

drives so many petty tribes into the deserts,

which they occupy from Mesopotamia to the

frontiers of Morocco, and from the coasts of

the Persian Gulph to Mosambique. The re

sidence in cities is unnatural to them, and

though they do occupy places which they have

conquered, still every city must have its chief,

and every chief finds a party within his walls

which is hostile to his government. Niebuhr

has painted this spirit of the people most ad

mirably throughout his work. But the Ma

homedan religion has also produced an aristo

cratick principle, subsisting under all the de

spotism of the east. The Ulemas, under the

Turkish government, are an aristocracy be

tween the monarch and the people; and who

ever is acquainted with Oriental manners, knows

that there were families which preserved a sort

of ruling power in Samarkand, Bagdat, Basra,

and all the principal cities of the east. Such

a junction of families might well exist at Brava

and Magadoxo, when the Portuguese first

visited the coast; and any government where

there was no ostensible chicf would siggest to

them the idea of a republick. -

2
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was a separate government, and every government had its in

dependent chief. Such they were in that age, and such they

might have continued if an European power had not arisch,

which overwhelmed them all in a period of less than twenty

years. Sofala, Mosambique, Quiloa, Angoxa, Ocha, Pate,

Miombaza, Brava, and the Zanguebar Islands, all submitted to

Diego Almeida, and Tristan d’Acugna before the year 1508.

Melinda, which had always been friendly, lost all her import

ance, and Magadoxo only resisted with effect; but whether

from the bravery of the people, or because it lay too much to

the north to be of importance, is hard to determine. Had they

not been conquered they must have sunk in their importance

from the natural course of events ; the sinews of their commerce

were cut, and their ships could not sail without a Portuguese

pass. The produce indeed of the coast itself would still have

maintained these cities from utter decadence, and brought

foreigners to their ports; but the power of the Portuguese

monopolized all profits, till it fell in its turn by the errors of

the government, and by the avarice and peculation of its

officers. Of all these conquests which do so much credit to

their valour, and so little to their policy, Mosambique is the

only possession which has survived the wreck of their empire;

and this port is said still to be a profitable settlement, and to

preserve an influence over the other states, which have reverted

again into the power of the Arabs; among these the Imam” of

* Letters of Merchants, (in Gynaeus, inde concedunt Cambayam sive Meccham. -

Novus Orbis,) p. 136. Naves Maurorum ex This account is from the fleet fitted out from

Cambaya ad Zephalam (Sofalam) deveniunt Portugal in 15oz or 1503, and answers ex

inde comportant aurum, Ebur, Ceram: ante actly to the voyage noticed in the Periplºs.

scx vel octo menses non expediuntur . . . . . See supra, p. 146.
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Oman is the chief, and Quiloa and Zanguebar are governed by

Sheiks of his appointment *.

It was my intention to have closed this account of the coast,

and this part of the Periplôs, which I call the African Voyage.

with some particulars relating to the Arabian settlements, and

their situation under the power of the Portuguese ; but the

whole of this subject has been so ably discussed by the writers

of the M. Universal History, in their twelfth volume, and so

much more at large than would have been suitable to the nature

of the present work, that the labour is not necessary. Some

particulars I had collected from Ressendè’s MS. in the British

Museum, with which they were not acquainted, that might

have been acceptable ; but in general, the authorities they have

followed are so genuine, and their own observations so just, as

to admit of little farther enlargement upon the subject.

HERE, therefore, I close the First Part of my design, which

was to examine the navigation of the ancients on the coast of

Africa, from their first entrance into the Red Sea, to the ter

mination of their progress to the south ; and to connect their

discoveries with those of the moderns, by fixing on the voyage

of Gama as the point of union. The Second Part will contain

two books allotted to Arabia and India, a subject less obscure,

but still curious rather than attractive. Interesting it can be to

those only who are possessed of information, and qualified to

* Niebuhr, vol. ii. p. 146, Arabie, Fr. ed., Add Captain Bissell's Journal.
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appreciate the merit of intellectual perseverance. Research,

selection of materials, and discrimination of evidence, present

not themselves as objects to the careless or superficial. These

qualifications, indeed, an author may claim without having a

title to the possession ; but if, in the present instance, his pre

tensions are admitted, and if his efforts are directed to the at

tainment of truth, the result of them may be as acceptable to

others as the pursuit has been gratifying to himself. The dis

covery of truth is satisfactory, even in matters of speculation

and amusement; but to dispel the clouds of antiquity, to

penetrate into remote regions, and to trace the intercourse of

mankind to its origin, must be curious, and may be useful. In

the performance of this service, I have renounced system, and

disclaimed pertinacity of error; but if any tendency of this sort

can be imputed, I am ready to abandon both upon conviction.

The corrections of professional men, or men of science, I shall

receive with gratitude; to them I devote the result of my in

quiries, and to their judgment I shall submit without a

Ill Ull’IIl Ull’.

T II E END OF THE FIRST PA IRT.
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TO

T H E K I N G.

SIR,

WHEN I was honoured with permission to

dedicate the former part of this Work to

Your Majesty, I entertained little hope that

the remainder would be brought to a conclu

sion. But the consequences of Your Ma

jesty's condescension in my favour have been

leisure, tranquillity, and health. In posses.

sion of these blessings, I returned naturally

to those pursuits which have enabled me to

fulfil my engagement to the Public. Im

[K K 2J
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pressed therefore, as I am, with a sense of

the most devoted gratitude, nothing remains

for me to solicit, but the continuance of the

same protection to the completion, as I ex

perienced at the commencement of the Work.

And if it shall appear that the plan has been

formed with judgment, and executed with

fidelity, these qualifications will be sufficient

to recommend it to the consideration and

patronage of Your Majesty.

I have the honour to subscribe myself

Y O U R M A JESTY's

Most obedient,

most faithful,

humble Servant, and Subject,

June, 1805. -

WILLIAM WINCENT.

-
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Whether the following Work will afford a degree of

satisfaction proportionate to the labour of compiling it,

is a question not for the Author, but for others to de

cide. By some it may be thought digressive, tedious,

and minute; while others may conceive that there are

various sources of information still unexplored, which

it was my duty to investigate. To the first I reply,

that I thought nothing superfluous which could contri

bute to the elucidation of the subject proposed; and in

answer to the latter I may observe, that there must be

some limits assigned to collection and research. It is

the office of judgment to select only such materials as

will bear upon the point to be discussed; and for the

exercise of this judgment, I now stand amenable to the

tribunal of the Public. Friendly animadversions upon

- 7
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the errors which may occur, I shall consider, not as a

cause of offence, but as the means of correction; and

of remarks proceeding from a contrary spirit, I have

hitherto had little reason to complain. But if the Work

which I now submit to the inspection of the Public,

should not obtain the same favourable reception as I

have experienced upon former occasions, it shall be my

last offence. In the sixty-sixth year of my age, it is

time to withdraw from all my pursuits of curiosity, and

confine myself to the duties of my profession.

JUNE, 1895,
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I AM to acknowledge my obligations to Mr. Dal

rymple, in regard to the present publication, in the same

manner as upon former occasions: I was, by his kind

ness, furnished with Surveys of the Harbours and Islands

on the Coast of Malabar, which have been of great use.

And to Mr. A. Hamilton, of Edinburgh, Professor of

the Sanskreet Language in the College at Hartford, I have

been indebted for the Interpretation of Sanskreet Names

on the same coast. This favour was the more accept

able, as I was known to that Gentleman only by my

publications; and his offer of assistance was spontaneous.
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IB O O K III.

I. Introduction.—II, Leuké Kom?.—III. Petra, Kingdom of Idaméa, Naba.

théans.—IV. Voyages distinguishable in the Periplus-V. The Compass.-

VI. Wealth of Arabia.-VII. Thamudéni and Canraites.—VIII. Burnt

Island, Moosa, Coast of 1%men.—IX. Expedition of Elius Gallus.-X. Straits

of Babel Mandeb, ancient Navigation of Sesostris-XI. Aden.—XII. Ar.

rangement of the Coast of Arabia on the Ocean-XIII. Kane.—XIV. Bay

Sachalites, Hadramaut.—XV. Dioskórida, or Socotra.-XVI. Moskha, and

O'mana-XVII. Islands of Zenóbius, or Curia Muria—XVIII. Sarápis, or

Mazeira.—XIX. Islands of Kalaids, or Suadi-XX. Islands of Pāpias.-

XXI. Sabo, Assabo, or Moçandon.—XXII. Terédon, Apólogus, or Oboleh

XXIII. Oriental Commerce by the Gulph of Persia.-XXIV. Cairo.—

XXV. Crusades.—XXVI. Gerrha.-XXVII. Minéans.—XXVIII. Anti

quity of Oriental Commerce—XXIX. Conclusion.

I. HE commerce of the Ancients between Egypt and the

º' tº coast of Africa, with all that concerns their discoveries

to the South, has been traced in the preceding pages; and we

VOIL. II. I, I, -
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now return again to Egypt, in order to take a fresh departure,

and prosecute our inquiries till we reach their final boundary

on the East. The present Book will comprize all that con

cerns the commerce of Arabia, both in the interior, and on

the coast.

The Periplôs is still to form the basis of our investigation;

but as the object proposed is to give a general account of the

communication with the East, no apology is requisite for de

taining the reader from the immediate contemplation of the

work itself. A variety of scattered materials, all centring at

the same point, are to be collected, before a comprehensive

view can be presented, or an accurate judgment formed ; and,

if this task can be executed with the fidelity and attention

which the nature of the subject requires, the general result will

be preferable to the detail of a single voyage, in the same pro

portion as a whole is superior to its parts.

The commencement, then, of this second voyage is again

from Bereníkè, and from this port there were two routes

practised in the age of the author; one, down the gulph to

Mooza and Okélis direct, and the other, first up to Muos .

Hormus, and then across the gulph by the promontory Pharan,

or Cape Mahomed, to Leukë Komè in Arabia. This latter.

route is the immediate object of our consideration.

I: EU K E Kom E.

II. LEUK E KoME, or the White Village, I shall place nearly

at the Mouth of the bay of Acaba, the Elanitick Gulph of the

-
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ancients'; and my reasons for assuming this position will be

given at large in their proper place. But to this village we are

immediately directed by the journal, after a passage of two or

three days from Muos Hormus ; for here, we are informed,

“ was the point of communication with Petra the capital of

“ the country, the residence of Málichas the king of the Na

“ batéans. Leukë Komè itself had the rank of a mart in

“Trespect to the small vessels which obtained their cargoes in

“Arabia; for which reason there was a garrison placed in it

“ under the command of a centurion, both for the purpose of

“ protection, and in order to collect a duty of twenty-five in

“ the hundred” [upon the exports and imports].

We obtain, in these few words, a variety of particulars

highly important to the subject of our consideration; for we

find a native king under the controul of the Romans, a duty

levied upon the trade of the natives, and the nature of the com

munication between the port and the capital. And if we now

reflect that the intercourse with the capital was rather fixed

here, at the mouth of the Elanitick gulph, than either at E'lana

itself, or at Ezion Geber, we shall discover the same principla.

as operated on the Egyptian coast, where the communication

* A comparative table, containing the dif- des Anciens, 2 tomes, Paris, 1798; and though

ferent distribution of the ancient names, by M. he precedes me in publication, I will not apply

d’Anville and M. Gossellin, will be given here- to him the old complaint, male sit illis qui

after ; and I must mention once for all, that ante nos nostra dixcrunt.

when I make use of M. Gossellin's Researches * :32:11%pivot; ; literally fitted out.

without mentioning his name, it is not to de- * In Albuquerque's time, the soldan of

prive him of the honour of his diſcoveries, but Egypt received custom upon spices, and other

because it must occur so frequently that the commodities, at Judda, in the same manner

repetition would be offensive. I had traced as the Romans had formerly received them at

this coast many years before the publication of Leukë Komè. Commentar. de A. d’Albu

M. Gossellin's Recherches sur la Geographie querque, p. iv. c. :* *

L I, 2
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was fixed at Muos Hormus rather than Arsinoë, or at Berenike

in preference to Muos Hormus.

In the age of the Periplús, as this course was the less fre

quented of the two, so is it apparent that the commerce itself

was of less importance; the vessels employed are Arabian, and

the duty seems collected on them only : possibly the ships,

which touched here after crossing from Muos Hornus, had

paid the customs in that port, and made this harbour chiefly

for the purpose of accommodation, or of ascertaining their

route down the coast of Arabia.

Very different is the idea that I conceive of this trade while

the communication with Egypt was in the hands of the Arabians

themselves, previous to the appearance of Ptolemy's fleets upon

- the Red Sea, and their immediate communication with Sabéa;

for the caravans, in all ages, from Minéa “ in the interior of

Arabia, and from Gerrha on the gulph of Persia, from Hadra

maut on the ocean, and some even from Sabëa or Yemen,

appear to have pointed to Petra, as a common centre; and

from Petra the trade seems to have been again branched

out in every direction to Egypt, Palestine, and Syria, through

Arsinoë, Gaza, Tyre, Jerusalem, Damascus, and a variety

of subordinate routes that all terminated on the Mediter

TanCall. -

It is not consonant to the design of this work to enter into

any commerce antecedent to history ; but from analogy, from

the magnificence recorded of Ninevö and Babylon, from the

* The position of the Minči is dubious: from Mecca, tom. ii. p. 116. ; Strabo places.

Bochart supposes them to be in the vicinity of Cárana of the Minéans next to the Sabéans,

Hadramaut ; Gossellin places them two days p. 768.

$3
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ruins of Thebes still remaining, there is every reason to suppose

that the wealth and power of these great cities arose from a par

ticipation in this commerce; and that the Arabians were the

carriers common to them all. This is a fact which will admit

of proof as soon as history commences; but we may pause a

moment to observe, that though the Chaldéans and Assyrians

might have been navigators themselves, as the gulph of Persia

opened a communication for them with the Indian Ocean, and

their works at Babylon and Terèdon intimate some attention

to the advantages of a naval power; still the Indians", Persians,

and Egyptians, seem to have been restrained by prejudices,

either political or religious, from distant navigation; and

though Persia and Egypt manifestly reaped the profits of an

Oriental commerce which passed through these countries to

others more distant, either on the north or on the west, still

the common centre was Arabia": the Arabians had no ob

structions either from manners, laws, habits, or religion; and

as there is every proof that is requisite, to shew that the

Tyrians and Sidonians were the first merchants who intro

duced the produce of India to all the nations which encircled

c. 20. Ed. Ramusio: quello che bee vino* The religion of India forbids the natives

non si riceve per testimonio, ne quello cheto pass the Attock : it is the forbidden river.

And if their religion was the same formerly as

it is now, they could not go to sea; for even

those who navigate the rivers must always eat

on land.—The Persians, if their religion was

that of Zerdusht, could not go to sea ; for the

Guebres, who build the finest ships in the

world at Bombay, must never navigate them.

The Egyptians did not only abhor the sea

themselves, but all those likewise that used it.

Gossellin Recherches, tom. ii. p. 96. Diod.

lib, i. p. 78. See also Marco Polo, lib. iii.

naviga per mare.

Linschotin in Purchas, vol. iii. p. 1765.

writes, “the Abexiins [Abyssinians] and Ara

bians, such as are free, do serve in all India

for saylers or seaſaring-men.”

* Plin. lib. vi. c. 28. Arabes in universum

gentes ditissimae, ut apud quas maxime opes

Romanorum Parthorumque subsidant, venden

tibus quae a mari aut sylvis capiant, nihil in

vicem redimentibus.
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the Mediterranean, so is there the strongest evidence to prove,

that the Tyrians' obtained all these commodities from

Arabia.

PETRA. KING DOM OF IDU M E.A. NABATHEANs.

III. BUT if Arabia was the centre of this commerce, Petra"

was the point to which all the Arabians tended from the three

sides of their vast peninsula”: here, upon opening the oldest

history in the work, we find the Ishmaelites, from Gilead,

conducting a caravan of camels loaded with the spices” of

India, the balsam and myrrh of Hadramaut; and in the regular

course of their traffic, proceeding to Egypt" for a market.

The date of this transaction is more than seventeen centuries

prior to the Christian era; and, notwithstanding its antiquity,

it has all the genuine features of a caravan crossing the Desert

at the present hour. -

It is this consideration, above all others, which makes the

Betra we have arrived at with the Periplôs, an object the most

* See Herodotus, who says the name of

Cinnamon is from the Phèuicians.

• Agatharchides Huds. p. 57. II*;x* xx;

rºw IIoxzºw . . . . . it; %y TÉzio, xzi Mºziz, zz,

rººts; tı z*zzio, ºxoy tº 7&; 2.4% is "A32&s;, Tºy Te

Aézyztów, as X&Yos, zz, T& ©o;742 1& 7:8: ivºſz,

&#xoriz, &z; 13: x&r; 13: 2.2 xzz3%rw. And

Pliny, lib. vi. c. 28. : huc convenit bivium

corum qui Syrie Palmyram petiere et eorum

qui ab Gaza veniunt. And again : in Pasiti

gris ripa, Forath, in quod a Petra conveniunt.

• The sea coast of Arabia is more than

3,500 miles. -

* In the thirteenth chapter of Exodus the

*

spices of India, and the gums and odours of

Arabia, are mentioned by name ; and it is not

assuming too much to suppose that the spices

here mentioned are from India also : the term

used is nki), Nccoth, which signifies any

thing bruised or brayed in a mortar, as spices

are reduced in order to use them with our

food. -13, Tseri, is a gum or balsam ; and

tºº, Lot, is the same, evidently marking the

produce of Arabia. See Parkhurst in voce.

See also Gen. xxv. 1 S.; and Cumberland's

Origin of Nations, p. 2 Io.

* Genesis, xxxvii. 25.
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worthy of our curiosity ; for Petra is the capital of Edom or

Seir, the Iduméa or Arabia Petréa of the Greeks, the Nabatéa,

considered both by geographers, historians, and poets, as the

source of all the precious commodities of the east. And as

Iduméa is derived from Edom, or Esau the son of Isaac, so is

Nabatéa deduced from Nebaioth the son of Ishmael. There

is a secondary connexion also between the families, for Esau

married Bashemath *, the sister of Nebaioth. Little respect

as has been paid to the genealogies" of scripture by some

writers of the present day, it is still to be considered that the

Bible may be tried by the rule of history as well as inspiration,

and that the traditions of the Arabians are in harmony with the

writings of Moses; for they universally acknowledge Joktan",

the fourth from. Shem, as the origin of those tribes which oc

cupied Sabèa and Hadramaut, that is, Yemen and the incense.

country. They constantly refer to Ishmael the son of Abraham,

as the father of the families that settled in Hejaz, which is

Arabia Deserta.; and to Edom as the ancestor of the Iduméans,

who occupied Arabia Petréa. These form the three “general

divisions of this vast country and nation, as extraordinary for

the preservation of its manners, as its liberty; and which is

continuing at this day to fulfil one of those prophecies which

assure us of the truth of that History in which these families

are recorded.

* The Arabians divide their country into

five, taking in Oman on the south, and on the

eastern side Jemama, or making a distinct part

* Gen. xxxvi. 3.

* See Gibbon, vol. v. p. 179. note 21.

and p. 197.

* Gen. x. 26, 27. the son of Joctan Ha- of the Tehama, or country below the moun

zarmaveth, is equivalent to Hadzramauth, or tains. See Schultens, Index. Geog. in Vita.

- Saladini,Hadramaut.
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The name of this capital, in all the various languages in

which it occurs, implies a rock", and as such it is described in

the Scriptures, in Strabo, and Al Edrissi; but it is a rock sup

plied with an abundant spring of water, styled Thomud by the

Nubian, which gives it a distinction from all the rocks” in its

vicinity, and constitutes it a fortress of importance in the

Desert. Strabo did not visit it himself, but describes it from

the account of his friend Athenodórus the philosopher. Atheno

dórus spoke with great admiration of the people, their civilized

manners and quiet disposition. The government was regal;

but it was the custom for the sovereign to name a minister",

who had the title of the king's brother, in whose hands the

whole of the power" seemed chiefly to reside; such a minister

* Thomud gives a name to the Thamy

déni of the Greeks in this neighbourhood, and

is sufficiently acknowledged by the Oriental

writers. The springs of Thomud might give

rise to a river, which Pliny mentions, lib. vi.

c. 18. and which d’Anville carries into the

Lake Asphaltis.

"7 The names are,

Rekam ; Numbers, xxxi. 8. Joshua, xiii. 21.

Bochart. Canaan, lib. i. c. 44.

Rakim.

Rokom.

Rekemè.

A Rekcme ; quae Graccis vocatur Petra. Jo

sephus. -

Arke. Josephus.

Sela ; from yºp, a rock. Heb.

Hagar, a rock. Arab". Herbelot in voce.

*in, Har. Heb.

Arak, Karak, Krak de Montreal. Crusaders.

i’etra, a Rock. Greek.

The Rock, pre-eminently. Jerem. xlix. 16.

See Blaney in loco.

But see Schultens (Index Geog. ad vitam

Saladini), where he informs us that Hagar

and Krak are not Petra, though in the neigh

bourhood. Petra, he says, is Errakym, the

same as the Rekeme or Rakim of Josephus.

See Voc. Caraccha, Errakimum, Sjaubech,

ibid. The mistake of one for the other he im

putes to Bernard, Thesaurarius de Acquisit.

Terræ Sanctæ, xxii. 2. 5. It is in lat. 31°

3o'o", Abilfeda. Which, if true, makes it no

more than 87 miles from Aila, for Aila he

places in 29°8'o"; but Schultens says, Petra

is in 28° 30' o” from Abilfeda ; if so, it is

only 25 Roman miles from Aila. Carak is

mentioned as well as Hagjr, by Abilfeda,

Reiske, p. 43. where the Moslems were de

feated in their first conflict with the Romans.

In the route from Gaza to Karak there are

still the ruins of thirty villages, and remains of

buildings, pillars, &c. indicating the former

wealth of the country. Volney, Syria, p. 212.

” Trºots, as literally a vizir as it can be

rendered.

” Josephus Antiq. xvi. p. 734.
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(or vizir, as we should now call him) was Syllèus in the reign

of Obodas and Aretas, who makes so conspicuous a figure

in the history of Joséphus, and who was tried and executed

at Rome, according to Strabo, for his treachery to Elius

Gallus. -

Moses was forbidden to molest the sons of Edom in his pas

sage through the wilderness; but that there was then a con

siderable commerce in the country we have reason to conclude,

from the conquest of Midian *, in its neighbourhood, by

Gideon “, not many years later; when gold is described as

abundant among the Midianites, and their wealth in camels a

proof of the traffic by which they subsisted. In the reign of

Tavid, Hadad” the prince of Edom was driven out, and

Hebrew garrisons were placed in Elath and Ezion Geber,

where Prideaux supposes that David commenced the trade

of Ophir”, which was afterwards carried to its height by

Solomon. - * * -

And here, perhaps, it will be expected that the trade to

Ophir should be examined, which has so much divided the

opinions of mankind, from the time of Jerom to the present

moment; but as I have nothing decisive to offer upon the

* Midian is the country of Jethro, on the

Elamitick Gulph, called Madien by the Arabs,

and Jethro, Scioaib. Al Edrissi, p. Io9.

* Judges, viii. 24. the people are called

Ishmaelites. Gideon for his reward demanded

the ear-rings of the men, and the chains on

the camels’ necks: the decoration bespeaks

the value of the animal.

* Hadad fled into Egypt for protection,

a proof of the connection between the two

VOL. II. M

countries; and his marriage with Pharaoh’s

daughter proves his rank and estimation.

1 Kings, xi. 19. He attempted to recover

Ldom in the latter end of Solomon’s reign.

* David had treasured up three thousand

talents of the gold of Ophir, 1 Chron. xxix. 4.;

but this does not prove the voyage, for the

gold of Ophir was a general expression. See

Job, xxii. 24. xxvi. 16. Psalms, &c. &c.

lxv. 9. See Prideaux’s Connections, p. 4. . .

MI
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/

question, I shall only state my reasons for acceding to the

opinion of Prideaux and Gossellin, who confine it to Sabèa.

For I neither carry Ophir to Peru” with Arius Montanus,

or to Malacca with Joséphus, or to Ceylon with Bochart, be

cause I consider all these suppositions as founded upon no

better evidence than the mention of gold in those countries; but

our choice must lie between the coast of Africa and Sabèa.

Montesquieu, Bruce, and d'Anville, have determined in favour

of Africa, principally, I think, because gold has always been

an export from that country, while the precious metals were

usually carried to Sabèa, to purchase the commodities of the

east. I allow great weight to this argument; and I admit the

probability of d'Anville's supposition, that the Ophir of Arabia

might naturally produce an Ophir on the coast of Africa, which

should, by an easy etymology, pass into Sophir, Sophar, So

pharah el Zange, or Sophala: but I by no means subscribe to

the system of Bruce, which he has displayed with so much in

genuity and ostentation; and which he thinks established by

the discovery of an anomalous monsoon prevailing from Sofala

to Melinda. A sensible” writer has denied the existence of

any such irregularity, and appeals to Halley “, Parkinson, and

* See the ridicule of this idea by Jos. So far he is directly adverse to Bruce's system;

Scaliger, Epist. 237. Puto Arium Mon- but he adds, that near the African coast, be

tanum illius joculatorie interpretationis autorem tween it and the Island of Madagascar, and .

cGSe.

* In the Gentleman’s Magazine, 1793,

P. 222.

* Halley’s account is to be found in the

Philosophical Transactions, 1686, p. 153; in

which he says, that in the south-west monsoon

the winds are generally more southerly on the

African side, and more westerly on the Indian.

3

thence to the northward as far as the line,

from April to October there is found a con

stant fresh S.S.W. wind, which, as you go

more northerly, becomes still more westerly.

What winds blow in these seas during the

other half year, from October to April, is not

easy to learn, because navigators, always return

from India without Madagascar: the only ac
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Forrest; and if the irregular monsoon is annihilated, nothing

remains in favour of his hypothesis but the duration * of the

voyage. The duration it should seem easy to account for, upon

a different principle; for the navigators were Phénicians, and

we learn from Homer * their method of conducting business in

a foreign port. They had no factors to whom they could con

sign a cargo in the gross, or who could furnish them, on the

emergence, with a lading in return ; but they anchored in a

harbour, where they were their own brokers, and disposed of

their cargoes by retail. This might detain them for a twelve

month, as it did in the instance to which I allude; and if the

Phénicians traded on the Eastern Ocean, as they did in the

Mediterranean, we may from this cause assign any duration to

the voyage which the history requires. - *

But my reasons for adhering to the opinions of Prideaux and

Gossellin are, first, that Ophir" is mentioned " with Havilah

and Jobab, all three sons of Joktan; and all of them, as well

as Joktan, have their residence in Arabia Felix, most probably

count olfained, was, that the winds are much

easterly hereabouts, and as often to the north of

the true east, as to the southward of it.

The last sentence is all that Bruce has to

build his anomalous monsoon on ; and it does

not prove an anomalous monsoon, but a fluc

tuation in the regular one.

“The west winds begin the first of April

“ at Socótora; the eastern monsoon the 13th

“ of October, continues till April, then fair

“ weather till May. Neither have they more

“ than two monsoons yearly : west monsoon

“ blows at Socótora all south ; east monsoon,

all north. After the 25th of September

“ ships cannot depart from the Red Sea cast

“ward.” Pur. vol. ii. 193. Keeling’s Voyage.

& º

* Pliny, on a much shorter distance, that

is, from Azania to Ocila or Okélis, makes the

voyage five years. Lib. xii. 19.

* Odyssey, o. 454. , . . . . "

* Michaelis (Question xxxix, proposed to

the Danish Travellers) concludes Ophir to be

in Arabia, from the same text of Genesis. In

the same question he recommends inquiry to

be made after native gold in Arabia. The

account of the gold of Ophir in Scripture can

not be affected by the result. Silver is not

now found at Carthagena in Spain, where the

Phènicians, Carthaginians, and Romans, ob.

tained it in great abundance.

* Genesis, x. 29.

M M 9
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beyond the Straits; and secondly, because the voyage to Ophir

seems in consequence of the visit of the queen of Sheba to

Jerusalem: it is immediately subjoined “ to it in the same

chapter; and Sheba is Sabèa”, or Arabia Felix, as we learn

with certainty from Dzekiel ”. It is particularly added, that

the royal visitant brought a present of spices: “there were no

such spices as the queen * of Sheba gave to Solomon.”

I do not wish to conceal an objection to this supposition;

which is, that spices, although they are taxed, are never men

tioned as an article of importation from Ophir. The produce

of the voyage is gold, silver, ivory, almug-trees”, apes, pea

cocks, and precious stones. But as on the one hand this failure

in the invoice will argue much more forcibly against any of the

more distant Ophirs which have been assumed ; so on the other,

it is no proof against Sabèa, that several of these articles are

not native ; for these, and many more than are enumerated,

* I Kings, x. 10, 1 1. See Gossellin Re

cherches, tom. ii. p. 12 I. and Volney, Syria,

p. 170.

* Cosmas Indicopleustes supposes the queen

of Sheba to be the queen of the Homerites;

that is, in his age, the Homerites were mas

ters of Sabèa. He gives a very rational ac

count of the trade of these Homerites, or

Sabèans rather, with Africa, for the spices

which the queen of Sheba brought; their in

tercourse with the Red Sea, Persia and India,

and Zingium or Zanguebar; with the gold ob

tained thence by the Abyssinians, and brought

into Arabia, as it is to this day. See Cosmas

in Melch. Thevenot, vol. i. p. 7.

* Ezek. xxvii. 22. “The merchants of

A. Sheba and Raamah, they were thy mer

“ chants: they occupied in thy fairs [marts]

“ with chief of all spices, and with all pre

“cious stones and gold.” In this passage the

introduction of gold from Arabia is specific,

and the three articles are the same as they

continued to be in the reign of Ptolemy Phi

ladelphus. See Aristeas.

* 2 Chron. ix. 9. from Gossellin.

* Almug and Algum are both read in

scripture; and Shaw, p. 422. cites the opi

nion of Hiller, in his Hierophyticon, that

D"roll ºls, Agal Gummim, is, liquidorum

gutta, gum. But in scripture the wood does

not appear to be brought for its gum, but for

use ; and musical instruments were made of it,

1 Kings, x. 12. ; as Shaw observes, whe sup

poses it to be cypress, still used by the Italians

for that purpose. See 2 Chron. ix. 21.

Michaelis (Question xci. proposed to the

Danish Travellers) finds the same difficulty,

and recommends farther inquiry.
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would certainly be found in Sabèa, if the Arabians were navi

gators in that age, as we have every reason to suppose they

Were. -

The evidence that Solomon obtained gold from Arabia is ex

press; and as our early authorities notice gold as a native pro

duce among the Debae “ of Hejaz, so may we conclude that the

gold of Africa always found its way into Yemen through Abys

sinia, as it does at this day. The import of gold, therefore, we

carry up as high as the reign of Solomon, and bring it down

to the time of Ptolemy Philadelphus, king of Egypt; for we

learn, from the testimony of Ezekiel and Arísteas", that spices,

precious stones, and gold, were brought by the Arabians "into

Judéa. I do not wish to lay more stress upon this testimony

than it will bear; but it is not unreasonable to suppose, that

the circumstances of this commerce were similar, in an early

age, to those of a later period. The removal of these diffi

culties will shew the inducement which persuades me to join

in opinion with Prideaux and Gossellin, upon a question that

from Prideaux (Con. part. ii. p. 56. & part i.

p. 7.) : but if it depends on the passage of

Strabo, it does not follow that the Tyrians

were masters of the place, however their trade

passed through it. But Rhinocolūra, by its

situation on the limits of Palestine and Egypt,

was certainly adapted in a peculiar manner for ,

* Deb is said to signify gold, in Arabick.

All the kings of Arabia brought gold and

silver to Solomon. 2 Chron. ix. 14.

* IIox 3: ºrx.90; xx) rºy &ewpºray x2] Aſºwy

wroxvttaſy ×zł KPY2Or raçaxonſtra, 31& Tây

‘Agâ€ow is rêv tároy. Arísteas, p. 4o. Ed.

Wells, Oxon. 1692. If Arísteas is not good

Prideaux’s
evidence for the Septuagint version, his testi

mony may be taken for the transactions of the

age in which he lived. I imagine this to be

the same commerce as is noticed by Strabo

(lib. xvi. p. 781.), where we learn that the

Tyrians traded through Rhinocolūra to Petra

and Leuké Komè. Harris (vol. i. p. 379.)

supposes the Tyrians to be masters of Rhino

colàra; which knowledge he seems to draw

keeping open the communication.

account of Iduméa and this trade (part i. p. 17.)

is highly accurate and comprehensive ; but we

have no date of the fact recorded by Strabo.

* 33 tºy’Agºv, perhaps, through the coun

try of the Arabians. Agathârchides is also

an evidence in favour of the exportation of

gold from Arabia: gro, roadzºvco, tº TIrºvais,

Żvéſz, reroºnzaw, p. 64. -
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has been more embarrassed by hypothesis, and distracted by

erudition, than any other which concerns the commerce of

the ancients.

The participation of Hiram in this concern is founded upon

necessity as well as policy; for if Solomon was master of

Iduméa, the Tyrians were cut off from Arabia, unless they

united with the possessors; and whatever profit Solomon might

derive from the import, the whole of the export on the Medi

terranean would be to the exclusive emolument of Tyre. Here

the Greeks found the commodities of the east, or received them

in their own ports from the hands of the Phénicians; for they

were not allowed to enter the harbours of Egypt till the reign

of Psammétichus; and the very names of the articles they ob

tained were derived from the Phénicians, as we are informed

by Heródotus *. i -

The possession of Iduméa by the kings of Judah continued

little more than an hundred years, to the reign of Jehoram,

when the Iduméans revolted *, and were not again subdued till

after an interval of eighty years, in the reign of Uzziah ".

Seventy years after this, the Syrians “seized upon Elath; and

here terminates the trade of Ophir, in regard to Israel; and

* T3 3; 3) ×wºuwpov ºr Tézzy Śwup2.77%rigoy “ cinnamon.” Herodotus supposes it, indeed,

avXXtyuzi' axe piy Yºº Yºtz, zz, žis pay yi º
* ~ * * * * > -- ** W

Té?azz ist, 8x #287; #17 ºv. . . . . . . . sºv.32: 3.

2.Éyer, uty&Az; to;fºw rººro. 7& x&gºsz, T&#45;

373 powtºw, Maºris Kwápago, kzaiopsy, lib. iii.

P. 253.

“The cinnamon is still more extraordinary;

“ for where it grows, or what country pro

“duces it, they cannot say ; only the report

“ is, that birds bring the little rolls of the

“ bark which we, from the Phénicians, call

º

to come from the country where Diony'sus,

or Bacchus, was born, that is, India; though

there is a fable also that he was born in Sabèa:

but its progress is clearly marked through

Arabia to Tyre, and thence into Greece with

its Tyrian name.

* 2 Kings, viii. 22.

* 2 Kings, xiv. 22.

* 2 Kings, xvi. 6.
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probably in regard to Tyre, with the capture of that city, about

an hundred and sixty years later, by Nebuchadnezzar.

Whether Nebuchadnezzar over-ran Iduméa, is a question

that history “ has not resolved; or whether he besieged Tyre

with any view of opening a communication with the Mediter

ranean, is equally unknown; but that he had some plan of

commerce on the gulph of Persia in contemplation, we may

judge from a curious fragment of Abydénus “, which informs

us, that he raised a mound or wall to confine the waters at the

mouth of the Tigris “; that he built the city of Terèdon, to stop

the incursions of the Arabs; and opened the Naharmalcha in

Babylonia, which unites the Tigris with the Euphrates. These

transactions may lead us to suppose that this conqueror would

turn his attention to Iduméa, and the gulph of Arabia, as well

* It is highly probable, from the woe of

Edom in the 49th chapter of Jeremiah.

“Scaliger Emend. Temp. Fragm. p. 13.

- N20-xołoºrogo; . . . . tº re Atlax42ny rotapº,

ičºyayº iórz ×{32; "Evº;47tw. . . . . iritsſºcia's 3:

xx; tº; Egv$ºs Saxºcan; rºy tºrſºva w, xx, Tišnºva.

wóaw ºria's zaº. 7&; A3462, icºs.

There seems also to be another canal men

tioned by the name of Akrákanus, and a bason

above the city of the Sipparenians; and that

these were all formed with a commercial view,

we may judge by what Arrian says of Te

rêdon : “that it was, when Nearchus arrived

“ there, the mart to which the merchants

“brought their libanon, and other odorife

“rous drugs, from Arabia.” Arrian, lib. viii.

P. 357. Algºris, . . .

iProgín; yº; # ºutosol &ywíazi, x&l tº 3xxx too.

Supºwara º Aºzºwy yń fººts. This (progín yº)

mercantile country may be supposed equivalent

two, A.Gowré, tº ar; tº;

to Grane, or to Gerrha, the modern El-Katif.;

and the whole corresponds with the traffic

which now exists between those ports and

Basra; so constant is the nature of this com

merce, from the time of Nebuchadnezzar to

the present hour. Have we not therefore a

right to assume it in ages antecedent to the

Babylonian monarchy The continuance of it

in after-times we learn from Nearchus, Strabo,

&c.; and when Trajan was here, in the Par

thian war, he saw a vessel setting sail for India,

which excited in his mind the remembrance of

Alexander, and a desire of invading India, if

he had not been so far advanced in years.--

Xiphilinus in Trajano.

* It is called the inundation of the Ery

thrèan Sca, and is in reality at Apphadana, in

the mouth of the Shat el Arab ; in which

neighbourhood mounds of this sort are still pre

served. See Voyage of Nearchus, p. 436.
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as to the Persian Gulph and Tyre; and if this was his object,

the conquest would have been easy, either when he was in

Judéa, or during his march into Egypt. . . . . . .

From this time till the death of Alexander we have no ac

count of Iduméa ; but soon after that event, we meet with two

expeditions of Antígonus directed against Petra; one under

Athenéus", and another conducted by Demétrius his son.

Both had an unfortunate termination; but the country was still

harassed by the rival sovereigns of Syria and Egypt, ex

periencing the same fate as Judéa, from its similar situation

between both, sometimes subjected, and sometimes free; till

there arose a dynasty at Petra, parallel to the Maccabees at

Jerusalem ; and, like them, partly independent and partly

under the influence of the more powerful monarchies on

either side.

I give the following catalogue of Sovereigns, as well as I have

been able to collect it from Joséphus, without vouching for the

correctness of the extract, or supposing the list to be complete;

but such as it is, it will elucidate the commerce which has

been proved to exist in this country, and bring the history of it

down to the period when the Romans obtained an influence in

the government, and the command of the coast; in which state

it was found by the Author of the Periplôs:

* Diodorus, lib. xix. p. 391.
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The two expeditions of Antigonus into Iduméa,

as nearly as we can state them, were under

taken in the years before our éra, 309 and

Malchus *-is the first king of Iduméa at Petra, men

tioned by Joséphus (Antiq. p. 569. Hudson's ed";

and in the first of Maccabees, xi, 39.) he is styled

Simalcue; and had protected Antiochus VI. re

stored to the throne of Syria, in 144, by Dió

: . Aretas—assisted the city of Gaza besieged by Alex

(Joséphus

O'bodas “–is either the same as A'retas, or his suc

cessor within the year; he defeated Alexander

(Joséphus Antiq. 506.)

Aretas II.-is the king to whom Hyrkänus, of the

family of the Maccabees, high priest and king

Years before

Christ.

309.

303. 308.

144.

dotus, called Tryphon.

126. ander Sebína, about the year 126.

Antiq. 595.)

125. about the year 125.

of Judéa, fled,

4, Mek, Melek, Malik (Arab"), are all.

from Tºp, a king (Heb”). In regard to

A'retas, see Josephus, lib. xiv. cap. 2. 4.

and lib. i. cap. 6. Bel. Jud. where he men

tions the conduct of A'retas in legard to Hyr

kanus and Aristobúlus. See also the Universal

Hist, vol. vii. fol. ed. Pliny, vi. 28. Strabo,

Diodor. 111. 516, au. 730. Trajan in Ara

bia, Dio. xviii. And Severus. Dio, in

Trajano, 948. - - *

Theophanes, p. 124. mentions an A'rethas,

anno 496. 556. 553. p. 2C7.

---

/ / /*

VOL. I. I. N

when driven out by Aristo

Perhaps every one of these prince, was

styled Malchus, or Malichus, the King : but

Darius is a proper name, though Dara is said

to signify King, Emperor, or Royal. Si Mal

cue is some corruption or other of Malchus.

Aretas is the Greek form of 1.1 Haretsch, as

Antipater is of Antipas. El Haretsch occurs

often. Mahomet married the daughter of an

Ei Haretsch. Abiifeda. Reiske, p. 43.

* O'bodas is written Obéidas by Strabo,

and Obedas by others. It seems to be the

same name as Abudah, familiar to every car as

an Arabian name.

N a
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- Years before

Christ.

63.

47.

39.

búlus. A'retas restored him with an army of

50,000 men, about the time that Pompey came

to Damascus in the Mithridatic war, in the year

63. In this reign commenced the connection of

the Maccabees with Antipas, or Antipater, the

Iduméan, and the father of Herod, which ter

minated in the destruction of the whole family.

(Joséphus Antiq. 608, 609.) Pompey took Petra

(Dio, Latin Copy, p. 23.); and from that period

the kings of Iduméa were, like the other kings

in alliance with Rome, dependant, obliged to

furnish auxiliaries on demand, and not allowed

to assume the sovereignty without permission of

the senate, and afterwards of the emperors.

The interval between O'bodas and this A'retas I

have not been able to fill up.

Malchus II.--must have commenced his reign before

the year 47; because in that year Cesar was at

Alexandria, and Malchus is mentioned by Hir

tius as one of the allied kings to whom Cesar

sent for succours. (De Bello Alexandrino, p. 1.

Hudson. Periplôs, p. 11.) This Malchus * was

in Judéa when the Parthians took Jerusalem,

and restored Antigonus ; at which time Herod

fled to Petra. (Joséphus Antiq. 644.) The

Parthians were defeated by Ventidius in the

year 89 (Dion Cassius, Lat. p. 235); and

* He was fined by Ventidius, Dio, lib. xlviii. 234. Lat. ed.

1

-
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Yºr Malchus was still king in 30 Josephus Antiq.

- 648. 677.); he is styled Malichus by Joséphus.

(Bel. Jud. 990.) -

Obodas II.—must have commenced his reign before

24. the year 24; because in that year Elius Gallus

invaded Arabia, attended by Sylléus, minister

of O'bodas, and Syllèus was tried at Rome and

executed for his treachery, according to Strabo.

(p. 783.); but Joséphus says, on account of

charges brought against him by Herod, whose

cause was pleaded by Nicoláus of Damascus.

This trial did not take place till the reign of

the successor of Obodas. (Jos. Antiq. 728,

et seq.)

Aretas III.-seized the throne on the death of

12. O'bodas, about the year 12, without applying

to Rome for the consent of the emperor (Jos.

Antiq. 736.); and by that act incurred the dis

pleasure of Augustus, which however he ap

peased. The trial of Syllèus took place in this

reign, who was accused of poisoning, O'bodas,

and attempting the life of A'retas, among the -

other charges brought against him. This

Yº..." Aretas, or another of the same name, was on
1SU,

36. the throne as late as the year 36 after Christ,

which is the last year of Tiberius; for Vitellius,

proconsul of Syria, was preparing to march into

Iduméa, against a sovereign of the same name, but

was stopped by that event. (Jos. Antiq. 728. ,

*

N N 2
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Years after 736. 755.) It is in this reign we may place the

º visit of Strabo's friend, Athenodórus, to Petra,

who found it, as described above, in a civilized

and flourishing state.

Aretas IV.-whether another, or the same as the last,

is dubious. º

w

Much disappointment have I felt in not being able to dis

cover any successor to A'retas, in Joséphus or Dion Cassius;

because I have great reason to believe, that in his immediate

successor, or in the following reign, we should have found

another Malchus, or Málichus, the same who is mentioned in

the Periplôs as the sovereign of Petréa, when the author fre

quented the port of Leukë Komè. We learn, however, from

this brief account, the commencement of the Roman influence

over this government under Pompey, and the continuance of it

till the death of Tiberius; and it will hence appear very evi

dent, how a Roman garrison was introduced into Leukë Komè,

and the revenues of the port diverted from the possession of the

native kings into the Roman treasury. The immediate date of

that transaction I cannot fix; for Elius Gallus appears to have

had little knowledge of Leukë Kome till he was conducted "

thither by Syllèus; and, as he re-embarked from another port,

he had not the opportunity of leaving a garrison at Leukë

Kome on his return. This makes it highly probable that the

introduction of this garrison was in the reign of Claudius, who

evidently collected a revenue from the coast of Arabia, as we

,- .

* But he staid there all the latter part of so that he might well leave a garrison there at

the summer, and the winter, Strab, xvii. p. 781. his departure,
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learn from the circumstances related by Plókamus, and might

well commence his system from the head of the gulph.

It may be here observed, that the princes of this dynasty at

Petra are almost universally called kings of the Nabatéans by

the historians; and the prevalence of this tribe of Nebaioth over

the Iduméans is placed by Prideaux *, with his usual accuracy,

during the i3abylonish captivity, agreeing admirably with the

existence of their sovereignty in the reign of Antígonus, and

countenanced by Strabo ‘‘, who mentions the expulsion of the

Idun,éans. If this, therefore, be tie origin of the dynasty, its

termination is in the reign of Trajan, when Petréa was reduced

into the form of a Roman province * by Palma", his lieu

tenant *.

Arctas in Procópius; and possibly, according to the fluctuating

Still, under the latter empire, we meet with an

power of the empire, it was at times subject, and again inde

pendent, as the change of circumstances took effect, till it was

finally reduced by Mahomed in person.

* Prideaux, Con. vol. i. p. 9. ; vol. ii.

p. I 55.

, * Strabo, lib. xvi. p. 760.

$3 Under the name of Palaestina Tertia;

there is a coin of Adrian’s, with this inscription.

* See Xiphilinus Ed. Basil p. 553, in Tra

jano, who mentions likewise, p. 55.7. that

Palma was afterwards put to death by . . irian.

* It is evident that the Roman power was

never very firm in this province, at least under

the latter en pire; for Justinian was obliged

to subdue it after a considerable lapse of in

dependence; and Procópius, Cedrénus, and

Theóphanes, constantly notice an A'rethas,

either at Petra or in Iduméa, who was con

sidered as an Arab sovereign in the Roman

interest, in opposition to an Al Mondar under

the protection of Persia. The seat of this Al

This is a fact so sin

Mondar was at Hira, on the Pahr Nedjeff, a

lake near the Euphrates [see d’Anville's Map

of the Euphr. and Tigris] ; and these Arabian

powers seem usually to have been set in mo

tion by the Pomans and Persians, whenever a

war was about to commence between the two

empires. See Th. Óphanes Dyz. Hist. p. 496.

Univers. Hit. p. 272. fol. ed. which says,

A'retas is Al Hareth. O'bodas, Abd. Wad.

Thečphanes expre sly mentions the defeat of

an A'rethas, and the restoratich of the tribute,

or custom, on I.Gia goods, anno 27, Anastasi,

that is, the year 488. See also the year 556,

p. 203. where an A'rethas, the sheik appoint

ed by the Romans, complains of the Persian

sheik Abar, son of Al Mondar; another A'rc

thas was with Belisarius in lºguria. Procoe.

Hist. Arcaii. p. 8.
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gular that, as I shall make it the termination of my inquiries,

the reader will pardon a digression that is foreign to the subject.

For Mahomed marched against this country with an army of

thirty thousand men, of which one-third was cavalry: he took

Hagjr", the capital of the Tschamudites”; and John, the

prefect of Aila", submitted to pay a tribute of three hundred

pieces of gold". Now if Hagjr be not the Hagar of the

Hebrews, the Petra of the Greeks, it is at least a hill fort in the

same country, and maintained the same rank as the seat of

government. Aila is the Elath of the scriptures, still aſ that

w

period under the power of Constantinople (if we may judge

from the name of John the governor), so late as the reign of

Heráclius. This expedition is the more remarkable, as it is the

first successful attempt of the Mahomedans beyond the limits

of the Hejaz”, and the prelude to the conquest of Syria by

the immediate successor of the prophet. This expedition,

therefore, it was, which opened the way to all their suc

ceeding victories over the declining power of the Romans in

the east. -

* See the account of Petra, supra.

* The Thamydeni of the Greeks.

** Abilfeda Reiske, p. 52.

** Trecentos nummos aureos. If it is the

general; but at the same time, notwithstand

ing this defect (which is radical), and not

withstanding the detestable comparisons which

he insinuates, the extent of his research, the

Roman aureus, the value varied, according to

Atbuthnot, from 11.4s. 3; d. to 16t. 1; d.

which admits a medium of twenty shillings.

Aila was no longer the port of the trade to

Ophir.

* See Gibbon, vol. v. p. 243. The super

stition of a bigot ncver went farther in de

fºn e of his faith, than the fanaticism of

philosophy has carried Gibbon, in softening

the vices, crutlty, hypocrisy, and imposture,

of Mahomed, or in amplifying his courage,

his eloquence, and abilities as a statesman or a

use, selection, and arrangement of his mate

rials, form one of the most brilliant specimens

of his talents as an historian. In regard to

this lºst transaction of Mahomed, I apprehend

Gibbon is mistaken : he says, the prophet re

ceived the submission of the tribes from the

Euphrátes to the Red Sea ; but according to

Abilfeda, he subdued Hagjr and Aila only;

and if the tribute was no more than 3oo aurei,

the conquest was of importance only as it

opened the road to Syria. See Abilfeda,

Reiske, Lipsiae, 1754, p. 53.
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This account of Arabia Petréa, from the time of the Pa

triarchs to the rise of the Mahomedan power, is essentially con

nected with the object of the present work; because the whole

commerce of the east originally passed through this province to

Phénicia, Tyre, and Egypt; for the Minéans, who were the

conductors of the caravans from Sabèa to Hadramaut, and the

Gerrhéans from the gulph of Persia, both pointed to this

centre; and notwithstanding that the caravans decreased in

proportion to the advance of navigation, still Petra was a

capital of consideration in the age of the Periplūs: there was

still a proportion of the trade passed from Leukë Komè to this

city, and its princes maintained a rank similar to that of Herod

in Judéa. In all the subsequent fluctuations of power, some

commercial transactions “ are discoverable in this province ;

and if Egypt should ever be under a civilized government

again, Petréa would be no longer a desert.

Whether the Iduméans had been navigators previous to the

time of Solomon and Hiram; and whether those princes oc

cupied the ports of Iduméa in order to turn this navigation to

their own advantage, or were the first to venture on it them

selves, must be a matter of conjecture; but that the Arabians

of this province, or more probably of those farther to the south,

were the first navigators whom history mentions, upon the

Indian Ocean, is evident: first, from Nearchus *, who found

the traces of it on the coast of Gadrósia; and secondly, from

Agathárchides, who distinctly mentions the great ships in the
~

z -

“Táča répio' . . . . . tº igius xar, tº Eſsaio, * He found Arabick names of places, a

*to: rasota, oºz. Cedrenus, 429. pilot to direct him, and vessels of the country,

Gaza, the key of the desert of Sina, a at Apóstani, in the gulph of Persia. See

country very rich, Voyage of Nearchus, p. 249.
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ports of Sabèa which traded to India; and if the works of

Eratósthenes" were cxtant, we should leain how the Greeks

obtained their knowledge to the east of Cape Comorin, before

any fleets had sailed from Egypt beyond the Straits of Bab-el

mandeb.

But whatever previous sources of information we might

trace, it is from the Periplôs itself that we can discover no less

than six different courses of the ancients in these scas, all prior

to the age of the author, or practised by different navigators at

the time he wrote.

IV. V. OYAGES DISTINGUIS II A B L E IN TII E PERIPLU. S.

I. TH F first is the voyage, described in the two previous

books, down the coast of Africa to Rhaptum ; shewing that the

Arabians had settlements in that country, before it was visited

by the Greeks from Egypt. -

II. “Secondly, we are informed of the two distinct courses

within the Gulph: one from Muos Hormus, across the head

of the gulph to Leukë Kome, and thence down the Arabian

* Marcian of Heráclea informs us, that Africa than any other Greek of his age. See

Eratósthenes took the whole work of Ti- Marcian in Hudson, p. 64. : he calls him

mósthenes, preface and all, as it stood, and in Aºxºvº; 73 ºriga IIzºzº. Strabo

the very same words: this conſirms an opinion styles him Nºx2:. See Pliny, Hardouin,

that I have already ventured to give, that P. I32. Marcian mentions likewise Sosander,

Eratósthenes was more of a geometrician than a pilot, who wrote on India. Still there is

a geographer. Marcian, indeed, docs not an obscure knowledge of the Thinae, and the

speak very highly of Timósthenes, and yet, Golden Chersonese, prior to all these geogra

by this account, it should seem that Era

tésthenes's knowledge of the Thinge was from

Timósthenes, who had commanded the fleet of

Ptolemy Philadelphus on the Indian Ocean,

and had goae farther down the coast of

phers, as appears from the Treatise de Mundo

in Aristotle ; if that be a genuine work of the

philosopher.

* Periplä3, pp. 12, 14.
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coast to Moosa; and another, from Bereníkè to the same port

direct.

III. “Next to this, we collect a voyage from the mouth of

the Straits along the southern coast of Arabia into the gulph of

Persia, extending afterwards to Bahrein, El Katif, and Oboleh,

in the Shat-el-Arab. -

IV. “Then follows a passage from the Straits to India by

three different routes: the first, by adhering to the coasts of

Arabia, Karmánia, Gadrósia, and Scindi, which terminated at

the gulph of Cambay ; the second, from Cape Fartaque, or

from Ras-el-had, on the Arabian side ; and the third, from

Cape Gardefan, on the African side, both across the ocean by

the monsoon to Muziris, on the coast of Malabar.

V. " After this, we must allow of a similar voyage, per

formed by the Indians to Arabia, or by the Arabians to India,

previous to the performance of it by the Greeks; because the

Greeks, as late as the reign of Philomètor, met this commerce

in Sabèa. -

VI. “And lastly, we obtain an incidental knowledge of a

voyage which confirms all that has been advanced concerning

the early commerce of the Arabians, previous, in all appear

ance, to every account we receive from the Greeks, and con

ducted, certainly, by the monsoon, long before Hippalus intro

duced the knowledge of that wind to the Roman world.

It is this voyage” between the opposite coasts of India and

Africa, connected certainly with the commerce of Arabia, but

* Periplôs, pp. 19, 20. * * The Oriental geographers confirm the

* Peripläs, pp. 20, 21, 22. 32, 33. account of this voyage most essentially; for

* Agathárchides apud Hudson, pp. 64. they have a Sephareh cl Hind either in Guzerat

66. or the coast adjoining, correspondent to Se

* Periplôs, pp. 8, 9. fareh el Zinge, or Sophala on the coast of

WOL. II. O O
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still capable of being considered in the abstract, which proves,

in my opinion at least, the possible existence of this intercourse

in ages antecedent to all that history can reach. If it could

be believed that the natives of India had been navigators in

any age, we might more readily admit their claim in this in

stance than in any other ; for the author mentions, that the

imports into Africa are the production of the interior from

Barugăza and Aríake; that is, from Cambay, Guzerat, and

Concan : and the articles specified confirm the truth of his

assertion ; for they are rice", ghee, oil of sesamum, cotton,

muslims, sashes, and sugar: these commodities, he adds, are

brought sometimes in vessels destined expressly for the coast of

Africa; at other times, they are only a part of the cargo out of

vessels which are proceeding to anotlier port. Thus we have

manifestly two methods of conducting this commerce, perfectly

distinct : one, to Africa direct; and another, by touching on

this coast, with a final destination to Arabia. This is precisely

the same trade as the Portuguese found at Melinda and

Quiloa, and the same connection with Arabia; and this is the

reason that the Greeks found cinnamon, and the produce of

India, on this coast, when they first ventured to pass the

Straits”, in order to seek a cheaper market than Sabèa. Still

Zanguebar in Africa. The very names imply

an intercourse between these two ports on the

opposite continents, similar to the commerce

mentioned in the Periplôs. See Abilfeda apud

Melchiz. Thevenot, and d’Anville in loco

Antiquité de l'Inde.

* Periplús, p. 9.

cºro;, Wheat.

sºvºz, Rice.

Cºrvºo, Butter, i.e. Ghee.

tºxic, arºuw, Oil of Sesamum,

'O%voy # *xº, Cotton Cloths, Muslin.

* 727'ºzººn, Cotton in the Wool,

for stuffing Beds, &c.

rigºkºrz, Sashes.

** 18 xzxzuwor,

tº Xtyáuto, 24xxx;', } Sugar.

” The passing of these straits is ascribed to

Sesostris by Heródotus and Diodórus, which,

if the whole history of Sesostris be a fable, is

still a proof that Heródotus knew some object

was to be obtained by the attempt. He adds
()

*
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it must be doubted, whether this commerce was conducted by

natives of India, or Arabians; for Arabians there were on the

coast of Malabar, and in such numbers at Ceylon, that Pliny

(lib. ii. p. 109.), that Sesostris advanced into

the Erythrčan Sea till he was stopped by

shoals; a proof to me, that he entered the

{}ay Avalites, and went no farther. But Dio

dórus (lib. i. p. 64.) carries him by sea to

India, and by land, to the eastern coast of

China: so little trouble does it cost an histo

rian to convey his hero to the world’s end,

when he is not embarrassed with circumstances.

If any date could be affixed to the reign of

Sesostris, if his conquests could be reconciled

with the history of the nations he is said to

have conquered, I should think it highly pro

bable that he knew of an Indian commerce in

Arabia, or Africa, and wished to partake of

it; and even as the fact stands, it appears as

if Heródotus was fully justified in supposing,

that some attempts had been made by the

I.gyptians to enter the Erythréan Sea. But

the Egyptians seem to have attributed all their

wonders to Sesostris, as the Greeks did theirs

to Hercules; and it is as difficult to reconcile

the date of his reign to reason, as the chro

nology of the Egyptians to scripture. The

truly learned and most excellent translator of

Heródotus professes his belief in scripture, and

deprecates all conclusions against the scrip

tures which may be drawn from his chrono

logy: it is a protest of importance, because

his first date makes the establishment of Egypt

13,566 years, and the building of Memphis

S,352 years prior to the creation, according

to the Mosaical account; and it is not with

out a sense of the contradiction that we read

the following words: “Il est donc constant

“ que notre historien a été la fidèle interprete

“ des prêtres Egyptiens, & qu'il n'y avoit pas

“la plus lºgers incoherence dans leur recits.”

Chronol. Herod. p. 222. 1st edit. But M.

Larcher will not now be averse to see these

priests convicted of an incoherence, which

is, an interval of near eleven thousand vears

between the building of the temple of Ptha

by Menes, and the adding a propylèum to it.

by Moeris. This is about a duplicate of the

absurdity which would strike the mind of an

Inglishman, if he were told that the dome of

St. Paul's was built by Adam, and the portico

added by Q. Anne.

Since the time that these observations were

made, we have another edition of Herodotus

by the same excellent translator, who, in the

76th year of his age, repeats his belief in the

scriptures, and recalls every thing in his works

that may seem of a contrary tendency to the

history they contain. I rejoice in the addition

of such a name to the catalogue of believers;

I admire the fortitude that inspired the pro

fession, and I trust that the example will be

efficacious in recalling others to the truth.

* Pliny, lib. vi. c. 22. Regi, cultum liberi

Patris, casteris, Arabum ; that is, the king re

tained the native worship of the Indian Bac

chus, above the Ghauts; while the inhabitants

on the coast were Arabians, or had embraced

the superstition of the Arabians.

The Portuguese made a Christian king of

Candy ; but the Dutch and English have been

less zealous for their faith than the Arabians, .

either when Idolators or Mahomedans. In

1804, the English discontinued the stipends

to the Christian missionaries or native priests,

and left 153,000 souls without spiritual in

struction. Mr. Grant’s Letter. The Dutch,

after expelling the Portuguese about 1654,

employed Protestant ministers. See Baldrus

in Churchill, vol. iii. Jaſnapatam.

O O 2
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represents them as masters, of the coast, like the Europeans

of the present day, who have confined the native sovereigns to

the country above the Ghauts, and have possessed themselves

of the level towards the sea ; such also was their situation,

though under the name of Moors, or Mahomedans, when the

modern Europeans met with them again upon their arrival at

Calicut, where their influence over the native government long

counteracted all the power of the Portuguese.

These are the reasons which induce a supposition, that the

whole of this intercourse, on both sides, was in the hands of

the Arabians "; but it must be left to the determination of

those who have been resident in India, how far the superstition.

of Braminism descends to the Parias, the lower casts, or those

who have lost all cast, so as to permit or forbid their venturing

on the ocean. That there was an ulterior commerce “beyond

Ceylon, is indubitable; for at Ceylon the trade from Malacca

and the Golden Chersonese met the merchants from Arabia,

Persia, and Egypt. This might possibly have been in the

hands of the Malays, or even the Chinese *, who seem to

have been navigators in all ages as universally as the Ara

bians, and both might profit by the prejudices which seem to

have excluded the Ilindoos from a participation in these

advantages. -

There appears no method of tracing this commerce through

the darkness of the middle ages, but by the few scattered intima

tions to be collected from Cosmas, William * of Tyre, Sanuto “,

7 I find this connection of Arabians with from Ceylon.

India supported by Pococke, Sir Wm. Jones, * Marco Polo, lib. iii. c. 1. speaks much

and Sir Wm. Ouseley. See Ebn. Haukal, of Indian ships, but they seem to be Chi

P. 291. - flare.

* Pliny, when he mentions the embassy * See Bergeron Traité sur la Navigation.
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Renaudot's Arabian Voyagers, and Marco Polo ; but their

general testimony is in favour of the preceding suppositions,

and which, as I have no system to maintain, I should abandon

as readily as I have adopted, if ever the weight of evidence

should preponderate against them. In the time of Marco Polo,

the Arabians had not only increased on the coast of India, but

made considerable progress in extending the doctrines of the

Coran : he mentions the trade from China” which met the

trade from the Red Sea, no longer in Ceylon, but on the coast

of Malabar; and though he remarks that the Chinese vessels

sometimes penetrated farther, even to Madagascar, yet the

central mart is manifestly in Malabar, and apparently at

Calicut, where the Portuguese found it upon their first arrival.

Here, he says, the ships from Aden obtained their lading

from the East, and carried it into the Red Sea for Alex

andria, from whence it passed into Europe by means of the

Venetians.

THE COMPASS.

W. How these voyages were performed in the seas of India.

or China, without the compass, is a circumstance so extra

ordinary, that many writers have rather assigned that instru

ment to the Chinese, than supposed it possible that such

voyages should be performed without it. Highly extraordinary

* Lib. iii. c. 27. In the 9th century, the perumal, the trade centered there. M. Polo

age of Renaudot's Arabs, the centre was at was in India in the 13th century, 300 years

Coulam in Travancore. After the establish- later than Ceramperumal.

ment of the kingdom of Calicut by Ceram- *
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*

it certainly is, that the Chinese, who now never go beyond the

limit of Japan on the east, Malacca on the west, or Java on

the south, should have sailed to Madagascar in the thirteenth

century. Their knowledge must in that age have been propor

tioned to their adventures; and I would not wish to contest the

point with those " who would furnish them with means or in

struments to qualify them for the undertaking; but Ramusio "

is clearly of opinion, that Marco Polo did not bring this instru

ment from China; and that he did not know it himself, because

he never mentions it. This negative evidence in regard to

China, becomes positive, according to Nicolo di Conti, in re

gard to India ; for he sailed aboard a native vessel on the Indian

seas, about the year 1420 °; and he says expressly they had no

compass, but sailed by the stars of the southern pole, the eleva

tion of which they had the art of measuring ; and that they had

also a method of keeping their reckoning by day or night, with

their distance from place to place ; that is, as we should speak

in modern terms, they had a quarter-staff or astrolabe, and log,

but no compass.

The date of this voyage, sixty or eighty years previous to the

discovery of Gama, makes it highly interesting ; and the in

formation is unique, for Nicolo sailed on board an Indian" ship; .

g

* Lord Macartney is fully convinced that

the Chinese compass is not derived from the

Europeans: his reasons for this may be seen

in a paper with which he has furnished me

(Appendix, No. III.); and has obligingly

permitted me to publish with his name.

* See i)ichiaratione sopra M. Polo, Ra

musio, vol. ii. p. 17.

* He was absolved by Pope Eugenius IV.

in 1444 of apostacy, after having been in

India 25 years; so that the date of his voyage,

in this instance, may be from 1420 to 1430.

* Il naviganti dell’India si governano colle

stelle del polo antartico . . . . . & non navigano

col Bussulo, ma si reggono secondo che tro

vano le dette stelle o alte, o basse; et questo

fanno concerte lor misure che adoperano, et

similmente misurano il cammino che fanno di

giorno et dinotte, & la distanza chee da un

luogo all' altro, et cosi sempre sanno in che
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and that the navigators made use of the south polar stars, is a

most extraordinary agreement with the account of Ptolemy;

who says, they navigated the Indian Ocean in his age by means

of the star Canóbus, which they called the Horse. I should

have been glad to find the mariners on board this ship had been

Arabians; but the description of the vessel is characteristically

like those which M. Polo sailed in on the Chinese seas, separated

into compartments, which the respective merchants on board

hired each for himself and his property; and which were dis

tinctly caulked, so as to prevent a leak in one part affecting

any other: such vessels are still in use on those seas, but are

more properly Chinese or Malay, than Indian.

The testimony of N. di Conti is direct against the use of the

compass in the ships of India, but still it is not conclusive

against the Chinese; for Vertoman, or Barthema, in his passage

from Borneo to Java, in a ciampan, or small Chinese vessel,

expressly mentions, that the pilot” had a compass. And this

testimony is of greater importance, because the date of his

voyage from Borneo must be in 1503 or 1504, as he returned

to Calicut in 1506, when Almeyda was viceroy. Now 1504 is

seven years previous” to the arrival of the Portuguese at Ma

lacca : so that the Chinese could not have had it from the Por

tuguese ; and if the ships of India had it not, they could not

luogo si ritrovano essendo in mare. Ramusio,

vol. i. p. 344.

If similmente refers to the preceding clause,

it means that they kept their reckoning, not

by the log, but by the stars, which is, in that

case, a knowledge of finding their longitude

as well as their latitude by astronomy.

* Moderator navis pyxidem, magnetemque,

nec non paginam marinam, compluribus line is

distinctam, qua ventorum rationem insinuant,

secum, more nortro attulerat. Grynaeus in Bar

thema, lib. vi. c. 27. Ramusio, vol. i. p. 168.

More nostro (I think) refers to the sea card :

but if to the whole, it does not quite prove

whether Barthema had marked the difference

between 32 and 24 points.

* The Portuguese reached Malacca in

1511. Dalrymple, p. 3. Collections.
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have received it through that medium of communication.

There is something very strong, likewise, against their receiving

it from the Arabs, whom they might have met at Calicut in the

fifteenth century; because, if the Arabs then used it, it was

in the form they derived it from Europe, and divided into

thirty-two points; whereas the Chinese compass is divided into

twenty-four, which seems almost conclusive that theirs was an

original instrument, and not derived from Europe.

WEALTH OF A R A BIA.

VI. AFTER the recital of these circumstances, it is still to be

considered, that in the whole of what has been said, it is in

tended to speak only in general terms: it is not meant to assert,

that no ships went to India from Egypt before the reign of

Ptolemy Philomètor, or that no Greeks, in a later age, passed

beyond Ceylon to Bengal, or the Golden Chersonese ; but that

the ordinary course of Oriental commerce was conducted in the

way that has been stated, there is every reason to believe, and

every evidence that is extant to prove. The value of this com

merce, in the hands of the Arabians, is equally evident : their

wealth was proverbial, and the particulars of it are detailed by

Agathárchides. But there is still one point in which the Ara

bians are essentially distinguished from all the surrounding na

tions, which, through their means, partook in the commerce of

the east; which is, that however ostentatious their neighbours

might be, the riches of the Arabians were all applied to their

private luxury and indulgence. In Persia, and Chaldéa, those

vast public works and edifices arose, which astonished the

7
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travellers of the ancient world; and in Egypt, the ruins of the

Thebaid are an equal cause of amazement at the present hour.

In a secondary rank, Tyre, Jerusalem, Baalbeck, Edessa “,

and Palmyra, surprize us with their magnificence; while in

Arabia, history speaks only of one public work, which was the

Tank” at Mariaba; and when the head of that once failed,

there never was sufficient industry or public spirit in the country

to restore it. -

No adequate cause is assignable for this national distinction,

but that spirit of independence which broke the body of the

people into parts too minute for a combination of interests, and

too diffuse for co-operation. This spirit was never counteracted

but for a short time, by enthusiasm; and no sooner was that

exhausted by evaporation, than they returned again to the

state in which they are described by the ancients. They are

still a nation of merchants” and marauders, incapable of sub

jection, not less from their temper and habits than from the

nature of their country; rarely formidable in a body, from their

mutual jealousy and distrust; indifferent soldiers, but dan

gerous partizans.

No other reason is discoverable, why a nation that at one

time possessed almost exclusively the commerce of the East,

never arrived at a character of dignity and respect; and no

-

* See Bayer and Ammianus Marcellinus.

The latter particularizes an Indian trade at

Edessa.

* This Tank is placed at Mariaba; but

Pliny informs us, that Mariaba signifies a

capital; still we have in Schultens, Maraba,

the same as Saba; so that the Tank will mark

Saba. See Schultens. Vita Saladini. Index

Geog. voce Jemana. The Tank failed, ac

cording to some authors, in the time of Alex

ander ; others say, after Christ. Univ. Hist.

fol. ed. vii. p. 276.

* Strabo and Diodorus are in concert with

Pliny, who says, lib. vi. p. 340. Pars acqua

in commerciis et latrociniis degit: a fact

equally true in all ages,

VOL. II, P P
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other cause can I trace, why Iduméa became so easy a con

quest to the Hebrews, Tyrians, Babylonians, and Romans. It

is the influence over their government, and the possession of

their harbours on the Red Sea by the Romans, which is now to

be investigated ; and if the command of the commerce obtained

by this power continued with little interruption till the time of

Justinian, and was not annihilated till the irruption of the Ma

homedans, it is a duration of this commerce in one channel,

longer than has fallen to the lot of any other people in whose

hands it has been placed.

LEUK E KOM E.

OUR inquiry commences with Leukë Komè, or the White

Village"; and the character of White is attributed to several

towns or villages on this coast. Ptolemy has an Argè Komè

below Yambo; Haür is another place, about three hundred

miles from the head of the gulph; and a third, Haār or Ha

varra is discoverable in the Itinerary, but forty-five miles from

the same point. All these terms imply whiteness; but d'An

ville assumes the second for the Leukë Komè of the Periplôs.

In this he is justly supposed by M. Gossellin to be mistaken;

because this second Haār, at more than three hundred and fifty

miles from Petra, could not afford a ready communication

with that capital, neither could it be within the limits of Petréa,

but must then have belonged to Hejaz; which, that it did

* Almost every place inhabited by Arabians, is rather a village than a town or city.
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not, we shall have sufficient proof in the expedition of Elius

Gallus. -

M. Gossellin fixes upon Moilah ; to which he is, perhaps,

more particularly directed, by finding a name of notoriety in a

situation that is probable: but on this coast, as he has very

properly observed himself, there is no certainty to be obtained;

the ancients have left us few marks of distinction, because they

avoided the coast, which was itself dangerous, and more dan

gerous still from the disposition of its inhabitants; while the

few notices which they have left, are obliterated by the retreat

of the sea, and the increasing advance of the shore. This

arises from a cause which operates on the whole eastern side

of the gulph; and in the lower part of it there are the remains.

of places twenty miles inland, which were formerly marts or

harbours. - -

This must be accepted as a reason why so little satisfaction

can be given in regard to individual positions. The general

character of the coast, and the division of the provinces, will be

distinct; but identical locality is by no means to be expected.

This will be apparent in the immediate object of our inquiry,

for the White Village itself is obscured by difficulties not easy

to be surmounted.

- Lat.

The Haſºr of d’Anville * is in - - - 25° 2' 0"

The Moilah of d’Anville, in - - - 27° 30' 0"

The Moilah of Gossellin, in his Map of Ptolemy 27° 50' 0"

Latin text - 22° 40' 0"

Arga Komè of Ptolemy, by theº. text - 22° 30' 0"

* The Haïr of d’Anville is ascertained by p. 109 ; a proof that it cannot be the Hau

Al Edrissi to be lower than the island Naman, arra of the Itinerary.

P P 2
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13ut that there is still another Haúara, Avara, or Havárra “,

we are certain from the Itinerary ; and Stephanus” informs us,

that it was founded by Aretas son of O'bodas, and called

Aáara (which signifies white in Arabick and Syriack), from

some vision of a man in white. Pliny adds, that Arra" is in

the country of the Thimanéi, the adjoining tribe to the Na

batéans, and that here is the centre of commerce. Upon these

authorities I had wished to have placed this IIavarra on the

coast, and to have assumed it for the site of the White Village;

more especially as the Itinerary of the Peutingerian Tables

points to the entrance of the Elamitick Gulph, and has one

route of sixty-one miles from Aila to Havarra, and another “ of

* But I am apprehensive that I read zo

twice instead of once; if so, it is only 45 miles

from Haila to Hauarra, and 38 from Hauarra

to Petra. The latter distance must, in that

case, assuredly be erroneous; and the former

too, unless the sea of Acaba be as short as

it is represented in the ancient maps, in

stead of running up to the north so far as

it does in the maps of d’Anville, Gossellin,

and De la Rochette. Still, whatever be

the errors, it is curious to see both these

routes detailed at the extremity of the empire,

in the reign of Theodósius; and the shorter

the distances are, the more incompatible they

are with the Haür of d'Anville. (See d’An

ville’s Egypt, p. 129. with his opinion of the

Itineraries.) There is a similar diminution of

distance from Phara, or Ras Mahomet, to

Haila, which the Itinerary makes only 16

miles; and both deficiencies, if they are such,

must be imputed to the supposed shortness of

the sea of Acaba, i. e. the Elanitick Gulph.

See Abilfeda, Geog. Min. Hudson, and

Astley, i. 132. where a gulph is proved, but

not its extent, Aylah, lat. 29°, Abilfeda,

long. 55° from the Pillars of Hercules.

* See Stephanus Byz. in voce.

* Arra oppidum in quo omnis negotiatio

convenit. Plin. vi. c. 28. The Thimanéi are

the Bythimanees, or Batmizomanees, of Aga

thärchides, and upon the coast.

* I am not certain that I read the distances

right; but they appear thus:

- Miler.

From Clysma to Medeia - 4O

to Phara - - 80

- - I2o

to Haila - - 50

– 5o

to Ad Dianam - 16

to Posidium • 2 I

to Havarra - - 24

— 61

to Zadagatta - 20

to Petra - - 18

— 38

269

If by Clysma we are to understand the head

of the gulph, or Suez, the opening of the

compasses gives precisely 200 Roman miles

from Suez to Ras Mahomed, by d'Anville's
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thirty-eight, from Havarra through Zadagasta" to Petra.

But in opposition to this we have the express testimony of

Ptolemy “, that Avarra is inland, and more northerly than Aila.

This reduces me to the necessity of concluding, that this Haúr,

or Havarra, cannot be the White Village of the Periplôs; so

that neither the Haür of d'Anville, the Argè Komè of Ptolemy,

or this Havarra of the Itinerary, will answer our purpose. But

there are some circumstances in Agathárchides, which will lead

us to a situation where such a port seems to be pointed out, in

preference to any other on the coast.

º

W. II. THAMUD EN I AND CAN RAITES,

THIS author, at the entrance of the Elanitick Gulph, has

three islands: one, sacred to Isis; and the two others called

Sookabūa" and Sālydó. These islands, after having been lost

for twenty centuries, have been restored to geography by M.

map; 180 m. Eng” by De la Rochette's ; 225 right. Irwin is the only traveller I have met

by Capt. Cook’s chart. When we find therefore

only 120 miles in the Itinerary, we must suppose

that a distance is omitted between Arsinoë and

Clysma, for both are noticed; but there is no

number between the two, and Clysma is placed

on the eastern side of the gulph, not on the

western, as in d’Anville. But if the numbers

we have, express the sense of the author, then

we must add a third at least; and, by the same

proportion, a third from Phara or Ras Ma

homed to Haila, making that nearly 67 B.

miles; a distance that agrees neither with

d’Anville or De la Rochette, for both make

it near IIo. I have always supposed this dis

tance much too large; and if Irwin's Chart

might be depended on, my judgment must be

with who has entered the Elanitick Gulph;

but though he speaks of the head, he does not

quite say that he saw it.

* The Zaanatha of Ptolemy.

* See Tab. Asiae, iv. and lib. v. c. 15.

Elana 26° 15' 0"

Avara - - 29° 40' o”

Still there is a confusion; for the Greek text

says,

Elana - - 29° 15'

Avara - - 29° 20'

But, after all, Avara is north of Elana.

* The names are in Niebuhr, but the posi

tion is erroneous. One island is still called

Jobua by De la Rochette.
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Irwin. He is the only voyager, as far as I can discover, who

has ever entered this bay; and if his chart may be depended

upon, he went up it five-and-twenty miles: in consequence of

this he saw these islands, and has named them Tirán, Sanafir,

and Barkan. I have never seen them in any chart, previous to

his, arranged in the same order; but they bear such testimony

to the fidelity of Agathárchides, that he deserves credit when

he adds, that “ they “cover several harbours on the Arabian

“ shore” [as the Zaffateen Islands protect the port of Muos

Hormus]; and one of these harbours, I conclude, must be the

Leukë Komè of the Periplús; for he adds, “to these islands

“ succeeds the rocky coast of the Thamudéni, where, for more

“ than a thousand stadii, there is no harbour, no road where

“a vessel can anchor, no bay to afford protection, no scrap of

“a projecting point, to which the mariner can fly for refuge

“ in a moment of distress.”

However the colouring of this picture may be heightened,

the general description is true, as may be seen by a reference

to M. Irwin's Journal, from the 22d of June to the 9th of

July ; where we have every day islets, breakers, shoals, sands,

and sunken rocks, with the mention of only one cove where the

shore could be approached. The refuge his Arabian boat

found, was generally under islets; but a navigator, who did

* Tºy 3’ enuflºny x*xy wºol reti, tx%xoyzzi,

Alºx, roigaz Tafia;" . . . . . ... utrº. 3, 7&s wºrs;

T&; ixxtuávo, is-ly tºy &rylaxy 2.34%, X2: Max;év, *

3: xº~ 02p**wæ,’Agówy 6 Å, rº; ratiºn, rae:-

Tae; fºr rºle; rºy x^{wy Tafia; rºytoy 3.2% strº

Tzro;' & Y&; irº . . . & Apº, ivosuos, & cºxo; it’

&yxºzº, 3 xàºro; it axwºrk, 3 x^*, twºrwuz,

&rzykºz ×z72?vy?, tºy wavrºuwo, 3%utcy.

Agatharch. apud Hudson, p. 59.

Xnx; tyrūtrap.o. is a dubious expression; for

thºugh xn}\} is the foot of a wall, or rather

loose stones thrown into the sea to break the

waves and protect the masonry of a pier, tyrº

wwuz does not occur in the Lexicons: it may

be the form, the indenture at the commence

ment of a projection. Unless the author aimed

at a metaphor, by taking xzx2 in its sense of

a hoof, and so intended it to mean the impression

of a hoof; but in this sense the metaphor is

not just.
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not dare approach the shore, might well paint it in the same

colours as Agathárchides has done. Irwin carries Moilah fifty

miles more to the north than it appears in other charts *, and

within the Elanitick Gulph : if this be true, my conclusion is

perfectly in correspondence with that of M. Gossellin; and if,

by taking different methods, we both arrive at the same con

clusion, it must be a strong confirmation that the point we

have both fixed on is right; for a safe anchorage at Moilah,

covered by the islands, and the unapproachable nature of the

coast below, fix Moilah to a certainty for the Leukë Kome of

the ancients.

VIII. BURNT IS LAND, MOOSA, COAST OF YEMEN.

From Leukë Komè to the mouth of the Straits, a course of

more than a thousand miles, we have only two places men

tioned—the Burnt Island, and Moosa: a proof, as it should

seem, that this track was little frequented ; and yet the author,

by speaking in the first person, seems to have performed the

voyage himself. The dangers he describes at large, much in

the same manner as we have already reported them from Aga

thárchides; and the tribes, he says, which inhabit this tract,

are numerous; some speaking a language perfectly distinct, and

others a different dialect of the same. Those on the coast live

in huts or cabins, like the Icthuóphagi; and those who are in

land, are a treacherous” race, living in hordes or villages, and

* P. 143. oct. ed. vol. I. Caulan, a province and mountain between

* royneoi; &y%rol; 3,44,015. Mecca and Sana. Phaleg. P. I43.

Supposed by Bochart to be Caulanites.-
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speak two different tongues. If a vessel is driven to this shore,

she is plundered ; or if shipwrecked, the crew is reduced to

slavery. The general name of these tribes is Canraites; and

they are treated as enemies, and seized for slaves, by the other

regular governments of Arabia. But it is not only the disposi

tion of the natives which makes the navigation dangerous; for

the coast itself is without harbours or roads, full of rocks,

shoals, and breakers, and dangers of every sort; for which

reason, in going down to the south, we stand off from shore,

and keep our course down the middle of the gulph, very de

sirous * of reaching [the more civilized part of] Arabia, which

commences about the parallel of Burnt Island, and continues

down the whole coast to Moosa. In this tract the inhabitants

are under a regular government, leading a pastoral life, and

raising vast herds of oxen, camels, and other stock. Moosa is

an established mart of great trade, in a bay near the termina

tion of the gulph, at the distance of twelve thousand stadia, or

twelve hundred “ miles from Berenike; and the whole [of this

part] of Arabia abounds in merchants and mariners, both

masters of vessels and common sailors, and is commercial in

the highest degree. The commodities of the country are rich

and numerous; but besides these, there is a great traffic [in
_-

” The word is rººftopsy. The sentence 'Asº, in the same sense twelve lines lower,

stands thus : 3.8 xzi awatów, piao, TX& xxt{- justifies the interpretation ; for, 13 lºw tºo,

xop.tv, xzi is tº Afzékºv x:2y u%xxoy IIAP

OsºrNOMEN, &x; tº; xxxx xavuºns Nzore.

I had very much doubted of the construction

of this passage, when I cited it in the voyage

of Nearchus; but I am now persuaded, that

by considering A$26.4% z*z, as the civilized

part of Arabia, that is, Yemen or Sabèa, the

whole difficulty is removed; and the usage of

'Ag362, wavºnºzī, & Sºzo, 22; wavºx;, rator&y,

does not refer ºxoy to the whole of Arabia, but

to the whole of Sabèa, as it is evident by the

context. -

* This is very accurate, reckoning the

passage across the gulph, first to Leuké Kome,

and then down the gulph to Moosa.
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India articles] from Barugăza, or Baroache. Inland from

Moosa, at three days distance, lies Save or Sauê, which is the

seat of Cholébus, the king of the district called Maphartis; and

nine days farther inland is Aphar or Saphar, the residence of

Charibáel, paramount both of the Sabéans and Homerites.

This is the sovereign to whom the Roman emperors address their

embassies, and whose friendship they conciliate by presents" of

various sorts, and considerable value.

We have here a general division of Arabia corresponding to

the modern distinction of Hejaz and Yemen, as nearly as can

be expected after an interval of eighteen centuries. The

northern part, occupied by Bedoweens, robbers, and ma

rauders, living under tents in hordes almost without towns,

villages, or settled habitation of any sort; while the southern

part is in a civilized state, highly cultivated, polished, and

commercial, and under a regular form of government, such as

Niebuhr found at Sana within these thirty years.

The limit of Hejaz, or Arabia Deserta, is fixed by d'Anville

in lat. 17° 12' 0" “, which gives it an extent of coast of near

seven hundred and fifty miles, while there remain but little

more than three hundred within the straits assignable to Yemen,

or Arabia Felix. The northern part of the first division is that

which answers more particularly to the dangerous coast described

by the ancient authors, and explored by Irwin, terminating at

Hassan Isle, in lat. 25°; to which succeeds Yambo, the port

of Yathrib or Medina, and Gidda or Judda, the port of Mecca,

J. C. I. Hudson renders this passage as import- tioned, without any notice of a return.

ing presents made by Charibáel to the Roman * 19° o' o' Niebuhr ; 18° o'o" De la Ro

emperors; but in a following passage the chette.

presents from the Romans are specifically men

VOL. II.” - Q Q
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the Maco-rabba or Great Makka of Ptolemy. This appella

tion proves that it was a place of consequence in that early age ;

and history shews that there is hardly a place which deserves

the name of city, except Mecca and Medina, in all that space

which geographers allot to Arabia Deserta, across the vast

peninsula, from the Red Sea to the Persian Gulph and the

Euphrátes. The numerous tribes which inhabit this desert are

the Saračeni of the ancients, so called from Saharra” or Sarra,

a desert, and corresponding exactly with the modern term of

Bedoweens. In what sense this country is a desert, was un

known to the ancients, and is almost equally unknown to us;

but that it is not arid, so as to preclude the produce of the

earth, is evident from the swarms which these tribes furnished

in the early period of the Mahomedan conquests, and from the

consideration that every Arab is a horseman. Little as will

suffice to support an Arab and his horse, both must be sup

ported ; if little corn is sowed or consumed, still those who live

on the product of their herd must find pasture for their oxen,

sheep, camels, and horses; and though many expatriate for

this purpose in the season, the majority still remains at home,

both winter and summer. Neither can their predatory life

supply all their wants; for a whole nation must have a national

support. Robbers as they are, they do not rob every one; the

caravans still distribute all the merchandize which comes an

nually to the ports of Yambo and Jidda, through this very

country; and in the commerce which the ancients describe,

there was a regular intercourse between Sabèa and Petra, from

the South, and between the gulph of Persia and Petra, from

* Bedijah-Campania, Reiske in Abilfedam, nutrices ex al Bedijah (i.e. Campania) Mec

p. 5. Arrabissae Baduwinze ; solebant nempe cam ire.
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the East. This trade “has fluctuated in different ages, from

external causes: it is at this moment, perhaps, at a lower ebb

than ever, from the commercial superiority of the Europeans

in the Eastern Ocean, and from a diminution in the spirit of

pilgrimage. But Mecca and Medina are still to be considered

as marts” rather than sanctuaries; and the counmodities

brought by the English from India, and by the Turks from

Suez, still centre at Jidda “, as an emporium of considerable

importance.

It is the Turkish trade from Suez which the Romans occupied

by being masters of Bereníkè, Muos Hormus, Petra, and

Leuke Kome. It is the English trade from India, which the

Greeks and Romans first found in the hands of the Sabéans,

and afterwards assumed to themselves, as soon as they had

fleets on the Red Sea that neither feared the Nabatéan pirates

at the head of the gulph, or the Sabèan merchants at the straits;

and from the time they learned the nature of the monsoon from

Hippalus, they made a voyage to India more advantageous,

than the purchase of a cargo at Moosa or Okélis.

the interior of Africa : The settlers were

Greeks at Cyrénê, Carthaginians and Egyp

tians, or the conquerors of Egyptians, in

Egypt; but the temple itself seems to be more

* All goods that go by land with the pil

grims pay no duty, but Io per cent. is levied

on such as come by sea. Hackluyt, ii. 203.

The articles are coral, tin, corn, and silk.

During the pilgrimage, there is a fair for

five days at the Mountain of Pardons, or Mina,

without toll or custom. Hackluyt, ii. 2 ſo.

The customs at Gidda, 150,000 ducats, in

1566, were divided between the Grand Signior

and the Sherif.

* Was not the Oasis of Jupiter Ammon

the centre of communication between the

settlers on the coast of the Mediterranean and

known from the intervention of Cyréné than

any other country.

** At the time Bruce was there, nine ships

from India were in the harbour, one of which

was worth zoo, oool. ; and one Arab offered

to purchase the nine cargoes. All these, he

adds, are dispersed over the wildest part of

Arabia by men with whom no traveller would

trust his life. Bruce, vol. i. 278.

Q Q 2
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IX. EXPEDITION OF ELIUS GALLU.S.

The voyage from Suez or Arsinoë was first planned by Neco;

it was afterwards meditated by Alexander, and it was executed

by the Ptolemies previous to the establishment of Muos Hormus

and Bereníkè. It was not unknown to the Romans when they

reduced Egypt, though then in disuse; but Elius Gallus set

out on his expedition from this port, and Strabo imputes his

failure to this circumstance as a leading cause.

Strabo laments that this expedition added little to the geo

graphical knowledge of Arabia; and we have reason to com

plain that Strabo, who lived in habits of intimacy with Gallus,

has recorded so little of the information which might have been

obtained from that commander. The consequence is, that

d’Anville, who follows Pliny, carries the Roman arms to Ma

riaba, the Mareb of the Arabians; and that M. Gossellin, by

his interpretation of Strabo, supposes Maríaba, or Marsy'aba,

to be the Maco-raba” of Ptolemy, the Mecca of Mahomed.

The distance between these two places is little short of nine

degrees; so that the difference between the two estimates is

675 Roman miles.

If there were any data to determine this dispute, no labour

should have deterred me from investigating it to the utmost;

but as Pliny says, that the places which occurred in the expedi

tion of Gallus are not found in authors previous to his time, the

same may be said of subsequent writers; for there is not one of

* Mecca is always written Macca by Reiske, in his version of Abilfeda; and Macca signifies

an habitation. Hackluyt, ii. 207.
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them, ancient or modern, who will do more than afford matter

for conjecture. This is the reason that compels me to give a

sketch only of an expedition so intimately connected with the

commerce of the ancients in Arabia.

The commission of Gallus from Augustus was to explore

Ethiopia, the country of the Tröglodytes, and Arabia. The

first part was executed by Petronius, his lieutenant, and ter

minated by the submission of Candakè, queen of Meroë. But

Arabia, Gallus reserved for himself; and the country of the

Tróglodytes he crossed when he landed at Mues Hormus, on

his return. This expedition commenced at Cleopätris", in the

neighbourhood of the modern Suez, where we find him at the

head of an army consisting of ten thousand Romans, five

hundred Jews, and a thousand Nabatéans from Petra, with a

fleet of eighty “” vessels of war, and an hundred and thirty

transports. Sylléus", the minister of O'bodas king of Petra,

was to conduct this force; but his interest was concerned in

defeating the expedition, which he effected, and afterwards

paid the forfeit for his treachery with his life. The first error

into which he led Gallus, was the preparation of a fleet, which

consumed “much time, and was of no service ; for the army

might have proceeded from Cleopátris to Petra, and thence to
*.

* Cleopätris is considered as Arsinoë ; but

perhaps Arsinoë, Cleopätris, and Suez, have

all followed the retreat of the sea at the head

of the gulph.

* Biremes, triremes and phaseli.

* See supra.

* We have the account of preparing a

Turkish fleet in the same manner, anno 1537;

by which we learn, that the country affording

no materials for ship-building, the several ar

ticles were brought across the desert from

Cairo on camels. In this manner a fleet of

76 vessels was constructed, which, from the

time it weighed from Suez, was ten days be

fore it reached Tor, and left it on the eleventh.

This accounts for the fifteen days employed

by Gallus in performing a passage of little

more than 240 miles. See Ramusio, tom. i.

P. 274. Viaggio per un Comito Venitiano,

4.
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the head of the Elanitick Gulph, through a friendly country,

and in the ordinary track of the caravans". But fifteen days

were required to extricate the fleet from the sea of Suez, and to

reach the road of Leukë Komè ; and here, when they arrived,

many vessels had been lost, and the troops were so afflicted with

a disorder in the mouth, and swelling in the legs, that the re

mainder of the year was lost, and the expedition delayed till

the following spring.

Upon leaving Leukë Komè, Gallus advanced, first, through

a desert" into the country of A'retas, who was related to

O'bodas, and seems to have been the sovereign of the Thamu

dites; but Syllèus had the same influence here as in Petréa;

and though the country was not destitute, or the prince un

* We have the route of the pilgrims in

Mel. Thevenot, Pococke, and Shawe, from

Cairo to Mecca; and reckoning from Ageroud,

which is near Suez, the account in Thevenot

stands thus, tom. i. p. 151.

Hours.

From Ageroud to Navatir - - 6%

Rastagara - - Io

Kalaat el Nakel 15

Abiar Alaina

(Aila 2) - - 14

Sath al Acaba " 15

Kalaat al Acaba 16

Dahr el Harmar 6#

Sharaffe Beni

gateie - - 14

Magure Schouaib

(Jethro) - 14

Moilah - - 15

Hourr.

Brought forward 126 126

The rate of a caravan is from 3 to

2% miles an hour - - : 3

315

126 126

* See Hackluyt, ii. 205.

This route measures, by the compasses, in a

right line on De la Rochette's map, nearly

28o miles, which, with the allowance for road

distance of #, amounts to 320 miles; and

this at 15 miles a day, a moderate march for

a Roman army, requires 21 days : so that

they proceeded faster by sea than they would

have done by land; the time lost, therefore,

was in the preparation of the fleet.

” This is the same desert which Mahomed

passed in his march from Medina to Hagjr and

Aila, where, Abilfeda says, magnus illi per

viam tolerabant molestias ab astu et siti, P. 52.

Ed. Reiske, 1754.

Acaba is close to the sea.
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friendly, thirty days were employed before the army reached

the country of the Nomades or Bedoweens, called Ararénè “,

and subject to Sabus. This tract has a resemblance to the ter

ritory of Medina and Mecca ; and the space of fifty days em

ployed in passing it, till they reached the city of the Agrani",

Négrani, or Anágrani, which was taken by assault, is some

confirmation of the conjecture. The king had fled into the

desert; but the country was not hostile, nor altogether incapable

of supplying the necessaries requisite for the army “. . .

From hence, after a march of six days, they arrived on the

bank of a river, where the natives were collected in a body,

and opposed their passage: a battle was the consequence, in

which, with the loss of only two Romans, ten thousand Arabians

were slain. Strabo describes them equally deficient in spirit,

as they were ignorant of the art of war; and yet these very

tribes were in a future age, under the influence of Mahomedan

* Ararène is probably Sara-rene, as Aphar

is Saphar; and Sara is Saharra, the desert.

It is strongly marked in Hackluyt, ii. 206.

Ich-Bir is mentioned, implying water.

It has dates, flesh, great store and cheap,

and prostitutes.

Herat had been a place of importance, but

destroyed by Sultan Gauri of Egypt.

* A'grani on the first mention is written

Négrani in the MSS. ; and on the second, 7&

N&yeavo. : and Casaubon wishes to read Ayeaſo.

See Strabo, pp. 781, 782. All these readings

prove the uncertainty of the ground we stand

on ; and any of them would justify d’Anville

in assuming Najeran (a place fully described

by Al Edrissi, and well known to Niebuhr),

if the other circumstances of the expedition

will accord. Najeran is a fortress dependant

on Mecca : it lies 12 days south of that ca

pital, and east of the mountains which bound

the Tehama. See Al Edrissi, pp. 48.5o, 51.

This is perfectly consistent, if Ararénè is the

country of Medina and Mecca; and Najeran

must be, by comparing circumstances in Al

Edrissi, on the borders of Yemen, nearly on a

parallel with Sadum Rah. Consult. p. 48.

* Ali passed through Najeran, and brought

a tribute from it, when he was returning from

Yemen, whither he had been sent to preach

the Koran by Mahomet; and if Nágrana be

Najeran (as to all appearance it is), it directly

contradicts Gossellin's hypothesis, that Elius

Gallus terminated his expedition at Mecca.

Abilfeda Reiske, p. 53. Abilfeda mentions

the conversion of the kings of the Homerites,

the people of Arabia Felix; and adds, that

Ali's preaching converted the whole tribe of

Hamdan in one day.
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enthusiasm, to subdue the world, from the Pillars of Hercules to

the Indus. -

The loss of this battle produced the surrender of Asca, a city

in the neighbourhood; and, without learning what time was

spent here, or what distance intervened, the next place we find

them at is Athrulla. Athrulla was taken without difficulty, and

garrisoned, and a supply of provisions was obtained, which

enabled them to proceed to Marsūaba. This city is described

as the capital of the Rhaminites, and the seat of Ilasar", the

sovereign of the country. Here terminated the expedition;

for, after lying before the place six days, Gallus was compelled,

by want of water, to raise the siege, and retreat to Anágrana,

where the battle had been fought", and which he did not reach

till after a distressful march of nine days.

From this time, the preservation of his army was the more

immediate object of the commander, than the hope of con

quest: he had spent six months in reaching Marsūaba; he was

now convinced of the perfidy of Syllèus; he imputed the whole

failure to the direction of the march by the advice of that

minister; and if the same delay should occur on the retreat, he

saw that the destruction of the army was inevitable.

To prevent this, it is evident that the route was changed ;

and we are led to infer, that it was directed from the interior

to the coast. In this case, the army must have crossed the

” By consulting Ptolemy, the country of

Elisérus, or the Elisari, is far too much to the

south to allow of the supposition that Gallus

went no farther than Mecca. -

* The copies of Strabo are so incorrect in

these names, that though there is evidently

an intention of the editor to make A'grana

first mentioned, and Anágrana or 13 N4;tara

in this place, correspond, either the author or

the text are at variance; for the battle was not

fought at A'grana, but six days from it, and

apparently at Asca, as that city, surrendered

immediately after the battle.
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mountains and descended into the Tehama; and yet in a

march of sixty days, we have nothing to guide our inquiries

but the mention of four places, without dates, and with one

distance only specified: these are, The Seven Wells, eleven

days from Anágrana; Chaalla, Málotha, and Nera. Nera",

we are informed, was in the territory of O'bodas, that is, in

Petréa, and in all probability at some distance to the southward

of Leukë Komè.

At Nera the army embarked, and was eleven days in crossing

the gulph to Muos Hormus. The route from this port to

Koptus on the Nile has been already described; and from

Koptus, Gallus proceeded to Alexandria with the shattered

remains of his forces. Of these, seven only had perished by the

sword; but a very great proportion was rendered unserviceable

by disease”, famine, and a variety of distresses which they had

experienced in the course of the campaign.

Thus ended an expedition, planned without policy and con

ducted without capacity. If it had succeeded, the Romans

to be reckoned from the time Gallus reached

Nera, or from the day he left it: I conclude

* Nera, in the margin of Strabo, is written

Hygra, and Negra in Casaubon's translation;

and in such a fluctuation of the MSS. or

printed copies, we have nothing to determine

our doubts; but we may conclude, that the

place, whatever is its name, must be consider

ably below Leuké Kome, as the passage from

that port to Muos Hormus was only three

days. This, however, was for a single ship,

and Gallus had a fleet; but we must suppose

he continued his course up the coast to the

northward, and came by Ras Mahomed to the

Egyptian shore. Much difficulty stands in

, the way of calculation; and, after all, it is not

quite clear whether Strabo's eleven days are

the latter to be intended. A Negra is mea

tioned by Cedrenus, p. 364. 5oo years later:

this is evidently Najeran, where, according to

the Roman Martyrology, St. Arethas was

put to death by Dunaan a Jew, king of the

Homerites. He is called Lord of the Fiery

Pits, in the Koran. Michaelis writes the name

Dhou’l-naas. One should not have expected

to find a Christian martyr, of the name or

family of the Arethas's of the desert.

” Dio says, they did not merely retreat,

but were driven out.

vol. II. IR IR
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could not have established themselves in the country; and by

its failure, it retarded their full intercourse with India for. al

most a century. But if it were possible to give the reader

satisfaction on the extent of it, no apology would be requisite

for the digression. This, from the scantiness of materials, can

not be done; but as my conjectures differ both from d'Anville

and M. Gossellin, I shall barely state the grounds on which

they are founded, and leave the determination to the judgment

of the reader. -

The first step towards fixing the termination of the expedi

tion, would be to distinguish Marsy'aba from all the cities with

which it is confounded.

The Marsy'aba of Strabo is in the country of the Rhamanitae,

and under the government of Ilasárus. It is not the Mareb of

Sabéa, where the great Tank” is, for that he calls Meríaba of

the Sabéans; and this sufficiently declares against d’Anville's

system, which carries Gallus into Sabèa, and on which Gos

sellin justly observes, that if Gallus had besieged Mareb, he

would not have been obliged to raise the siege for want of water,

the reason assigned by Strabo.

Ptolemy has likewise a Máraba (written Báraba in the text)

which he places in the country of the Minéans, and calls it a

metropolis; and a Maríama, two degrees to the south-east;

but he has no Maríaba either in Sabëa or the country of the

Homerites. His Elisari, the Ilasar of Strabo, are still farther

south than the Minéans, and upon the coast.

* Mareb is still the capital of a large pro- concerning the Tank, the queen of Sheba,

vince in Yemen called Dsjof, between Najeran &c. are still current. See Nieb. t. ii. p. 119.

and Hadramaut, where the ancient traditions Arabie.
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'. Pliny has two Maríabas : one marked by the Tank, called

Baramalchum *, the Royal Sea or Lake; and another, in the

country of the Calingii; he adds, that Maríaba is a general

name of a capital. It is apparently then the Maríaba “ of the

Calingii which he informs us, contrary to the assertion of Strabo,

that Gallus took, and finished his invasion at Carípeta. But it

is still more extraordinary, that the other cities he mentions as

taken and destroyed by Gallus, do not, in any one instance,

correspond with those of Strabo, except that his Negra is pos

sibly Nagrana “. - -

Dio" terminates the irruption at Athlula, evidently the

Athrulla of Strabo: he mentions the army being afflicted with a

disease in the head and legs; and adds, that Gallus did not

merely retreat, but was driven out by the natives.

The whole of this goes to prove, that Gallus did not reach

Mareb Baramalcum ; and, in short, the fact is impossible ; for

that Mareb is above eleven “hundred miles from Moilah, and

the retreat of Gallus, in sixty days, would require a march of

almost twenty miles a day, which, for such a continuance, is

not to be performed. - - . s

But if the Mareb of d’Anville be too distant, the Mecca of

Gossellin is too near; for the route of the caravan, from Moilah

to Mecca, makes it only 731 miles, at 3 miles an hour.

* Bahr-u-melk, Bahr-u-malk, Bahr-u-mal- * See note supra.

kim ; the Lake of the King, or the Kings; * Lib. liii. p. 350. Ed. Steph.

the Royal Lake. - * It is 1085 in a right line, which, with

* Supradictam Mariabam. The Mariaba the addition of a seventh, becomes 1240, and

of the Calingii is the last mentioned, and Har- increases the difficulty. ... " ' " -:

douin supposes that to be meant. -

R. R. 2
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Brought over 731 .

547 — at 24 miles an hour.

546 – d'Anville's Map.

560 -– De la Rochette's Map.

Add for road distance 80

640 — probable mean distance,

from 620 to 640. -

If, therefore, Gallus was advancing for six months, he must

have marched little more than an hundred miles a month.

And let us suppose, with Gossellin, all the fraud of Sylléus,

and all the deviations of the march he pleases, this advance is

far less than a Roman army can be supposed to make. The

country Gallus was desirous of reaching, was the country of

gold", frankincense, myrrh, and spices, certainly either Ha

dramaut or Yemen ; and when he was at Mars(laba, he was

told he was but two days distance from the province he wished

to enter. He might be deceived in that, and most probably he

was ; but the deception could hardly amount to the difference

between two days and thirty, and Mecca is little short of thirty

days from IIadramaut.

Gossellin supposes Athrulla to be Yathreb or Medina, and

Mars(laba to be Macoraba or Mecca ; but it is not easy to dis

cover the resemblance of these names, or the other five he gives

from Pliny. Strabo is surely a better guide, who was in habits

of intimacy with Gallus, and who received the names most

probably from his report. Pliny says, that Mars(taba was

taken, and that the expedition terminated at Caripeta : Strabo

* Strabo, 780.



asserts, that Mars(laba was not taken, and does not notice

Caripeta at all. It is not safe to build on similarity of names;

but Nagrana, which Gossellin supposes to be Al Nokra", is

certainly more nearly related to Najeran in sound. Najeran is

assuredly as ancient as Mahomed's time: it is a conspicuous

province still, according to Niebuhr"; and Al Edrissi" places

it on the road from Mecca to Yemen. This appears to be the

very route by which Gallus was advancing; and Najeran, by

the Arabian accounts, was capable of affording the supplies of

which the army stood in need. I am myself therefore per

suaded, that Gallus entered the country of the Minéans, and

that the city he assaulted, whether Maríaba, Mars(laba, or

Caripeta, was the capital of that province ; for Maríaba implies

a capital in general; and if Ilasar is the king of this tribe,

whether Calingii, Rhamanitae, or Elesári, I would comprehend

all three under the title of Minéans. At least, to my concep

tion it is clear, that Ptolemy, Pliny, and Strabo, all point to

something farther south than Mecca.

Whether this opinion will meet with the approbation of

others, is dubious; such as the obscurity and contradiction of

my authorities will allow, I give it. If Najeran be a fixed

point, and concluded, we have ground to stand on ; if it can

be disputed, I am ready to embrace any assumption that may

from the expression of Al Edrissi, I conclude

it lies farther east than d’Anville has placed it.

But even if d’Anville is right, Al Nokra is.

fere viginti, & hatc via coincidet cum extre- upwards of 200 miles out of the road that.

mitate Kufe prope Maaden al Nokra. Al Gallus appears to have taken.

Edrissi, p. 121. Even as d’Anville has placed * Arabie, ii. II.4.

Al Nokra, I conceive it lies far too much to * Pages 48, 49.

the east to be in the track of Gallus; and,

* Al Nokra is the place where the road

from Basra to Medina joins that from Kufa to

the same city. A Basra ad Medinam stationes
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be supported upon better proofs. What the Rhamanitae of

Strabo, or Calingii of Pliny, may be, seems impossible to

determine. Gossellin concludes, that the Rhamanitae of Strabo

are the Manitae of Ptolemy; it is the strength of his argument;

and in Mercator's Map, the Manitae are placed on the north

of Mecca. But perhaps Mercator is misled, for we have no

latitude of the Manitae ; and the text says, below the Manitae “

is the interior Myrrh country, and then the Minéans, a great

nation. I have not yet met with any account of myrrh in

Hejaz, and therefore, if the Rhamanitae and Manitae are the

same, I conclude that they are in Yemen. But the whole of

this is conjectural ; and, if names avail, I might with equal

propriety contend, that Rhaman is Haman, or Hamdan, the

tribe converted by Ali, the position of which answers; or

assert, that Cari-Peta is Carni-Peta, correspondent to the

Carna” or Carana of Strabo, which he says was the capital of

the Minéans.

Is it not reasonable to suppose that the army moved in the

track of the caravans " ? and as the line here assumed is direct

” ºr to 43, M2,1,2; x irº; gºvgº;2;, &z tribe of Hamyar (the Homerites) prevailed,

shºw, ºyz º.os. whose capital was Aphar, Saphar, or Dafar;

* I have a leaning towards the connection

of these two names; bht if the two plaees be

the same, the difficulty is not removed; for

the same city cannot be taken, and not taken;

and the expedition cannot terminate at two

different places. The following circumstances,

however, may be curious, if not convincing:

The four great nations in Arabia Felix, or

Yemen, were the Minéans, the Sabèans, the

Katabanenses (who are in the Maphartis of

the Periplôs), and the people of Hadramaut.

As the power of the Sabèans declined, the

but the capital of the Minéans was Karna, or

Karana. Miwºig. . . . . . wóAs &vräy a utyłrn

K&#92, # K232v3. Strabo, 768. I ask curi

ously, but without affixing any importance to

it, may not the Karipeta of Pliny be Karni

Petra, the fortress of Karna 2 If this could

be supposed, Maríaba, or the capital, is identi

fied with Karai-Petra; for both are the prin

cipal city of the Minéans.

* Strabo has pointed this out, under the

supposition that Gallus might have marched

by the caravan-road through Petréa. Alvº
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between Hejaz and Hadramaut, and cuts the province of the

Minéans, who were the regular carriers between both, does not

this supposition solve more of the difficulties than any other ?

It is but a supposition at last; still, where our ignorance of the

country renders every effort dubious, a rational hypothesis is all

that can be expected.

Najeran * itself is in Hejaz, for it is one of the fortresses of

Mecca, according to Al Edrissi; and the boundary of this pro

vince and Yemen, is fixed at the following station. If, there

fore, Gallus was nine days in returning hither after his repulse,

we may suppose that he would not march less than fiftecn miles

a day on such an emergency : this requires that he should have

advanced upwards of an hundred miles into Yemen. And if we

date from Najeran the sixty days employed in his retreat to

Nera, an estimate between twelve and fifteen miles a day would

enable him to reach that port in the time assigned. This seems

a great exertion for sixty" days continuance; but famine im

pended, and doubtless the Arabs hovered in the rear; add to

this, that when the army arrived in Egypt it was completely

ruined, as Strabo informs us, by famine, hardship, sickness,

and the difficulties of the march.

Nera, as it is the termination of the expedition, I should

have been glad to fix, but no representative offers ; it must be:

within the limits of Petréa, and it should be placed as far below

Leukö Komè as the province will admit: it may perhaps be

xºny is; ºv. . . xxpºxºrneo. Toºrº Taºs &vkºv * El Edrissi, p. 49.

xxi xzºwy ºazw &zººs zal ivºčw; its 747say ” But it agrees with a similar route from

ex rºrea;, ºr a 32¢ºw ºn}ly sparotiče. The Thomna to Gaza, mentioned by Pliny,

camels and men in the caravans find supplies which required 65 days. Lib. xii. 32. Har

from fortress to fortress, in the same manner as douin. - º

an army.
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discovered by some future Niebuhr ; or an enlarged knowledge

of the language, and the country, may shew that we are all

pilots at sea, without instruments, charts, or compass.

We are now to return to the coast, on which, as has been

already noticed, the Periplôs mentions only the Canraites,

Burnt Island, Moosa, and Okélis. The Canraites are the wild

tribes on the broken shore of the Hejaz, terminating about

Hassan Isle, in lat. 25°. And the passage from Leukë Komè

to the Burnt Island was conducted with a view of avoiding the

coast throughout. How this could be effected during a run of

from ten to twelve degrees, or more, is not easily accounted

for ; but one of these distances it must be, according as we as

sume Gebel Tar, or Gebel Zekir, for Katakekáumene, or the

Burnt Island; and as both preserve at present the signs of vol

canoes in decay, one of them it must be, as may suit best with

other circumstances mentioned. The extreme distance is from

Nſoila, in lat. 27° 56 ° to Gebel Zekir", in 13° 50'; the

smallest, from Hassan Isle, in 25°.", to Gebel Tar, in 15° 10.

If Mokha is assumed for the representative of Moosa, and

Moosa be the only object of the ancients, Gebel Zekir must be

preferred ; or if we suppose that the ancients wished to approach

* Making 14° 6.

The first distance is 834 miles English, the

latter 625; both presenting a course far too long

for any ancient vessel to perform without com

ing to an anchor. They must therefore have

stopped at some of the islands below the Hejaz

- for water and refreshments.

* Notwithstanding the disagreement of

M. d’Anville and M. Gossellin, no one can

search this question thoroughly without refe

rence to the dissertation of the former on the

gulph of Arabia. I have collected materials

7.

from both ; from P. Sicard, Irwin, Bruce,

and De la Rochette's beautiful chart. If I

prefer the latitudes of the last to all others, it

is because they are founded more especially on

observations made by English navigators, and

the officers on board the sloops, packets, and

trading vessels in that sea, are, for the most

part, scientific men, and better qualified to

determine nautical questions than any navi

gators who have preceded them.

* Making 9° 50'.
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the coast, as soon as they found the natives more civilized, we

should rather be directed to Gebel Tar * : for in that latitude,

and even to the north of it, we are to fix the Sabéans generally,

in the same manner as Niebuhr extends the dominion or in

fluence of the modern Sana. Sana in fact, under the govern

ment of its Imam", as it comprehends nearly the same territory

as the ancient Sabèa, so does it partake of the manners and

inabits attributed to that nation, where commercial intercourse

had softened the Arabian character, and introduced that se

curity of life and property, without which commerce itself can

not exist.

Mooza, according to the Periplūs, was the regular mart" of

the country : it was not a harbour, but a road with a sandy

bottom, which afforded good hold for the anchors “, and where

the ships lay in great security: it was inhabited wholly by

Arabians; and was frequented on account of the Indian trade

with Darugaza, as much as for its native produce.

The intercourse with the Sabéans had from the first been

established, either here or at some mart in its vicinity; but the

Sabéans were now no longer the prevailing tribe; the Home

rites, who came from Mareb, were become the superior power,

government in Africa or Arabia; the people,

too, are of gentle manners, the men, from

early age, being accustomed to trade. Druce,

i. 327.

* 2:42, yºgo, the port established by

** Jibbel Tier is the point from which all

ships going to Jidda take their departure after

sailing from Mocha. Bruce, i. p. 341. This,

though the course is the direct contrary to

that of the Periplús, still marks it as a point of

departure and destimation.

*** This is evident, from Barteman in Ramu

sio, from the French Voyages in 1721, by La

Rocque, and from Niebuhr. The government of

the Imam is much more gentlethan any Moorish

VOL. II.

the native government.

* Bruce mentions the same circumstance of

the road of Mokha. The cables, he says, do

not rub, because the bottom is sand, while it

is coral in almost every other part.

S S
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and Charibáel the sovereign of both nations. He had fixed the

seat of his government at Aphar, supposed by Gossellin to be

the same as Dafar or Safar; and Dafar is noticed by Niebuhr

as a place near Mount Sumara, now in ruins. The distance,

however, does not answer; for Aphar is placed by the Periplūs

thirteen days inland from Save, and Save three days from

Moosa. But if Save is the same as Taas, or Mount Sabber,

the distance from Sabber to Daſar is not much more than from

Moosa to Sabber ; and thirteen days from Sabber inland would

carry us much nearer to Sana, the modern capital of the Imam,

and the metropolis of Yemen.

It is possible, that in a country subject to perpetual revolu

tions, provinces may have obtained different names from the

tribes that occupied different situations: this seems apparent

in the district of Cátaba, which is now inland sixty miles from

the coast, notwithstanding that Strabo places the Catabanians

immediately at the straits. It may be, therefore, presumption

to say, that Save is Sabber “, or Aphar, Dafar; notwithstand

ing that the territory of Maphartis “at Savè, or the capital of

the Homerites thirteen days inland, may afford us general in

formation sufficiently correct. Cholébus, the sovereign of

Wlaphartis, whose residence is at Save, is styled a tyrant by the

Periplôs, that is, a prince whose legitimate title was not ac

knowledged; but Charibáel is the genuine” sovereign of the

Homerites and Sabéans. The power of Cholébus extended

over the south-west angle of Yemen, both within and without

*

* Niebuhr has a conjecture also relating to “ Periplôs, p. 13.

Sabba and Zebid, tom. ii. p. 55. * Sizºos 322.8:0;, Perip. p. 13.

-
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the straits, occupying the same tract as the Catabanians of

Strabo in a former age. And Cholébus had a joint power “with

the subjects of Charibáel, the citizens of Moosa, over the

settlement at Rhapta, on the coast of Africa.

The mart of Yemen, at the present day, is at Mokha, where

coffee is the grand article of exportation, on which the Imam of

Sana” receives a duty of twenty-five per cent. equivalent to

the custom exacted by the Romans at Leukë Kome seventeen

hundred years ago. Twenty miles inland from Mocha, Niebuhr

discovered a Moosa still existing, which he with great proba

bility supposes to be the ancient mart, now carried inland to

this distance by the accretion of the coast. And if the accre

tion is allowed, certainly no situation can be assumed more

correspondent to the ancient authorities.

At Moosa, the Imports specified are these:

Purple Cloth, fine and ordinary.

Cloaths made up in the Arabian

fashion, with sleeves, plain'and

common, and (scutulatus) mixed

or dappled.

Hofºpe. 148 34tafog zo.; xv?oſa,

e w > w 3. w

Ipaztigudg Afzeikö: 2Zepidotog

6 rº arxā; Kai zow?', zz,

z

grx078?\c.709,

* So I interpret a passage (p. 10. of the

Periplas) yºutta, 3} &v7% [º X3;z,] xzz3, 7.

3,4210, &#x2.0, wrotº-Teazy tº £aaixtſ; tº; ºr:37;

Yºyouéºn; 'A;23:2;, & Moºzgiſts; Tú:2yros. IIz;3. 3}

Tà ézzº.{w; ºré!ogo, &vºy ºx-cy tº &ro Mézz. I

understand by this, that Tººwo; means Cho

lèbus, and 3.xzx w; Charibàel; and that the

merchants of Moosa, who were subjects to

Charibáel, received the customs at Rhapta,

while Cholébus had the civil administration.

According to ancient right, Rhapta belonged

to the principal government of the Sabèans or

Homerites. Cholébus had wrested it from

them, but still the merchants of Moosa received

the customs by an original grant from Charibáel.

* Niebuhr, who cites Pliny, lib. xii. c. 35.

for another instance: Regi Gebanitorum quar

tas myrrhae partes pendunt.

* The modern articles of import and ex

port may be seen in Niebuhr, tom, ii. p. 52.

S S 2
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KFázoº, -

Kürspoº, -

'O6%icy, -

'A&xxx, -

A%ize; & Toxxx},

> z

gyT27104,

aw w

Zaval ºxia Tai,

Mörov. -

- e

XF7F.o. ico.vöv,

** V ax * v

Olivog re zai aſ ºrog & 707, U4,

Žuſºva. £xxext?,
• /Xroxr; 2&sºuvaſz y

Aſyºos, -

º - w

c.7% of TE Zazi

Saffron.

Cyperus. Aromatic Rush.

Miuslims.

Cloaks.

Quilts, a small assortment; some

plain, and others adapted to

the fashion of the country.

Sashes, embroidered, or of dif

ferent shades.

Perfumes.

Specie for the market, or in con

siderable quantity.

Wine and Corn, not much. The

country produces some corn,

and a good deal of wine.

EXPORTS :

Myrrh, of the best quality.

Stactè, or Gum.

White Stones. Alabaster.

Added to these were a variety of the articles enumerated at

Adooli", which are brought over from Africa and sold here.

But there were likewise several others imported as presents

* A doubtful reading; but probably con- the native exports at present, with myrrh,

taining Mºz, i. e. from the country of the ivory, and Abyssinian gold from Massua, an

Minaei, possibly the Gum Abeir from Minéa. swering to the ancient Adooli.

, ºr Coffee and frankincense are the chief of
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both to Charibáel” and Cholébus; such as horses, mules, gold

plate, and silver embossed, robes of great value, and brass ware

of various kinds. Of these it may be presumed that Charibáel

had the largest share; for to him embassies” were frequently

addressed, and he was considered as the friend of the Roman

emperors. -

The importance of this commerce, as it appears in the Peri

plós, is manifestly far inferior to the representation of it in

Agathárchides; and the trade of the Sabèans declining, after

the fleets from Egypt found their way to India direct, was pro

bably not only the cause of their impoverishment, but of their

subjugation also by the Homerites. Still it is evident that the

manners of the people in this quarter of Arabia were civilized ;

that the government was consistent, and that the merchant was

protected. This character, as we learn from Niebuhr, Yemen

still maintains, in preference to the Hejāz, and the whole in

terior of the peninsula. The same security is marked as

strongly by the Periplôs in Hadramaut ; and the whole coast on

the ocean being commercial, the interests of commerce have

subdued the natural ferocity of the inhabitants.

It is a circumstance foreign to the object of the present work,

but still curious to remark, that in the age previous to Mahomet,

Yemen was in the possession of the Abyssinians, whose power

--
*

* T re 22-ºxº; zz, 13 ºveº.

” Xuyszºr, retzęsiz.: xz. %2's tºo; Tºy &vio

*:27% ºv, may be rendered as expressing, that

by frequent em! assies and presents he had obtained

the title of Friend of the Emperors, an honour

iormerly conferred upon sovereigns in alliance

with Rome, by a vote of the senate. Masi

missa, Eämenes, and Ariovistus, were styled

Amici Populi Romani. But I have preferred

the rendering in the text, because the presents

from Rome are specified.
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terminated with his birth; and that in the short period * which

intervened between his assuming the prophetic office and the

Caliphat of Abubecre and Omar, all this part of Arabia was,

almost without an effort, subjected “ to their power. In the

sixteenth century the Turks were masters of the coast, and some

places inland, but were driven out by the founder of the present

dynasty, Khassem el Ebir, whose posterity assumed the title

of Imam, and fixed their residence at Sana, the present capital

of Yemen, which cannot be very distant from the ancient me

tropolis of Sabèa.

On this coast, the first fleets that sailed from Egypt met the

commerce from India. Agathárchides seems to say, that the

ships from Persia, Karmania, and the Indus, came no farther -

than the coast beyond the straits; and that the fleets from

Egypt met them there, and exchanged their articles of com

merce. Now the fleet from Karmania and the Indus could

not reach Arabia without experiencing the effects of the mon

soon, as Nearchus had done; and the knowledge of this once

obtained, could not be lost. We cannot go farther back,

historically, than the journal of Nearchus; but in that we find

manifest traces of Arabian navigators on the coast of Mekran,

previous to his expedition. And whether the Arabians sailed

from Oman or Sabèa, it is still a proof that the monsoon must

have been known to them before the time of Alexander;

* Niebuhr, tom. ii. p. 16. of the peninsula, of the more civilized to

* Yemen seems to have been converted the more barbarous, is one of the obscurest

before Mahomet's death, if we credit the ac- facts in the early history of the Mahomedan

count of Ali's mission and success. But the power.

accession of the strongest and richest provinces
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and a high probability that they had reached the coast of

Malabar, or that vessels from that coast had reached Arabia,

from the earliest ages. -

The distance from Moosa to Okélis is short of forty “ miles.

Okélis has a bay immediately within the straits; and at this

station the fleets which sailed from Egypt in July, rendez

voused “ till they took their departure in the latter end of

August”, when the monsoon was still favourable to conduct

them to Muziris, on the coast of India. For Okélis we have

Okila" in other ancient authors, and Ghella is the name it

bears at present. D'Anville has marked it sufficiently in his

Ancient Geography; and in Capt. Cook’s ” chart, which is

upon a large scale, the entrance of this bay is two miles" wide,

and its depth little short of three. Added to this, if it is con

sidered that the projection of the Bab-el-Mandeb point is a
I61

complete protection “ against the contrary monsoon, we find

* 300 stadia, Peripl. equal to 37% miles,

er, at 1o stadia to the mile, 30 miles.

* See supra.

” It will appear presently, that the fleets

destined to India sailed earlier than those

which went only to the southern coast of

Arabia. They are distinct voyages.

* Axſaz, text; Qzíaz, marg. Strabo. P. 769.

he calls the promontory by this name.

* It has been already noticed, that the

Capt. Cook here mentioned commanded a

sloop in the India Company’s service, about

the year 1774. His scale is very large, and

consequently, I have been enabled to view this

bay more distinctly than in d’Anville's map, or

De la Rochette’s chart. It is by Captain

Cook's chart that I obtained a knowledge of

the Bay Avalites (p. 115.), in which it ap

pears in perfect conformity with the Periplūs.

Such is the advantage of a large scale, and

such is the correspondence of modern intelli

gence with ancient authorities, when we can

obtain it in detail.

* De la Rochette marks this bay, and

adds, that it is still navigable by boats; a suf

ficient proof that it was practicable for an

Egyptian fleet seventeen centuries ago.

“Between Cape St. Antony and Babel.

Mandeb the land is low along shore, forming

a deep bay, which makes the Cape (Babel

Mandeb) appear detached. Oriental Navi

gator. P. I52.
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here all the conveniences” that were requisite for a fleet con

structed like those of the ancients.

x. STIt AIT'S OF BAB-EL-MAN DEB, ANCIENT NAVIG ATION

O E S ESOST R IS.

Tu E passage of the straits, and entrance into the ocean, had

been considered possibly as great an achievement by the natives,

on both sides of the Gulpºof Arabia, as the voyage of Her

cules through the Straits of Gades to the Garden of the Hes

perides, by the Greeks. Fabulous accounts consequently at

tached to both ; and the passing of Bab-el-Mandeb was as

naturally attributed to Sesostris, as the voyage through the

Straits of Gibraltar to Hercules. Diodórus says, that Sesos

tris “sent a fleet of four hundred ships into the Erythréan Sea,

and subdued the islands, and all the maritime countries as far

as India. Heródotus is much more moderate; and mentions

only that Sesostris commenced his expedition from the Gulph

of Arabia, and subdued the nations bordering on the Erythréan

Sea, till he met with shoals “, which opposed the farther pro- -

gress of his fleet.

But as we are now arrived at the straits, I shall introduce a

table comprizing the most material authorities of the ancients,

” Having passed the strait, it is necessary Oriental Navigator, p. 152.-N. B. This is

to anchor: you must shut up the straits, and at the entrance of the Bay of Okélis.

anchor a little to the northward of Cape Bab- ” Diod. lib. i. p. 64. ed. Wessel.

ck Maudeb, where the water is always smooth. “Herod, lib. ii. p. 149. ed. Wessel.
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compared with each other, and with the different conclusions

of the moderns. A final decision on the points disputed, or

actual precision in the present attempt, are not to be expected;

but a probable adjustment of near twenty names to their

respective positions, will afford the reader a general view,

which will enable him to form a judgment for himself.

*

WOL. II. T T
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If the shoals of IIeródotus have any foundation in fact, they

are connected with the Bay Avalítes “, on the African shore,

immediately beyond the straits, where mention is made both

by Strabo and the Periplús, that the vessels employed in later

ages put their lading into boats in order to trade with the

natives; but this is hardly intended by Heródotus, though his

description has confined him within narrower limits than those

of Diodórus.

This, however, we obtain at least from the account before

us, that in the age of Heródotus it was a prevailing opinion,

that the passage had been made in the most remote ages; and

if the Egyptians ever were navigators, there can be no objection

to admit them into a participation of the commerce with

Arabia, or extending that commerce as far as the Arabians did

towards the east. Few other historical documents, however,

of the fact appear, farther than may be collected from the

circumstances here recorded, and these are both few and

deficient.

To what extent the passage of the straits, and progressively,

the voyage to India, were accomplished, has been already suſ.

ficiently shewn ; but that it was always considered as a most

extraordinary attempt by all those who had not personally made

it, we want no other testimony than that of Arrian, the his

torian of Alexander. He asserts, that no one had gone round

the whole coast, from the Arabian into the Persian * Gulph,

though perhaps some few had passed from one to the other by

* Perhaps the Sasus of Cosmas, but du- * This is in some measure true at this day;

bious; for his Sasus seems to be rather on the for the western coast of the Gulph of Persia

coast of Adel, or Barbaria. See Melch. The- has been little visited. Capt. Hamilton's is

venot, p. 7. Cosmas. the best account I have seen.
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striking out into the open sea”. Now Arrian lived in the

reign of Adrian ; and Hippalus had laid open the track to

India, at least fourscore years before Arrian wrote: so little

was known in the northern part of the empire of what was going

on in the south. .

Okélis was not a mart of commerce, but a bay with good

anchorage, and well supplied with water : it was subject to

Cholébus *. The neighbouring headland of Bab-el-Mandeb,

which forms the entrance of the straits, is placed in lat.

12° 39' 20" by Bruce, and the straits themselves are said to be

only sixty stadia, or seven miles and a half wide, or six miles”,

if we reckon ten stadia to the mile. This is very near the truth,

if we measure from Bab-el-Mandeb to Perim, which the Peri

plūs calls the Island of Diodórus; while the whole breadth,

from the Arabian to the African side, is nearly five-and

twenty". Perim, or Mehun, was taken possession of by the

British, when the French were in Egypt, and begun to be for

tified ; but it has no water. It is not the only island in the

straits; for there is another called Pilot's Island, close to the

Arabian shore; and on the African side eight more, bearing the

name of Agesteen. -

The wind in this passage is described as violent, from its con

finement between the high lands on both sides; and the opening

* Lib. viii. p. 358. ed. Gronov. See the and those of De la Rochette. I am no com

note of Gronovius on this passage, p. 356.

* Kapºnrº; &vrº, ºveawſ?o; ; of the Usurper's.

Country.

* Sir Home Popham's chart reduces this

to two ; and I see with concern a considerable

difference between his latitudes in the Red Sea

petent judge to determine which of the two is

right; but having followed De la Rochette as

the best authority known, when I traced this

coast, by that I must abide.

” Bruce conjectures six leagues. Cook's

Chart makes it near 25 miles. Bruce, i. 315.
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of the straits gradually towards Fartaque and Gardeſan, is

strongly" marked in the Periplūs.

The first place to which we are directed beyond the straits,

is a village called Arabia Felix: its distance is estimated at an

hundred and twenty miles from Okélis; and it was formerly a

city of importance before" the fleets passed from India to

Egypt, or from Egypt to the countries towards the East”.

Previous to that time, the fleets from Egypt and the East met

in this harbour, which was the centre of the commerce, as

Alexandria was afterwards for all that passed through Egypt

into the Mediterranean. Upon this occasion the language of

the Periplūs is very precise, and in perfect harmony with the

account of Agathárchides. “It received its name of (Eudai

“món) rich and flourishing, from the circumstance of the ships

“ from Egypt and India meeting there, before the merchants

“ of Egypt dared “to venture farther towards the marts in the

“ East.” Tor this purpose this harbour was more particularly

convenient, as it afforded better anchorage, and was more com

modious for procuring water than Okélis. The town stands

at the entrance of the bay, and the retiring of the land inwards

affords protection to the shipping. Reduced as it was in the

author's age, by the different channel into which the com

* 'Ayoºyouſyn: ºr&aw 1%; Saxóaan; ii; &vatº,

x2, x2+& MIKPON is; ºriaz) os cºroºzyopºn;

opening by degrees from the straits to the

two capes.

*** *E.; tº; fora Tórs;.

* In the middle ages, the India trade had

reverted into its original course : Ex ipsa sol

vuntur navigia Sindae, Indiae, et Sinarum, et

ad ipsam deferuntur vasa Sinica. Al Edrissi,

p. 25

8

The Arabs distinguish between Cheen and

Ma-Cheen : the first is Cochin China; and

the other, China. The porcelain mentioned

seems to imply, that Sinarum used here means

the real Chinese, and that they traded so far

west in that age. Sindae and India express

Scindi and Hindostan. The same fact is con-.

firmed by Marco Polo.

” ºn}} ºré Ayvºrºg TOAMONTON tº rº;

irº Tóres 33 guy.
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merce had been directed, the village was subject to Charibáel,

and had within a few years been taken and destroyed by the

s

Romans.

XI. A D EN.

Ev ER Y circumstance in this minute description directs us to

Aden: the distance, the harbour, and the name", all cor

respond; and the peculiarity of its being under Charibáel, while

Okélis was possessed by Cholébus, marks the extent of the

Homerite dominions, surrounding Maphartis in the angle of the

peninsula. The native sheiks, or heads of tribes, at the present

day, are perfect representatives of Cholébus. When Niebuhr

was in Arabia, the sheik of Aden was no longer subject to the

Imam of Sana, but had asserted his independence, and pos

sessed a small territory in the neighbourhood of the city. -

The capture also and destruction of this village by the Ro

mans, a short time previous to the author's age, would be a

natural consequence of the progress and extension of the Ro

man commerce from the Red Sea to India ; and, as Claudius

collected a tribute from the maritime towns of Arabia, it is

natural to suppose that he was the Cesar mentioned in the Peri

plas, who ordered this place to be destroyed, for the purpose

of suppressing every power that might interfere with the Roman

commerce, or divert a share of it into its ancient channel. It is

true this must have been an act of oppression upon Charibáel,

who was the ally and friend of the Roman emperors; but far

greater sacrifices of their justice to their ambition occur in the

* Aden signifies deliciae. Huet. _*
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history of those sovereigns of the world. It was the same system

of policy which induced Soliman, emperor of the Turks, to

send Soliman Pacha from the Red Sea to suppress the rising

power of the Portuguese in India; when, under pretence of

delivering the Mahomedan powers from this new and unex

pected intrusion of the Christians, he employed the forces which

had been collected on the occasion in seizing on the maritime

towns of Arabia. It was then that Soliman Pacha obtained

possession of Aden by treachery, and hanged the sheik at the

yard-arm of his ship". ~

I conjecture that it was Aden which Agathárchides describes

without a name, when he places a city on his White Sea with

out the straits; from whence, he says, the Sabéans sent out

colonies or factories into India, and where the fleets from Persis,

Karmania, and the Indus, arrived. He specifies large" ships

employed for this purpose; and though his mention of islands

may suggest an idea of Socotra, Curia Muria, and the coast

of Oman, it seems far more probable that his intelligence was

imperfect, and that these fleets, which he describes, must

have been found in the same port which the Periplôs assigns

them, as long as the monopoly continued in the hands of the

Sabéans.

The testimony of Agathárchides is, in one point, highly im

portant : for it is the first historical evidence to prove the

cstablishment of Arabian colonists, or rather resident factors

* Viaggio di un comito Venetiano. Ra- trade at Aden as then consisting of only three

musio, tom. i. f. 276. anno 1538.

This Venetian captain was put in requisition

at Alexandria, and sent to Suez to serve under

Soliman Pacha. He was present at the exe

cution of the sheik, and describes the Indian

*

or four spice ships in a year.

” Very large ships still came from Guzerat

in the 16th century. Sir Henry Middleton

detained several, the dimensions of which he

notices, the largest of .3oo tons. Purchas.
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and merchants, in the ports of India: it is a fact in harmony

with all that we collect in later periods, from Pliny, and the

Periplôs, and Cosmas; and we may from analogy conclude,

that it was equally true in ages antecedent to Agathárchides;

that is, as early as we can suppose the Arabians to have reached

India. The settlement of their own agents in the country was

imost convenient and profitable, while the manners and religion

of India created no obstacle to the system.

In the middle ages, when the power of the Romans was ex

tinguished, and the Mahomedans were possessed of Egypt,

Aden resumed its rank as the centre of the trade between India

and the Red Sea. The ships which came from the East were

large, like those which Agathárchides describes: they did not

pass the straits, but landed their cargoes at this port, where

the trankies” or germes of the Arabs, which brought the pro

duce of Europe, Syria, and Egypt, received the precious com

modities of the East, and conveyed them either to Assab,

Kosir, or Jidda ; when all that passed into Europe, still came

to Alexandria, and enriched the Soldan's dominions by the

duties levied, and the profits of the transit. In this situation,

Marco Polo found Aden" in the thirteenth century; and the

account he gives of the wealth, power, and influence of Aden,

is almost as magnificent as that which Agathárchides attributed

to the Sabéans in the time of the Ptolemies, when the trade was

carried on in the same manner.

'?

* M. Polo uses the expression Zerme. The Aden sent 30,000 horse and 40,eco camels,

Arabs of Renaudot mention the same circum- to assist at the siege of Acre, in the year 12oo.

stance, that the ships from the East did not Such a soldan as this might be an Imam of

enter the Red Sea. - Sana, or a representative of the Homerite

* M. Polo, lib. iii. c. 39, the soldan of dynasty. -

W. O. L. II. U ºf
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So far as the identity of Aden and Arabia Felix, there ap

peared no difficulty when I was arranging this coast in my

former edition ; but if a doubt could be imagined, it is finally

removed by Sir Home Popham's chart, and his plan of this

harbour: for it presents us with a peninsula joined to the con

tinent by a very narrow neck of land, and adjoining to a river,

which might afford the supply of water specified at this port.

If we should now refer to that plan, and place the town of

Arabia Felix on the western, instead of the eastern point of the

peninsula, where Aden now stands, it would lie at the entrance

of the harbour, as it is described in the Periplūs. The nar

rowness of the neck includes the difficulty of approach from

the main, and the distance from the straits answers within the

difference of five miles. Much praise is due to every officer

who publishes the result of his own experience, not only on

account of the service which may accrue to navigation in

future, but likewise as it contributes to remove former errors,

and to promote the interests of science universally. In the

present instance, I have the satisfaction to find that the mer

chant of the Periplôs, as well as Nearchus, is proved to be

more conformable to truth, in proportion to our attainment of

a more minute and accurate knowledge of the local. I could

have wished for the same advantage in my farther progress to

the East; but upon the remainder of this extensive coast, from

Aden to the Gulph of Persia, there will be few positions in the

following detail which will accord with d'Anville's arrangement,

or with that of other commentators who have bestowed their

attention upon the Periplôs.
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XII. A R RA N G EMENT OF THE COAST OF ARA BIA ON THE

OCEAN.

THE circumstance upon which the whole depends, is the

adjustment of Suágros. In common with others, I had sup

posed its representative to be the modern Ras-el-had ; and there

is so much to induce this opinion, that I abandoned it with

reluctance, and shall perhaps find great difficulty in persuadingethers that it is erroneous. t

The Periplūs notices Suágros as pointing to the East, and

as the greatest promontory in the world. Omana likewise is

mentioned with it, answering to the present Oman; and

Moscha, seemingly identified with Maskat, the principal port

of that province. Under the influence of these resemblances

and probabilities, if I had joined in the common suffrage, and

called Suágros Ras-el-had in my former publications, wherever

it occurred, it is conviction alone, and the abandonment of

system for truth, which compels me to recall the error, and

acknowledge” that Suágros is not Ras-el-had, but Fartaque.

This is a concession not made for the purpose of particular

accommodation, but grounded on a general analysis of all the

positions on the coast, on a combination of all the circum

stances relative to the division of the provinces; and upon a

painful re-consideration of all that was to be undone, and un

settled, after I had fixed my opinions upon the authority of the

best writers, who had preceded me on the subject. -

* I find that De Castro is of the same opinion. Astley, vol. i. 1 + 1. Purchas, ii. 1123.

And Stuckius in loco.

U U Q
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*

The reader will expect proofs; and the proofs are, that the

islands found the whole extent of the coast on the ocean will

now fall naturally into their places, which cannot be effected

by any other arrangement. The islands in Ptolemy will become

relatively consistent with those of the Periplús; and the Bay

Sachalites, which Ptolemy has been accused of transposing

from the west to the east of Suágros, is reduced to the dif

ferent application of a name, instead of a difference in point

of situation.

Sachalítes is universally allowed to be the Greek form of

expressing the Arabick Sahar". Now there are two Sahars on

the coast of Arabia : one that is almost centrical between Aden

and Fartaque; and another that lies to the east of Fartaque,

between that cape and Cape Morebat or Merbat”. In the

first" of these there is little variation of orthography; but the

other is written Schaehr, Schahr", Shahar, Cheer”, and Seger.

” Sahar becomes Sachar by enforcing the

sound of the aspirate, and the change of the

final r is analogous in a variety of instances:

thus, Degel, formed into Deger, is the river

Tigris of the Greeks; and Sinus Sachal-ites

is equivalent to Sachar-ites, the bay of Sachar

or Sahar.

* Cape Merbat, called Morebat and Mara

bout in our charts, is a headland much no

ticed by our English navigators: it is one of

the principal sources of frankincense; for Al

Edrissi says, in montibus Merbat mascuntur

arbores thuris quod deinde in omnes. Orientis.

et Occidentis partes defertur. It is four days,

or an hundred miles, from Hasec, and conse

quently in the very heart of the district, which

is the Sachalítes of Ptolemy. I observe in

some authors a division of the coast into Thu

rifera Regio, Prior and Ulterior: if this is

founded, the Prior would be previous to Far

taque, and the Ulterior to the eastward of it;

the first would be the Sachalítes of the Peri

plús, and the latter the Sachalítes of Ptolemy;

and respectively, the Hadramaut and Seger of

Al Edrissi. But I rather think the distinction

modern, at least I have not yet met with

it in any ancient author. See Al Edrissi,

• 27.

...? The first Sahar is meant by Niebuhr, as

he places it in the province of Jafa, which lies

between Aden and Hadramaut; and he writes

it Schähr, Arabie. Tom. ii. p. 125. French

edition.—It is likewise the Escier of Marco

Polo, 40 miles from Aden. Lib. iii. c. 40.

* In the French Voyage, by La Rocque.

1716, which, with the French pronunciation.

is our English Schaehr, pronounced Share ;

and Otter writes it Sir, i. e. Seer.

7.I.

* Renaudot's Arab calls it. Sihar or Shihr.

Tom. ii.
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They are both frequented as places of trade to this day. And

if we suppose that the first Sahar is the Sachalites of the Peri

plas, and the second Shahar, the Sachalites of Ptolemy, the

Suágros of Ptolemy will answer to Fartaque as well as the

Suágros of the Periplôs, and the two authors will be in harmony

with each other. -

Further proofs of this reconciliation will be given in our pro

gress along the coast, and some difficulties that attend it will

be acknowledged ; but if it should be admissible or probable

upon the whole, much indulgence is due in regard to inferior

objections; as, upon the first view of the coast before us, no

two accounts can seem more irreconcileable to each other than

those of Ptolemy and the Periplôs.

XIII. K.A N E.

The first port to which we are to proceed from Aden, is

Kane *; the distance is stated at two thousand stadia or more,

upon a length of coast inhabited by Bedouins and Icthuóphagi;

and if we estimate the number of stadia at two hundred miles,
-- - - - - - - A*-*. - y

the termination falls very nearly at the Cava Canim of d’An

ville, or at Maculla Bay, which lies a very few miles to the

which is the English Sheer. The produce, guide me to this suspicion; for Keschin would

he says, is frankincense. The ships of Siraf

go to Jidda, but never farther in the Red

Sea. Their cargoes are conveyed to Egypt

in ships of Colsum, the Red Sea, p. 93.

* I have not been without suspicion, that

Kare might be Keschin, which I have found

written Cassin ; that is, Käsn in Oriental pro

nunciation. But I have the name only to

not agree with the distance from Aden, or to

C. Fartaque, or with the Bay Sachalítēs of

the Peripläs. Neither have I yet found, in

any map or narrative, two islands off Keschin,

to correspond with Orncón and Troglla.

Islands, rivers, mountains, and promontories,

are our surest guides. . .

*

-

* .
* * * * * *
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eastward. Our charts take notice of both, and at Cava

Canim", which is inserted principally upon the authority of

d'Anville, there appear some islets, which may be Orneån " and

Troolla, described as desert isles by the Periplus ; and which,

if they exist, identify Cava Canim for Kane, in preference to

Maculla. In point of distance, either is sufficiently exact to

answer the purpose; for Maculla is sixty" leagues from Aden,

and Cava Canim eight or ten miles short of that bay.

Kane is represented as a port of considerable trade, subject

to Eleásus, king of the Incense country, who resided at Sab

batha, the principal city of the district, which lies at some dis

tance inland. At Kane is collected all the incense that is pro

duced in the country, and which is conveyed hither both by

land and sea, either by means of caravans, or in the vessels of

the country, which are floats supported upon inflated skins".

Sabbatha is supposed by most of the commentators to be

Schibam or Scebam, which Al Edrissi places in Hadramaut,

at four stations, or an hundred miles, from Mareb : a certain

proof that we have adopted the right Sahar for the Periplôs;

because Mareb must be more than three hundred miles distant

from the Eastern Sahar, or Seger; and Seger is not considered

by Al Edrissi as a parts” of Hadramaut, but as a separate

district.

* In Sanson I find the name of Cava Canim

first mentioned, where he has a bay and islands;

but as Sanson was well acquainted with the

Periplus, whether he placed them there out of

respect to that authority, or had any other, I

cannot disoover.

* Ornečn is Bird Island, so called perhaps

from the universal habit of sca fowls resorting

to desert islets; and Troolla has no meaning

in Greek. It is said to lie Izo stadia from

Kane, of which I can find no trace.

” Sixty leagues, or 180 geographical miles,

are equal to 208 miles English. See Oriental

Navigator, p. 162.

* These floats are noticed by Agathár.

chides, and are by some supposed to give name

to a tract inhabited by Ascitz, from 'Agºs,

{Uter.

” Terræ Hadramaut contermina est ab

oriente terra Seger. P. 53.



It is remarkable that the author of the Periplús, who notices

Sabèa and Oman by name, makes no mention of Hadramaut,

(the third general division of the coast), but distinguishes it only

by the title of the Incense country. To maintain that these are

the three general divisions of Arabia on the Indian Ocean, is

consonant to all the evidence we have, ancient and modern ;

neither do independent districts or sheiks, as those of Keschin,

Seger, or Mahra, interfere with this distribution. And that we

are equally correct in assigning the Western Sahar to Hadra

maut, is capable of proof; for Al Edrissi says, from Aden to

Hadramaut, which lies to the east of Aden, are five * stations.

If therefore we observe, that at Kane we are already two hun

dred miles east of Aden, we are advanced far enough to shew

that we are in Hadramaut”, and that the Western Sahar is

properly placed in that province.

At Kane likewise, as there was an established intercourse

with the countries eastward ”; that is, with Barugăza, Scindi,

Oman, and Persis”; so was there a considerable importation.

from Egypt, consisting of the following articles:

- A small quantity of Wheat.

Wine.

IIvº; daſyos, - -

Olios, - -

‘ſuariguà, * Apodikös, - -

** Ab Aden autem ad Hadramaut quae

jacet ab orientali latere ipsius Aden, stationes

quinque. P. 26. -

* Ptolemy makes Kane the emporium of

Hadramaut.

* Tºy rºzy ipºrosſov, I had supposed to

mean the marts only on the coast of Africa

beyond the straits; but, from the usage here,

the expression is evidently extended to all

ports beyond the straits, not only in Africa,

º

Cloths for the Arabian market.

but in India and the Gulph of Persia.

” Tº; ratzkstufwn; IIs;zíºos, is the coast of

Persia opposite to Oman.

* Not cloth of Arabia, but for the Ara

bian market : so we say in the mercantile lan.

guage of our own country, Cassimeer cloth ;

that is, cloth for the market of Cassimeer.

And the word ſuzrique; seems to imply, that

the cloth was made up into garments.
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e v w

Ipºtiagº; x0,yog, -

27x8;,

váo; ºr:firröttfog,

Xaxx?:, - -

Korairspoº, -

Kordalov, - -

Sripak, - -

f

-

Common sort.

Plain.

Mixed or adulterated, in great

quantities. -

Brass.

Tin.

Coral.

Storax, a resin.

And many other articles, the same as are usually imported at

there are broughtMoosa. Besides these also,

‘AP’yupéuora, reropsuggva,

- XP%uzra. Tá, £2012.É.,

"Irrot, - -

"Avºpºvrek, -

‘Ipotiguè; 3.2%po;" drag,

Plate wrought, and

Specie for the king.

Horses.

Carved Images.

Plain Cloth, of a superior

quality.

The exports are the native produce of the country :

Aſtovog, - -

'AXón, - -

Frankincense.

Aloes.

And various commodities, the same as are found in the other

The best season for the voyage is inmarkets of the coast.

Thoth, or September.

After leaving Kane, the land trends inward, and there is a

very deep bay called Sachalítes, that is, the Bay of Sachal or

Sachar, and of a very great extent. The promontory (which

* Apparently in opposition to Kºrºs.
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is at the termination) of this is called Suágros, which fronts

towards the east, and is the largest promontory in the world.

Here there is a garrison for the protection of the place, and the

harbour is the repository of all the Incense that is collected in

the country. º

XIV. BAY SAC HALITES, HADRAMAUT.

THIs bay of Sachal has already been asserted to be Sahar;

and this Sahar, or “Shahar", appears to be a fine town at the

“ present day, situated by the sea-side ; and it may be seen

“ five or six leagues off. The point of Shahar is twelve or

“ thirteen leagues from Maculla Bay;” while the coast, with

various curves, but no indenture so great as the Periplūs re

quires, stretches E.N.E to Cape Fartaque"; and that this

Fartaque is Suágros, is the point now to be proved.

And first”, that it points to the east is true; but it is not

true that it is the largest promontory in the world; for Ras-el

had, on the same coast, is larger. But it is more conspicuous,

and was of more-importance, probably, in the author's view,

as forming the great entrance to the Gulph of Arabia, in con

junction with Cape Arômata on the coast of Africa; and as

such, it is still the point of more immediate consequence in

• * Oriental Navigator, p. 162. very similar to those of the Periplūs: the pro

'* Written Fartak, Fartash, Fortuash. duce of incense, the monopoly of the sovereign,

“...It is the first or Western Shahar that palm trees, Icthuóphagi, &c. See Marco

Marco Polo describes forty miles from Aden, Polo in fine.

under the name of Escier, with circumstances

VOL. II. X X
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the opinion of modern navigators, as well as in that of the

ancients. -

A second proof is, that Socotra is said to lie between this

cape and Arómata; which, in one respect, is true, and cannot

be applied to Ras-el-had. And a third is, that the islands of

Curia Muria, and Mazeira, are to the east of this cape, as they

really lie; while, if Suágros were fixed at Ras-el-had, the

islands must lie on the west of the Cape, directly transposed

from their real position to an erroneous one. But of this we

shall treat in its place. We must now return to Sahar, which

is considered in the Periplūs as the heart of the Incense country,

and the Incense country is Hadramaut. -

Hadramaut is the IIatzar-maveth of Genesis, which signi

fies” in Hebrew, the Court of Death; and in Arabick, the

Region of Death ; both names perfectly appropriate, according

to the testimony of the Periplôs, which informs us, “ that the

&ć

66

&c.

66

46.

46

66

&&.

incense is collected by the king's slaves, or by malefactors

condemned to this service as a punishment. The country is

unhealthy “in the extreme; pestilential even to those who

sail along the coast, and mortal to the wretched sufferers em

ployed in collecting the frankincense; who perish likewise

as often by want [and neglect] as by the pernicious influence

of the climate. The country inland is mountainous, and

difficult of access; the air foggy, and loaded with vapours

caused [as it is supposed] by the noxious exhalations from

* Bochart Phaleg. p. 101. rather considers the whole as a fabrication, in

* Michaelis (Question xxix. proposed to tended to throw a mystery over the trade, and

the Danish Travellers) is inclined to doubt to prevent foreigners from penetrating into the

this pernicious influence of the climate, and country.

the danger of collecting the incense. He
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“ the trees that bear the incense; the tree itself is small and

& 4 low, from the bark of which the incense” exudes, as gum

“ does from several of our “trees in Egypt.”

The conveyance of this drug by land, Pliny informs us, was

through Thomna, the capital of the Gebanites, to Gaza on the

coast of Palestine, by a caravan that was sixty-two days in its

progress; and that the length of this journey, with the duties,

frauds, and impositions on it, brought every camel's load to

upwards of two-and-twenty pounds, English; and a pound of

the best sort at Rome, to more than ten shillings.

of this conveyance is not easy to comprehend *;

The course

for if the

commodity passed by a caravan, the Minéans were centrical,

and the usual carriers from Gerrha on the Gulph of Persia,

as well as from Hadramaut and Sabèa, to Petra in Iduméa.

But we must not understand this as excluding the conveyance

of the incense to Alexandria by the Red Sea ; for that city was

the great repository of this, as well as all the other produce of

India and Arabia. Pliny” mentions this particularly, and

* It has been observed already from Nie

buhr, that the best incense is now procured

from India, by far more clear, white, and

pure, than the Arabian ; and it is a circum

stance wall worth inquiry, whether the col

lection of this gum is attended with the same

fatal eſſects in that country as are here de

scribed ; and whether the consequences are

deducible from the drug itself, or from the

nature of the country, Those who are de

sirous of learning more than is here remarked

on this subject, may consult Pliny, lib. 12.

c. 14, and Salmasius, 486, et seq.

* "Q; tırz zz, r2, rz' ºpi, iv. 'A'; ºr:# 34,3,2,.

This is an expressiou so clearly marking the

..country of the writer, that it cannot be mis

taken ; and the whole description is not that

of a man who merely wrote upon the subject,

but of one who had visited the country, and

painted what he saw.

* Bochart places Thomna between Sab

batha and Maríaba, and supposes the Katabéni

and Gebanitz to be the same people ; which

they are ; for Pliny makes Ocila (Okęlis) a "

port of the Gebanites, xii. 13. : but if so, it

is the territory of Maphartis he must place

them in ; and they would not move by cata

vans, but by sea. Strabo makes Tamma

the capital of the Katabéni, p. 768. ; and

his Katabéni are not between Sabbatha

and Mariaba, but in the territory of Ma

phartis. - * s

* Lib. xii. 14.

-

X X 2
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notices the precautions taken by the merchants of that city to

prevent fraud and adulteration.

The Periplôs does not advert to any particular spot in this

bay, or specify any town of Sachal; but, after relating the cir

cumstances as they are here stated, proceeds directly to Suá

gros. Suágros, or the Wild Boar, would naturally induce a

persuasion that it was a nautical appellation, like the Rani

Head”, Dun Nose, &c.; but it is far more probable that,

like Pheníkòn in the Red Sea, it is derived from the palm-trees

observed there, of a particular species, called Suágros; they

are of a superior sort”, as Pliny informs us, with large fruit,

hard, and rough in appearance, and with a high relish of the

flavour of wild boar. What this flavour is, we may leave to the

naturalists to determine; but the allusion to Suágros is mani

fest; and that the Cape takes its name from its produce, is a

natural conclusion. That this promontory is actually Cape

Fartaque, cannot be doubted, if we now advert to the parti

culars connected with it ; for we are told, that the island of

Dioskórida lies between this point and Cape Arômata, or Gar

defan, on the coast of Africa; that it is at a considerable dis

tance in the open sea, but nearer to Suágros than to the Cape

opposite; and that it is a large island, far exceeding all the

others that appertain to the coast of Arabia.

Now although this account is not strictly accurate, for So

cotra is not actually between the two capes, but forms a ter

minating point to Cape Gardeſan, like our Scilly Islands to the

* So Keig uttºrov in Crete. ferme in apri novimus. Plin. xiii. 4.

* De Palmis. In meridiano orbe praeci- It is not the coconut palm; for, among his

puam obtinent nobilitatem Syagri . . . . . . . forty-nine species, Pliny aftewards mentions

ipsum pomum grande, durum, horidum, et a the Cycas (Kvaz;) pomo rotundo, majore quam.

cacteris generibus distans sapore ferino, quem mali amplitudine.
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Land's End, and is consequently nearer Africa than Arabia;

still, speaking generally, the description in other respects is

sufficiently correct. The most transient reference to the map

will at least prove, that none of these circumstances can be

applied to Ras-el-had ; for that cape lies almost seven hundred

miles farther to the north-east, and can hardly be said, in any

sense, to be opposite to Gardeſan, unless by drawing a line of

such extreme obliquity, as would never occur to the mind of a

mariner under the idea of an opposite promontory; but Cape

Fartaque is constantly contrasted with Gardeſan in modern

geography, as Suágros is placed opposite to Arômata in the

Periplôs. - -

xv. DIoscóRIDA, or socot R.A.

DIoscóRIDA, Dioscórides, Dioscàrias, or Dióscora, may

have a Greek origin, but it has so near a resemblance to So

cotra “” or Zocotora, that it is much more likely to be a nauti

cal corruption of an Arabick term, than the application of a

Greek one. -

This island is near an hundred miles long, and thirty at its

greatest breadth: it was inhabited only on the northern “side

* See a full account of Socotra, and its

produce of aloes and gum dragon, in Purchas,

vol. i. p. 417, et seq.; and a drawing of it in

Astley (i.e. Green), and Melchiz. Thevenot.

Green's account of it in Astley’s Voyages, .

i. p. 109. is full and satisfactory.

* In the French Voyage published by La

Roque, 1716, Paris—Tamarin, the capital of

the island, was still on the north side. He

mentions also, that it was subject to the sheik

of Fartaque, the same probably as the sheik

of Kesin; though he calls Fartaque the capi

tal, and Seger, or Schoehr, the port (p. 151).

The French obtained here aloes, at eight pi

astres the quintal of 95 pounds; besides frank

incense, civet, and gum dragon. Tamarin

was a well-built town. There are two voyages

contained in this work; and in the second, a

party went up from Mokha to Sana, who

speak well of the Arabs, and the Imam's go
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in our author's age, and the population there was very scanty,

consisting of a mixture of Arabians, Indians, and Greeks, who

had resorted hither for the purposes of commerce; while the

remainder of the country was marshy and deserted. Marco

Polo informs us, that in his time the inhabitants were Chris

tians; and Al Edrissi confirms this, with the addition, that the

Greeks were introduced there by Alexander “, at the request

of Aristotle “, in hopes of obtaining aloes, the principal pro

duce of the island, and of the best quality that is known.

Now it is remarkable, that aloes are not mentioned by the author

of the Periplôs; but he notices particularly the drug called

Indian
cinnabar, which exudes from a certain species of

trees, and tortoise-shell, of the largest size and best sort; add

ing, that there is likewise the mountain or land-tortoise, which

has the lower shell of a ruddy yellow, and too hard to be cut ;

-

vernment. It is a curious work, well digested

and put together ; and the more worthy of

consideration, as I know of few other Eu

ropeans who have been at Sana, except Bar

thema, Niebuhr, and some of our English

merchants, in their first attempts to open a

• trade at Mokha.

” When he was returning, says Al Edrissi,

from the Persian Gulph to the Gulph of

Arabia: which, unfortunately, he never did.

Cosmas Indicopleustes says, they were

Greeks from Egypt; he was not at the island,

but conversed with some of the natives ºn

Ethiopia: they were Christians, and their

priests were from Persia, that is, they were

Nestorians. Bayer Hist. Bact. p. 1 I. Mont

faucon's Edit. of Cosmas, p. 179.

Marco Polo says, in Mosul on the Tigris,

hannoun patriarcha che chiamano Jacolit (ca

tholicos) il qual ordina Arci Vcscovi, Vescovi,

& Abbati, mandandoli per tutti le partie dell

India & Al Cairo, et in Baldach (Bagdat),

& per tutte le bande dove habitano Christiani

- - - - - non pero secondo che commanda la

chiesa perche falla in molte cose, et sono Nes

torini, Jacopiti et Armeni. Lib. i. c. 6.
ai2 Dapper mentions aloes, ambergris, and

gum dragon, &c. from a tree called Ber; and

notices the Arabs from Caxem (Keschin),

and Fartaque as ruling. They are not now

Christians, he says; but have christian names,

as the reinains of that religion. - -

* The native cinnabar is a mineral; and

what is meant by Indian cinuabar that distils

from trees, is not easy to determine. But I

find in Chambers’s Dictionary, that there has

been a strange confusion between cinnabar and

dragou's blood ; the dragon's blood therefore

is meant, which is one of the natural pro

ductions of the island. See Stuckius in loco.
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and that from the solid part of this were formed cases “, boxes,

and writing-tablets [of great value]. He informs us also, that
215

there were several rivers , and abundance of crocodiles, snakes,

, and large lizards; from the last of which they expressed the fat,

which they used for oil, and the flesh for food : but they had

neither corn nor vines. Some few merchants from Mooza

visited this island; and some that frequented the coasts of

India and Cambay touched here occasionally, who imported

rice, corn, India cottons, and women” slaves, for which

they received in exchange very large quantities of the native

tortoise-shell.

In the author's age, this island was subject to Eleázus, the

king of Sabbatha, who set the revenue to farm", but main

tained a garrison for the purpose of securing his receipts and

supporting his authority. This fact is similar to what we had

occasion to notice on the coast of Africa, where several of the

ports in Azania (or Ajan) were subject to Charibáel and Cholé

bus, whose territories were in Yemen; Niebuhr informs uS,

that Socotra is at this day subject to the sheik of Keschin, who

has considerable possessions in Hadramaut ; and Keschin,

* Al Edrissi, speaking of the tortoise-shell

at Curia Muria, says, dorsa testudinum ex

quibus conficiunt sibi incolae Iaman paropsides

ad lavandum & pinsendum. P. 24.

See Hackluyt, ii. 33 1. where there is a

distinction (but very incorrect) between cin

nabar, dragon's blood, and cinnabar, vermillion.

N. B. The p. 33 1. is an error of the press.

* “The water here is very good; it runs

“ from the mountains into a sandy valley

- “ among date trees. The natives are civil to

“strangers, but very poor; and the only com

“ modity to trade with, is rice [an article in

“ the Periplôs], for which we had in exchange

“some cows, goats, fish, dates, good aloes,

“and gum dragon. The prince, or viceroy,

“ resides at Tamarida, on the north side of

“ the island.” Capt. Blake, Oriental Navi.

gator, p. 149.

* Esparz Sºvkº. 21% arán, ºi, reoxygårta ;

carried there, because they had few women for

the haram.

* "Hyºgo; trutuſa Satz.
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which lies a few leagues to the westward of Fartaque, cannot

be very distant from the territory of Eleázus.

The consistency of these circumstances in the ancient and

modern accounts, may induce a persuasion that we have traced

out our way so far with certainty and precision ; the next step

we are to advance, is the only one on the whole coast, which

will raise a doubt, and which has certainly been the source of

the general opinion embraced by modern “geographers, that

Suágros is not Fartaque, but Ras-el-had.

*

XVI. MOSKHA A NID OMAN As

I shall, state this circumstance in the very words of the

author; for he says, “Adjoining to Suágros there is a bay

“ which runs “deep into the main land [of] O'mana, six hun

“dred stadia in width; after this there are high mountainous

“ rocks steep to, and inhabited by a [wildl race, that live in

“ caverns and hollows of the cliff. This appearance of the

“ coast continues for five hundred stadia more, at the ter

“mination of which lies a harbour called Moskha, much fre

“quented * on account of the Sachalitick incense which is

“ imported there.” - -

It “is the mention of Moskha and Omana here that neces

sarily suggests the idea of Maskat, which is in Oman, and the

* Bochart supposes Suágros to lie between * "Oeuo; &zoºsiyºvos, the appointed, the

Hadramaut and Sachalítes; which is true in regular port.

regard to the Sachalítes of Ptolemy, and then * Consult d’Anville’s Memoire sur le Mer

it is Fartaque. Phaleg. 106. Erythrée, Academie de Belles Lettres, tom.

** Er; £4%; ºvoy it; rºy ºrºgor, Ouzyz. xxxv, p. 598.
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principal port of trade in the province: the description of the

mountainous coast is characteristic ; and the distance, sup

posing Ras-el-had to be Suágros, not incongruous. I cannot

account for this coincidence ; but I do not think that Moskha

is Maskat, because Maskat is beyond C. Ras-el-had ; and I

shall shew immediately, by the islands which succeed Moskha,

that we are not yet arrived at Ras-el-had by four hundred

miles. Neither will the Moskha of Ptolemy solve the diffi

culty ; for he carries it farther back than the Periplūs, and has

placed it to the westward of Suágros, which is his Fartaque like

wise, as well as the Fartaque of our author.

The mention of O'mana here is still more unaccountable:

but I was in hopes to have reconciled it by means of a river

O'rmanus, or Hörmanus, which Ptolemy has in his Bay

Sachalítes, and which he brings down from a place called

O'mana. This, however, is not to be depended upon ; for his

map is so distorted on this part of the coast, that it leaves the

whole matter in uncertainty. One circumstance only can be

deduced from it ; which is, that his Ormanus and O'mana are

both to the westward of Ras-el-had, as well as the O'mana and

Moskha of the Periplós : the proof of which is, that they both

precede his Koródamon, and Koródamon must be the repre

sentative of Ras-el-had, as it is his extreme point east of the

whole peninsula.

There are no data for placing the Moskha of the Periplôs,

but the distance of eleven hundred stadia from Suágros; and

this measure brings it nearer to Seger, the Sachalítes of Pto

lemy, the Schoehr of the moderns, than any other place it can

be referred to. At Moskha, the mention of the Bay Sa

VOL. II. Y Y
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chalítes * is again introduced by the Periplūs; for the author

informs us, that throughout the whole extent of that bay, in

every port, the incense lies in piles without a guard” to protect

it, as if it were indebted to some divine power for its security.

Neither is it possible to obtain a cargo, either publicly or by

connivance, without permission of the king. Nay, if a single

grain were embarked clandestinely, good fortune indeed must

the merchant have who could escape with his vessel from the

harbour.

At Moskha there is a regular intercourse by sea with Kane;

and such vessels as come from Limúrikè “and Barugáza, too

late in the season, and are obliged to pass the adverse monsoon

in this port, treat with the king's officers to obtain frankincense

in exchange for their muslins, corn, and oil”.

If it should now be asked, whether I am mysclf satisfied

with the account here given of O'mana and Moskha, I could

not answer in the affirmative. These two names certainly

throw a shade of obscurity and difficulty over the arrangnyent

of the coast; and if this barren subject should be reviewed by

a future commentator, much pleasure would it be to see those

obstacles removed, which I have not been so fortunate as to

surmount.

Still that, upon the whole, the assumption of Fartaque for

Suágros is right, depends upon proofs now to be produced,

* This has an appearance as if the author off from the edge of depredation. Bars of

had two bays of the same title, as Al Edrissi

has, that is, a Sachar prior and ulterior; but

there is no other proof that this distinction is

ancient.

* There is nothing very extraordinary in

this: plenty of a commodity, however valu

able, and familiarity with the sight of it, take

silver lie apparently without a guard in the

streets of Panama; but in Seger, besides the

protection of the gods, the sheik seems to keep

good watch, if a single grain cannot be got off

till the duty is paid.

* Canara and Cambay.

* Probably ghee, or liquid butter.
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which are incontrovertible; for we are now advancing to two

groupes of islands, which are the most conspicuous of any that

are attached to the coast of Arabia on the ocean; and as

islands, rivers, and mountains, are features indelible, in these

we cannot be mistaken.

XV II. ISLANDS OF ZEN 6B I Us, O R. CU IRIA M U R I.A.

At fifteen hundred stadia distance from Moskha, which I

have supposed to be Seger; and at the termination of the dis

trict called Asikho, there are seven islands, almost in a line,

called the Islands of Zenóbius. Now the distance answers to

make these the islands in the Bay of Curia Muria; and it is to

these islands that the Arabian fable of two islands, inhabited

one by men, and the other by women, applies. In Oriental

geography, they are placed at a great distance to the south;

but the origin of the fable is on the coast, and truly Arabian.

Al Edrissi calls them Chartan * Martan; and though he says

they are only four, and four only they appear on our charts,

it is conclusive in their favour, that he styles the bay Giun-al

Hascisc “’; for Hasek (the Asikho of the Periplūs) is the prin

cipal town in the bay at the present hour. Hasec * Al Edrissi

calls it himself in another place, where he mentions only two

* Bochart says, that by a change of the on floats supported on inflated skins; but this

points, he reads Curian Murian for the Char- is giving a Greek derivation of an Arabick

tan Martan of Al Edrissi. See Stuckius. name. Bochart conjectures, with much more

* Sinus Herbarum, Al Edrissi, p. 22,- probability, that they are the inhabitants of

P. 27. he makes Hasec the city, and Al Hascisc Hasek ; and that Ptolemy's Macphat is a

the bay; but are they not the same name 2 corruption of Merbat, as it is written in Al

* Here Ptolemy places the Ascitae, whose Edrissi, the C. Morebat of our charts. Pha

name he derives from &axºs, because they sail leg. 106.

Y Y 2
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islands, as Chartan and Martan; and says, it is a small city,

but populous, and the bay deep and dangerous. The four

islands have now obtained the names of Halki, Sordi, Halabi,

and Deriabi; to which Captain Bissell adds a fifth, called

Redondo (p. 25.): perhaps rocks and islets make them seven ;

for seven they are in Ptolemy also, placed in the same relative

situation between Fartaque and Ras-el-had, though not correct

in their vicinity to the coast. *

XV III. SA RA PIS, OR M A Z E IRA.

FRox Hasec, or Asikho, we have, first, a tract inhabited by

a barbarous tribe”, not subject to Arabia but Persis”; and at

the distance of two thousand stadia from the Islands of Zenó

bius, another island called Sarápis. Sarápis, it is added, is an

hundred and twenty stadia from the coast, two hundred stadia

in breadth, and contains three villages, inhabited by priests, or

recluses, of the Icthuóphagi, who speak the Arabick language,

and wear girdles or aprons made of the fibres of the cocoa “.

Plenty of tortoise-shell, and of a good quality, is found here,

on which account it is regularly frequented by the small vessels

and barks,from Kane.

-

*** *Hy &@' Jºss ragorașovt. 2: …}ſe; 3.axiaſe;

&r rº, Znwoºts ; rendered by Hudson, Hanc

ubi ex supernis locis praetervectus fueris : but

&p’ vºls; means keeping off shore by a direct

course, in opposition to rigºroxtrºort, or fol

lowing the bend of the coast.

* This is no more extraordinary than that

the sovereigns of Arabia should have terri

tories on the coast of Africa. In Niebuhr's

time, the sheik of Abu Shahr, or Busheer,

8

in Persis, was master of Bahrain on the western

coast of the Gulph of Persia.

* TItgºuza, ºxxw, KOYKINQN. We find

the name of the Cocoa Palm-tree (as far as I

can learn) first mentioned in this work. Pliny

had obtained it likewise. Cloth is still made

of the fibres of the nut ; whether the leaves

afford a substance for weaving, or whether

they were , themselves the apron, may be

doubted ; the text is in favour of the leaves.
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If we should now consult the chart, and examine the size of

this island, and its distance from the isles of Zenóbius, which

we may estimate by the stadia at about two hundred miles, we

identify it to a certainty with Mazeira; for there is no other

island of this size, or at an hundred and twenty stadia from the

coast, or perhaps capable of containing three villages, any

where to the westward of Fartaque, or the eastward of Ras-el

had. It must therefore lie between these two points, and pre

cisely ascertain, that we are past the one, and not yet arrived

at the other; and likewise, that the isles of Zenóbius must,

by their distance and relative situation, be the Curia Muria of

the present day, notwithstanding their disagreement in point of

number. .

Mazeira is well known to modern navigators: its size and

situation are sufficiently ascertained, and there is a channel ”

between the island and the main, through which English ships

have passed. D'Anville has supposed that Sarápis is the same

as Mazeira, without considering that if it be so, it is to the west

of Ras-el-had, and that therefore his Suágros, which is fixed at

Ras-el-had, cannot be correct.

XIX. Is LAND's OF KALAIUS, OR SUAD I.

Upon leaving Sarápis, we have another distance of two

thousand stadia, and then another group, called the Islands of

Kalaius. The distance is too short”, but the islands are those

* Oriental Navigator, pp. 167, 168. but though I have suggested corrections, I

* I should read relaxºſes for Alex^{es; have never ventured on an alteration of the text.
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of Suadi or Swardy, which lie between Maskat and Sohar, and

which, according to M'Cluer”, are formed into four ranges

for the space of seven leagues, with a clear passage between

them. In assuming these islands for those of Kalaius, there

can be no error, for the language of our author is precise : he

says, that as, you are now approaching the Gulph of Persia,

keeping close” round the coast, you change the direction of

your course to the North. This is literally true at Ras-el-had,

and no where else on the coast ; for Ras-el-had is the extreme

point east of all Arabia, as Koródamon is in Ptolemy; and if I

had found that the monsoon was divided by this cape, as it is

by Gardeſan, I should have sought for an etymology in Greek

* Oriental Navigator, p. 181. 175. 177.

* IIºkoxx'ſ owz. 3; tº izopºny ºrºgor, its

&vrº, +3, APKTON ºn ºf rºy #173oxy +z; II:-

alzº, Szazzans, x:y:z º.o.o. rºtévezzi, [Tºtionis,

Stuckius.] Kaxºs Aiyêu was ºzo, exºr twº

rºſe: 3.72%tus trastrzºz. tº x.5%.

Thus rendºred by Hudson :

In sinu autem vicinæ continentis, ad sep

tentriones, prope ostium maris Persici insulae

jacent, ad quas navigatur, Calzi insulae dictæ,

qua: fºre bis mille stadiorum intervalſo a con

tinente sunt disjunctae.

But how islands that lie two hundred miles

from the coast, can be said to lie in a bay of

the continent, is not easy to comprehend. I

propose 312Tºtévºz, or wa;zºatáuzyz, passed or

sailed through, for Tatóww.zº, and to render the

passage thus:

[Proceeding on your course from Sarápis] .

you wind round with the adjoining coast to

the north ; and as you approach towards the

entrance of the Gulph of Persia, at the dis

tance of two thousand stadia [from Sarāpis]

you pass a group of islands, which lie in a
range along the coast, and are called the Islands

of Kalaius.

I imagine that Tzºtrauſ,2 tº x*x cannot

be rendered better than by describing the

islands as “lying in a range.” Perhaps it

should be read rzºztsºva, ; and this is the

precise distinction of M'Cluer. ºn may be

read either with is &vº, tº "Aextor, or with

ºrigi tº sigºox”, “as you are just approaching

the Gulph of Persia lie island; ;” and I place a

comma at 3.2×ºſes, in order to make it express

the distance from Sarāpis; but if it be joined

with the final clause, it must be rendered,

“ the Islands of Kalaius, which lie in a range

“ two thousand stadia along the coast.” This is

not true ; neither can we stretch the seven

leagues of M*Cluer, or one-and-twenty miles

to two hundred. II:fixoxtriºtt, signifies lite

rally, to keep close to the shore, to follow the

windingſ of the shore. But whatever doubt

there may be concerning the contents of the

whole passage, nothing can be more plain than

this one circumstance, that the course of the

voyage is changed here to the NORTH, and

this particular can be true only at Ras-el-had.

This is the truth we have been searching for,

and I think the proof is conclusive.
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as the divider or subduer of the west wind; but I can learn no

thing of the monsoon : and Corus, notwithstanding its meaning

in Latin, I cannot find as the name of a wind in Greek. But

the character of the cape itself is distinct, for as soon as you

are past it, the coast falls back again to the north-west. If

we could reckon the two thousand stadia from the point where

this alteration of the course takes place, that is, from Ras-el

had, the distance also would correspond. - -

But the mention of these islands is another irrefragablé-proof

that we are correct in fixing Suágros at Fartaque, and Koróda.

mon at Ras-el-had ; for the appellation of Kalaeu is preserved in

Pliny (lib. vi. 32.), and Cape Kalaiat still appears in our modern

charts, immediately after passing Ras-el-had. The Oriental

Navigator says it is not a cape, though it has obtained the name;

but a cape it is called by d'Anville, d'Apres, and Capt. Bissell,

with a town and river of the same name. It is written Kalgat,

Coliat, Coriat, but Cºelhat by Al Edrissi; and though it

is at a considerable distance from the Suadi Islands, there can

be little doubt of its relation to them, as there is no such cluster

of islands except this on the coast. But if this relation should

be questioned, the mention of Kalaiou, with the change of the

course to the north, marks Ras-el-had to a certainty, whichris

the great object in view. The modern name of these islands,

Suadi, is a corruption, by means of Swardi, from Suhardi or

Sohardi; and Sohar, the Tsur of Al Edrissi, is the place on the

continent near which they lie. - -

After establishing these several points, if we should review

the whole course from Fartaque to Ras-el-had, there is nothing

to interfere with the general statement, except the mention of

O'mana and Moskha ; and no single circumstance ought to
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stand in competition with the whole. At the distance of

eighteen hundred years, it is difficult to say whether the ob

scurity lies with us, or the author; one should rather acquit

the author, who is so correct in other respects, and look for a

solution from some future lights, which may appear, either from

a more correct knowledge of the coast, or from some better read

ings of the commentators, considering that the copy which we

have is certainly defective, and that no manuscripts are to be

expected. - -

The natives, on the main opposite to these islands, are said

to be treacherous, and their vision to be defective during the

light of the day : what the latter circumstance may allude to,

it is not material to inquire, but their treachery is natural if

they are Bedouin Arabs, as Lieut. Porter” says they were in

his time at Sohar, and not civilized in their behaviour to the

people of his boat.

XX. ISLAND'S OF PA PIAS.

‘We have now the Islands of Papias, and the Fair Mountain,

with the entrance of the Persian Gulph : for the first, we must

look to two or three small islands on the coast, beyond Sohar *,

towards the north; and at the last of these the Journal places

the Fair Mountain, which would answer sufficiently to Cape

Fillam, if that be high land ; and not far from Fillam are the

Straits. -

* Oriental Navigator, p. 177. once the seat of the China trade, antecedent

” Sohar, aecording to Al Edrissi, was to the establishment of it at Keish.
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It is not impossible, however, that the Islands of Papias may

be the Coins, which lie immediately off the entrance of the

gulph; for, in a letter of Lieut. M'Cluer to Mr. Dalrymple,

he writes, “the Great Coin . . . . lies in lat. 26° 30' 0" north . . . .

“ and there are four other islands between this and Cape Mus

“ seldom, all of them smaller than the Great Coin, and none

“ of them inhabited . . . . Besides these, there are seven others

* close in, which are not easily distinguished from the Arabian

“ shore.” But if these islands are within Moçandon, they

do not correspond with those of the Periplôs, for which I find

no sufficient representatives, except in Green's “ Map of

Arabia; but his authority does not appear.

&

xx I. SABO, ASA Bo, or MoçANDoN.

IT is well known that Moçandon is represented in Ptolemy

by the black mountains called Asabo, the promontory of the

Asabi; and that Sabo signifies South, designating, as it should

seem, in the mind of Arabian navigators, the extreme point

south of the Gulph of Persia. A tribe is also noticed in the

neighbourhood, which is called Macae both by Ptolemy and

Arrian ; and in Macae we obtain probably the rudiments of

Moçandon which we have from the Portuguese. But the

Orientalists give a different etymology, and inform us, that

Mo-salem is the Cape of Congratulation.

* See Astley's (Green's) Map of Arabia, at the end of Vol. I.

WOL. II. - Z Z
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Moçandon is of vast height, and frightful appearance; it

forms, with Mount” Ehowrs, or Elbours”, on the opposite

shore, the entrance to the gulph, which is near forty miles

broad, estimated at sixty in the Periplôs ; and Elbours is called

the Round Mountain of Semiramis : it is round in fact, and has

its modern name of Elbours from its supposed resemblance to

the Fire Towers of the Guebres or Parsees.

Moçandon is a sort of Lizard point to the gulph; for all the

Arabian ships take their departure from it, with some cere

monies of superstition, imploring a blessing on their voyage,

and setting afloat a toy, like a vessel rigged and decorated,

which, if it is dashed to pieces by the rocks, is to be accepted

by the Ocean as an offering for the escape of the vessel.

Whether the author himself passed this cape, and entered the

gulph, is very dubious ; from the manner of the narration, I

should conclude he never passed the straits ; for he mentions

only two particulars in the whole of the gulph, and then

introduces the passage across the open sea from Arabia to

Karmánia. - -

- .

-

xx II. T E R F DON, APOLOG US, OR OBOLE II.

But the two particulars noticed are remarkable: the one is

the Pearl Fishery, which extends on the bank great part of the

way from Moçandon to Bahrain; and the other is the situation

* These two mountains opposite, are the ten in Cutler, is the nautical enunciation of

Owair and Kosair of Al Edrissi, p. 4. the Arabick Owair; and Owair is the limit

* El-Bours signifies a fire tower of the of the Gulph of Persia on the Karmanian side,

Parsees, and the mountain is round, like an in Al Edrissi.

object of that sort; but Ehowrs, as it is writ

7
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of a town called Apólogus, at the head of the gulph on the

Euphrátes, and opposite the Fort of Pásinus or Spásinus.

There can be no hesitation in adopting the opinion of d'Anville,

that Apólogus is Oboleh, upon the canal that leads from the

Euphrátes to Basra ; for Oboleh is situated, according to Al

Edrissi “, at the angle between the canal and the river; and he

adds, that the canal covers it on the north, and the river on

the east; consequently, this is as nearly opposite to the Fort

of Pásinus, as the canal is to the Haffar River, which communi

cates with all the mouths of the Tigris and Euphrátes. .

•Apólogus is Greek in its external form, but much more properly

deduced, as d'Anville observes, from Oboleh, which, with the

strong Oriental aspirate, becomes Obolehh or Obolegh. We

may consequently assume this for a proof of its existence as a

place of commerce at so early a period, when it had probably

taken place of Terédon or Diridótis, as Basra took place of

Oboleh under the second Caliphate “ of the Mahomedans; but

that Oboleh continued a mart of consideration long after the

building of Basra", we may be assured by Al Edrissi's making

it the termination of the gulph, as well as the Periplôs; and

Oboleh, or a village that represents it, still exists between

Basra and the Euphrates; the canal also is called the Canal

of Oboleh. -

* P. 121. Mare Viride, - - the Persian Sea.

** Abilfeda Reiske, p. 113. Mare Fulvum, - the Caspian.

* Al Edrissi mentions Basra sufficiently; Mare Candidum, - the Propontis.

but in his general description he says, Ab Mare Nigrum, -, the Euxine.

mari Sin derivatur mare Viride, estg; sinus Mare Venetum, - the Blue Sea, or Me

Persiae et Obollae, . . . . . . sinus pervenit usque diterranean.

ad Obollam prope Abadan, ibiq; terminatur; Why do we dispute so much about the mare

PP. 3, 4. - Rubrum 2

–

Z Z 2
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Terèdon had been a city of great trade from very remote

times; that is, from the age of Nebuchadnezzar to the Mace

donian conquest. It seems to have continued so till the time

of Augustus, for it is mentioned by Diony'sius “; deserted

afterwards, perhaps, from the failure of water in the Khore

Abdillah, or ancient mouth of the Euphrates, and replaced by

Oboleh, probably during the dynasty of the Arsácides. The

Babylonians, who commanded the river from the gulph to the

capital, doubtless made use of it as the channel of Oriental

commerce; and the traffick which had passed by Arabia, or

by the Red Sea, through Iduméa, to Egypt, Tyre, and other

places on the Mediterranean, was diverted by Nebuchadnezzar,

after the destruction of Tyre, to the Persian Gulph; and

through his territories in Mesopotamia, by Palmy'ra and Da

mascus, it passed through Syria to the West. After the con

quest of Babylon by Cyrus, the Persians, who were neither

navigators to the East, nor attentive to their frontier on the

West, suffered Babylon, Nineveh, and Opis, to sink into ruin;

the course of trade, therefore, returned to Arabia on the south,

to the Caspian “and Euxine on the north : Iduméa became

again the resort of the caravans; and Tyre rose out of its ashes,

till its power enabled it to maintain a siege of eight months

against Alexander, in the career of his victories.

* Diony'sius is said to be the versifier of Albania; then down the Phasis, or Anthemus,

Eratósthènes's Geography : if so, it is not into the Euxine ; in Justinian's time, by Du

quite a proof that it did exist in his time. bios, a country eight days from Theodosiópolis

* See Strabo, p. 509. The trade passed in Criméa, where the trade from India, Ibe

by the Oxus into the Caspian Sea, and from ria, and Persia, meets the Roman merchants.

the Caspian up the Cyrus and Araxes into Procopius de Bello Persico, p. 149.
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XXIII. OR IF, NTAL COM M E RC E BY THE GULPH OF PERSIA.

*
-

s

WHAT views this conqueror had after his first victories, we

can only conjecture; but after his return from India, we may

be assured that his comprehensive mind had embraced all that

vast system which was afterwards completed at Alexandria.

His successors, the Ptolemies in Egypt, and the Seleucidae in

Syria, were rivals in this commerce; Palmy'ra, Damascus,

Antioch, and Edessa, all lie on the line of the caravans from

the Persian Gulph; the Caspian and the Euxine were again

frequented, and the commerce on this side enriched the king

doms” of Prūsias, A'ttalus, and Mithridãtes; while the navi

gation on the Indian Ocean, built upon the same foundation,

made Alexandria the first commercial city of the world.

Egypt, maintaining its intercourse with the East, in the first

instance by means of the Sabéans, and finally, by fleets fitted

out from its own ports on the Red Sea, for India direct.

* It would be foreign to the present work Alexandria, and the maritime intercourse with

to pursue the inquiry into this commerce, as

carried on by land on the north. But it seems

to have existed in the time of Heródotus, who

mentions the trade on the Euxine conducted

by interpreters of seven different languages:

in the time of Mithridates, 3oo different

nations met at Dioscàrias in Colchis; and, in

the early time of the Roman power in that

country, there were 130 interpreters of the

languages used there ; but now, says Pliny,

the city is deserted ; that is, in Pliny’s age,

the Romans would not suffer the Parthians,

or any of the northern nations, to traffic by

the Euxine, but confined the whole trade to

India. See Herodotus, lib. iv. and Pliny,

lib. vi. 5.

Dioscúrias was on the A'nthemus, one of

the rivers that came out of Caucasus into the

Euxine. -

Dioscàrias was called Sebastópolis in Adri

an’s time, and the last fortification of the

Roman empire. Arrian, who visited it, men.

tions nothing of its trade. Arriani Periph's

Maris Euxini, p. 18. I find nothing of the

Anthemus ; but the Phasis was navigable for

thirty-eight miles. Second Peripiis Eux. Sea,

Hudson. -
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In the following ages, the dynasty of the Arsácides divided

these profits with the Romans; and in the decline of the

Roman power, the revived Persian dynasty assumed such an

ascendancy, that in the time of Justinian fe Romans had re

course to the powers of Arabia” and Abyssinia, to open that

commerce from which the Persians had excluded them; and

when the Persian dynasty sunk under the power of the

Chaliphs, the Mahomedan “accounts of the plunder found

at Ctesiphon, prove the full possession of the Indian commerce

by the Persians.

XXIV. CAIRO.

Upon the erection of two chaliphates, one at Bagdad, and

the other at Cairo, the commerce of India was again divided ;

but the greatest part of the precious commodities which reached

Europe, came through the hands of the Venetians from Alex

andria, till the Genoese opened the northern communication

again by means of the Euxine, the Caspian, and their settle

ment at Cafla in the Crimea.

* Procopius, lib. i. c. 20. mentions Justi

nian's application to the king of Abyssinia to

obtain the importation of silk; but the Abys

sinians could not effect this, the Parthians

[Persians] having seized on the emporia.

Paolino, p. 96.

* When Heraclius took Destagherd, the

palace of Chosroes, he found in it aloes, aloes

wood, mataxa or silk thread, pepper, muslins,

or muslin frocks without number, sugar, gin

ger, silk robes, wove carpets, embroidered

carpets, and bullion. Cedrenus, p. 418.—

Mit&#x . . . . . . 2rºy yºuara. Glycas, P. 270.

who gives the same history of procuring silk

worms as Procopius.

When Sad, the general of Omar, took

Ctesiphon or Modain, the carpet is particu

larly mentioned. See Abilfeda Reiske, 70.

Other particulars are mentioned in a variety of

authors.
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* XXV. CRUSAIDES. -

IN the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the Crusades opened

to the eyes of the Europeans the sources of this Oriental

wealth. The loss of the kingdom of Jerusalem enabled them.

to discover, that the power of Saladin was founded on the

revenue derived from the commerce which passed through

Egypt; and the work of Marin Sanuto * is a Memorial pre

sented to the Pope, and the principal sovereigns of Europe, in

order to instruct them, that if they would compel their mer

chants to trade only through the dominions of the chaliphs of

Bagdat, they would be better supplied, and at a cheaper rate ;

and would have no longer to fear the power of the soldans in

Egypt.

What those sovereigns did not, or could not do, was effected

three centuries later by the discovery of the Cape of Good

the oldest map of the world at this day ex

isting, except thc Peutingerian Tables; for

Marin Sanuto lived in 1324. His map, how

ever, is wholly in the Arabic form ; and, I

conclude, built on one that he had procured

when in Palestine. There is another Livio

242 This curious work is inserted in the

Gesta Dei per Francos : it is highly interest

ing, both upon account of the commercial in

telligence it contains, and the clear-sighted

speculations of the author. I owe the know

ledge of it to Bergeron, who has cited it in his

Treatise on Commerce annexed to his collec

tion of Voyages, which is itself also a most

valuable work. The editor of the Gesta Dei,

&c. says, he had the Memorial of Sanuto, in

two MSS. copies, from Scaliger and Peta

vius; that one of these was bound in velvet,

and ornamented with clasps, &c. So as to

assure him that it was one of the original

copies, presented by Sanuto himself to some

one of the princes: if so, I imagine it contains

Sanuto, 'a geographer in the 16th century,

whose work I have seen in the King's Library,

but not examined ; it seemed a valuable work

for the age. In Marin Sanuto's time the India

trade had settled again at Aden, where it was

when the Romans destroyed that city 13co

years before. See lib. i. c. 1. The whole is

worth consulting. Sanuto's map will be found

in the fourth Dissertation.
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Hope: to this discovery Europe is certainly indebted for the

decline of the Turkish power, which at that time threatened

the whole Western world; and the various other important

consequences which ensued, arc too well known, and have

been too well detailed in history, to require insertion in the

present work. - *

Of the interior of Arabia we know little to this day; but

that, notwithstanding the danger of robbery, caravans of great

value traversed it in all ages, is authenticated by sufficient

evidence. Previous to the Periplôs, we have the testimony of

Strabo and Agathárchides; in the middle ages, the account of

Al Edrissi; and, in our own time, we want no other proof than

the English importations at Jiddah, which reach Mecca at the

time of the Pilgrimage, and from thence seem to be dispersed

over the whole peninsula.

At Grane likewise, in the north-west angle of the Persian

Gulph, there has been a considerable importation till within

these few years; and at El Catif, near Bahrain, which is the

Gerrha of the ancients, there is some commerce besides the

returns for the Pearl Fishery; but with the progress of which,

inland, we are unacquainted.

Somewhere in the neighbourhood of Grane was the seat of

Abdul Wahab, who, with his army of deists and democrats,

has plundered Mecca within these three years, upon the same

principle as his brethren in Europe demolished the Church of

their own country, and with much the same event to the plun

derers; for Abdul Wahab is said to have fallen by the hands

of an assassin, as the first democrats of France have mostly

perished in the course of the revolution. His followers still
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exist as a sect, and are spreading their ravages with as much

rapidity as the first Mahomedans: they have plundered Mecca

again, Kerbela and Meschid Ali, but do not yet seem to have

assumed a regular establishment in any of the regions they

have laid waste.

XXVI. G. E. R. R. H.A.

GERRHA is one of the few towns in Arabia that Pliny has

enabled us to fix with certainty; for he comes down the western

coast of the gulph, which, he says, was never explored till

visited by Epiphanes; and which remains to this hour in a

state of obscurity : but Pliny, after passing the island of

Ichara, and one or two obscure places, mentions Gerrha as a

city five miles round, with its walls or towers built of fossil “salt.

This is a circumstance true (I think) only at Ormus and El

Katif, which, added to the size of the city, ascertains its

identity. It is necessary to be particular in this respect, be

cause the Gerrhéans are the first conductors of the caravans

upon record; and it is highly probable, that long previous to

history they enjoyed the profits of this traffic; for Agathár

chides *, who first mentions them, compares their riches with

those of the Sabéans; and adds, that they brought much wealth

into Syria, which was at that time subject to Ptolemy; and

furnished a variety of articles for the industry of the Phénicians.

* Strabo also, lib. xvi. p. 766. Charra: ixitzzutivº =& -2 =ſrºo, is 3.2% of 2; x3, oy &r;

had the same use of fossil salt, Plin. xxxi. 7. Tº; Aziz; xz tº: 'Evgºrº, the factors for all the

* Hudson Geog. Min. Agatharchides, p. 64- precious commodities of Asia and Europe.

WOL. II. - 3 A
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By this we understand, that they crossed the whole peninsula

to Petra in Iduméa, from which city we know that the inter

course was open with Tyre, Phénicia, and Syria. Strabo “” in

forms us, that they were the general carriers of all the produce

of Arabia, and all the spices, or aromatics; but he adds like

wise, that Aristobúlus contradicts this, and says, that they go

up the Euphrates in boats, to Babylonia and Thapsacus, and

from thence disperse their commodities in all directions by land.

Both these relations may be true, as applied to different periods,

in consequence of the obstructions they might meet with in their

course, from the different powers of the several countries through

which they were to pass *.

The Gerrhéans, we may naturally suppose, from their situa

tion in the Gulph of Persia, and from their proximity to the -

opposite coast of Persis and Karmania, would lie more con

venient, and more directly in the route of communication with

the East, than any other tribe. And, as Agathárchides says,

that the Minéans and Gerrhéans both met at Petra as a com

mon centre, we have two routes across the peninsula, cor

respondent to the two sorts of commerce, which ought naturally

to pass in different directions : for from Gerrha, the produce

of India, and, through the country of the Minéans the

frankincense of Hadramaut, would regularly be directed to

Iduméa.

* Titºvº, 3’ tº Tºxic tº tºo, tº merchants in caravans, and bring the produce

*A*zºwy tº wº, -º, Aºuzºxy. Lib. xvi. of Arabia, and the spices of India.

p. 766. The Gerrhéans are the travelling * See Al Edrissi, p. 121.
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TILE site” of the Minčans is not easy to fix; but by a com

parison of different accounts, they were south of Hedjaz,

north * of Hadramaut, and to the eastward ” of Sabèa; and

they were the carriers to all these provinces: their caravans

passed in seventy days from Hadramaut to Aila, as we learn

from Strabo’”; and Aila is but ten miles from Petra. The

commodities brought by this caravan would be aloes, gold,

myrrh, frankincense, and other precious gums or aromatics;

while those from Gerrha would consist of cottons, spices, and

the produce of the East. º

As navigation increased on the coast, this mode of inter

course, and its profits, would naturally diminish. When the

Ptolemies sent their fleets to Sabèa; when the Greeks, Egyp

tians, or Romans, reached India by the monsoon, the greatest

part of what had passed through Arabia would be diverted into

a new channel; in the same manner as the discovery of the

Cape of Good Hope ruined the commerce of Alexandria. But

that some intercourse existed, and that some caravans traversed

Arabia, both in the middle ages, and do traverse it even to this

hour, is a fact that cannot be disputed.

* Bochart Phaleg. p. 121. places them at * Dionysius places them on the coast, but

Carno'l Manazoli, supposing it to be the Carna I think Dionysius alone.

or Carana of Pliny. Ptolemy places them * Lib. xvi. p. 768. the time seems in ex

much farther south. Carno 'l Manazoli is but cess ; but as the distance is taken from Hadra

three stations south of Mecca. Al Edrissi. maut to Aila, it may not exceed the propor

* Atramitis in Mediterraneo junguntur tion of 60 days from Minéa to Nera, attributed

Minaei. Pliny, vi. 28. to Gallus. -

3 A 2
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After the conquest of Persia by the Mahomedans, a road

was made across the whole of the peninsula, from Mecca.” to

Kufa : it is reported to have been seven hundred miles long,

marked out by distances, and provided with caravanserais, and

other accommodations for travellers. Into this road fell the

route from Basra, and from El Katif or Gerrha. The province

of which El Katif is the capital, is called Bahrain * by Al

Idrissi, from the two islands of that name which are the prin

cipal seat of the Pearl” Fishery. He speaks of El Katif as a

considerable city in his time; and he gives the routes from it

south to Sohar, north to Basra, and west to Medina “; the

country on the side towards Basra is a desert seldom frequented

by merchants, without villages, and inhabited only by Be

douins. But the route to Medina falls into the road that leads

from Basra ; and both Basra and El Katif are at equal dis

tance, that is, twenty stations from that city, where is the

sepulchre of Mahomet. The road from Basra falls into that

from Kufa at Maaden “ Alnocra. I mention these circum

stances, in order to shew the communications with El Katif,

or Gerrha, in the middle ages; because they cannot be dis

* From Mecca to Bagdat, according to

Abilfeda, Reiske, p. 154. wells, lakes, mile

posts, for 7oo miles. See Gibbon, v. 409.

he road was made by Ol Madi Khaliph, anno

riejra: 169, the post goes in eleven days.

* Bahrain, in Arabick, signifies the two

stas. -

* Tylos margaritis celeberrima.

28.

* There is another route supposed to be

intimated in Strabo, from Gherra to Hadra

maut ; but the reading, instead of Tºžiai, is

TaGarci, which, Salmasius says, ought to be

2

Plin. vi.

Ta'ºziol, from Gaza to Hadramaut forty days.

If this were so, it contradicts another passage

of Strabo, where he says, the Minéans were

seventy days in going to Elana, which is a less

distance. It seems highly probable that the

Gerrhéans are meant in this place; for, as

they were general carriers, it is probable they

went to Hadramaut as well as in other di

rections.

* A Basra ad Medinam viginti stationes et

haec via coincidit cum extremitate Kufa, prope

Maaden Alnocra, p. 121.
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similar from those which were open when Gerrha was a centre

of Oriental commerce ; and the route which led to Medina

requires only a little tendency to the north, to make it the

ancient line of intercourse between Gerrha and Aila, and from

thence through Petra “ to Egypt, Tyre, and the coasts of the

Mediterranean.

XXVIII. ANTIQUITY OF ORIENTAL COMMERC E.

So far as a private opinion is of weight, I am fully persuaded

that this line of communication with the East is the oldest in

the world ; older than Moses or Abraham. I believe that the

Iduméans, who were carrying spices into Egypt when they

found Joseph in their way, obtained these spices by this very

route. And if it is agreeable to analogy and to history that

merchants travelled before they sailed, there is no course from

India to the Mediterranean where so small a space of sea must

be traversed as in this direction. Karmania is visible from

Arabia at the straits of the Gulph of Persia; and in the infancy

of navigation, the shortest passage would be preferred. The

interior of Arabia, in all ages, contained Bedouins, whose pro

fession was robbery; but the different tribes of robbers probably

received a caphar instead of seizing the whole ; as they do to

this day from the caravans which pass between Basra and Aleppo.

They are likewise not fond of fighting for the whole, when they

can obtain a tribute for a part; and necessity would compel the

merchants of those ages, as well as our own, to go in large

* Petra was only ten miles from Aila. Bochart Phaleg. 686.
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f

bodies, and provided with arms for their defence. The man

ners of the Arabs have never changed; and it is reasonable to

conclude, that merchants who have to treat with Arabs have

changed as little in their precautions. Pliny “ has preserved

f the memorial of these usages in the southern part of the penin

sula; and there is every reason to conclude that they existed in

all ages, before his time, as they do to the present hour.

It was to obviate these exactions that plans were formed to

open a communication by sea. The Tyrians, as the principal

merchants on the Mediterranean, and as the intermediate agents

of Oriental commerce, either first conceived the idea, or de

rived it possibly from the Egyptians, whom we must suppose

to have had an intercourse with India whether history records

it or not. The first historical account we have, is the trade of

Ophir. The alliance between Hiram and Solomon was indis

pensable ; for Solomon was master of Iduméa, and the Tyrians

could establish themselves at Ezion Geber only by his permis

sion and assistance. Solomon furnished the opportunity, and

Hiram the ships; the profit accrued to the partnership; and if

this voyage were made to Ophir in Arabia, where it is uni

versally confessed there was an Ophir, even by those who search

for Ophir in Africa and India ; such a voyage would at least

obviate all the exactions attendant upon a communication by

“Ibi decimas Deo, .... regi vectigal, ... canis penditur—I appeal to every English

*acerdotibus portiones, scribisque regum .... traveller, who has ever passed between Basra

sed praeter hos, et custodes, satellitesque & and Aleppo, if this is not an exact picture

hostiarii [Ostiariil populantur. Jam quocum- of the extortions practised upon a carayan ;

que iter est, aliubi pro aqua, aliubi pro pa- and yet caravans still pass, and still make a

bulo, aut pro mansionibus, variisque portoriis profit on their merchandize—the consumer

pendunt . . . . . iterumque imperii nostri publi- pays for all.
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land, and place Hiram and Solomon in the same situation as

the Ptolemies stood, before a direct communication was opened

between Bereníkò and the coast of Malabar.

This rapid sketch of Oriental Commerce in all ages, as far

as it can be traced upon historical cvidence, is no digression,

but an essential part of the work I have undertaken : my object

has been, not merely to elucidate the Periplôs by a com—

mentary, but to trace the progress of discovery to its source ; a

subject curious and interesting at least, if neither useful or

lucrative. Iłut to know what has passed in remote ages is the

purpose of all history; and to collect, from a variety of sources,

such intelligence as may enable us to distinguish truth from

falsehood, if it has not the dignity of history, has at least a

claim to approbation from those who know how to appreciate

the labour of research, and the fidelity of investigation. Much

that has been said may be controverted in particulars, and yet

be correct upon the whole. I am not conscious of any pre

conceived system in my own mind, but have raised a super

structure upon the foundation of historical facts: these I have

not warped, in order to accommodate them to an individual

opinion, but have followed them wherever they led. I claim.

little merit but in concentrating these to a point; and if the

same evidence should not produce the same conviction on

others, I should as readily give way to those who are possessed.

of superior information, as I should maintain my ground against

those who are pretenders to the science.
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XXIX. CONCLUSION.

It is now necessary to bring this Book to a conclusion, in

which the course of ancient navigation has been traced from

the Gulph of Aila to the mouth of the Euphrates “, embracing

the whole sea-coast of Arabia on its three sides. The author

does not appear, from the internal evidence of his work, to

have personally explored the eastern coast of the Red Sea, or

the western shore of the Gulph of Persia: he seems to have

come down the Red Sea from Muos Hormus, to Okélis; or

perhaps from Leukë Komè, but to have touched little upon the

coast till he came to the Burnt Island. On the southern coast

of the peninsula we can trace him, at almost every step, to

Fartaque, and to Ras-el-had ; but from thence he seems, with

out entering the Gulph of Persia, to have stretched over with

the monsoon, either to Karmania, or direct to Scindi, or to the

Gulph of Cambay. At those points we find him again entering

into those minute particulars, which bespeak the descriptions

of an eye-witness; while, of the parts previous to these, he

speaks in so transient a manner, as to create a belief that he

writes from the report of others: but on this question it is not

necessary to decide, the reader must determine for himself.

On the two coasts of Arabia which he has touched but slightly,

I have endeavoured to fill up the outline which he has sketched;

and on the third side, where he has entered into detail, I have

endeavoured to follow him, step by step, as minutely as I have

been able. But if the interior of Arabia is a desideratum in

* Properly the Tigris.
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Geography, the coast likewise is far from being accurately de

fined: no ships from Europe now visit it for the purpose of

trade; and those which come from India to Mokha or Jidda,

seldom touch upon the coast towards the ocean, unless to ob

tain provisions when in distress. Such information as has been

obtained from the English cruizers which have lately been in

the Red Sea, and were at one time preparing to fortify Perim

in the Straits, is inserted from Captain Bissell's Journal; and

greater use would have been made of that intelligent officer's

account, had it come to hand before the several sheets were in

the press. As it is, only a few particulars could be intro

duced as opportunity offered, but they essentially contribute

to the elucidation of the Periplás. I have likewise made

use of such lights as are afforded by the papers and jour

mals of the officers of the Last India Company, and which

are collected in the work called the Oriental Navigator.

Those who know the abilities and science of those excel

lent officers, will think their observations might have been

sufficient for such an examination as I had instituted; but an

cient navigators kept much nearer the coast, and noticed ob

jects which are of small importance in the present state of the

science. A minute particular often forms a characteristic of a

port, a bay, or a shore, which we cannot hope to find in the

common observations of modern officers, nor clsewhere, unless

when an actual survey has taken place. In the voyage of

Nearchus, as my own knowledge increased, I constantly found

a greater correspondence in his Journal with the actual state of

the coast : I have not been quite so fortunate in the present

instance; nor do I think the author of the Periplôs to be con

pared with the Macedonian commander, but still he is, as

VO [.. I [. 3 B
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Vossius says, the only ancient author who has given a rational

account of the countries or coasts he has described ; and in this,

if we are able to pursue his steps, and elucidate his narrative,

it is the performance of a service as gratifying to the curiosity

of the Learned, as acceptable to the science of Geography.
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A

B O O K IV.

I. Introduction.—II. Course from Oman in Arabia up the Gulph of Persia, or

to Karmania.-III: Omana in Karmania.-IV. Course to the Indus

V. Scindi, Minnágara, Barbárike—VI. Cutch, Guzerat, Barugóza.—

VII. Kingdom of Bactria, Tágara, Plithana, Ozén?, Dekan.—VIII. Ariake

or Concan, the Pirate Coast, Akabaroos, Oopara or Stipara, Kalliena or

Bombay, Semulla, Mandégora, Palaipatmai, Melizégara, Tóparon, Tu

rannoy-boas, Sesekréienai, Aigidii, Kainítai, Leukë.—IX. Limárikè or

Canara, Naoora, Tundis, Nelkunda, Ela-Bákaré–X. Kingdom of Pan

dion.—XI. Hippalus, and the Moonsoon.—XII. Balita, Cómarei, Kolkhi,

Pearl Fishery.—XIII. Ceylon.

I. Titº productions of India, and the Eastern World, are

not sought after with greater avidity at the present

- * hour, than they were by the inhabitants of Europe in the re

motest ages, and all the nations which encircled the Mediter

ranean. Luxury this was called by the philosophers and patriots

both of Greece and Rome. But if every thing that is foreign

º

3 B 2
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is luxurious, there could be no commerce in the world; and if

every thing which is not strictly necessary for the support of

life be superfluous, thirst might be satisfied without wine, and

food digested without the addition of a relish. In this view,

the most ordinary accompaniments of the table should be dis

carded ; and salt and pepper should be enumerated among the

gratifications' of a sensual appetite. But if both are stimulants,

still they are no less salutary than grateful; and no reason can

be given why salt should be considered as sacred at the table

of the Greeks and Romans, while pepper was condemned as

the indulgence of a voluptuary : unless that the one was a do

mestic produce, and the other an exotic. But barbarians were

not to be enriched at the expence of Europe, and the Roman

world was not to be impoverished for the attainment of Oriental

luxuries;–certainly not, if the sword could retain as easily as

it acquires; but the wealth acquired by rapine must of necessity

revert again into the channels of commerce; and commerce,

whether it tends to the East or to the West, will impoverish

every nation which has no native industry to replace its dc

mands. Rationally speaking, all commerce consists in the ex

change of superfluities; and luxuries are as easily introduced

by dealing with nations nearer home, as with those at a dis

tance. There is as little reason for declaiming against the

Alexandrians who purchased pepper in India with the gold of

Tºgypt, as against the Athenians, who exchanged the silver of

Laureum for the salt of Sicily or Crete.

• Of pepper Pliny says, Usum ejus adeo ditate esurie non fuit satis . . . et tamen pon

placuisse mirum est . . . . . Sola placere amari- dere emitur ut aurum vel argentum. Lib. xii.

tudine et hanc in Indos peti; quis illa primus c. 14. Hard.

experiri cibis voluit, aut cui in appetenda avi
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Pliny complains that the Roman world was exhausted by a

drain of four hundred thousand pounds’ a-year, required for

the purchase of luxuries, equally expensive as superfluous:

what would he have said of the expenditure of our single

island, consisting of two millions, for the purchase of tea only

in China, without comprehending any other of our investments

in the East 2 And yet this, and all the other luxuries we im–

port, do not impoverish us; because we export on the one

hand as we receive on the other; and, so far as we are the

principal carriers between the Eastern and the Western world,

we stand in the same situation as those ancient nations held,

which were the medium between India and the Roman em

pire, but with an hundred times more trade, more industry

and capital.

* The exact sum is H. S. quingenties,

lib. vi. c. 23. nearly 403,645 l. Sterling, quae

apud nos centuplicato veneunt, 40,364,500 l ;

at d again, lib. xii. c. 18. the balance against

Rome for the produce of India, the Sères,

and Arabia, millies centena millia sestertium,

8oo,ocol. tanto nobis delicia & foeminae con

statut.

But in the English East India Company,

the receipt on sales, for the year ending

March 1st, 1802, was 9,749,287 l. 17s. 8d.

Average revenue for 1799, 1780, 1781 :

A. 6,436,807 Bengal.

3,540,268 Madras.

286,457 Bombay.

6,985 Bencoolen.

-

ments, and large quantities of bullion were

still sent from England to purchase cargoes,

both in India and China. See Annual

Asiatick Register, 1803, pp. 19. 35. 165.

89. 37. The total remainder to the Com

pany, exclusive of payments, was 168,7591. ;

bullion exported, 655,0581. : and yet small,

however, as the gains of the Company may

appear, the exertion of industry at home, and

abroad, and on the seas, is all gain to the na

tion, besides the profits on exportation, and

the supply of manufactories.

On the commencement of this trade in Eng

land, the investments were I oo, oool. ; the

sale, 5oo,0col. ; imports consumed in Eng

land, 120,02 ol. ; profit to the nation by ex

ports, 38o,oool. Purchas, ii. p. 738.

At this day, the investments from India

and China, at prime cost, ought to be four

millions annually. Mr. Dundas’s Letter to

the Court of Directors.

Register, 1801.

4. Io,270,517

In 1802, 12,163,51Ol.

Out of this immense revenue, so large was

the establishment and the interest on debts,

that there remained only 34,974!. for invest

Asiatick. Annual.
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As Providence has varied the temperature of different climates,

so has it given to man a predilection for such things as are not

the produce of his native soil. The wildest tribes of America,

admit traders into their country, and allow them to pass through

it with security; the Scythians “ likewise, according to the

earliest testimony of history, suffered the merchants of the

Euxine to penetrate farther on the east and north, than we

can trace their progress by the light of modern information.

In civilized countrics, this appetite increases in proportion

to our knowledge, and the opportunity of procuring the variety

which we covet. The indulgences of the palate are among the

first stimulants of this emotion ; and second to these is all that

can delight the eye, or the mind, by novelty, beauty, variety,

intrinsic or imaginary value. Excess of indulgence, avidity of

possessing, profusion in acquiring, and wantonness in using,

this variety of foreign articles, are both vicious and luxurious;

but where to fix the limit between the use and the abuse, is a

question more difficult to determine than we are aware of

Tiiny condemns, above measure, the vanity of purchasing pearls

and precious stones for the ornament of the Roman women;

while he extols the works of art in sculpture, painting, and en

graving, with all the enthusiasm of an admirer. 13ut if every

thing is luxurious that is not necessary to our existence, the

ornamenting of a house is certainly not more useful or

more rational than the decoration of a woman. And if the

* Tanta mortalibus suarum rerum satietas and their commerce on the Danube, the Don,

est, et ali: narum aviditas. Pliny, xii. c. 19. and the Palus Maeotis, illustrated by the com

* See the Introduction to the fourth book mentary of Rennell, with great extent of

of Heródotus, as a proºf of the courage, in- learning, and much accuracy of investiga

dustry, and abilities, of the Grºck increliants; tion. -
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works of art are a specimen of human abilities, pearls, diamonds,

and precious metals, are the gift of the Creator: the things

themselves are indifferent; the temperate use of them embel

lishes life, and it is only the abuse of them which becomes

avarice, prodigality, or folly. a

The activity produced by the interchange of superfluities, is the

glory of commerce, and the happiness of man ; but if its merits

were to be fixed by the standard of utility alone, very narrow

would be the limits within which the defence of it, by its

warmest advocates, must be confined. Use we can discover

none in the burning of tin foil before an idol in China; and yet

this practice of a nation at one extremity of the world gives

bread to thousands at the other, supports the mariner during a

voyage of eleven thousand miles, and procures for Britain, by

means of a native metal, what she must otherwise have pur

chased by an imported one. -

Moral and philosophical reasoning, however, upon this ques

tion, has had little weight in determining the general practice

and habits of mankind. The prevailing taste implanted in our

nature has made the pepper of Malabar, and the cinnamon of

Ceylon, articles of request, from the earliest ages to the present

hour; the finer spices of the Moluccas grew equally into favour,

in proportion as they became known : and the more modern

demand for the tea of China, and the sugar of the East or

West Indies, will never cease, but with the impossibility of

procuring either of those articles, by the destruction of all in

tercourse between the several nations of the world.

* The poet understood this better than the philosopher, when he said, Nullus argento

colºr est, nisi temperato splendeat usu.
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It has been shown in the preceding pages, how the precious

commoditics of the East were procured, from the earliest

periods that history can reach; and no revolutions of empire,

either in the ancient or modern world, have ever been able to

stop all the means of communication at once: the channels

obstructed in one direction, have been opened in another.

Tyranny, avarice, and extortion, have defeated their own

ends; the monopoly of one country, as it grew intolerable, was

transferred to others that were less oppressive; fluctuating gene

rally between the Red Sea, and the Gulph of Persia; and

driven sometimes to the North, by the exactions common to

both. Such was the ſate also of the last monopoly between

Egypt and Venice, which, by its enormity, drove the Portu

guese to the discovery of the communication by sea; and this

channel once opened, can never be closed; the whole world

are partakers in the benefit; and Britain has the pre-eminence,

only because she has the greatest industry, the largest capital,

and the superiority of naval power. -

It is a political consideration, awful to contemplate, and

difficult to discuss, but still necessary to keep constantly in

view, when we reflect how deeply all the interests of our

country are concerned in the continuance of the pre-eminence

we at present enjoy. Our possessions in India are almost be

come a part of our existence as a nation: to abandon them is

impossible ; to maintain them—a perpetual struggle with the

native powers, and the powers of Europe to support them. lt

requires all the vigilance of government, and all the vigour of

the controuling power, to take care that the natives should not

be discontented under our empire ; and that the nations of

*

* >

*
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Europe should not be outraged by our approach to monopoly.

These considerations, however, are totally distinct from the

commerce itself, and totally foreign to the object of the

present work: I touch them only as they arise, and return

with pleasure to the humbler office of a commentator on the

Periplôs.

II. cou RSI, FROM omAN IN A R A BIA, UP THE GULPH of

- PERSIA, or, To KAR MAN IA.

We have now our choice of two courses; one up the Gulph

of Persia to Bahrein and Oboleh, and the other across the open

sea from Arabia to Kármania ; where we arrive, after a passage

of six days, at the port of Omana. This port manifestly takes

its name from the province of Oman in Arabia, and was doubt

less a colony of Arabs, established on the coast opposite to

their own, for the purpose of approaching nearer to Scindi and

India, or as an intermediate port on their voyage outward, and

homeward bound. Whether the merchant, whose journal We

are examining, ever went up the Gulph, or touched at the port

of O'mana, is highly problematical. If he was there, he has

left us but slender particulars of the place; but there are some

circumstances which induce a persuasion, that he passed from

Arabia, either to the Indus or Barugăza, at a single stretch ;

for, in the first place, he has fixed O'mana in Persis, which

must of necessity be either in Karmania or Gadrosia; and,

added to this, his account of Oraia, in the latter province, is

too obscure to prove any intimate knowledge of the country.

vol. II. . 3 C -
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III. OMANA IN GAD ROSIA.

O'MANA we recover a trace of in the Kombana", or Nom

mana, of Ptolemy, in the province of Gadrosia’, and in the

bay he calls Paragon, to the eastward of Karpela", or Cape

Bombareek. I have proved, in the Voyage of Nearchus, and

in the former part of this work, that the Arabs had visited this

coast previous to all the navigation of the Greeks; but this

O'mana is not mentioned by Nearchus, and was therefore a

colony established between his time and the date of the Peri

plas. Its immediate representative cannot be now ascertained;

but its relative situation may be assigned from Ptolemy, be

tween the River.” Iskim and Mucksa ; so that it must be in

Gadrósia, and not many leagues east from Cape Jask.

There is a regular intercourse between Barugéza and this

port, which extends also to Oboleh, at the head of the Persian

Gulph. The imports consist of

Brass.

Sandal Wood.

Wood squared ; perhaps Aozºv

XzXzov, - - - -

o
~ * r t

30aoy X.o.72%ivºv “, - -

-w

Aozºv, - - - -

* Kombana, in the Greek copies; Nom

mana, in the Latin.

* Pliny makes it a city of Karmania: Op

pidum O'manº quod priores celebrem portum

Carmania: fecere. Lib. vi. 28. Ptolemy does

the same ; but Nearchus commences Karmania:

only at Dagasira.

- n z

Xavda.Aiyay.

* Ptolemy sometimes writes this Karpela,

which, I think, signifies the Pierced Moun

tain, such as Bombareek is. The Latin text

is Karpella.
-

* That is, the Sarus and Dagasira.

* Xayyoºr, easily corrupted from Sala

*.*.*.*.*.
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Kºpårov, - - - - Horn.

*** *** - - }Ebony in round sticks.

Taxayyov 'EGevivov, - -

Except ebony and sandal wood, there is nothing appropriate in

this cargo. *

But it is added, that a particular species of vessels called

Madarátē were built here for the Arabians, the planking of

which was sewed together without nails, like those already

described on the coast of Africa. Vessels of this kind, called

Trankies, and Dows, are still in use; and they were formerly

built in Africa or Gadrósia, we may conclude, because Arabia

furnishes few materials for the construction of ships.

The only import from Kane was Frankincense; while both"

from Oboleh and O'mana great quantities of Pearl were ex

ported, but of an inferior sort, to Arabia and Barugăza; and

besides this,

IIoppūpa, - - - - Purple.

'Ipotigue; ivrémoc, - - Cloth for the natives.

Ovoº, - - - - Wine.

‘Poſvić roadc, - - - Dates, in large quantity.

Xpwrec, - - - - Gold.

>dºzra, - - - - Slaves. t

It is very remarkable that no part of the produce of India is

among the exports from this mart, though it is noticed as the

" 2ncapſ,w is evidently a corrupt reading. * AT3 inzrígwy way tºrostar, from eitherport,

Wood of some sort is meant, but sesamum is a which I apply to Oboleh and Omana, because

herb. Salmasius tried to explain it, but left they were before joined tº; *%ritz Tzºra, ig

it undetermined. Enrzuiya & are, however, régiz.

mentioned by Cosmas.

3 C 2
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centre of commerce between India and Arabia: but at Máketa,

which is in the province of Oman, either near or at Moçandon,

Nearchus mentions cinnamon as carried from thence into

Assyria; that is, it was an article of trade between this part of

Arabia and Terèdon. Was this cinnamon obtained by the

Arabians on the coast of Africa, where the Greeks found it 2

or was it the Orientai cinnamon from Ceylon, procured at

Barugăza, or any other port in India 2 Cinnamon, from the

first mention of it, ever came through Arabia into the Mediter

ranean ; but Máketa" is the place farthest east at which I have

found it mentioned ; and this is the only passage in any author

which I have yet discovered, previous to the Scholiast of

I)iony'sius, which would induce me to believe that the Arabians

procured it from India.

After leaving the district of Omana, the country" which

succeeds belongs to another government; and there is a bay

which is called the Bay of the Terabdi, formed by the coast

trending inwards, in the middle of their territory. -

I V. COURSE TO TIl E IND U.S.

This Bay of the Terabdi answers to the Paragón of Ptolemy,

although there is in reality no bay on the coast. No extent

is given to that of the Periplôs; but the Paragón of Ptolemy

* M4.2 ºn 1& zwépauz tº x2, &^z & Tataxi.12. [x;,] 337,242s ºf:2;, x2, x^To:

Toºtá7:07& #5 'Azavšº's o,witcSz. Indica. 13, Titãºwy Żºutº, : x27& tºo, is rôy záxtro,

Gronov. ed. p. 347. I could hardly have Tzeºzºvº. X-33 is either omitted or under.

thought that any passage in the Indica could stood ; and is, I believe, the nominative to

have escaped my observation, but my attention ºrºgavative, but there is some corruption of

was first attracted to this by Schmeider. the text, or something not easily understood.

* Mºrº. 3, 72, Ouzzº, x&#3, ºftws, * ~aff

*
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extends from Karpela to Alámbateir, or Guadel. Doubtless

this is an error arising out of the form of the coast upon ap

proaching the Gulph of Persia; and if we suppose the ancient

course of the passage from Arabia to Karmania to have been

made across, without approaching the Straits, the apprehension

of such a bay is natural. This is the passage indicated by the

Periplūs, six days in extent ; and may perhaps have misled the

author, as well as others, who followed the same course.

In or near this bay, we are informed that there is a river

which admits vessels, and a small port at the mouth of it called

Oraia. The capital of the district is inland, at the distance of

seven days journey, where the king resides. The country pro

duces plenty of corn, wine, rice, and dates ; but on the coast

nothing except bdellium ”.

These circumstances happen to coincide with an account

given to Lieut. Porter, when he was at Chewabad “, on this

coast; for a coast without produce he experienced, and the

natives told him of a city seven days inland, large and walled :

if therefore we knew where to fix the limits of our author's bay of

the Terabdi, we should have something to direct us to a position.

The river seems like the Tanka Banca, or White River, of the

charts; while Oraia bears a resemblance to the Oritae of Near

chus ; but to these it is hardly related, as the journal certainly

intimates a great extent of the coast between Oraia and the

Indus; while the Oritae of Nearchus are within fifty leagues

of that river. We find no Oraia in Ptolemy ; and if we are

still in Gadrósia, there is no place seven days inland which

would answer to the capital noticed by our author, but the

* A gum. See Plin. xii. 9. in Mr. Dalrymple's Collection.

* Churbar. Lieut. Porter's Memoir, p. 8. - - -
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Phoregh, or Poora, of Arrian. On the whole of this indeed,

as we have so few data to guide us, it is safer to suspend our

judgment than to decide.

On the coast which follows, and which may be supposed

to be the tract between Guadel and the Indus, the descrip

tion accords much better with the reality"; for we are told,

that "there is a vast sweep of the shore round the indenture

of the bays, which have an inclination to the East; and, after

passing these, a low tract of country towards the sea, called

Scythia, lies on the north of the course, and which extends to

the river Sinthus.

These bays are evidently meant for those that are formed by

the Capes Possem, Arraba, and Monze ; and the bay im

mediately preceding Monze has a large sweep, to which, with

the assistance of imagination, we may give a direction to the

East, as its inmost curve is somewhat to the east of Cape

Monze. It is added, that during the course from Monze to the

Indus, the land is low, and lies to the north of the vessel that

is passing to the East. This tract is now called Scindi; and

the Scythia of the Periplôs, wherever it occurs, is the actual

Scindi* of the Oriental and modern geographers. Why the

* This description answers much better

than that of Ptolemy, who has one line of

coast from Alambateir, or Guadel, to the head

of the Bay of Kutch.

* Marx 3: Toºrºy tº x4:2y, ºn tº relps 33.

ºr 8&So; Tºy Kéatra, ix rºs &yotoxºs, triºxº~ns,

tºxira rzez$2A&aatz ºften tº Exv$1zº, rat' &vré,

xtſuiyo. Tºy &oetz. This passage, ill constructed

as it is, I trust I have rendered faithfully:

wrºxtºans, I imagine, expresses encircling to a

vast extent; applied to an army, it means, out

flanking the whole; and in tº &ºtoxº; may be

said of a bay, the head of which is to the eart,

and the opening to the west. But if we read

ºrflew triºxºrs; in rº; cºvaroxx, the sense will

not be very different, but the range of the

coast more difficult to comprehend.

* The distinction in Al Edrissi and the Ori

ental geographers, is Scind and Hind; that

is, Scindi and Hindostan. Scindi compre

hends the country on both sides the Indus;

and the Indus itself is written Scind or Sind,

with an S, which is preserved in the Sinthus

of the Periplus—in the Sindi and Sindocanda

7
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author writes Scythia, and why Ptolemy finds an Indo-Scythia

in this country, has already been conjectured in the Voyage of

Nearchus; where it was observed, on the authority of the

Ayeen Acbari, that the country is divided between the Hen

dians and Sethians. I am myself persuaded that this distinction

is original ; and that it is the cause of the error which has been

adopted by Ptolemy, and other ancient geographers: but if

this opinion is rejected, I should then say, that Scythia is a

corruption of Scynthia, and that Scynthia is as precisely Scindi,

as Sinthus is the Indus.

V. SCINDI, MIN NAG A RA, BARBAR I K F.

I sit ALL collect the several particulars relating to Scindi,

which lie dispersed in other parts of the Journal, to this point;

for it is natural to conclude, that from the time of Alexander,

and the publication of the Voyage of Nearchus, the Grecks

had always considered Pátala as the Port to which they were

to direct their views, in order to obtain the precious commodities

of the East. I have every where allowed that, while the mass

of the trade was confined between Egypt and Sabèa, single

ships, or individual merchants, might have reached India from

the ports of the Red Sea. It is natural also to suppose, that

of Ptolemy. The Indus acquires another and Sin, or Chin, Cochin China: Chin is also

name while it continues a single stream ; for

between Moultan and Tatta, it is called Mehran

Mekran, and hence Kutch Mekran, (the

Chesmakoran , of Marco Polo,) the country

on the coast west of the Mehran; and from

Kutch Rennell derives Gadrösia. There is

likewise another Oriental distinction, between

Hind and Sin; in which Hind means Hindostan,

written Cheen; and Ma-Cheen, Great Cheen,

means the country we now call China.—I

ought not to dismiss this note without ob

serving, that the Mehran of Ebn Haukal is

the Chin-ab, or Akéfines: he is, in this, at

variance with other Oriental writers; but his

authority stands high,
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the subjects of the Seleácidae were directed by the same in

ducements, while the Syrian Monarchy was in its vigour,

while it possessed Susiana, Persis, Karmánia, and the whole

eastern side of the Gulph of Persia, and before it was weakened

by the revolt of Parthia, Bactria, and the country at the sources

of the Indus. The celebrated embassies likewise of the Syrian

monarchs to Sandrocottus and Alitróchades, the sovereigns of

Hindostan, probably embraced objects of commerce as well as

empire; for those who found their way to the Ganges, could

not be unacquainted with the profits to be derived from the

commerce of the Indus.

The first" ship that coasted round the peninsula of Arabia

from the Red Sea, or that retraced the steps of Nearchus back

again from the Gulph of Persia, would naturally direct its

course to Pátala and the Indus. Here it was known from his

tory that the productions of the East were to be obtained; and

here the trade, which passed in the earliest ages between all

the countries at the sources of the Indus and the coast of Mala

bar, must always have fixed its centre. As the Greeks and

Romans increased their knowledge, and finally became ac

quainted with the monsoon, they made their passage to India

direct; but the voyage to the Indus was not yet abandoned in

the age of the Periplūs, nor probably for several ages later.

Pátala our merchant does not mention, but there were evidently

two marts of importance still on this river: one, towards its

issue, called Barbárikè ; and another, somewhere in or near the

* Large ships from the Indus, Patala, Per- have been chiefly navigated by Antan, be

sis, and Karmania, came to Arabia as early as cause we can prove the settlement of that

the time of Agathárchides, and most probably people on the coast of India from the time

many ages prior, before there was any history that history commences. See Periplôs supra,

to report the fact. I suppose these vessels to p. 36. - -

*
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Island of Behker, higher up, named Minnágara, which cor

responded with the Sogdi, or Musikánus, of the Macedonians,

and which has been replaced either by . Mansoura, or by

the Loheri of modern Scindi, or any one of the capitals oc

cupied by different invaders in the various revolutions of this

country.

Minnagar”, or Minnágara, perhaps the Binágara of Ptolemy,

is described as the capital of the country, and the residence of

a sovereign, whose power extended in that age as far as Baru

gáza, or Guzerat. The government was in the hands of a tribe

of Parthians", divided into two parties; each party “, as it

prevailed, chose a king out of its own body, and drove out the

king of the opposite faction. This sovereign, however, must

have been of consequence, or the trade of his country very

lucrative to the merchant, as appears by the presents necessary

to ensure his protection. These were,

* Minnagar is the fortress or city of Min,

like Bisnagar, Tattanagar, &c.

* Maghmood the Ghaznavide, coming

down the Indus, made his first inroads into

Guzerat; and there seems to be a general

connection between this province and Scindi,

for the language is the same from Surat to

Tatta, as we learn from Paolino, p. 262.

* B&aixãutro. 3 ºr, II&#Sw, avyszā; cºxx;A&;

$43,2xºrºv. I should have been glad to have

interpreted this passage as relating to the Par

thian empire, which was then in its vigour,

and might have extended itself eastward to the

Indus; and, by applying ºxes to Hindoos

and Parthians, the expulsion of each, alter

nately, from Minnagar, would have resembled

the fate of Candahar in these latter ages. But

it would then have been written Örö Tºy II&#927,

the Parthians, the Parthian empire; and II&$2,

WOL. II.

2xx}as; in 312x3,7ay must be, Parthians driving

out Parthians.

* If the governing power were Parthians,

the distance is very great for them to arrive

at the Indus; may we not, by the assistance

of imagination, suppose them to have been

Aghwans, whose inroads into India have been

frequent in all ages. That the government

was not Hindoo is manifest; and any tribe

from the West might be confounded with Par

thians. If we suppose them to be Aghwans,

this is a primary conquest of that nation, ex

tending from the Indus to Guzerat, very

similar to the invasions of Maghmood the

Ghaznavide, and the present Abdollees or

Durannees. The Belootches, who have infested

this country from the time of Alexander to the

present hour, are a tribe of Aghwans: but the

whole of this is suggested as a mere conjecture.

3 D
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Bzfūrūzz 2FyviºPºro,
V

Mariza: “,

Plate of very great value.

Musical Instruments.

Handsome Girls for the Haram.

The best Wine.

Plain Cloth, of high price.

The finest Perfumes, or per

fumed Unguents.

- -
-

-

IIapºvo, everºeſ; TF8; Traxxxxixv,

"Owo; dia topog,

'Igaria wo; 2 TAg; roxvrex?s,

Múpov ižozov,

These articles are all expensive, and the best of their kind.

The profits upon the trade must therefore have been great;

but if Pliny’s account be true, that every pound laid out in

India produced an hundred at Rome, greater exactions than

these might easily have been supported.

The precise situation of Minnágara it is not easy to deter

mine ; but if it be the Minhavareh of Al Biruni “, inserted in

De la Rochette's Map, I conclude it is also the Manhaberê of

Al Edrissi. Al Biruni’’ was long resident in this country, and

consequently his authority is great; and it is to be presumed

that De la Rochette follows him as a guide, in placing Minha

varch on the Indus, between the Island of the Behker and the

Delta: Al Edrissi places his Manhaberê at two stations, or

sixty miles, from Dabil; and Dabil, he adds, is three stations,

or ninety miles, from the mouth of the Indus; that is, it is at

the head of the Delta, and Manhabert, sixty miles higher. But

he adds, that it is towards the west, which causes some confu

* Marix& in Greece would have a different

sense; but I follow Hudson; I think he is

correct, considering the country.

* So called from the place of his residence,

A} Birun, between Dabul and Mansura—

Abulfeda in Melch. Thevenot, vol. i. p. 9.

* Al Biruni was not a native of Scindi,

as is sometimes supposed, but lived many years

in India, and wrote a geography of the country.

See Herbelot in voce.

7
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sion, unless he means by this that it is in the Island of Behker,

which he extends likewise to the west. But if Al Biruni and Al

Edrissi can be reconciled, a Minhavareh, sixty miles above the

Delta, agrees perfectly with the Minnágara of the Periplôs,

and sufficiently with the Binnágara of Ptolemy; but not with

his Minnágara, for that is in Guzerat, and he has another in

the Bay of Bengal. D'Anville * supposes Minnágara to be the

same as Mansoura, and Dabil to be at the mouth of the Indus,

instead of being at the head of the Delta, where Al Edrissi

places it ; but we approach so near a conclusion by means of

the two Oriental geographers, that I think the position is cor

rect. The journal says, that the ships lay at Barbarikè, which

was a port on the middle branch of the Indus, near the sea, and

facing a small island; that Minnagar was beyond it inland;

and that the whole cargo was carried up to that metropolis by

the river. The representative to supply the place of such a

capital would be the modern Loheri, at the southern termina

tion of the Isle of Behker, which, a century ago, was a place

of considerable commerce, and gave name to the two principal

branches of the Indus, east and west, as they divide to embrace

the Delta: the eastern is styled Bundar-Loheri, and the western,

Loheri-Bundar”. - -

One circumstance most remarkable is, that the port of Bar

barikè is placed on the middle channel of the seven ; and the

other six are said to be too shallow, or too marshy, to be navi

gable. This is contrary to the report of Nearchus, and to our

* Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 34. called Nulla Sunkra in the treaty of Nadir

* Bundar Lori, the Eastern Channel, is Shah. Sce Nearchus, p. 175.

3 D 2
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modern accounts; for Alexander navigated the two extreme"

channels, east and west ; and they were both navigable within

these fifty years. Whether the government of Minnagar cleared

and opened the centre one, can only be conjectured; ships did

not go up it, and what water was required for the boats that

carried up their lading, depends on the nature of the vessels

which were employed. The Ritchel River, and that which

issues at Scindi Bar, may either of them have been navigable

in former times, or in different ages, according to the interest

or situation of the different governments which may have pre

vailed. Rennell " still speaks of the Ritchel River as the

largest ; and without calculating whether it is precisely the

central issue of the seven, here Barbarike might be placed, if

other circumstances should be found to correspond. It is some

proof of the fact, that Ptolemy has placed his Barbari in the

Delta, convenient for the third and fourth channel; but his

Barbari does not answer to the Barbárikè of the Periplôs; it is

above his Patala, while the Barbárike of the Periplôs is at the

mouth of the channel, and close to the sea. It ought likewise

to be observed, that this term is not the native name of a port,

but a Greek epithet “, implying, the Barbaric Port, the Bar

baric Country, derived, if the conjecture may be allowed,

* The western cl:annel, which conducted

to Lori-Bundar and Tattá, was the only one

frequented by the English. This is now either

impracticable, or reſidered unsafe for strangers

by the government ; for Tippoo Sultan’s am

bassadors to the Abdolee Shah did not go up

the Indus, but landed at Caranchy or Crotchey.

See his Letters and Orders, in the Asiatick

Añº, Register,

A

* Memoir, last ed. p. 185.

* 'Eºrc;ſo, Bzºº;;zá, X4;2 Bz;&#x3. It

is a most extraordinary circumstance, which I

am informed of by Mr. A. l Iamilton, that

Barbara has precisely the same meaning in

Sanskreet, as it has in Creek, Latin, and

Engish ; all manifestly deducible from Egypt.

A term of reproach synonymous with savage.
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from the merchants finding here those articles which they had

formerly purchased at Mosyllon, on the original Berber coast

of Africa, where there is a Barbora to this day, and from

whence many of the Oriental articles” in the market of Alex

andria were called Barbarine and Barbarick. *

The articles imported at Barbarikè are,

‘Ipaztigº; &rA3; twaves, -

‘Ipatiguo; vé%; 8 roads, -

IIoxſutra,”, - - -

Clothing, plain, and in con

siderable quantity.

Clothing, mixed.

Cloth, Cottons very fine, or

larger in the warp than the

* I submit the following conjecture to the

natural historians, without any assertion of its

truth, or sufficient means of ascertaining it :—

Rhubarb is written Rha Barbarum and Rha

Ponticum ; and as the best rhubarb always

came out of Eastern Tartary, the first course

by which it would reach Greece would be by

the Wolga, the Caspian, and the Euxine.

Now Rha is the native name of the Wolga;

and - Rha Ponticum would be the drug that

came by the Rha, and Pontus, into Greece.

But another conveyance of this drug would

be out of Tartary to Cabul, and from Cabul

down the Indus to Scindi, and to this port of

Barbari, or Barbarike. If then the name of

the drug Rha was already received in Europe,

would not the Rha procured in Scindi be

called the Rha Barbarum ?—I have not found

this drug in Pliny, but suspect it to be his

Rhacoma, xxvii. Io;. very dubiously describ.

ed; and I know that Rha Ponticum, and Rha

Barbarum, convey now ideas not consonant to

this explication; but still it may be the true

woof. *

one, originally. (See Isbrandt Isles, Ner.

ginskoi.) The ground for the adoption of

this opinion is derived from Salmasius. Bayer

observes, that Rha signifies a river in the lan

guage of the natives. Hist. Bact. p. 163. from

Scaliger, Doct. Temporum. That Rha the

plant, derived its name from Rha the river,

we have certain information in Ammianus

Marcellinus : Huic, Rha vicinus est amnis in

cujus superciliis ejusdem nominis, gignitur radix

proficiens ad usus multiplices medelarum. Am.

Mar. p. 390 ; and, because this root was

brought out of the Euxine, he confounds the

Rha with the Don, and supposes it near the

Palus Moeotis. The rhubarb brought into

India in modern times, came by the caravan

which passed between Cabul and Cashgar,

three months' journey from a mart called Yar

Chaun, but ultimately from China, See Finch

in Purchas, vol. ii. p. 434.

* Vestis Polymitos. Vestis filis versicolori

bus contexta. But dubious.
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Xpwréxiàov, -

Kopºaxtow”, -

Xrſpoº, - -

Ağavoº, - -

‘Taxa rzein, -

AFyvºuara, -

Xpºua, - -

Olvo; a roxſº, -

Kárrog, - -

B36xxx, - -

Ad×409, - -

Nørðo;, - -

Aſſoc zoºxazives,

Xdrºpspoº, -

Žnpike 35 9 pºara,

'O63rior, - -

Nºuz Xxpºv, -

'Ivözów Łąay, -

Topazes.

Coral.

Storax.

Frankincense.

Glass vessels.

Plate.

Specie.

Wine. *

The Exports are,

Costus. A spice.

Bdellium. A gum.

Yellow dye.

Spikenard.

Emeralds, or green stones.

Sapphires.

Furs from China.

Cottons.

Silk Thread.

Indigo, or perhaps Indian ink?

articles of export and import; and the

author observes, that in order to reach this port in the proper

season, the ships should leave the harbour of Bereníkè in

Epiphi, or July ; adding, that the passage down the Red Sea

is difficult at so early a period, but that a favourable wind

Such are the different

* At Caligut they took gold and silver
36 - - -

* This is very dubious, and occurs no

alone, or else coral, when the Portuguese came where else; perhaps it may mean leather dyed

Grynaeus.there first. Cada Mosto, p. 58. or stained.
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(that is, the monsoon) is more easily obtained after you have

passed the straits, and the voyage more expeditious ”. This is

in harmony with the account of Pliny, who informs us, that

the passage down the gulph took up thirty days; a long time

for a passage short of five hundred miles, and which proves,

not only the difficulty of the navigation, but the unskilfulness

of the navigators. Upon approaching the mouths of the Indus,

the sea is white; and the sign of land before it is scen, is a

multitude of snakes, called Graai, floating on the surface.

This circumstance, which seemed fabulous to the ancients, and

some of the moderns, is now known to be a fact that takes

place down the whole coast of Malabar, as well as on the ap

proach to the Indus; it is imputed to the rains of the monsoon

washing down these animals” out of the rivers. º

From the whole of the particulars collected at the Indus,

there is every reason to believe that the writer of the Periplôs

was here in person: the minute circumstances recorded form

a strong contrast with the slight notice of the Gulph of Persia

and the Coast of Gadrósia; and the more circumstantial detail

respecting Guzerat and Cambay, which we are now approach

ing, is so very remarkable, that the description could hardly

have occurred, unless it were derived from information on

the spot.

* Avºirſéoxo; hºw, irºgºtaro; 3: . . . . xx; this passage, I have omitted, and cannot

avropºrteo; o Tags. Erſ?ogo; is particularly ap- render.

lied to winds : ventus secundus. ‘Exitywy, in * Paolino.
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VI.

a

CUTCH, G Uz ERAT, BARUGAZA.
f

The first place we are directed to on leaving the Indus, is

the Bay of Cutch or Kartsch, the Kanthi” of Ptolemy, the

Eirinon of the Periplôs: it is said to be unexplored “; a cir

cumstance appropriate to it at the present hour; and to have

two divisions, the greater and the less, both shoal, with violent

and continual eddies extending far out from the shore; so that

vessels are often aground before they see land, or are hurried

away by the eddies and lost. The shore begins to curve as soon.

as you leave the Indus “; first towards the east, next in a

southerly direction, and, finally, back again to the west; till it

reaches the promontory Barákes, which shuts in seven islands

with its projection. These seven islands are marked in Dal

rymple's chart, and this cape represents, with exactness, the

Jaigat point of Guzerat, and the islands east of it, which are at

this day the retreat of a piratical tribe, visited by the Eng

lish * within these few years”.

* Cantha is one of the names of Crisna, as

Husband or Lord. There are still great re

mains of Hindoo superstition in this part of

India: a pagoda in Kutsen, another at Jaigat,

and a third at Sumnaut—all still conspicuous;

and Sumnaut and Jaigat still visited in pil

grimage. Mr. A. Hamilton.

* 'A$4%;"To: ; but an English officer, taken

prisoner by the pirates, was carried up it, ac

cording to Rennell. The pirates should be

those of Goomtie, just to the east of Jaigat.

* 'Arº tº 6:18, the last station is Barbarikè.

The text seems to give the name of Barákes to

the coast as well as the cape. D'Anville finds

here a tract called Barseti, the Barasit of Al

Biruni, p. 83.

* See an attack upon the pirates of Jygat

by Captain Vashon, Asiat. An. Reg. 1803,

p. 183. who burnt their vessels, but was re

pulsed from the fort. P. 97.

They destroyed one brig, and thirty vessels.

The fort is called Bate, on an island, Somia

Artara.

* In 1799. See Indian Reg. 1800, Chro

nicle, p. 3. The district is called Goomtee : *

the pirates are said to have been driven from

Kutsch, between the Indus and the head of

the gulph, and to have settled on the opposite

shore of Guzerat, since called Little Kutsch.

They are the Sanganians of our early navi

gators, the Sangada of Nearchus.
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If a vessel approaches this point, her only chance to escape,

is an immediate alteration of her course; for if she is once well

within it, it is certain destruction. The sea rolls in here, a large

and heavy swell, with great violence, forming eddies and whirl

pools in every direction. The soundings likewise vary from

deep to shoal, or rocky, without warning; so that if you at

tempt to anchor, the cables are cut or rubbed by the foulness

of the bottom. But the sign of approaching this bay, is an

other species of serpents, floating on the water, larger, and of

a black colour; while those that are met with at Barugáza,

and lower down, are green, with a golden hue, and of a smaller

size.

From Barákès, and the Bay of Eirinon, the next in succes

sion is the Bay of Barugăza, which terminates [south-west] on

the boundary of Ariakè “, the territory of Mámbarus, who is

sovereign also of all India “. Inland, on the north, the district

of Barugăza joins to Scindi, and is subject to the Parthians of

Minnagar; and the sea-coast, from Scindi towards Guzerat, is

called Surastrénè. It produces abundance of corn, rice, oil of

sesamum, ghee, and cotton for ordinary manufacture; and the

cottons of Minnagar are carried to Barugăza for exportation.

The natives are black, and men of large stature, and the herds

“‘H +; ; 4%; Af,22%; ×4;2; º; Mzuº;s

323,242; &#x2, x2, 4%; ºn; Ivº; 37%. The

beginning of Ariake, marks the distinction ;

for Barugāza was subject to Minnágara. A:-

tax; for Azzºzºs, is the undoubted correction

of Stuckius. Surastrèmè ; Mr. Hamilton in

terprets it Sri-rastra, the Lord of Prosperity.

Jaggat, the World.

* All India is a large expression; but it

VOL. I. I.

cannot comprehend more than the northern

part of the pºwinsula of India, in opposition

to Scindi and Guzerat, in that age, under the

Parthians. Such a king as the Balahara of

Al Edrissi (p. 62.) would correspond suffi

ciently ; for Balahara signifies King of Kings,

according to his interpretation; but Mr. A.

Hamilton says it implics, the Overthrower of
Armies.

-

3 E
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of cattle in the country are numerous. Surastrénè “must there

fore be the Kutsch of our modern charts, the capital of which

is Boogebooge; a tract wholly inhospitable, and now never

visited ; so that we have no opportunity of knowing " whether

it answers to the account of the Periplūs or not.

The passage from Barbarikè to Barugáza is [not made along

shore by the Bay of Eirinon and Barákes, but] strait across to

the headland of Papika”, which lies opposite to the harbour

of Barugăza, and in the neighbourhood of Astra Kampra and

Trápera. This cape forms the western point of the Bay of

Barugăza, at the extremity of which lies the Island of Baiónès “;

and from this point the coast runs northerly till it reaches the

head of the gulph; there it receives the river * Mais [and then

returns again south to Barugāza itself, and proceeds, in the

same direction, to the main coast of the peninsula.] It is

added, that the passage from Scynthia to Baiónès is three thou

sand stadia, which agrees sufficiently with the actual distance

of about three hundred miles.

Among all these particulars, there is not a single circum

stance which does not accord * with the actual nature of the

* Surastrénè is not so absolutely confined

in the text to Kutsch, that it may not extend

to the coast of Guzerat also ; but in allotting

it to Kutsch only, we unite the account in the

Periplôs with the geography of Ptolemy; and

the text itself is so corrupt that we are utterly

at a loss; for it says, the inland part of Scyn

thia touches on Iberia. Iberia is certainly a

false reading, but what ought to be substituted

for it is dubious : Hudson, or Stuckius, read

xzéngſa, from Ptolemy and Ptolemy has IIz

taxºn, xa, 3 ºr extºn &vº, Bagºtia, p. 172.

* Orme says, it furnishes a good breed of

horses, which implies pasture for other cattle

also. Hist. Fragments, notes, p. Io?.

* D'Anville finds here a Soto Papera, for

Asto Papika ; but upon what authority he

does not mention. Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 83.

* Baiónes is Diu ; this tract is not passed

without notice by Marco Polo, who adds,

that in his time, all the trade here was in the

hands of Arabs.

* "Ey 3; toſ; tawt %tol; Térois uffy ro; Totauts &

Aiyéutwo; Mºis.

“On peut dire ainsi, que ce qu'on acquiert

de notions par le Périple, est satisfaisant ct

positif. D'Anville, Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 86.

1.
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voyage at the present day, from Scindi Bar to Diu Head; for

Baiónes * is Diu º : and from Diu, the coast runs N. E. to the

head of the Gulph of Cambay, where we find the River Mahi,

as the representative of Mais. From Mahi the direction of the

shore is south to Baroache, the Barugăza “ of the journal on

the Nerbudda, which the Periplôs calls the Lamnaius, and

Ptolemy the Namádus”, still written Narmada in some of the

Hindoo books. The other part of the account, which at first

seems to intimate that the bay is thirty miles across, will per

haps bear a more favourable construction, which I submit to

the judgment of the reader: [“. Upon arriving] at this “gulph,

“ those who are bound to Barugăza [keep clear of the land on

“ either side] and pass up the open channel for thirty miles,

“ leaving Baiónès on the left, till it is scarcely visible in the

“ horizon, [their course is] then east to the very mouth of the

“ river that leads to Barugăza.” -

The passage into this gulph is narrow, and difficult of access

when you approach it from the sea, lest you should be carried

away to the right hand or the left. The left side is the better;

* I conjecture that Diu is the Avi Caman * Asiatick Researches. Is it not Nahr

of Al Edrissi, because he reckons one day and

a half’s sail from Cambay to Avi Caman, and

two from Avi Caman to the Indus. They

are courses far too long for an Indian ship,

but the central point seems relative. He

speaks magnificently of the trade of Cambay

in his time; and extensive it continued, till

the greater proximity of Surat to the open sea

attracted the trade to that port.

$3 Diu is Dive, the Isle. Diu Head is Pa

pika, the cape immediately west of Diu.

“Barugăza signifies the Water of Wealth,

from Bari, water, and Gaza, wealth, richer,

treasure, or treasury; the same in Sanskrect as

in Persic. Mr. A. Hamilton,

Bhudda 2 or Nahr-Mahadeo? The Soane, its

kindred stream, is called Soane-Budda.

* [Katº.j Tārow rºy Kéaroy, rö rèzyo; º;

rzºwy relaxo~ſay ś, watorri; it; Bagtya.ºx, Alare

gºvtzi ič ivorºuw &kºotay, kzraxarárt; rºy ºzor,

xz is: «vrº &varoxy, iw' &vré ré réºz tº rotatig,

Boºvyºv. Karx must be understood either

with tº 24x7ow, or ré réazye; : I prefer the

first, as usual in the journal. Tº rºayo; I

render clear channel, as open sea, in comparison

of a course along either shore; 2xeotzº is,

scarcely appearing, scarcely visible; };arºra

need net be taken in the strict sense of croſsing,

but may signify passing through the rea, for 39

miles up the channel.

3 E 2
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for on the right there lies a stripe of shoal, rough and broken,

called Heróné, near the village of Kammóniº ; and this shoal

of Heróne, notwithstanding the shifting to which sands are

liable, is not undiscoverable at the present day, or at least a

representative for it, which will sufficiently elucidate the ac

count in the journal. The charts and maps are full of shoals;

De la Rochette has one extending from Swally to below Daman,

and others without it; and a particular one off Groapnought

Point, which seems to be the Jamteir Shoal of Skinner, cor

responding with the situation required : all of them are long,

narrow stripes, like the Fillet [rawſ...] of the Periplôs, caused

apparently by the rapidity of the tide, which throws up the

sand, but will not permit it to accumulate in breadth. On the

left, opposite to Kammóni, near the promontory of Asta

, Kampra, lies the cape called Pápika": here it is difficult to

anchor, both on account of the current, and because the cables

are cut by the foulness of the bottom. But even when the

passage into the gulph is secured, the mouth of the Barugáza

River is not easy to hit; for the coast is low, and there are no

certain marks to be seen : neither, if it is discovered, is it easy

to enter, from the shoals " which are at the mouth. For this

reason pilots are appointed by government, with attendants in

large boats, called Trappaga and Kotumba; these vessels ad

vance as far as Surastrénē, or Kutsch, and wait there to pilot

* Kammóni is sufficiently marked here on

the side of the Gulph of Cambay, opposite to

Diu, to shew that it cannot be far from the

position of Surat, or at least must be south of

* Pápika, criminal, guilly, barbarous.

A. Hamilton.

Mr.

* It was very late that I saw Skinner’s

Chart, by favour of Mr. Arrowsmith. His

Barugăza; and so Ptolemy places Kamanes

in his most distorted map of this coast; and yet

Major Rennell says, Cambay appears to be the

Camanes of Ptolemy. Memoir, last edit. p. 210.

Memoir I have not seen; but I am persuaded,

it would explain many particulars here men

tioned.
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the trade up to Barugáza. Their first service, at the entrance

of the gulph, is to bring round the ship's head, and keep her

clear of the shoals: this they do by means of the many hands

they have on board, and by taking the vessel in tow from sta

tion * to station, which stations are all known and marked ; they

move with the beginning of the tide, and anchor as soon as it

is spent at certain berths that are called Basons “; and these

basons still retain water after the tide is out, all the way to

Barugăza. The town itself lies thirty miles up the river; a cir

cumstance.which directs us to Baroache, without a possibility

of mistake.

The difficulty of navigating this bay affords a sufficient reason

why Barugāza should be more flourishing than Cambay, and

Surat preferable to Barugāza or Baroache; and yet Cambay

was a great place of trade when Tavernier was in India. . Mr.

Hamilton adds, that the people of Cambay were formerly

heterodox, or Bhuddists; and that Aríakè, which corresponds

with Kemkem, or Concan, is the Country of Believers, pro

bably in contrast to the inhabitants of Cambay. How wonder

fully does this accord with the rise and success of Sevagee, and

the Mahrattas, the restorers of Braminism in India, and the

conquerors of the Mahomedan powers ? The native supersti

tion would naturally survive in the mountainous regions of the

peninsula, while the Mahomedans overran the plains of Hin

* Cesar Frederick mentions the bore here,

and on the coast of Pegu ; he calls it the Ma

careo, and his expression is peculiar : “In

“ these tides must be lost no jot of time, for

“if you arrive not at the stagions before the

“tide be spent, you must turn back from

“whence you came ; for there is no staying

“ at any place but at these stagions.” Hack

luyt, ii. 234.

* Kvščino, literally, kettles; from x'882,.

obsolete ; xvi;ſo, Hesych, Salm. 83.
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dostan; and if Aríakè does signify the Country of Believers, it

is a proof that this part of the peninsula was, in the earliest

ages, celebrated for its attachment to Braminism. The Mah

ratta chiefs are many of them Bramins; but when in power, we

find nothing of that meek spirit of the Hindoos so much vaunted

in Europe: they have dethroned their sovereigns; they are the

most cruel ravagers and invaders; equally greedy of desolation

as plunder ; they have destroyed much, and restore nothing :

in short, they have made it a question, whether the whole

people were not happier under the government of the Ma

homedans, than their own. The house of Timour was a mild

dynasty; and although Aurengzebe was a tyrant, a persecutor,

and a hypocrite ; Acbar was the father of his country. But to

return :

The circumstance of the tides is not peculiar to this place,

though they are more violent here than elsewhere ; for almost

all the rivers of India are large, and have both the flux and re

flux of extraordinary strength, conforming with the moon, new

and full, as well as for three days after each, and falling off

again in the intermediate space ; but at Barugăza this violence

is more remarkable, so that without warning you see the bottom

laid bare, and the sides next the coast, where vessels were sail

ing but just before, left dry as it were in an instant; again,

upon the access of the flood-tide, the whole body of the sea is

driven in with such violence, that the stream is impelled up

wards for a great number of miles, with a force that is irresistible.

This makes the navigation very unsafe for those that are unac

quainted with the gulph, or enter it for the first time. No

anchors are a security ; for when the vehemonce of the tide
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commences, there is no intermission, no retreat: large vessels

caught in it are hurried away by the impetuosity “ of the cur

rent, and thrown on their sides, or wrecked upon the shoals;

while the smaller ones are completely overset “. Many also

that have taken refuge in the creeks, unless they have for

tunately changed “their place in due time, (which it is very

difficult to do, on account of the instantaneous fall of the wa

ter.) upon the return of the tide are filled with the very first

head of the flood, and sunk. Dut all these circumstances

united concur more especially, if the new “moon falls in con

junction with the night tide; for then, if you have been pre

pared to cliter upon the first of the flood, and when the sea

appeared perfectly calm, you shall hear, in a moment, a rushing

sound like the tumult of battle, and the water driving forward

with the utmost impetuosity, covers the whole of the bare shoals.

in an instant.

It will immediately appear, that this description relates to

that sort of tide which is called the Bore", and is common to

many places in Europe as well as India. On the coast of

Egypt, or in the Red Sea, the author could have seen nothing

that resembled it, and he dwells upon it, therefore, with more

**

* Tº Ivčíz is a corruption for which nothing “‘Or & tº higan. Dodwell reads tºº,

occurs. Perhaps reoxºlytz tº B'z 2. rowed off, rowed through; which I follow.

* So the Oriental Navigator says, “Near * Xuppanwix;, the moon in conjunction with . .

“ Dagom the tide runs so rapidly, that if the the tide. But evºnºias does not occur in the

• vessel should take the ground she must over- lexicons : may it not be veunvíz; ? Hudson

“ set immediately, and in all probability every renders it interluniis, which has little to do.

“ soul on board perish, which often happens with high tides.

“ through the neglect or obstinacy of the * See the description of the Bore, called,

“ pilots.” P. 207. Another part, near Gogo, Macareo, in Pegu, by Cesar Frederick. He

is described as very dangerous, and environed mentions stations in that river like these ; and

with rocks and shoals; and he notices that adds, that the Macareo in Cambay is nothing

the tide runs six miles an hour. P. 296. equal to that of Pegu. Hackluyt, ii. p. 234.

º
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minuteness than a modern observer would employ ; but from

this very cause it is that we have a picture which cannot deceive

us, and a conviction that the author relates what he had him

self experienced. -

We come next to the enumeration of the countries with

which Barugăza is connected, and its relative situation with

regard to the provinces that surround it. Among these, on the

north-west, lie the Aratrii, Rachoosi", and Tanthāragi, names

with which we are totally unacquainted, as they do not occur

in any other author; but that they lie towards the north-west,

between Guzerat and Multan, is manifest from the succeeding

district of Proklais, which comprizes the city of Booképhalos,

for that we know to be in the Panjeab. He then adds, that

beyond Proklais, still farther to the north-west, lies the pro

vince of Bactria, governed by its own" kings. Here we may

observe, that the country between Guzerat and the Indus is to

this day less known than any other part of India: it is a sandy

desert, affording refuge to tribes of Rajpouts, Hendouans, and

Ashambetis, called Jams, who are all without fixed habitations,

and plunderers like the Arabs. These may correspond * with

the hordes mentioned by the author; but from Minnagar up

wards, to the Panjeab and to Bactria, we can follow him with

* The Rachoosi are the giants of India, as

I learn from Mr. A. Hamilton, of Edinbro’.

* Bayer's catalogue of Bactrian kings ends

134 years before our éra, and therefore he has

no king for the age of the Periplôs. For trº

£22,242 ºzzy lºſov távoy, he proposes to read

£r; 322:2:07, tºol; ºrwy. And some correction

is wanting ; for §zzy neither agrees with £3,0;

or *%+o,. May not the merchant of Periplás

have heard of a Bactrian dynasty, and assigned

it to his own age after it was extinct 2 Bayer

imputes the age of the Periplôs to Aurelius

Antoninus. Hist. Bact. p. 98.

* Hudson wishes to convert Aratrii into

Arii, and Rakhoosi into Arachosii. So far

as Aria and Arachosia are connected with

Bactria, there is reason in this; but if there is

any order observed in arranging these tribes,

they ascend with the Indus to Moultan and

the Panje-ab, and thence with a north-westerly

direction to Bactria.
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more precision; for in these parts, he says, there still remain

memorials” of Alexander and his conquests on the Indus; such

as altars, the entrenchments of his camps, and very large wells.

The last particular seems evidently to refer to the wells which

Alexander opened in his three days march to the East from the

eastern branch of the Indus: they were on the route to Guzerat;

and the route between the Indus and that province is kept

open, at this day, only by wells of this description in the desert.

But we are told afterwards, that Alexander marched eastward

from these countries to the Ganges”, neglecting Limárike, and

the whole peninsula on the south. This only proves that our

author was a much better merchant than an historian ; but he

rcdeems his error by the preservation of a circumstance which

fell under his own observation; which is, that coins with the

Greek inscriptions of Menander and Apollódotus, who reigned

in this country after Alexander, were still current in Ba

rugáza.

v II. KING DOM OF BACTRIA, TAGA RA, PLITHAN A, OzEN E,

D E KAN.

This Apollódotus is hard to discover, even by the scrutiniz

ing accuracy of the learned Bayer; but Menander he has intro

duced into the catalogue of his Bactrian kings, and with a most

peculiar distinction, that he had extended his sovereignty down

the Indus, and over the Delta of the Patalénē ". This extra

* 'Iseº. &#x212. Sacella, Hudson. taken in regard to the kings of Bactria.

* It will be readily allowed, that an author * See Strabo, p. 471. Bayer, Hist. Bactrian.

who could fall into this error, might be mis- p. 89. -

VOL. II. - 3 F
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ordinary influence of the Greeks, in these distant regions, is no

more to be wondered at, than the erection of kingdoms by the

descendants of officers of Ginghiz Khan, Timour, or Nadir

Shah : the heads of a conquering army are all as ready to divide

an empire, as the successors of Alexander; and the officers of

these successors, as eager to revolt from their principals, as the

principals from the family of the conqueror; thus rose the

kingdom of Bactria, by the revolt of Theódotus from the

monarch of Syria, which maintained itself for near an hundred

and twenty years, and consisted at one time of a thousand

cities: similar to this, perhaps, was the sovereignty of Apolló

dotus, who seems to have had some provinces towards the

sources of the Indus, which, in the obscurity of the Syrian his

tory, cannot now be ascertained, and the memorial of which is

preserved almost exclusively in the Periplūs.

That the coins" of these princes should pass current at Ba

rugáza, is no more uncommon " than that the Venetian se

quin", and Imperial dollar, should be at this day current in

Arabia, or that the Spanish piastre should pass in every port of

India and the East; that is, round the world from Mexico to

Manila, and in some instances, perhaps, from Manila to

Mcxico again. A fact still more worthy of notice is not to be

* Paolino informs us, that P. Pavoni, a

missionary in Mysore, found a coin of Clau

dius in the river Caveri. P. 98.

Renaudot’s Arab, p. 15. mentions a That

, arian drachm, which weighs half a dram more

than the Arabian drachm. But this is not a

foreign, but a domestic coin; it bears the die

of the prince.

* Niebuhr says, vol. i. p. 137. that Greek,

Persian, and Roman coins are still current in

Curdistan ; and Nicolas di Conti Ramusio,

tom. ii. p. 286. mentions the Venetian ducat

as current in India in 1430, that is almost 70

years before the Portuguese reached India.

” On the coast of Malabar, women appear

at this day ornamented with sequins, coins of

Portugal, and English guineas, by way of

necklace. Moore's Narrative, p. 293.
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omitted, as it is an observation appropriate to a merchant";

which is, that the denarius, either gold or silver, was exchanged

with advantage against the specie of the country. This is in

correspondence with the testimony of Cosmas, almost five

hundred years later; who takes occasion, at Ceylon, to men

tion, that the Roman money was received, and trade carried

on by means of it, to the utmost extremity of the world, no

nation having a [standard of] coin pure enough to compare

with the Roman. And it is a truth (as I learn from Clark on

Coins), that the Byzantine standard was not only the purest,

but most permanent, of any in the world.

Before we can proceed to the commerce of Barugăza, we

have other relative situations to consider, as Ozénè on the East,

and Plithana, and Tágara, on the south-east. These Lieut.

Wilford has concluded to be Ougein, Pultana, and Deoghir.

There is every reason to adopt his conclusions; and if, after

the several circumstances already enumerated, we have cause

to think highly of the information of our author, we shall be

disposed, aſter tracing these several connections, to allow that

there is no specimen of ancient geography so completely satis

factory, or so consonant to truth, as the portion now under

contemplation.

Towards the east of T3arugóza lies Ozénè, which was formerly

the capital of the country. What are we to understand by this,

but that the Parthians, who were now masters of Minnagar,

and possessed of Guzerat, had driven the native Hindoos out

* I do not wish to deprive either Bayer, or

Robertson, or Maurice, of the honour of these

observations, previous to the present publica

tion; but they could not be omitted here, as

forming part of my plan ; and I had obtained

my information previous to consulting any of

their works. An author, in the legal phrase,

takes nothing by such an assertion; he deserves

nothing but what the reader pleases to allow

him. See Bayer, Hist. Bact. p. 108.

3 F 2
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of power, and seized upon the government of these provinces

themselves 2 And what do we see in this, but the prototype of

the Mahomedan usurpations, which have been too faithfully

copied by European powers ? and whose place the British

occupy as masters of Surat, Baroache, and Cambay, at the

present hour. When the Europeans first reached India, Surat

was the principal seat of commerce on the north, as Calicut was

on the south; and the merchants of Guzerat were the richest

and most active traders in India. Surat is not more than forty

or fifty miles from Baroache, and Baroache " is the Barugáza

of the Periplós. In the age of that work, the merchants of this

country were not less vigorously engaged in their pursuits; they

traded to Arabia for gums and incense, to the coast of Africa

for gold, and probably to Malabar and Ceylon for pepper and

cinnamon. If I could find any thing in history to countenance

the idea of the Hindoos " being seamen" in any age, I should

place them in this province. But as Barthema informs us, that

in his time the Hindoos at Calicut “ left all navigation to the

77 Al Edrissi calls it Berug, and Beruts; the

English now call it Broche. Strabo writes Bar

gosa. D'Anville, Geo. Anc. p. 88. But this

is dubious; for the Bargoosi of the Periplôs

are on the other side of the peninsula.

* Quello che bee vino non si receve per

testimonio, ne quello che naviga per mare

perche dicono che chi naviga per mare e des

perato. Marco Polo, lib. iii. c. 20. p. 54.—

This relates to the Hindoos of Coromandel.

” Sir William Jones has supposed, that,

from Bottomry being mentioned in the laws

of Menu, the Hindoos must have been navi

gators in the age of that work. Now, that

ships of Hindoos went to sea, and that a pro

portionate interest for the hazard of the sea

was to be paid on money borrowed, must be

true; but it remains to be proved that the

seamen were Hindoos. And his endeavour

to prove that they used the sea in former ages,

proves that it is contrary to their principles

and practice in later times. It is only within

these very few years that the English have

been able to carry their sepoys by sea; and in

doing this, there seems to have been employed

money, discipline, and a variety of fictions to

salve their conscience.

* In urbe Calechut qui Idola colunt [Hin

doos] non sulcant maria, id munus Mahume

tanis delegatur. Quorum numerus in ea civi

tate sola excedunt quindecim millia. Barthema.

apud Grynaeum, p. 112. And in Orme's ac

count of the fleets near Bombay, one party

were Siddees, or Abyssinians, and the other

6
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Mahomedans, so it should seem that the prohibitions of their

religion had been uniform from all ages. Pliny speaks as

strongly of the Arabs on the coast of Ceylon; and Arabs" there

must have been at Barugăza for the same purpose, unless it

should be discovered that there was some cast, of a degraded

sort, that supplied their place. Fishermen there are, but they

can cook and eat their food on shore; and even fishermen are

an abomination in Malabar. Merchants, however, may grow

rich at home, while other nations are their carriers “; and that

the greatest trade of India was in that age fixed in Guzerat,

is evident, not only from the enumeration of articles at this

port, but from the general importance it bears in the mind of

the author, and the circumstantial detail of all that is connected

with it. -

The connection with Ougein”, and the mention that this place

was once the seat of government, is in perfect conformity with

modern information ; for Ougein “, as it is at present subject

to Scindia, and the capital of his jaghire, so was it, from the

earliest ages, the properest situation for a metropolis, as being

in the centre of those tribes of IHindoos which have been less”

Arabs chiefly. Angria was a Hindoo, as well freight ships in every port of India. Gentil.

as Sevagee ; but his fleets were full of Arabs, tom. ii. p. 196.

and so were those of his predecessors. See * See Hunter's journey from Agra to

the attack made on an Indian ship called the Ougein. India Annual Register, 1800, Miscel.

President, in 1683. Orme, p. 171.-The p. 279. -

Arabs ... the first navigators in the world for * Written Ujjayini, Uijein. D'Anville,

the Indian seas. Sir John Chardin, in Re- India, p. 95. Ujjayini awinti, or avanti.

maudot, p. 147. Hunter. -

* When the Portuguese came to India, * The revolt of Sevagee, the founder of the

the Arabians transacted all the trade of the Marhatta power, was in the time of Aurung

East. Renaudot, p. 173. zebe, when the house of Timour was in its

* The Armenians, who are no navigators, meridian splendor. These Hindoos of the
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intermixed with foreigners, and less subject to invaders, than

the other tribes of Hindostan. Its pre-eminence and import

ance are still farther proved by its having becn, and still con

tinuing, the first meridian * of the Hindoos, which appears

from accurate English observations to be in long, 75° 51' 0" "

from Greenwich, and its latitude 23° 11' 12".

ancient Ozénè are still discoverable, at a mile distance from

Ougein; and coins and bricks are still dug up there, at the

depth of fifteen feet or more. Pliny makes no direct mention

of Ozénè, but incidentally only, as denoting a species of the

spikenard ; but Ptolemy calls it the capital of Tiástanus, and

his royal residence; he places it on the Namádus, or Nerbudda,

that is the river of" Barugāza; which river is said to rise

out of the same lake as the Saone, which takes an eastern

The ruins of the

Dekan had never been reduced; and though

the Rana of Ougein, who was the principal

of the Hindoos of Agimere, had been sub

dued by Acbar, the interior was so difficult

of access, that there had always remained

tribes in the mountains who were independent.

Sevagee (or, as he is otherwise called, Bon

soola) first reduced the mountaineers of the

Dekan into order, and formed them by dis

cipline till he set the Mogul power at defiance:

he plundered Surat repeatedly, spread his in

cursions on every side, and levied contributions

to a vast amount. He died possessed of a

sovereignty, which grew up during the decline

of the empire under the successors of Aurung

zebe, and has become the greatest Hindoo

power since the first invasion of the Maho

medans.

* See Asiat. Researches, Lond. ed. v.

p. 194. and India Register 1800, 292. Miscel.

longitude determined by eleven observations

of Jupiter's Satellites; latitude, by eight.—

Another first meridian was at Lanca, or Cey

lon. Paolino, p. 309.

* Jessing, or Jaya Sinha, soubadahr of

Meliva, in 1693 constructed observatories at

Ougein, Dehli, Benares, and Matra. Sir

Rob. Barker describes the observatory at Ou

gein, and found the latitude to be 23° 10' 24",

which the native observers made 23° 16', se

conds they do not notice; but it appears

likewise that they had instruments and books

from Europe. Mr. Hunter doubts the anti

quity of Hindoo astronomy, and informs us,

that when he was at Ougein, Jessing’s obser

vatory was turned into a foundery for cannon.

Asiatic Researches, v. p. 196. Lond. ed.

* Major Rennell, in his first map, placed it

on a stream that ran into the Nerbudda; in

his corrected map, it is on a branch of the

Sipareh, which joins the Chumbal, and falls

into the Jumna.
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direction; so that the course of the two rivers into the sea,

east and west, turn what is called the peninsula of India into

an island. -

D'Anville" considers Ougein as the residence of Pórus, who

sent an embassy to Augustus. The rajah is called Rhana, and

pretends to be descended from Pórus, who was defeated by

Alexander. Fabulous accounts of Alexander are as current in

the East, as in Europe; and for the sake of proving the anti

quity of his family, a prince might have the vanity to think it

an honour that his ancestor was defeated and conquered. But

Pórus signifies a chief or sovereign : it may have been an appel

lative, as well as a proper name; and the sovereign of Agi

mere", if his influence extended over Guzerat in the age of

Augustus, might have had commercial” transactions to regulate

with the Roman empire.

From Ozënë every sort of commodity is brought down to

Barugáza, which can contribute to the supply” of the country,

and many articles for foreign trade”, comprehending

'Ovuxſºn A1942, - - - Onyx stones.

Mujčín, - - - - Porcelane.

X'ivöövs; Ivözzi, - - - Fine muslins.

* Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 95. * Reg. 1803. Miscel. p. 43. from a Persian ac

* The Rana of Oudipoor in Agimere is the count. See infra, p. 374.

nominal head of the Rajpoots, that is in fact * This is upon the supposition, that the

of all the true Hindoos ; he confers a sort of 120 ships which Strabo saw at Berenikë actu

investiture on all the ruling powers, in the same ally reached India.

manner as the Caliph of Bagdat, who, though * Ev$nyſz.

stripped of his dominions, conferred the Kelat * II;0; ºutréay fºrceſay, for our trade.

on every Mahomedan usurper. Asiat. Annual
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Xw3ávez MoxdX'ivo.4, - -

r w -- * A /

Izawdy xvězíow 3%voy, - -

Muslins of the colour of mal

lows.

A large quantity of ordinary

Cottons.

And many articles that only pass through Ozénê to the coast,

from the country farther inland;

Norðog, - - - -

Karađafivn •s, -

IIzrporartyn, - -

Kačoxfrn, - - - J

Kégoº, - - - -

Bötaxa, - - -

as from the Panj-ab”,

Spikenard, of different sorts.

Kostus.

Bdellium. A gum.

The Imports at Barugāza are

Oſvog, - - - -

w z

Iraxixò; "Ponyepaºvac, -

Azoºxyvös, - - -

AF26x33, - - -

Xaxxès, - - - -

Korairspoº, - - - -

* II;oxxzig.

Wine.

Italian wine, in preference to

all other.

Laodicéan wine. Syrian.

Arabian. Query, Palm, or

Toddy ?

Brass.

Tin.

* I imagine all these to be different species

of Nard, taking their name from the places

from which they come. And if a conjecture

may be allowed, Kačaxºrn is from Kabul, a

mart through which it might regularly pass

out of Tartary, or Thibet, its proper soil.

Al Edrissi uses the term Myrobalanos Kalolinor,

for the Myrobalans of Kabul, p. 66.
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Méavčºos, - Lead.

Kopºaxtov, - - - - Coral.

Xperáalºow, - - - - Topazes.

‘Ipatiguès, - - - - Cloth.

cºrags, - - - plain.
z -w •

vá00; travrovog, - - mixed, of all sorts.

IIoxſutra ºval ºrnxuaial, - Variegated or fine sashes, half

a yard wide.

Xrſpoº, - - - - Storax.

Mexiàorov, - - - - Sweet lotus.

- White glass.

- Ore of Cinnabar.

- Stibium for tinging the eyes.

Ordinary perfumes,orunguents,

and in no great quantity.

"Texo; cºpy), - -

XavºxEdzn, - - -

Xrºut, - - -

Mſgow a 3xpúrpov, - -

33. Tox), - - -

Besides specie, upon which there was a profit, and the presents

that went up to the king at Minnagar, as mentioned before.

It is not evident why these presents were not rather landed at

Barbárikè, which was the direct port for Minnagar, than at

Barugăza; but our author says, that the king of Minnagar” was

sovereign of Barugăza also. Perhaps, by their being men

tioned here, they went only to the viceroy or soubah of the

province. The expression in the text is dubious”; but the

context seems to imply, that from the country to which these

presents went up, there came down in return, distinct from the

exports of Barugéza,

* If Minnagar be identified with Minha- tom. ii. citing Abilfeda, p. 22.

bareh, the connection of this with Guzerat * Tº 322.x: xx' twins; tº; Kºçº. Had

and with Nahr-waller, Nahr-wala, or Nahluar, Guzerat revolted, and set up a king of its own,

is evident in Abilfeda. See Melch. Thevenot, at that time * - - -

WOL. II. 3 G
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N2p}oº, - - - - Spikenard.

Kártog, - - - - Kostus.

Bºx2, - - - - Bdellium.

'Exépzi, - - - - Ivory.

'Ovuxſºn xiáſz, - - - Onyx stone.

Xuipwa, - " - - - Myrrh.

Aſkov, - - - - Box thorn.

'O%voy travroſov, - -- - Cottons of all sorts.

Frºv, - -. - - Silk.

Mexéxwov, - - - - Mallow-coloured cotton,

Nºuz, -- -- - - Silk thread.
g

IIárift waxF39, - - - Long pepper.

And other articles from the ports in the neighbourhood. Several

of these are the same as those that were specified as procurable

at Barugáza, and consequently we can see no reason for the

recapitulation, except the different means of obtaining them.

from a different part of the country. Such, however, are the

commodities in general derived from the North and from the

East, and such was the importance of the commerce of this.

place in the time of Pliny. Zizeris and Muziris, farther to the

south, seem to have been the more particular object of the

voyage by the monsoon, across the sea from Arabia to India

direct; but in our author's age, though he mentions Muziris,

it is transiently, in comparison with Barugăza and Nelkunda :

these seem to have been his grand marts. And for Barugăza,

he says, the fleets left Egypt in the month of Epiphi, or July.

He still persists farther in the execution of the same design;

for, after stating what was obtained from the Panje-ab and

Ozënë, he proceeds next to the south, in order to shew what
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was the connection between Barugăza and the Dekan. This is,

if the boast may be allowed, the peculiar pre-eminence of the

work: it belongs to this author alone, as far as I have dis

covered, to give the true direction of this western coast of the

peninsula, and to state, in direct terms, its tendency to the

south, while Ptolemy stretches out the whole angle to a straight

line, and places the Gulph of Cambay almost in the same lati

tude as Cape Comorin. , -

But the declaration of the Periplôs is this:—From Barugăza,

as the coast immediately adjoining ran up north [to the river

Mais, or Mahil, it now stretches directly to the south; the

country is therefore called Dakina-bades”, because DAKHAN,

in the language of the natives, signifies South. Of this country

[which is called DAKHAN] that part which lies inland, east of

Barugăza, comprizes a great space of wild and desert country,

and large mountains, in which are found leopards, tigers, ele

phants, yast serpents, hyenas, and baboons” of various sorts.

[But in the inhabited parts] there are also a great variety of

different nations, and exceedingly populous, quite across the

peninsula to the Ganges”. Besides this, in the territory of

Dakhimabad there are two emporia, or marts, of more parti

cular importance; for at the distance of twenty days south from

Barugăza lies “Plíthana, and ten days east of Plíthana is found

Tágara, which is the largest city in the country. The com

* Dakin-abad, city of the South. Dakhina

wad, southern region. Bayer.—Dacshina.

Paolino. -

9° Inter Simias, efferatior Cynocephalis ma

tura, sicut Satyris. Pliny, lib. viii. e. 54.

c. 80. Hardouin. See the authors he cites.

Aristot. lib. ii. de Natura Anim. c. 13. Pal

merius, &c.

* TX ºf rºy avºiyyv;, which is nonsense ;

and Hudson and Stuckius very properly read

*x; 78 Táyye;.

" There is evidently an omission in the text;

for two cities are in the context, and only one

of these is named. It appears that a part

of the sentence, and not the name only, is

wanting.

3 G 2
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*

modities from these two cities are brought down, through roads

of great difficulty, by land-carriage, to Barugóza ; that is, from

Plithana, a great quantity of onyx-stone”; and from Tágara,

ordinary cottons * in abundance, and all sorts of muslins, with

a variety of other native productions which are not specified.

It is manifest, that of these two cities, Deoghir is Tágara,

and Plíthana is Pultaneh ; that the difficult roads are the

Ghauts “; and the mountains, that chain which runs parallel

with the coast the whole length of the peninsula, from Guzerat

to Cape Comorin. The country also between Guzerat and the

Ganges does contain the deserts specified, not only in the vast

tract called Berar, but in many other parts of the extensive ter

ritories occupied by the Mahrattas. The animals likewise are

appropriate, and the whole is such a picture as no ancient geo

grapher supplies in so distant a quarter of the world; so accu

rate, that it is hardly surpassed by Strabo, in his description of

the countries of Europe.

Deoghir "

” Agates, onyxes, and other transparent

or semi-transparent stones, are particularized

by Captain Hamilton, as a conspicuous part

of the commerce of Cambay.

” The cottons here called Foxéxyz, Lieut.

Wilford says, are those dyed of a whitish pur

ple, like the mallow-flower. There is nothing

more singular in this than in the blue Surats,

which at this day have a constant sale on the

opposite coast of Africa, in Abyssinia, and in

the ports of the Red Sea. Paolino interprets

Fox{xyz, chintz: tele finissime dipinti et richa

mente. P. 95. Fine cottons are supposed to

derive the name of muslins from Mosul, on the

Tigris; a name which they had in common

with gold tissue and silk, because these articles

were either made or to be purchased there,

was the seat of a Hindoo government” as late as

See Marco Polo, lib. i. c. 6. tutti li panni

d’oro & di seta che si chiamana Mossulini fi

lavorano in Moxul. Notwithstanding this high

authority, I am sometimes inclined to think,

that MoMXuz is the origin of Mosselins, or

muslims; though I have nothing to build on

but the proximity of sound, and conjecture.

” The Ghauts are literally the passes from

the low country, over the mountains, into the

upper region; but are generally used for the

mountains themselves.

” Rennell has another Deogur upon the

Tapti, p. 237. and Ptolemy has a Tiagura,

as well as a Tágara. His Tiagura, indeed, is

on the Nerbudda; but it is doubtless the Deo

gur, near Nagpoor. Rennell, Mem. p. 213.

* Marshat (in Sanscrit, Murat) is the ori
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1293, when it was taken by Feroze II. and is now a ruin near

Elore, within four cosses of Aurungabad, on the River Goda

very. It was the capital of the province of Doulatabad; and

the centrical situation of these three cities, afforded a con

venient position to the Patan emperors, as well as Aurungzebe",

from whence they might propagate their conquests in the Dek

han. But the subterraneous excavations” at Elore ”, and the

pagodas there, extending over a tract of two leagues at the pre

sent hour, imply an antiquity now inexplorable, and preserve

the vestiges of a superstition coéval with the remotest éra of

Braminism. These remains qualify the spot for the site of

Tágara", as early as the account in the Periplôs: and it is

manifest that the author speaks of it as a capital of a province,

or a kingdom at that time existing, and the centre of the com

merce from the interior.

Lieut. Wilford has a dissertation" on this city, inserted in

ginal name of Deoghir, near Aurungabad; the

inhabitants of which are, therefore, called

Mahrattas (in Sanscrit, Maharashtras), and

the Mahratta language is proper to that terri

tory. As. An. Reg. Miscel. p. 45. 1803.

It is the privilege of the Rajahs of Oudipoor

to give a sanction to the accession of every

other Rajah that succeeds to a Hindoo sove

reignty, by sending him the Rashkah. Ibid.

Sahugee, father of Sevagee, was a native of

Oudipoor, and became a Zemindar in the

Pergunnah of Poonah. He served in the

Mogul army, under Shah Jehan. Ibid. 46.

This is from a Persian work, and seems con

sistent, if the derivation of Mahrattas be cor

rect.

” Aurungzebe was usually at Amednagur.

Orme.

* See the wonders of these ruins displayed

in the magnificent and highly-curious work of

Daniel, from the drawings of Wales. There

is an apparent stamp of antiquity upon these

excavations, superior to those of Elephanta,

Mabalipooram, &c. for there are fewer figures

distorted with a multiplicity of arms and heads,

there is a grace almost Grecian in several of

the deities; and throughout, much less of the

grotesque barbarism and obscenity than is

found in the more recent structures of their

superstition. The wealth, the power, and the

labour, requisite to form these excavations,

equal, if not surpass, all that must have been

employed in the edifices of Egypt.

” Elore has been visited by Thevenot and

Anquetil du Peuron. -

* Deo-Ghur, the Hill of the Gods.

Hamilton.

* As a commentator on the Periplôs, many

thanks are due from me to Lieut. Wilford;

and with the whole of his bistorical deductions

A.
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the first “” volume of the Asiatick Researches, in which he makes

the distances from Baroach agree with those of the Periplôs, by

reckoning eleven miles as a day's journey for a loaded cart in

that country; but twenty days south to Pultanah “”, and ten

days east from Pultanah to Deoghir, is more than I can find by

the scale of any map which has fallen under my inspection;

neither do I find Pultanah mentioned in the maps of d'Anville,

Rennell, or de la Rochette. Great allowances, however, are

to be made for the winding of the roads, and the difficulties

of the intervening ghauts; while the ruins of Elore, on the

actual site of Deoghir “, with the point of the compass south

<ast from Barugăza, give a probability to the whole which is

irresistible. -

It were to be wished that other Gentlemen, employed in the

East, would apply their local knowledge to the removal of these

obscurities, as effectually as this meritorious officer has done in

the present instance. Observations on the spot, confirmed by

evidences peculiar to the country, form the true ground of

proof, on which alone those who collect and compare in the

closet ought to depend. This evidence is appealed to by Lieut.

Wilford; for the name of Tágara, written with the orthography

of the Periplús, occurs in a grant" of land found, engraven

* Lieut. Wilford reckons 217 miles from

Baroach to Pultanah on the Godavery.

I perfectly agree. But his translation of xzrº

ºtra, Peytrai; &rºiz's, is refined, rather than

correct: goods brought down to Baroach, or

earried up to Tagara, is a phrase as familiar in

Greek as in English; and uty; a wojſzi, with

out being a translation of Bala Ghauts, fully

identifies the difficulties of the roads through

the mountains; 2,03:2, never signifies ascent, as

far as I can discover, but &wºo; only ; and if

it did, to bring carriages down an ascent must

be a solecism.

” P. 369. Lond, ed.

“D’Anville has placed Tágara at Satara, in

the Mahratta country. Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 108.

” The date of this grant answers to the

year 1018 of our era: it was communicated

to the Asiatick Society by General Carnack,

and has every evidence of authenticity. If the

reader should refer to it, he will find, that in

the conveyance of land the lawyers of all

countries are equally liberal of words. See

Asiat. Researches, vol. i. p. 357. Lond. ed.
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upon copper, in the Isle of Salset, near Bombay; and the rajah

of the inland capital, by this monument, seems to have been

connected with the coast, as effectually as Tágara was con

nected with Baroach eighteen centuries ago.

If we should now describe the arc of a circle, from Minnagar

on the Indus, through Ougein, to Dowlatabad on the Godavery,

of which Baroach should be the centre, we might comprehend

the extent of the intelligence acquired by the merchant of the

Periplôs. But allowing that this was the knowledge of the age,

and not of the individual only, where is this knowledge pre

served, except in this brief narrative P which, with all the cor

ruptions of its text, is still an inestimable treasure to all those

who wish to compare the first dawning of our knowledge in the

East with the meridian light which we now enjoy, by the in

tercourse and conquests of the Europeans. An arc of this

sort comprehends near three degrees of a great circle; and if

upon, such a space, and at such a distance from the coast, we

find nothing but what is confirmed by the actual appearance of

the country at the present moment, great allowance is to be

made for those parts of the work which are less perspicuous;:

for the author did certainly not visit every place which he men

tions; and there are manifestly omissions in the text, as well as

errors and corruptions. º
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w

v III. ARIA K E OR CONCAN, THE PIRATE COAST, AKABA

Roos, ooPARA or suPARA, KALl ENA OR BOMBAY,

s EMU LLA, MANDAGORRA, PALAIPATMAI, MELIZEI

GA RA, ToPARAN, TURANNOS-BOAS, SESEKREIENAI,

AIG ID II, KAIN EITAI, LEUKE.

THAT the author was at Barugăza, cannot well be doubted

by any one that adverts to the variety and minuteness of his

descriptions at that place. Whether he went farther down the

coast to the south, or took his account from other voyagers,

may not be so certain. D'Anville” supposes that he accom

panies us to Cottonara, and then takes one bound to Comorin

and Ceylon; but I wish to make no assertion either way. My

own doubts arise from the impossibility of discovering” those

Characteristic features, which are so easily traced in the nar

ratives of writers who have actually visited the country they

describe. The coast we are now to follow, has few bold or

prominent distinctions; many rivers, but none large or majestic;

many ports, but fitted mostly for the reception of the vessels

of the country alone; and only two capes worthy of notice,

upon an extent of eight hundred and fifty miles.

Another method of inquiry is naturally suggested, by simi

larity of names; and of this I shall be as ready to avail myself

as those who have preceded me in the attempt. Nothing, how

ever, is more ſallacious, if the situation be not as correspondent

as the name ; and names seem to have fluctuated more in India

* Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 112. * The district of Nelkunda is an exception to this,
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than in any other country that we know : a specimen we have

just seen in Tágara, Elore, and Dowlatabad; all three appro

priate to different ages, and all now concluded under Aurun

gabad". The names also of Al Edrissi, in the middle century,

differ as much from the ancient names of Ptolemy, Pliny, and

the Periplós, as they do from those of the cities and districts

which are at present in existence. Mr. Orme, in the introduc

tion to his illustrious history, has imputed this to the vanity of

princes; and Tippoo Sultan confirmed this remark, by changing

the name of almost every place in his dominions.

The great scope for conjecture, and the very few places

which can be ascertained of all those which are enumerated

upon the coast which we are now to investigate, is compensated,

in some degree, by the appropriate description of the provinces

or districts we are to visit. I agree perfectly with Major Ren

nell, in considering this as an object of much greater import

ance, than the placing of a town or a harbour on a map. And

the fact is, that the different nature and properties of the dis

tricts are indelible ; while the site of cities or fortresses has been

changed, according to the prevailing interests qf the day, or the

caprice of conquerors.

The whole western face of the peninsula, from Cambay to

Cape Comorin, is nearly equal to fifteen degrees of latitude.

This extensive tract appears upon the map divided into six pro

vinces, or districts, under the names of Cambay or Guzerat,

* Aurungabad takes its name from Au- his generals, and directing them all from this

rungzebe, and seated here or at Amednagur, point. This bigot, hypocrite, and tyrant. is

in a centrical situation. He carried on his in the primary cause of all the miseries that Hin.

roads into Golconda, Visiapour, and the states dostan has experienced for almost two cen

of Sevajee; trusting his armies to his sons and turics.

VOL. l I. - 3 II
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the Concan, the Bekhan, Canara, Malabar, and Travancore”.

Correspondent to these, we have in the Periplôs the province of

Barugāza, the Lárikè “ of Ptolemy, equivalent to Guzerat;

Ariakë “to Concan, or the Pirate Coast, between Bombay and

Goa; Limárikè to Canara, between Goa and Malabar; the

Kingdom of Pandion, answering to the upper part of Malabar,

including Calicut and Cochin; Paralia to Travancore, as far as

Cape Comorin; and the Pearl Fishery, extending from Comorin

to the Islands of Rami-ceram and Manar. The limits of these

will appear distinctly in the prosecution of our inquiry; and if

we fix the boundary of Lárikè at the Tapti, and include the

modern Dekhan of the coast within the confines of Aríake, our

ancient geography will prove consistent with the modern divi

sion of the provinces. For, notwithstanding the fluctuations of

power, or the change of masters, these are marked by charac

teristics that seem indelible. The only difference is, that the

Periplós has no specific district equivalent to the Dekhan, but

uses that term, in its general acceptation, as it is employed at

the present day, embracing the provinces of the peninsula in

contradistinction, to Hindostan.

The Periplús seems to apply the name of Barugăza to the

province as well as to the port; and this possibly, because at

” Travancore, though a kingdom of itself, province is very mercantile, and the people

is generally included in Malabar, as well as Hindoos.

Calicut and Cochin.

* Ptolemy is as correct in this, as in most

other names of places. Abilfeda calls it Al

Lar. See Abilfeda apud Melch. Thevenot,

tom. ii. p. 22. Taana est ultima urbium pro

vinciae Al-Lar. So that he makes Tana the

limit between Guzerat and Concan. The

* Agizzº, Auvéizº, Kotroyzºº, are all ad.

jectives with y” implied; but Aria, Limyra,

or Cottonara, do not occur in the form of

substantives throughout the work. I conclude

that Papike, the correspondent name to Diu.

Head, is an adjective likewise.
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that time it was subject to Minnagar; but Ptolemy calls it

Larikè, and makes it part of the kingdom of Ozénē, with the

other towns or places on the River Namadus or Nerbudda;

and as long as there was a regular Hindoo power at Ougein,

that city seems to be the natural metropolis of the country.

With equal propriety, the Tágara of Ptolemy and the Periplôs,

is connected with the Pirate Coast, both comprehended in the

province of Ariakö, and both subject to Baleokoorus, whose

capital was at Hippokoora, supposed by D'Anville” to be the

Balhara" of Al Edrissi". His title was King of Kings, and

he was connected with another prince or rajah at Baithana,

called Siropolémius", whom Lieut. Wilford “makes the Sali

baham of the Hindoos, and his metropolis, Pattán. I am not

sufficiently informed, to confirm or invalidate these opinions;

but I find that the Balahara” of Al Edrissi resided at Naher

walleh", the ancient capital of Guzerat, prior to Amedabad;

and if so, Ptolemy would have placed Hippokoora" in Larikè,

and not in Aríakè, where it now stands in his geography. But

I am persuaded that both Ptolemy and the Periplôs agree in

* Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 93. like our Sir or Mr.” See inscription at Tanna.

* Paolino places the Balahara in Concan As. Researches, vol. i. p. 367. Lond. ed.

(Kemkem), on the authority of Renaudot's * Dissertation on Tàgara, p. 373. ".

Arabians. Balhara, he says, is Dalia Raja, * See Bayer, Hist. Reg. Bact. p. 29. who

Great King; but if in Concan, he is certainly cites several Oriental authorities, but deter

not the Balhara of Al Edrissi. He adds, mines nothing. -

“ Se D'Anville avesse fatto il viaggio dell’ * Nahroara, Nahrwara, Nahrwallah.

“ India, prima discrivere la sua Antichita del ” Hippokoora, compared with the relative

“ India, non avresse commesi tanti spropositi situation of places round it, might lead us to

“ mei suoi libri.” P. 98. He treats none of something not very distant from Poonah, the

us who write at home with greater civility. present seat of the Mahratta government, were

Hippokoora, the capital of Baleo-koorus in it not on a river that comes into the Western

Ptolemy, is in Concan, or what in his map Sea. Poona is above the Ghauts, about-roo

answers to Concan, and not to Guzerat. miles S.E. from Bombay.; and there is no

*a* P. 62, - river, on this part of the coast, that comes

* Sri, or Shri, is an inferior title of respect, from the other side of the Ghauts, * * * * * *

3 II 2
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the general division and relation of Larikè and Ariakö, and

differ only in the appellations they have adopted. The names

of places, rivers, mountains, and provinces, in Ptolemy, are

as astonishing as his errors in position, longitude, and latitude,

are manifest. His positions, however, are for the most part

relatively right, though they are essentially wrong; and the

errors of his longitude, in which he is principally mistaken,

must have arisen from his manner of acquiring information—

by interrogating the merchants and mariners at Alexandria,

whose reports were from memory, and not from journals. But

it is evident, that many of these must have penetrated far in

land, otherwise he could not have left us the great outline of

truths which is still manifest in his works, and which makes us

forgive all his particular errors, in consideration of the general

and important information that we obtain. -

VIII. I am now to enter upon the description of this coast,

incidentally traced by Hardouin, Robertson, Rennell, Paolino,

and many others; but where no one has regularly gone before

me, through the whole extent, except d'Anville. His conclu

sions I shall be compelled to question, but it will not be done

without diffidence on my part, and without due respect to his

learning and abilities; for d'Anville is the first writer, properly

speaking, who has taught us to investigate the geography of

the ancients, by tracing the characters of different coasts and

countries as they exist at present: to him we look up, as to a

master in this branch of the science ; and even where his errors

are demonstrable, we cannot but respect the extent of his

learning, experience, and penetration. -

At the commencement of our inquiry, the first information

we receive from the Periplôs is, that the extent of the coast
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from Barugāza to Limúrikè is seven thousand stadia, or seven

hundred miles; but as this would carry us, at one step, to

Mount d'Illi"; it is rejected by Rennell, d'Anville, and I be

lieve all the writers who have examined the subject. The com

mencement of Limúrike, our author has placed at Naôora,

Tundis, and Mooziris. And as it will hereafter appear that

these places must be near the northern limit of Canara, and

that therefore we have every reason to conclude Limúrikè has

nearly the same limit as that province, we cannot take off less

than two hundred from the seven hundred miles, to preserve

the proportion of the coast. This is one reason, among others,

which may induce a doubt, whether or not the writer of the

Periplôs performed this part of the voyage himself.

The first places mentioned, upon leaving Barugăza, are

Akabároos”, Oópara, and Kalliena.

'3” In consideration of this circumstance,

and my general dependance on the measures

of the Periplôs, I was originally disposed to

consider Ariake as comprehending the whole

coast, from the Tapti to Mount d’Illi; and

if the Province of Limurike were to commence

at that cape, the islands off the coast of Li

márike, that produce the tortoise-shell, accord

ing to the Periplôs, and which may be well

assumed for the Lack Dives, correspond better

with a Limúrikè south of d’Illi, than north.

But the strong ground that Rennell has taken

for assigning Nelkunda to Neli-ceram; the

circumstances at that place according so essen

tially with the ancient account; the division

between Limärike and the Kingdom of Pan

dion, that is, Canara and Malabar; added to

the correspondence of the islands on the coast,

made me prefer the arrangement which I have

adopted. The detail of this will be explained

at large as we proceed.

* It is not affectation, or a love of singu.

larity, that induces me to assume the Greek

kappa, rather than the c of the Latins, or the

English diphthong oo, for the Greek ov; but

a hope that the true sound, and true ortho

graphy, may direct the eye or the ear of mo.

dern travellers, or voyagers, to the discovery

of ancient names. The distortion of European

names by Oriental writers is astonishing to us;

and our mode of expressing Oriental sounds,

received by the ear, must be equally offensive

to their perceptions. Ebn Haukal writes Sa-.

kaliah, Akrites, and Kibres, p. 53, which

would certainly require some attention of the

mind before a common reader would discover

that they are Sicilia, Creta, and Cyprus.
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132

In regard to Kalliena, all suffrages” are united to fix it in

the neighbourhood of Bombay ; for Bombay is upon an island,

close to which, on the main, was an ancient city called Gallian.

The ruins of Gallian still remain, and are noticed by Fryer”

in 1675, as the most glorious ruins in the Dekhan the Ma

homedans ever had to deplore. His account proves it to have

been a city of the Hindoos, and its situation commanding

Basseen, Salset, and Bombay, gives it a pre-eminence as a

mart of commerce in all ages. -

But if we have so much concurrent testimony for fixing

Kalliena near Bombay, we have almost two hundred miles of

coast on which we are to look for the other two places named;

and if Oópara be the Soopara of Ptolemy, as is generally

allowed, it must be a place” of some note”; for Subara is

joined with the mention of Cambay, in the middle ages, by

Al Edrissi. It is supposed, by d'Anville, to answer to the

Sefareh el Hende” of the Oriental geographers, in contradis

tinction to Sefareh el Zinge on the coast of Africa, which is the

Sofala of the Portuguese; and these two Sofalas, one in India,

and the other in Zanguebar, are supposed to be in constant

habits of mutual commerce and correspondence, by means of

the alternate monsoons.

r

* Orme, Rennell, Robertson, d’Anville,

&c. Cosmas has Caranja in the harbour of

Atºos. Cosmas, Paolino roo. That is, from

Mosul of Marco Polo. Lib. i. c. 6.

Bombay.

” Orme, Hist. Fragments, note 3o.

” It was the see of a bishop, as early as

the sixth century. K& ly 1% K2xxº~ 3: ...

xzx8wtºn wai ETſzkowo; irº &rt II:32:22; xutoroyº.

” Supurah signifies a splendid city. A.

Hamilton.

* Abilfeda apud Thevenot, tom. ii. p. 22.

mentions these two places, and their con

nection.
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*

An intercourse of this kind between Guzerat, and the coast

of Africa, I have mentioned in the former part” of this work,

which the Periplôs describes as previous to the voyages of the

Greeks in the Indian Ocean, and totally unconnected with

them ; conducted by native merchants on both sides, or by

Arabs, who were carriers for both. On this latter point there

can hardly be a doubt, when we find that the vessels employed

in this trade sometimes discharged part of their lading in Zan

guebar, and proceeded afterwards to Arabia; and when we

learn from the same work, that most of the settlers on that

coast were Arabs, and several of the places subject to the dif

ferent sheiks of Arabia, as they are at this day. These are the

large vessels from India, which Agathárchides describes as

early as the time of Philadelphus, found by the Greeks in the

ports of Arabia; and from which they obtained all the com

modities of the East before they went to India themselves.

This commerce we may carry back to the ages long antecedent

to history, and conclude, that as the monsoon must be known

to the inhabitants of both coasts from the time they were in

habited, so must the communication have been opened from

the earliest period in which mariners ventured to commit them

selves to the ocean. - *

It is almost superfluous to add, that the Sefarch both of

Africa and India has been converted into the Ophir of Solomon,

as it has suited the hypothesis of different authors, to carry his

fleets to the east or to the south ; and fortunately, both opinions

f may be maintained or combated, without danger of controvert

ing the authority of scripture. -

* Pages 231, 282,
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After all these various particulars, which are left to the dis

cretion of the reader, there does appear something of importance

in the circumstance of Sooppara continuing a place of note,

from the age of Ptolemy and the Periplūs to the time of Cosmas

and Al Edrissi"; and it seems not impossible to determine its

situation, by observing that Ptolemy places it on the north of

the first great river south of his Namadus, or Nerbudda: this

river answers to the Tapti, and the place north of the Tapti must

be Swalley, or some place near it; in the front of which lies the

road of Surat. How d'Anville could carry this down to Siffer

dam ”, seventy miles south of Bombay, when he unites in sup

posing Kalliena and Bombay to be the same, is inconceivable ;

but as he places his Sefareh el Hinde there also, the resemblance

of a name has made him disregard the arrangement of his

author: but if the author has any meaning, Soopara” must lie

between Baroache and Bombay, and most probably in the vi

cinity of Surat. Surat itself is said to be a modern “city; but

a mart in its neighbourhood must always have commanded a

great access to the interior, as the Tapti extends upwards,

from the sea, full four hundred miles, and communicates by

its branches with a variety of districts which are rich and

flourishing. It is this circumstance which has made Surat

superior in commerce to Baroache, for these three last cen

* By the repeated mention of Subara with

Cambay in Al Edrissi, I had hoped to connect

it with the Suppara of Ptolemy; but I think

he means to place it north of Baroache, which

he calls Beruh ; if so, it will not answer our

purpose. But I cannot always follow his

wanderings.

” Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 104.

* Soopara is still noticed in the As. An.

Reg. p. 99. 1803, which cannot be far from

Bassein ; a situation which might be reconciled

to Al Edrissi’s account, but not to Ptolemy's.

It is something to find the name still on the

coast; and if it signifies a plendid city, as Mr.

Hamilton informs us, it might in different

ages be applied to different places.

” Which is proved by Capt. Hamilton, in

his Account of the East Indies, vol. i. p. 144.
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turies, as being easier of approach; and whatever city supplied

its place on the Tapti must have partaken of these advantages,

and such apparently was the Soopara, or Oopara, of the an

cients. It is very remarkable, that Rennell has an Oolpar *

a little to the north-east of Swalley, in his corrected Map of

India ; but as he does not mention it in his Memoir, I cannot

discover whether it is ancient or modern—a city or a village.

I build little upon similarity of names; but as many gentle

men, now in England, have been resident at Surat, if any

thing should have occurred to their observation, they will

be gratified by the introduction of this name to their recol

lection.

For Akabaroos I can find no representative: it may be fixed

any where between Baroache and Surat; but as there is a small

stream called Kim, by Orme, in the intermediate space, it is

here that it should be looked for, were there any thing to direct

our inquiries. 13ut this place was apparently seldom frequented,

and therefore it is not to be expected that much information

should be left us by a merchant of Alexandria.

To return to Kalliena, the last name of the three mentioned.

I join most readily in opinion with those who have preceded

me in the inquiry; and consider the tablet discovered at

Tana” in Salset, as a most valuable monument” for connect

ing the government at Tágara with the district on the coast.

* Oolpar is noticed as one of the places trade; but Chaul was the principal mart 'on

surrendered to the English with Surat, by the the coast at that time. Hackluyt, ii. p. 218.

Mahrattas, in 1802. As. An. Reg. 1803, * These tablets, containing a grant o

. 12. State Papers. - land, have been mentioned before; and if the

143 Tana, and not Bombay, is noticed by manner of writing Tagara be literal, the evi

Cesar Frederick, 1563, as a place of great dence is complete. -

º

V O L. II. - j I
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This circumstance has been mentioned before, and if Tágara

be the genuine writing on the tablet, it establishes, past con

tradiction, its identity with Deoghir, and the connection of

that capital with the coast. Tana is likewise noticed by Friar

Odorick, the first missionary upon record in India; for the date

of his visit is 1331. The work is not his own writing, but taken

from his report, and among much that inclines to the mar

vellous, contains some extraordinary truths. He came from

Ormus to Tana, which he describes as a place of considerable

commerce in that age. He gives a rational account of the

pepper trade on the coast of Minibar [Malabar], and of the

Christians of St. Thomas at Meliapoor, on that of Mobar,

[the Mahabar of Marco Polo, or Coromandel]. But I have

introduced him to the notice of the reader, on account of his

sailing on board a vessel which carried seven hundred people.

This is a confirmation of the account we have of those large

ships, from the time of Agathárchides down to the sixteenth

century; the ships of Guzerat which traversed the Indian Ocean

in all ages”.

It is foreign to this work to enter into the present state of

Bombay, under the power of the English ; but as the first

factory of our countrymen was established at Surat, it is inter

esting to observe how the acquisition of Bombay has enabled

them to extend their influence over Surat, Baroache, and Cam

* I dare not follow this Friar farther, for ten before the publication of that traveller took

he goes to Ceylon, Pegu, Malacca, China, place. He mentions Minorite Friars as mis

Cambalu, and Quinsay, and mentions cloves, sionaries in India and China; but all the latter

nutmegs, sago, bamboos, rattans, &c. &c. part of his work has far less appearance of truth

Some things appear borrowed from Marco than Rubruquis or Carpin; and his return is

Polo, and yet his work, if genuine, was writ- not specified at all.
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bay; to occupy the commerce of Guzerat, and to possess the

power of dominion in those marts, where the Romans enjoyed

only the privileges of merchants.

In the age of the Periplôs, Kalliena was little frequented: in

the reign of a former sovereign, styled Sáragan, it had been an

established port of commerce; but Sandánes", his successor,

admitted none of the vessels that came from Egypt; and if any

entered the harbour by accident, or stress of weather, he im

mediately put a guard on board, and compelled them to go to

Barugāza. This circumstance, Lieut. Wilford observes, savours

strongly of an improper conduct in the traders, or might arise

from the jealousy of a native power. The Romans shewed their

influence, by erecting a temple to Augustus at Muziris; and

if we suppose an attempt of this kind made at Kalliena, it

bears a resemblance to the encroachment of Europeans on the

natives, as well as the intrusions of the Arabs and Mahomedans.

If we could have connected these governors, or rajahs, of the

coast, with Mámbarus, the sovereign of Aríakè, or fixed the

residence of Mámbarus at Tágara, Plíthana, or Hippocoora,

our picture would be complete; but on these points the Periplós

is silent.

The ports or marts in succession” below Kalliena are
w

Semulla, Mandāgora, Palaipatmai, Melizéigara, Tóparon of the

Buzantians, Turannos-boas, the Islands Sésekréienai, the

Island of the Aigidii, the Island of the Káinéitai (in these

- * Al Edrissi preserves the name of Sandan reign is wholly dubious, though the names of

as a mart five stations, or 150 miles, below places do confer a title, as Taxiles, the rajah

Sabara. The situation is consistent, but of Taxila.

whether it has any relation to a rajah or sove- ” Mirk 3. Kaaaſtraw.

.* 3 I 2
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places are the Pirates); and, after these, Leuke, or the

White Island. * -

How this enumeration can have misled those who have pre

ceded me in the inquiry, I cannot say ; but to my apprehension

we have the Pirate Coast, between Bombay and Goa, as mani

festly delineated as we could require, and to that district our

attention must be confined. On the primary point, indeed, of

a coast infested by pirates, there is little difference of opinion ;

Ptolemy and Pliny are both in harmony with the Periplôs, and

modern writers are generally agreed; for pirates there have

been in all ages, as they are here described, till the Severn

droog of Angria was taken by the English in 1765. Put when

we have obtained the coast, why any one should travel out of

it to find modern names correspondent to those of our author,

is not easily reconciled to the canons of geography. All these

names are given as what our seamen would call country ports,

frequented" only by the natives; and whether we can find

representatives for them or not, is of no great importance, if we

can mark the limits of the provinces; to effect which, the mo

dern divisions of the country may be of great assistance.

Orme * has observed, that the Mahratta language is spoken

from Bardez, or Goa, to the Tapti; and these very limits I

would assign to the Ariakè of the Periplús. It is well known,

that the division of provinces often survives the revolutions of

empire; the habits of the natives, and the boundaries of na

* Merê, 3, Koxxſeway &xxx furéew rorizX. meaning, illustrated by x2% & Téreº, which

Rendered by Hudson, Post Callienam alia immediately follows; and also by Torº rail.

sunt emporia vernacula, quibus regionis incolae P. 34. -

tantum utuntur ; and I conclude it is the true * Histor, Fragm. p. 57.
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ture, are not always subject to the vicissitudes of conquest;

and as the Tapti was the probable limit between the govern

ment of Minnagar and that of Mámbarus, on the north ; so on

the south, there is a natural boundary between Goa and

Canara ; where we are also to look for the termination of

Ariake, and the commencement of the Limúrike of the Peri

plas. - -

For the situation of the few correspondent places, which I

shall propose for the consideration of the reader, if the proofs.

should not amount to conviction, I shall at least do no violence

to my author, or his text: I leave every thing free for discus

sion, as I find it; and even if my deductions should be er

roneous, they will affect my own arrangement only, and mis

lead no one who is disposed to prosecute farther inquiries on

the subject.

D'Anville has transferred the four first names of the catalogue

from Aríakè to Barugăza, or Guzerat, knowingly and de

signedly" rejecting the order of the journal, and placing Se

mulla at Sumnaut Pagoda, Mandagora at Mangherour, Palai

patmai at Patan, and Byzantian at Bisantagan; now, reckon

ing only from Bombay, this is a displacement of an hundred

and fifty miles; while Fra Paolino, who corrects d'Anville, and

contemns all writers who have not been in India, carries Man

dagora to Mangalor in Canara, and Palaipatmai to Baleapatna

near Tellicheri, and Kalliena to Calanapuri" near Mangaloor.

There is only seven hundred miles difference in the disposal of

* II ne faut point avoir &gard a ce qu'on Paolino allow Aigidii to be the Angedives 2

lit ensuite comme par forme de transition uttà, p. 1 or.; and if he does, did he ever ask him

3. Antiq. de l’Inde, p. IoI. self the question, whether those ports are placed

* P. 100. Upon the whole of this there to the north, or the south, of Aigidii, in the

is only one question to propose: Does not Periplis :
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these names respectively; and a work which can admit of this

latitude of interpretation, is either not worthy of a comment, or

the different commentators must have preferred their own con

jectures to all the evidence of their author.

To a common inquirer, the language of the Periplôs is

perfectly consistent; and if a resemblance of names has misled

men of superior information, it ought to set others more espe

cially on their guard to follow the arrangement of the work

which they have undertaken to explain, and not to erect systems

of their own, which can be supported only by a perversion of

the text.

The Pirate Coast was not formerly, and is not now, so

totally inhospitable as to exclude all intercourse: the Portu

guese had settlements at Daman and Basseen, north of Bom

bay, as well as at Choul and Dabul, to the south ; and it is a

conjecture highly probable, that the Zizérus of Pliny, and the

Meli-Zeigara “ of the Periplus, were at ”Siddee-Zyghur “,

about an hundred and forty miles south of Bombay. Pliny”

* Zanghisara. Gemelli, 210. - in Visiapoor, and masters of a fleet upon the

* Major Rennell has a Sedashygur below

Goa; it is written Sudash-gur in the Oriental

Navigator, p. 220. It is the fort of Carwar,

and totally distinct from Siddee-Zyghur near

Rajapore, described in the Oriental Navigator,

p. 215. This fort of Rennell's is situated on

a high point of land, and being remarkably

white, becomes very conspicuous at sea. If

the point of land had been said to be zwhite

instead of the fort, I should have concluded

that I had found the Leukë, or White Island,

of the Periplis.

* Zyghur probably takes the addition of

Siddee from the Siddees, a mixed breed of

Abyssinians, Natives, and Caffres, established

coast, employed by Aurungzebe against Se

vagee. Orme says, they were a bold, fero

cious race, and excelled all the navigators of

India. Hist. Fragments, p. 81. But Cape

Siddee is likewise written Cape Zeyd, and

Cape Z. Zyghur, however, may be a place

of modern date; I can find no other proof

of its antiquity than what is here given, and

therefore propose the whole with great hesi

tation.—It is written Jaigur in Moore’s Nar

rative, pp. 2. 9. and Jaighur, by the same

author. Gur, or ghur, is a fort; what is Zy?

or Jai 2 or Zeid 2

* Lib. vi. c. 23.
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informs us, that the fleet which left Egypt early" in July

reached Okélis in thirty days; and then employed forty more,

in crossing the ocean with the monsoon to the shores of India.

The point where they left the coast of Arabia, was Suágros, or

Fartaque; and the port they directed their course to, was

Zizérus. This had been the usual track, but was not a safe

one, because of the pirates which infested the coast, and which

made it necessary for the ships not to sail without a body of

archers on board; for this reason they had been latterly obliged

to change their port and repair to Muziris, though it was a

more inconvenient place to receive their lading, and still not safe

from the attempts of the pirates in the neighbourhood. In the

first instance, the pirates were on the coast; in the second, in

the neighbourhood. This exactly agrees with the Periplós,

which places Meli-Zeigara in Ariakè or Concan, and Muziris

in Limúrikè or Canara; and when we come to Muziris, we shall

find a farther correspondence that appears conclusive.

I wish to build no more on this conjecture than it will bear;

but as I have found the utter impossibility of assigning posi

tions to the places named in the Periplôs, and pretend to

nothing more than prescribing limits to the province, even a

conjecture of probability is worth something on a barren sub

ject; and to another, which must follow it, I attach no greater

importance. -

Ptolemy has the Semulla, Balepatna, Byzantium, Mandā

gora, and Melizigéris”, of the Periplós, all upon the Pirate

*** Ante otum canis. Pliny.—Salmasius Meli-zeigara of the Periplôs on the continent,

says, the Romans reckoned the 19th of July and the Zizèris or Zizèrus of Pliny is a river

as the rising of the Dog Star. 1188. and a port. The islands of Ptolemy are in

* Melizigeris, in Ptolemy, is an island, the such disorder on the coast of Gadrósia, in the
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Coast; and on that coast, therefore, they undoubtedly existed,

and not in Guzerat, where D'Anville has placed them, or in

Malabar, whither they are carried by Paolino. That good

Carmelite informs us, that Balepatna “signifies a great city;

it is no great force, therefore, put upon this interpretation, to

make it the great city, the capital, or the residence of a sove

reign. And on this coast we have two Rajapoors, meaning,

literally, the City of the Rajah. The most northerly of these,

called Dunda Rajapoor, does not disagree with the Balepatna

of Ptolemy. The distortion of his maps, however, does not

allow us to speak with precision on the subject; but if his Se

mulla” be St. John's Point (which it is more like than any

thing else), his Balepatna lies somewhat short of two degrees

lower down than his Semulla, and Dunda Rajapoor lies nearly

at the same distance from St. John's. If I gain nothing by

advancing these conjectures, I at least do no prejudice to my

author; for his Palai-patmai is subsequent to Kalliena, and his

arrangement is not disordered by the present supposition.

But where there is so little certainty attainable, it will be

some pleasure to rest at last upon a point that presents us

a resemblance of truth. This, I am persuaded, I have found in

the islands that terminate Aríakè—the Concam of the moderns,

the Kemkem of the Arabian geographers, and the Pirate Coast

of all. I assume, then, the Sesekréienai of the Periplūs for the

Red Sea, and the Indian Ocean, that there is ment, p. 497.

nothing extraordinary in their misplacement on

the coast of India. His AEgidium is carried

down to Ceylon.

* So Belia-puttun, great puttun, town or

city. Moor's Narrative of Little's Detach

” That Semulla was a point of conse.

quence, is evident from Ptolemy, lib. i. c. 17.

where he adds, that the native name is Ti

moola. But Semulla, in the Periplôs, is south

of Bombay. º
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Burnt Islands, or Wingorla” Rocks of the Charts; and the two

islands of the Aigidii and Kainitai, for Goa and Murmagon.

Kainitai is said to lie close to the Chersonese”; and one only

Chersonese I find on the whole coast, which is Salcet, sur

rounded almost by the Sound of Goa, and the River Nerengal,

and so conspicuous, that it may be considered as a certain

proof of a position not to be resisted : for a peninsula it is

called by Gemelli, sixty miles in circumference, containing fifty

villages and fifty thousand souls. It is true that the Angedives

are not forty miles from Goa; and the resemblance of Aigidii

to Angedives, has induced a general belief that they are the

same ; but the mention of two islands distinctly, and the vi

einity of the Chersonese “, preponderate against all similarity

of names ; and the boundary of the two provinces, which im

mediately ensues, added to the previous circumstances, gives

great weight to the evidence.

The Burnt”. Islands, or Vingorla “Rocks, are a cluster

* Written Wingurla by Baldaeus, and in

his time in the hands of the Portuguese, and

a place of note. r

Ilheos Quemados of the Portuguese. Ge

melli Careri. Churchill, iv. 213. -

* Karx tºy Aiyéusyny Xs;7&nzoy.

* The appearance of a Chersonese is not

so manifest in Rennell’s Map, as in that of

Orme ; but the point off which the Angedives

lie, cannot in any sense be deemed a Cher

sonese, but a promontory only. Should I be

mistaken, it is an error only of forty miles—

moderate enough in comparison of seven hun

dred.

* The text is.... Tuezvo;%x;" Eitz Xzrt

zetſuz. Xyduiya, ºzoi, Kº ; tāº (Aytºſo", *2;

zº, Kayºt..., xz73. Tºy Ayatºry Xterówna ov, x8 &s

V. Ol. If,

rére; tal. II“ext&s. Kai utrº. Távrºv Avº yºzo;.

It seems as manifest here that * rāy 'Alyºſoy,

and ; tāv Kalysirºv, are joined, as that Atwº is

distinguished separately by kit, raw-ny. D’An

ville interprets 'Alyºſwy hircorum, and not with

out probability; for goats were placed on un

inhabited islands by ancient as well as modern

navigators; but I have not found the dimi

nutive Alyºſoy from & 3. Dive, an island, is

written A.G. by Cosmas, and Ayº; 3,3}, or

Aiyê,3}, would be literally Goat Island.

* Sesekréienai, as I understand from Mr.

Hamilton, signifies black rabbits. The caprice

shewn by seamen in the names they assign

to places, may excuse the introduction of

the term. Whether the islets themselves lie

crouching like these animals, or whether rab

3 K
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not" very well known, till lately, in lat. 15° 52' 30". They lie

six or seven miles off shore, on a tract inhabited by a piratical

tribe called Mulwaans, and are reckoned twenty “ in number,

seven of which are small islets, while many of the others are

barely visible at high water; and there is a good channel be

tween them and the main. The bare mention of such a group

in the plural, with their relative situation in regard to the

Islands of the Aigidii and the Kainitai, seems to qualify them

for the representatives of the Burnt Islands; while the Pirates,

in their vicinity, add to the resemblance. Their distance

from Goa is little more than thirty miles, and no other Island

intervenes. -

There are in reality twelve islands at Goa, formed by dif

ferent channels in the sound: -

*

Goa”.

Bardez.

Salcet, or Murmagon.

Charon, or perhaps Ciour; .

T)inar, or Harva.

Capou. s /

Combargiva.

Juvari.

bits have been deposited here like goats on * Rennell's Memoir, p. 31.

other uninhabited spots, for the use of navi * In the Oriental Navigator, p. 217. But

gators, I have no means of ascertaining ; but

as trivial a circumstance as this may, some

time or other, lead to the discovery of truth.

The natives of the coast, no doubt, have a

name for them: the title we give them is de

rived only from their vicinity to Vingorla, on

the continent.

there are seven principal rocks, or islets, in C.

Huddart's Chart, by Mr. Dalrymple. There

are also plans of Vingorla and Sinderdroog,

the residence of the Mulwans or pirates of

Melundy, among Mr. Dalrymple's drafts of

places on the coast of Malabar.

“” Gemelli Careri, p. 221.
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- - - St. Stephen.

Isle of Emanuel Lobo. 4.

Isle of Emanuel Motto.

Dongarin.

But if, on the account of their number, we should be disposed

to assume these for, the Sèsekréienae, there are not two islands

between Goa and the Angedives to correspond with Aigidii

and Kainitai. The fact is, that out of the whole twelve islands

only Goa and Murmagon are conspicuous; the others lie ob

scured in the sound.

This is a sufficient reason for assigning Aigidii “ to Goa, and

Kainitai to Murmagon”; for Leuke, or the White Island, is

separated from them by the text, and I have little hesitation in

carrying it to Angedive. This disposition would account for

all the islands upon this part of the coast, and place them in a

relative situation perfectly consistent with the Journal. Kainitai

cannot be questioned, if its vicinity to the Chersonese be con

sidered; but the assumption of Leukë for the Angedive I would

leave to the determination of any Navigator acquainted with

the coast, who could ascertain whether it has any appearanc

of whiteness” to distinguish it from other Islands. *-

Gemelli,* Aigidii, or Aigidiae, comes so near Ange

dive, that it is assumed by almost every writer

on the subject; and if it had preceded the

Chersonese, instead of following it, would have

been conclusive. But the point off which the

Ange-dive lies, would, I think, be called a

Chersonese by no ancient author.

* Murmagon is so conspicuous that it be

comes a port during the monsoon, when the

bar of Goa is choaked, so as not to admit

vessels of any considerable size.

p. 216. -

* I have myself found no white island

nearer than the Sacrifice Rock near Calicut,

which is 270 miles from C. Ramas. That

rock is white with the mewt of birds, but it

is too distant to enter into any arrangement

with the part of the coast where we now are.

Capt. H. Cornwall's Remarks, p. 26. mention

this whiteness, as I am informed.

3 K 2
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The Angedives signify five islands; and Ptolemy has a Hep

tanésia, or group of seven islands, intended to represent this

cluster, but so misplaced, as not to admit of any conclusion

from it. One of these only is inhabited and fortified" by the

Portuguese, who have a garrison here composed of malefactors

exiled from Goa; the others, whether more or less than the

numbers which give it different names, are only islets or rocks.

The passage between the principal island and the main is clear;

and this affords it a prominence, which may have entitled it to

the notice of the Periplôs. - - -

In the Sound of Goa, the principal island, with its de

pendencies, had afforded a place of refuge for such Mahomedans

as had been driven from the Hindoo ports or cities on the con

tinent, before the arrival of the Portuguese. Here the Ma

homedans of the peninsula collected, who intended to embark

for Judda, and perform their pilgrimage to Mecca. This alone

was sufficient to make it a port of importance; and the more

so, as we may conclude that the Hindoos had no influence and

no share in the government; for the Mahomedans had esta

blished themselves here, as the fugitives on the coast of the

Hadriatick had done on the islands which now compose the

city of Venice; and they seem, like them, to have formed a

community, which was distinguished by the name of Tricurii,

or the Thirty Villages. The Portuguese, from their first ar

rival, had conceived a design of occupying this position: they

first built a fort” on Angedive, and in 1510 Goa itself was

* Oriental Navigator, p. 22. It is a mile * Almeyda, according to D'Anville(Antiq.

long, but not to much broad, de l’Inde, lio.), laid the foundation of a fort.
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taken by Albuquerque; it was recovered again by the Ma

homedans the same year, and finally retaken by Albuquerque

in 1511. Under his auspices, it became the head and centre

of all the Portuguese settlements in India; and is still in their

possession, after a period of three hundred years.

D'Anville is disposed to place Goa at Nelkunda; that is, at

the southern, instead of the northern boundary of Limúrikè ;

but he is not satisfied with his own supposition, and abandons

it. He fixes, likewise, Aigidii at the Angedives; to which

Paolino assents, without reflecting that there must be two

islands together, connected with a group preceding and a single

island following. These circumstances cannot accord with the

system they have adopted ; but are perfectly consistent with the

Periplôs, and the disposition I have assumed. I have no pre

dilection to this arrangement, because it is my own; but I have

tried the Journal by the best charts I haye of the coast, and

can find no points, either to the north or to the south, which

will correspond ; and therefore conclude, that by this every

thing is done for obtaining the truth that the text will

admit.

But the division of the provinces remains still to be con

sidered ; and the termination of Concan is fixed by our charts

at Cape Ramas, about two-and-twenty miles south of Goa;

near which is Carwar, once an English factory in the territories

of the Soonda” Rajah; and the jurisdiction of this prince is

said by Capt. Hamilton to extend from Cape Ramas, about

fifteen leagues along the coast to Meerzee, or Meerzaw. This

* Tippoo Sultaun removed 70,000 Chris- who were cultivators. Kirkpatrick. Asiats,

tian inhabitants from Soanda and Bidilinore, An. Reg. 1799, 318.

*
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tract, including the Angedive and the cape off which it lies, I

should wish to comprehend within the limits of the ancient

Ariake, and I think the modern boundaries favour the conclu

sion; for the kingdom of Canara does not commence but at the

termination * of Soonda ; and though I cannot ascertain that

the coast, north of Goa, called the Dekan, or south of it, called

Soonda, are considered as parts of Concan ; yet it is very clear,

that the limit between Soonda and Canara is at Meerzee. At

Meerzee, therefore, I assume the boundary between Ariake

and Limúrike, guided by the Leuke of the Periplôs, as the last

place mentioned in Ariake, and by Naoora, as the first place

Rientioned in Limúrikè. This assumption, if correct, will re

concile the positions on the whole coast, from Goa to Cape

Comorin ; and if erroneous, confines the error within the dis

tance between Murmagon and the Angedive: an error, at the

utmost, of forty" miles; moderate in comparison of the dis

agreements between d'Anville and Paolino; and causing no

disorder in the arrangement of the provinces, but such as may

be remedied by the most transient reference to the map.

The province of Ariakè was under the government of Mám

barus, and Limúrikè, which we now enter upon, was subject to

Kepróbotas, comprehending the modern kingdom of Canara,

and terminating on the south with the kingdom of Pandion,

which answers to the Malabar of the present day. The ports

of this province will be treated of in their regular order; but

before we descend to particulars, let us survey, these four divi

* See De la Rochette's Map of Hindostan, Hist. Fragments, p. 73. -

which agrees with C. Hamilton, and Hamilton * Rennell makes it fifty miles, De la Ro

remained some time at Carwar. See vol. i. chette thirty-five, and Orme the same num

259. Orme likewise fixes it at Mirzeou. ber.
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sions of the coast, as they stand in the Periplôs, corresponding

with the present distinctions of the provinces; let us add the

possibility of assigning the respective limits in both instances,

and then ask ourselves, whether this is not a more rational way

of interpreting our author, than by searching for a resemblance

of names, which has misled so great a geographer as d'Anville;

and in which, if it were reasonable to indulge, many new simi

larities might be discovered, that have not yet occurred to any

one that has prosecuted the inquiry.

The province of Barugăza, answering to Guzerat, under the

power of Minnagar, commencing at the Indus and terminating

at the Tapti, is the first. The second is Ariake, subject to

Mámbarus; a sovereign whom we might compare to Sevagee,

or a Mahratta power of the present day; bordering north on

Guzerat, and south on Canara ; of the same extent as the Pirate

Coast, and distinguished at this day, as fixing the same boundary

to the Mahratta language, as to the province, ancient and modern.

Limúrikè is the third, with its northern confine either at Cape

Ramas or Meerzee, and its southern previous to Nelkunda; cor

responding with Canara, which commences at the same point",

and has its southern limit at Decla. And lastly, the kingdom.

of Pandſon as a fourth division, equivalent to Malabar Proper,

succeeded by Paralia and Cómari, and terminating with the

Pearl Fishery and Ceylon. Let us, I say, contemplate this

general picture of the whole coast, from the Indus to the

southern cape of the peninsula; a space comprehending four

teen hundred miles, through the whole of which the ancient

divisions are found consistent with those of the present day;.

* Orme, Hist. Frag. p. 73.
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and we cannot, under all these circumstances, fail to acknow

ledge the information of our author, and the importance of the

work he has left for our instruction. -

After this comprehensive view, the contention which may

arise about the appropriation of individual names to particular

ports, towns, or stations, is a matter of very inferior considera

tion : my conjectures or assertions may be disputed as well as

those of others, who have trod the same ground; but till the

great outline which I have traced can be obliterated, the service

rendered to the science must be acknowledged.

IMany of the gentlemen now in India are possessed of minds

illuminated by education, and stimulated with a desire of en

larging the bounds of science, or assisting the inquiries of litera

ture ; these, in their respective situations, must have acquired

a local knowledge, which cannot be obtained by those who

draw their information from written evidence alone. To such

men as these I have made a constant appeal, and submit the

deductions I have traced to their correction ; particular errors

there may be, but by the general division of the provinces, I

leave a guide to all that may be disposed to further these in

quiries, and a rule for rectifying every thing in which I may

have been mistaken. Still the investigation should be made,

not by those, like Fra Paolino, who drew every thing to Mala

bar, because he had resided thirteen years in the province, but

by men of enlarged mind and general information, qualified,

like Capt. Wilford, with classical learning, and a knowledge of

the native language; enabled to direct their view to ages past

as well as present; and possessed of comprehensive faculties,

which can embrace the general state of India, as well as the
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particular province in which they happen to have been em

ployed. From men of this stamp I shall experience every

indulgence ; and if they should acknowledge that light has

been thrown upon one of the most obscure objects of in

quiry left for our discussion by the ancients, I shall rest satisfied

with the result of my labours.

IX. LIM U R IR. E.

How d'Anville could be persuaded that this province was the

representative of Concan, is inexplicable; for Pliny, whom he

chiefly follows, says expressly, that Muziris was not on the

Pirate Coast, but in its neighbourhood only; and the Pirate

Coast is as clearly defined by all our ancient authorities, as by

the modern accounts. Cape Ramas, as a northern boundary,

and Nelkunda, in the territory of Pandion, as a southern

limit, identify Limúrike so precisely with Canara, that we

cannot be mistaken. These likewise are the limits of the lan

guage” at the present day, which is a distinct dialect from that

of Malabar on the south, or the Mahratta language on the

north; and this is a characteristic less fluctuating than any divi

sion of the country that conquest might produce.

The ancient kingdom of Canara embraced a large part of the

peninsula, the capital of which was Bejapoor”; but the

modern district of that name was chiefly on the coast, with its

capital above the Ghauts. It was an independent state or
-

-

".

* La lingua Canara, che corre nel regno of the dialects have no v, and others no b;

Canara dal monte d’Illy sino a Goa. Paolino, j and z are likewise perpetually interchanged

p. 262. or confounded. • * *

* Commonly written Viziapoor.” Several - * *

WOL. I. I. 3 L –

.*
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kingdom, till it was reduced by Hyder Ali in 1765; and it was

at that time governed by a queen.”, who had driven out the

rajah, a child of nine years old, in favour of her brother.

Under pretence of assisting the deprived rajah, IHyder entered

the country, laid siege to Bednoor and took it, and, in a very

short time after, sent the queen with her brother, and the

young rajah, into confinement in one of his hill forts near Ban

galoor. Bednoor”, the capital, is rendered famous by the

defeat and death of the unfortunate General Matthews in 1783;

and was considered by Tippoo Sultan as a fortress of sufficient

strength to confide to it a very large portion of his treasures".

The conquest of Canara gave Hyder and his son a communica

tion with the coast, and opened the way for farther incursions

to the south, which were prosecuted to the devastation of

Calicut and Cochin, and directed against Travancoor, when

they were fortunately checked by the assistance of the English.

Tippoo Sultan had likewise the ambition to become a maritime

power: he built a frigate, and fitted out a fleet of the country

vessels of war, with which he undertook an expedition to the

Maldives, and added to his titles, that of Lord of the Thou

sand” Islands. Had he succeeded in his designs, he would

have extended his dominions from Mysore to Cape Comorin,

and extinguished the last remains of Hindoo government in the

peninsula, except the Mahrattas,

* It was regularly governed by a queen. * Twenty-five lacks of pagodas, 4 crore

C. Hamilton’s Account of East Indies, vol. i. value in gold, silver, &c. Valuing the pagoda

p. 279. at Iot., 25 lacks = 1,250,000l. The author

* The Biddinore country alone yielded writes, a Bahaudry pagoda is = 4 rupees;

Tippoo eighteen lacks of pagodas, 902,oool. Canterary or Old Mysore pagoda = 3 rupees.

Kirkpatrick. Asiat. An. Reg. 1799, p. 318, * The natives style their sovereign, King

et seq. of 12,0oo islands. Harris, vol. i. 677.

|
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This short recapitulation is not foreign to our subject; for

though we hear much in history of the mild and gentle spirit of

the Hindoos, they were as much enamoured of conquest as the

Mahomedans; and in the age of the Periplôs, a king of Má

dura, (the sovereign of "Pandi-Mándala, the Pandion of the

ancients,) had extended his power from the eastern to the

western side of the peninsula, and was master of Malabar when

the fleets from Egypt first visited the coast. The king" of

Limúrikè, and the king of the country south of that province,

that is Pandíon, are said both to have their residence inland by

our author; and Pliny adds, that Pandion lived far inland, at

the city of Modása, which Ptolemy calls Modóora, the metro

polis of Pandion. The conjecture, perhaps, will not be ad

mitted ; but it seems as if the power of Pandion had been su

perseded in Malabar, between the age of the Periplôs and

Ptolemy; for Ptolemy reckons Aii next to Limárikè on the

south, and takes no notice of Pandion till he is past Cape

Comorin, and comes actually to Mádura, on the eastern side

of the peninsula. Not that his east and west are on the two

faces of the angle, for they are on a line ; but he is relatively

right, though essentially mistaken. .

In the limits of Limúrikè, Ptolemy is nearly in correspondence

with our author; for he commences with Tundis, omitting

Naoora, and finishes with Bécare, which is close to Nelkunda,

and Nelkunda in both is the first port of Malabar. Ptolemy,

indeed, preserves many names more” than the Periplôs; for

* The natives, I am informed, still distin- the Ghauts, as well as the queen that Hyder

guish themselves by the name of Pandi, Pan- destroyed by the capture of Bednore.

doo, or Pandavi. - ” Many more appear in Capt. Hamilton's

* The king cf Canara might live above account than we have occasion to notice at

3 L 2 -
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he seems, upon all occasions, to insert every name he could

collect, and the merchant specifies those only that were fre

quented for the purposes of commerce. He notices but three

in this province—Naoora, Tundis, and Mooziris; all distinctly

marked as subject to Kepróbotas, and in a different district

from Nelkunda, which was in the kingdom of Pandíon.

It is remarkable, that not one of these three places is accom

panied with any local circumstances sufficient to mark its

distinction ; but Mooziris is five hundred stadia south of

Tundis, and Nelkunda at the same distance south from

Mooziris. If therefore we could fix Nelkunda, though in a

different province”, we ought to measure back these twice

five hundred stadia, as the only means of direction that we

possess.

The following arrangement, therefore, I offer, with all the

diffidence that the obscurity of the Journal demands: I have

persuaded myself that it is correct; but I should not be sur

prized if my deductions should appear inconclusive to others.

I have followed the only clew I could discover; and if any one,

who has paid attention to the subject, should find better ground

to stand on, I shall readily relinquish my own, and yield to

superior information. - -

For the position of Nelkunda, I am obliged to Major Ren

nell, who is the first geographer, as far as I have learnt, who

has fixed it at Nelisuram. That he is correct in this, I am

present. C. Hamilton throughout considers exactly the difference between Ptolemy and

Canara as the richest country of the coast; the Peripits. -

but plundered by the Mahrattas, Malabars, * Nelliceram is in a different province, for

and Arabs. Such a work as the Oriental the boundary wall is at Dekla. De la Ro

Navigator must notice every place; a mer- chette.—See also Capt. Hamilton, vol. i.

chant, only those where he traded. This is p.289, who makes Decully, or Dekla, the limit.

3
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persuaded, admits not of presumptive proof only, but demon

stration. - -

For we may first observe, that Nelisuram is not only a mart

itself, but gives name to a district. This district is not in

Canara, but Malabar: the frontier of Malabar, the boundary

wall ” which runs from the sea to the foot of the Ghauts, is at

Dekly, or Dekully, immediately north of Nelisuram. This

wall is still visible; and this in a peculiar manner makes it cor

respond with Nelkunda, which was the first port in the king

dom of Pandſon.

2. A second proof may be derived from the name itself,

which Orme writes Nellea-seram. Nella, according to Pao

lino", signifies rice, and Ceram a country; and if Nella-ceram

be the country" of Nella, Nel-kunda must be the fort of

Nella, resembling Gol-conda, Inna-conda, or °Condapoor, on

this identical coast of Canara.

3. But the last and best testimony is that of Major Rennell

himself", who mentions “a large river, named Cangerecora,

“ whose course is from the N.E. and which falls in about four

“ miles to the north of Mount Dilla ; previous to which its

“ course is parallel to the sea-coast for about eleven miles”,

* Orme. D'Anville, Antiq. de l’Inde,

p. 1 12.-" The coast of Canara extends to

“ Declah, eight or nine leagues north of

“ Dilly.” P. 220. 223. Oriental Naviga

tor. -

* P. 1;o.

* Batecola, between Onoor and Barceloor,

has the same meaning. Bate or Pate rice—

Colóu country. Vossius ad Mel, lib. iii. 7.

* I have been treated with severity by the

Orientalists for encroaching on their province ;

but in India, every name of a place is signi

ficant; and perhaps in every other country,

if we could trace the language which first

assigned the several respective titles. In this

instance, however, the etymology is not mine,

but deduced from an Oriental Grammarian,

and I am only accountable for the deduction.

I ought to add, that, according to his mode

of interpretation, Coonda-poor is identically.
Castleton. • --

* Memoir, p. 28.

” Capt. Hamilton calls it a fine, deep river,

which keeps its course along shore eight
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“ being separated only by a spit of land. The forts of Neli

“ suram, Ramdilly, and Matteloy, are situated on this river,

“ which is joined by several others that descend from the

“ Ghaut mountains, which in this part approach within twenty

“ two miles of the coast. I cannot help considering this

“ Nelisuram, which is situated twelve miles up the river,

“ as the place meant by Nelcynda or Melcynda, by Pliny,

“ and Ptolemy—a place visited by the Egyptian and Roman

“ ships.” - -

Let us then observe, that the Nelkunda of the Periplôs lies

actually the same twelve miles up the river; and after this ask,

whether all these circumstances can be accidental 2. But if the

correspondence be admitted, the proof amounts to demonstra

tion. ,

It is with the most anxious solicitude that I have concentrated

all these peculiarities to a point; because I shall want all the

authority of so able a geographer, to support the conclusion I

shall draw from his premises; and though he supplies me with

a basis, I am not certain that he will be pleased with the super

structure I shall raise on his foundation; for, grant that Nel

kunda is Neli-ceram (which from every kind of evidence I am

persuaded that it is), and it will immediately follow, that

Onoor”, Barceloor, and Mangaloor, are the -

leagues, at a bow-shot distance. It disem- 193 The English generally write and pro

bogues itself by the foot of Mount Delly, nounce Onore, Mangalore, &c.; but Paolino

over rocks and sands, in a channel half a league says, ur signifies borgo, a town, and the Italian

broad. Vol. i. p. 290. ur is the English oor.
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NAoorA, TUND1s, AND MOOZI RIs, OF THE PP RIPLC S.

These are the only places mentioned in Limúrikè ; they are

the principal places of Canara to this day. Naoora is the first

port of Limárike, as Onoor is of Canara ; and Mooziris" so

precisely the last, that we have been obliged to encroach upon

the succeeding province before we could discover it. But the

discovery will be now complete; for the Periplus places

Mooziris fifty miles north of Nelkunda, Tundis fifty miles north

of Mooziris, and, if we assume a third fifty north to Naoora,

we have the whole three ports as precisely as we can open the

compasses. I request the reader to refer this inquiry to the

maps of Rennell, de la Rochette, d'Anville, or any other rather

than my own, to remove all suspicion of accommodation, and

to assure himself of the certainty, not upon my assertion, but

his own conviction. It is true that I am directed to Onoor, in

some degree, by its similarity in sound to Naoora, but much

more strongly by considering that Naoora is the first port in

Limúrikè, as Capt. Hamilton writes that “Onoar” is the

“ northernmost port of Canara.” And if these three ports are

* Cosmas informs us, that Mangaruth

[Mangaloor] was, in the sixth century, one

of the principal ports for the exportation of

pepper. The mention of this article is an ac

quisition of evidence; but the ascertaining the

antiquity of the name, as far back as the sixth

century, is still more in our favour. See

Cosmas in Thevenot, p. 3. & Nova Collectio

Patrum, in fine. Mangaloor is pronounced

Mungloor by the natives, according to Capt.

Mºor, Narrative, p. 471. A and u are per

petually interchanged in Persic and Arabic.

Paolino informs us, that Mangul-ur signifies

the Town of Felicity, and Mangula-puri, as it

is sometimes called, the City of Felicity : Tippoo

changed it to Jumul-abad, the Abode of Ele.

gance; and if future writers were to adopt the

last change, Mangaloor might be hereafter as

difficult to discover in Jumul-abad, as it has

hitherto been in Mooziris.

* Vol. i. p. 275.
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established by a reference to Nelkunda, some credit is due to

a discussion which ascertains the position of Moozi R1s “;

a point on which all are at a loss, and no two geographers”

fully agreed. * *

There is a river at each of these ports, and in them the

whole trade of the country has in all ages been carried on. The

former wealth of the province is still evident, from the remains

of tanks, pagodas, and public buildings, still existing. Of

Naoora", indeed, no particulars are mentioned except its

name; but Tundis “” is said to be a village in the kingdom of

Kepróbotas; Mooziris was under the same sovereign; and

here, it is added, that there was a great resort of the native

vessels from Arſakê or Concan, as well as of the Greek fleets

from Egypt. Another particular recorded is [that the coast

* The relative importance of Mangaloor, ?? SzX4aznº, rz}{2; 7tyrzzoaſes, &rt 3: Tā [ºrc

in modern times, qualifies it for Mooziris above 72/18] 227 &vºy tºozi.

any other place in Canara. “Mangalore is Where I insert Torzºg, Salmasius reads ,-

“ the greatest mart for trade in all the Canara régie ; and he has placed Tundis at the mouth

“ dominions: it has the conveniency of a river, of the river of Mooziris; but where can we

“ produced by three that come into it by find a river navigable for fifty miles on this

“ different ways, from the south, the east, and coast 2 which must be the case if Tundis is

“ the north . . . those three rivers join about the road, and Mooziris the mart, fifty miles .

“ a mile from the sea, and at Mangulore up the stream. Plin. Exer. p. 1185. Moo.

“ disembogue at one mouth.” Capt. Hamil- ziris may easily lie two miles from the river.

ton, vol. i. p. 282. This measurement by the rivers induces Pao

” Mooziris is fixed at Mirzeou by Rennell, lino to carry these three ports to the inlets

at Vizindroog by d'Anville, at Calicut by between Calicut and Cochin. This supposi

Hardouin and Mercator, and left undeter- tion has some weight. Dut if we refer to the

mined by Robertson and Paolino. Map, and take a view of the intricate channels

” The text stands thus: that wind inland in Cochin, it does not appear -

Elºx Näs;z zz, Tººls tº ºrz Présix tº that any one distance by those channels, and

Auvºº, kz wºrk to wrºs Métis . . . . . 62aºtiz; by sea, can be reduced to the same standard.

2 * * Lºw Tºyºl; Kºrºčáre . . . . ; 3: Máº; ” D'Anville fixes Tundis at Dunda-Raja.

£2-ºxº; ºv tº avº; .... xiºz. 3. Tz;% Torº- poor in Concan.

* - - !-- "," " ... },… *... -3 3, 22.
#42, 27:28.73. &To Fºx T tºta;, 3.2 tº 707x13, zz
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was so near a right line] that whether you measured the dis

tance between Tundis and Mooziris from river to river, or from

the passage by sca, the distance was cqual. The same circum

stance is repeated in regard to the distance from Moozíris to

Nelkunda : it is five hundred stadia, says our author, or fifty

miles, whether you measure by land or sea, or by the space

betwcen the two rivers.

Pliny’ does not mention a river at Moozíris, but observes,

that it was no desirable place of trade, not only on account of

the pirates in the neighbourhood, but because the ships rode

at a distance from the shore in the open sea, and boats were

employed for the conveyance of their lading; both on the de

livery and the reception. The merchants had therefore tried a

more convenient port, callcd Necanydon, where they obtained

pepper from a district called Côttona. This is the pepper of

Cottonára mentioned in the Periplôs, and assigned by every

writer to the province of Canara. There is, upon the whole,

no essential difference in the two accounts, except the mention :

of pirates by Pliny not noticed in the journal; but unless

Hydras could be discovered, we cannot ascertain their position:

it is supposed to be the Nitria of Ptolemy, the last place upon

his Pirate Coast; and though that is not near Mangaloor,

doubtless the pirates roved on the coast of Canara in former

ages, as they do now, and pirates there have been at d’Illi and

the Angedive, as well as in Concan.

-
Mooziris is written Modiris, Moodiris, Moondíris, Zmiris,

and Zymíris, by different authors, which might lead some in

* The text of Pliny is very corrupt. The of the Necanides; but the mention of Becare

expression is, gentis Necanydon, the country with it proves it to be Nelkunda.

VOL. II. 3 M
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quirer, on the spot, to farther discovery. Both the Periplôs

and Pliny certainly consider it as an inferior port to Nelkunda;

for no account of the imports or exports is given here, but at

Nelkunda a copious catalogue. That Mooziris continued a

place of resort in later times, we may conclude from the Peu

tingerian Tables, which place there a temple of Augustus, that

is, of the emperor of Rome; for at the date of the tables, in the

time of Theodósius, "every emperor was Augustus; and that

the Greeks or Romans should have a temple here, is no more

extraordinary than that the Christians should have churches in

Travancoor, or that the Arabs should have established their

superstition in Céylon, which is a fact asserted by Pliny.

Dodwell has built some arguments on this circumstance, and

on the names of the kings, which are the same in Ptolemy,

Pliny, and the Periplús, in order to bring down the date of

this work to the time of Commodus and Verus. But Paolino

affords a solution of this difficulty, which is perfectly satis

factory if his etymology be true; for, he observes that Kepró

botas is written Celébothras and Ceróbothrus; and he informs

us that Ceram signifies a country, region, or province, and botti,

a governor; so that Cerambotti is as manifestly the head or

sovereign of a province, as Ceram-perumal is king of the country,

compounded of Ceram, a country, perum “great, and aal per

sonage, the great personage or sovereign of the kingdom. And

as Ceramperumal was the founder of the kingdom of Malabar

in the year 907 “ of our cra, there is much probability in this

* Governor Duncan joins in this interpre- * There is another date 805. D'Anville,

tation of Perumal. A5. Rcs. vol. v. It is a 14.

curious and valuable Paper.
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interpretation. If this etymology be admitted, it accounts for

the name of Ceróbothrus in Limúrike, and that of Pandion in

Malabar, not only in the different ages of Pliny, Ptolemy,

and our author, but for as long a period as these divisions of

the country continued undisturbed; for Mádura is still known

in India as having the ancient title of Pandi Mándala, the king

dom of Pandi, or the Pandoos; and Pandavais was the founder of

the sovereignty, according to the Bramins. Pliny” therefore

was mistaken, in assuming a general title for a proper name, as

well as Ptolemy, and the author of the Periplôs.

4

X. KING DOM OF PAN DION, OR MALA BA R.

THE native appellation of Malabar, we are informed by

Paolino, is Kerula Ragiam, the Kingdom of Kerula, or Ma

layálam, the Mountain Country, derived from the Ghauts which

bound it inland, and are visible from a great distance at sea.

He adds, that Malangara is an Indian term corrupted into

Malabar, and ought not to be deduced from the Arabic mala,

a mountain, and bahr, a coast. It is not necessary to assent to

this; because, when the Europeans first visited India, after the

discovery of Gama, they derived their information from the

Arabs, and consequently adopted their terms. At that time

Calicut was the grand mart of the Oriental world ; for here the

trade from China and Malacca met the Arabs and Persians,

who brought the produce of their own countries, as well as

several articles which they procured from Europe; and though

* Regnabat ibi, cum hac proderem, Celebothras. Plin. vi. 23.

S M 2
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some Arabian vessels penetrated to Malacca, or even China,

and some Chinese merchants, as it is said, extended “ their

voyage to Arabia, or to Keish and Shiraff, in the Gulph of

Persia, the general point of intercourse was Calicut. When

the Portuguese reached the eastern coast of Africa, they were

directed neither to Surat or Baroache, but to this city; and

here they found the Arabs settled in the country so powerful

and numerous, as to obstruct their commerce, and traverse all

the plans they had conceived. According to Barthema”, there

were not less than fifteen thousand of them settled in this place

only, besides numerous bodies of them on the coast, in Ceylon,

and in Coromandéſ:

The influence they had in the country may be calculated,

not only from this instance, but from the revenue their com

mercial transactions produced; from their readiness to engage

in all the services of war, policy, and government; from the

spirit of adventure which appears in all their conduct; and

above all, from the desire of extending their religion, as well as

promoting their individual interest. The character under which

Paolino describes them at the present hour, would probably

have suitcd them in every age.—“They “are a robust race,

“ wearing their beards long and their hair neglected; they are
207

“ slovenly ” in their persons; their complexion is dark, and

“ their clothing consists of nothing more than a shirt and

“ trowsers of cotton. They are active and laborious; seldom

“ appearing in the streets but in a body, and always armed.

* This opinion is founded on the report employments in trade and war. See Lib. iii.

of Renaudot's Arabs, and will be considered Ceylon, and p. 54.

hereafter. * Paolino, p. 84.

* The evidence for their power and num- ” Sporci, filthy

her is also very clear from M. Polo, and their
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“They sleep in tents or booths, dress their victuals in the open

“ air, and work, during the night, by the light of the moon.

“They assist one another in lading and unlading their ships,

“ and they drink plentifully of toddy and arrack. Upon re

“ ceiving the least affront, the revenge is common to all.”

Their trade is still considerable * both at Cochin and Calicut;

for not less than an hundred ships are employed in this trade,

from Maskat, Mokha, and Judda; and the commodities they

purchase are of a better quality” than those obtained by the

Europeans; because the Europeans, either by their power, or

by contract, have bound the native government to furnish them

with pepper and other articles at a regulated price.

The Chinese no longer frequented the port of Calicut” when

the Portuguese arrived in India: they had been ill-treated by

the Zamorin, probably at the instigation of the Arabs, and for

the same reason which excited their jealousy of the Europeans;

and after a fruitless attempt to revenge themselves, the Chinese

ships came no longer to Malabar”, but to Maliapatam only in

Narsinga, on the coast of Coromandel.

Now this trade with the countries farther to the east, and the

interest which the Arabs had in the communication, is in full

correspondence with the account of Pliny” in the first century,

with Ptolemy in the second, with that of Cosmas in the sixth,

with the Journal of the Arabs (published by Renaudot) in the

ninth, with the experience of Marco Polo in the thirteenth, and

** Paolino says, they make two voyages in produce of the country is pepper, rice, cocoa

a year; but I do not understand how this can nut, coir rope, &c. As. An. Reg. I Soz.

be, if they sail with the monsoon. Miscel. p. 16.

* Caesar Frederick in Hackluit, p. 223. * Barthema in Grynaeus & Ramusic.

* Calicut and the Zamorin himself are now * Lib. vi. cap. 22.

under the government of the English. The
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with Nicola di Conti, sixty years previous to the arrival of the

Portuguese in India.

It appears from Pliny, that the Arabs were so numerous in

Ceylon, as to have occupied the country below the Ghauts,

like the modern Europeans; for their superstition had prevailed

over that of the natives on the coast. He adds, that the

Seres” were known in that island by means of the intercourse

which commerce produced; and that the father of the rajah

who came upon an embassy to Claudius, had been in their

country. This corresponds with the information of the Peri

plūs, and that a regular communication was open between

India and Malacca, there can be no doubt; because Ptolemy

has noticed a port on the coast of Coromandel, from which the

fleets sailed which went to Chruse, or the Golden Chersonese.

IIere we may fix the limit of ancient discovery; and whether

we chuse to carry this trade to China, as some have supposed

from the name of Sinae, Thinae and Seres, or whether we fix

it at the peninsula of Malacca, it is in effect the same; for in

that peninsula there have been, in different ages, the kingdoms

of Tonquin, Cochin China, Pegu, Siam, and Ava ; all par

taking of Chinese manners, habits, and customs, and all fur

nishing, in some degree, the commodities we now procure in

China. How the report of these countries, indeterminate as it

was, reached Greece so early as the age of Eratósthenes", is

** Pliny says, moreover, Seras ab ipsis

aspici; as if the coast of the Seres were in

sight. But Salmasius proposes teading, ultra

montes Emodos Seras quoque ab ipsis aspici,

notos. etiam commercio ; meaning that the

Ceylonese went by land into Tartary, and so

to China.

** If Eratósthenes derived all his know

ledge from Timósthents, as Marcian informs

us; Timósthenes, who was sent down the coast

of Africa by Philadelphus, must have acquired

his information either there or from Arabia.

But the Thinae are mentioned in Aristotle's

Treatise de Mundo ; and if that work be really
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a great problem, not easy to resolve; but that in later times

some merchants had been induced, by interest or curiosity,

to attempt the voyage, and reside as factors in the country,

is asserted by Ptolemy. That all knowledge, however, be

yond Ceylon was obscure, is undeniable; for here the

marvellous commences, which is constantly the attendant

upon ignorance ; and in whatever author it is found, we

may be assured he has no certain information on which he

can depend.

Within the limits of Ceylon all the general concerns of com

merce were certainly confined, in the age when the Periplôs

was written ; and whatever might be the extended attempts of

the Arabs, very few of the vessels from Egypt ever reached that

island. Nelkunda was the Calicut of their day; and standing

in the same country, and affording the same commodities, they

procured here for the market of Alexandria the drugs, spices,

and other precious commodities, which have ever been in re

quest throughout Europe.

At Nelkunda let us now pause, written Melénda” by Pto

lemy, Meikunda by his commentators, Necanidon by Pliny,

Neakyndon by Hardouin, and Nincilda in the Peutingerian *

Aristotle's, it proves that the Golden Cher

sonese had been heard of in the time of Alex

ander.

* D'Anville has found an Ophir in Arabia,

connected with a Sefareh el Zinge on the coast

of Africa, and a Sefareh el Hinde in India.

Would not the same speculation discover a

Melinda on the coast of Africa, and a Melénda

in Malabar 2

* It is a very singular circumstance, that

the Peutingerian Tables should have the same

names as the Periplôs on this coast, but re

verse them; for as they run Tundis, Muziris,

Nelkunda, in the Journal, they stand Nei

kunda, Tyndis, and Muziris, in the Tables,

with Blinka, a corrupt reading for the Elamki

of Ptolemy, and Colchi Sindorum, for the

Kolkhi of both. There is mention likewise

of a temple of Augustus, or the Roman em

peror, and a lake at Muziris. These circum

stances, however erroneously stated, still tend

to prove the continuance of this commerce,
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Tables. It is said to be the same as Becarè, by Pliny, and

near Barākè, or Fla-Barákè, by the Periplus. That is, Barákè.

is a village at the mouth of the river, which, joined with Ela,

cannot fail to remind us of Eli, as it is written by Marco

Polo “”, the d’Illi, or d’Illa, of our modern charts. D'Illi is

one of the most conspicuous points on the coast, and, as far

as I can discover by the maps, the only remarkable mountain

close to the shore. This I had supposed to be called Mount

Purrhus in the Journal ; but if Purrhus is to be interpreted as

a Greek term, it signifies the IRuddy Mountain “; and I have

since learnt, that d’Illi has not this appearance, but that there

are heights both to the north and south, which still bear the

title of Red Cliffs, and which will be noticed in their proper

place. The mouth of the Nelisuram river, or Cangerecora, at

Ramdilli, is placed by Rennell almost close to the mountain ;

and * Ram-d’Illi” again contains the name of Ela, and is

manifestly the Ela-Barákè of the Journal. -

At Barákè the vessels rode till their lading was brought down

from Nelkunda. It seems by the text as if the navigation of

the river were safe, and that the ships went up to the city to

deliver their cargo, and then came down to 13arákè to receive

their lading in return ; if so, it is a presumption that they re

turned deeper laden than they arrived, as most vessels from

from the time of Claudius to Theodosius—a ” To IIvº, ogo;.

space of above three hundred years; and a pro- ” Ram is a common adjunct, as Ram

bability that the Roman merchants had settled Rajah, Ram-Nagar, &c. signifying (possibly)

a factory at Mooziris, as they would scarcely inferior, little, in opposition to Maha-Rajah,

have built a temple there, without some sort the great Rajah. º

of residence in the country. * ID’Illi is written IDilla, 1)eli, Dehli,

• * It is written Eli, and d'Eli, in Bergeron's and Delee, in different charts; and Eli, in

translation; Deli, in Ramusio. Marco Polo. *

{
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Furope do at the present day. But there is some confusion in

the text, and one corruption “at least : in modern “” accounts,

the river itself is described as large and deep, but obstructed

at its mouth by shoals and sand-banks. The approach to this

coast likewise is discoverable, as well as that of Guzerat, by

the appearance of snakes upon the surface of the sea, which are

black, shorter than those before mentioned, more like ser

pents” about the head, and with eyes of the colour of blood.

This is a circumstance confirmed by Paolino, who lived thir

teen years in the country, and who accounts for it by supposing

that they are washed down by the rivers in the time of the rainy

SeaSOIn.

The port of Baráke, or Nelkunda, is much frequented on

account of the pepper and betel which may be procured there

in great quantities”. The principal Imports are

XFăuzro. TXsis-2, - - Great quantities of specie.

Xpvréx.32, - - - Topazes.

Tuariguè; 27x8; 8 troxº, - A small assortment of plain

Cloth.

IIoxſuito, - - - - Fine Cloths, of different co

lours ?

STſun, - - - - Stibium for colouring the eyes.

K-Fºxxiov, - - - - Coral. -

* Alº, 3% rºy trotzuy ºuxta «z, 3,4-xe; ºxº

It does not appear what ought to

be substituted for &xuatz. Stuckius proposes

rºuz72 loca caenosa, mud banks; but this

does not accord with X&ºgs';.

* In Capt. Hamilton; and it is remarkable

that Marco Polo says, the ships of Mangi

(China) that came here, loaded in eight days,

WOL. II.

*Azºº.

or earlier, if they could, on account of the

danger of the anchorage. Lib. iii. c. 26.

*3 "Oººl, . . . 3:2xo, Tºtº; rºw xspaxºs. What

is the distinction between sºlº and 3;4&ay? It

seems here, crested.

*A* to, byzºv ×a, tº TX%; 13 reºries: ºx:
- / o

ºra p.283.32%;8,

3 N
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"Taxo; 225 cºpy?, - - -

Xaxx?s, - - - *

Karairspoº, - - -

Máxvć%g, - - - es

Olya; 3 roads, - - º

Savóafºn, - - - *

Aprivizöv, - - - -

-- ef • * ->

Xiro; 6acg cºpºsa’e toig - -

z

Trºpi T} vauxxºpov, -

White glass.

Brass. -

Tin.

Lead.

A small quantity of wine *;

but as profitable as at Baru

gáza.

Cinnabar.

Orpiment.

Corn, only for the use of the

ship's company. The mer

chants do not sell it.

The Exports are, - *-

z - Aw º * \ z

IIérepi * wovoyevo, v ivi rérø
- a 8 - \ w

Tára Vevvdºsvoy” ºroxt ca;

Asyéuevow Kortovo.pików, -

Mofyapirº; inavò, Koº ºld topog,

"Exºpo.g., - - - -

'O9ávio. X-Fix2, - - -

Nøfdo; * : yarravikº,

PEPPER, in great quantity,

which grows only in this one

place, and which is called

the Pepper of Cottonara.

Pearls, in quantity and quality

superior to others.

Ivory.

Fine silks.

Gapanick spikenard : it

usually read Gangetick.

is

* Rendered by Hudson, Vitreum rude;

but dºyº, white, is added to it, to distinguish

it from vitrum in general, which was blue.

* 24at 3 roasto, ºro, is Bzºvy&%is. Hudson

has omitted this. The meaning here given is

conjectural.

* Pepper, from the wealth it brings into

the country, in Sanscrit is called, the Sºland.ur

of Cities. Paolino, p. 356.

* I think 'yew&ptroy implies, the native

growth of the country: it may signify only

procurable there.

* Négºo; # Yºrºzº. There can be little

doubt of the corruption here; because, at
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Moxa Co:3pov, - - - Betel.

tº Tây iro Tézroy, from the countries farther

to the east.

A312 ºzºzyż; royrélo, - - All sorts of transparent or pre

cious stones.

'Aºuzº, - - - - Diamonds.

‘Taxyfloº, - - - - Jacinths. Rubies.

• Xixºn” ºre XpwrovnTorizº zai Tortoise shell, from the Golden

# refi re; vira; Sºpsvouávn Islands (either Khruse 2 or

out7, 17; Maldives ?); and another

- sort, which is taken in the

islands which lie off the coast

of Limúrikè (the Lackdives).

72; trfoxépéva;

Akufixiº, - -

The particulars of these cargoes suggest some reflections of

curiosity; for the bullion or specie employed in the purchase of

the native commodities, has formed a subject of complaint in

all ages, as if Europe were exhausted of the precious metals,

and all the riches of the world absorbed by Oriental commerce :

the fact is true, that this trade cannot be carried on without

bullion; for all the revenues of the country, now in the hands

of the East India Company, are not sufficient to cover the in

vestments annually made. Still Europe” is not exhausted, but

increasing daily in wealth and power, compared with the other

quarters of the world, and never can be, till the industry pro

* Salmasius supposes Xevooyntiatiº to referp. 36. the author himself writes Tayyirix}

to Khrusé the Golden Island, or Chersonese,TN&ºo;, the spikenard procured at the Ganges;

and there it is still procurable from Thibet, in Ava. -

according to Sir Wm. Jones and Dr. Rox- * See Harris’s Discourses on the East

burgh. Asiatick Researches. India Trade, vol. i.

3 N 2
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moted by this commerce, and by commerce in general, shall

be annihilated.

Tin is another of the articles enumerated; and if we find this

produce of Britain conveyed to Malabar in the earliest period

that history can reach, we find the spices of Malabar in Britain,

in an age when the course of the communication with India

was probably as little known as the existence of America.

The venerable Bede *, who died in the year 735, was pos

sessed of pepper, cinnamon, and frankincense. Did no one

ever ask the question, how, in that age, these luxuries had

been conveyed to Britain, or were treasured in a cell at Weir

mouth 2

But the particular most worthy of remark, is the mention of

fine silks [3%via. Xºpizº]; for othonion is any web of a fine fabric,

and as applied to cotton signifies muslin; but its usage in this

passage, joined with Séricon, plainly indicates the manufacture

of the Séres, which is silk. It is mentioned more especially at

this port, and particularly distinguished as not being a native

commodity, but brought hither from the countries farther * to

the east. This is a sufficient proof that Nelkunda was in that

age, what Calicut was in later times—the centrical mart be

tween the countries east and west of Cape Comorin; and we

want no other evidence to prove, that the intercourse between

India and the countries beyond the Bay of Bengal, was open

in that age, and probably many ages prior, as well as in the

time of Ptolemy. That the fleets which went to Khruse, or

* Bedae Opera, p. 793. Appendix, and began to reign in 872.

p. 808. Alfred, who is said to have sent * @##72, in Tây taw Tórwy is &v7%.

Sighelm, bishop of Shirbourne, to Malabar,
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the Golden Chersonese, would find the silks of China in that

market, is readily admitted ; but that the Séres were still

farther east, is manifest, from the map of Ptolemy, as well as

from Pliny, who calls them the most eastern nation of the

world. Now that the ancients always meant China Proper by

the term Sères, however obscure their notions of it were, seems

to admit of proof. Silk came into the Roman world usually

by the route of Tartary, the Caspian, and the Euxine sea; and

when Justinian procured the silk-worm, he procured it by this

northern channel. This communication however, on the north,

could not be opened with the nations of the Golden Cher

sonese, with Ava, Pegu, or Siam, but is expressly marked as

formed immediately with the Séres themselves. The point

fixed for the meeting of the traders from the west with those

of the Séres, was in Tartary, and farther to the “north-east

than the sources of the Ganges; and this point, fix it where

we please, is perfectly in correspondence with the Kiachta of

our own days, where the commodities of the Chinese and

Russian empires are exchanged. The jealousy of the Séres in

regard to strangers, remarked by Pliny”, is perfectly charac

teristic of the Chinese in all ages; and whether the communi

cation took place near the Chinese frontier, or in any place

nearer to the west, it equally proves that there were Séres on

the north, as well as the south; and that there was one com

munication opened by the intervention of Tartary, and another

by sea, through the means of the nations in the Golden Cher

sonese. We shall find some intimation of this commerce on

* Ptolemy, VIIth Table of Asia. nication by land; in the second, it is from the

* Pliny mentions this twice; lib. vi. c. 17. information of a native of Ceylon.

and cap. 2, 3. In the first, it is the commu
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the north (wild and fabulous as the account is) at the conclu

sion of the Periplós, and in the catalogue of articles now under

consideration, the communication by sea is equally manifest.

Whether this intercourse by sea was direct, or only by the in

tervention of the nations of the Chersonese, is another ques

tion; but on this subject more will be said in its proper place.

It seems natural, however, to suppose, that there always was

a Malacca, or some port that represented it, where the trade

from China met the merchants from India; as the commerce of

India met the traders of Arabia and Persia at Calicut, or some

ort on the coast of Malabar. In this state of things, the Por

tuguese found the commerce of the Oriental world; and in a

state very similar, it seems to have existed in the age of the

Periplôs. This affords us a rational account of the introduction

of silk” into Europe, both by land and sea; and thus by trac

ing the commodities appropriate to particular nations, or cli

mates, we obtain a clue to guide us through the intricacies of

the obscurest ages. l

One circumstance respecting the Malábathrum, which I have

supposed to be the Betel, remains still to be considered : it is

said to be brought here from the countries farther” east, and

not to be a native commodity. Pepper, and pearls, and ivory,

and spikenard", are likewise said to * be brought here, as well as

silk; all which contribute to ascertain this port as the repre

* Silk was not a native commodity or ma

nufacture of India in the 16th century; it still

came from China. Caes. Frederick, Purchas,

vol. iii. p. 17c8. -

* 'Ex tºy fra réºrwy, Again ; I have no

doubt but that the sense -here given is the

right one.

* The Areka nut is mentioned as an ex

\

the leaf, called Betle.

port at Cananoor, the next port by Cæs.

Frederick, p. 1707. Purchas, vol. iii.-a fruit

the bigness of a nutmeg, which they eat with

And lime of oyster

shells, pepper, cardomum, and ginger, are also

mentioned. Within land is the Kingdom of

Pepper.

*** ****Tai.
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sentative of Calicut in that day, and Pandſon to have enjoyed

all the revenues arising from the commerce of India and Europe.

Could it then be proved that the hundred and twenty ships

which Strabo saw “ at Bereníkè, actually reached India by a

coasting voyage before the monsoon was discovered, we can see

a reciprocity of interests, which might very easily induce

Pandſon to send an embassy to Augustus. Another Indian

embassy is said, by Strabo, to have been sent to the same em

peror by Pórus; and this Pórus is supposed, in Indian history,

to be the sovereign of Agimere—the Rana, or principal of the

Rajpout “rajahs. Now, were it possible to connect his in

terests with those of Guzerat, we might prove, that the trade

carried on at Barugăza and Nelkunda was of such importance,

as to make an intercourse necessary between these two Indian

potentates and the emperor of Rome. If an Indian history

of these early times should ever be obtained that possessed

a degree of consistence or probability, some light might be

thrown on this subject; at present it is mere conjecture and

speculation. * *

I cannot quit the contemplation of this catalogue, however,

without adverting to the last article on the list, which is the

tortoise-shell procured from the Golden Isles, and the isles that

lie off the coast of Limúrikè. The first, if not the Maldives,

are Khruse; but the latter are the Lackdives: both are still

famous for producing the best tortoise-shell, and particularly

the black sort”, the finest in the world, which is found only.

here, or at the Philippines, and obtains an higher price than

any that is procured elsewhere. But if the Maldives are

* Strabo, lib. xv. p. 686. - * Harris, vol. i. p. 716. Purchas, vol. iii.

* Rennell's Mem, last ed., p. 230. 1666.
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dubious, the Lackdives do actually lie off the coast of Canara

or Limúrikè ; for though the bulk of them is to the southward,

the * northernmost of the group is nearly in the latitude of

Mangaloor; and the market where the tortoise-shell was pro

cured, was Nelkunda. This one circumstance might have con

vinced d’Anville, if he had attended to it, that Limúrikè must

be Canara, and could not correspond with Concan ; for there

are no islands on that coast, where any quantity of tortoise-shell

could be obtained, sufficient to be considered as an article of

general commerce.

This extent and value of the cargoes at Nelkunda, either

carried out or brought home, is of greater amount than we have

found at any other port, and more circumstantial than at any

other except Barugăza. This appears correspondent to the

course of the trade at present, but still more to the early com

merce of the English, when their original factories were at

Surat and Tellicheri. At Surat they obtained muslins, chintz,

and cottons; and at Tellicheri, pepper and cardamums: for

though the Portuguese multiplied their forts and settlements,

the different productions of the north and south, on this western

coast of the peninsula, were obtainable with sufficient facility

at these two points. In conformity with this system we find,

that throughout the whole, which the Periplôs mentions o

India, we have a catalogue of the imports and exports only at

the two ports of Barugăza “and Nelkunda”, and there seems

* See Rennell's corrected Map, and d’An- last century: it was, during the whole of that

ville’s. period, chiefly in the hands of the Moors, i. e.

* That is, Guzerat and Malabar Proper. Arabs.

See the As. An. Reg. 1803. Miscel. p. 86. * The East India Company at present

The commerce on the western side of India purchase 8ooo candies of pepper, 680 lb. per

centered at Surat north, and at Calicut south, candy, at 130 or 140 rupees per candy. As,

from the time that the Portuguese came to An. Reg. 1803. Miscel. 91. 140,000l.

India to within a few years at the close of the
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to be a distinction fixed between the articles appropriate to

each. Fine muslins, and ordinary cottons, are the principal

commodities of the first ; tortoise-shell, pearls, precious stones,

silks, and above all, pepper”, seem to have been procurable

only at the latter. This pepper is said to be brought to this

port from Cottonara, generally supposed to be the province of

Canara", in the neighbourhood of Nelkunda, and famous” to

this hour for producing the best pepper” in the world, except

that of Sumatra.

The pre-eminence of these two ports will account for the little

which is said of the others by the author, and why he has left

us so few characters by which we may distinguish one from an

other, so as to assign them proper positions on the coast.

They seem to have been little visited for the purposes of com

merce; and if they were touched at only from necessity, the

stay there was short, and the observations transient; but the

distinction of the provinces is clear, and if it has been found

possible to give these from the testimony of our author, with so

* The long pepper mentioned at Barugăza

is an ordinary and inferior spice, more hot and

pungent, with less flavour.

* Eli, Deli, or d’Illi, was the port fre

quented by the Chinese for pepper in M.

Polo’s time. Lib. iii. c. 26.

* In the Sunda Rajah's country, adjoin

ing to Canara, is the best pepper in India.

Capt. Hamilton's Acc. of E. India, vol. iii.

p. 260. and Fryar, p. 163. Chiefly sold in

land, but brought to Europe by the name of

Carwar pepper.

* Al Edrissi mentions pepper as growing

only in Culam-meli (an island below Subara),

and at Candaria, and Gerabtan. What Gerab

tan is, I know not; but Candaria may mean the

VOL. L. ſ.

kingdom of Canara, p. 61 ; because he says

afterwards, it is near the mouth of a river in

Manibar—Malabar, p. 65; but it is not pre

cise. Al Edrissi derives this from the Arabs

of Renaudot, p. 9, p. 16, where it is written

Kaucam-mali, and Kamkam ; the same as

Kemkem, or Concam and Kaucam-mali is

therefore Concan of Mala-bar, adopting Ma

labar for the whole coast, as is still in usage.

But if Al Edrissi has not copied from others,

Culam-mali is Coulan of Malabar; and Coulam

is still a port of Travancore, where pepper is

obtained. His styling this an island, is con

sistent with the usage of Arabian writers.-

M. Polo mentions Coulam, or Covălata, with

the same pre-eminence. Seeiafra.

3 O
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much precision as to prevent future deception, we shall not

hereafter see the same-place assigned to Guzerat by one author,

and to Malabar by another; one of whom must be in an error

of seven hundred miles. In limiting the provinces, and mark

ing a few of the principal marts, all has been done that could

be expected by those who are acquainted with the work; and

if conjecture has never been resorted to, but where proof was

unattainable, blame ought not to attach, because the discus

sion of impossibilities has been declined. I have said that it

was dubious whether the author himself had ever been farther

than Barugăza; but so many corroborating circumstances have

, come out in tracing the account of Nelkunda, that I would

now rather ſix the limit of his voyage at this port. Farther than

Ceylon he certainly was not ; and whether the fleets from Egypt

ever reached that island previous to the embassy from the king

of that country to Claudius, is highly problematical., Indi

viduals possibly might have been there upon an adventure, but

the amplifications of Pliny and Ptolemy manifestly bespeak an

ignorance of the truth in their age ; and if the voyage was not

regularly performed, the knowledge of individuals was either

not reported, or not believed.
w

XI. HIPPA LU S A N D. T II E MONSOON.

. There is an additional reason for believing that the regular

course of trade terminated at Nelkunda, which is, the intro

duction of the discovery of the monsoon “ by Hippalus at this

* See Hackluyt, ii. 280. See M. Gentil monsoons on the coast of the Carnatic, at

also, tom, i. who has a journal of the two Pondicheri.
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place. And for this place I have reserved the discussion of

that subject, because, though I shall continue my inquiries as

far as Ceylon, I am persuaded that the author of the Periplôs

went no farther than this port.

The history of this I shall give as nearly as possible in the

words of the author:

«

< *

<<

44

& 4

&4

«

& 4

“The whole navigation, such as it has been described from

Aden “ and Kane [to the ports of India], was performed

formerly in small vessels, by adhering to the shore, and fol

lowing the indentures of the coast; but Hippalus was the

pilot who first discovered the direct course across the ocean,

by observing the position of the ports, and the general ap

pearance” of the sea; for at the season when the annual

winds, peculiar to our climate”, settle in the north, and

blow for a continuance upon our coast from the Mediter

ranean; in the Indian Ocean the wind is constantly to the

&g

south-west; and this wind has in those seas obtained the

* -

* Arabia Felix.

* 2xº~.

* At 3 ×al rorº; in 73 oxixº ºvačrta, tº

zarº wate), 13, ret' ºpi, Erneſsy, is tº Iºlº II*-

A&yū Aićávoro; ?&witz.

Some doubt will remain whether this pas

sage is accurately rendered; for the antecedent

to 24, 3 is not clear; and the term 'Qxtays may

be thought improperly applied to the Medi

terranean; but it seems used in opposition to

II.x4yº, and by being joined with the Etesians

that blow [rz: ºl in our country, all am

biguity is removed. I will not vouch for the

Greek of our author, in the usage of ºxiºs,

because I think his language frequently in

correct, or his text corrupt ; but the general

sense of the passage is sufficiently clear. The

Etesian winds blow during the summer months.

in Egypt; and the south-westerly monsoon,

in the Indian Ocean, is in its full vigour dur

ing June, July, August, and September. If

then we suppose the author to be a native, or

a resident at Alexandria, the Etesians rat'

**, represent the effect of them where we

live, and Torikº; ºvačrrºw, the blowing of the

winds which we locally experience. I render

&q’ & from the time or season, common both

to the Etesians and Monsoons; and I do not

join ºzºvitz, to ºrgorovnux{toSai, with Salmasius,

though I suppose that a connecting particle is

wanting. See Plin. Exercit. 1186. ". . .

- -

• * *

- 3 O 2
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“ name of Hippalus, from the pilot who first attempted the pas

“sage by means of it to the East, - -

“From the period of that discovery to the present time,

“ vessels bound to India take their departure, either from Kane

“ on the Arabian, or from Cape Arômata [Gardeſan] on the

“ African side. I'rom these points they stretch out into the

“open sea at once, leaving all the windings of the gulphs and

“ bays at a distance, and make directly for their several des

“ tinations on the coast of India. Those “that are intended

w for Limárike waiting” some time before they sail; but those

“ that are destined for Barugăza or Scindi, seldom more than

“ three days.”

This account naturally excites a curiosity in the mind to in

quire, how it should happen, that the Monsoons should have

been noticed by Nearchus, and that from the time of his

voyage, for three hundred years, no one should have attempted

a direct course, till Hippalus ventured to commit himself to

the ocean. It has been sufficiently proved, that a communi

cation was open between India and Arabia previous to the age

of Alexander ; and it is impossible to conceive, that those who

lived either in India or Arabia, should not have observed the

“ Kai º Aozè, wºr:#;2, 7:3; tºo, *::pº, ix

#: zººx; tºo, 3.2 tº $3%, 7%; ra;27&#7 tº:

Tºwnhº; ºtws.

. The general sense of this passage is clear;

for $4 wºol, and it tº gº, are used by this

author to express sailing in the open sea ; but

how to understand 33 tº #29; yº; is dubious.

—Hudson rendera it, ex regione excelsi per

terram externam supradictos sinus præterve

huntur ; where per terram externam is quite as

unintelligible as 2.3 tº #20, Yºs, and ex regione

excelli certainly does not express the meaning

of the author.

* Texxxxfºrts, if it be not a corruption,

has no sense in the lexicons which can apply

to this passage. The meaning by the con

text is plain ; but how to elicite it from this

word, I know not. Hudson has very wisely

omitted it.

A learned friend renders Tºxx-xùort;, with

their head, to the ſea ; ready to sail, but not

sailing. -
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regular change of seasons and of winds, which recurred every

year, and of which, if they were mariners, they could not fail

to have taken advantage, every voyage they performed. It is

likewise certain, that vessels frequenting either coast would ac

cidentally be caught by either monsoon, and driven across the

open sea to the opposite shore, if they happened to be a few

days too early, or too late, in the season, for the voyage in

which they were engaged. That this had happened, and that

there was a direct passage by the monsoons in use between the

opposite continents before the Greeks adopted it, has already

been noticed from the Periplôs, and fully proved. But in

almost all discoveries, the previous obstacle is minute, and the

removal of it accidental : thus it is, we may suppose, that the

few vessels wbich did find their way to India from the ports of

Egypt by adhering to the coast, from the beginning, sailed

with the monsoon, both outward and homeward bound; but

still followed the track which had been pointed out by Near

chus; and it was necessary for an Hippalus to arise, before it

should be known, that the winds were as regular and deter

minate in the open sea, as upon the coast. The Periplas

assigns the merit of the discovery to the observation of Hippalus.

himself; but there is nothing unreasonable in supposing, that

if he frequented these seas as a pilot or a merchant, he had met

with Indian or Arabian traders, who made their voyages in a

more compendious manner than the Greeks; and that he col

lected information from them, which he had both the prudence

and courage to adopt. Columbus owed much to his own.

nautical experience and fortitude; but he was not without obli

gations to the Portuguese also, who had been resolving the great

7
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problems in the art of navigation, for almost a century previous

to his expedition. .

But the discovery of the monsoon once made, could never

afterwards be neglected; and the use made of it by the fleets

from Egypt is fully detailed, and much in the same manner by

Pliny and the Periplus. The course of the trade from Alex

andria to Berenike, and the progress of the voyage from Bere

níkè to Okélis and Kane, have already been sufficiently de

scribed”; but there are some farther circumstances connected

with this, which cannot be suppressed without prejudice to the

object in view. For Okélis is mentioned by both authors” as .

the better port to remain at ; which is evidently consistent, be

cause it is sheltered from the adverse” monsoon; and the pas

sage of thirty days to Okélis, and forty to the coast of India,

is a proportion so striking, that it could be derived from no

other source but evidence of the most authentic nature. For

the first distance is only about four hundred and eighty miles,

and the second near nineteen hundred, and yet that there

should be only ten days difference in the longer part of the

voyage, is peculiarly appropriate to the two different seas in

which the navigation was to be performed. The vessels des

tined for India left Bereníkè about the middle of July, or

earlier, if they were to go farther than Barugéza. The passage

down the gulph was tedious ; for though the wind was favour

25° See Kane, supra. made him remove the trade about 15 leagues

* Plin. lib. vi. c. 23. within its mouth, to a fishing-town called

* The Immaum finding Aden to lie in- Mocha. Capt. Hamilton's Acc. of the East

convenient for the trade of the Red Sea, be. Indies, vol. i. p. 19. That is, it is safer ridin

cause of the fresh winds usually blowing at its within the straits than without. g

mouth in both easterly and westerly monsoons, - . .
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able, the shoals, islands, and rocks, in their course, required

caution, and compelled them to anchor every night; but when

the straits were passed, and a vessel was once within the in

fluence of the monsoon, she had nothing to impede her course

from Bab-el-mandeb to Guzerat ; consequently, forty days

allotted to her passage is neither disproportionate to her course

down the Red Sea, nor too short” a space for performing a

voyage of nineteen hundred miles to India, notwithstanding the

same run at present seldom exceeds fifteen. It seems at first

sight a contradiction, that vessels which were to have the

longer voyage to Malabar, should remain longer at Okélis than

those which were destined only for Scindi or Guzerat; but

this likewise depends upon a circumstance peculiar to the

monsoon upon the coast of India, which appears never to have

been noticed by those who have undertaken to comment on the

Periplôs. -

It is sufficiently known, that the commencement and ter

mination of the two different monsoons are subject to consider

able fluctuation ; so that though we say these winds are alter

hate, six months each way, we ought to subtract one month

from the beginning and ending of each, which are not only

fluctuating, but tempestuous. If then we examine the south

westerly or summer monsoon” in this respect, and consider

* Nineteen hundred miles in forty days,

gives rather more than forty-seven miles a day;

but the day’s sail of an ancient vessel was 5oo

stadia, or fifty miles; and the course of a

vz$#1stoy double ; so that they must in this

passage have sailed with great caution. But

the Arabs, in the ninth century, employed

thirty days from Maskat; whence we may

conclude, they had not much improved upon

the Greeks. See the Arabs of Renaudot.—

This run should properly be taken at Gar

defan. *

* The whole of this is from the Oriental

Navigator, p. 211, º º
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May as the month in which it commences, it is not finally

settled till the beginning of June, a little earlier or later, ac

cording to the full or change of the moon “; and still it is to be

observed, that during June and July “the weather is so bad,

“ that navigation is in some degree impracticable.” In August

it is more moderate, and in September the weather is still

fairer; and though there may be an apprehension of storms,

“you have often fair weather for several days together,” which

continues, though liable to the same interruptions, till the

middle of October.

This is the peculiar circumstance appropriate to the naviga

tion of the ancients; for if we suppose a vessel to leave Bereníkò

on the 10th of July, and to arrive at Okélis the 9th of August;

after continuing there a week, ten days, or a fortnight, she will

reach Muziris or Nelkunda, at latest, on the 1st of October;

that is, at the very time when she has reason to expect the best

weather of the season.

There is another singularity applicable to those vessels which

are destined for Scindi and Barugăza, and which stay only

three days at Okélis or Cape Gardefan; that is, that the south

west monsoon sets in “earlier to the northward of Surat,” than

on the coast to the southward. Whether this circumstance is

gonnected with their voyage, we have no data to determine;

but if the monsoon commences here earlier, it is consequently

settled earlier than in Malabar.

After thus conducting our fleet to the shores of India, it re

mains next to consider their voyage homeward-bound. And

“The first new moon in September is called commencement of the N.E. monsoon. C.

St. Anthony's Moon, and considered as the Hamilton, vol. i. p. 255.
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here we are informed by Pliny “, that they continued on the

coast from the latter end of September, or beginning of Oc

tober, to the early part of Tybi, or December. This allows

two months, at least, for the disposal of their cargo, and taking

in their lading in exchange. But the latest time of leaving the

coast is within the first six days of Machiris ; that is, before the

ides of January, or the 13th of that month. Now it is very

remarkable, that the original order for the fleets of Portugal

was subject to the same regulation; for if they did not sail

before the 8th * of December, they were detained till the first

week of the succeeding month. The reason for this, though

not mentioned, is doubtless the change of the moon in both

instances, at which time there are usually some stronger gales;

and in this we have one more evidénce of the same operations

of nature producing the same effects in all ages.

Pliny styles the south-west monsoon, Favonius (which the

Periplôs calls Libo-Notus), and the north-east, Vulturnus;

about which there is much learned disquisition in Salmasius.

But we are now too well acquainted with these seas, to have a

doubt remaining on the winds that were intended ; and we con

clude, that as the same causes have operated in all ages, they

blew two thousand years ago as they blow at the present day.

Not that they are fixed to a single point of the compass, but

that north-east and south-west are their general direction. It

is added by Pliny, that upon reaching the Red Sea, they found

a south or south-west wind, which conveyed them to Bereníkè,

and enabled them to conclude their voyage in less than the

compass of a year. This, likewise, is consistent with ex

* Lib. vi. c. 23. who likewise mentions their arrival in Sep

* Caesar Frederick in Purchas, iii. p. 1708. tember. -

WOL. II. 3 P
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perience; for the winds in the Gulph of Arabia are almost

constantly north and north-west, except for fifty days, when

they are called the Gumseen “winds, which prevail from the

middle of March ; during that period coming regularly from

the south. If therefore we suppose a vessel to leave the coast

of India between the 8th and 13th of January, forty days em

ployed upon her return would bring her to Kane, Aden, or

Gardefan, towards the end of February. At any of these ports

she might wait, so as to be prepared to take advantage of the

Gumseen wind in the middle of March ; and when she was

once within the straits, this wind would serve her for fifty days

to convey her to Bereníkè, to Myos Hormus, or even to Ar

sinoë, the representative of the modern Suez. Thus, by em

bracing the opportunities which the regular seasons in the dif

ferent seas afford, the whole voyage outward and homeward

bound would be performed with a wind constantly in her

favour. -

The next point to be considered is, the departure of this fleet

from Okélis, Kanè, or Cape Arômata. The two last are more

particularly intimated by the Periplôs; and Suágros, or Far

taque, by Pliny “. In this the merchant is most probably the

more correct of the two; for, as we may conclude that he per

formed the voyage himself, so is Arômata, or Cape Gardeſan,

the point that divides the limit of the monsoon on the coast of

Africa: for, on the authority of Beaulieu, we learn, that he

passed from winter, storm, and tempest, to calm and summer,

in an instant, on doubling this promontory. Here then was

* Written Khāmsin. 2. gros to Pátala; which is not very distant from

* Pliny says, it was 1333 miles from Sua- truth, for it is in a right line near 12co miles.
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the point where their course was open before them, from one

continent to the other ; and when they were once at sea, there

was nothing to change the direction of the wind till they reached

the shores of India. On their return from India, they ran

down their longitude first to the coast of Africa, tending to an

object of magnitude which they could not miss or overrun;

and then made good their latitude by coming up northward to

the coast of Barbaria and the Red Sea. In effecting this we

may conclude, that they directed their course, as nearly as

they could calculate, to Arômata; but Ptolemy informs us,

they so.netimes got to the southward of it, and were carried

much lower down than they wished ; and sometimes we know

that they came intentionally to Rhapta, Op.6ne, and other

marts on the coast of Africa, and proceeded afterwards to

Arabia, or the Red Sea, according to their destination, interest,

or convenience.

The commerce of the Arabians has arrested our attention

throughout the whole progress of our inquiry, from the first

mention of their imports in scripture, to the accounts of the

present day. Their connections with the countries in their

neighbourhood is equally obvious : in Syria, Palestine, Egypt,

Persis, Mesopotamia, and on the Tigris, we find them, noticed

by Pliny”; in India, by Agathárchides, and almost every

subsequent geographer; in Africa, they are spread at this day

from the Red Sea across the whole continent to Senegal; and

in the Eastern Ocean they are found upon every coast, and

almost upon every island. But general as the extension of

f

* Lib. xii. 17.

3 P 2
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*

their name and nation may have been, when we refer to their

own accounts, nothing is more obscure “’—nothing less satis

factory. The information to be collected from the little tract

of the Periplôs is a picture of geography, in comparison of the

two Arabian narratives published by Renaudot, of Ebn Haukal,

or Al Edrissi; besides all the fabulous and the marvellous

which we have to remove. Still there are some particulars in

these authors already noticed, which are worthy of attention ;

and something in the Arabians of Renaudot peculiarly con

nected with the object of our inquiry; for the general fact, that

the Indian commerce had settled at Siraf in the ninth century,

is a revolution of importance. -

Siraf" is upon the same coast in the Gulph of Persia as the

modern Gomroon, and held the same rank at that time as Keish

in the thirteenth century, and Ormus of a later date. The

merchants of Siraf, in that age, evidently performed the voyage

to China, and Chinese ships are mentioned at Siraf; but a

closer examination has induced me to believe” that they were

not Chinese, but vessels employed by the Siraf merchants in

the trade to China. The trade from this port, however it ex

tended farther to the east, certainly met the Chinese fleets on

* They are obscure, not only from the

want of longitude, latitude, and the direction

of the coasts, but likewise from their adopting

names that are neither native or classical, but

terms of their own language and usage.

* It is written Shiraff, Sharraf, and, by

M'Cluer, Charrack, pronounced Sharrack.

* In the port of London, a China ship is a

ship destined for China; and in this sense, per

haps, the Arab says, that most of the Chinese

ships take in their cargo at Siraſ. He describes

their passage down the gulph to Mascat ; and .

upon mentioning the straits at Mussendon, he

adds, “ after we are clear of these rocks, wr

“ steer for Oman and Maskat.” I conclude

from this, that the narrator actually sailed him

self on board a Siraf ship for China, and in that

sense called it a Chinese ship. P. 8. Eng. ed.

I do not, however, think this proof so con

clusive, as utterly to deny the navigation of

the Chinese west of Malabar.
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the coast of Malabar; for there it is mentioned, that the

Chinese paid a duty of a thousand * drams, while other vessels

paid no more than from one dinar to ten.

But the ships that sailed from Siraf went first to Mascat in

Arabia, for the same reason that the fleets from Egypt took

their departure from Kane and Arômata ; that is, because

they obtained the monsoon the moment they were under sail.

The Arab has fortunately preserved this circumstance; for he

says, “ from Mascat to Kaucammali is a month’s “ sail, with

“ the wind aft.” Here then we have an evidence of the mon

soon, and of the passage direct from one coast to the other, in

harmony with the Periplôs: we have a passage of thirty days

from Maskat, proportionate to the forty days from Gardeſan;

and whatever Kaucam may be, we find in Mali a reference to

Male and Malabar, in which we cannot be mistaken. Al

Edrissi, who copies this passage from the Arabs, writes the

name * Kulam-meli; so that between the two authorities we

may possibly discover Kulam on the coast of Malabar; and on

that coast, in the kingdom of Travancore, there is still the port

of Coulan”, about eighty miles below Cochin ; and another

* Two Arabs. P. 9. Eng. ed. The sum

is too small to be credible ; Io,coodinars are

equal to 11, 17 s. 6d. De Sacy, p. 332.

According to Niebuhr, Arabie, Amsterd. ed.

p. 87, a dirrhem is the fifth part of a rupee,

and a dinar is = 10 dirrhems.

* The Arabs had not much improved upon

the Greeks in the art of Navigation.

* The difference of Kaucam and Kulam

may be reconciled by supposing the translators

misled by the want of the diacritical points;

a difficulty which occurs to all translators in

rendering proper names. Compare the Ara

-

bian Journal, p. 9, with Al Edrissi, p. 61. and

p. 37. where Culam-meli is characterized as

the Island (that is, the country) which pro

duces pepper. Half the islands of the Ara

Jhian geographers are upon the continent.—

Compare it also with Abilfeda, who calls it

Caulam, the last port of India, where pepper

is procured." Lat. 8. Melch. Thevenot, vol. i.

p. 22. -

* I am convinced by Cesar Frederick that

it is the first Coulan, previous to C. Comorin.

See Hackluyt, ii. 224. 72 miles from Cochin.

Al Coulam est ultima regio Orientis quae
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Coulam ”, or Coualam, to the eastward of Cape Comorin.

Either of these may be the port intended by the Arabian

Journal, as it informs us, that “after watering here, you begin

“ to enter the sea of Harkand,” that is, the ocean to the south

of Comorin: and in another passage it is added, that “Kaucam

“ is almost upon the skirts of the sea of Harkand.”

I am not certain that I can follow myrauthor farther; but if

I understand him right, it is sufficiently evident, that though

they sailed by the monsoon to Cape Comorin, they did not

cross the Bay of Bengal by the same wind; but after rounding

Ceylon, or passing the straits of Manar, they stood on by Laja

balus * and Calabar (which is the coast of Coromandel), and

Betuma (the same as Beit Thuma), St. Thomè or Meliapoor.

This route appears circuitous at first sight, and very strange

that they should cross the Bay of Bengal to the Nicobar

Islands, in order to reach the coast of Coromandel; but it is

the route * at this day in the north-east monsoon.

piper profert, solvitur exista ad Aden [Ha

den]. Abilfeda apud Melch. Thevenot,

tom. ii. p. 22.

* This other Coulam, or Covelam, beyond

Cape Comorin, is in the country of Tinevelli;

but Paolino says, the first Coulan ought to be

written Collam. P. 75.-The trade continued

at Coulam, east of Cape Comorin, in Marco

Polo's time. See lib. iii, c. 25.

* It is written Najabalus also, which d’An

ville reads Nachabal for Nichobar. Cala-bar

is Coromandel, in contrast to Malabar, com

mencing possibly at Calymere. Bet Thuma

is the house or church of St. Thomas at Me

liapoor, near Madras: Kadrange and Senef,

I cannot discover; but Senef I suppose to be

the Sanf of Al Edrissi, which, he says, is ten

days from Sandifalat; and Kadrange may be

Arracan. Sandiſalat can hardly be anything

else but the Straits of Malacca; but Renaudot

reads it Sandar-Pulo, and converts it into

Pulo-Condor, which seems fanciful. It might

be a subject of inquiry, whether Senef, Sanf,

or Samf, may not be Siam. The sea opposite

the coast of Coromandel is called Mare San

ſicum, which may be the sea of Siam ; but

Siam extends across the peninsula, and the

gulph of Siam Proper is on the eastern side.

Al Edrissi, p. 34.

* See M. Gentil, tom. i. 653. who calls

it the grand route. See also the voyage of

the Gospel Missionaries, Magazine, No. xiii.

who stretched over to Sumatra and the Nico

bars, in order to reach Tranquebar. The

Oriental Navigator and Forrest confirm these

2CCOunts.

7
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From St. Thomè they cross the gulph again to Kadrange,

and by Senef to Sandarfulat, which ought to be the Straits of

Malacca ; and thence to China. There seems to be more

coasting in this voyage than in that of Ptolemy; for he carries

his fleets across from some point in the Carnatic to the Golden

Chersonese, at once. But if his communication terminated

there, the Arabs went farther east than his Sinus Magnus, and

reached Canfu “” in China, which is the modern Canton, where

they traded much under the same restrictions which Europeans

experience at the present hour. After all, they confess that

very few of their ships reached China; that the voyage was

extremely dangerous”, and that water-spouts and tuffons were

continually to be dreaded; added to which, at the date of their

narrative in 867 of our era, the kingdom of China itself was

distracted by internal commotions”, which made it no longer

safe for merchants to venture into the country.

But still it should be remembered, that the Arabians are the

first navigators upon record, except the merchants of Cosmas,

that penetrated to China; that they are antecedent to the

Europeans in this voyage by more than six centuries; and that

they had found their way to the
northern “ frontier of this king

ºn Canfu is the Chamecu of Al Edrissi.

P. 37.

* Between the sea of Harkand and Dela

rowi there are 190o islands (Arabs of Renau

dot), which include the Maldives, Sarandiv,

and Ceylon, in the sea of Harkand. Arabs 2.

Al Edrissi, p. 31. The danger of the voyage

was increased by these, as much as by the

obstacles farther east.
-

* The wars which preceded the dynasty

of Sunga. Arabs, p. 41. remarks, 47.

* Whether actually an Arab or not, I

cannot discover; but the Arab says, he was

acquainted with one, who had seen a ran that

had travelled on foot [by land] from Samar

cand to Canfu [Canton] with a load of Musk;

and had traversed all the cities of China one

after another. This is a proof, at least, that

the communication was open between Samar

kand and China; and as Samarkand, at that

time, was subject to the Moshens, this tra

veller was at least a Mahomedan, if not an

Arab. Renaudot, p. 71.
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dom in the ninth century, while in the sixteenth, the Europeans

were disputing whether Cathai and China were the same. We

have no record of any European “visiting this country by a

northern route before Marco Polo, in the twelfth century; nor

any satisfactory account of an European “ sailing in the sea of

China between the time of that traveller and Nicola di Conti,

in 1420. Barthema's voyage is between 1500 and 1504, im

mediately preceding the arrival of the Portuguese. -

These circumstances will naturally suggest reflections in re

gard to the Arabs of the Desert, and the Arabs on the coast.

The sons of Esau were plunderers by prescription and profes

sion; their hand was against every man, and every man's hand

against them. The family of Jocktan *, in Yemen, Hadra

maut, and Oman, were as naturally commercial; and as they

anticipated the Greeks and Romans in the navigation to India,

and the modern Europeans in the discovery of China, it is no

more than their due to ascribe to them a spirit of commerce,

enterprize, or the thirst of gain, in ages which no history can

reach ; and to conclude, that if the precious commodities of

the East found their way to the Mediterranean, as undoubtedly

they did, the first carriers on the ocean were as undoubtedly

the Arabians. w

Whether we are better able to understand the Greeks, or

whether the Greeks are more intelligent and better informed

than the Arabs, I cannot say : but Cosmas, who was never in

-

* Europeans had reached China, but from * See Friar Odorick, supra.

a different cause. Carpin found a French ** Cedrenus calls them, Interior Arabians.

goldsmith at Cambalu ; but he had been car- Aman and Jektan, p. 422. Yemen and Jock

lied off from Poland by the Tartars, who had tan. Tsvíº Own;itz, * xa, EMIIOPOI.

made an irruption into that country.
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India himself—who was a monk, and not the wisest either of

his profession or his nation, is far more distinct and compre

hensible in the sixth century, than the two Arabs in the ninth,

or Al Edrissi in the twelfth. He gives a very rational account

of the pepper trade in Malabar, and the meeting of the mer

chants from the East with those of Europe, from the Red Sea,

and Gulph of Persia, in Ceylon, which in his age was the

centre of this commerce; and he affords a variety of informa

tion, which the Arabians either did not know, or have not re

corded. But we shall have recourse to him again when we

arrive at Ceylon.

I have more than once noticed the Rajah, who, as Pliny in

forms us, attended the embassy from the king of Ceylon to

Claudius, and who asserted, that his father had visited the

Séres. I once thought that this Rajah went by sea; but upon

a closer inspection of the passage, it is plain that he passed by

land from Bengal across the mountains called Emódi. Still we

have, upon the whole, a proof, that through the intervention

of different nations, a communication was open from the Red

Sea to the country of the Séres. Whether the Séres are Chinese,

has been disputed ; but that they were visited by sea, is true,

if the evidence of Cosmas” is sufficient; and that they were

approachable by land through Tartary on the north, is asserted

likewise by Pliny and Ptolemy. This is a peculiarity that suits

no nation but the Chinese; and if we find this fact recorded

from the time that history commences, it is a strong pre

sumption that the same intercourse took place many ages

* Cosmas calls them Tzinitzae, and Tzimistae. See Dissertation ii. infra.

WOL. II. 3 Q
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antecedent to the accounts which have come down to the pre

sent time. -

Whether the author of the Periplôs himself sailed with the

monsoon, or by the coasts which his narrative takes in succes

'sion, he has not informed us; but if he was in India more than

once, he might have tried both the different routes. His leav

ing this circumstance undetermined, may induce a suspicion

that he was a geographer, rather than a voyager. But the

same circumstance occurs in Capt. Hamilton's Account of the

East Indies: he gives the ports in succession, from the Cape

of Good Hope to China; yet he certainly did not visit them all

in one voyage, but gives us the result of the knowledge he had

acquired in all his different navigations.

For this account of the monsoons, and the effects produced

by them relative to the commerce of the ancients, no apology

is requisite: it is of the very essence of the design proposed

from the commencement of this work, which was intended not

merely as a comment on the Periplôs, but from the oppor

tunities afforded by that journal to investigate the commerce of

the East in all its branches; to trace its progress or situation

in different ages, and to examine its relations, causes, and con

sequences, till the new éra of discovery commenced by the

efforts of the Portuguese, under the auspices of Don Henry,

and the great work was essentially completed by the achieve

ments of Gama and Columbus.

We return now to the narrative of the Journal, which was

interrupted at Bárake, for the purpose of introducing Hippalus

to the acquaintance of the reader, and commences again at

Ela-Bakarè, altered as to its orthography, in which it now

*

- * *
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corresponds with the Beccare of Pliny, and the Bäkare of Pto

lemy. It is now likewise augmented with the addition of Ela;

in which, as has been observed, we recover the Eli of Marco

Polo, and the d'Eli or d’Illi of our charts. In this passage

there is mention of the Ruddy Mountain *, and then an omis

sion in the text, which requires examination before we can pro

ceed. I have lately learnt that d’Illi itself is not red, but that

there are red hills, or land, both to the north and south of it:

the red hill to the south, lying near the sea, is that which we

must prefer for the Ruddy Mountain of the Journal ; and as the

features of nature are indelible, it is much satisfaction to

establish the consistency of the narrative upon ground so well

ascertained. I consider this, therefore, as a point fixed ; but

I ought not to omit, that the Oriental Navigator” notices red

cliffs much lower down, both on the north and south of An

jenga; and as we are approaching very fast to Cape Comorin,

if it should appear preferable to others to assume these for the

Ruddy Mountain, there is confessedly some ground for the
supposition. - a

The omission” in the text may be supplied, by supposing

d’Illi; for Formosa is five leagues from d’Illi,

according to the Oriental Navigator, p. 223,

“When Mount d’Illi bore S.E. by E.

* I have received the following extracts

from Capt. Henry Cornwall's Remarks on the

Coast of India, 1720; the work itself I have

not seen : “ about four leagues, Mount Formosa bore

“ Southward of Mount d’Illi, in fair wea-. “ N.E. # N. three leagues . . . . . Two hills

“ ther, you may see the Dutch settlement of “ were in sight; one to the southward, and

“ Camanoor, which will bear N.E. by N. 4% “ the other northward; the land hereabouts

“ leagues; you bring the flag-staff N.E. by “appearing reddish near the sea-side, especially

“ E. about two miles off shore, and then you “towards sunset.”

“will bring that peak seen over Calicut E. * P. 227.
- - - - > → * 2 * * * w

“ by N. over a reddish hill by the sea-side. * 'Ar' Exxºaxagº, tú Aiyéparrow IIvºy ºzº,

“ Four leagues to the southward of For- ºn was ºxi x&ga ºn . . . . . . . . . . . . • , . x7's n

“ mosa there lies a reddish hill, by the sea

“ side.” This must be a league north of

IIzgºſz Aiyêutyn ºrgès avròy roy ºrov.

We may read, &xxn wagºzi x&ga rik IIsr

3 Q 2.
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that the country of Pandion is intended; and the sentence would

then express, that after leaving Ela-Bäkare, you arrive at the

Red Cliffs, and beyond them the Parália “, or coast of the ter

ritory subject to Pandion, which fronts the south, and where

you find the town of Kolkhi, and the Pearl Fishery. By this

we are to understand, that he means the southern coast beyond

Cape Comorin; and so he afterwards expresses himself; for he

reverts to Comorin, and then proceeds again to Kolkhi and the

fishing-ground.

Ptolemy makes no mention of the kingdom of Pandion pre

vious to Komar; but commences the province of the Aii with

Melénda and Elanki”, and makes it terminate at Comar.

This would embrace the modern Calicut, Cochin, and Travan

core; and in this tract we have still an Aycotta near Cranga

noor, that is, the fortress of Ai’”. In all other respects, the

division of the provinces is nearly the same in Ptolemy and the

Periplós, from Barugăza to Comar; and their want of corre

spondence here, is a circumstance in favour of both ; for the

kingdom of Pandſon is placed by both on the eastern side of

the peninsula, and Módura, his capital, is the present metro

polis of Mádura. If he had a territory on the Malabar * side,

it was by conquest; and Pliny is in harmony with both : when

*

Boyº, confirmed by the following clause:

'Ew xx; Kożuéaſ, tow two toy £agºz IIzvºſovo.

rwo.g. But if by the text we are to under

stand that Elabakare itself is called the Ruddy

Mountain, perhaps there is some further omis

sion or corruption in the text. I wish to con

sider Ela as Mount d’Illa, and Bäkare, or

Ela-Bákarè, as Ram-d’Illi, near the mouth

of the river where the vessels lay; and here

might be the reddish hill one league N. of

d’Illa.

* We should naturally suppose that Paralia

was a Greek term, and literally the coast ; but

Mr. Hamilton informs me, that Paralaya, in

Sanskreet, signifies the remoteſt region ; that is,

the extreme part of the peninsula.

* Nelkunda and Ela.

* 1ſ'Anville, p. 116. Paolino, p. 86.

* The country of Malabar Proper could

raise more than twelve hundred thousand men,

according to Capt. Hamilton, i. 288,
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speaking of his possessions on this side, he says, Módusa, the

capital of Pandion, was at a great distance inland.

-

XII. BA LITA, COMA RE I, KOLKH I, PEAR L FISHERY.

BALITA is the first place mentioned by the Periplôs after

leaving the Ruddy Mountain : it is the Bam-bala” of Ptolemy;

but we have nothing to determine its position, except the men

tion of its having a fine road for shipping, and a village on the

coast. No representative of Calicut appears, and probably it

did not then exist, nor for several centuries afterwards. The

Kolkhi of the ancients has been frequently mistaken for it; but

as Kolkhi is beyond Comorin, and is the seat of the Pearl

Fishery, the supposition is impossible. Calicut” was the grand

centre, for many ages, of all the Eastern and Western com

merce, from its origin in 805” till the arrival of the Portu

guese ; and though its splendour is now eclipsed, it is still a

place of great trade for pepper”, cardamums, sandal-wood,

and other commodities; much frequented by the vessels of

** There is a Tum-bala on this coast still ;

but whether it is ancient or modern I know

not, nor whether its position would be suit

able, if those points could be ascertained.

* We have a Mahomedan account of the

settlement of the Moslems at Calicut, taken

from Ferishta, and published in the India Ann.

Register 1799, p. 148. Miscel. But as Fe

rishta was a Mahomedan himself, so does he

say, he has it from a poetical account ; and

though it preserves the outline of Ceram

Perumal's retirement, and the division of Ma

labar, it still contains much that is problem

atical, and seems a Mahomedan fiction to give

the Moslems a legal settlement in the country.

Subjoined to this account, however, there is a

valuable note, giving an account of the king

dom of Bijnagar—its rise, power, and disso

lution ; and proving, that the influence of the

Ram Rajah extended over Malabar.

* There are two dates, 907 and 805.

D'Anville, Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 114.

* Tellicheri, an English fort and factory,

was established on this coast for the purpose

of procuring these articles, and Angenga.

3
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Europe, and still more by the traders from the Red Sea,

Maskhat, and the Gulph of Persia. These are circumstances

too well known to be insisted on ; and we must proceed to

Comar, no less conspicuous in its situation at the apex of the

peninsula, than in the preservation of its name through so

many ages, and so many revolutions both of commerce and of

empire.

At Komar there was an harbour and a fortress, with a gar

rison: there was likewise some religious establishment, in which

those who dedicated themselves to the worship of the presiding

deity first consecrated themselves by ablutions, and then en

tered into an engagement of celibacy. Women partook of

this institution as well as men; and the legend of the place

reports, that the goddess to whom their services were dedicated,

used formerly to practise the same ablutions monthly at this

consecrated spot.

The name of the place, according to Paolino”, is derived

from Cumari, a virgin deity, the Diana and Hecate of the

Hindoo mythology. The convent”, he adds, still exists, and

the same superstition is practised at a mountain three leagues

inland, where they still preserve the tradition of Cumari's

bathing in the sea. The Sanscreet name, he adds, is Canya

muri, Cape Virgin, but contracted by the natives themselves

*
* -

* Cumari, he informs us, signifies a virgin ;

but Comr is the moon, in Arabic; and Diana

(as Phoebe) is the goddess of the moon, the

sister of Phoebus. Whether Comr has such a

meaning in Sanscreet, or the goddess such an

attribute in Hindoo mythology, may be in

quired.

.” The religious of this sort, he says, are

called Jogi, coenoliter s or Go-suami, lord of

the cow, from their superstition relative to that

animal; or Samana, ineffensive, because they

deprive no creature of life. (These are the

Germanai of Strabo.) They live in convents

under a superior, sleep on the ground on mats

of palm-leaf, and communicate little with theworld. r
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into Comari, or Cumari. He mentions also a small port here,

conformably to the account in the Periplôs; and a church,

founded by St. Xavier, on a mountain close to the sea, which,

report says, is dedicated to the Virgin Mary; but on this head .

the good Carmelite is silent, and I know not whether the report

be true.

Circumstances so correspondent, at the distance of two thou

sand years, could hardly be found in any country except India;

and to the local knowledge of Paolino we are much indebted.

He has reprobated, indeed, all literary men, who presume to

determine questions in their closet relative to countries which,

they have never visited ; but though I and others, who pursue

our studies in retirement, owe him something in return, I shall

revenge myself by no other method, but by citing a beautiful

passage from his work, descriptive of the Parália *, or Coast

of Malabar. Paolino, on his return to Europe, had embarked

in a French frigate called the Calypso; and while he is pur

suing his course between Cochin and Cape Comorin, he bursts

out into a rapturous description of the scenery presented to

his view :

“ Nothing” can be more enchanting to the eye, or delicious

“ to the senses, than is experienced in a voyage near the ex

“ tremity of the peninsula. At three or four leagues from the

“ coast, the country of Malabar appears like a theatre of ver

“dure: here a grove of cocoa-trees, and there a beautiful river

“ pouring its tribute into the ocean, through a valley irrigated

* Paolino is mistaken in supposing Paralia in contradistinction to Paralia Soringorum, the

to be confined to the Pearl Fishery: it ex- Coast of Coromandel.

tends the whole way from Elabákaré to the * P. 371.

Fishery, and is literally the coast of Malabar, -

w
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“ and fertilized by its waters. In one place a group of fishing

“vessels, in another a white church”, peering through the

“ verdure of the groves; while the gentle land-breeze of the

“ morning wafts the fragrance exhaled from the pepper, car

“ damum, betel, and other aromatics, to a great distance from

“ the shore, and perfumes the vessel as she passes with their

“ odours; towards noon succeeds the sea-breeze, of which we

“ took advantage to speed the beautiful Calypso in the pro

“secution of her voyage.”

Our Greek and Arabian conductors have no effusions of ima

gination; but a picture of the country where we are, drawn

upon the spot with the enthusiasm and sensibility of an Italian,

will make ample atonement for the digression. I need not add,

that during the north-easterly monsoon, a voyage on the whole

eoast is effectually a party of pleasure.

We are now to proceed to Kolkhi and the Pearl Fishery, in

regard to which Paolino is much displeased that none of the

geographers have agreed “ in placing Kolkhi at Coléché “.

He will not allow any of us to know the least of the situation

of places which we have never seen, and yet we shall build on

his own premises to subvert his conclusion; for he, in conjunc

* There were many churches in this coun.

try, both of the Mission, and of the Malabar

Christians; but the irruption of Tippoo de

stroyed every Hindoo pagoda, and every Chris

tian church, as far as he penetrated. As.

Res. vii. 379.

To these Christians of St. Thomas, Alfred

sent Sighelm, bp. of Sherbourne, who brought

home many jewels, aromatics, &c. some of

which remained long at Sherbourne.

luit, ii. 5.

I wish we had more authority for this than

-

Hack

the tradition of Sherbourne, for Alfred de

serves every honour which can be added to his

name,

* In Mr. Le Beck’s Account of the Pearl

Fishery it is said, that the best divers are from .

Collish, on the coast of Malabar. I conclude:

that this is Colechè. As. Res. v. 402.

* Questa citta fu sovente confusa con Co

valan, Colias, o Colis, degl’ antichi, de quelli

scritori... che non avevano essaminato il sito

locale delle due citte tra se molto diverso.

P. 74,
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tion with all our charts, places Coléché " previous to Comorin;

and therefore, whether we find a representative for Kolkhi or

not, his assumption must be false; for both Ptolemy and the

Periplôs “place it, not to the westward, but the eastward of

that cape. The Pearl Fishery is not now, nor ever was,

carried on to the westward or northward of Cape Comorin.

The centre of it has always been at Manar, or on the coast in

the neighbourhood; and Manar” is the island of Epiodórus,

where, according to the Periplús, the pearl oysters were

only to be found ; and there is the fishery at the present

hour. From the mention of Epiodórus, we may conclude a

Greek of that name from Egypt was the first of his countrymen

that visited this island; and where would a Greek not have

gone”, if he had heard that pearls were to be obtained 2 The

great request in which they were at Rome and Alexandria,

seems to have marked them out, not indeed as of greater value

than diamonds, but as a more marketable and preferable com

modity for the merchant. -

The power which in different ages has presided over the

Fishery, whether native, Portuguese, Dutch, or English, has

regularly taken its station at Tutacorin: the Fishery itself is

always on the Ceylon side of the Straits, at Chilao”, See

wel”, Condutchey, &c. The number of persons who assemble,

* Capt. Hamilton says, between the middle Still Cape Comorin is to the west of both;

and west point of C. Comorin, i. 333. and the island of Epiodórus removes all doubt.

* Arè 3} +& Kouzgº tºrtºvera x&go, ºxº P. 373. , -

K4xxw, i, 4 xºſpºrts as Twins isºz. . . 3* In Coclum. -

* Le perle mascono vicino a Mannar. Pao- * See Stevens’s Hist. of Persia, p. 402.

lino, 374. But he says likewise, there are He says Chilao signifies a Fishery in the native

two fisheries: one to the westward of Ceylon, language.

in the open sea; and another east of Cape “Mr. Le Beck’s Ace. As. Res. vol. v.

Comorin, separated by the Straits of Manar. p. 396.

WOL. I. I. 3 R
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is from fifty to sixty thousand ; consisting of divers, mariners,

merchants, and tradesmen of every description. The Nayque

of Madura, who was sovereign of the coast, and the representa

tive of Pandíon, had one day's fishery; the Governor of Manar's

wife, when the Portuguese were masters, had another day,

afterwards perverted to the use of Jesuits; and the owner of the

vessel had one draught every fishing-day. After the fishery was

concluded, the fair was kept at Tutacorin. The brokerage and

the duty amounted to four per cent.—paid by the seller. The

vessels were not fewer than four or five hundred, each carrying

from sixty to ninety men, of which one-third were divers. Capt.

Stevens supposes the pearl of Manar to be inferior to that of

Bahrein. - -

This fishery is likewise described by Cesar Frederick, and a

variety “ of authors. IIe informs us, that the divers were

chiefly Christians of Malabar in his time; they are now a mix

ture of that description, of Roman Catholics, and Hindoos ;

but the superstitions practised to preserve the divers from the

sharks, and other dangers of their profession, are all Hindoo.

Several fanatics are well paid for their attendance during the

fishery for that purpose ; and the sharks are as obedient to the

conjuration of a Bramin, as they could be to a Malabar priest:

the charm is not always efficacious ; but the priests of India,

like the priests of Delphi, have a ready salvo for their failure.

Those who wish to inquire farther into the detail, will meet

with a very excellent account in the Asiatic Researches (vol. v.)

by Mr. Le Beck; in which he will find that this fishery, which

* Purchas, vol. iii. p. 1768. By Marco and Betala, as the seat of the fishery. The

Polo, lib. iii, c. 20, who mentions the Bramin ; king had a tenth ; the bramin, a twentieth.
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used to produce 20,000l. to the Portuguese and Dutch”, pro

duced, in the year 1797, . 150,000l. under the management of

the English".

In the age of the Periplôs, none but condemned criminals

were employed in this service ; a practice common to all the

nations of the ancient world, in their mines, in their gallies, in

the construction of their public buildings, and execution of all

their public works. The mines of Potosi are still worked by

slaves, where the same miseries are experienced as Agathár

chides" has depicted in the gold-mines of Egypt; while in

Europe, or at least in England, we never want freemen to

work in our collieries, in our mines of tin, lead, or copper,

whose labour is procured, and whose dangers are compensated,

by the higher price they obtain for the services they are to
perform. ... • *

I ought now, in compliance with the nature of the undertak

ing in which I am engaged, to follow my author to the con

clusion of his work; but as I am persuaded that he never went

farther than Nelkunda himself, and that he has built upon

report in all that is subsequent to that place; so does report

grow so vague after quitting the Pearl Fishery and Ceylon, that

though he mentions several circumstances in common with other

authors, there is so much indeterminate, that I reserve it for a

separate discussion. My reason for asserting this is, that he

3to Capt. Stevens, 'Oră și &Stºrz, &rrz 1. Tºsi, trapºva,

* 3oo,ooo Porto Novo pagodas. (3rst itzès 'yivira.) 8x oxyw, tº roi; x3twº kz;

* Agathárchides had said a great deal zºo.zºtriº (Toºwo; yºut, ºv. P. 27. -

more than his abbreviator has preserved : The multitude of bones still found in these

‘rr;3.x}, gy ºn tº +3.80; ºvatvzºvar, Katz- excavations is incredible, of wretches crushed

Artſ, ixt:2y:3zazz. Apud Hudson, p. 23. by the falling in of the earth, as must naturally

But what remains is sufficient : happen in a loose and crumbling soil.

3 it 2
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*

extends the Coast of Coromandel to the east; that he is - no

longer in particular, but general correspondence only with

Ptolemy; and that he has enlarged Ceylon towards Africa, in

stead of assigning it a position where it actually exists.

Pliny has said something of the passage between Ceylon and

the continent, not very satisfactory indeed, but sufficient to

shew his opinion, that the trade was carried on by this strait.

The Periplôs seems to confirm this idea, and Ptolemy has no

thing to the contrary ; but if the opening in Adam's Bridge,

near Manar”, was no deeper at that day than at present, no ship

of burden” could have passed it. Pliny’s account states, that

throughout the whole of the straits the depth was not more than

six feet; but that there were particular openings”, so deep

that no anchor could reach the ground. He is likewise so de

ceived in the position of the island, as to make the ambassadors

sent to Claudius astonished at seeing the shadows fall to the

north; not reflecting that in their own country, if he had known

its situation, they must have made the same observation an

nually, when the sun was to the south of the equator. These

* Pliny calls either this island, or Ramana

Koil, the Island of the Sun.

Manar, in the Tamui language, signifies

a sandy river; applied here to the shallowness

of the strait. As. Res. v. 395.

The fishery is usually on the Ceylon side;

as at the Seewel Bank, 20 miles west of Ari

poo, Condatchey, &c. Ibid.

Hardouin allows that the Coliacum Pro

montorium is not Comorin, but at the Straits

of Manar.

* A passage in Pliny, omitted in the

printed copies, is, Magnitudo alterna millia

ad foram ; which Vossius inserts and reads,

Magnitudo ad terna millia amphorum. No

ship of this size could now pass the straits.

Hardouin adopts this emendation, lib. vi. 24.

without mention of Vossius.

* The only circumstance I have ever found

to countenance this, is in Baldaeus (Churchill,

iii. 785.), who says, that Teuver, governor

of the country, sold the Portuguese a passage

through the straits of Manar, which he com

mand, by either laying stones, or removing them

from the entrance. This is in 1656: it is pos

sible they are now immoveable, by neglect or

disuse.

The fleet was 15 Portuguese frigates; but

the fact is supposed, though afterwards ar

serted.

4.
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and many other errors of the ancients, induce me to enter more

largely into the account of Ceylon than the nature of my work

requires; and this I shall consider as the termination of my in

quiry, leaving the remainder of the Periplôs for a general dis

cussion, by way of sequel to the whole.

XIII. C.E. YLON.

THE first account of Ceylon was brought to Europe by the

Macedonians, who were with Alexander in the East. Onesſ

critus is recorded as the first author who mentions it, under

the title of Taprébana ; and its variety of names in the East,

as well as Europe, is one of the extraordinary circumstances

that attend it. -

Lanca”, or Langa, - is the true Sanskreet name, according to

Paolino, p. 371. Vossius ad Melam,

lib. iii. 7. Lanca and Lunka signify

the south, Ayeen Achari. And Lanki

alos or Lanka Ilam, the Southern

Isle; but what Ilam signifies I have

not learned.

Ilam, - - - another Sanskreet name, seemingly

joined with Lanca; Lanca-Ilam. Id.

There is a fabulous island in Al

Edissi, Lanchialos, which he says is

ten days sail from Sarandib. Is it not

Sarandib again, with another name P

* Lankoweh. Capt. Mahoney on Ceylon, As. Res, vii. 49.
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Salabham,

Salabha-dipa,

Salabha-dip,
-

Tapróbana”, -

- another Sanskreet name, signifying Sal,

true ; and labham, gain. Paolino.

Sanskreet. The Island of true or real

Profit, from its rich productions of

gems, spices, &c. Paolino.

the first name brought to Europe. Bo

chart makes it jYip-pro Taph Parvan,

Littus aureum, 2 Chron. iii. 6. and

the Ophir of Solomon. But it is from

Tape, an island, and Ravan, a king

of Ceylon, conquered by Ram. Ac

cording to the As. Researches, v.

p. 39. Tapravan, or Tapraban.

of Ptolemy, who says, it is the Tapró

\

Salika, - -

bana of the ancients, afterwards called

Simoondu, but now Sálika or Sálikë ;

the inhabitants, Salie. Salikë is there

fore an adjective like Ariake, Bar

barikè, Limurikè, with yj or vºro;

understood. And the island of Salè

approaches very nearly to Selen
3.18

dive”.

” Supposed by Burrows to be Tapo-bon, lias: they are labourers, manufacturers of

the Wilderness of Prayer. Ayeen Acbari, ii.

p. 320. oct. ed. This is not so probable as

Tap-raban. Mr. Hamilton does not disap

prove of Tap-raban, but adds, that there is

no allusion to such a name of the island in any

Sanskreet writing he has seen.

* There is a particular cast on the island

at this day, called Sale or Challe, and Chal

stuffs, and cinnamon-peelers; and if the anti

quity of their establishment in the island (for

they are not a native tribe) be established, the

name of the people, Salai, and of the island,

Salike, would be naturally derived from them.

As. Res. vol. vii. p. 431. in a highly curious

Treatise on Ceylon, by Capt. Ed. Moor. See

also Baldaeus, who calls them Shalias.
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Seren-dip, - - Sapawrir. Chysococcas in Vossius. A.Cs

Sielen-dip, - y’ is w auroic vºro; 3 xºpo. Voss, ad

Selen-dib. Melam, 257. War. ed. 569. Philo

º storgius.

the Seren-dih, or island Seren, Selen,

of the Arabs; the Sarandib of Al

Edrissi; the Divis”, and Serendivis,

of Ammianus Marcellinus, who is the

first author of the Latins or Greeks

who uses this name. Divis, the Iack

dives or Maldives, or islands in gene

ral. Seledivis, Selen-dive, the island

Selen. Am. Mar. lib. xxii. p. 306.

Palaisimoondu”, - of the Periplôs. Pliny says there was

a river and city of that name, with

250,000 inhabitants; the natives called

Palaeogoni, perhaps from Bali, the

Indian Hercules. Paolino interprets

it Parashrimandala, the kingdom of

Parashri, the youthful Bacchus of the

Hindoo mythology. But it ought.

not to be omitted, that Mr. Hamilton

considers Simoonto as expressing the

utmost boundary or extremity; and

Palisinnoonto, as the limit of the ex

Selen-dive, -

pedition of Bali, the Indian Hercules.

sº Divis is used in the case in which it oc- etymology; and yet the temple in Ceylon,

curs. P. 306. described by Capt. M'Kenzie, As. Res. vol. vi.

* Pulo Simoon. Vossius ad Mel, lib. iii. 7. p. 438. very much resembles the tºmples in

Insula Siamensium, with the Persian addition Siam, Ava, &c.

of Diu Div, an Island. This is a fanciful
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Sindo Candae, - - so Ptolemy calls a town and the natives,

on the west; Galibi and Mudutti, in

º the north ; Anurogrammi, Nagadibii,

Emni, Oani, Tarachi, on the east;

* * Docani, Diorduli, Rhodagani, º, and

- Nagiri [Nayrs], on the south.

Sailatta, - - - the name in usage in Malabar. Paolino.

Singala-dweepa, - is the true Sanskreet name, according

Sinhala-dwiba. Paolino. to Mr. Hamilton ; the island of Sin

gala”; for dwipa, or dweepa, is equi

.# . . . . valent to the diva of the Arabs; hence

Singala-diva became their Selendive

and Serendive ; literally, the island of

the Singalas, the Chingalese, and

Chingulays, of the Europeans; the

wº- Singoos or Hingoos, as the natives

still call themselves. I cannot help

thinking this the most easy and na

tural of all the etymologies that have

occurred ; and I return my best thanks

to Mr. Hamilton for the suggestion.

Cala, - - - the name used by the Arabs of Renau

| dot, p. 61. ; but perhaps Sala”.

If such is the fluctuation in the name of this island, the dif

ferent reports of its size and situation are still more extra

ordinary. -

* Singha, a lion; Singhalais, lion-raced ; Tranate, Hibenaro, Tenarisim, i. e. Tena

from a fable of a king of Ceylon, born of a ceram; but these have been little noticed, and

lion. Capt. Mahoney, As. Res. vii. 48. Tena-ceram is regio deliciarum,

* Other names in Harris, vol. i. 677. are,
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Onesſcritus estimates it at five thousand stadia; but, accord

ing to Strabo, mentions not whether it is in length, breadth, or

circumference. I conclude that he means the latter; because,

at eight stadia to the mile, this amounts to six hundred and

twenty-five miles; which is not very distant from the truth; for

in Rennell's last map -

- w Miles.

The length is - - - - 280

The breadth is - - - - 150

The circumference is - - - 660 **

If therefore we interpret Onesſcritus rightly, he is entitled to

the merit of correctness, as well as discovery ; an honour due

to very few of the ancient geographers in distant regions; but

to make amends, he adds, that it lies twenty days sail from the

continent.

Eratósthenes reduces this distance to only seven days sail,

which is still too much ; for it is not more than thirty-five miles

from Point Pedro to Calymere, and fifty from the point next

Manar to the opposite coast at Ramana Coil, which is the

point where Pliny measures, or about an hundred and seventy

from Cape Comorin to Manar. But then Eratósthenes adds,

that it extends eight” thousand stadia towards Africa; that is,

according as we compute the stadium, either eight hundred, or

a thousand miles, in a direction exactly the reverse of truth.

In this I am forced to confess, that the Periplūs has followed

Eratósthenes, and added to his error; for it is stated in express

terms, that it reaches almost to the coast of Azania *, which

3's From Dondra Head to Tellipelli, 270 * Strabo, p. 72, 5ooo; p. 690, 8000.

miles; from Colombo to Trincole, 16o.— * Kai xiº is tº xar' ºvº; ºr,resozºwºw

Hugh Boyd, in the India Ann. Reg. A’zvía; wºxes.

VOL. II. 3 S
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lies opposite to it in Africa. In some account of this sort exists

the cause of the error in the Arabian geographers; for Al

Edrissi has confounded Cape Comorin, or Comari, with Co

mar”, that is, the island of Madagascar; and in his map he

has actually placed Madagascar to the eastward of Ceylon,

This arises from his extension of the coast of Africa to the East

till it reaches the sea of China, and the necessity he was under

of making Madagascar parallel to the coast of Zanguebar.

It is with concern that I mention these errors, in which the

author of the Periplús is involved, and upon account of which

I am constrained to allow his want of information in every thing

beyond Nelkunda, and to confess that his personal knowledge

did not extend to Ceylon.

Strabo supposes Ceylon not to be less than Britain, and

Josephus” conceives Britain not less than the rest of the

habitable world: these, indeed, are expressions at random ;

but what shall be said of the amplification * of Ptolemy, who

makes its

* It seems to admit of proof, that Al

Edrissi has made two islands out of Ceylon,

instead of one. Saranda, he says, (p. 28.) is

12co miles in circumference ; and Sarandib

(p. 31.) is 80 miles long and 80 miles broad.

And yet that Saranda is Ceylon, as well as

Sarandib, appears manifest, by his placing the

Pearl Fishery there, and making it a great

resort of merchants for spices. He has a dif

ferent mistake about Comar, or Comr; for

Cape Comorin, and Comr the island of Mada

gascar, are confounded. In p. 31. Comr is

- a very long island [or country] the king of

which lives in Malai. This is evidently the

peninsula terminated by Comoria, the king of

which lived in Malabar; and the island Saran

dib lies seven days sail from it, which is the

distance given by the ancients. But p. 34.

we have Comr again, one day’s sail from Da

gutta : now this is Madagascar; for Dagutta

is in Sofala. Perhaps, if we ever obtain a

scientific translation of Al Edrissi, we may

find distinctions to obviate this confusion; for

his translator, Gabriel, knew as little of Ceylon

as of Russia.

” Strabo, p. 130. Camden’s Britannia,

pref. lxxviii. See Pytheas Polyb. iv. 629.

40,000 stadia.

* D'Anville observes, that this amplifica

tion 18 as 14 to I.
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- Miles.

Length - - - - - 1,050

I3readth - - - - - 700

Circumference - - – 2,450

He does not, indeed, extend it towards Africa ; but he carries

the extreme southern point more than two degrees south of the

equator, which in reality is little short of six degrees in northern

latitude. Ilis errors descended much later than could have

been supposed; for Marco Polo" mentions this island as two

thousand four hundred miles in circuit; and adds, that it had

formerly been three thousand six hundred, but part of it had

been swallowed up by tempest and inundation. And even so

late as sixty years before the discovery of Gama, Nicola di

Conti supposes the circumference to be two thousand miles.

Now what is most extraordinary in this is, that both * these

travellers must have seen the island itself, and must have sailed

beyond it, if not round it”.

My purpose in producing these facts is not to expose the

errors of ancient writers on the subject, but to shew how un

certain all information is, when grounded upon report. And

yet, in the midst of this darkness, Ptolemy's information was

such as, in one instance, to confirm the rank which he so de

servedly holds in preference to others; for he gives the names

of places more correctly, and more conformably to modern

intelligence, than appear in any other author, Greek, Latin,

* I am not certain that the amplification * Not Nicolas di Conti, unless upon his

of M. Polo descends from Ptolemy; for he return.

says, this is the size, in the mariners’ maps, of * Cesar Frederick passed both by the

India. Had Ptolemy seen such a map? or Straits of Manar, Hackluyt, ii. p. 225. and

had the Mahomedans introduced the maps of on the outside of Ceylon, id. ii. 227. See

Ptolemy into India 2 also p. 241. * *

3 s 2
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or Arabian. This is a merit peculiar to him, not only here, but

in the remotest and least known regions of the world: it proves

that his inquiries were made at Alexandria of merchants or

mariners, who had actually visited the countries he describes;

but that they had not the means of giving true positions, be

cause they had neither instruments for observation, or the com

pass to mark their course. The North Polar Star was not

visible ; and if they sailed by the Canobus in the southern

hemisphere, as Ptolemy asserts they did, that star is not within

twenty-seven degrees of the Pole, and would give occasion to a

variety of mistakes. Still, under all these disadvantages, it is

something to have procured names that we can recognize ; and

these names at once put an end to the dispute formerly agitated

among the learned, whether the Taprébana of the ancients were

Ceylon or Sumatra. They prove likewise, that some merchants,

or travellers, had reached the capital and interior of the island.

By them the capital was found where Candy now is, and called

Maa-grammum ”, the great city, or metropolis, which was

placed on the river Ganges, still called the Ganga, Gonga, or

Ma-vali-gonga, the great river of Bali”, which flows to Trinco

malee. The Hamallel mountains, among which is the Pike of

Adam, are likewise laid down relatively in their proper posi

tion, and called Malè, the Sanscreet term for mountains; and

above all, Anuro-grammum ” is preserved in Anurod-borro, or

Anurod-gurro, a ruin found by Knox, while he was escaping

to the coast; which, he says, lies ninety miles north-west from

* These facts are collected from Paolino,

Knox, Ribeyro, Major Rennell, and parti

cularly d’Anville. Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 15o.

* Bali occurs so repeatedly in Ceylon, that

here is reason to think that Palaeogoni in Pliny,

is not a Greek compound, but expresses the

descendants, or servants, of Bali.

* Gramma signifies a city, in Sanscreet,

Paolino, p. 25o. Knox, p. 6. Borro, boos,

poor, and goor, have the same meaning,
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Candy, and in a position correspondent with the account of

Ptolemy. He found here three stone bridges; the remains of

a pagoda or temple, such as no modern Ceylonese” could

build; and many pillars, with stone-wharfs on the river Malwat

ouwa ”. Sindocandae is another name expressing the moun

tains of the Hingoos, the name by which the natives call them

selves; and Hingo-dagul is their name for Candy ; for Candi is

a hill or fortress on a mountain ; and Hingo-dagul, the city of

the Hingoos, perverted by corruption into Chingoo-lees”, by

which name they are at present known to the Europeans settled

on the coast".

Bochart has many other names, in which he finds a resem

blance; and those who know the country, by residing in it,

might discover more ; but I have confined myself to such as

arc incontrovertible; and these are sufficient to raise our

astonishment, how a geographer could obtain so much know

ledge of a country, without being able to ascertain its dimen

sions or position. -

Ptolemy has still another particular which is very remarkable;

for as he places the northern point of his Tapróbana, opposite

to a promontory named Kóru, so has he an island Kóru be

tween the two, and a Tala-Córi on Ceylon ; and Kóry, he

tory of Ceylon. He was seized after ship* Knox, pp. 72.80. The natives of Hin

wreck, and detained 25 years a prisoner. Hedestan, the peninsula, or Ceylon, are not de

ficient in skill, art, or power, to execute such

works as are found here, or at Elephanta, or

at Elore. But the Hindoo governments are

not wealthy or powerful enough to support the

expence; and perhaps the impulse of supersti

tion has not energy enough to require it.

** Ouwa, or obha, is water also in Abys

sinian, and eau in French | 1

an For the whole of this, see Knox's His

possessed the language; and though he may

have his errors, is highly worthy of credit as an

author of integrity, principles, and religion.

* D’Anville likewise mentions the wild

country on the south, where elephants are still

found, with other resemblances; but these are

sufficient to prove the fact for which they are:

adduced.
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adds, is the same as Callígicum. This is denied by d'Anville,

who by separating the two capes, makes Kóry, the point of the

continent, at Ramiseram ; and then supposes Kalligicum to be

Kalymere, or Kallamedu. This may be true or not, but it

carries us away from the intention of the author; for Ptolemy

has nothing to correspond with the northern head of Ceylon,

now called Point Pedro *; but he makes his Boréum, or

northern cape, erroneously indeed, opposite to Köry; and his

three Kórys, on the continent, on the intermediate island and

on Ceylon, are in perfect correspondence with circumstances

actually existing. -

The expedition of Ram to Ceylon, and his victory over

Rhavan, or Rhaban, king of that island, is one of the wildest

fables of Ilindoo mythology; but he passed into the island at

the strait, since called, by the Mahomedans”, Adam’s “Bridge.

The whole country round, in consequence of this, preserves the

memorials of his conquest. There is a Ramanad-buram on the

continent close to the bridge; a Rami-ceram, or country of

Ram, the island close to the continent; a Point Rama, on the

continent. The bridge itself, formed by the shoals between

Rami-ceram and Manar, is Rama's Bridge: and in Rami-ceram

is Raman-Koil, the temple of Ram. This Koil or temple is

undoubtedly the origin of Kóru ; and the repetition of it three

times in Ptolemy, is in perfect correspondence with the various

allusions to Ram at the present day. Kóru is likewise written

” Tellipelli is more northerly than Point * The existence of tigers, and other noxious

Pedro ; but, lying out of the course of the animals, in Ceylon, almost proves an aboriginal

voyage, is seldom noticed. communication with the continent by means

* See Lettres Edifiantes, tom, xiii. p. 108. of this bridge. Elephants might have been

& 124. imported, but a cargo of tigers is not probable.
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Kólis” by Diony'sius, and the natives called Köniaki, Koliki,

and Koliaki, by different authors. This fluctuation of ortho

graphy will naturally suggest a connection with the Kolkhi of

Ptolemy and the Periplús, which both of them make the seat

of the Pearl Fishery; and if Sosikoore be Tuta-corin, as d'An

ville supposes, the relation of Kolkhi to that place will lead us

naturally to the vicinity of Ramana-Koil; for Tuta-corin was

the point where the Dutch presided over the fishery while it

was in their hands, and maintains the same privilege now under

the power of the English. But Koil, whether we consider it,

with Ptolemy, as the point of the continent, or seek for it on

the island of Ramiseram ”, is so near, and so intimately con

nected with Manar, the principal seat of the fishery, that there

can be little hesitation in assigning it to the Kolkhi of the an

cients. Whether there be now a town of consequence either on

the continent or the island, I am not informed ; but that Koil,

and Kolis, and Kolkhi, and Kalli-gicum “, are related, I have

no doubt.

The Kolkhi of Ptolemy is on the coast, indeed, previous to

a river called Solén ; and such a river appears in Rennell's Map,

with the name of Sholavanden applied to a town on its bank;

* Paolino supposes Kolis to be Covalam ;

but Diony'sius evidently makes Kölis the same

as Köru : Notin; Tºotago.5, 40%m; . . . Kwaizºos,

pity&any iwi rºzo, ixolo ... Tarºzzº.

* See the account of Ramisur and Manar,

in Capt. Mackenzie’s Narrative, As. Re

searches, vol. vi. p. 425. ; a paper which gives

the best account of the two islands, the straits,

and Adam’s Bridge, that I have yet seen.

There does not appear any town or any build

ings on this island, except those about the

pagoda. The conflux of pilgrims is immense.

Coil, in the Tamul language, signifies a temple.

P. 427,

* For Kalligicum, Salmasius reads Kaxia.

x4. Plin. Ex. p. 11 13. And he adds, Praeter

alia hac re moveor, Kºszºg vel Kwaizzo); ve

terum, esse recentiorum KöAxovs. And yet,

strange he thinks the Kolkhi of the Periplas.

to be Cochin.
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or Solèn” may be the Greek term which signifies a shell-fish,

alluding to the Pearl Fishery in the neighbourhood. If there

fore we adhere to Ptolemy, the issue of this river would give

the position of Kolkhi to a certainty; but the description of

the Periplôs would lead us directly to Koil, on the island Rami

ceram; for it is there said, that the Bay of Argalus succeeds

immediately next to Kolkhi. Now the Argalus of the Periplós

is the Orgalus of Ptolemy, which he places instantly subsequent

to his promontory Koru ; and if we suppose this promontory to

be the extreme point of the continent north of Rami-ceram,

which it is, we obtain the position of the Kolkhi of the Peri

plús, without a doubt. The island Kóru of Ptolemy is placed

at a distance from the main, erroneously, as all his islands are;

but as it is certainly the same as Rami-ceram, and Rami-ceram

is separated from the continent only by a narrow channel, the

island Kóru and the cape Kóru may therefore have been brought

into one. I certainly think that Kóru, Kolis, Kolkhi, and

Koil, are the same ; but I am not so much led by the name, as

by the position assigned to Kolkhi in the Periplós, immediately

preceding the Bay of Argalus.

My own deductions on this question, I must confess, are

contrary to Ptolemy; and his authority has induced d'Anville,

* Solèn, in its original sense, is a pipe or into the sea by two mouths—one on each side

flute, which the oblong muscle may be sup- of Köru. D'Anville, Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 123.

posed to represent, but not the pearl oyster. As. Researches, vol. vi. p. 426. Chanquo,

Perhaps this muscle was found in the river, the native term for the pearl oyster, according

without relation to the fishery. I learn from to Salmasius, is derived from Concha, and re

Capt. Mackenzie, that there is a fishery on ceived from the Greek and Roman traders.

this side of the strait nearest the continent, 1129. But Chanquo is not the pearl oyster,

called Chanque, carried on along a range called according to Baldacus in Churchill, iii. 648.

the Low or Flat Islands. The river, as d’An- May it not be the muscle which bears pearl,

ville has observed, divides inland, and falls so strenuously insisted on by Bruce 2
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Rennell, and Robertson, to assume Kilkhare which is at the

mouth of the river. It is but reasonable to conclude, that the

concurrence of witnesses so eminent will prevail against the

evidence of the Periplas, and any thing that I have to offer in

its favour. Still, however, it is just to state the question fairly,

and leave the determination to those who may chuse to scru

tinize it more precisely. On one point all testimonies agree;

which is, that Kolkhi cannot be Colechè, as Paolino with much

confidence asserts ; for it is impossible that it should be to the

west of Cape Comorin.

From the fishery we may proceed to the island itself; and the

most distinct knowledge we have of Ceylon from the ancients,

is found, in Cosmas Indicopleustes, whose narratives are as

faithful as his philosophy is erroneous. He tells us lionestly,

that he was not at Ceylon himself, but had his account from

Sópatrus, a Greek, whom he met at Adooli, but who died

five-and-thirty years previous to his publication”. This affords

us a date of some importance; for it proves that the trade,

opened by the Romans from Egypt to India direct, continued

upon the same footing from the reign of Claudius and the dis

covery of Hippalus, almost down to the year 500 of our era ;

by which means we come within three hundred and fifty years

of the Arabian Voyage published by Renaudot, and have but

a small interval between the limits of ancient geography and

that of the moderns. -

Sópatrus, as his name testifies, was a Greek; and I have not

yet met with the name of a single Roman engaged in this

* Montfaucon fixes the last date of Cosmas's publication in 535.

WOL. II. 3 T
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trade". Perhaps the jealousy of the emperors, which did not

allow Roman citizens to enter Egypt without permission, had

likewise forbidden them to embark in these fleets. But the in

telligence derived from Sópatrus is so perfectly consistent with

all that has hitherto been adduced, and so correspondent to

the Arabian accounts, which commence only three hundred

and fifty years later, that it carries with it every mark of

veracity that can be required. For Cosmas reports, from the

testimony of Sópatrus :

I. That the Tapróbana of the Greeks is the Sieli-diba of the

Hindoos ; that it lies beyond the Pepper Coast, or Malabar;

and that there is a great number of small islands [the Maldives]

in its neighbourhood, which are supplied with fresh water, and

produce the cocoa-nut in abundance. The cocoa-nut he calls

Argellia; and Argel, or Nargel, I am informed, is the Arabic

name of the cocoa-palm tree. He adds, that it is nine hundred

miles in length and breadth, which he deduces from a native

measure of three hundred gaudia ; by which, if he means cir

cumference, his computation is nearer to the truth than that of the

more ancient writers. But the most remarkable circumstance is,

that the gaudia, written ghadia, is to this day a native measure

of the Ceylonese; it is the same as the naliguai of Tamoul,

equal to three-eighths of a French league, or nearly a mile and

a quarter English. If therefore we consider that his miles are

Roman, 900 Roman miles compared with 660 English, is an

amplification very moderate", compared with the enormity of

other ancient authors. -

* The freedman of Plókamus, who reached he was himself probably a libertus of Claudius.

Ceylon in the reign of Claudius, was not a * The excess is short of 150 miles. See

Roman, and Plókamus is not a Roman name : Lettres Edifiantes, tom. xv. p. 181.

8
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II. He acquaints us next, that there were two kings on the

island: one called the King of the Hyacinth *, that is, the

country above the Ghauts, where the ruby and other precious

stones were found ; and a second king, possessed of the re

mainder, in which were the harbour and the mart, that is, the

low country on the coast, where, in different ages, the Arabians,

the Portuguese, Dutch, and English, have been established.

On the coast also, he says, there were Christians from Persia,

with a regular Christian church, the priests and deacons of

which were ordained in Persia; that is, they were Nestorians,

whose cathólicos resided at Ctésiphon, and afterwards at

Mosul : in fact, they were the same as the Malabar Christians

of St. Thomas, and occupied nearly the whole of the low country

on the coast, while the native sovereigns, above the Ghauts,

were Hindoos. -

III. Another particular we obtain is, that in the age of Sô

patrus, Ceylon was considered as the centre of commerce be

tween China and the Gulph of Persia and the Red Sea. The

Chinese he calls Tzinitzes”; a most remarkable term, express

ing the natives of the Cheen, or Ma-cheen, of the Arabs; that

is, either the peninsula of Malacca, or China itself; most pro

bably the latter, because he mentions the same particulars as

Ptolemy and Pliny assign to the Sères; that they inhabit the

country farthest to the east, and that there is nothing but sea

beyond it.

* The ruby of Ceylon is proverbial. Pao- * Tºrºz.

lino, dedication. Pliny, xxxvii. 41. - *

3 T 2 º
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IV. The commodities obtained from China, or other places

east of Ceylon, or found * there, are, silk” thread, aloes’’,

cloves, and sandal-wood *. These articles are exchanged with

Malè, or the Pepper Coast; or with Kalliana [Tana], which

supplies in return brass, sesamum-wood”, and cottons. Its

commerce likewise extends to the Sindus, where the castor,

musk, and spikenard, are found ; and to the gulph of Persia,

to the coast of Arabia, and to Adooli; while the several com

modities of these countries are again exported from Ceylon to

the East.

W. We are next informed of the several ports of commerce,

commencing from the Indus, in the following order: Sindus,

Orrotha", Kalliana, Sibor, and Malè; and if it might be per

mitted to interpret these Scindi, Surat, Bombay or Tana,

Canara, and Malabar, Cosmas and Sópatrus would be in per

fect correspondence with the Periplôs. In Malè, or Malabar,

he adds, there are five ports where pepper may be procured—

Parti, Mangarooth, Salo-patan", Nalo-patan, and Pooda

patan. Mangarooth is generally supposed to be Mangaloor;

and the three Patans, or towns of Salo, Nalo, and Pooda, are

so evidently Malabar names, that it is highly probable those

355 ºn** "Ora zoº. x.32, itzi. Sºzzº& §2.2. What this article means, I

* Mírzáty, read ºrožzy.

* So Al Edrissi: Aromata vero quae in

ecdem Climate [Ceylon] reperiumtur, sunt

caryophilla, sandalum, can fora, & lignum

aloes, quorum omnium nihil invenitur in aliis

climatibus. P. 38. But without any mention

of cinnamon, though he notices the emerald

and the ruby.

** Tºx, 33,27.

cannot say ; but it is mentioned in the Periplôs

also, and is possibly a corrupt reading in both.

* If we suppose Orrotha related to the

Oopara of the Periplús, it is possibly on the

Tapti, and equivalent to Surat; but there is

a part of Guzerat, near Diu, called Seret.

Orrot and Sorret are nearly allied.

” I find Balo-patan and Pure-patan in

Astley [Green], i. 29. -
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who are conversant in the native language of the coast may still

discover them, however they have been superseded by the more

modern ports of Calicut, Cochin, or Coulan.

VI. After this follow some accounts, not cqually correct or

intelligible ; for we are informed, that Sielidiba is five times

twenty-four hours sail from the continent; and that on the con

tinent is Marallo, producing [pearl] oysters; with Kaber, that

affords the alabandénon “. Kaber alludes probably to the river

Caveri of Tanjour. Morallo I should have supposed to be

Manar ; but if it be upon the continent, it is Marawar. The

five days” sail may be softened, by supposing the departure

from the last port visited in Malabar; but standing as it does,

it is erroneous. *

VII. It is then mentioned, that the king of Ceylon sells

elephants by their height; and an observation, that in-India

elephants are trained for war, while in Africa they are taken

only for their ivory. This is true on the eastern coast; but

the Ptolemies and Hannibal trained the African elephant for

their armies. Another circumstance is noticed, which con

tinues true to this day; which is, that the importation of horses

from Persia pays no duty. Cesar Frederick mentions the same

on the coast of Canara, in his time; and Hyder Alli had his

agents dispersed from the Indus to Arabia, to obtain a constant

33° Vossius reads &xxi.; &y},zów, which seems

unintelligible; but he informs us it means

nutmegs of Banda. We are, however, at pre

sent on the coast of Coromandel.

says, all merces barbaricae are so called, as also

toys and trifles. See the Catalogue.

359 Onesſ.critus - - 20 days.

* - - - Eratósthenes - - - 7

, *

Hoffman

Pliny - - - 4 days.

Cosmas - 5

The real distance, where the island approaches

nearest to the continent, is short of 50 miles;

from Cape Comorin to Columbo, about 180 :

both too short for any of the ancient esti

mates.
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supply for his numerous cavalry. The horse is said not even to

breed on the whole western side of the peninsula; or if by acci

dent a foal is dropped, it is worth nothing.

VIII. The last circumstance I shall notice is, a conference

between the king of Ceylon and Sópatrus, in presence of a

Persian, who had boasted of the power of his sovereign :

“ Well! Roman,” says the king, “what have you to say?"

“Look,” replied Sôpatrus, “at the coins of Rome and Persia:

“ that of the Roman emperor is of gold, well wrought, splendid,

“ and beautiful; while that of Persia is an ordinary silver

“ drachma.” The argument was conclusive ; the Persian was

disgraced, and Sópatrus was placed upon an elephant and

paraded through the city in triumph.
Vain as this circum

stance may appear, two extraordinary particulars attend it ; for

the king's address to Sópatrus is, Room I “, the term still used

in India to express any inhabitant of those countries which once

formed the Roman empire; and the second is, that the Persians

of that day actually had no gold * coin, while the coins of

Tyzantium were the purest and finest in the world.

* Pepsi. If Cosmas had not meant to give

the very word of the Ceylonese, he would

“have written Papas. In India the Turks are

called Roomi, as possessing Constantinople, the

seat of the Roman emperors.

* I cannot help transcribing a passage as

I found it by accident in Mascou's History of

...the Germans:

Monetam quidam argenteam Persarum Rex

arbitratu suo cudere consuevit. Auream vero

neque ipsi, neque alii cuipiam Barbarorum Re

gi, quamvis auri domino, vultu proprio signare

licet. Quippe ejusmodi moneta commercio

vel ipsorum Barbarorum excluditur. Mascou,

vol. ii. p. 98. from Procopius, lib. iii. cap. 33.

See Cosmas also, p. 148.

The exclusion of the Persian coin is the very

circumstance that took place upon this occa

sion ; and it should seem, that as the Greek

coins of Bactria, &c. had been current when

the merchant of the Periplūs was at Barugāza,

the Roman coin had now the preference, as

the Imperial dollars, Venetian tequins, and

Spanish piastres, have had a superiority in

later times. For the purity of the Roman

mint at Constantinople, see Clark on Coins.

I have seen the coins of the second Persian

dynasty in M. de Sacy’s account of them, and
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But in addition to these various particulars, Cosmas has left

also some traces of natural history that do credit to his vera

city; for he describes the cocoa-nut, with its properties; the

pepper plant, the buffalo, the camelopard, the musk animal,

&c.; but the rhinóceros, he says, he only saw at a distance.

The hippopótamus lie never saw, but obtained only some of his

teeth ; and the unicorn he never saw, but as it was represented

in brass in the palace of the king of Abyssinia. I mention these

circumstances to prove the fidelity of the traveller; for truth is

as conspicuous in what he did not, as in what he did see. And

after this extract, selected out of his voluminous work, if no

thing equally precise or satisfactory is to be collected out of the

Arabian writers, or Oriental accounts of any sort, let it not be

deemed prejudice or partiality, if we prefer Greek or Roman

authorities to all that can be found in any other ancient history

whatsoever.

One part of the question has, however, eluded all my in

quiries; which is, that I have not found the mention of cinna

mon, as a native * of Ceylon, in any author whatsoever,

Iambúlus, Pliny, Dioscórides, Ptolemy “, the author of the

Periplôs, and Cosmas, are all equally silent on this head, and

if I recollect rightly, they have the head of

the kings ; but I do not remember whether

they are all silver.

* It is mentioned by Matthioli, and in the

preface to Ribeyro's History of Ceylon (Fr.

ed.) that Strabo notices cinnamon from Cey

lon. I have not found the passage ; but at

p. 63. I find the regio Cinnamomifera and

Taprébana joined under the same parallel,

which perhaps may have led to such a suppo

sition; and again, p. 72, but in the latter

passage we have the produce of Taprobama—

ivory, tortoise-shell, and other articles; and

here I should have expected to find cinnamon,

if the author had noticed it as a native of the

island.

* The language of Ptolemy is precise: he

says rice, honey, ginger, the beryl, the ruby,

gold, silver, and all other metals, elephants.

and tigers, are found in Tapróbana ; but

does not mention cinnamon. P. 179. Tapré

bana.
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all derive their cinnamon and casia either from Arabia, or Mo

syllon, or more especially from the Cinnatuon Country, as they

term it, on the castern coast of Africa. That the ancients ob

tained the best and purest cinnamon, we know from their de

scription of it; and that best sort grows no where but in Ceylon.

That they might be deceived in regard to its origin, while they

went only to Tyre, Sabèa, or the coast of Africa, is natural ;

but that they should not recognize it in Ceylon, when some

merchants went thither in the age of the Periplós, and in all

succeeding ages down to the time of Sópatrus and Cosmas, is

unaccountable. -

No voyagers, travellers, or writers, pretended to have visited

Ceylon personally, except Iambúlus and Sópatrus. I know

not how to excuse even Sôpatrus, who was only once there

casually ; but against Iambúlus, who asserted that he had re

sided in Ceylon seven years, the charge of fiction is almost

direct: no one could have been resident so long, without see

ing cinnamon, the staple of the island; and that if he had seen

it, he should not have recorded it among the other particulars

he detailed, is incredible; for the curiosity of Greece “ and

Fgypt was as much alive to this inquiry, as to any one that

regarded the produce of the East.

Dioscórides * and Galen knew it not. Diony'sius, who lived

under Augustus, preserves the fable of Heródotus, that birds

* Cinnamon seems to have been the first The English had employed Genoese, Ragusan,

spice sought after, or procured, in all Oriental Sicilian, Candian, Venetian, Spanish, and Por

voyages, both ancient and modern. See tuguese ships, as well as their own. See

Hackluyt, ii. 96. The first voyages to the Hackluyt.

Levant from England, in 151 1, 1517, &c. * See Matthioli on Dioscorides, lib. i.

obtained pepper, cinnamon, and other spices. cap. 12, 13. and p. 44, where the casia (our

º
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brought it from uninhabited islands. I do not pretend to have

explored the whole range of antiquity on this subject; but the

first mention of cinnamon, as the produce of Ceylon, that has

occurred to me, is in the Scholiast” of Dionysius on this very

passage. Whether that circumstance will prove the early date

of that knowledge, or the low date of the Scholiast, must be

left for others to determine. Sir William Jones has taken ample

notice of this obscurity, and remarks upon the Cinnamon

Country of the ancients in Africa, the limit of their geography

to the south, that it does not produce a single specimen of this

article in the present age, or in any former age, which can be

ascertained. Bruce, however, maintains, that the finest cin

namon was found in Adel, or about Cape Arômata, and pro

bably transplanted thence to Ceylon; but why should any

merchants carry the plant to Ceylon, which was more distant,

*

cinnamon) is said to come from Arabia, and ºxx tºrris &x”:2-(2, xyzuſuay. Birds brought

the ancient cinnamon, or sprig of the tree, from uninhabited islands the leaves [rolls] of

from Mosyllon. Casia is described by Theo- unadulterated cinnamon. Upon this the Scho

phrastus 370 years prior to Dioscórides; and liast writes . . . &oix4+wy ºwy Żye, Tây rig, Ta

by Heródotus, in some degree. Strabo says, rºw. I conclude from this passage, that

Arabia produces casia, cinnamon, and nard. the Scholia are not by Eustáthius; for the

P. 783. Matthioli adds, p. 46. that Strabo expression here is precise. But Eustáthius

likewise says, cinnamon comes from the south- writes, 2-8 ºrw, ... rā, ºrig, to 'EgyS:Xio, 74xx

ern parts of India ; but I have not yet met

with the passage. Pliny follows Theophrastus.

See also the curious account (p. 45.) that

Galen gives of the cinnamon in possession of

Trajan, Adrian, Antoninus, Commodus, and

Severus; in all which relations not a word is

found respecting its origin from Ceylon : those

who would examine it, as now cultivated in

that island, may consult Thunberg, vol. iv.

I99.
- ** ** - *rr- a

** "Oey,8s; 3’ Tºgºşty &oxºrwy &ro yawy"HX3oy

ºzyo; ; that is, the islands in the Erythréan

Sea, which is general.

It is not unworthy of remark, that these

birds of the poet attend Bacchus at his birth,

in conformity with Heródotus; and their ap

pearance seems likewise to be in Arabia, from

the context. See Dionysii Perieg. lin. 944.

and the Commentary of Eustáthius, p. 267.

ed. Ox. 1697, where the Scholiast is described,

Paraphrasis veteris Scholiasta: ex codice MS.

nunc primum eruta,

vol. II. 3 U

:
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when the confining it to Adel would have saved a year's navi

gation ? Still Bruce is not singular ; for the Periplôs not only

notices cinnamon as a native produce, but asserts it in contra

distinction * to other articles which were in the country only

by importation. Bastard cinnamon is found in Malabar, and

true cinnamon, though of an inferior quality, in Sumatra ; per

haps also in other islands farther to the east; but that the best

growth has been constantly in Ceylon, from all the evidence

before us, is undeniable. º

The spice we now have, which is the kasia of the ancients,

was certainly procured in Africa; and the testimony of the Peri

plós is direct”, that it grew there. I state this with all its

difficulties, which I cannot solve; but as there was a voyage

constantly performed, from Barugóza to Africa, previous to

the Greeks having any knowledge of such an intercourse, the

only possible solution to be imagined is, that the merchants

engaged in this commerce kept the secret to themselves: they

imported it at Barugāza from Ceylon, and exported it to Sabèa,

where it was first found by the traders from Egypt, by Solomon,

and the Tyrians; and in a later age, to the ports of Africa,

where they dealt immediately with the Greeks, without suffering

by the monopoly of the Sabéans. How such a secret could be

kept so long a time, or how the Greeks could be persuaded

that kasia grew in Africa, is, with such lights as we have, in

scrutable; but that it was not the produce of Africa, is suffi

* Peripläs, p. 8. reoxwºº, 3; it; tº pºré- * Peripids, p. 8. Ey ºvº, yewºrx, Kazyſz.

£ow . . . 7& Tºotºutwo yºvitz, 3} +3 in ºvº, Kazaſo, And again, yivira, i, 2vt. Kzzaſz. And both

&c. The opposition of reoxygi, to Yūtra, is verbs appear precise; for the imports from the

evidently designed. East are specified separately.
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ciently proved by the general suffrage of all modern voyagers

and merchants whatsoever.

It is true, however, that the fleets which conveyed it from

Guzerat to the coast of Africa must likewise have brought it to

Arabia; for from Arabia the Tyrians and Greeks of Egypt first

procured it: and when the Greeks afterwards went to Arömata,

Mosullon, and the ports of Adel, it is evident that they found

a cheaper market there than at Aden, Kane, or Moosa ; for

in Sabèa it was a monopoly. That cinnamon came to Máketa

[Moçandon] and the province of Oman, we are assured by

Arrian ; and that it was imported there direct from Guzerat, is

much more probable than that it should be brought by a cir

cuitous course from Africa: and yet it secms very extra

ordinary that this spice should not be noticed among the im

ports or exports of the Gadrosian Omana, which was mani

festly, in the age of the Periplôs, established as a centre of all

the commerce which passed between India on the east, and

Arabia on the west.

One circumstance worthy of remark is still to be considered;

which is, that the merchant of the Periplūs mentions kasia

only, and never cinnamon. Cinnamon, as we have learnt from

Galen, was a present for kings and emperors; but the kasia,

the canna fistula, or pipe cinnamon, which we now have, was

the only article of merchandize in that age, as it still con

tinues. And now that Ceylon is in the hands of the English,

it would be no difficult matter to obtain the tender spray of

the four principal sorts noticed by Thunberg, and compare.

them with the accounts of Theophrastus, Lioscórides, and

Galen. As the species which we have answer to their kasia,

3 U 2
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it is highly probable that the spray would answer to their cin

namon; for that both were from the same plant, or from dif

ferent species of the same, there can be little doubt, as Galen

acquaints us, that in the composition of medicines a double *

portion of kasia answered the same purpose as a single one of

cinnamon; and that both entered into the theriac which he pre

pared for the emperor Severus.

Such is the account that has appeared necessary to be stated

relative to the ancient situation of this celebrated island. The

modern history of it may be obtained from Baldeus, Valentine,

knox, Ribeyro, Harris, Hugh Boyd ", Le Beck; Captains

Mahoney, Colin M*Kensie, and Percival. And I cannot

conclude my commentary on the Periplūs without pleasure

from the reflection, that the valuable commerce of this island

is now in the possession of Britain; or without expressing a

most anxious wish, that the country deemed a terrestrial

Paradise” by the Oriental writers—the repository of cinna

mon, cloves, betel, camphor, gold, silver, pearls, rubies, and

* Matthioli, p. 47.

* Mahony’s, Le Beck's, and M'Kenzie's

Narratives, are in the Asiatick Researches,

vol. vi. p. 425. vol. v. p. 393. and vol. vii.

p. 32. ; H. Boyd's, in the Ind. An. Register,

1799: they are all valuable, and worth con

sulting. -

* “ The country, in which we now are,

“ has amply repaid us for all our troubles: it

“ is undoubtedly one of the finest countries in

“ the world, and well deserves the name of

• Paradise.—Mountains cultivated to their

‘ summits, and interspersed with rivulets,

‘ villages, and cattle, and with well-trodden

6

“ foot-paths crossing them in all directions;

“fruitful vallies, with groves of areka, jack,

“ cocoa-nut, limes, oranges, plantain, and

“ pample nose trees; fine villages, and fields

“ of paddy, raggee, matchenee, and other

“grain; the paddy fields well watered by the

“streams rushing down from the mountains:

“altogether forming such a striking scenery

“ as is but seldom seen.”

This is not an Oriental description, but

from a British officer, who marched into Candy

the next day. A8. An. Reg. 1803. Chron.

p. 85, & 191.
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the other most precious commodities of the world—may find

protection, happiness, and security, under the British govern

ment. And may the expulsion of the Mahomedans, Portu

guese, and Hollanders, be an admonition to us, that conquest

obtained by arms can alone be rendered permanent by equity,

justice, and moderation |



ADVERTISEMENT.

AS, it will appear evident from the Remarks on the Sequel, that the

Author did not visit the countries which he mentions, it has been thought

advisable to give the relation in his own words, with a Commentary, rather

than to delineate the regular progress of a voyage. Remarks of this kind

distract the attention, but still they may gratify curiosity : it is not pretended

that they will solve every difficulty, or reconcile every contradiction, but they

will in general account for the origin of both.



- S E Q U E L

TO THE

PERIPLUs of THE ERYTHREAN SEA.

TRANSLATION.

Th; first place that succeeds after leaving Kolkhi, is the

Bay Argalus", connected with a district inland [of the

same name]. Here, and here only, all the pearls obtained in

the fishery at the island of Epiodórus’ are “[allowed to be] per

forated (a) [and prepared for the market]. Here also are to be

purchased the fine muslins called Ebargeitides (b).

REM A R K S.

(a) This would be in the modern district of Marawar, possibly the Marallo of

Cosmas: Tutacorin, the place where the market is now kept, and the pearls taxed,

is in Tinivelli, west of Rami-ceram. The earliest modern accounts agree in Tuta

corin, while the power was in the native government; the Portuguese, Dutch, and

English, have continued it there. Both Provinces, in the age of the Periplús, were

in the kingdom of Pandion; and the Bay of Argalus was nearer Mädura, the capital,

than Kolkhi, or Sosikoorè. This was a sufficient reason why the market should be

rather on the east, than the west side of Rami-ceram.

(b) Salmasius reads sºoves easy-gºis, muslins sprinkled with pearls. Hudson, &

Plin. Ex. 1173. which, notwithstanding the pearls bored at Argalus, seems highly
J -

noTE 3.

* II:govºrz, is the reading of Salmasius,

* Written in Ptolemy, which ought rather to be rigºrzi. The text

Sinus Orgalicus, stands rigoyeitz, for which, perhaps, tºtal

Sinus Agaricus, might be substituted. But perforation is

Sinus Argaricus. manifestly intended, be the reading what it

* Manar. may.

-

w

* II:47:32; &lyzX3; iv xàºrº kiſutyo;.
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Proceeding from hence, the most conspicuous of all the marts

and anchorages on the coast are Kámara (c), Podooka, and

Sópatma. To these the traders from Lim (irikè , and the other

provinces north " of Lim (trike, resort; and in these marts are

R e M A R K.S.

dubious. If we were to examine a catalogue of muslims at an India sale, we should

find many names more strange than Ebargeitides, derived either from the manu

factures, or the place where procured. See the Catalogue.

(c) Where to fix any of these three places is mere conjecture: our course is still

east, according to the Periplūs; but if Kamara be the Châberis Emporium of Pto

lemy, as Mercator supposes, his Podooka is still higher up the coast, and our course

ought to be north-east; and if his Manarpha be Maliarpha, or Meliapoor, that place

is the St. Thomè of Madras; in which case Podooka must be fixed somewhere on the

coast between the Cavery and Madras, but where, it is impossible to determine.

Sopatma is not noticed by Ptolemy. Soro-patma would be the town of the Sorae,

with some allusion to the Sorae of Ptolemy and to Coromandel; but it is all con

jecture; and yet, notwithstanding this obscurity, we have manifestly a trade here

described, regularly carried on by native traders, between Malabar and Coromandel”,

without the leaſt notice of Greeks being concerned in it. We have an account that

the specie brought by the Greeks to Cámara, finally settled on the other side of the

peninsula; and as we know that in all ages the commerce of India cannot be carried

on without specie, so we see here its regular progress to the eastward. We are in

formed also, that the exports of Egypt to Canara, and the produce of Cámara itself,

went by the same conveyance to Coromandel; and that the principal articles in return

were the muslins, as they are at this day: the merchants from Guzerat and Concan

partook in this trade, and possibly those from Scindi. In the whole of this, without

being able to specify particular places, we have a general picture of Indian commerce,

so conformable to the accounts of the Arabs, and of the Portuguese upon their

first arrival on the coast, that we want no further evidence to persuade us, that

N 0 t e S.

* Canara. Mahabar, it is written by Abilfeda, apud

* Barugāza or Guzerat, Ariake or Con- Melch. Thevenot, tom. ii. p. 22. who adds,
Caſl. - Inde deferuntur telae nobilissimae. The pro

* The Mahabar of Marco Polo is written vince of Bahar, in Abilfeda’s time, was the

Malabar by some of his translators; but his seat of the Maha Rajah. Is not Maha-bar

Mahabar is the Coast of Coromandel, the the great coast, as Mala-bar is the mountain

Mebar of Friar Odorick; and Mahbar, or coast 2
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found the native vessels which make coasting voyages to Limú

rikè—the monoxyla of the largest sort, called sangara, and

others styled colandiophánta, which are vessels of great bulk,

and adapted to the voyages made to the Ganges and the Golden

Chersonese. - -

R E M A R K S. -

the commerce of India was as vigorous antecedent to history, as it is stated at the

moment that history commences. The different sorts of vessels constructed in

these ports are likewise correspondent to modern accounts: the monoxyla are still

in use, not canoes, as they are sometimes improperly rendered ; but with their

foundation formed of a single timber, hollowed, and then raised with tiers of planking

till they will contain loo or 150 men. Vessels of this sort are employed in the

intercourse between the two coasts; but the kolandiophonta, built for the trade to

Malacca, perhaps to China, were exceedingly large and stout, resembling probably

those described by Marco Polo and Nicola di Conti. Barthema likewise mentions

vessels of this sort at Tarnasari (Masulipatam :), that were of Iooo tons (dolia 2) bur

then (ib. vi. c. 12. Grynaeus), designed for this very trade to Malacca. This is the

more remarkable, as d’Anville fixes the Maesolia of Ptolemy at Masulipatam ; and

Ptolemy's point of departure for Khrusé, or Malacca, at the Godavery, twenty-six

leagues only to the north. From these circumstances there is great reason to conclude

that he is right; for Barthema had come from the Straits of Manar to Puleachat,

north of Madras, and then proceeded to Tarnasari, where he embarked for Bengal,

Pegu, and Malacca. How extraordinary, then, is the correspondence of the Periplus

with the modern course of these navigators, from the Straits of Manar to the Car

natic and from the Carnatic, passing the wild tribes of Orissa (still savage) between

the Godavery and the Ganges; and then proceeding to Malacca, or the Golden

Chersonese I Still however, with all this accuracy, he is in the same error with

Ptolemy, carrying the whole course east till he reaches Désarène or Orissa, and then

giving it a northerly direction to the Ganges.

The other vessels employed on the coast of Malabar, as Trappaga and Kotumba, it

is not necessary to describe : they have still in the Eastern Ocean germs, trankees,

dows, grabs, galivats, praams, junks, champans, &c. -names which have all been

adopted by the Europeans, and which it is no more requisite to distinguish, than to

explain our own brigs, snows, schooners, sloops, or cutters, to the Hindoos. But

the mariners aboard the Indian vessels I have looked for in vain : neither Greeks or

Arabs are mentioned ; but as the manners and religion of the Hindoos exclude not

foreigners from their country, it may be presumed that their seamen were always

V O L. I. I. 3 x
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To these marts likewise are brought all the articles pre

pared' [in Egypt] for the market of Limúrikè ; and almost all

the specie, of which Egypt is continually drained by its trade

with Limúrikè, finally centres in this coast", as well as all the

produce of Limúrikè itself. -

From the coast”, as the course of the navigators tends to the

east round the countries which succeed, the island, now called

Palaisimoondus, but formerly Taprobana, lies out in the

open" sea to the west (d); the northern part of which is civi

R.E.M.A. R.K.S.

foreigners, possibly Malays, or even Chinese ; for that the Hindoos themselves never

used the sea, is almost indubitable. The whole voyage appears to have been made

by coasting, and so it continued when we first meet with Arabs in these seas; which

is the more remarkable, as the monsoon was known, and made use of between Africa

and India; and the same monsoon prevails to the east, as well as to the west of Cape

Comorin.

I do not find the Tarnasari of Barthema in the modern maps: it might lie between

Puleachat and Bengal. But the peculiarity is, that there is an island Tanaseram on

the coast of Siam, and the great river so called. Tana-seram is Regio Deliciarum.

Vossius ad Melam, lib. iii. 7.

Mr. Marsden mentions the vessels that come regularly from Telingana, between the

Godavery and Kistna, to Acheen, at this day. This district corresponds sufficiently

with the port assumed by Ptolemy, for the passage to Khruse, and with the Tarnasari

of Barthema; but does not determine the situation : it seems, however, to bespeak the

same trade. Marsden's Sumatra, p. 312. -

(d) The better knowledge of this passage which I have now obtained, obliges me

to recal the argument which I had advanced on the meaning of vºw, in the disserta

tion on 'Erronèloppineſiaſº, p. 17. I now understand that the island lies to the west as

you sail to the east from Ceylon.

* ot E S.

* Eis tº Apºvºx” tº 2%uiva, quae in Limy- trast to the IIzºzXiz, or coast of Malabar. In

rica elaborantur. Hudson. But then it should

be tº 1% Apueº.

* xºpo. Res præterea omnis generis. Hud

son. But xº~ is used repeatedly in the Pe

riplôs for specie.

• IIacºſa, the coast of Coromandel, in con

Ptolemy, Paralia-Sore-tanum ; and Sore is

Core, Coro-mandel. Coro-mandalam of Pao

lino, the Millet Country. See d'Anville, An

tiq. I 27.
* r

* 'E's rêa, o, ºxxºtz.
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lized, and frequented by vessels equipped with masts (e) and

sails. The island itself [is so large, that it] extends almost

to the opposite coast of Azania [in Africa]. Here pearls,

precious" stones, fine muslins, and tortoise-shell, are to be

obtained. -

[But returning now to the coast; above Kámara, Podooka,

and Sopatma, lies] Masalia, a district which extends far in

land. In this country a great quantity of the finest muslins

are manufactured". And from Masalia the course lies east

ward, across a bay, to Désarénè, where the ivory is procured

of that species” called Bósarè.

R E M A. R. K.S.

(e) 'Irrioritorpºols. I conclude that this means, they were vessels adapted to distant

voyages, east or west, in contradistinction to the sangara and monoxyla, employed

only on the coast; and the text of Strabo.confirms this opinion: Tarrºw ... }{xur

3; tº; ºrigs wº.3, Žºv troz, &xxx xxxo~xotiv 73; vais, ºzºws wi, riors roºf,23, x2'rtaxevaakºva;

3, 2,2274.9, ºxoºſwy unrº, xx;ſ;. The vessels here meant are the monoxyla, built from

the bottom without ribs, ill equipped with sails, and heavy sailers. In these vessels it

was twenty days sail from the continent to Ceylon, but in others only seven : both

distances are in excess, but they are palliated by Vossius, who supposes the distance

to be measured from Covalam in Travancoor, to Pointe du Galle in Ceylon, as Pliny

places the port of Ceylon on the south side of the island. Pliny has likewise a refer

ence to Strabo, when he speaks of twenty days sail from the Prasii to Ceylon, in the

paper-ships of Egypt, and seven in the Greek vessels. Prasii is evidently a corrupt

reading ; and how far paper-ships, or ships composed of the biblos, should venture on

these voyages, is dubious. That they were used on the Nile is true : Radicibus

papyri incolae pro ligno utuntur. Ex ipso quidem papyro navigia contexunt. (Plin.

lib. xiii. 2. & v. 22. See Salmas. I I Io.) It is likewise to be noticed, that 'Irierron

rºck is a reading of Salmasius for ºxorax rºw, in the Basil edition ; but Vossius reads

it tº +xto, ixcºy, they perform it generally in twenty days. This correction accords with

Pliny, and approaches nearer to the text, corrupted as it stands; in fact, Salmasius

takes 'Iriorirunpºol; from Strabo, and Vossius ºutgā, Hºnors.

*

n O Tes.

" Transparent. * rhinoceros, or karkandam, in the same coun
p

* I'voyrazı. try. P. 17. *

* The Arabs of Renaudot mention the

3 x 2
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Leaving Désarénè the course is northerly, passing a variety

of barbarous tribes ; one of which is styled Kirrhádae, a savage

race, with noses flattened to the face. Another tribe are the Bar

goosi; and there are others (f), distinguished by the projection of

the face like that of the horse, or by its length “from the fore

head to the chin ; both which tribes are said to be cannibals.

After passing these, the course turns again to the east, and

sailing with the coast on the left, and the sea on the right, you

arrive at the Ganges, and the extremity of the continent to

wards the east, called Khruse [or the Golden Chersonese].

The Ganges is the largest river of India; it has an annual

increase and decrease, like (g) the Nile; and there is a mart

on it of the same name, through which passes a considerable

traffic, consisting of pearls, betel, the Gangetic (h) spikenard,

and the Gangetic muslins, which are the finest manufacture of

the sort.

In this province also there is said to be a gold mine, and a

gold coin called Kaltis (i).

- R EM A R K S.

(f). Whenever an author arrives at the Country of Monsters and Anthropophagi,

I conclude he is at the end of his knowledge : anthropophagi, however, there are still

said to be in the Andaman Islands, and the fact is certainly proved in New Zealand ;

but the varieties of the human species, with horses’ heads, with tails, or with heads

which grow beneath their shoulders, still remain to be discovered. Of the Kirrl,ádae,

or Désarénē, I have found nothing ; but I place the latter in Orissa. The ivory called

Bösaré may be the horn of the rhinoceros, much coveted in the East, and the animal
is sometimes called Bā; woºzºº, Dos unicornis. •

(g) The solstitial rains produce the same effect on both rivers.

(h) See the Catalogue. Nºos, the regular importation of this cdour, is from the

Ganges or Bengal, whither it is to this day brought from Thibet.

(i) We have no account of a gold mine ; but a geld coin called Kaltcen, or Kar

teen, is still known in Bengal. As. Res. vol. v. p. 269, * *

No T E.

* Iºrr, cºreca. r

-- a scºreca. Toº, H.2x;07;cº-ºrcs.
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Immediately after leaving the Ganges, there is an island in

the ocean called Khrust (k) or the Golden" Isle, which lies

directly under the rising sun, and at the extremity of the world

towards the east. This island produces the finest tortoise-shell

that is found throughout the whole of the Erythréan Sea.

But still beyond this, immediately under the “north (l), at a

certain point” where the exterior sea terminates", lies a city

R E M A R K S.

(k) Khruse is mentioned as an island by Mela, Dionysius, &c. as a Chersonese by

Ptolemy. It may be Ava, Pegu, or Siam, for they were all ostentatious of gold ; but,

placed as it is here, next to the Ganges [x,x' &vºy rº, Totºpºl, its position must be

erroneous. Ptolemy is more correct in fixing the Kirrhādae in this situation, whom .

our author mentions previous to the Ganges; for Kirrhādae bears some resemblance

to the Hidrange or Kadrange of the Arabs, which seems to be Arracan; and if Ar

racan may be extended to comprehend the little district of Chitagong, it is conti

guous to the Ganges, or rather to the Megna. Ptolemy adds, that the best betel is

procurable in this province (see Dissertation); and it is from hence that the Sèsatae,

or Bèsadae, who are the Tartars of Lassa or Thibet, carry that article to the northern

provinces of China. -

(l) This strange passage I have rendered literally, but it is unintelligible without a

comment. [Under the north] implies the same as is repeated afterwards, under the

Letter Bear. [Where the sea terminates outwards] intimates the existence of a circum

ambient ocean, like the Mare Tenebrosum of the Arabian geographers ; to compre

hend which, we must imagine the Golden Chersonese the last region east of the known

world; but still that there is an ocean beyond it, surrounding the whole earth, and

that Thina lies inland, in a country that is washed by this ocean. This notion, en

No T. E. S. -- *

is The Golden Continent and the Golden

Island are evidently distinct here, as the Golden

Province and Golden Chersonese are in Pto

lemy.

it see Hackluyt, vol. i. 593. The extreme

cold, and the same mode of exchange, are

placed at Grustintzi and Serponowtzi, not far

east of the Oby. These nations die on the

27th of November yearly, and revive on the

23d of April; that is, as we may suppose,

they retire under ground, like the kamska

dales. -

This account is taken out of a Muscovite

Journal, by Sigismundus Herbestein. He

speaks of Cathay, but cwidently does not go

beyond Siberia.

” 'Es Xºy two. Tºrov.

of Salmasius’s.

* The Mare Tenebrosum of the Arabs.

Xºy is an insertion
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called Thina", not on the coast, but inland; from which both

the raw material" and manufactured silk are brought by land,

through Bactria, to Barugăza, or else down the Ganges [to

Bengal], and thence by sea to Limúrike, or the coast of

Malabar (m). -

To Thina itself the means of approach are very difficult;

and from Thina some few [merchants] come, but very rarely ;

for it lies [very far remote] under the constellation of the Lesser

Bear (n), and is said to join the confines of the Euxine Sea, the

Caspian, and the Lake Méðtis (o), which issues at the same

mouth with the Caspian into the Northern “Ocean.

On the confines, however, of Thina, an annual” fair or mart

is established; for the Sésatae, who are a wild, uncivilized

tribe, assemble there with their wives and children. They are

R.E.M.A. R. K.S.

tangled as it is by an erroneous situation, and confused expression, still intimates, in

accordance with Mela and Pliny, that Thina is the last country of the known world,

and that there is nothing beyond it but the sea. If the author had an idea of a sphere,

this sea would extend to Spain, which is Strabo's conception ; if he thought the earth

a flat surface, this sea is the ocean that surrounds it.

(m) See the Dissertation. All that went by land to Bactria, passed down the Indus

to Guzerat; all that came through Thibet or Lassa, passed down the Ganges or

Brama Putra to Bengal.

(n) See the Dissertation.

(o) For this inconsistency consult the Dissertation.

NoT E S.

, “ . . . . Tày Swº, iarly $vo;, xxi º Tºrov Mn- In this Marcian is more perspicuous than

réâtroxis, %ri, esſval ºrgozayoffviral' *gio, rº, ºvar- Ptolemy, whom he usually follows.

Péºn; yº; xx) &yºrs rvyx&rsaw. Marcian Heracl. * Tº Helow.

Hudson, p. 14. * Toi; &n to reappºint; ºfttai.

Theinz, the capital of the Sinz, is the * Compare the Russian account of Sigis.

boundary between the known and unknown mundus, supra.

part of the world.

3
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described as a race (p) of men, squat and thick” set, with their

face broad, and their nose greatly depressed. The articles

they bring for trade are of great bulk, and enveloped in mats “,

or sacks, which in their outward appearance resemble the early

leaves of the vine. Their place of assembly is between their

own borders and those of Thina; and here spreading out their

mats [on which they exhibit their goods for sale], they hold a

feast” [or fair] for several days, and at the conclusion of it,

return to their own country in the interior. -

- REM A R Ks.

(p) If these Sésate are the Bésada of Ptolemy, which is generally allowed by the

commentators from the attributes assigned to them by both, the Besadae of Ptolemy

are placed north of Kirrhādia or Arracan, and correspond very well with the Tartars

of Lassa”, who might naturally be the carriers between China and Bengal. But why

the betel-leaf should be carried in this form from Arracan to China, in order to be

made up with the Areka nut, and then returned to India by the Chinese under the

denomination of Malabathrum, is difficult to comprehend. The distinction between

the leaf and the nut seems to be preserved in petros and malábathrum ; for that petros

is the betel, or betre, cannot well be doubted, when it is described as resembling

the young leaves of the vine; for the betel is a delicate species of the pepper-plant,

and that plant is almost constantly described as similar to the vine t.—The description

of the Sésatae leaves little room to doubt that they are Tartars; and we have here,

upon the whole, a description of that mode of traffic which has always been adopted

by the Chinese, and by which they to this hour trade with Russia, Thibet, and Ava.

See the Dissertation.

N 0 T E S.

* Koxoº.

* Taprávais, sirpeis, literally mats made of

rushes.

* The word, in the original edition, was

ºrážoval, f for which Salmasius reads 3:14%ry.

I propose &yotºrw, they deal or traffic.

* See something very like this in Hackluyt,

ii. 257. Fitch. Where there is a manifest

connexion relative to Recon (Aracan) and

Bottanter (Boudtan); where also Tartars,

and Muscovites, and Chinese, are meºwoned;

and the cows and cows' tails of Thibet.

+ See Nieuhoff in Churchill, vol. ii. p. 33 o.

where the Pinang palm-tree, the delicate pa

rent of the Areka nut, is given in the same

plate with the betel,—evidently resembling a

vine. The nut is called Faufel by the Ara

bians, and Pynang by the Malays.

Query, Pulo Pinang, the Island of Areka

Nut? on the coast of Malacca, now Prince of

Wales's Island 2.
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Upon their retreat, the Thinae, who have continued on the

watch, repair to the spot, and collect the mats which the

strangers left behind at their departure: from these they pick

out the haulm, which is called PET Ros, and drawing out the

fibres, spread the leaves double, and make them up into balls,

and then pass the fibres through them. Of these balls there

are three sorts—the “large, the middle-sized, and the small :

in this form they take the name of Malábathrum ; and under

this denomination, the three sorts of that masticatory are

brought into India by those who prepare (q) them ".

All the regions beyond this [towards the north] are unex

plored, either on account of the severity of the winter, the

continuance of the frost, or the difficulties of the country; per

haps also the will of the gods has fixed these limits to the

curiosity of man. - **

-

R E MA R K S. *...

(7) “Yº 13, xxvity&ºw, &vrº. Those who manufacture them—who are these but

the Sinae 2 If I had found that the Chinese brought them by sea, as they did to

Ceylon in the time of Cosmas, my evidence for the performance of the voyage, either

to or from China, would have been complete ; but on this slender ground I dare not

assert it, nor do I think it probable, for the betel might come down the Ganges as

well as silk. The whole seems to be an irremediable confusion, with particulars

founded on truth, and a total that is inconsistent. - º

-
N 0 T E S.

* 'A';47?zigov, utréatz';oy, urºzºzgov. Hence it became confounded with the betel

These terms are applied by Pliny to the leaf, always used with the Areka nut.

spikenard. Lib. xii. c. 26. The spikenard * Y-8 tº xzrºya%pºwy, rendered by Sal

was considered specifically as the leaf; how masius, Those who finish them, or make them

erroneously, may be seen in the catalogue, up for exportation. -
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ADVERTIS EMENT.

THE following Dissertations arose out of the contemplation of various

questions which occurred during the progress of the work. The discussion of

them might have been thought too long for the text, and they are therefore

thrown into their present form, as affording matter of information and

curiosity to those who take a pleasure in researches of this kind. It is much

- to be wished that the Dissertation on the Séres should be consulted immedi

ately after the Sequel to the Peripläs, Part II. with which it is more

immediately connected, and from which it has been (not without concern)

separated by the necessary arrangement of the present Edition.



P A R T 1.

D IS S E R T A T I O N I.

O N T H E

ADULITIC K INSC RIPTION collected from CHIsHULL, Mont

FA Ucon, MELCH IS EDECK THE VENOT, and other AUTHoRs.

[Part I. Page 111.]

HE Adulítick Inscription is in itself one of the most

curious monuments of antiquity, but the preservation of

it, and the knowledge which we have of it at this day, are still

more extraordinary than the inscription itself. Cosmas (styled

Indicopleustes, from the supposition that he had navigated the

Indian Ocean) copied a Greek inscription at Adûlè, which has

since appeared to relate to Ptolemy Euérgetes, and to prove

that he had nearly conquered the whole empire of the Seleucidae

in Asia, and the kingdom of Abyssinia in Africa: two historical

facts of considerable importance ; notwithstanding, his success

in Asia was scarcely discovered in history', till this monument

prompted the inquiry, and the conquest of Abyssinia still rests

upon this evidence alone. -

The veracity of Cosmas, in his report of this inscription’, is

established upon proofs which have nearly united all suffrages

in its favour; some obscurity there still remains, and some few

• It does not now appear in any history to p. 90.) condemns it as a forgery; but his

the extent that the marble assumes, or in any principal objections are, 1. to the inaccuracy

one author that I can discover, except a single of the language; 2. to the mention of Syria :

sentence cited out of Polyaenus by Bayer. that is, if Ptolemy received it from his father,

Bactria, p. 61. See infra. why should he invade it 2 -

• Valkenaer (in Catulli Callimacheam,

3 Y 2
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objections naturally arise, to which Chishull has given a suf

ficient answer. But there is one observation of his that is irre

fragable, when he says that Cosmas himself did not know' to

which of the Ptolemies “it belonged, and consequently he could

not be the forger of particulars which accorded with one, and

one only of the whole Dynasty.

The work of Cosmas is styled Topographia Christiana, and

is intended to prove that the earth is a plane, in opposition

to the philosophical notion of its being a sphere, which the

author conceived to be an heretical opinion, contrary to the

revelation of the scriptures. He had himself travelled much,

and in the parts he visited, he still found they were all on a

plane, as well as Greece; in consequence of this notion, his

deductions are rather extraordinary; but the facts he relates,

and the countries he describes, are given with all the characters

of truth that simplicity can afford. -

There were ‘two copies of his work, one in the Vatican, sup

posed to be of the ninth century, and another at Florence in

the Library of Lorenzo", attributed to the tenth. In 1639,

Leo Allatius published the Adulitick Inscription from the copy

in the Vatican '; and this was republished by Berkelius in 1679,

and again by Spon in 1685, both from the extract of Allatius.

The same inscription was again published by Melchizedeck

Thevenot, in his Collection of Voyages, from the Florentine

* He certainly likewise did not know the

geography he details, and therefore he could

not forge it. See Leuke Kome, a place

on the Arabian side of the gulph, which he

confounds with Leukogen on the Ethiopick

side, in his own remarks on the marble.

* See p. 146.
- - - r - * -

Fºo; rº, 32.717.924,74, [IIaoxºlavl n & q', \o

~ * w * --

si; 3v sºv «zł &n os o IItoxt

pºrat, h : Viśrtso; 'Ević, ºn:, , , 75% KXiozziº's

7% tº 27's & kºo; Alonza.

* Were, we say, because after the irruption

of the Vandals of 1798, who can say they

are * -

* See the account of this library in Roscoe's

Life of Lorenzo.

* Chishull.
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copy, extracted by Bigot. And finally the whole Topographia

Christiana was edited by the indefatigable B. Montfaucon' in

1706. Spanheim, Vossius, and Vaillant, all bear testimony to

the authenticity of the inscription, and the internal evidence is .

such as hardly to leave a doubt upon an unprejudiced mind.

Iet us now hear Cosmas speak for himself.

Ixtract from the Topographia Christiana” of Cosmas,

written A. D. 545, p. 140, ed. Montfaucon.

Adule is a city of Ethiopia, and the port of communication

with Axiómis”, and the whole nation, of which that city is the

capital; in this port we carry on our trade from Alexandria and

the Elanitick Gulph "; the town itself is about two miles from

the shore, and as you enter" it on the western side, by the

road that leads from Axiómis, there is still remaining a chair

or throne which appertained to one of the Ptolemies, who had

subjected this country to his authority. This chair is of beauti

ful white marble ", not [so white indeed as the] Pro-con

Ela and Phénicon* The publication is styled Nova Collectio

Patrum, in two vols. folio, Paris 1706.

* After the peace made with Seleucus for

ten years, and renewed afterwards for ten

years more, scarce a word occurs in history

concerning Ptol. Euérgetes, till this account

on the marble was discovered by Cosmas more

than 700 years after the invasion of Ethiopia

by this monarch. Chishull.

" Written in different authors Axima,

Axöma, Axióira, and Axiómis.

” The trade of Solomon and Hiram was

carried on from Ezion Geber, at the head of

the Elamitick Gulph. And in all ages, I

imagine Ela, Aila, or Alath, to have been

the mart to which the Phénicians of Tyre
* * *

* >

resorted, or to Phénicon.

may at different times have been in the posses

sion of the Iduméans, Nabathéans, Petréans,

Egyptians, Tyrians, Hebrews, or Romans.

* See the view of Adûlé in Cosmas's draw

ing, in which both pyramids and obelisks ap

pear. Mean as the execution is, these are a

certain proof that the manners and customs of

Abyssinia in that age were Ethiopick and

Egyptian. Bruce found the same at Axëma,

and if he could have stopped at Meroe to ex

amine the ruins he there passed, assuredly they

would have been Egyptian also or Ethiopick.

He saw no remains of ruins from Axiºma to

Meroe. -

” Aoxiv.2.2.2, valuable, costly.
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nesian", but such as we employ for marble tables; it stands on

a quadrangular base, and rests at the four corners on four

slender and elegant pillars", with a fifth in the centre, which is

channeled in a spiral form. On these pillars the seat is sup

ported, as well as the back of the throne, and the two sides on

the right and left.

The whole chair with its base, the five pillars, the seat, the

back, and the two sides, is of one entire piece, carved into this

form; in height about two cubits and a half, and in shape like

a patriarch's chair".

At the back of the chair is a tablet of basanite [or touch]

stone", three cubits in height, the face" of which is an [oblong]

square, while the whole mass is in the form of a lambda, rising

to a point at the top, and spreading at the bottom, A. But

the front” is quadrangular. This tablet is now fallen behind

* The island of Proconnésus in the Pro

pontis naturally supplied Constantinople with

marble, with which it so much abounded, as

to change its name to Mármora, and to give

that title to the Propontis, now called the Sea

of Mármora. A monk of Constantinople of

course referred to the marble with which he

was most acquainted. The church of Santa

Sophia is built with Proconnesian marble.

* Aerº věvia.

* Cathedra. See the patriarchal chair of

the see of Alexandria [Pococke, vol. i.

plate 2.], very nearly resembling Cosmas's

drawing.

” Basanites is supposed to be an Egyptian

marble or granite, and the name also to be

Egyptian, and not Greek from 6&cavos, as it

is usually eſteemed. See Chambers's Diction

ary, art. Touchstone. The Greek term 34-axos,

might possibly be derived from Egypt, the

country where the touchstone was procured.

But it is perfectly Greek in its usage and de

rivation. It should seem to be the same stone

as that of the Alexandrian inscription, and

adds a confirmation to the veracity of Cosmas,

as both inscriptions are upon the same material,

particularly adapted to this purpose from its

hardness. -

* Ter;4yovo, 3, tºy. I render this literally,

but not correctly. Chishull writes, ad modum

tabulae pictoriae, but how irºv has that sense

I cannot determine. I suppose this basanite

stone or marble to be in the form of a wedge,

quadrangular on the broad face, and like a A

on the sides, the broad superficies is so repre

sented in the drawing of Cosmas, a parallelo

gram broken at the corner. The channeling of

this tablet is delineated as carried round the

broken corner, whether this is the error of

Cosmas or the engraver must be determined by

the MSS. ,

” 23:42, body, the whole body or mass of

a marble in the form of a lambda cannot be a

quadrangular, but a wedge ; it is one of the
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the chair, and the lower part of it is broken and destroyed, but

the whole of this [stone or] marble and the chair itself is [in a

manner covered over and filled with Greek characters.

Now it so happened that when I was in this part of the

country, about five-and-twenty years ago", more or less, in the

beginning of the reign of Justin

baan “the king of Axiómites,

the Roman emperor, that Eles

when he was preparing for an

faces of this wedge which must be meant, and

this would be quadrangular (17827-yoy), as

represented in the drawing of Cosmas, that is

a parallelogram.

* The reign of Justin commences in 518.

The expedition of Elesbaas is usually placed in

525, the eighth year of Justin, but the marble

might have been copied a year or two years

before the expedition. -

* It is a most remarkable circumstance,

that in a history so obscure and wild as that

of Abyssinia, any fact should be established

upon such clear and satisfactory grounds, as

this of the reign of Elesbaas and his expedition

into Arabia. But the authorities adduced by

Baronius, Montfaucon, Ludolfus, Chishull,

and Bruce are so express, that there cannot

remain a doubt; and if that reign is established,

the veracity of Cesmas needs no other support.

Now it appears from the evidence they have

adduced, that the sovereigns of Abyssinia, in

the reign of Justin, about the year 525, had

extended their power into the country of the

Homerites, which is a district of Sabèa, where

they had a governor residing; it appears also

that some Abyssinians had been put to death

by Dunaanas, (one of the native chiefs in

Arabia, and a Jew,) who are still considered as

martyrs to their faith, and that Flesbaas un

dertook an expedition into Arabia, in which

he was successful, and punished the assassin of

his subjects. His Abyssinian title was Caleb

el Atºcła, or Caleb the Blessed; whence the

Greek corruption of Elesbas, Elesbaas, and

Elesbaan (Bruce, vol. i. p. 503. Ludolf,

p. 165. Hist. of Ethiopia). Bruce assures

us, that this history is confirmed by the Chro

nicle of Axëma, and Montfaucon cites Nón

nosus in Photius, whose testimony corrobo

rates the chronicle in the amplest manner,

(Montfaucon Nova Collectio Patrum, tom. ii.

p. 14o.) for Nónnosus speaks of himself as

ambassador from Justin to Kaisus, an Arab

prince of the Khindini and Maadémi, and to

Elesbáas king of Axima, agreeing so much

both in time and name with the Elesbáas of

Cosmas, that it induces a conjecture that

Cosmas was a monk in the suite of the am

bassador (see Photius, p. 6. ed. Geneva,

1612, with the citation of Nicéphorus in the

margin). But without taking this into the

consideration, it is a natural consequence, if

Elesbáas is proved to be the king of Axëma

in that age, that the account of Cosmas is

worthy of credit. Bruce adds, that Mahomed

in the Koran mentions DunaanasſDhu’lnowas]

not by name, but as master of the fiery pits, al

luding to the martyrs who were burnt (vol. i.

p. 516.) Other authors cited by Montfaucon

are Metaphrastus, Callistus, Abúlpharage.

Bruce has this and much more of his learning

from Ludolphus. Comment, p. 233. See p. 348.

The book of Enoch, and the war of Michael

with Setnael, i. e. Satan. See also Gibbon,

iv. 267, et seqq, who has nicely elicited the

whole, and made it cousistent. - -

** **
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expedition against the Homérites” [in Arabia] on the other side

of the Red Sea, wrote to the governor of Adûle, directing him to

take a copy of the inscription *, which was both on the chair of

Ptolemy, and on the tablet, and to send it to him [at Axiómis]. .

The governor, whose name was Asbas “, applied to me and

to a merchant of the name of Menas, to copy the inscription;

Menas was [a Greek of my acquaintance, who afterwards be

came] a monk at Raithū “, and died there not long ago. We

[undertook the business together, and having completed it,1

delivered one copy to the governor, and kept another for our

selves. It is from this copy that I now state the particulars of

the inscription, and I ought to add, that in putting them to

gether [and drawing my own conclusions from them], I have

found them very useful for forming a judgment of the

country, the inhabitants, and the distances of the respective

places. I ought to mention also that we found the figures of

Hercules and Mercury among the carvings, at the back of the

seat”. - - - - - - - - - -

This is the form of the seat” and the marble. And Ptolemy

himself [seems to speak in the words of the inscription].

* Cosmas himself, in another part, de

scribes the country of the Homérites as lying

on the coast of Aden beyond the straits; but

as they occupy the angle of the continent,

their territory may extend both within and

without the straits. See Ptolemy, Asia,

tab. vi.

* It is highly probable, that Elesbaan un

derstood the language, as he was a Christian,

and of the church of Alexandria. His inter

course also with the Greek emperor at Con

stantinople strengthens this supposition. And

in the earlier age of the Periplôs we find Zös.

kales master of that language.

* Asbas and El-Asbas must be the same

name, and there is nothing extraordinary in

supposing that both the king and the gover

nor might both assume the title, atseba,

the blessed, the saint.

* Raithu is a monastery near Tor and

Mount Sina in Arabia.

* I have here omitted a conjecture of the

monk foreign to the subject.

* Cosmas says, that malefactors were ex
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(Here was inserted a drawing by Cosmas himself represented

in the previous plate, and copied from the MS. by Mont

faucon.)

Inscription upon the figure or square table in the form of a A.

Ptolemy the Great, king, son

sinoe, queen, gods”, brother and sister”;

ecuted before this chair in his time; but whe

ther it was a custom continued from the time

of Ptolemy he could not say. Bruce men

tions a stone at Axma existing still, on which

the kings of Abyssinia were enthroned and

crowned, and which likewise had an inscription

with the name of Ptolemy Euérgetes. Had

either of these facts any concern with a tradition

or custom derived from Ptolemy 2 See Bruce,

vol. iii. p. 132. It is extraordinary that the

marble does not mention Axuma ; and more

so, if upon the credit of Bruce we conclude,

that Ptolemy visited Axãma in person. That

indeed does not quite follow from the stone

being found there with his name. But one

inference we may make in Cosmas's favour,

he knew Axima, he knew it was the capital

of the country; if he had forged the inscrip

tion, Axãma would doubtless have been ad

mitted.

* This genealogy at the commencement

does not quite agree with another at the con

clusion, where the king says, that Mars was

the father who begat him (; zì zz, in ºrna's).

But as these Macedonian sovereigns imitated

Alexander in his vanity, if they would have

gods for their ancestors, it is not to be

thought strange, that their genealogy should

fluctuate. I think the inconsistence due to the

varity of the king, and that it ought not to

be attributed to the mistake of Cosmas, or to

his lapse of memory.

VOL. I. I.

of Ptolemy, king, and Ar

”; grandson of the two

* In the character of QEQN AAEAbox,

gods, brother and sister, and QEQN SQTHPQN,

gods preservers, we have one of the most illus

trious proofs of the authenticity of the in

scription.

Beger had objected that on the coins of

Ptolemy Söter and Berenike, eEQN only was

found; and on those of Philadelphus and

Arsinoë, AAEAqQN only. But soon after the

objection was started, two gold coins were

brought to light with the united heads of

Ptolemy Söter and Berenike, of Philadelphus

and Arsinoe. The former had no inscription,

but the latter displayed the 69EQN AAEAbºx,

exactly corresponding with the Adulitick

marble. Vaillant, Hist. Ptol. Regum, p. 52.

3.0THPQN was not found, but an equivalent is

cited from Theocritus, Idyl. 17.

Mºrg, Øixº x2, ºrz7: Šv4%iz; tızzo wré;.

'E' } &vº; xiva; *.xxxxix; } &#2,”

"I*evziy, rºtta'aw irºzºvia,z,w APQIOT3.

In which they are evidently consecrated as

deities with the title of APQIOTY. Chishull.

But whatever doubt there might have re

mained, from the want of 22.7%;a, on the coins,

it is now fully removed by the inscription

found on the inestimable black stone, or ba

sanite, brought from Alexandria by Lord

Hutchinson, and now in the Britiſh Muséum :

for we there find the succession of the kings

of Egypt, from the founder of the family to

Epiphanes the fifth of the series. They are

3 Z
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sovereigns Ptolemy, king, and Bereníkë, queen, gods pre

servers"; descended on the father's side from Hercules son of

Jupiter, and on the mother's side from Dionàsus son of Jupiter,

[that is, Ptolemy son of Ptolemy and Arsinoë, grandson of

Ptolemy and Bereníke,) receiving from his father the kingdom

of Egypt, Africa, Syria, Phénicia, Cyprus, Lycia, Caria, and

the Cyclades, invaded Asia with his land and sea forces, and

with elephants from the country of the Tröglodytes and

Ethiopians. This body of elephants” was first collected out

of these countries by his father and himself, and brought into

all Gods, both kings and queens: the three

first indeed are alone concerned in the present

inquiry; but the whole series stands thus:

H. Ptolemy, son of Lagus, and his queen

Bereníke, styled 93, Satá;wy, from the title

of the king,

IIrox:pāo; X wrºg, Ptolemy the Preserver.

II. Ptolemy II. and his two queens Arsinoë,

the latter of whom was his sister, styled

eºv'A3%ºv, from the title of the king,

IIroxtºlo; bºx4%xpos, Ptolemy the Fraternal.

HII. Ptolemy III. and his queen Berenikë,

styled Geºy Evtey; twº, from the title of the

king, -

II oxspºros Evteyfrne, Ptolemy the Benefactor.

IV. Ptolemy Philópator, with his queen Ar

sinoe, styled 9tz, bºxoratégº, from the title

of the king,

Iivox.º.o. bºxcrºrwe, Ptolemy the Filial.

V. Ptolemy Epiphanes.

This series not only proves the propriety of

applying the title of 93, Žarkºv to the first

Ptolemy and Berenike, but confirms the vera

eity of Cosmas and the authenticity of the

Adulítick Inscription : for its form, order,

and assignment of the titles is in perfect cor

respondence with the Alexandrian marble.

Cosmas had not knowledge sufficient to invent

this, for he does not know to which of the

Ptolemies it belongs; and if he had collected

the facts from history or tradition, the impos

ture must have been discovered, if the titles

had not corresponded.

A second objection of Beger's was, that

Philadelphus had no children by Arsinoe his

wife and sister. But the Scholiast on Theo

critus, Idyl. 17. fortunately furnished an an

swer to this also, who says that Ptolemy Phi

ladelphus was first married to Arsinoë,daughter

of Lysimachus, by whom he had Ptolemy,

(afterwards called Euérgetes,) Lysimachus

and Bereníke. But that having discovered

this Arsinoe engaged in some conspiracy, he

banished her to Koptus, and then married his

sister Arsinoë, and adopted as her children

those he had had by the other Arsinoe. This

Arsinoë, his sister, was worshipped by the

Egyptians under the title of Diva Soror, and

Venus Zephyritis. Chishull.

** 69EQN AAEAqbſ,N.

* @EQN X-0THPQN.

* A fact noticed by all the historians, and

preserved by Agathárchides, as almost the

only commerce remaining on this coast in the

time of Philomètor.
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Egypt and tamed for the service of war. With these forces

Ptolemy advancing into Asia”, reduced all the country on this

side the Euphrátes, as well as Cilícia, the Hellespont, Thrace,

and all the forces in those provinces. In this expedition, having

captured also many Indian elephants, and subjected all the

princes to his obedience, he crossed the Euphrátes, entered

Mesopotánia, Babylónia, Susiàna", Persis, Média, and the

whole country as far as Bactria”, and brought the whole under

his dominion. [In Persis and Susiàna] he collected all the

spoils of the temples which had been carried out of Egypt

by [Camby'ses and the Persians, and conveyed them back

again to that country", with all the treasures he had ac

* So very little of this conquest appears in

history, that, having this inscription only in

Thevenot's work, I had doubted the whole,

till I met by accident with the passage in Ap

pian, which confirmed the fact, and again at

tracted my attention; but having afterwards

procured Chishull’s work, (Antiquitates Asia

ticae,) I found he had anticipated this passage,

and many of the other observations which I

had taken some pains to collect. See Ap.

Syriac. p. 635. Schweighaeusser's ed. St.

Jerom on Daniel mentions these conquests;

and Appian notices that the Parthian revolt

commenced upon the distress of the Syrian

monarchs in this war.

It is very extraordinary that venerable

Bede has this account from Jerom. Bede is

very clear and consistent, whether he copies

Justin or St. Jerom. See Bed. Chronic.

p. 14. ed. Smith. Capta Syria Cilicia &

prope universa Asia, &c.

* Rollin touches on this expedition of

Ptolemy, and makes it stop at the Tigris, vol.

vii. p. 307. but Ptolemy here expressly says he

entered Susiàna, and as Rollin confesses the re

storation oftwothousand five hundred Egyptian

statues, we may ask, where could they be found

except at Susa 2 The cause of this invasion

was the insult offered to Berenikè, sister of

Euérgetes, whom Antiochus Theos had di

vorced, and whom Seleucus, his son by Arsi

noë, finally put to death. See Justin, lib. xxvii.

c. 1. Justin mentions that he would have

subdued the whole kingdom of Seleucus, un

less he had been recalled by disturbances in

Egypt. The two thousand five hundred sta

tues, and forty thousand talents, I find in the

notes on Justin, but whence deduced I know

not. -

* Ptolemaeus Euergetes devicit Seleucum;

omnia sine bello et certamine occupavit a

Tauro usque in Indiam; Bayer, p. 61. Bayer

moderates the conquest, and appeals to Theó

critus and the Adulitick marble. But the

marble certainly confirms in a great degree the

citation, which is from Polyaenus.

* It is for this favour to the natives that

he is said to have been styled Euérgetes, the

benefactor.

3 z 2
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cumulated in his conquests, and all the forces which had

attended him on the expedition; all these he embarked upon

the canals.” $; # * § * # #

This, says Cosmas, was the inscription on the figure or tablet,

as far as we could read it, and it was nearly the whole, for only

a small part was broken off. After that we copied what was

written on the chair, which was connected with the inscription

already given, and ran thus:

After this, having with a strong hand compelled the tribes

bordering upon my own kingdom to live in peace, I made” war

* The inscription is here manifestly left

imperfect, and that apparently on account of
that part of the tablet which was mutilated.

We are therefore at liberty to conjecture what

these canals were, consistent with the nature

of the countries alluded to. Chishull looks

to the canals on the Euphrates; but let us

reflect, that the palace of Camby'ses was at

Susa; thither the spoils of Egypt were sent

by the conqueror, and there they would be

found by Euérgetes, if they had not been

removed by the Macedonians, or the kings of

syria. Much notice is taken in history of the

treasures at Susa being plundered ; but the

spoils of temples, Egyptian gods and statues

had little to tempt the avarice of the con

querors, and would have been moved to little

purpose, at a great expence. It is highly

probable, therefore, that Euérgetes found

them still at Susa; and if we consider that

Susiàna was of all the provinces of the Persian

empire, the one most furnished with, and

most intersected by canals, we ſhall have no

difficulty in concluding, that these cumbrous

deities were embarked upon that canal which

united the Eulºus by the Mesercan with the

Tigris; and that they were brought by this

stream, now called the Suab or Soweib, into

the Euphrates near Korna. From Korna

they would be conveyed up the Euphrátes to

Thápsacus, or higher, and require no other

land carriage but from that point to the bay

of Issus. This would certainly be the best

and least expensive conveyance from Susa to

Egypt, and there could be no other water

carriage unless by the Euleus to the Gulph of

Persia, and so round the continent of Arabia

into the Red Sea. If it could be proved from

history, that the fleets of Euérgetes had

ever circumnavigated Arabia, we might ad

mit this as the readiest mode of conveyance;

but I have searched history in vain to establish

this conclusion. If it was contained in the

point of the tablet broken, we have much

reason to lament the loss; for so persuaded am

I of the authenticity of the inscription, that I

should admit the fact without hesitation, if

found there. I can only now add, that the

canal from Susa to the Tigris, and the car

riage thence up to Thápsacus, afford the most

probable clue to this passage.

* Mark the use of the first person. Whe
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upon the following nations”, and after several battles reduced

them to subjection.

First the nation of Gazè, next Agame and Siguë, These I

subdued, and exacted the half of their property by way of con

tribution for my own use *.

After these I reduced Ava and Tſamo or Tziamo, Gambéla

and the country round it, Zingabénè, Angabè, Tiama, and the

A'thagai, Kálaa, and Seménē, (a nation “ beyond the Nile,)

ther the change from the third person to the

first be caused by Cosmas or the inscription,

must be doubtful. We might well suppose

both inscriptions to run in the first.

* Cosmas has many curious particulars of

these countries himself; as, 1st. The Home

rites are not far distant from the coast of Bar

baria [Adel]; the sea between them is two

days’ sail across. This proves that he places

the Homerites somewhere east of Aden on the

ocean.

2. Beyond Barbaria [Adel] the ocean is

called Zingium [Zanzibar the Caffre coast],

and Sasus is a place on the sea coast in that

tract. This sea also washes the incense country

[Adel and Adeal, and the country where the

gold mines are.

3. The king of Axiómis sends proper per

sons there by means of the governor of the

Agows to traffick for gold. Many merchants

join this caravan, and carry oxen, salt, and iron,

which they exchange for gold. They leave

these articles and retire, when the natives

come and leave as much gold as they chuse to

offer. If this is thought sufficient, on their

return they take the gold and leave the ar

ticles.

This is a very extraordinary passage, as it

proves that the Abyssinians traded in that age,

as they still do, not by sea, but inland through

their southern provinces. And the exchange

is similar to modern practice, both on the

borders of Abyssinia,and other tribes of Africa.

Montf.

There is the same traffick in Africa between

the Western Moors (Mograbbins) and Nigri

tians. See Capper's Monsoons, Append.

p. 190. from Shaw.

The same traffick of the Agows continues

to this day. Bruce, iii. p. 455, oct. ed.

4. The winter [that is the rainy season] in.

Ethiopia is in our summer; the rains last for

three months from Epiphi to Thoth, so as to

fill all the rivers and form others, which empty

themselves into the Nile. Part of these cir.

cumstances I have seen myself, and others I

have heard from the merchants who trade in

the country.

5. The great number of slaves procured by

all the merchants who trade in this country;.

a trade noticed equally by the Periplôs near

5co years before Cosmas, and by Bruce

12oo years after his age. It is worthy of

remark that Abyssinian slaves bear the first

price in all the markets of the east, and the

preference seems to have been the same in all

ages. Montfaucon, tom. ii. p. 144. Nova

Col. Patrum.

* 'A3' &ºxx. 74,72 ºzza-32. Hom. x.

1. Izo. The Homerick custom of taking.

half and leaving half.

* Af, s, ºn tº ºrigzy tº Náxe, which Mont

faucon reads in a parenthesis, as no part of the

inscription, but as an observation by Cosmas.
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among mountains difficult of access, and covered with snow ;

in all this region there is hail and frost, and snow “so deep that

the troops sunk up to their knees. I passed the Nile to attack

these nations, and subdued them. -

I next marched against Lásine and Zaa and Gábala, tribes

which inhabit mountains abounding with warm springs; Atalmo

also and Bega, these likewise I reduced, and all the nations in

their neighbourhood.

After this I proceeded against the Tangaſta: “, who lie towards

the confines of Egypt; these I reduced, and compelled them to

open a road of communication from this country into Egypt.

The next tribes I subdued were Annině and Metinë, who were

seated upon mountains almost perpendicular; and Sesea, a

tribe which had retired to a mountain absolutely inaccessible

to an army; but I surrounded the whole mountain, and sat

down before it, till I compelled them to surrender; I then

selected the best of their young men, their women, their

sons and daughters, and seized all their property for my own

uSe.

But the fact is true, Samen is beyond the

Tacazzè.

* Bruce utterly denies the existence of

snow in Abyssinia; but it does not quite follow

from this that snow was unknown in former

ages. Horace says, Soracte stat nive candida,

but the moderns observe this now never hap

pens. Lobo asserts that snow falls in Samen

on Sámenè, but in very small quantities, and

never lies, p. 578. Fr. ed. Bruce calls Lobo

a liar, but in many instances not without

manifest injustice. He allows himself that

Samen is a ridge eighty miles in extent; the

highest part is the Jews' rock, where there

was a kingdom of Jews till within these few

years.

Compare this account of the frost with the

destruction of the army of Facilidas by cold.

Bruce, vol. iii. p. 439. -

* If it were possible to identify this tribe

with Dángola, it would be a great acquisition

to geography. Dángola lies exactly in the

proper place, as may be seen by Bruce's

map, lat. 20°.

There is another Dánkala, or Dángola, on

the Red Sea, lat. 12°. But see Bruce, iv.

326, oct. ed.
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My next attempt was upon Rauso, an inland tribe in the

frankincense country, a region without mountains or water;

[from this tract I penetrated again to the coast, where] I found

the Sólate, whom I subdued, and gave them in charge to guard

the coast [from pirates].

All these nations, protected as they were by mountains al

most impregnable, I subdued, and restored their territories to

them upon conditions, and made them tributary; other tribes

submitted also of their own accord, and paid tribute upon the

Same termS.

Besides the completion of this, I sent a fleet and land forces

against the Arabites “, and the city of Kinédópolis “on the other

side of the Red Sea; I reduced both to pay tribute, and gave

them in charge to maintain the roads free from robbers, and the

sea from pirates", subduing the whole coast from Leukë Komè

to Sabèa. In the accomplishment of this business I [had no

example to follow, either of the ancient kings of Egypt, or of

my own family, but] was the first to conceive the design, and

to carry it into execution.

* Arabians. º

* See Ptolemy, p. 152. It is in Hejaz,

lat. 22°. The name is significant ; and when

ever the Mammeluks are driven out of Egypt,

they may retire to Arabia, and re-establish the

city with its ancient title.

* The coast of Arabia, north of Yambo,

has been notorious for pirates and robbers in .

all ages. Leuke Kome, or the White Vil

lage, we shall fix . when we come to the coast

of Arabia in the third book; it is at the en

trance of the Elanitick Gulph; and the coast

from this village to Sabèa or Yemen was in the

route of all the trade from Egypt, both for

native and Indian commodities, till the Ro

mans were masters of Egypt. The Romans

had a garrison in Leuké Kome, and a custom

house, where they levied 25 per cent. on all.

goods. See Periplós Maris Eryth. p. 11.

Huds. Leuke Komè seems, in the time of

Cosmas, to have fallen into obscurity, which

is the reason that he refers the name to Leuko

gen, on the opposite side of the gulph; that

is, he copied a truth which he did not under-.

stand, and his ignorance is a proof of his vera

city ; he could not have forged it.
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For my success in this undertaking I now return my thanks

to Mars, who " is my father, and by whose assistance I re

duced all the nations from [Bactria” on the north, to the

Incense coast on the south ; and from Libya [on the west] to

Ethiopia and Sasus ” on the east. Some of these expeditions I

entrusted to my officers; but in most of them I was present, and

commanded in person. -

Thus having reduced the whole world “ to peace under my

own authority, I came down to Adule, and sacrificed to Jupi

ter, to Mars, and to Neptune, imploring his protection for all

that navigate “[these seas]. Here also [at Adule] I reunited

* "O; us xx, yºvynas, the father who begot me.

It is a remarkable expression. He has already

said he was the son of Ptolemy and Arsinoë,

descended from Hercules and Dionísus, and

now Mars is his immediate father. What

ever vanity there may be in the sovereigns, or

flattery in the subjects, there is still something

analogous in these Macedonian genealogies.

Alexander is not the son of Philip, but of Ju

piter Ammon. His courtiers, and the family

of his courtiers, follow the example of their

monarch. They are gods and sons of gods,

©to £27.8%;, ºo, Sarºt;. The presumption

is rather peculiar, for we may say to every one

of them, Matris adulterio patrem petis.

* If the inscription ought to be confined to

this expedition, the word inserted in the

parathesis should be the Tangāitz, and not

Bactria ; but as he reduced the whole world

to peace, I have made it general.

* From Abyssinia to the Bay of Zeyla.

Sasus, is manifestly a place on the coast of

Adel, fully proved by Cosmas, ii. 139.

* The whole world is assumed by many

conquerors for the world around them. Alex

7

ander and the Romans did not conquer the

whole world, but used the same language.
sº ‘rºle rºy Tºw{outway.

It appears fully from this passage that

Euérgetes engaged in this expedition on the

plan of his father Philadelphus, for the ex

tension and protection of commerce, and that

he awed the whole coast on both sides the Red

Sea, making them at least tributary, if not a

part of his kingdom ; but it no where appears

that he passed the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb.

Though he visited the Mosyllitick marts, his

approach to them was not by sea, but through

the interior of Abyssinia and Adel, as appears

by his march from Rauso to Sólate, which

must be on the coast, from his giving it in

charge to the natives to preserve the peace of

the sea. The execution of these designs, with

the opening a communication inland from

Abyssinia to Suéne, marks the grandness and

wisdom of his system, as clearly as if we had a

history of his reign, and a detail of his ex

peditions. Of the latter there is not a trace

remaining but this monument. It is still

more extraordinary, that in less than seventy
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-

all my forces, [which had been
employed on both coasts of the

Red Sea, and sitting on this throne, in this place, I consecrated

it to Mars, in the twenty-seventh year of my reign ". -

-

Abyssinian names of Places in the Inscription, many of

which are identified by Cosmas himself. Consult Bruce's

Map, vol. v. and Ludolfus, p. 14.

Gaza. Geez? but dubious, as it is one of the places first

mentioned, and Geez is very far inland ; Montfaucon. Pliny’s

Gaza near Mosyllon is noticed by Chishull; but these places in

years all the notice of this expedition should

have sunk into silence, and that Agathárchides

should say nothing of this plan, but so far as

relates to the elephants procured at Ptolemáis

Thérôn. Can this be adduced as an argu

ment against the reality of the marble 2 I think

not ; and I trust it to its internal evidence.

But if the authenticity of the marble be al

lowed, what light does it not throw on the

boasted discoveries of the Ptolemies It

proves, that whatever might be the progress

of Timósthenes down the coast of Africa

in the reign of Philadelphus, no commerce

was established upon it in the reign of his

son. It proves that the Greeks of Egypt did

not yet trade beyond the straits, or on the

Mosyllitick coast, though they meditated the

attempt. It proves that they did not yet go

to Aden, but traded to Yemen within the

straits; and that one object of this expedition

was to clear the Arabian coast of pirates,

from Leuke Kome to Sabèa ; that is, from

the top of the Gulph to the bottom. In

the whole account not a word escapes that

implies a trade with the marts of Arabia on

the ocean beyond the straits, nor does it aford

VOL. I I. 4.

any reason to believe that the continent of

Arabia was yet circumnavigated, or the dis- .

coveries of the Ptolemies brought in contact

with those of Alexander.

This has been my inducement for intro

ducing this marble to the knowledge of the

reader, agreeably to my deſign of tracing the

discoveries of the ancients step by step; and

I conclude this account with remarking, that

commerce rather fell short than proceeded in

the following reigns ; for it stopped at Sabèa

on the Arabian side, as it does in this marble,

and on the African side it did not go so low

in the regn of Philomètor as in that of Euér

getes. - -

* Chronologers assign 26 years to the reign.

of Euérgetes. But if a king commenced his

reign in June, for instance, and died in October,

it might be 26 years in a chronicle, and yet the

27th would have cominenced. Chishull Sup

poses this to be the fict. Dodwell supposes

Euergetes to have been crowned during his

father’s life time ; and we add, that an error

(if it be such) in numbers may be more readily

imputed to a 13. than made to impeach the

marble.

A
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the commencement seem all between the coast and the Tacazzè,

or its neighbourhood.

Agame. A government in Tigrè ; Montf. Ludolf. p. 17.

Again signifies Jessamine; Bruce.

Siguè. Bruce mentions Zaguè as a province, vol. ii. p. 534.

else it might be thought Tigre, from the places mentioned with

it; or Siguè for Sirè ; Xyvå, Sºvi.

Ava. The province between Adule and Axuma. Nónnosus;

Chishull. Ax(\ma is in the province of Tigrè. Ava is still

found as a district of Tigrè.

Tiamo or Tziamo. Tzama a government of Tigré near

Agame; Montfaucon. It seems to be the kingdom of Damot.

But there is a Tzama in Begemder; Ludolf. p. 14.

Gambéla, Gámbela. There is a Gaba noticed by Ludolf, but

nothing to mark its relation to Gámbela.

Zingabénē ". The country of the Zangues, Zinguis, or

Caffres. -
-

Angabe, read Anga-bénê. The kingdom of Angot.

rºl. ... nº o 1, V., 4: : …..

Tiama. Tiamaa, Vatican MS. Tigrè-mahon a mere con

jecture. Dut Mahon, Macuonen, signifies a governor or go

vernment; Ludolf. p. 20. It is idle to search for an equivalent,

as it is possibly only a repetition of Tiamo.

* Zengibana. Hartman. Al Edrissi, p. Ioo.
-
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Ath-agai, Agoa; Montf. Agows”; Bruce.

Kalaa. Nothing occurs but the mention of it with Seménê.

Seménê, Samen “, Semen. Montf. The Tacazze is the

boundary between Samen and Sirè; Druce, iii. p. 252. The

snow mentioned in the Inscription is denied by Bruce, but the

mountains, eighty miles in length, are acknowledged by him ;

Ibid. And the Inscription mentions passing the Nile (Tacazzè).

to Seméne.

Lasine. Still so called ; Cosmas; Lasta.

Zaa. Still so called ; Cosmas. Xoa, Shoa, or Sewa ; Lu

dolf. f

Gabala. Still so called ; Cosmas. There is a kingdom of

Bali in Ludolph, p. 14. and a Gaba, p. 15. but nothing certain.

At-almo. Lamalmon “the great mountain. At, seems to be

an article or prefix, as in Ath-agai.

Bega.

Abyssinia.

Beja ” and Begemder are still two provinces of

* Cosmas uses the very word Agau, p. 139.

"Evº. 3: 723 #2 vizvrºv & Bzzºv: Tây Agºutº,

3& Tºv &éxorro; tº: ATAY &zorºat, ixeſ &yºrs;

lºie; viz., T;2%.27#2; x;vziº.

The fact—the situation of the Agows for

this traffick—the traffick itself—the employ

ing the king’s own servants, are all circum

stances so natural and necessary that there can

not be a fallacy.

* Lamalmon, one of the highest mountains

in Abyssinia, is a part of Samen. Bruce, iv.

377. oct. ed.

* The plain at the top is called Lama.

Bruce, iv. 379, oct. ed. Now Lam is a

mountain in Arabick ; so that Lam-Almon

is Mount Almon. This accounts for At

Almo.

” But Beja is also the country of the Trög--

4. A 2
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Tangaitae. Vossius reads Pangaitae, in order to prove that

Panchaia the Frankincense country is not in Arabia but Africa;

Vos. ad Pomp. Mel, lib. iii. c. 8. Chishull. But the Tangaite

are a tribe between Abyssinia and Egypt, i.e. at Sennaar,

Dongola, or Meroë, most probably at Sennaar or Dongola.

Dongola is written Dangola and Dancala", not unlike Tanga.

But whether Dangola is an ancient name I cannot discover.

There is another Dongola on the coast. *

Metinë, Annine. Nothing occurs to ascertain these places.

The Inscription passes from the northern frontier of Abyssinia

to the southern with these names between, noticing only that

they are mountainous.

Sésea. Barbaria, coast of Adel; Cosmas. Apparently on

the mountains which divide Adel from Abyssinia. See Bruce,

vol. iii. p. 250.
-

Rauso. Barbaria; Cosm. According to the Inscription it

self it is inland from the frankincense coast of Barbaria (Adel),
a . * \

and Sólate is on the coast.

Sólate. Barbaria; Cosm. These three places correspond in

number with the three on the Mosyllitick coast mentioned in

the Periplus. The modern maps have a Soel.

lodytes on the Red Sea, below the mountains; Schultens in voce ad vitam Saladini. Nubians

of which Aidab seems the principal place, and called Nobata by Procopius, from Noubat.

port of embarkation for Jidda. See Nub. Arabick.

Geog. Schultens in voce. Nubia on the Nile 80 nights distant; from

* Dancala is at leaſt as old as the Nub. Dunkala to Suéne 4o nights.

Geog. p. 15. and the capital of Nubia.

7 .
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Arabites. Homérites *; Cosmas. But Cosmas is in an error.

The Homérites are on the ocean ; these are the Arabian tribes

on the coast of the Red Sea opposite to Suakem and Abyssinia,

as appears by the Inscription.

Kinédópolis. Homérites; Cosmas. But Cosmas is mis

taken. It lies on the coast of Arabia not far from Yambo, be

tween Leukë Kome and Sabèa, agreeably to the Inscription

itself. See Ptolemy, Asia ; tab. vi.

Pirate Coast. Not noticed as such, but their piracics marked.

Probably the Nabathéans or wild tribes above Yambo, always

pirates, and subdued by the later Ptolemies and by the Romans.

They are pirates at this day.

Leukë Komè. Eleukogen, in the country of the Blemmyes;

Cosmas. Another proof that Cosmas could not be a forger,

for Leuke Komè is in Arabia, above Jidda, and he places it

in Ethiopia. His ignorance is a proof of his veracity.

Sabéa. The Homérites; Cosmas. But really Yemen, the

Arabia Felix of the ancients, more properly so called after

wards when subjected to the Homérites, and in the age of

Cosmas assuming the name of the prevailing powers.

* See Gossellin Recherches, tom. ii. p. 212, reign of Justinian, to be masters of Arabia, as

st seqq. who supposes the Homérites, in the far as the Hejaz. Kinédopolis is in Hejaz.
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Sasus. At the extremity of Ethiopia where gold called Tan

charas is obtained. It lies upon the same ocean as Barbaria

(Adel), where frankincense is procured; Cosmas. By Ethiopia

he means Abyssinia, and Sasus must be near Zeyla.

Adûlè. The port of Abyssinia in the Bay of Masuah.



P A R T I.

D IS S E R T A T I O N II.

ON

FITENHAIOMMENOYOEX IAX2.

HE readings of this extraordinary polysyllable are as

numerous almost as the editions, and the authors who

have had occasion to cite it. The corruption is evident to all,

but no two agree in the correction.

The whole passage stands thus:

Með’ ov, Torauð. Txºoves, x2 &xxo, arvvexeſ; %go, 3.nenuºvo zora. go.328,

xx; %uous Žºsenzie; º, re: Trøvra; #Trø, Péxe IIugºdov * vàrov,

KAINHE AETOMENHX AIOPTXOX, 2p h; wixgåv rávo TOY AIBOs,

pera Öſo ºwes vuxºrušovº, raft ATTHN THN ATXIN EITENHAIOM

MENOTOEX [AX &ravr& vºrog.

Salmasius reads 726 curé ré IIg&row &zgow is ºw Mevaſiº; 2ravr&

wºrog. Blancard follows Salmasius, but in this correction, r3

IIgºrov &zeow is assumed without a shadow of resemblance, and is

as wrong in point of geography as criticism. The Menſthias of

the Periplôs has no reference to Prasum whatever ; and the

mistake of Salmasius arises from supposing that the Menſthias

of Ptolemy and the Periplôs are the same, which they certainly

al'C. In Ol.

Others read,

»r w -> - -

Eirs Mevaſiº; cºravtz vºrog.

2. er w - - -

'Ere v. 3, #2, Mevaſiº; cºravtz vºrog.

* The Basil edition reads it’ &w IIvº A&ww.

7
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Henry Jacobs, in Hudson's Minor Geographers, vol. iii. p. 68.

reads,

Twº durºy Tºv 3ºzy is r. vártov Meye?id: cºrowſ; vºrog.

IIenry Jacobs adds also, that Prasum is not Mosambique

but the Cape of Good Hope. He can find no authority for this,

but the estimate of Marinus, and Marinus himself corrects his

excess, and reduces his latitude from 34° south to 23° 30' 0".

See Ptol. lib. i. c. 7.

Impressed with the appearance of these difficulties, I venture

on the following discussion with no common uncertainty; and

little practised as I am in the science of correction, I decline the

grammatical and critical part of the inquiry, and wiſh to con

fine my reflections almost wholly to what is purely local and
geographical. w º -

I. First then it is to be observed that our author has certainly

not more than eight" divisions of the heavens, or, as we should

say in modern language, eight points of the compass, the same

number as is marked upon the eight fronts of the Temple of the

Winds at Athens, under the following appellations * :

Boreas

-

-
- . .

Skiron Raikias or Caecias

Zephyrus Apheliotes

Lips Eurus

Notus

• It is not intended to say that the whole the north, p. 17. and Dusis for the west.

eight occur in the Periplós, but that it has * See Aristotle Meteorol, lib, ii. c. 6..

not more than eight. It uses Aparctias for and de Mundo, c. 4.
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In the application of these, or the terms equivalent to these,

the Periplôs is generally accurate, except in the instance of

laying down the coast from Cape Elephas to Arômata, where,

if our charts are accurate, as they are, generally at least, it is

impossible to apply the points of the Periplôs to the actual state

of the coast.

II. Secondly, let us examine the points of the compass spe

cified by the author in this passage, and his manner of express

ing them ; these are irºv. 18 AC3;, or i+’ & 2", and Trog' cºvrºv Tºv

3%ry, answering to the south-west and west in the foregoing

figure ; and here it is observed, that irovo or ºr &vo T8 AC3, is

not known as a Greek idiom, although tº irávo is used by the

author for the upper part of the coast, p. 12. But let us sup

pose it to be a nautical phrase, how is it to be interpreted 2

Africum versus à superiori parte Altius quam Africus 2

Above the south west ? If this has a meaning in Greek, what is

to be understood by above 2 Is it more to the south or more to

the west ? that is, is it south west by west, or south west by

south : If we preſer the former, it corresponds with the bear

ing of Zanguebar from Pemba, and was ºvrºv Tºv ºrw; if we

adopt the latter, it agrees best with the bearing of Zanguebar

from Mombaça : and this seems the more proper, as the course

is [2.5 %] from Mombaga. The difficulty which occurs here,

induces Dr. Charles Burney, of Greenwich, to discard the ex

pression, and to read ºr cºvaroxy, for $74, a tº A.33¢.

In the next place, how are we to understand zoº' gurºv rºy

3%ry? IIagº, according to the lexicons, has a sense of motion

to a place. In which form it might be rendered towards the

• ‘E-4, with a genitive is in common use, what sense, is dubious. 'E-4.2 tº riºtſ,zra;,

but whether it can be used with a wind, or in above the firmament, is a known idiom.

VOL. I. I. 4 B t
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west, as in p. 9. almost immediately preceding the passage

before us, zag &vrov ºn rô, Aiga seems to express the direc

tion “ of the coast lying south west and north east as we ſhould

express it in English *, or the course of a vessel along the coast

in a south west direction.

III. Thirdly, we must inquire how these expressions can be

applied in any of their senses to the bearings of the islands and

the coast; and here I assume Mentithesias or Menſthias for one

of the Zanguebar islands, from the distance specified, which is

three hundred stadia from the coast, equal to thirty miles, and

corresponding with the distance of no other islands in this part

of the voyage. Now I have before assumed Mombaça for the

termination of the Puralaan islands, that is, for the Kaw; 3idevă,

the new canal “. The vessel is plainly setting out from this

point, [zzi tº coivº: Aeyopºvº; 3.4%uxo; Aq HX. Puzºv #zolvo Tá Aéð;,]

that is, from Mombaga, and going down to an island thirty miles

distant from the coast. The coast itself runs south west, but

if she is to stand off the coast for the island, she runs not south

west, but more towards the south than south west. Now this

is actually the course a vessel must hold to run from Mombaça

to Zanguebar. It would be a little to the south of south west.

If therefore trava rā A63; can be made a Greek idiom, or a

Greek nautical phrase, this I conclude is the only interpretation

it could bear. It must be noticed likewise, that this expression

must be applied to the course of the vessel from Mombaga, aS

* The primitive sense of rag”, seems to be side of it.

juxtaposition, or side by side, as wºoto-, * So likewise Tagº. 73, 32;(2), p. 23. to

ºrzewºrx”yzº. See Odys. E. 418. 44o. ºozz; wards the north.

ºrzºztºyºs, where the waves do not break * The proofs will be found P. I53. et seqq.

directly against the coast, but run along the supra.
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rag &vrºv tº ºrw must apply to the position of the islands; for

it is joined with ust 2 &\ſo &#42; wuxánuševº, {lS Trag' 2vrºv Tºv ºriv,

is joined with irrevºloup.sv23:gia; cºzović vºro;.

I had, in the former edition, expressed a predilection in fa

vour of Monfia; but the inspection of Mr. Arrowsmith's" map

of Africa has convinced me, that this assumption is not tenable;

for he lays down Pemba far more easterly than Zanguebar, and

Zanguebar itself as much more prominent and conspicuous than

either Pemba or Monfia: and that Menoothias was no ordinary

island, appears from the description of it in the Periplôs. All

these islands lie east from the coast, which is sufficient to justify

Dr. Charles Burney's reading of ir' cºvaroxy for trºvo, “rg Ağaç.

But we are now setting sail from Mombaça, and from Mom

baça Mr. Arrowsmith's Zanguebar lies almost due south : let

us then consider that the Periplôs, only ten lines previous, has

been conducting us along this coast [ºrce ovzów ºn rºw Aida) in

a course directly towards the south west ; but when he comes

to Mombaça, he means to say that the course was no longer

south west to Menoothias or Zanguebar, but that it was more

to the south than south west. This is a geographical truth;

but whether grammatical accuracy, or the nature of the lan

guage, will allow us to render travo Te Aſto, by a point to the

south of south west, that is, in nautical language, south west

and by south, I cannot ascertain : I can only say, that the

course from Mombaga to Zanguebar is more south than south .

west, and therefore I prefer this interpretation.

* The map of the coast of Africa, inserted other part of the Periplós : +3 3: #44, p. 12.

in the present edition, is corrected from Mr. where it signifies the upper part of the coast :

Arrowsmith's, by his permission. and perhaps the original reading iw' &w is

* I have met with irºw once only in any better than trºw.

4 B 2 J
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In the next place, our attention is drawn to trag &vrºv rºw ºſcºw,

that is, Menoothias lies towards the west:—but towards the

west of what ? Certainly not west of the coast opposite, for

from that it lies directly east; but it lies more westerly than the

Puralaan islands, Sio, Ampaça, Pate, and Lamo, which are

mentioned in the preceding clause; and if the bearing is so far

right, we may try how far the text may be made to correspond.

&AAoi avvexeſ; %wo. . . . . . . tº ravtz; tra, ºxº IIvezadov via wy” [xa:

rºj zowºc Asyouávns 3.4%; &p #; Pikºv £ºrºv, 78 Aſºo; . . . . . . Trog

durºv Tºv 3 ſaw Errewnºwºweveóegia; &ravr& wºro;.

“Then follow other roads or anchorages, seven in all, to the

Puraláan islands, and the place called the New Canal, from

which framing your course nearer south than south west, the

island Eitenediominenuthesias lies before you towards the

“ west.”

In this we have the words with little or no meaning: the

error lies concealed in the strange polysyllable. To correct

this with the least force upon the text, I propose,

& º

4 G.

- > w w * •r / -

IIagº" duriy Tºy Åſaw #3, wºrſov, Mevaſsaſa; &ray72 vºccº.

#ºn is often applied in this way, as wag' ovtov ºn Töv Aſéz.

#ºn 3 in ºx;, p. 14. The construction would then stand thus:

“Towards the west of the islands occurs the island Menoo

“thesias,” ºri would approach nearer to irs, but I have no

authority for the phrase; and irra would not recede far from

the letters, if there were any foundation for assuming seven

islands for the Puraláan islands, at the seven anchorages: but

° It is written IIvº A&ow in the edition of way before &vrºs tº 3.2m, as before avrº, rº,

Blancard, and I prefer IIvpdawy. Aºz; towards the west, toward, the south

* IIzék must evidently be rendered the same west.

6

t
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of this there is no confirmation, either in the Periplôs, or the

geography of the coast. If, however, Menoothesias lies more

westerly than the islands, what islands are they Zanguebar

certainly lies more westerly than the Puraláan islands, and

more westerly than Pemba. I cannot, even by Arrowsmith's

chart, make it more westerly than Monfia, otherwise I should

say, that it is the most western of the Zanguebar islands; and

I should have little scruple in reading rag &vrºv #3, ſaw #3, wºrío,

Msycv}so ſay, Mevouáſz; &ravr& vºiro; ; for in such repetitions one of

the component parts is often dropped or absorbed. In this

form it would express, “that Menoothias was the most westerly

“ of the Menoothesian islands;” that is, that Zanguebar is.

more westerly than Pemba or Monfia. -

I will freely acknowledge that I have little confidence in this

correction; but in a desperate case, the mind must rest upon

something; and I am persuaded that in yºu.” there are the

rudiments of vyatov, whenever, or by whatever means, the

genuine reading shall be elicited.

After this statement of my own efforts, I most readily con

sign the question to abler hands, and present the reader with

the disquisition of Dr. Charles Burney, who, from his better

acquaintance with manuscripts, is more able to correct their

imperfections. IIis correction of zaw; 34%uzot, by the addition

of x2, 1%, I consider as indubitable; his introduction of ºr

ºvaroxy, for it’ &vo, 13 Aſſoc, is highly probable, from the bear

ings of the islands with the coast; and the remainder is more

* -

7. It requires nothing more than to turn 3 was originally a separate word, the ancient,

into a ; for the final , is changed regularly form of , is p, easily mistaken for 1. -

into a before another tº as in tuuwuy ; or if it
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likely to satisfy the reader than any suggestions of mine. I

differ from him only on account of my desire to adhere to the

letter of the text; but I know that much greater licence than

he has taken is justifiable, when a text is so corrupt as that

which is the subject of the present discussion.

The expressions which apply to the points of the compass,

as they occur in the Periplôs, are the following: zord. Tºw

Nárov.–zard rºy 3e3!zv.—ing Ağa.-èg row Nárov ºn.—#34 ºr ovo

w * * V 3/ \ / v v > / * > w z w

Toxiv.–726 ovrov #3, Tov Aſé2.—to 3: eravo.—roº avrov kep.svo, row

2. v \ 2. \ \ w - 2 v × w

Bogézv.–7242 row Bagsay.—wsroº Tºv avo.roxiv.–51; 2vtºv cºvaroxxv.

•.

Observations by Dr. Charles Burney.

IIegſºov; 17: 'Egu%3; 02A&rang. Edit. Princ. Basileae. Quarto. -

1533. p. 20. l. 30.

1. "Oeuoi, 3rgºwo, zoºlo d'affaëv; xx; %ue; *gºrſe; 7xtſovº,

toū; Toºloºg #7:12, ºxg: avg|Adov vławy, zzwºc asyopºwn; 3.4%uxos.
* a 2 º' * > * >y - C3 : w 3) 3. / 9 z *

&p h; Pixéðv #7 &vo Tá xićdº, Pála duo 36%,0v, vuzºngsges, ºrog’.
--

diſlºv rºw 340 w iſleynówºuevováegiog &raſſ& vºgo; dºré d'aºſov tº:: ru * v z v \ z

77; tº)0"E, Tºtaxo~wy, To.77 Euvºl xx, zoºlºsvězog.

In editione Blancardi, Amstel. 1683, in octavo, p. 151.

1.4—14.

L. 2. IIvº Adov. L. 3. ‘Endºva.

L. 3. 4. Nuxºmºges, wag' cºlò rô IIgºrov &zéow Big & Mºvovºid; cºmavr&

wºros, ſlaºſov «trö T.
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In editione Hudsoni, Geographie Vet. Scriptores Graeci

Minor. vol. i. p. 9. l. 26.—p. 10. l. 2".

L. 2. IIvg|A&ov. L. 3. 'Ezravo.

L. 4.5. Xºlºſoy &rö Tºc.

L. 2. Máxe. IIvºixàov virwy, xxiv). As you ºwn; dideuxos.

It is surprising, that all the editors should have passed over

this passage, which is wholly unintelligible ; nor will the sup

position of rº, wºrow being understood, between uszº IIvg|A&ov,

remove the difficulty, of which you appear to have been the

first observer. Kavi čićevº, as you remark, would, indeed, be

an odd name for an island.

The article is improperly omitted, in the latter part of the

sentence. Hence the passage may be thus read:

Méza IIvg|A&ov värov, xa, 7% zzwº, Aiyegºn; 3.6%uxo;.

The word zaw; has absorbed zaº tºº, which might easily

happen, from the fimilarity of sound, and accent on the

final ...

L. 3. 24) #: Pikºv irºvo, 18 AC3;, Pāli: ºo 3:6aov; wuxºtºgovº, trag'

dºw tºy ºriy
-

'Ezdºwo Tºu Aléðr, on account of the intervention of uſ]. 3. 3.

ruxºnºgovº, cannot possibly be connected with toº diſºw rºw ºſcºw,

nor would these terms, if they could be united, explain the

* The references in these remarks are made to Hudson's edition.
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situation of the island Mentithias. Instead of irºva räu Alé%,

read, º' gºox}, which precisely expresses the position of

Mentithias, with respect to the new canal, or i zawi ?idºvá, OTA

the coast of Africa. - -

To remove all doubt about the truth of the correction, the

words of Ptolemy may be adduced :

*O. (224ff.;%, Tø IIgºrº) Tagºkºſz 270 0sºvºv 2v3/oxöv vºrog, 3.

$voux Mayovſz;, p. 131. -

*

It may also be mentioned, that Aity is the name of a wind ;

and not of the coast, over which Africus blows. What possible

explanation then can be given to irovo Tov Ago; ?—The terms

%gaz Taozo, 22; xilºsºwai, in Aulus Gellius, ii. xxiii. p. 210. edit.

Conrad. may illustrate Ptolemy's 273 6sgwów &veloxãv.

* w * - -

L. 4. IIzg 2ſºv Tºv 3 ſaw iſ syn?oppºsvouſsaix; 27297& vºro; &#3

123;&v tº 7%; da el Tezzogiov -

g 4. % 773 & ! & V.

w

In the latter part of this portentous word, ſevzºoggsvg}szía;,

Salmasius acutely discovered the name of the island Menſthias;

but it is impossible to assent to his change of 726 aſſºw tºy ſaw

iſ swºop, into zog & ſº Tø IIgºrov &zgow #1, #2. It does not appear,

that the author of this Periplôs was acquainted with the Pro

montory of Prasum ; and it is certain, that he never uses

tº w, but iri, ii., or red;, &valoxºv, for Orientem versits. The

new reading also does not sufficiently resemble the old, for it

to have just claims to admission. -

Henricus Jacobius is still more unfortunate in his conjecture—

*Jaw tº tº vártov Mºvováić; a. wºrog. This author, indeed, has, p. 27.
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1. 26. x2, to véla 7%, ’Ivěz7; , but this will not vindicate :

T. Válov, nor will 244 r. 62&low 28:23:09, antiquo quodam jure, in

p. 10. l. 23. nor in p. 20. l. 3. *62; 8 roxſ tº 6xtToſsº, if the

passage be sound, defend this passage of Ti with völcy. This

author, indeed, has, p. 7. l. 34. His rêv w870, and again, p. 9.

1. 14, so p. 11. I. 16. xaºla Töv völov, and p. 12. l. 32. roºp' 2013,

válov, but riválov is unexampled in this Periplôs.

As * to v Tów wºrſov Mevováeaſov, or Meygºsºſz; d. vºzo;, it is harsh

to admit ºv, and not agreeable to the usage of the Periplūs.—

"Errá wºrſov Meyov'sgºg, would occasion the omission of two

words, graſſ; vºrog, as you observe ; which would greatly in

validate the conjecture, even if the following rarely; did not

render it inadmissible.—It is right to state, that the word

wnríow occurs in this Periplús, p. 22. l. 10. 7862sſia—diſg wºrſov

Pixév.

Salmasius appears, as has been mentioned, to have rightly

traced the name Mayovºid;, in the latter part of this strange

word. In the former, 1swºop, seem to be discoverable the

disjoined traces of ºleńovra. º. The letters are strangely

jumbled ; but it is to be recollected, that in the very next line,

where IIudson gives flºw oºzo Tºº, the editio Princeps has

273 glaºſov tº y. -

Let the author himself defend this restitution. First, for
o a

dia:TE! WOUT&.

P. 5. l. 16. it’ &valoxºv—%aſleſ, e.

P. G. l. 17, 2xºlºgíº T; ; zydlox”, ºve! woºl, &c. &c.

* This remark was in answer to readings which I had proposed,

V OL. II. | 4 C
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-

To conclude, the whole passage should probably be read

thus:

"Ogºol, ºpévol x&le; d.12%uoi); czi ºpov; Husentſov, Tasſovº, rod;

"rºla; #12, ºxº IIvºix&ov virav, zai rā; xzyń; Aºyopºwn; 3rdevyo;'

&@ #: ºikºv tº avaloxºv, wélo 3ſo eduov; vuxºnºgovº, Trag cºſºv Tºv

àſaw ºldávoura, 3 Mavouffix; cºntañº vºgog, glazºwy 273 tº: 'yº; dias}
z w v a

Télazogiov, To: Treuvº Kat zºldºvºgos.

AFTER considering all the difficulties which occur in regard

to this passage, and the obscurity respecting the choice which

is to be made out of the three Zanguebar islands, if it is ascer

tained that Menoothias must be one of them, the termination

of the voyage at Quiloa is established. Pemba, it is true, is

farther from the coast than Zanguebar or Monfia ; but Captain

Bissell's account of this island, stating that it is low and woody,

in the very words of the Periphös, suggests a preference as due

to this, rather than to either of the other two. A better know

ledge of all the three, if it should be hereafter obtained, may

determine our choice: at present it is sufficient to observe, that

the distance from the coast proves that it must be one of the

Zanguebar islands; and if so, the coast itself furnishes no

proper site for a mart or settlement till we arrive at Quiloa.
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P A R T I.

D Is S E R T A T 1 o N III.

ON THE

, , \ ( , ,

ANCIENT MAPs of the World.

--

Tinº plates are here presented to the observation of the

reader, two of which are original, from Cosmas Indico

pleustes, and Al Edrissi, and the third is drawn up by Bertius,

for the Variorum edition of Pomponius Mela, by Abraham

Gronovius, 1722. ºr - .

I. Pomponius Mela, as earliest in point of time, requires

our consideration first, and in this map it will be seen with

what propriety the ancients called the extent of the earth, from

west to east, length, and the extent, from north to south,

breadth. Artemidórus' (104, A.C.) is said by Pliny to have

first employed the terms of length and breadth, or longitude

and latitude. The dividing of these into degrees, and degrees

into their parts, was not effected fully before the time of Ma

rinus, nor brought into practice before Ptolemy. But our

present inquiry is confined to the appearance of the earth, and

here the great object which strikes our attention is the vast

southern continent or hemisphere, placed as it were * in coun

terbalance to the northern. The form in which it here appears

* See Agathèmerus, in Hudson's Geog. Aristotle employs length and breadth.

Min, cap. iv. Strabo, lib. i. p. 64. Ptol. * Pom. Mela, lib. i. c. i. See the map .

lib. i. - - - itself in Gronovius. -

4 C 2
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;

seems as if the ancients had cut off the great triangle of

Africa to the south, and swelled it into another world in con

tradistinction to that which they knew and inhabited them

selves. It is this supposition which gives rise to the expressions

of Manilius.

Altera pars orbis sub aquis jacet invia nobis,

Ignotaeque hominum gentes, nec transita regna

Commune ex uno lumen ducentia sole,

Diversasque umbras, laváque cadentia signa,

Et dextros ortus caelo spectantia verso. ASTRON. lib, i.

-

And the same sentiment in Virgil:

Audit et si quem tellus extrema refuso

Submovet oceano, et si quem extenta plagarum

Quatuor in medio dirimit plaga solis iniqui. AEN. lib. vii. 226.

It is this supposition also which gave rise to the belief of cir

cumnavigations which never took place; for M. Gossellin

proves that the voyage of Eudoxus cuts through the centre

of the great continent of Africa, and Hanno is carried to the

Red Sea without passing the equator. This it is which extends

the title of the Atlantick Ocean, to the east of Africa as well as

to the west, and makes Juba commence the Atlantick from

RMosyllon. All this is natural, if the continent of Africa be

curtailed at the twelfth degree of northern latitude, and the

voyage shortened by about eighty degrees in extent.

* Abulfeda had the same notion. See Ren- of Al Komri, or the Moon. The sea then

nell, Geog. of Herod. 689. “The sea passes goes southward at the back of the Zengitie,

“ at the back of the mountains that give rise or Zanguebar, and then turns north east.

“ to the Nile.” These are the mountains

5
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The ancients had another method of shortening the unknown

parts of the world, which was, by lengthening the known parts:

for instance, Ptolemy has 180 degrees from the Fortunate

Islands to Cattigara,_which is in reality little more than 90:

consequently from Gades west to India, or rather Cattigara, it

was only a voyage of 180 degrees, instead of 270. Seneca

thought this might be sailed in a few days, with a fair wind ;

and Aristotle was of the same opinion. See Roger Bacon,

Op. Maj. p. 183. And Martin Behaim in the Norimberg

Map. So also the Map in Grynaeus, Novus Orbis, where

Cuba lies in the place of North America, and Japan 15 degrees

to the west.

But it may be proper to call the attention of the reader to

the view of this sort of a world, as applicable to the Phénician

expedition of Heródotus. A vessel sailing along the southern

coast of such an Africa as this, has in theory the sun upon the

right-hand of the navigators for three parts of the voyage, and

this constitutes the circumstance as the grand occurrence of the

expedition. But were the same vessel to run into latitude

34° south, the real latitude of the Cape, the space during which

the sun would be on the right-hand, is a point in comparison of

the other course, and the phénómenon would doubtless have

been pointed out in other terms, as the quarter of the heavens,

or the place of the luminary.

There is another particular in this map also well worthy of

attention, which is the source of the Nile placed in the

southern “hemisphere, and compelled to run under the ocean,

* See Diodorus, lib. i. p. 45. &r: tş ri- Wide insuper, p. 49. ix.4% warriz; &n;, &c.

*f;ſorros rº, Čixeptiny Qxtzy8. Diodor, ibid. Hºoto:.........?ral, ix. Tots*
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like another Alphéus, and rise again in Ethiopia; now this

fable has its origin from one of two causes; for it was either

known that this hypothesis cut Africa too short to afford a place

for the sources of the Nile, which were carried to an indefinite

distance south by the early geographers *, and therefore a

situation south must be found beyond the ocean in the other

hemisphere, or else it arose from the report of the Nile in the

early part of its course, running through a sea with which it

never mixes. This is a circumstance which is now known to

take place on its passing through the Lake Tzana or Dembea,

where Bruce assures us that the course of the stream across

the lake is distinctly visible from the high land in the neigh

bourhood. -

Nothing farther worthy of observation occurs in this map,

but that it cuts short the peninsula of India as well as Africa,

and places Taprébana or Ceylon as it appears in the tables of

Ptolemy. It unites also the Caspian Sea with the ocean, and

gives a circumambient ocean on the north, as navigable as on

the south, part of which the Argonauts did navigate and all

but the whole was supposed to have been navigated, by Pliny.

It was this supposition which brought the Séres on the north,

wn: Azuºro. Tº &#x2, tº Nº. 2's $2: ...

×4:2: A.Ş...+x; }ºv6%. Haec negabit, He

rodotus, ii. 32. Wessel.

In p. 5o. he names Agatharchides as men

tioning the rains in Ethiopia: he therefore is

the first author who knew the true cause.

Benj. of Tudela asserts it also in i 173.

ſergeron, p. 59.

• Al Edrissi places the fountain of the Nile

in 16° south, p. 16. from ten springs; five

into one lake, and five into another : from

4.

each of these lakes three streams into a third.

lake near Tumi. This lake is at the Equi

noctial, and from this, one stream goes to the

west, and another into Egypt. On the

western stream lie all the kingdoms of the

Caffres. He notices the Black horse, called

Albanim, which make irruption into Nuba.

Are these representatives of the Funge at

Sennaar :

“To 12° or 13° south by Ptolemy,
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almost as nearly in contact with the Caspian Sea, as Mosyllon

was with the Fortunate Isles on the south ! how many obstacles

has real navigation discovered, which fictitious navigators sur

mounted without a difficulty 2

II. The Map of Cosmas”

Is so poor a composition, and so wholly the conception of

his own mind, that it would be utterly unworthy of notice were

it not the original production of the monk himself. The ve

racity of Cosmas, both in regard to what he saw and heard,

is respectable, as has been shewn in his account of Cey

lon; but his hypothesis, it is evident, makes the world a

parallelogram with a circumambient ocean, and the rivers of

Paradise flowing on the outside ; while the vicissitude of day

and night is not caused by the revolution of the earth or the

heavens, but by the sun's disk being obscured by a mountain

on the north ". He also has a Caspian Sea that joins the ocean,

and a Nile that runs under the ocean, springing from the

Gihon of Paradise in another world. The ignorance of an in

dividual is not astonishing in any age, but the ignorance of

Cosmas is extraordinary in the sixth century, when we must

suppose the writings of Ptolemy would have been known to a

monk of Egypt, and when that monk resided some years within

the tropick, and must have seen the sun on the north as well as

-OI) the south.

7 See the concluding pages of the Periplôs. * This he had from Indian astronomy.

* See plate in the account of the Adulitick Bayer Dict. Temp. p. 189.

Inscription.
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III. The Map of Al-Edrissi.

I owe the knowledge of this map to the kindness of Dr.

White the Arabick Professor at Oxford; there are two Ara

bick” copies of Al-Edrissi in the Bodleian, and that from

which the opposite map is taken is beautiful and adorned with

maps for almost every chapter. This before us is a general one,

curious because it is evidently founded upon the error of Pto

lemy, which carries the coast of Africa round to the east, and

forms a southern continent totally excluding the circumnaviga

tion into the Atlantick Ocean. The learned Hartman sup

poses that Al-Edrissi's account goes as low as 26°20' 0" south,

to the river Spirito Santo. It may be so, for Daguta is his last

city, which is but three days sail from Gasta, and Gasta is

but one from Komr, the Island of the Moon, or Madagascar.

(See Hartman's Al-Edrissi, p. 113, et seqq.) This point and

Wak Wak or Ouak Ouak seem to baffle explanation, and

Hartman confesses he can find no room for the latter. But

with all its fable, it is still the kingdom of the Zinguis, (Hartm.

p. 106.) and if so, it must be Benomotapa, which lies inland,

aud which Al-Edrissi has ignorantly brought to the coast. It

is, in short, the termination of knowledge, which, with Arabians

as well as Greeks, is always fabulous, and is by some of their

writers placed in the Mare tenebrosum, or circumambient

ocean", (p. 107. IIartman Bakai another Arabian.)

r

* One of Graves's, No. 3837. Another Wak and China are in the same degree of

of Pocock's, No. 375. Hejira, 906, A. D. longitude; but the Mare tenebrosum is the

15oo. It is from the last that this map is circumambient ocean, as well on the west as

taken. the east, which the Nub. Geog. states, P. 4

" The reason of this is evident by consult- for the Mediterranean or sea of Damascus

ing the map, where it appears that Wak issues at Calpe into the Mare tenebrosum.
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That the Komr of Al-Edrissi, the Island of the Moon, is

Madagascar I have no doubt; because in the maps which de

tail the coast, I found the continuation of this island opposite.

to the continent through several chapters, in all which parcels,

Dr. White assured me the name of Komr was regularly re

peated ; and though Hartman is by this made to doubt con

cerning Saranda, Serendib, or Ceylon, (p. 116, et seqq.) there

is no ground for hesitation; the error originates with Ptolemy,

and the necessity of carrying round the lower part of Africa to

the east, compels those who follow his hypothesis to throw up

Madagascar nearly opposite to Ceylon, to bring the Indus

into the Gulph of Persia, and the Ganges over the head of

Ceylon. Whether all these inconsistencies would have ap

peared as gross in detail as in the general map, I cannot say:

my want of Oriental learning, I regretted, did not permit me

to examine the MS. myself, in a satisfactory manner, and I

had intruded too far on the assistance of the professor. To

judge by Madagascar and the coast of Africa, I still think the

search would repay any Orientalist who would pursue it; and

when Sir William Ousely has finished Ebn Haukal, what better

scene for the employment of his superior talents than Al-Edrissi,

whom we all quote from an imperfect translation, and whom

we should know how to appreciate, if the dross were once

separated from his ore. -

The course of the Nile is still more hyperbolical in this author

than in Ptolemy whom he copies, but he has an inland Caspian.

as well as that author, and of a better form. To compensate

this, however, he has his magnetick" rocks which draw the

* This fable originates with Ptolemy, whom we find it; only he places it in the ex

p. 178. or at least he is the first author in tremity of the world east, and Al-Edrissi at

VOL. II. 4 D *
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iron out of vessels, an eastern fable as regularly at the limit

of Oriental knowledge, as the Anthropóphagi formed the

boundary of the Greeks; while his termination of the coast of

Africa at Daguta, wherever that may be fixed, proves that

little more had been done by the Arabs of the twelfth century,

towards prosecuting the discovery of the coast to the south,

than by those whom the Greeks found there, or by the Greeks

themselves.

- The Arabick names of this map, now supplied by cyphers,

have been translated by Captain Francklin of the Bengal

Establishment, whose merit as an Oriental scholar is suffi

ciently established by his History of the Revolutions at Dehli,

and who has repaid the instruction of his youth, with the cor

diality of a friend.

Numbers and Names of the Chart from the Arabick, by

Captain Francklin.

No. 1. Mountains of the Moon, No. 7. Al-Comor (Madagas

and sources of the Nile. car).

2. Berbara (kingdom of 8. A-Dasi.

Adel). 9. Al-Yemen (Arabia Fe

3. Al-Zung (Zanguebar). lix). -

4. Sefala (Sofala). 10. Tehama.

5. Al-Wak Wak. 11. Al-Hejaz (Arabia De

6. Serendeeb (Ceylon). serta).

*

the same extremity south. The difference is to the same point. See Tab. Asia, xi. In

only half the globe; but as the termination of sulae maniola in quibus gignitur magner.

Africa joins the Sinae and Sères, they come
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No. 12. Al-Shujur (Seger). No. 35. Al-Irak (Persian em

13. Al-Imama (Yamama). pire).

14. Al-Habesh (Ethiopia, 36. Fars (Persia Proper).

Abyssinia). 37. Kirman (Carmania).

15 Al Nuba (Nubia). 38. Alfazeh.

16. Al-Tajdeen. 39. Mughan.

17. Al-Bejah. 40. Al-Sunda (Scindi).

18. Al-Saueed (Upper 41. Al-Hind (India).

Egypt. Said). 42. Al-Seen (China).

19 Al-ouhat-what (Oasis). 43. Khorasan.

20. Gowaz. 44. Al-Bellarus.

21. Kanum. 45. Azerbijan (Media).

22. Belad Al-Lemlum. 46. Khuwarizm.

23. Belad Mufrada. 47. Al-Shash.

24. Belad Nemaneh. 48. Khirkeez.

25. Al-Mulita u Sinhajeh. 49. Al-Sefur.

26. Curan (Karooan, Ku- 50. Al-Tibut (Tibet).

rénè.) - 51. Al-Nufuz Izz.

27. Negroland. 52. Kurjeea (Georgia).

28. Al-Sous Nera. 53. Keymāk.

29. Al-Mughrub Al-Am- 54. Kulhaea.

keen (Mogreb the 55. Izzea.

West). 56. Azkush.

30. Afreekeea (Africa). 57. Turkesh.

31. B. lad el Gerid (Date 58. Ituråb.

country). 59. Bulghar (Bulgaria).

32. Seharee, Bereneek (or 60. Al Mutenah.

Desert of Bereníkè). 61. Yajooj (Gog).

33. Missur (Egypt). 62. Majooj (Magog).

34. Al-Shām (Syria). 63. Asiatic (Russia).

4 D 2
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º

No. 64. Bejeerut. No. 72. Germania (Germany).

65. Al-Alman. 73. Denmark.

66. Al-Khuzzus, Khosrs 74. Afranseeah (France).

Caspian Sea). 75. Felowiah (Norway).

67. Turkea (Turkey). 76. Burtea or Burtenea

68. Albeian (Albania). (Britain).

69. Makeduneeah (Mace- 77. Corsica, Sardinia, &c.

donia). 78. Italy.

70. Baltic Sea. 79. Ashkerineah (part of

71. Jenubea (probably , Spain). Q. Andalusia 2

Sweden).



P A R T II.

D IS S E R T A T I O N I.

ON THE SINAE, THE SERES, AND THE TERMINATION OF

ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY ON THE EAST.

I. The Name of China.-II. Sina of Ptolemy in Siam, Sina of other Authors;

and Sére; the same ; Periphis, Eratósthenes, Mela, d'Anville.—III. Relative

Situation of the Séres, with respect to Scythia, and India beyond the Ganges.—

IV. Capital, Séra Metropolis.-W. Séres distinguished as Manufacturers ºf

Silk.-VI. Intercourse between China, India, and Europe ; Route from

Ptolemy, Mač; the Macedonian-VII. Modern Route—Marco Polo, Rubru

quis, Carpin, Goez.—VIII. Route of the Sésata from Arracan to China—

Dionysius Periegétes.—IX. Intercourse by Sea—Mela, Rajah of. Pliny,

Cosmas Indicopleustes.—X. Golden Chersonese, Voyage from Ceylon thither,

Coast of Coromandel, Masulipatam, Ganges, Arracan, Ava, Siam, Catti

gara-XI. Longitudes and Latitudes of Ptolemy, however in Excess, still

the Cause of modern Discovery; Navigation towards the West from Spain—

Roger Bacon, Columbus, Map of Ptolemy; Eulogy of Ptolemy.

I. HINA, Sinae, and Tziniſiae', so nearly resemble China

and the Chinese”, that upon the firſt view of these ap

pellations, we are naturally led to conclude that they are the

* Tzina, and Tzinitzae, and Tzinistae, are And then adds, IIs;zitéº & Tºwſºrrº; 3% +Aétral

the orthography of Cosmas Indicopleustes; 8% Crºsſrai. Beyond the Tzinista: there is no

and of the country meant there can be no navigation, or habitable country. Montfaucon,

doubt; for he mentions the silk brought by Nov. Col. Patrum, tom. ii. p. 138.

land from that country to Persia, 4500 miles; * See Gibbon, v. 486. “yz; Tāze;.

but he says, the passage by sea is much longer. Chiaus.
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same. Sérica also, the Country of the Séres, which produces

the silk, and the only country which originally produced it, is

so pre-eminently and characteristically the same country, that

if Ptolemy had not assigned two different positions for the Sinae

and the Séres, there would probably have been no dispute upon -

the question at the present hour. - -

But it is said the Chinese thémselves know nothing of this

name. This, however, is of little weight in the subject of our

inquiry; for the same nation in Europe which we call Germans,

are styled Almains by the French, and Teutsch , or Teudesch,

by themselves. The Jesuits who were in China have, however,

endeavoured to find an approach to this sound in Tan-djin,

Han-djin, the people of Tan * or Han, two of their early dy

nasties; and in Chen-si, one of the principal provinces: but

upon these similarities there is little dependance; for it is

generally allowed, that the principal native appellation is

Tchou-koue , the Central * Kingdom ; and every nation in the

world, from vanity, from relation to all the regions around, or

from ignorance, is entitled to the same distinction.

But let us first inquire, how this name was brought westward 2

Manifestly not by the north, or by land, for the name obtained

by that conveyance was Kathay and Kitai, an appellation * be

longing to a tribe of Tartars, who were in possession of the

northern part of China from the year 917 to 1126, and had ex

tended their conquests westward to Cashgar. They were driven

out by another Tartar tribe called Kin; and the Kin were at

• And hence Dutch in our own language. writes, Kum-houe, Kumque, middle king

* D'Anville, Antiq. de l’Inde, p. 179. dom; and recites a variety of other names,

* Other names occur in Isbrandt Ides, the p. 339. -

Jesuits’ Accounts, &c. &c. * See Green in Astley’s Collection, vol. iv.

* Gemelli Careri in Churchill, iv. p. 349, p. 438, from Gaubil, and the Jesuits, *
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tacked by the Moguls, under Jengis Khawn, in 1209. It is

highly dubious whether this dynasty, whose name differs no

more from Chin than Kirk from Church, was ever of celebrity

sufficient to be known in India or Europe; but it is very pos

sible that the Japanese, who called the empire Cin in the age

of Marco Polo", derived the appellation from the Kin; and in

the language of Marco, Cin is Cheen. From this source, how

ever, the Macedonians could not have obtained the appellation

of Thina: they were the first that brought this name to Europe;

and their Thina they must have received either from the Arabs

or Indians, who style it Cheen or Ma-Cheen. Cosmas, who

received his information from Ceylon, by means of his friend

Sópatrus, terms the nation Tzinistae and Tzinitzae. This title

approaches Chinese as nearly as it can be expressed in Greek

letters. The same sound of the word was heard by the Portu

guese, upon their arrival in India; and from them Cheena, or

China, has descended to all the nations of Europe.

Cheen, therefore, by all these several navigators, was ob

tained as they advanced towards the East; and the first country

that bears the resemblance of the sound is Cochinchina, called

by the natives, and by the Chinese, Kao-tchii-chin"; by the

Jesuits, Tchen-tohen; and by the Arabs, Cheen; the Sinia

Sinarum of Al Edrissi. If then we reflect that all the kingdoms

contained in the Great Chersonese, except Malacca", partake,

of Chinese manners, habits, policy, and government, it was a

gines, and their country Tamen. Has not* See Marco Polo, lib. iii. c. 4.

• But Captain Chapman says, Anam. Ind.

An. Reg. 1861. Miscel. p. 84.

Perera's account in Hackluyt, ii. 2d part,

7.5. agrees in this derivation from Cochinchina,

but says, the Chinese call themselves Tama

Ta-ma-gen some relation to Ma-Cheen and

Mangi - -

* The Malays are supposed to be originally

Chinese by Barrow, but their language is

alphabetical.

a
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natural consequence that the Arabs, when they first reached

China, the superior and sometimes the sovereign of them all,

should receive the name of Ma-cheen, or Great China, in com

parison with these inferior kingdoms.

It is impossible to prove that these appellations are as ancient

as the éra of Alexander, because history is silent ; but the ac

quisition of the same sound by all the nations which advanced

by sea from the West towards the East, from the time of Alex

ander to the date of the Portuguese discoveries, is a strong pre

sumption in its favour.

The first mention of Thina by the Greeks, is in the Treatise

of Aristotle" de Mundo (if that work be his); but the full no

tice of it is by Eratósthenes, and as Eratósthenes lived under

the second Ptolemy, his mention of Thina is early enough to

suppose, that the Greeks had no knowledge of so distant a

region before Alexander, and knew it then only in consequence

of his expedition.

Though the Macedonians proceeded no farther east than the

Indus, they certainly acquired a knowledge of the Ganges and

Ceylon : this we learn from history; and if their inquiries went

farther, they had Persians, Indians, and Arabians, in their

army, from whose report they might gratify their curiosity. If

Aristotle, therefore, had heard of Thina, this must be the source

of his knowledge ; or if the Treatise imputed to him be not his,

the knowledge of Eratósthenes must have been acquired, either

from the same source, or from those who sailed on board the

fleets from Egypt, and met the Arabian, Indian, or Persian

merchants in the ports of Sabèa. *

* Aristotle died A. C. 322; Eratosthenes born 276.
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Let us suppose, then, that the whole of this was report, and

let us conjecture from analogy by what we know, in a later age,

to be fact. It would amount to this—that there was a trade

between Arabia and India, carried on every year; that the

merchants from Arabia met others on the weſtern coast of India,

who came from the eastern coast; that those on the eastern

coast traded to a country further east, called the Golden

Chersonese ; and that from the Golden Chersonese there was

another voyage still to the east, which terminated at Thina;

and that beyond Thina there was no proceeding farther, for it

was bounded" by the ocean which had never been explored.

A report, coming through no less than five * intermediate

channels, like this, would doubtless be loaded with much error,

fable, and inconsistency; but that by some method or other it

did come, is undeniable; for the map of Eratósthenes is re

corded by Strabo. It actually contained Thina at the extremity

of the world east, bounded by the ocean : it was placed in the

parallel of Rhodes, in lat. 36° north; arid what is most extra

ordinary of all is, that this parallel passes through the present

empire of China, within the great wall. I shall not build more

* In this, Mela, Pliny, Diony'sius, Cos- 8. Flanders or Germany.

rnas, and the Periplôs, are all agreed. 9. Prague and Franckfort.

* In M. de Murr's Memoir on Martin Be- Io. England and France.

haim, subjoined to the voyage of Pigafetta, 11. Sales by retail.

P. 312. the number of transfers to which 12. Petty Traders.

spices are subject amounts to twelve. 1. From This seems to be cited from M. Polo, lib. iii.

the Spice Islands to Java. c. 38. but there I do not find it, either in

2. To Ceylon. Ramusio or Bergeron. The list, however, is

3. The Golden Chersonese. not correct, and the account is inflamed : but

4. Taprobata, Sumatra. if it were true, how strongly does it imply the

5. Aden. necessity of finding a way to obtain this Eastern

6. Algier. produce in its native soil It is not clear that

7. Venice. M. de Murr refers to M. Polo.

VOL. II. 4 E
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on this than it will bear, but a reference to M. Gossellin's Map,

delineated on this principle, will prove the fact; and this fact

cannot be founded on imagination, or arise from fortuitous

coincidence : there must have been some information on which

it stands; and the wonder is, not that it should be attended

with many difficulties and inconsistencies, but that, after passing

through so many hands, it should retain so much truth.

II. SINE of ProLEM Y IN SIAM, SINIE OF OTHER A UT Hors,

AND SERES THE SAME ; P E RIPLUS, ERATosTHEN Es,

MELA, D'AN v ILLE.

THE Thina of Eratósthenes, however, is not to be confounded

with the Thinae or Sinae of Ptolemy ; for these, whether we

place them, with d'Anville, in Cochin-china, or with Vossius

and Gossellin, in Siam, are in a very different latitude and

position. Their country does not face” to the east, but to the

west; and their latitude is not 36° north, but 2° 20' south is.

But the Tlina of Eratósthenes and Strabo, is the Thina and

Sinae of the Periplôs, of which we have a certain proof; be

cause the author says, that silk is the produce of their country.

This country, therefore, is the Sérica of Ptolemy; and in this

sense, the Sinie and the Séres are the same, that is, they are

both Chinese.—We must now advert to the gross error of the

Periplôs, which places Thina, the capital of the Sinae, under

* D'Anville, by placing them in Cochin. to maintain), as well as Gossellin.

china, makes them face to the east; but in * This is very well argued by Gossellin.

this he opposes Mercator (who had no system Geog. des Grecs, p. 143.
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the constellation" of the Lesser Bear; that is, in the age to

which we refer it, within twelve degrees of the Pole; a climate

which, so far from producing the silk-worm, must be unin

habitable by man. How this error arose, can be explained

only by conjecture ; but it appears to originate from one of two

causes, which are perfectly different and distinct: for, first, we

find the ancient geographers very observant” of the disappear

ance of the north Polar Star, as we advance to the south, and

equally attentive to its re-appearance as we approach again to

the north ; it might happen, therefore, that the navigators who

went to China, might have observed the loss of the Polar Star

in the Straits of Malacca, and the recovery of it as they ap

proached the coast of China; and this observation, conveyed

through a multiplicity of reporters, may have caused the con

fusion between a latitude which lay under the Leſſer Bear, and

a latitude where the Polar Star became visible. 3

But if this cause should be thought too scientific to have

given rise to so gross an error, there is a second, much more

probable and natural; which is, that if we suppose a delinea

tion of the habitable world, formed upon the principle of that

which I obtained from Al, Edrissi" in the former part of this

work, or like the Borgian * Table in Sir Joseph Banks's pos

session, the degrees of longitude diminish so hastily as we ap

* *

* Gossellin notices the approach of this See also Marco Polo, as he comes up from

star to the Pole. Ptolemy says, in his time Ceylon along the coast of Malabar. Lib. iii.

it was 12 degrees from the Pole: Mix;2; "Aexts c. 23. Ramusio.

. cxzio; } tº 3:2; 'Ar's &zéxity 73 ºréas * The same circumstance occurs in Sanuto’s

1.4:2:... 3. Lib. i. c. 7. And Gossellin, Geog. Map, in the Gesta Dei per Francos. A little

des Grecs, tom. ii. p. 127. in the time of So- to the N.E. of the Caspian Sea, a notice is in

lomon, makes the distance 17% degrees. serted, Incipit Regnum Cathay.

17 See Pomp. Mela, lib. iii. c. 7. In aliqua ” In that map, Poland is almost as near

parte ejus [India.] neuter septentrio appareat. China as it is to England. .

4 E 2
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proach towards the north, that they do not leave room to dis

play all the regions which such a geographer as our author,

must find it requisite to crowd into the space that he has to

cover. This seems to be a natural source of the error which we

find in the Periplôs; and this opinion is confirmed by what he

immediately subjoins: “Thina lies,” says he, “at the Lesser

“ Bear itself; and it is said to join the limits of Pontus”, which

“ are towards “ the north, and the Caspian Sea, with which

“ the Palus Méðtis is connected, and issues into the ocean at

“ the same mouth.” Here, besides the error common to many

of the ancients”, that the Caspian Sea was open to the Northern

Ocean, we have a variety of other mistakes ; added to which,

China, Tartary, the Caspian, the Euxine, and Palus Méótis,

are all huddled together in such confusion, as nothing but

the construction of a map, on the principles here supposed,

could produce.

Whether these excuses will avail in favour of an author, whose

errors I wish not to extenuate, but explain, must be left to the

judgment of others: beyond Ceylon, all he knew was from re

port; and on report only, procured, first by the Macedonians,

and afterwards by Megàsthenes, Daímachus, Diony'sius, and

the merchants of Egypt, all the knowledge of the ancients must

be founded. But whatever may be the error of position, there

can be no mistake about the country intended. The silk fabric

itself, and the material” of which it is made, are both speci

* Perhaps the Euxine. A proof that in 155o, or thereabouts, it was

* Artrººppºols. still an opinion in Europe, that the north of

* “So that this is the true situation of China was near Europe.

“ China, not in the north parts, as many times * 9tra, 24' 35 to 7 º'o, Kai tº ºvo, tº X ºfº.

“I have heard say, confining with Germany.” P 36.

Perera in Hackluyt, ii. part 2d, p. 78.
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fically applied, by the name of Sérica, to the country of the

Sinae. This identifies them with the Séres and Thina of the

Periplús; and that the Séres are the Chinese, is generally al

lowed by the geographers of the present day.

D'Anville had “certainly no pre-disposition in favour of this

opinion ; for in passing through Scythia towards the Séres, he ar

rives at the country of the Eighurs from five to ten degrees west

of China; and in that province he finds a tree which produces

a fruit like the cocoon of the silk-worm. Here, perhaps, his

own judgment would have induced him to pause ; but he yields

honestly to conviction, and proceeding eastward into China, he

fixes upon Kan-cheou, just within the boundary of the Great

Wall, for the Séra metropolis of Ptolemy. But there was in

reality no ground for hesitation, nor any cause of solicitude for

fixing on Kan-cheou, rather than Pekin, or any other great

city, which might in that age have been the capital of the

North ; for the acquisition of general knowledge is all that can

be expected in a question so obscure and remote; and the as

tonishing approach to accuracy which we find in Ptolemy, is

one of the most curious geographical truths bequeathed to us

by the ancients; for the latitude” of his Séra metropolis” is

within little more than a degree of the latitude of Pekin, and

nearly coincident with that of Kan-cheou. Whether, there

fore, we chuse one of these, or whether there was any other

• Antiq. de l’Inde, Supplement, p 233.

* Latitude of Sera metropolis 38° 36'; of

Pekin 39°45'.

* It is sufficiently ascertained by Gaubil,

and other Jesuits, that Cambalu, or Khawn

balig, the City of the King, is Pekin. The

residence here of Koblai for three months in

the year, and the remainder in Tartary, bears.

a strong resemblance to the custom of Kien

long. It was the regal city from all antiquity,

on the north-east border of Kathay, according

to Marco Polo. See Green in Astley's Cok.

lection, vol. iv. p. 591.
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metropolis in that age, we are equally in the country of the

Séres, and the Séres are Chinese. They are the first of men,

says Pliny " that are known on commencing our inquiries from

the East, and their country fronted to the east. That there

was nothing beyond them but the ocean, was the general

opinion of the ancients; for, according to Strabo, “suppos

“ ing” the world to be a sphere, there is nothing but the im

“ mensity of the Atlantic Ocean, which should hinder us ſrom

“ sailing from Spain to the Indies upon the same parallel.”

III. R ELATIVE SITUATION OF THE SEREs, WITH RESPECT

To SC YTHIA, AND INDIA BEYoM D THE GANG Es.

IF the Séres, then, are the first nation of the known world ‘’

commencing from the east, let us next inquire into their situa

tion relative to the countries north and south. On this head,

Mela and Pliny both agree that their boundary on the north * is

Tabis, and Taurus on the south ; that all beyond them north is

Scythia, and all beyond them south is India east of the Ganges.

By the latter expression they mean, that the whole country,

from the Ganges to the Eastern Ocean, is called India, com

prehending all the regions in the Great Peninsula", which com

*—

* Lib iii. c. 17, or 20 Hard.

* P. 64. In respect to the parallel, this

would have been true between Spain and

China.

* In ea primos hominum ab oriente accepi

mus, Indos, Seras, Scythas. Spectant meri

diem indi, Septentionem Scythae usque ad

Caspium. Mela, i. 2.

Seres primi hominum qui mascuntur. Plin.

vi. 17. or zo Hard.

3° Inter Tabin et extremum Tauri promon

torium, Séres. P. Mela, iii. 7.

* By the term of the Great Peninsula, I

mean all the countries included in a line drawn

from the mouth of the Megna, or Brahma

putra, to China, as the northern limit, and the

Straits of Sincapura as the southern ; compre

hending Ava, Arracan, Pegu, Siam, Malaya,

Camboya, Cochin-china, Lao, and Tonkin. :

7
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mences at the Ganges, and part also of the southern “ provinces

of China itself. What then are Tabis and Taurus, but two

promontories advancing into the Eastern Ocean, and marking

the limits of the Ancient Sères º Scythia, according to Pliny,

commences at the issue of the Caspian Sea into the Northern

Ocean, and extends all round the continent, fronting north and

north-east”, till it comes to Tabis, which divides it from the

Sères; and what is meant by Taurus may be discovered in

Strabo, who informs us, that Eratósthenes prolonged "Taurus

from the Bay of Issus in the Mediterranean, across the whole

continent of Asia, dividing it by the same parallel" of latitude,

till it terminated on the Eastern Ocean, that is, the Sea of

China. At the termination was Thina, on the same parallel as

Rhodes, which is 30° north ; and this parallel, if we suppose it

to be correct, would embrace all the northern part of China, be

tween latitude” 30° and 40 ; in which case, we fix the southern

limit at the promontory of Taurus, in 36°, and the northern at

Tabis somewhere about 40°. A reference to M. Gossellin's

Map”, delineated in conformity to the idea of Eratósthenes,

will explain this better than words ; and whether these pro

montories be real or imaginary, this is the hypothesis or system

* The northern part of India, extra Gan- Tartary to China. By Ptolemy's route, they

gem, terminates with Taurus. Strabo, p. 68. passed it in Hircania; by the route of the

* Pliny, vi. 17. or 20 Hard. aestivum ori- Peripids, at Kabul; by the route of the Se

entenn. - satai, or Besadai, in Lassa or Thibet; but

* So does Arrian in his Indica, p. 8. Alexander, who came out of Sogdiana to

Schmeider. the Indus, crossed it from north to south over

* The cause of this supposition is, that the the Paropamisus, perhaps at the Pass of Ba

merchants who crossed this great belt of Asia, mian.

at whatever point it might be where their * Seres media ferme Coac parte incolunt,

course directed, never crossed it back again Indi, et Scythae ultima. Mela, i. z.

towards the south, but proceeded through * Geographie des Grecs.
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of the ancients. If Tabis " has a representative, we might

suppose it to be the termination of the Great Wall on the

Yellow Sea, which divides China from Tartary; but the Wall

does not end in a cape, and this must be left wholly to con

jecture.

I v. CAPITAL, S E RA METROPOLIS.

IN regard to the capital, the Séra Metropolis of Ptolemy,

though it is not indifferent where we place it, yet it may be

thought hazardous to maintain that it is Pekin. Pekin, how

ever, or the Northern Court, is one of the oldest cities in

China: it is situated near the Wall, and well adapted to form

a frontier town against an invasion of the Tartars, the only

enemy which the empire has had to fear in every age. It is

remarkable also that Ptolemy, in one place”, calls Séra the

capital of the Sinae, which makes it correspond with the Thina

of the Periplūs; and this so cssentially, that if the great error

of the author in carrying it to the Lesser Bear could be set
-

* See Mercator's Letter to R. Hackluyt,

who supposes Tabis to be much nearer Nova

Zembla. Hackluyt, vol. i. 444.

“I suppose the sea between Nova Zembla

“ and Tabis to be fresh.” Mercator.

* And not in one only. Lib. i. c. 1 1. Kol

+2, & Tº TS x6iva Tüeye ºx; 23:2; tº; tı, 2INQN

Where the Latin text runs,

Usque ad Serras quae SER U M est metropolis.

Whether Swär, therefore, be a false reading,

must be left to the critics; but so it stands in

the edition of Hondius 1605, which I use.

The Sères and Sinae are again mentioned in

*

Pºrt:07:02.Éws.

conjunction, lib. vi. c. 16. But c. 17. he ob

serves that the Sères lie above the Sinae, that

is, more to the north, both their country and

the metropolis; and in this place he adds, that

there is one communication between this

capital and Bactra, and another between the

same and Palibothra. After all, there is some

confusion of the Sinae with the Séres ; for,

lib. vi. c. 16. he writes, through the Sinae a

line is drawn, ºxei tº tarisºn, reº; 1, 3,4-.

7; 7:270; ; and these are manifestly not the

same as his Sinae in lat. 2° 20' south. See

Marcian Heracl. Hudson, pp. 29, 30. *
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aside, Thina and Séra Metropolis would be identified. On ac

count of that error, I do not insist upon this ; but, upon the

whole, the Séres of Ptolemy coincide with the Séres of Mela,

Pliny, and Dionysius; and his latitude of the capital advancing

so nearly to the parallel of Pekin, is one of the most illustrious

approximations to truth that ancient geography affords.

Without affecting precision, we have now a position for the

Séres in the northern provinces of China; and this deduction,

as it is founded on the information of the ancients, is not much

controverted by the moderns. But we have another character

istic of the Sères, derived from the produce of their country,

which is silk : this beautiful fabric we know, from the Chinese

themselves, was the original manufacture of their country—

specifically their own, by the prerogative of invention; and

though communicated to other countries in their neighbourhood,

and from the first mention of it, procurable in the ports of the

Golden Chersonese, at the Ganges, and on the coasts of Coro

mandel and Malabar, still was it so exclusively and pre-emi

nently the attribute of China, that the Sinae were, from this

very circumstance, denominated Sëres, or, Silk-worms, by the

Greeks. D'Anville was fully aware of all the authorities “ that

support this fact, and yet he objects, that they were styled

* * * t

'yº; d. akºzº;.* xºssº, Ça vºortz giraftº, 3 º'cuz 3,8; tºy

Fºxerx, x2, tº ºxoaºkoy. Hesychius in voce.

Sères, animals that spin the silk thread, or

the name of the nation from whence the ge

nuine silk comes. 'Oxo~%izo, expresses a web

wholly of silk, in contrast to the mixture of

silk with other materials in the manufactories

of Tyre, Bery'tus, &c.
- r - f w r -

Sršºv, azwānxw, tºy yºvywyſwy 72. Snºxº. 2;s;

VOL. II.

Hesych.

Sérôn, the worms that produce the silk;

for Séres is equivalent to worms.

See also Pausanias, Eliac. ii. sub fine.

D’Anville has all these authorities. Antiq.

de l’Inde, p. 233. And Vossius cites Pollux,

Servius, and Simplicius,’ as all informed of the

worm ; but certainly the whole process was

not known till Justinian’s time.

4 F -
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Sères before it was known that the material itself was the pro

duction of an insect.

W. SERES DISTINGUIS II ED AS MANU FACTU R ERS OF SI L K.

THE mistakes" of the ancients on this subject; the fluctua

tion of the first reporters, who sometimes confounded it with

cotton, and the opinion which long prevailed, that it was ob

tained from the bark or leaves * of particular trees, have been

sufficiently discussed by numerous writers on the subject; but

that the Arabs had met with it in India before there were any

Greek fleets in the Eastern Ocean, can hardly be doubted, by

those who read that the Macedonians obtained their first know

ledge of it in the countries bordering on the Indus. Hither it

must have been brought in that age, either by the trade which

passed between Patala and Malabar, or by the caravans through

Scythia, on the north; for that in so early an age it was manu

factured in India can hardly be admitted, when we observe that

the author of the Periplūs, four hundred years later, mentions

it in Malabar, not as a native production or manufacture, but

as an article brought thither from countries farther” to the east.

But in regard to China, his account is very different; for there,

“ Ubicumque apud veteres aut lini autlanae

aut byssi Indicimentio fit, intelligendum id esse

de Serico. Vossius ad Melam, lib. iii. c. 7.

The carding it from the leaves of a parti

cular tree, and using water to facilitate the

operation, occur in a variety of authors; that

is, the cocoon was taken from the mulberry

tree, and wound off in water.

* See Anna Commena Hist. Byz, where

(p. 93.) an hundred Blattia are promised by

Alexius to the emperor of Germany. The

commentator says, £Xzrtſoy is the Kermes, the

Cochineal fly or worm, used for dying red;

and that Blattia here signifies silk webs, or

robes, dyed crimson, he adds, from Kermes,

cremoiri, crimson, and from X×4×n', scarlach,

or scarlat.

* Pigetz, ix tºy law Tórwy. P. 32.
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he says, both the raw material “ and the manufacture were

obtained. The pre-eminence in this respect is still due to the

same country; for notwithstanding that almost all the nations :

of the East, and many in Europe, now breed the insect and

weave the fabric, China is still the Country of Silk; the greatest

quantity is still produced there, and of the best quality: it is

the general clothing of the nation, and its superabundance still

allows of a vast exportation to all the countries of the East, and

to Europe itself. -

In the course of this investigation, then, we have learnt

from ancient authorities, that the Séres are the Thinae of Era

tósthenes—the Sinae of the Periplūs; that their country lies

between Tartary, on the north, and India extra Gangem, on

the south; that it is the remotest region “towards the east;

that it is bounded on its eastern front by the ocean ; that the

ocean extends (in their opinion), without interruption, on the

same parallel to the coast of Spain; and that silk was brought

from this country, where it was originally found, to India,

and out of India, by the Red Sea, into Egypt, and from thence

to Europe.

v I. INTER COURSE BETW E EN CHINA, INDIA, AND EUROPF :

It OUT E FROM PTOLEM Y, M A E S T H E M A C EDONIAN.

But if silk was brought from the Séres to India, there were

but two means of conveyance—by land *, or by sea. Both are

* P. 36. - Men do not hesitate to go to the extremity

* Aix pºrºzy is 13. ESXATA *:: 5%; rºt; of the world for the purchase of the silk

*Togſz.: 2.x7; 7: x3;w, oùx 34,37. 3,529; iv. Cosmas, thread.

p. I 37- * See Astley, p. iv. 641. In Astley's Col

- 4 F 2 -
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specified in the Periplôs; for the author informs us, first, that

the raw material and the fabric itself were conveyed by land,

through Bactria, to Barugăza or Guzerat, and by the Ganges

to Limárike.—But, omitting this for the present, let us ex

amine what is intended by the route that is described through

Bactria to Guzcrat. A reference to the map will immediately

shew us, that Balk, or Bactria, lies almost directly north of the

western sources of the Indus; and as we know that the caravans

at this day pass out of India into Tartary at Cabul ", so is it

plain that this was the usual course of communication, from

the earliest times; and that the silks of China then came the

whole length of Tartary, from the Great Wall into Bactria”;

that from Bactria they passed the mountains to the sources of

the Indus, and then came down that river to Pátala or Bar

bárikè, in Scindi, and from Scindi to Guzerat.

Ptolemy “ has given us the detail of this immense inland

communication; for, beginning from the Bay of Issus in

lection, Green has entered into this communi

cation at large, with the ability that distin

guishes his work throughout. I had not seen

that Collection when I published the first edi

tion, but have the satisfaction to find that the

whole of his extensive research corroborates

the opinion that I had formed. His work

contains the travels of several missionaries be

tween China and the north of India; but

proves, at the same time, that Benedict Goez,

whom I had fixed upon, was the only one.

that passed the whole length from Cabul to

the Great Wall. In this revision of the work,

I have made great use of Green’s authorities,

which are always good.

* The whole passage, as it stands in Purchas,

is curious:—Beyond Cabul is Taul Caun, a

city of Buddocsha (Badakshan). From Cabul

to Cashcar, with the caravan, is some two.

or three months journey......a chief city of

trade in this territory is Yar-caun, whenze

comes much ſilk, musk, and rhubarb; all which

come from China, the gate or entrance where

of is some two or three months journey from

hence. When they come to this entrance.....

by license they send some ten or fifteen mer

chants to do business, who being returned,

they may send as many more; but by no

means can the whole caravan enter at once.

William Finch in Purchas, vol. ii. P. 434.

“And by another caravan, to Palibóthra,

on the Ganges. Ka; ºr, ºv užow it; rºy Baxe

&yºy irreºty tº 6%; 3.2. Tº x.9%g ºrveye, &xx4 xx}.

iri tº Iy?,**, 314 IIzº.66%ay. Ptolem. lib, i.

cap. I 7.

° Lib. i. c. 12.
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Cilicia, he informs us, from the account of Marinus, that the

route” crossed Mesopotamia, from the Euphrátes to the Tigris,

at the height of Hierápolis; then through the Garaméiº of

Assyria, and Media, to Ecbátana and the Caspian Pass; after

this, through Parthia to Hecatómpylos ; from Hecatómpylos

to Hyrcania; then to Antioch in Margiana; and hence,

through Aria, into Bactria. In this province, the line of

Marínus falls in with that of the Periplôs, and from this it

passes through the mountainous country of the Kömédi “;

then through the territory of the Sacae" to the Stone Tower “,

and to the station of those merchants who trade with the Sères;

from this station the route proceeds to the Casii or Cashghar *,

and through the country of the Itagüri, or Eyghurs" of d’An

ville, till it reaches Séra Metropolis, the capital of China itself.

The extent of this communication, which is in a right” line two.

thousand eight hundred miles, would have been protracted by

the estimate of Marinus * to double the space º to which it is

* Is not Cash-ghar the fortress of the Cashes

or Cassii 2.

* The Eyghurs were a superior tribe of the

Moguls, and the only Tartars who had a.

written language, derived possibly from Thi

bet, as that of Thibet was from India.

* Take this line upon the whole, in latitude

35°, the degrees of longitude on that parallel.

* This route, traced in modern geography,

would be from Scanderoon to Bir on the Eu

Phrates; thence across Diarbekir to the Ti

gris; from the Tigris to Hamadafi : then to

the provinces south of the Caspian ; and

thence through Khorasan to Herat and Balk;

from Balk through Tocharistan, Badakshan,

Cashgar, and the Eighurs, to China.

* Aramaei ?

* I have little hesitation in supposing that

the Kömédi are to be placed in Badakshan, as

mountains are the attribute of the country.

3 The Sacae, without assigning them pre

cise limits, answer more nearly to the Usbecks

than any other tribe. The Stone Tower

would be in the eastern part of their country,

towards Kashghar ; but their limitations are

different in different ages.

* See Ptol. tab. vii. Asia. Isagúris.

are 56 miles English ; and the number of these

degrees, from Scanderoon to Pekin, is some

thing more than fifty, which Ptolemy has ex

tended to upwards of an hundred. The road

distance is probably more than 35oo miles.

* Ptol. lib. i. c. 11.

* According to Marinus, it was 24,coc.

stadia from the Stone Tower to Séra; that is,

either 24co or 3000 miles: the real distance

is short of 1400. Ptol. lib. i. c. 12.
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reduced by Ptolemy, and yet Ptolemy makes it more than an

hundred degrees, or upwards of five thousand six hundred miles.

But contracted as it is by modern geography, it is astonishing

that any commodity, however precious, could bear the expence

of such a land-carriage; or that there should have been found

merchants in the Roman empire, who engaged in this com

merce throughout its whole extent—who actually conveyed the

produce of China by land to the Mediterranean, without the

intervening agency of the nations which possessed the countries

through which it passed. But this is a fact actually preserved

by Ptolemy; for he informs us from Marínus, that Maes, a

Macedonian *, whose Roman name was Titianus, did not

indecd perform “ the journey himself, but that he scnt his

agents through the whole extent of this extraordinary pere

grination. - -

In what state the Tartar nations then were, which could ad

mit of such a traffic through all these different regions, it is now

extremely difficult to determine ; for though caravans have

passed within these few years between China and Russia, and

though there was a communication “, and perhaps still is, be

tween that empire and Samarkand, as also with the Usbecks,

this was carried on by the natives of the respective countries,

and aſſorded no passage” for merchants to pass throughout,

from one extremity of Asia to the other.

* Lib. i. c. 11. * See the attempt made by Jenkinson,

“ Michael Ostaliof, a Russian merchant, (Hackluyt, vol. i.) who went through Russia

had travelled from Archangel to China, winter into the Caspian, and landed on the eastern

and summer, for 14 years. Le Bruyn, i. 13. coast; from whence he proceeded as far as

* The centre of this traffic should be Cash- Bokhara, but could penetrate no farther. His

gar; and so it appears in the journal of Bene- object was Cathai, and he is one of the best

dict Goez. - and bravest of modern travellers.
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VII. MOD E R N ROUTE–MARCO Polo, R U Bru QUIs, CA R PIN,

GOEZ.

THE RE was a period indeed, during the time of Zingis and

his immediate successors, when the power of the Mongoux ex

tended from the Sea of Amour to Poland and the Euxine ; and

When there was a regular intercourse, by established posts,

throughout this vast extent. Iły means of this, Marco Polo, his

uncle, and his father, Rubruquis", Carpin, and others, actually

reached the court of Cambalu, and returned again by passports

from the emperor. It was Marco Polo, the first of modern

travellers who brought to Europe any consistent account of

this vast empire—who entered China by the north, and re

turned by sea to Bengal. His route outwards is not easy

to trace, because his descriptions diverge both to the right and

to the left; but it is highly probable that he entered China

nearly by the same route * as Goez did, from Kashghar : this

would have brought him to Sochieu, or some other town in the

neighbourhood, to reach which he might not have passed the

Great Wall. But if this would account for his not mentioning

it in the first instance, it does not solve the difficulty ; for the

court of Coblai, like that of Kien-long the late emperor, was

a Tartar court, frequently kept in Tartary as well as China;

* Rubruquis, in 1254, found in Tartary, at account is previous to Marco Polo in 1295.

Caracoram, a Frenchman born at Paris, Wm. * In the fourteenth century, a communi.

Boucher; a woman of Metz, in Lorraine; cation was open betweeen Samarkand and

and Basil, born of English parents in Hun- China, there called Kºtthau for Kathay, and

gary, c. iv.; all seemingly carried away pri- with Coten, Kuttun, and with Cheen, and

soners out of Hungary by the Tartars. This Macheen. Timour’s Instit. p. 217.
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and during the many years which he attended Coblai, he must

have been in both. He did not bring the name of China to

Europe, but Cathai and Mangi only, because he obtained those

appellations alone which were in use among the Tartars; and

it was several centuries later, before it was known that Cathai

and China were the same. We are contending here only for

the existence of the communication, and endeavouring to shew,

that in the middle ages it was the same, or similar to that of

the ancients. 13ut from the time when the empire of the

'Tartars broke into separate governments, no travellers or mer

chants from Europe dared to attempt the dangers and exac

tions which must have attended them at every step, and when

the progress of Mahomedism, in these northern courts, brought

on an additional suspicion and hostility against every Christian

who should have entered their country. .

The only attempt in later times, that I am acquainted * with,

is that of Benedict Goez", a Portuguese Jesuit, who left Agra

in the beginning of 1603, and proceeded by Lahore to Cabul;

and from Cabul, by way of Balk and Badakshall, to Cashghar.

At Cashghar, the caravans from india met those which canic

from China; but so difficult” was it to proceed, that though

Goez obtained the protection of the king of Cashghar, he did

“ Grucher passed out of China, through

Thibet, to Bengal, 1661. See others men

tioned by Astley [i. e. Green], vol. iv. p. 543.

but none of their journies are so extensive and

complete as that of Goez.

* The account of Goez is in Trigault and

Kircher, but it is here from Purchas, vol. iv.

P. 3 Io.

* In Jenkinson's time, 1589, the people

of Taskent and Cashghar were at war, and

there were no caravans out of Cathay. Hack

luyt, i. 333. Those of Taskent were Ma

hometans; Cashgar, Tartars.

When the way is clear, it is nine months

journey from Bokhara to Cathay. Ibid.

Jenkinson left Russia in 1588, reached

Bokhara by the Caspian, and returned to

Moscow, 1590.
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not reach Sochieu, the first city within the wall of China, till

the end of the year 1605; and at Sochieu" he closed his life

and his travels, in March 1607, without having obtained per

mission to go up to Pekin, or join his brethren who were esta

blished in that capital.

The undertaking of Goez is one of the most meritorious, and

his account one of the most interesting, that is extant; for it is

a regular journal kept of his progress, specifying every country,

and every place, through which he passed ". The enumeration

of the days he travelled is three " hundred and ninety, besides

some that we cannot ascertain, and exclusive of the delays he

met with at various stations. But from him we learn, that

Sochieu was the same sort of mart for the caravans of Cashghar,

as Kiachta is for the Russians; that it was inhabited half by

Chinese and half by Mahomedans; that the merchants of

Cashghar were admitted into China, and suffered to go up to

Pekin only under the colour of an embassy ";
that they brought

* The city marked on Marco Polo’s Map,

where he entered China, is Succiur, which,

with the Italian pronunciation, approaches

very near to Socieu, called Sowchick, the

first mart of Cathay by the Tartar merchants.

Hackluyt, p. 336. Green, in Astley’s Col

lection, says, this is confirmed by Gaubil and

the Jesuits’ maps, vol. iv. 588.

7° In all which I believe it is unique.

* As estimated by Bergeron, tom. i. Traité

des Tartares, p. 75. I cannot make them so

inally.

* The same sort of trade he mentions like

wise from Cochin-china, Siam, Leuchieu,

Corea, and eight tribes of the Tartars: they

all come nnder pretence of an embassy, and all

the presents they bring are styled Tribute: the

emperor bears all their c-pences as soon as

vol. I 1.

they enter China. In this, then, consists the

policy—that if he bears the expence, he has a

right to limit the time; and he affects to know

of no embassies but from his tributaries. Ap

ply this to Lord Macartney's embassy, and it

proves why the ambassador was compelled to

depart at a given day, and why his presents

were inscribed with the name of Tribute.

The same circumstances are repeated by

Josafa Barbaro (in Ramusio, tom. ii. f. 106.),

which he received from a Tartar on the Don,

who had passed from Samarkand to China,

which was the course of the northern caravans

in that age, 1450; and silks, though then

made in Persia, fromed the principal article

of the trade. This Tartar had been at Cam

balu ; had been introduced to the emperor,

and referred to the ministers, &c. &c.

4 G -
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presents, which the Chinese call Tribute”, every sixth year;

that from the time they past the frontier, the emperor bore the

charge of the embassy; and that the articles of commerce

brought from Cashghar, were beautiful slabs of jasper, or

variegated marble, and something that appears to be the agate,

which we know, from Lord Macartney's account, the Chinese

value so highly at the present day. Throughout the whole, the

courage, perseverance, address, and patience of Goez, place

him in the highest rank of travellers: he was deserted by all his

companions but an Armenian boy, of the name of Isaac ; and

Isaac was so fortunate as to reach Pekin, from whence he was

sent to Macao, where he obtained a passage to the Portuguese

settlements in Malabar. Here he gave the account of his

master's expedition and decease; and more particularly men

tioned the surprize of Goez, in finding that Cathai was China,

and Cambalu 7", Pekin. -

Exclusive of the communication between Russia and China,

which has been several ” times interrupted and renewed, this

journal of Goez is the only authentic account of the whole

route; and it is of the greater importance, as it is a line much

farther to the south than the track of the Russian caravans, and

actually coincides with the detail given by Ptolemy, and im

plied by other ancient geographers; for Badascian, the Badak

shan of Cherif Eddin, is the natural representative of Ptolemy's

* See Green in Astley’s Collection, iv.

458, and 651. who mentions Andradas,

p. 585. Abulpharagi, p. 351. Ultra [Ju

gures et Muc.] est Magna Cathaia cujus in

Grueber, Desideri, Horace della Penna, Ger

billon, as exploring different detached parts of

this route.

7. See this noticed by Peter Possino, in his

Commentary on Pachymeres, Roman edit.

colae, ut credo, antiquitus dicebantur Seres,

Rubruquis, apud Hackluit, i. 92. ab ipsis

enim veniunt optimi panni Serici. An. D.

I 253.

* See Isbrundt Ides. Bell. Cox’s Russia.
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Kömédi", and Kashghar, the country of his Kasii. Kashghar is

likewise a kingdom of much importance, and a country of great

extent; for Goez was employed from sixty to sixty-five days

in passing it, and he had still from forty to fifty before he

reached Sochieu.

ROUTE OF THE SESAT E FROM ARRACAN TO CHINA.

*

VIII.

LET us next examine the ancient accounts, in regard to this

and other routes of the same sort. The first author that speci

fies this intercourse by land is Mela": he says, the Séres are a

nation celebrated for their justice, and have become known to

us by their commerce; for they leave their merchandize in the

desert", and then retire, till the merchants they deal with have

left a price or barter for the amount, which, upon their de

parture, the Séres return and take. This assertion is repeated

also by Pliny, and confirmed by the Periplôs"; for that the

Sésate of that journal are the Tartar tribes which trade with

China, cannot be doubted : the extravagances recorded of

" If we may judge by the mountains at- silk had formerly been confined to the great

tributed to both. Timour had always a body

of Badacshans in his army, for the purpose of

passing straits, climbing mountains, &c. ac

cording to Cherif Eddin.

77 Lib. iii. c. 7.

• * Commercium .... rebus in solitudine re

lictis absens peragit. Mela, lib. iii. c. 7.

7. Ammianus Marcellinus (lib. xxxiii. p.

381. Paris, 1681) has recorded the same cha

racter of the Séres, and the same mode of con

ducting their commerce with foreigners; but

with the addition of a curious particular : that

and rich, but in his time was within the pur

chase of the common people (nunc etiam ad

usum infimorum sine ulla discretione profi

ciens). This circumstance proves, not only

the great extension of commerce at Constan

tinople within thirty years after its founda

tion, by which the material was obtained, but

likewise the proficiency of the manufacturers

[perhaps at Tyre and Bery'tus] in preparing

it for the market. The whole passage is worth.

consulting. -- - -

... **

4 G 2



them, and the articles” mentioned, throw a shade of obscurity

over this transaction; but that a fair" or mart is held for several

days, and that the goods are left to the faith of those they deal

with, is evident; and that this is a characteristic” of the Chinese

trade, from the age of Mela to the establishment of Kiachta, is

the uniform testimony of all that mention the commerce. Now

that the Sésatae are a Tartar tribe cannot be questioned, when

we find them described in the Periplôs; for they are a race of

men squat and thick set, flat nosed, and broad faced. They

travel with their wives and families, and convey their mer

chandize enveloped in sacks or mats”.

* The malábathrum is attributed to the

Sésatai by the Periplôs; and though it is

much more natural that the Tartars should

obtain betel from the Chinese, than the con

trary (and so Vossius renders it), yet that the

Sésatai and Bésadai are the same, cannot be

doubted. The words of the Peripl’s are, 2%uzzi'

xx0°ol, xzi a 44%. TAztvirº4awtoº, guðr its réaos.

Of Ptolemy, Kºći, Tazıtſ;, xz 327tſ;, x2]

razºvºrºa: Tol. Atwº uty tº x:32;" ºf 3i tº

Kiffzºſa, i, º ºxal yiºta Sz, tº K&AAuro, Max4

£28,0). Now the Kirrhadii of Ptolemy are at

the eastern mouth of the Ganges, and there

the betel grows, and is procurable; and

if the Bésadai were seated on the north of

that country, they would be in Lassa or Thi

bet, both of which are Tartar countries, and

might well be engaged in conducting this

traffic between China and Bengal, or perhaps.

Arracan. But whatever obscurity there may

be in this, it appears evident that Ptolemy and

the Peripläs mean the same people; and, by

the similarity of expression, copied from the

same authority. It ought likewise to be ob

served, that Xué, iſ rºof, as it now stands in

the Periplôs, is a reading of Vossius for twº,

or ivº, or something unintelligible in the first

copy of the Peripläs. Upon the whole, there

J.

These are manifestly

fore, if we interpret the Periplôs by Ptolemy,

and conclude that the Sésatai brought the

betel from Bengal or Arracan, making them

the same people as the Bésadai, we have a

consistent account of this article reaching the

northern provinces of China, as it reached the

southern by sea. That the betel is procurable

in Arracan, is certain; for it grows abundantly

in Ava. Symes's Embassy, p. 255. See

also Dr. Buchanan’s Account of the Burmas,

As. Researches, vol. v. p. 219. The inter

course between the Great Peninsula and China,

through Lassa, is confirmed by Green in

Astley’s Collection, vol. iv. p. 403.

" Vossius reads 3:14%aw for gerºw.

* Coetum reliquorum mortalium fugiunt,

commercia expectant. Plin. vi. 20. Expe

tunt 2

* 'E' rºgróziº, in sirpeis; mats made of

rushes, bags, or sacks. So the Scholiast on

Dionysius, 757. 'O. 3; 37;s; woxãºrs; sº tro

*šiorra, tº tip nºz irºyºtorrs; roi; SAKKoix

* * *****: i: izysztºy rotira, tº &roxetails.

“The Séres, who are the sellers, make the

“first proposal, by marking the price on their

“ sack: ; and the buyer, according to the

“mark, fixes his price in return.”
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the Bésadai, or Bésatai, of Ptolemy, described under the same

attributes, and almost in the same words, with the addition,

that they are of a white complexion", and that the malábathron,

or betel, is brought by them from the country of the Kirrhādae,

at the eastern mouth of the Ganges.

Here, therefore, we may discover another line of intercourse

between India and China, which passed the mountains of

Thibet", and joined the route which came from Cabul and

Balk, or reached the southern provinces of that great empire

by a shorter course ; and this, perhaps, may explain a

dubious" passage of the Periplus already noticed, and may

instruct us how the silk of China came down the Ganges, or

the Brama" putra into Bengal, and from thence passed by sea

to the coasts of Coromandel and Malabar.

The northern communication with China is intimated like

wise by Diony'sius, who, after leaving the Oxus, the Iaxartes,

and the Caspian Sea, on his progress eastward, mentions in

order, the Sacae, Tócharoi, the Phrooroi, and then the Séres.

If he had taken these regularly, the Tocharoi would have been

the 'Tartars of what is still called Tocharistan", the Sacae would

be the Usbecks, and Phrooroi (possibly the Greek word £gºgo,”,

as an appellative, and not a proper name) expresses the guard

or garrison at the Stone Tower in the country of the Sacae, or

the station in the territory of the Kasii, from whence the caravan

* Ptolemy, p. 177. on at Jee. Symes's Embassy, p. 325.

* The same intercourse between Thibet * See supra, p. 478.

and China is mentioned at a mart called * Oedanes, Strab. Dyardanes, Curt. viii,

Silling or Sinning, by Turner, p. 372. Em- 9. Schmeider, 21. -

bassy.-Rhubarb is noticed, p. 294 : and the * The Turkistan of the Arabs.

white quartz grit-stone, for Porcelane, p. 390. * But Pliny writes Thuri, eggol. Salm.

The trade between China and Ava is carried 989.
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proceeded to the Séres. I mention these circumstances not so

much on account of the geography, for we are dealing with a

poet, as for the purpose of introducing his beautiful description

of the silks woven by the Séres:

- -- - - - - - • * * - Žnºv,

‘Ours 332; kiv 2voivovtzi, x2, 'puz Fºx, !

z > sy
-

‘Alāz 0. %aivovre; iºns &váez Yáng, w

"Eikara, reºgerly toxvözúxxx, Tºrra,

- 'E,%uevo, zºoſ, Asipovíðo; &vósa, Tráin:

~. Kévoi; &r, key gyov 2g22,429 giréisy. - 3

Nor flocks, nor herds, the distant Séres tend; ;

But from the flow’rs that in the desert bloom, :

Tinctur'd with every varying hue, they cull º

The glossy down, and card” it for the loom. -

Hence is their many-coloured" texture wrought

Precious, and bright in radiance, that transcends

The mingled beauties of th’ enamel'd mead.

A web so perfect, delicate, and fine,

Arachně and Arachne's progeny

Might emulate in vain.

* Virgil supposed the Sères to card their

silk from leaves :

Velleraque ut foliis depectunt tenuia Seres.

Strabo, who does not mention the Sères, still

notices Sérica, or silk : "Ex twº ºx2.2, $21,212.Évn;

Bizzº. P. 63. Byssus, or a fine material

carded from the bark of a particular tree.

Pausanias meant to correct them both, when

he wrote %, Pºol 3: &p' …, 72; 28:12; roigai, º,

Xzet: ºr, 3}º; ºxo.3, 75%roy 3: ºrs;oy yºoyºz.
- - - - - - - - tº wº, - -

ac,4,2, "Ezzº is 37 yr. &vºw a £ºw oy ºz ×22.8-

aw ö, "Exxºs.

“The thread from which the Séres form

“ their web, is not from any kind of bark,

“but is obtained in a different way: they have

“ in their country a spinning insect, which the

“Greeks call Seer.” II Eliac. in fine.

But Pausanias, though he had learnt that

it was a worm, had not learnt more : he sup

posed it to live five years, and that it fed on

green-haulm. The workmen of Tyre and

Berytus wrought the metaxa, or organzine,

imported long before the perfect nature of the

animal or the material was known. The true

history and management of it were not con

plete, till the monks obtained it for Justinian.

" In honorem Deorum (coronas) versicº

lores veste Serica, unguentis madidas. Husic
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Ix. INTERcou RSE By SEA-MELA, RAJAH OF PLINY, cos MAs

IN ID ICO P L E USTES.

I HAVE dwelt more particularly on the silk of China, because

it is as essentially the distinguished produce of that country, as

the pepper of Malabar, the muslims of Guzerat, the myrrh and

frankincense of Arabia, are characteristics of these several

countries; and I am very anxious to prove the communication

with China by land, because it will presently appear that there

Was another line of intercourse by sea. If, therefore, the access

both ways can be established, China alone, whether denomi

nated Thina, Sinae, or Sères, must be the country intended;

for no other can be approached by these two different ways;

and these two, opened from the earliest accounts we have in

history down to the present day, denote exclusively the appro

priate character of that vast empire, as these circumstances can.

be applicable to no other. The establishment of this truth will

afford a ready solution of the difficulty which arises from the

position of the Sinae in Ptolemy: they cannot be in China; and

if we accede to the opinion of M. Gossellin, that they are in

Siam, we must conclude that Ptolemy, who gives so imperfect.

an account of the voyage to Cattigara, knew nothing of a.

farther intercourse by sea with the Séres, and that it was un

known in his age.

Mela, however, is said to assert it, if we may believe the in

terpretation of Vossius; but in Mela nothing more appears,

habet novissime exitum luxuria foeminarum. flowered, but the introduction of them into

Plin. lib. xxi. c. 8. Hard. religious ceremonies, as early as the time of

We observe here, not only the slight silks Pliny.
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than that from Colis to Cudum the coast is straight. His Colis

is the southern point of India; and Cudum, according to Vos

sius”, implies the Cuddtae of Ptolemy, who are the nation

nearest to the Séres. The accuracy of geography we are not

concerned with here, but the assertion; and what is meant may

be seen by consulting M. Gossellin's "Map of Eratósthenes.

Dut this evidence is dubious and obscure, and conduces no

thing to the proof of any voyage performed. Little more satis

faction shall we receive from Pliny or the Periplūs; for the father

of the Rajah, who came upon the embassy from Ceylon to

Rome in the reign of Claudius, did not reach the Sères by sea,

but passed from India over the mountain Emódus, the Him

malu of the Hindoos, and thence by an eastern route arrived

at the country of Séres, with whom he traded under the same

restrictions as the merchants from Persia and Europe, or the

Sésatae mentioned by the Periplús.

Cosmas, as far as I can discover, is the first author that fully

asserts the intercourse by sea between India and China; for he

mentions that the Tzimista, brought to Ceylon silk, aloes, cloves,

and sandal-wood. The articles themselves are the specific ex

ports of China still ; and that the Tzinistae" are Chinese, can

not be questioned ; for he expressly mentions their country, not

merely as exporting, but producing silk; and specifies the

distance from it by land as much shorter, compared with the

voyage by sea. This circumstance can accord with no other

country, at the extremity of the east, but China; for no other

* In Melam, lib. iii. c. 7. the temples in Ava, Pegu, and Siam. Still

* Geographie des Grecs. the orthography of Tzimistae is so essentially

* Vossius supposes the Siamese to have Chinese, that it precludes all doubt. See As.

settled in Ceylon; and a temple found in Researches, vol. vi. p. 438.

Ceylon by Capt. Colin M*Kenzie, resembles -
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country is so situated as to have this double communication,

consequently his Tzinistae are Chinese: they have the same

attributes as the Séres—they are the same people; first, by the

means of approach ; and secondly, because they are surrounded

by the ocean on the east, and because that beyond them there

is no navigation” or habitation. This is the one point, above

all others, which I have laboured to establish by this disquisi

tion; and though I obtain not my proof till the sixth century “,

the evidence is consistent in all its parts, and complete. The

inference is justifiable, that the same intercourse existed by sea,

as well as by land, in ages much earlier, though the account

had not reached Europe, and though the proof is defective.

It is in vain that I have searched for any intelligence of this sort

previous to Ptolemy, though I was very desirous to find it, and

prepossessed in favour of its existence. But Ptolemy” fully

asserts that he had received his information, relative to the

Golden Chersonese and Cattigara, from those who had long

frequented those countries; from merchants who traded thither,

or who came from thence. It is to be lamented that be stops

at this point, for those who had long frequented Cattigara, we

should reasonably conclude, must have heard of China, or seen

Chinese ships in that port.

Two passages in the Periplôs had almost induced me to press

the author into the service, and compel him to bear testimony

to the fact. The first is, where he mentions the difficulty of

* II;zrrºw 3; tº; Tºyºtºx; ºvºi Tafetz, v3. * IIz;& ré ºr ivrévºy tarxivraytay, x2)

**śraſ. Cosmas, p. 138. Montfaucon, Nov. x;ºvo, Tairo, irºnwy re', tàrs;, xxi rag& rºy

Col. Patrum, tom. ii. ixt:0s, &tizoutay ºrgè; #12;. Ptolemy, lib, i.

* The date of Cosmas’s work is 547, ac- c. 17. -

sording to Montfaucon, Prefat. cap. i.

WOL. II. - 4 II
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going to, or coming from China; the second, where he notices

that the malábathrum is brought from Thina by those who pre

pare it. But, upon a scrupulous review of these passages, I

am persuaded that he considers only the communication by

means of the Indus or the Ganges; and that though he allows

an exterior sea on the east of China, the last place that a

voyage by sea extended to, in his idea, was the Golden Cher

sonese. Had I formed a system, the want of such an evidence

would have been a vexatious disappointment; and the more so,

as my first contemplation of his language had persuaded me that

I could apply it to this proof.

x. GoI.DEN CHERSON ESE, VOYAGE FIROM CEYLON THITHER,

COAST OF COROMAN DEL, M ASU LIPATAM, GANG Es, A R

RACAN, AVA, SIAM, CATT IGA RA.

*
º

THE next point to be considered is, how it should happen

that Ptolemy should be unacquainted with the intercourse be

tween the Golden Chersonese and China; that his information

should terminate with the Sinae and Cattigara, which, to all ap

pearance, are on the western coast of Siam. But he acquaints

us candidly himself, that though Marinus * had heard of the

journey performed by the agents of Maes through Scythia to

the Séres, he had no account of any one who had made the

voyage by sea from the Golden Chersonese to Cattigara : all

that he knew therefore, even of Cattigara, was from report;

and much less could he know of all that was beyond it, that is,

* * * —M -º- v -., -º- v. 3'-...! • * * --/ r - -

* Tà 3; 37% tº X;wz.: Xifforéas it tº K277,232 ºzºs tº rºlzapºy & Magiros gº tºral.

Lib. i. c. 14.
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of all that was to the east of the Straits of Malacca. Still it is

extraordinary, however the information of Marinus should be

deficient, that Ptolemy had obtained no farther intelligence

from the merchants of whom he inquired.

The first view of his map would naturally suggest the idea

which M. d’Anville has embraced : it looks like the termination

of the peninsula of Malacca, and rises up again northward to

his Sinus Magnus, as if we were entering the bay of Siam ”, the

sea of Cochin-china, and China. But when we observe his

Sinae placed on the same parallel with Malacca, and his Cattſ

gara carried down eight degrees” to the south, we see at once

that both must be placed on a coast that has no existence, ex

cept in that vast imaginary continent which he has brought

round the whole Southern Ocean, from Africa, in longitude 80°,

to Cattigara, in 180°.

It is this circumstance which compels us, notwithstanding the

appearance of his map, to coincide with the opinion of Vossius

and M. Gossellin, that in reality he does not pass the Straits of

Malacca and Sincapura; but that the account, which he had

from report, carried him no farther than the western coast of

Siam. On this head it has been already noticed, that Mer

cator, who had no system to maintain, makes the coast of the

Sinae front to the west, and this the latitudes and account of

Ptolemy require; but if we place the Sinae, with d'Anville, in

Cochin-china, the face of the coast is reversed—it fronts to the

not accord with the positions of M. Gossellin,

across the peninsula; and the great bay, after assigned to Thina and Cattigara ; but the de

passing the Straits of Sincapura, is therefore ficiency of information requires great allow

called the Bay of Siam. ance. Perhaps it was not necessary to fix

* This is one of the circumstances that does Cattigara at Merghi. -

99 Siam extends, or did formerly extend,

4 H 2
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east, or south-east, and makes Ptolemy in contradiction with

himself.

Let us then suppose, either that the personal knowledge of

the Greeks ended with Ceylon, and that all beyond was ob

tained by inquiry of the natives, and the merchants who came

from the East; or else, let us assume that some few Greeks had

penetrated farther. In either case, we may discover that the

information was defective, both from the language of the geo

graphers, and the construction of their maps; still we can follow

their authority with a sufficient degree of consistency, till we

arrive at the Golden Chersonese ; beyond that, though the re

ports continued of the Séres and other distant regions, the fa

bulous prevailed over the reality. It is not saying too much,

if we conclude all the ancients under deception in this respect,

without exception—it is not attributing too much to Marco

Polo, when we say, that he was the first European who passed

by sea from China to India, and thence to Europe; or at least,

the first whose writings testify that his account of this voyage,

and this empire, is not founded on report, but personal know

ledge and experience.

Is it meant then to assert, that the voyage was never per

formed previous to his time * Certainly not. He lived in the

thirteenth century ; and almost four centuries before that

period, we know that the Arabs traded regularly from Siraf, in

the gulph of Persia to China; and that the Chinese came to

Malabar, perhaps to Persia and Arabia. But this Arabian

account, though we have it now, reached not Europe previous

to Marco Polo ; and if this was true four hundred years before

his time, though we were still ignorant of it in Europe, it is

3
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just, by analogy, to conclude, that the same voyage was per

formed as many ages antecedent to the Arabian account, as

that is previous to Marco Polo. Cosmas” asserts it in the

sixth century; and the whole contributes to establish the

general admission of the fact by inference, though the proof is

defective.

The first error in this respect commences at Ceylon, the

magnitude of which is irreconcileable with its actual extent;

but as Mela asserts, that no one had circumnavigated “ it, it

is natural to amplify all that is unknown ; and the magnificent

terms in which this island is always spoken of in India, might

readily contribute to the deception. Its distance also from the

continent” is another error, which Vossius attempts to recon

cile by supposing that the measure is taken from Coulam, or

Covalam, to Point du Galle, because Pliny says, the harbour

is on the southern side. Pliny likewise, as well as Mela, sup

poses the circumnavigation unattempted ; and describes the

“‘H Tºrra, tº ºrz$2, $4xxaaz, ; };}×{32

&x '-i trigº x4;2" Qxf2,3; Y&; &vºy ºvkºv. «z7%

&yotox&c.

“ dal-wood, and whatsoever else is the pro

“duce of the country.” We learn by this,

that the cloves of the Moluccas reached Cey

lon through the medium of China; from

whence it follows, that the Chinese traded

with the Moluccas in that age on the one

hand, and with Ceylon on the other. Cosmas,

Tzimista, which produces silk, beyond which

there is no country, for the ocean encircles it

on the east. This assertion proves, first, the

silk organzine of China; secondly, that China

is the same as the Séres of Mela and Pliny

[primi hominum quinoscuntur]; and thirdly,

that Tzinista is not the Thina of Ptolemy;

for his Thina is encircled by the ocean on the

west. And again,

Tar;0&n.... &T tº ivºortºwy, Afyo. 3; tº;

Tºwiata;, &#xtra, uţtzázy, &aoº, X2:vo?vXXoy,

Tºzyżyny x2, &c. war& x4:2, iiaſ.

“ Taprébana, or Seliediba, receives from

“ the countries farther east, particularly from

“ the Chinese, silk thread, aloes, cloves, San

Montfaucon, p. 337.

This account is in harmony with the ac

count of the modern trade of the Chinese, by

Martini. P. 120, & seq.

* Nec quisquam circummeasse traditur.

Mela, lib. iii. c. 7.

* Twenty days in the ships of the country,

seven in the vessels from Egypt. Both dis

tances are in excess; for, from Covalam to

Point du Galle is little more than 200 miles.
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passage through the straits of Manar with incorrectness indeed,

but not with less difficulty than Barthema passed them, almost

fifteen hundred years later, when they still continued the

usual “passage for travellers and merchants.

But from Ceylon, notwithstanding the mistake relative to

the position of the coast, we can proceed with Ptolemy (who

had obtained the native appellations of the country as wonder

fully here as every where else), without hesitation to the Ganges,

for we find -

Paralia Sore-tanum = the Coast of Coro-mandel.

Nigama” - - = Negapatam “f D'Anville.

Chaberis River = the Cavery in Tanjour.

Arcati Regia - = Arcot.

Maliarpha - = Meliapoor, St. Thomè, near Madras.

Mesolia" - - = Masulipatam.

In the district called Mesolia we are to fix the point or

cape, where those who left the coast took their departure to

cross the bay of Bengal, and make their passage to the Golden

Chersonese. This point, which has no name in Ptolemy, M.

d'Anville has, with great propriety, fixed at Gordaware, a cape

near the mouth of the Godávery, and from which it seems to

take its title. -

The whole of this course, from Ceylon to Mésàlia, is in cor

respondence with the Periplūs, and apparently with the account

* Barthema, lib. vi. c. 2. - guage. Baldaeus in Churchhill, iii. 65o. The

* The position of Negapatam answers; but country abounds in the Cobra de Capellas,

whether it is ancient, may be questioned. which are sacred with the natives.

* Nega-patam = Serpent Town ; Nega ” Written Masalia in the Periplôs.

or Naga = a Serpent, in the Malahº- 'º-
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of the Arabs” in Renaudot. In all three, there is no evidence

of a direct passage by the monsoon from Ceylon to the Golden

Chersonese; and if Ptolemy's traders passed from the Godávery

at once to the opposite shore, it is the boldest” adventure of

the whole.

Concerning the Ganges there is no difference; but the Kir

rhádie of the Periplôs are west of the Ganges, and those of

Ptolemy to the eastward. In this there can be little doubt that

Ptolemy is the more correct; and unless a name decives me, I

find in his Kirrhádae the Kadrange of the Arabs, and the Ar

racan of the moderns. -

We are now to enter upon the Great Peninsula, compre

hending provinces distinguished by the titles of Gold, Silver,

Brass, and the Golden Chersonese, off which lies an island of

Barley, with its capital called the Silver City. The mere as

semblage of these names is sufficient to prove, that they are fic

titious and imaginary; and received, as they must have been,

by report, they may be attributed either to the vain glory or

caprice of the reporters, and not to the invention of the Greeks.

Yet even here, Ptolemy preserves his privilege in recording

some names that cannot be mistaken, and which afford us the

means of ascertaining the country we are to enter on, however

deficient we may be in particulars.

How little of the detail of this coast can be depended on, may

* The Arabs first mention the island of ” Scrupulous attention to the monsoons is

Najabulus, and then Betuma, or Meliapoor; necessary for crossing the bay of Bengal, as I

if, therefore, Najabalus be the Nicobars, they learn from the Oriental Navigator, and like

crossed half the bay of Bengal, and returned wise to the parallel on which it is to be

to the coast of Coromandel. D'Anville sup- passed.

poses Nichobar and Najabal equivalent.
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be seen by comparing a few of the names with the positions as

signed them by d'Anville and Gossellin :

PTOLEM Y. D’AN VILLE. GOSS EI, LIN.

Sada. Sedoa. Rajoo.

Berabona. Barabon.

Temala. Cape Negrais. Botermango.

Berobě. Mergui. Barabon. -

Aurea Chersonesus. Peninsula of Malacca. Ava, and Daona. River of Ava.

Magnum Promontorium. Cape Romania. Pointe de Bragu.

Zaba. - Sincapura. Bragu.

Magnus Sinus. Gulph of Siam. Martaban.

Sérus Fluvius. Menam. River of Siam. River of Pegu.

Sinae. Cochin China. Siam. Tanaserim.

Now, though I am convinced with Gossellin, that the Great

Ray, the River Sérus, and the Sinae, are all west of the Straits

of Malacca, and persuaded that the Sinae are in Siam, it is not

necessary to accede to his opinion, that Sinae" Metropolis is

new in respect to Ptolemy, or that Ptolemy knew nothing of

Java ; for Iabadioo, according to Greek pronunciation, is

strictly Java-diu, the Island of Java. Ptolemy's position of

this island is of no importance; for he has hardly one island

correctly placed from Africa to Siam, and his ignorance of its

extent is no more extraordinary than his augmentation of Cey

lon. But the surprize is, that he should have obtained the

name of Java; and whether we attribute this to the island now

called Java, or to Sumatra, which M. Polo calls Java Minor,

the appellation itself may well excite our astonishment. There

” M. Gossellin's opinion does not seem again to the Thina of Eratósthenes, compared

founded on the distinction between Sinae and with the Thina or Sera Metropolis of Pto

Sera Metropolis. If it were so, we must refer lemy.
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is, however, only one point in Ptolemy which can cause any

doubt respecting the position of the Sinae in Siam ; which is,

the mention of Ta-mala and Malai-oo Kólon; for however the

first may be questioned, the second so positively intimates the

country of the Malays or Malacca, that we cannot help attend

ing to the connection. The placing of this likewise in the

neighbourhood of the Pirates, which has been the character of

the Malays in all ages, contributes to the same supposition.

I do not mention these circumstances for the purpose of invali

dating M. Gossellin's system, for upon the whole I accede to

it; but still the question is not cleared of all its difficulties;

and it seems highly probable, that as Marinus had no evidence

from any one who had performed the voyage either to the

Golden Chersonese or Cattigara, that Ptolemy had no informa

tion which was consistent to direct him.

That the voyage itself was performed by native merchants

may nevertheless be admitted, not only as it may be collected

from the accounts of later ages, but as it is asserted by Cosmas.

Desirous as I have been to find an earlier testimony of this, I

have not succeeded; for though the Periplôs mentions the very

large “vessels fitted out on the coast” of Coromandel, the limit

of their progress was Khruse, and short of Ptolemy's Cattigara.

The remainder of the course to China does not seem to have

reached Europe, even by report.

* Kolandiophonta. See Capt. Wilford's from whence the fleets sailed, according to

Chronology of the Hindoos, As. Researches,

vol. v. p. 283. where he says, this expression

means Coilan boats or shipſ.

** At Tarnassari, as Barthema writes, which

is nearly in the same situation as the point

WOL. II.

Ptolemy (Grynaeus, p. 227. lib. vi. c. 12.)

His est varius multiplexque navigantium

usus, sulcant aliimaria velocilus complanatis ad

modum, quae altiores aquas minime exposcunt;

alii navigant Liburnicis geminam proram ha

4. I
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What then is the Golden Chersonese ? a question easy to re

solve generally, but very difficult to apply in its result to the

different authors who have mentioned it. It is the most distant

country east, according to Diony'sius “” and the Periplôs: it is

called an island by both ; an island of the ocean, by the latter,

and placed adjoining to the eastern mouth of the Ganges. Ac

cording to Mela, it is an island at the promontory Tamos. If

Tamos" be the Tamala of Ptolemy, that cape must be either

in Ava or Pegu, as we adopt the system of d'Anville or Gos

sellin ; and if it must be an island *, we might place it at the

mouth of the Ava river, which passes through Pegu to the sea,

and forms many islands at its different mouths. Here also

Gossellin fixes his Golden Chersonese, and the river Chrysóana;

but Ptolemy has two provinces—one of gold, and one of silver—

before he arrives at the Chersonese; and if his Kirrhadia be

Arracan, these provinces must be on the western coast of Ava,

above the Golden Chersonese of his arrangement. All this

hentibus, geminumque malum absºlue tecto ;

est et aliud onerarie navis genus quo enormia

onera comportantur, nam ferunt alia ex me

moratis onerariis navibus supra mille mercium

dolia. Imponunt his vastioribus navigiis cym

bas, navesque actuarias in urbem Malacha

nomine deferendas, quibus captum proficiscun

tur aromata.

If Barthema had seen the Periplôs, he could

not have employed language more conform

able to it; for we have here the light vessels,

which answer to the sangara and monoxy'la;

and others of a thousand tons, corresponding

with the kolandiophônta of our author: we

have the same trade from Coromandel to Ma

lacca, and the cargo obtained there consists of

spices and silk. P. 232.

* Lib. i. c. 13.

“ Tamos promontorium est quod Taurus

attollit. Mela, iii. 7.

If Taurus were the only difficulty here, we

could frame a solution of it; for Taurus, in

the estimation of the ancients, is found in

China and at the Indus, and this might be a

chain branching from it in Ava, according to
the idea of Mela.

But that Tamos is Tamala, or something

near it, is evident; for it is added, ad Tamum

insula est Chryse. ... Aurei soli... aut ex re

nomen, aut ex vocabulo ficta fabula est. Ibid.

” An island, or a chersonese, are the same

in Arabic, and from Arabs the Greeks pos

sibly had their intelligence,

5
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mention of gold would surely direct us to some conclusion, from

the general nature of the country; and it does seem very pro

bable, that both the wealth, and ostentatious display of it

in Ava, Pegu, and Siam, may well have given rise to the report

which attributed so large a share of the precious metals to this

great peninsula. The glory of Pegu and Siam has sunk under

the ascendant of Ava ; but in all these courts, the exhibition of

gold “ in their temples, public buildings, gallies, habits, and

decorations of every kind was, while they existed, the summit

of Oriental pomp, as it continues in Ava " to the present time;

and if we should chuse to carry the Silver Metropolis of Iaba

dioo" to Sumatra, the splendour of Acheen, in its better days,

would bear its proportion to the gold of Ava. -

In this view it is natural to accede to the position of the

Golden Chersonese by Gossellin ; and if this be granted, his

Sinae and Cattigara in Siam follow of course. Some difficulties

in the way of this conclusion have been already noticed, and

a greater is, that Ptolemy should be ignorant of the voyage

to the Sères; but doubtless he went as far as he was authorized

by the information he had obtained. I feel a regret in acknow

ledging this, because I should rather have received the con

* See Cesar Frederick Hackluyt, ii. 236.

and 239. Speaking of the Pagodas called

Varelys, he says, Also they consume great

store of leaf-gold, for they overlay all the

tops with gold, and some are covered with

gold from the top 'to the bottom ; so that

with these vanities they spend great abundance

of gold, for they cover them afresh every ten

years.

See the same account copied by Fitch.

Hackluyt, ii. 26o, 261.

Nieuhoff writes of Malacca :—The mer

chants are so rich, that they used to compute

by no less than bars of gold; of which a vast

quantity was found near the rivers and on the

mountains. Churchhill, ii. 215.

” See Symes's Embassy to Ava, pp. 186.

388. 413. 424. & passim.

“Ptolemy has dioo or diu in another form

applied to a neighbouring group, Saba-dibae,

which is Sava-dive in the mouth of a Greek,

fluctuating between the two letters like Selen

dib and Selen-dive.

4 I 2
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firmation of this great geographer on the subject, than build it

on inference or analogy. The evidence of Cosmas is all that

remains, to prove that there was a communication by sea be

tween India and China ; and this is the point material to insist

on, because the intercourse through Tartary, on the north, is

indisputable; and if both these means of approach be esta

blished, the country of the Séres must be China; for these cir

cumstances cannot be appropriated to any other country at the

extremity of the East.

.x I. LoNGITUDES AND LATITUDES OF PTOLEMY, How EvER

IN EXCESS, STILL THE CAUSE OF MODER N DIS

* COVERY ; NAVIGATION TOWARDS THE WEST FROM

SPAIN–ROGER BACON, COLUM BUS, MAP OF PTOLEM Y ;

2. EU LOGY OF PTOL EM Y. -

IN the whole of the attempt in which I have been engaged,

from the voyage of Nearchus to the close of the present work,

it has been my endeavour to trace the progress of discovery, as

carried on by the Greeks and Romans, from the time of Alex

ander to the date of the Portuguese discoveries; and the only

object of consideration remaining is, the extent of their know

ledge in Longitude and Latitude. The excess of longitude in

Ptolemy is the subject of universal complaint; but this excess

arises, in the first instance, from his assumption of five hun

dred stadia for a degree of a great circle ; and secondly, from

the vague method of calculating distances, by the estimate of

travellers and merchants, and the number of days employed in

their journies by land, or voyages by sea. Respecting this last
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source of error, Ptolemy was upon his guard ; for he repeatedly

corrects the excess resulting from the calculation of days by

Marinus, and reduces it sometimes a third, and sometimes an

half, or even more. After all, however, we have an hundred *

and eighty degrees from the Fortunate Islands to Cattſgara,

upon a space that in reality occupics less than an hundred and

twenty. So that the ancients, instead of knowing one-half of

the globe which we inhabit, in fact knew only one-third : still

they knew that the earth was a globe; and one cause of their

error, among others, perhaps was, that they had a desire to

cover as much of it as they could.

The error in latitude”, on the contrary, was so small, that

in a view of this kind it is not worth regarding; for if we take it

from the parallel through Thule to the parallel through the Cin

mamon Country, at eighty degrees, the difference from the

truth is not more than six or seven degrees upon the whole, and

with this we have little concern.

But upon the excess of longitude depended, ultimately per

haps, the grand problem of circumnavigating the globe, and

the origin of modern discovery : for as Strabo" had said, that

nothing obstructed the passage from Spain to India by a

westerly course, but the immensity of the Atlantic Ocean; and

as all the early navigators of Portugal had some acquaintance

* The latitude of Thule is 64° north, in rig, tº Iºw.

Ptolemy, and the parallel through the Cinna- “ The parts about the Pillars of Hercules

mon Country 16°24' south; that is, 80° 24′ “join to those about India.” Aristotle has

upon the whole. also preserved the opinion of the Pythagoreans,

* Aristotle seems the author of this suppo- who made the Sun the centre of our system,

sition, as well as of most other things that are with the Earth and the other planets revolving

extraordinary in the knowledge of the ancients, round it, which is the hypothesis adopted by-

See Bochart, Phaleg. 169. Copernicus and established by Newton.

rvárru, *, *, *, 'Hºaxxſe; rāz; 1470, 1: " 177 degrees. Lib. i. e. 14.
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with Ptolemy, so from the first moment that the idea arose

that a passage to India, or a circumnavigation, was possible,

the account of Ptolemy lessened the difficulty by-sixty degrees.

The whole of this depends on the spherical figure of the earth,

a truth said to be deduced from the Egyptians, and received by

Anaxágoras, Thales, Aristotle, Strabo", and the philosophers

in general. From the same origin, possibly, Moses, who was

instructed in all the wisdom of the Egyptians, was not ignorant

of this great truth ; and certainly the author of the Book of Job

had learnt that the earth was hung “upon nothing;" that is,

if he did not know the power of gravitation, he at least knew

the effect. The power” of attraction towards the centre of the

earth” was likewise generally “acknowledged “; but the ex

tension of gravitation to the whole system, and to the universe

at large, with its various laws and properties, is the exclusive

discovery of the moderns, and indebted for its establishment to

the immortal Newton. This part of the question, however, is

not our immediate concern ; but to Ptolemy, respectable even

in his errors, we owe the docurine of the sphere, and the proper

application of longitude and latitude. However he may have

failed in adapting these to particular instances, even his failures

have been productive of advantage ; for when Columbus

* Strabo left the phénómena of the heavens

and the form of the earth to the mathemati

cians; but his system is nearly that of Pto

lemy.

* Strabo says, x^*}}; ply § Kázuo, Xzi

* 'Ov;&vº; H POIIH 3’ tr; 13 gºaoy Tày 3x5twy.

Lib. ii. p. 1 Io. “The earth and the heavens

“ are both spherical, but the tendency is to

“wards the centre of gravity.”

* Diogenes Laertius, p. 8. See also his

account in Anaximander, Pythagoras, and

Zeno, lib. vii. sect. 155.

* SeeM*Laurin'sNewton, booki.c. 3.p.45.

* Al-Edrissi, p. 2. Terra quod in ea

rundem creaturarum grave est allicit velut

magnes, qui ferrum ad se attrahit. More will

be found in Stobacus, tom. ii. c. 25. ed.

Heeren Gotting. 1792, 1794. Thales first

predicted an eclipse of the sun. Diog. Laer.

tius, p. 15. -
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launched into the Atlantic Ocean, he calculated upon sixty

degrees less than the real distance from Spain to India”—a

space equal to three-fourths of the Pacific Ocean; and when

his course to India was stopped by the intervention of America,

however his companions had been driven to despair by the

length of the voyage, Columbus certainly met with land before

he expected it, or at least before any estimate of his longitude:

could authorize the expectation.

The prevalent opinion, in the middle centuries, of a passage

from Spain to India, is preserved in Roger Bacon ; and his

opinion is more worthy of regard, because his system is

nearer” to the actual discovery in point of time. He then

informs us, that according to Aristotle there was but a small

space” of sea between the western coast of Spain and the

eastern coast of India ; and that Seneca mentions that this sea

may be passed in a few days, with a favourable wind. Aris

totle”, he adds, had his knowledge of the East from Alex

ander; and Seneca, his knowledge of the South from Nero,

who sent his centurions into Ethiopia. He might also have

introduced the celebrated prophecy of Seneca the poet:

Venient” annis saecula seris, -

Quibus oceanus vincula rerum

Laxet, et ingens pateat tellus,

* India, in this sense; means the first land

he would meet with coming from the west,

which would in reality have been China.

” Bacon died in 1294.

* When Magalhans got out of the straits

at C. Deseado or Desire, “now did he

“ conjecture the Moluccos were not far from

tº him; but therein he was deceived.” Sir

Wm. Monson's Tracts. Churchill. iii. 396.

* Rogeri Bacon opus majus, p. 183. He

cites Aristotle, de Coelo et Mundo ; and Se

neca, in his fifth book, Nat. Quest.

* This very passage is cited in the life of.

Columbus, by his son. Churchill, vol..i--

P. 35%
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Tethysque novos detegat orbes, g

Nec sit terris ultima Thule. MEDEA, 1.375.

A time will come, in ages now remote,

When the vast barrier by the ocean form'd

May yield a passage; when new continents,

And other worlds, beyond the sea’s expanse,

May be explor’d; when Thule's distant shores

May not be deem'd the last abode of man.

The Nuremberg Globe, as it is called, now published in

Pigafetta's Voyage, favours the same opinion; in which the

farthest isle to the west is named Antille”, the existence of

which was dubious, and yet the supposition of it was sufficient

to make Columbus think he had reached the Antilles when he

discovered the first island in America. This discovery is the

more extraordinary, as it was the effect of design, and not ac

cident”; when accident would have produced the same effect

not ten years later; for it was accident alone that carried Cabral

to Brazil in 1500; and the arrival at Brazil would as infallibly

have been prosecuted to the exploration of the whole continent,

as the achievement of Columbus.

But there is a circumstance still more singular, which at

taches to this idea of a passage from Spain to India; for I have

* The Portuguese set down the island of

Antilla in their maps, from the fabulous At

lantis of Aristotle, which, he says, was dis

covered by the Carthaginians, and forbidden

to be colonized or visited. Life of Columbus,

by his son. Churchill, ii. 570, 571. where

Aristotle de mirandis in natura auditis is cited.

It seems highly probable that an island

might have been seen and visited by some of

the Carthaginians who traded to Cerne ; for

the Canary Islands are visible from the coast

of Africa; and the Canaria of Ptolemy and

Pliny, in this sense, when first discovered by

the Portuguese, received this name most pro

bably from finding it in these authors. The

islands visible from the continent were the

Canaries and Teneriffe, and both were found

inhabited. Madeira, which was not visible,

was not inhabited.

* At least only so far accident, as meeting
with America instead of India.
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in my possession, by favour of Lord Macartney, a copy of the

map in the Doge's palace at Venice, drawn up for the cluci

dation of Marco Polo's travels, or at least certainly constructed

before the discovery of America; for in this map there is no

thing between the eastern coast of China and the western coast

of Spain but sea; and though the longitude is not marked on

it, we may form an estimate by comparing this space with

others in the same sheet, which are known. Now this space

measured by the compasses gives, as nearly as may be, the

same distance from China to Spain, as from Ceylon to Ma

lacca; that is, ten degrees, instead of an hundred and fifty ;

or less than seven hundred miles, instead of upwards of ten

thousand. I cannot assert that this is the genuine production

of M. Polo": it has additions which belong not to his age,

and contains much that he did not know ; but it is evidently

adapted to his travels, and contains at least one circumstance

more ancient than the discovery of America. We have in it, there

fore, some sort of guide to form our opinion of the geographers

of that age, and the notions they had conceived of the un

known parts of the world ; we have likewise the origin of those

conclusions which led Columbus to attempt a westerly passage

to India; in effecting this, he was only disappointed by find

* The map, as it now appears, is very ill

accommodated to M. Polo’s travels, and if

taken from an older one drawn up for that

purpose, full of matter of a later date :

For, first, it carries him from China to

Bengal by land, whereas he went by sea.

2. It delineates the Creat Wall, which he

never mentions.

3. It gives the Molucca Islands in detail.

And, 4, It describes the course of a Vene

tian ship, east of the Moluccas, in 1559, that

VO L. I. I.

is, almost sixty years after the discovery of

America; and on that occasion mentions the

Straits of Magellan. How this strange incon

sistency should accord with that part of the

map which gives no continent between China

and Spain, is totally inexplicable; but that

we cannot be mistaken in calling it Spain, is

self-evident ; for we have the river [Guadil]

Quivir, Corunna, and the Sierra Nevada, or

Snowy Mountains of Andalusia, all in their

proper places,

4 K
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ing a continent in his way, which has caused a revolution in

the commerce of the whole world, and which may still cause

other revolutions, incalculable in their effect, magnitude, and

importance.

But if it is fruitless to look forward to future revolutions;

we may at least reverse our attention, and direct it to those great

masters in the science, who first taught mankind to measure the

surface of the earth by a reference to the phénómena of the

heavens—to Eratósthenes—to Hipparchus; and, above all

to Ptolemy, who first established this system on a basis so firm,

that as long as there shall be travellers and navigators in the

world, it can never be shaken. The science, however ad

vanced, is still only in a state of progression: it is still con

ducted upon his principles, and is in reality nothing more than

a correction of his errors. Those errors were unavoidable, if

we consider the difficulty of all first attempts, and the slender

means of information in that age, compared with the advan

tages we possess at the present hour. But even his failures

have conduced to the attainment of truth; and whatever re

flections we may now cast on an excess of sixty degrees upon

the measurement of an hundred and twenty, we must acknow

ledge, with d'Anville, that this, which was the greatest of his

errors, proved eventually ” the efficient cause which led to the

greatest discovery of the moderns.

* La plus grande des erreurs dans la géo- grand des decouverts. Antiq. de l’Inde,

graphie de Ptolémée, a conduit a la Plus p. 188.

8
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THE produce of India or Arabia, mentioned in the Scrip

tures, consists of -

Cinnamon".

Kasia.

Sweet Calamus, Calamus aromaticus P or, Calamus odo

ratus 2

Stactè, or Gum.

O'nycha, or Skekeleth, a black odoriferous shell".

Gálbanum, a gum or resin.

Aloes.

Myrrh.

Frankincense.

Of these, cinnamon and kasia are the only articles which can

be attributed speeifically to India; and these, with all the

others, were brought originally through Arabia into Egypt,

Judéa, Phénicia, and Syria; and from these countries distri

buted round all the coasts of the Mediterranean. How cin

namon and kasia might have reached Arabia, by crossing no

* See Exodus, xxx. 23, et seq. Psalm, xlv. * Parkhurst ia voce.

8. Ezek. xxvii. 19.

4 x 2
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more sea than the breadth of the Persian Gulph; or how they

might have been conveyed to the coast of Africa, the reputed

Cinnamon Country of the ancients, has already been suffi

ciently detailed; it remains now to be shewn, that Tyre pos

sessed the principal share of this trade, from the earliest men

tion of that city in history, till its destruction by Alexander,

and the foundation of Alexandria. -

Tyre, in fact, enjoyed this commerce almost exclusively, ex

cept during the reign of Solomon, when Hiram found it his

interest to unite with that monarch, who was sovereign of

Iduméa, in order to secure a port for his fleets in the Red Sea;

and the certain means of conveying the imports and exports

over-land, from the Red Sea to the Mediterranean. Solomon ,

however, though he exacted a tax upon spices, and contribu

tions from the kings and governors of Arabia, and shared in the

profits of the trade, still had no fleets on the Mediterranean–

no commerce on that sea. This circumstance gave Tyre a

monopoly in regard to the whole communication with the

Western World ; for though Egypt and Syria might receive the

same articles from, the East, we read of no fleets or commerce

from these countries towards the West, in the hands of their

respective inhabitants. . . . . .

The immense profits of this monopoly admit of calculation,

if we dare trust to he Hebrew numbers in scripture; but Dr.

Kennicott has shewn, that in some instances the amount ex

pressed by these has doubtless been exaggerated; and if the

numeration by letters was used in the original transcripts of

the sacred writings, it is well known that numerary letters are

* * *

*

s

* I Kings, x. 15.
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more subject to error, corruption, or exaggeration, in the

manuscripts of all languages, than any other part of their

text.

But let us suppose that the advantages of Hiram were equal

to those of Solomon, which is not unreasonable if we consider,

that though Solomon enjoyed the profits of the transit, Hiram

had the whole emolument of the commerce with the West, .

let us then observe that the revenue of Solomon is stated at

six hundred and sixty-six talents of gold, which, according to

Arbuthnot, amount to three millions six hundred and forty-six

thousand three hundred and fifty pounds sterling—an extrava

gant sum at first sight ! but not impossible, if we compare it

with the revenues of Egypt, which, after the building of

Alexandria, enjoyed the same commerce, and the same mono

poly. Even at the present day, when the grand source of

Egyptian wealth is obstructed by the discovery of the Cape of

Good Hope, Sir Home Popham estimates the revenue at

twenty millions of dollars’, equal to between four and five

millions English; and when the same revenue, under the

Roman government, may be estimated at three millions, which,

allowing for the different ratio of specie, may be taken at four

times that amount. Let us reflect on these extraordinary sums,

before we conclude upon the impossibility of the same com

merce, and the same monopoly, producing a revenue of three

millions and an half to Solomon, upon the import and transit;

and the same sum to Hiram, upon the export. I dare not

assert these to be facts, because I think, with Dr. Kennicott,

* Of all this revenue, notwithstanding the * Sir Home Popham's concise Statement of

Grand Seignor styles himself master of Egypt, Facts, p. 154.

scarcely a shilling reaches Constantinople.
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that numerary letters are liable to error; but the revenue of

Solomon is twice" stated at the same sum; and the contempla

tion of the Egyptian revenue in the same situation, and under

similar circumstances, admits of imputing an inimense emolu

ment to this commerce, wherever it became a monopoly.

I have been led into this discussion, upon which every one

must form his own judgment, by the specific detail of the

Tyrian commerce, in the twenty-seventh chapter of Ezekiel,

which, if we consider it only as historical, without any re

ference to the divine authority of the Prophet, is not only the

most early, but the most authentic record extant, relative to

the commerce of the ancients; as such, it forms a part of the

plan which I have undertaken to execute. In this view I sub

mit it to the reader; and though I pretend not to the power

of throwing new light on the subject, and despair of removing

those difficulties which surpassed even the learning of a Bochart

fully to elucidate, still there will not remain any general ob

scurity which will prevent us from forming a right judgment

upon the whole.

Tyre" was one of those states which had rejoiced at the

destruction of Jerusalem, and the captivity of Judah ; it

became an object of prophecy therefore to declare, that she

also was to fall by the hands of the same conqueror, who had

subverted the throne of David ; but so much more abundant

were the means, or so much stouter was the defence of this

commercial city, that the army of Nebuchadnezzar lay before

it thirteen years. The date of its fall is the fifteenth after the

* 1 ſings, x. 14. 2 Chron. ix. 13. The talents of gold were exclusive of the taxes

great amount of this revenue is still further upon the merchants. Verse I4.

increased by the declaration, that the 666 7 Ezek. xxvi.
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captivity of Judah, in the year 573° before Christ; and when

taken, it was so exhausted by the siege, or so deserted by the

inhabitants, that the conqueror found nothing to reward him

for his labours. Prideaux supposes this city to be the Old

Tyre on the continent; and that the inhabitants took refuge

on the island, where the new city flourished again with almost

the same vigour as its parent, till it was destroyed by Alexander

in the year 832 A. C. two hundred and forty-one years after

the reduction of it by the Babylonians. But, by the language

of Ezekiel, it seems as if the city was upon the island in 573;

for (in chap. xxvii. 3) he says, Thou that art at the entry" of the

sea; and in the following verse, and in c. xxviii. the expression

is, “I sit in the midst of the seas,” or, as it is in the original,

“ in the heart of the seas.” The question is not of great im

portance; but as it rose again after its first reduction, by means

of its situation, and the operation of the same causes, those

causes ceased after its second fall, by the removal of Oriental

commerce to Alexandria; and from that period it gradually

declined, till it has become a village under the desolating

government of the Turks; where Bruce" informs us, that he

saw the prophecy of Ezekiel literally fulfilled"; for when he

was there, the fishermen were “drying their nets upon the

“ rocks.”

* Prideaux, vol. i. p. 72. * Vol. i. p. 62. oct. ed. And Hackluyt,

• At the entering in of the tea. Newcombe. ii. 309.

An expression which seems to imply, the " Ezek. xxvi. 14. Maundrel, p. 49, says,

channel between the island and the main; but it is not even a village, but that the few mi

all the commentators unite in the same opinion serable fishermen who inhabit the place, shelter

with Prideaux. themselves under the ruins.
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E 2 E. K. I E L, c. xxv II.

IN undertaking the elucidation of this chapter, perspicuity is

the only object in view ; omitting, therefore, all consideration

of the sublimity of prophecy, or the majesty of language, I

propose, first, to illustrate the commerce of Tyre in its various

branches, by reducing the Hebrew appellations to the standard

of modern geography ; and, secondly, to give a commentary on

the whole, deduced from the best writers on the subject. By

this method, due regard will be had to the convenience of one

class of readers, and the curiosity of another; and although I

pretend not to assign every ancient name, with precision, to

its modern representative, still there will remain such a degree

of certainty upon the whole as to gratify all that have a pleasure

in researches of this nature.

Let us then, in conformity to the opening of the prophecy,

consider Tyre as a city of great splendour, magnificently built,

and inhabited by merchants whose wealth rivalled the opulence

of kings—who traded to the East by the intervention of Arabia,

and to the West by means of the Mediterranean; let us add

to this, that in ages prior to the celebrity of Grecce and Rome,

their fleets had braved the dangers of the ocean, and their

people were the only mariners who were not limited within the

circle of the Mediterranean ; that they penetrated eastward

through the Straits of Death", which were the termination of

the Red Sea, and westward beyond the Pillars of Hercules,

which were the boundaries of all knowledge to every nation but

* The Straits of Bab-el-mandeb, literally the Gate of Death.
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their own ; that they advanced northward to the British Isles,

and southward to the coast of Africa on the Atlantic Ocean".

Let us contemplate these enterprizes as completed by the efforts

of a single city, which possibly did not possess a territory of

twenty miles in circumference ; which sustained a siege of

thirteen years against all the power of Babylon, and another,

of eight months, against Alexander, in the full career of his

victories; and then judge, whether a commercial spirit debases

the nature of man, or unfits it for the exertion of determined

valour; or whether any single city, recorded in history, is

worthy to be compared with Tyre.

After this general view of the splendour of the city, we may

proceed to the particulars specified in the Prophecy. First,

therefore, Tyre procured,

Verse -

5. From Hermon, and the mountains in its neighbourhood—

Fir for planking.

From Libanus—Cedars, for masts.

6. From Bashan, east of the sea of Galillee–Oaks, for oars.

From Greece, or the Grecian Isles—Ivory, to adorn the

benches or thwarts of the gallies.

7. From Egypt—Linen, ornamented with different colours,

for sails, or flags and ensigns. - -

. From Peloponnesus—Blue and purple cloths, for awnings.

8. From Sidon and A'radus—Mariners ; but Tyre itself fur

nished pilots and commmanders.

* If this should be thought dubious in re- what age, may be a doubt. If they reached

gard to Tyre, it is undoubted in regard to its Gades only in the times here alluded to, it

colony, Carthage. It is the universal opinion was passing the Straits of Calpe, which at that

that the Phénicians came to Britain; but in period no other nation did.

WOL. II. 4 L
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Verse

9. From Gebal or Biblos, on the coast between Tripolis and

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Berytus—Caulkers.

From Persia and Africa—Mercenary troops.

From Aradus—The troops that garrisoned Tyre with the

Gammadims.

From Tarshish, or by distant voyages towards the West,

and towards the East—Great wealth. Iron, tin, lead,

and silver. Tin implies Britain, or Spain; or at least

a voyage beyond the Straits of Hercules.

From Greece, and from the countries bordering on Pon

tus—Slaves, and brass ware.

From Armenia—Horses, horsemen, and mules.

From the Gulph of Persia, and the isles in that gulph—

Horns [tusks] of ivory, and ebony. And the export

to these isles was the manufacture of Tyre.

From Syria—Emeralds, purple, broidered work, fine linen,

coral, and agate. The exports to Syria were the manu

factures of Tyre, in great quantities.

From Judah and Israel—The finest wheat, honey, oil, and

balsam.

From Damascus—Wine of Chalybon (the country bor

dering on the modern Aleppo), and wool in the fleece.

The exports to Damascus were costly and various

manufactures.

19. From the tribe of Dan", situated nearest to the Philis

tines—The produce of Arabia, bright or wrought iron,

* Dan and Javan may in this passage both its situation is between the Philistines and

be Arabian ; but if Dan be a tribe of Israel, Joppa; and the people of that tribe would lie

8
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Verse

casia or cinnamon, and the calamus aromaticus. In

conducting the transport of these articles, Dan went to

and fro, that is, formed or conducted the caravans.

By one interpretation they are said to come from Uzal;

and Uzal is judged to be Sana, the capital of Yemen,

or Arabia Felix.

20. From the Gulph of Persia—Rich cloth, for the decoration

of chariots or horsemen.

21. From Arabia Petréa and Hedjaz—Lambs, and rams, and

goats.

22. From Sabéa and Oman—The best of spices from India,

gold, and precious stones.

23. From Mesopotamia, from Carrhae, and Babylonia, the

Assyrians brought all sorts of exquisite things, (perhaps

vestes Babylonica,) blue cloth and broidered work, or

fabricks of various colours, in chests of cedar, bound

with cords, containing rich apparel. But if these articles

are obtained farther from the East, may they not be

the fabricks of India, first brought to Assyria by the

Gulph of Persia? or caravans from Karmánia and the

Indus, and then conveyed by the Assyrians in other

caravans to Tyre and Syria In this view the care of

package, the chests of cedar, and the cording of the

chests, are all correspondent to the nature of such a

transport.

most convenient for the caravans between Petra would be conveyed to Tyre by sea, as it was

and Joppa. From Joppa the merchandize at a later period from Rhinocolāra.

4 L 2
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-

Verse -

25. From Tarshish the ships came that rejoiced in the market

of Tyre, they replenished the city, and made it glo

rious in the midst of the sea; and if we could now

satisfy ourselves, with Gossellin, that Tarshish means

only the sea in general, these ships might be either

those which traded in the Mediterranean, or those

which came up the Red Sea to Elath, or Leuke Kome,

or any other port of Arabia. I am rather inclined to

the latter, because, from the nineteenth to the twenty

fourth verse, every particular relates to the East, and

apparently to the produce of India; but if we are to

understand, literally, the joy of the ships in the harbour

of Tyre, they must be those of the Mediterranean :

and this supposition accords best with the Tarshish

noticed in the twelfth verse, which, by the mention of

silver, lead, and tin, evidently alludes to Spain, and

perhaps to the British Isles. º

Such is the historical part of this singular chapter relative to

the commerce of Tyre, and illustrative of all ancient commerce

whatsoever. It is uttered, however, in an age when the Tyrian

fleets no longer sailed from Eziongeber, and when the com

modities of the east were received by caravans from Arabia

Petréa, Sabèa, and Mesopotamia. From the time that Judah

was separated from Israel, there does not appear to have re

mained vigour sufficient in either, to have maintained such a

power over Iduméa “, as to have secured a communication with

* The Iduméans seem at all times to have David to the reign of Uzziah, aid to have be.

borne the yoke indignantly, from the time of come hereditary haters of the Jewish nation.
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the Elanitic Gulph; for the only attempt to recover this in

fluence was made by the united efforts of both kingdoms, and

a treaty between their two kings, Jehosaphat and Ahaziah ;

but the attempt was superior to their united force, and their

ships were broken in Eziongeber. From this period *, and

probably from the termination of Solomon's reign, the Tyrians

had no ships on the Red Sea, and supported their communica

tion with it by land only; their track varying as the power of

the neighbouring countries fluctuated. This point it is not ne

cessary to insist on, but in an age posterior to the prophecy,

and long after the second capture of the city by Alexander, we

find that a line of intercourse was open between Rhinoco

lúra" and Petra. It is not, however, the object of the present

inquiry to go lower than the second siege; but barely to men

tion, that even under the Roman Empire a spirit of com

merce" subsisted still in Phénicia, and that Bery'tus, Tyre",

and Sidon, were celebrated for their manufactures of silk, glass *,

and purple cloth, however obscured by the splendour of Alex

In the day of Jerusalem, it was the children

of Edom who cried, “ Down with it, down

“ with it, even to the ground.”

* 2 Chron. xx. 35. Jehosaphat at first re

fused a junction with Ahaziah ; and, after

complying with it, Eliezer declared, that was

the reason why the power of God was exerted

to defeat the undertaking.

* See Strabo (lib. xvi. p. 781.) where he

mentions expressly the course of the caravans

from Leukº Komè to Petra, and from Petra

to Rhinocolūra. Rhinocolūra is the limit be

tween Egypt and Palestine—the El Arish, so

much noticed during the continuance of the

French in Egypt. The distance may be com

pared with that between Elana and Gaza

(p. 759.), which is stated at 126o stadia, or

160 miles. Rhino-colūra is a Greek term,

derived from the practice of cutting off the

noses of the malefactors sent to garrison this

frontier of Egypt.

* Nunc omnis ejus nobilitas Conchylio at

que purpura constat. Plin. lib. v. c. 15.

” See Lowth on Isaiah, c. xxiii. last note.

* Sidon is called Artifex vitri by Pliny,

lib. v. c. 15. º
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andria and the establishment of that city as the centre of

Oriental commerce under the power of the Romans “.

Over such a seat of mercantile power, opulence, and mag

nificence, at the period when it was ready to be overwhelmed

by the invasion of the Babylonians, we may be allowed to

breath the sigh of commiseration, however we resign our

selves to the justice of Providence in its destruction ; idolatry,

pride, luxury, and intenperance, we learn from the following

chapter, were the cause of its punishment, and the instrument

commissioned to inflict it, was an oppressor equally idolatrous

and proud. -

It remains only to subjoin the authorities, on which, known

appellations have been substituted for Hebrew terms; on this

head, if complete satisfaction is not attainable, we may, at

least, hope for some indulgence, and much deference to the

names of Bochart, Michaelis, Houbigant, and Archbishop

Newcombe, the learned translator of the Prophet; and if I

sometimes interpose a suggestion of my own, let it be con

sidered hypothetically, and subject to the corrections of those

who are better qualified as judges of Hebrew literature than

myself. -

* Tyre continued a strong and fortified defended by the Mahomedans against Balduin,

Place till the time of the Crusades. It was king of Jerusalem. Anna Comnena, p. 426.

- - - - *~~~. - - - --->
- - -

#" -
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C O M M E N T A R Y

o N

E Z E K IEL, c. xxvii.

-*--

THE four first verses represent to us the situation of Tyre:

it is placed at the entering” in of the sea—in the midst of the

seas—in the heart of the seas; expressions which seem to inti

mate that the city was on an island *, but the general opinion

of the commentators places it on the main, with the name of

Palae Tyrus, or Old Tyre, in contradistinction to the new city,

which rose on the island out of the remnant of the inhabitants

that fled from the king of Babylon. Its splendour” is described

as perfected in beauty.

V. 5. Senir furnished fir for ship boards (planking); and

Lebanon, cedar for masts.

[Sanir, vulgate, septuagint.

Firs, rendered cedars, sept. but firs, vulg. Chald. New

combe.

Cedars, rendered cypress, sept.

Cedars, ins, arez. Michaelis “ says, the present inhabitants

of Lebanon use TN for a tree that answers to the cedar.

See Parkhurst in voce Tin, and in D'ºni, firs.]

* Newcombe’s Translation. * See Bochart, Phaleg. 303. where its ori

** ***, Tsor, Tsoor, (from whence XV;12 gin and magnificence are described.

and Syria) signifies a rock. May it it not be * But Michaelis has many doubts. See

the rock in the sea on which Tyre was built Question x.c. proposed to the Danish Tra

Is Palae-Tyrus on a rock : vellers.
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Senir is part of Hermon (Deut. iii. 9) “Hermon the Si

“ donians call Sirion, and the Amorites call it Shenir.” (1 Chron.

v. 23.) “Manasseh increased from Bashan to Baal Hermon,

“ and Senir, and Mount Hermon. Newcombe.” Hermon is

a branch of Antilibanus, from which the springs of Jordan

issue; and thus very properly joined or contrasted with Le

banon. Lebanon significs white, and snow lies upon Lebanon

in summer.

V. 6. Bashan produces oaks, for oars. Bashan is the Ba

tanéa of the Greeks, east of the sea of Galilee, possessed by

the half-tribe of Manasseh. “We do not readily see why

“ cedars should be adapted to masts, or oaks used for oars.

“Cedar, however, is light; but oaks have neither elasticity or

“ levity, but strength only. Houbigant alone renders it alders,

“ for this reason.” Abp. Newcombe.

Enºsha Bath-Ashurim, rendered Ashurites in our English

3ibles; but in the margin, Chaldee and Parkhurst, bow tree;

as if from hiºn Thashur, and so tºSnº Bathashurim, in

one word. The whole sentence would then stand thus, as

Archbp. Newcombe renders it: “Thy benches have they made

“ of ivory, inlaid in box, from the isles of Chittim.” The

Chaldee seems to refer these to the ornament of houses, &c.;

but the vulgate has, expressly, transtra, or the thwarts of

gallies; and our English Bible, hatches in the margin. Chittim

is applied to Cyprus by Josephus—to Macedonia, in the first

book of Maccabees; but to Italy and the islands round it, par

ticularly Corsica, by Pochart. Lowth on Isaiah xxiii. con

siders Chittim as comprehending all the isles and coasts of the

Mediterranean ; and Jerome, as the islands of the Ionian and

Egèan Sea. The latter appear to correspond best with the im
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portation of box wood from Cytórus in the Euxine, the place

most celebrated, poetically, for that production; and the box

wood of Pontus and Asia Minor is imported at this day into the

Port of London, from Smyrna. The Chaldee renders it Apulia,

and the vulgate, Italy. -

W. 7. Fine linen of various colours, from Egypt, was used as

a sail, or rather as a flag for ensigns. (Vulgate, Chaldee,

Newcombe.) Scarlet and purple, from the Isles of Elisha, for

a covering or awning to the gallies. Scarlet is rendered by

Hyacinthus in the vulgate and Chaldee, that is, the colour of

the Amethyst; and the Isles of Elisha are Elis, Hellas, or

Peloponnèsus. The purple of Lacônia was the finest dye next

to the Tyrian ; and the purple cloth of that province was pos

sibly employed, because it was cheaper than that of Tyre,

which was reserved for the use of kings. Elisha is one of the

sons of Javan (Gen. x. 4.); and as Javan is the general title

for the Greek nation, Elisha may justly be taken for a part.

(Bochart, Phaleg. 155.)

V. 8. Zidon and A'radus furnished mariners, but the pilots

or commanders were Tyrians: “ Thy wise men, O Tyrus, that

“ were in thee, were thy pilots.” Zidon is too well known as

the parent of Tyre, to require farther notice; but A'radus is on

an island like Tyre, at the mouth of the Eleatherus, to the

north of Tripolis, and much celebrated for its commerce by

the ancients. In the modern title of Ruad, it preserves a

nearer resemblance to the Hebrew Aruad, than to the Greek

A'radus. Bochart (Phaleg. 305.) gives a large account of this

place from Strabo, lib. xii. 753. consisting of many interesting

particulars.

VOL. II. 4 M
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V. 9. The ancient inhabitants of Gebal were caulkers in the

harbour of Tyre; they were mariners likewise, bringing mer

chandize to that city (Chaldee), or sailing in the Tyrian ships

to the westward of the West; ºr, juggº; jurgåv (in occidentem

occidentis, septuag.); to the extremity of the West. Perhaps

we find a rudiment of this reading in the Hebrew ; for Archbp.

Newcombe observes, that five manuscripts read anyº layarobh,

the evening, or west, which the sept. followed, probably instead

of nny? layabhar, beyond. If this could be admitted, the ex

tremity of the West would at least be Spain, and might be

Britain. Gebal, according to Bochart, is Biblos ; and Ge

bail “ is the name of that place at this day, according to the

position of d'Anville in his Map of Phénicia. Laodicaeae pro

pinqua sunt oppidula Posidium, Heraclium, Gabala deinde

Aradiorum maritima regio. (Bochart, 305. from Strabo, lib.

xii. 753.) -

V. 10. Persia, Lud, and Phut, furnished soldiers for the

armies of Tyre.

W. 11. The Aradians and Gammadim formed the garrison of

the city.

Persia and A'radus are self-evident. Lud and Phut are ren

dered Lydians, and Tibyans or Africans. (Vulg. sept. and

Chaldee) But Bochart and Michaelis think Lud an Egyptian

colony, from Gen. x. 13. where Ludim is the son of Misraim;

and Misraim, the son of Ham, is Egypt. Bochart, however,

considers Lud as both Lydia and Africa; but joined with Phut,

* Geobeila 18 miles from Bery'tus. Abilfeda apud Schultens. Vita Saladini, Index

Geog. Bery'tus, -
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as it is in this passage, it is more applicable to the latter, for

Phut is the brother of Misraim. (Phaleg. 294.)

In this circumstance we find, therefore, that Tyre, like its

colony Carthage, employed mercenary troops while the natives

were wholly addicted to commerce. Gammadim is rendered

Cappadocians. (Chaldee) Medes. (sept.) Pigmees. (vulgat.)

(from ºn Gamal, sesquipedales) and Phénicians by New

combe, but he adds Gamarim or Gomerim is in 8 MSS. and

Gomer, according to Bochart, is Phrygia; (p. 172.) the true

meaning seems irrecoverable. Still we may see that the Persian

and African * mercenaries were for foreign service; and the

Aradians, as joined in the same commercial interest, were en

trusted with the defence of the city.

W. 12. Tarshish was a merchant in the multitude of all kind

of riches, and traded in silver, iron, tin, and lead; the mention

of tin naturally suggests the idea of Britain, and that the Tyrians

did come to Britain, is asserted by the general testimony of the

ancients; but what Tarshish is, remains to be determined after

all that has been written by every author that has touched upon

the subject. Bochart has no doubt of its being Tartessus * in

Spain, near the Straits of Gibraltar, and the articles of silver

and lead might doubtless be procured in that country; but

whether tin could be collected there as a general cargo is highly

Moses, before Tartessus could be in existence.* The modern Carthage, as the French call

He thinks Tarshish signifies gold, or a stoneEngland, is said to be raising at this time a

body of Africans for service in the West In

dies. The omen is not auspicious, and the

design is probably abandoned.

* Lamy objects to this very justly, that

Tarshish is mentioned as a precious stone by

the colour of gold, the chrysolite or topaz;

and that the voyage of Tarshish had a reference .

to this, as gold and precious stones were the

produce of it. See Introd. a l’Ecriture, cap. iv.

P. 425.

4 M 2
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dubious; for though Diodórus mentions that tin was found in

Spain, the bulk of that metal was only obtainable in Britain;

and as it is universally confessed that the Tyrians visited Britain,

they might rather have gone thither to purchase it at first hand,

than buy it in Spain, where it must have been enhanced by

the expence of importation, and the profit of intermediate mer

chants. Be this however as it may, it is evident by the articles

mentioned, that this was a western voyage, and so far whether

to Spain or Britain is immaterial, for the great difficulty is,

that Tarshish in scripture as clearly applies to an eastern voyage

down the Red Sea, as to a western one towards Spain; this

appears in the voyage mentioned in the first of Kings (x. 22.)

“Solomon had at sea a navy of Tarshish with the navy of

“Hiram.” This was in the Red Sea, and brought a very dif

ferent cargo—gold, silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks, (2 Chron.

ix. 21.) and (again xx. 36.) Jehosaphat joined with Ahaziah to

make ships to go to Tarshish, and they made ships in Eziongeber;

so likewise, (1 Kings, xxii. 48.) Jehoshaphat made ships of

Tarshish to go to Ophir for gold; and as the whole of this, by

the mention of Eziongeber, directs us east to the Red Sea; so

does the flight of Jonah as evidently direct us to a voyage west,

on the Mediterranean, for the Prophet takes shipping at Joppa

in order to flee to Tarshish.

For the purpose of reconciling these two opposite ideas, M.

Gossellin supposes, that Tarshish means the sea in general, and

he likewise supposes two voyages eastward, one to Ophir in

Hadramaut, and another to Tarshish, which he states as no

distinct place ; but that the expression intimates a coasting

voyage down the African side of the Red Sea, in which they
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touched at several different ports, and were delayed by the

change of the monsoon. The former part of this hypothesis,

that Tarshish signifies the sea in general, I wish to adopt; and

there is little to contradict this opinion, except the verse itself

now under consideration; but in regard to two eastern" voyages,

one to Ophir, and another down the western side of the Red

Sea at large, I have great doubts ; I shall, therefore, first col

lect the suffrages of the interpreters, and then compare the

principal texts of scripture concerned; after this, if the diffi

culty is still incapable of solution, no blame will attach to a

failure which is common to so many writers of erudition and

discernment.

Tarshish is rendered Carthage in the vulgate ; but the ob

jection to this is, that though tin and lead might be purchased

in Carthage, as platina and tutaneg may be obtained in London,

yet this is not enough ; the whole chapter specifies the distinct

produce of the several countries, and not the places where the

produce might accidentally be found.

The septuagint render it Chalcedon *, which is a city on the

Bosphorus; but this seems to have arisen from a reference to

the first sense of Tarshish, which is a precious stone, (Parkhurst

says the topaz,) but, however, it may be doubtful whether a

Chalcedony (which is an agate) or whether a topaz is meant

by the septuagint. The rendering of Tarshish by Chalcedon is

evidently an allusion to the name of a precious stone.

* I Kings, xxii. 48. “Jehoshaphat made voyages of Gossellin, one to Ophir and one to

“ ships of Tharshish to go to Ophir for gold.” Tharshish. -

Here the ships of Tharshish are those that go º Xoºxº, and K&#xº, are easily inter

to Ophir ; and this concludes against the two changed. -
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The Chaldee Paraphrase says expressly sº! Jº Min yama ;

de mari adduccbant mercimonia, which is in conformity with

Gossellin's opinion. -

.*

The English Bible and Newcombe's translation preserve the

Tarshish of the original. -

Let us next observe the usage of this term in scripture. It

occurs first in Gen. x. 4. where the sons of Javan are Elishah,

Tarshish, Kittim, and Dodanim. Now Javan is the general

name for Iónes” or Greeks, and his descendants ought to be

the division of that nation, as the sons of Misraim (Gen. x. 13.)

are the distinctions of the tribes of Africa. In conformity to

this, Elishah has been rendered Elis, Hellas, or Peloponnesus;

Kittim the Greek Isles, or perhaps Macedonia; and Dodonim

Dodona, or the western side of Greece towards the Hadriatic.

What then would be Tarshish 2 Bochart and others are not

content with this ; he supposes Kittim to be Italy, and Ro

danim” for Dodanim, to be Gaul about the Rhodanus or

Thone, and Tarshish to be Spain; that is Tartessus. Park

hurst likewise admits Tartessus, and Michaelis imagines, that

the fleet fitted out at Eziongeber, circumnavigated the con

tinent of Africa to reach Tartessus by the Indian and Atlantic

Ocean. This solution he assumes, because the voyage was of

three years continuance, and because Solomon had no ports on

the Mediterranean. The latter reason cannot be admitted

while Solomon and Hiram had a joint concern; for during that

union, the fleet might have sailed from Tyre. But the three

* Daniel, viii. 21. Yº Hºp Melek Javan, Bochart’s ; it is read in several MSS. and in

the King of Grecia, id". 20. Ki. 2. the margin of our English Bible, The daleth

* Rodanim is not merely an assumption of and resh are easily interchanged: "I for~.

3
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years allowed for the voyage are not sufficient, if calculated by

the voyage of the Phénicians sent by Neco, which is probably

the ground of Michaelis's estimate; for they were three years

in reaching the Mediterranean; and consequently the voyage

round Africa to Tartessus, and back again, would require not

three, but six years for its completion.

Upon a view of these difficulties, if we should return to

Javan, and wish to establish all his family in Greece, we ought

to find a situation for Tarshish in that country; and if this can

not be done, it must be confessed that the position of Tarshish

cannot be discovered by the text of Genesis the tenth. Omit

ting this, therefore, for the present, we may proceed to other

passages connected with the subject of inquiry.

It has been proved already (from 1 Kings, xxii. 48.) that the

ships of Tarshish built by Jehoshaphat at Eziongeber, went east

to Ophir, and (from Jonah, i. 3. iv. 2.) that Jonah, by em

barking at Joppa, fled westward on the Mediterranean. Now

the sea is common to both these voyages, but no one specific

place, country, or city, can be common to both ; and upon a

careful examination of all the passages adduced by Gossellin,

and all that are to be found in the concordance, there is not

one which may not be rendered justly by the sea, as Gossellin

has asserted. The Vulgate and the Chaldee vary in different

places, but the prevailing construction is mare or maria; and

the Vulgate (on the 1 Kings, x. 2. xxii. 49.) has ships of Africa,

which might give rise to the opinion of Montesquieu and Bruce,

that Ophir was at Sofală ; but Africa is itself a suspected term

in Hebrew ; for it is Latin, not used by the Hebrews, whose

&

* -º
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phrase was Lubim, and little by the Greeks", who adopted

Libya from the same origin; but in the Chaldee it is in so

many letters Tºniº Africa (1 Kings, xxii. 49.), and this term

is doubtless, in comparison, modern. The other texts are, if

any one should wish to examine them. (2 Chron. ix. 21. xx. 36,

37. Psalm xlviii. 7. Thou breakest the ships of the sea, lxxii.

10. the kings of Tharsis; kings beyond sea in Sabèa. Is. ii. 16.

xxiii. 1. the burden of Tyre, howl ye ships of Tarshish, naves

maris. Vulg. Chald. ibid. ver. 6. Pass ye over to Tarshish,

transite maria. Vulg. Chald. and at ver. 10. Tyre is called

daughter of Tarshish wºn n; Bath Tarshish, daughter or

virgin of the sea, Filia maris. Vulg. And what appellation

can be more proper, for such a city which owed its existence

to the sea Is. lx. 9.. ships of Tarshish, naves maris. Vulg.

Chald. lxvi. 19. I will send them that escape to Tarshish, ad

gentes in mare. Vulg. ad provincias maritimas. Chald.)

Upon the evidence of all these passages, there is no hesita

tion in subscribing to the opinion of Gossellin, but his double

voyage down the Red Sea is by no means equally apparent.

There is likewise great reason to adopt Parkhurst's idea, that

they were large and strong ships, fit for distant voyages; or if

the reading of the septuagint (Ez. xxvii. 9.) could be admitted,

we might add, that they were stout enough to pass (ºr vaud;

3uguāv *) to the extremities of the west, to the Atlantic and

Britain; or to the east, through (Babel Mandeb) the Straits of

* Perhaps never till after their connection verse under contemplation, but in v. 9. I wish
with Rome. to find any where an extreme western voyage,

* That we may not mislead, it is necessary to Gades or to Britain, which I must confess

to observe, that this term is not used in the is not perfectly clear.
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Death, and so to the southern coast of Arabia. This account

we have from scripture, and it is clear; but the voyage to

Britain, though generally admitted, is far more problematical,

for the evidence of Strabo “goes only to prove, that a Phéni

cian vessel was run ashore in order to deceive the Romans,

which must relate to a much later period; and the testimony of

Diodórus Siculus * intimates, that even in his time, tin was

brought from Britain, through Gaul, by a land carriage of

thirty days, to the mouth of the Rhone, or perhaps to Mar

seilles. Still that the Tyrians did obtain tin is manifest from

Ezekiel, and that they passed the Straits of Calpê, and reached

Gades at least, is certain, for the temple of Hercules in that

island was the Melcartha" of Tyre, whom, from his attributes,

the Greeks styled the Tyrian Hercules.

W. 13. Javan Tubal and Meshech dealt in slaves and vessels

of brass, intimating probably that they all dealt in slaves, for

slaves came out of the Euxine and the countries round it in all

ages into Greece, and still come to Constantinople. The

Greeks of course carried these or others which they obtained by

piracy, to Tyre as well as other maritime cities. Brass, vessels

will apply more particularly to Tubal and Meshech, which are

usually rendered Tibaréni and Moschi, who, with the Chálybes

and other inhabitants of the north-east angle of Asia Minor,

have been in all ages, and still are the manufacturers of steel,

iron, and brass, for the supply of Armenia, Persia, Greece,

and all the eastern countries on the Mediterranean. (See Bus

ching and Michaelis cited by Newcombe on this passage, and

* Strabo, lib. iii. p. 175. ” Melcartha is Melek Cartha, the King of

* Lib. v. 347, Wess. the City. Bochart. -

WOL. II. - 4 N ºrs
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Bochart.) Tubal and Meshech are generally mentioned to

gether in scripture, and Tubaleni is as naturally Tybaréni,

as Mesheck, which the Chaldee reads Mosock, is Moschi,

while Javan, Tubal, and Mesheck, are all sons of Japhet.

(Gen. x. 2.)

V. 14. Togarmah traded in horses, horsemen, and mules,

which Bochart supposes to be Cappadocia, (p. 175, Phaleg.)

but Michaelis with much greater probability, Armenia, for

Armenia and Media were the countries where the kings of

Persia bred horses for the service of themselves and their armies,

and in later times Armenia paid its tribute from this source.

See Newcombe, who cites the Greek Scholiast on Ezekiel, and

Ez. xxxviii. 6. The Chaldee renders it unaccountably by

Germania. The objection to assuming Armenia for Togarma

is, that Armenia is in every other passage represented by Ararat.

(See particularly 2 Kings, xix. 37. and Isaiah, xxxvii. 38, and

Jeremiah, li. 27.) I have not had an opportunity of consulting

Michaelis Spicileg. Geographicum, and can judge of it only as

it is cited in Newcombe.

Wer. 15. Dedan is mentioned in conjunction with the mer

chants of many, isles; they brought horns (tusks) of ivory and,

ebony. Dedan is strangely rendered by the septuagint Rho

dians. They must, therefore, have read a resh for a daleth;

but Dedan * is doubtless on the southern coast of Arabia, for

he is mentioned (Gen. x. 7.) with Seba, Havilah, Sheba, and

* I follow Bochart and Michaelis in placing the Tehama, or coast of Arabia, on the Red *

Dedan on the eastern coast of Arabia, and I Sea; and Esau is in Hedjaz. This makes a

think they are right; but Dedan is mentioned difficulty; but the countries mentioned with

with Tema, Jer. xxv. 23. and with Esau, Dedan, and the articles imported, indicate the

xlix. 8, Tema is by Niebuhr supposed to be south-east angle of Arabia.
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Raamah, all nations of Arabia and on the south. There is still

-a Dadena on the coast of Oman, opposite to Cape Jasque;

and a Rhegma, within the Gulph of Persia, not far from Mo

candon, is found in Ptolemy, corresponding with Raamah or

Rahmah, in the opinion of Patrick. Without, however, insist

-ing on these resemblances, we may be certain of the country

from the other names with which it is united, and its produce;

for ivory and ebony are furnished only by India and Africa,

and the province of Oman deals with both. If we read horns

of ivory, with our English Bible, they are the tusks resembling

-horns. If horns and ivory, with archbishop. Newcombe, the

horns from the isles may be tortoise-shell, peculiar to the isles

of India; and ebony, if Virgil be good authority, is found in

India and nowhere else. ~

Sola India nigrum,

Fert Ebenum. Georg. ii. 117. Newcombe.

It is evident, therefore, that we are here first introduced to

Oriental commerce, and from this verse to the 25th, every ar

ticle specified is Oriental, and every place mentioned is to

the east of Tyre, or connected with the trade eastward. To

those who have a curiosity on this subject, this is the most re

markable singularity of the chapter, and the establishment of

the fact will be self-evident. The Chaldee renders horns by

cornibus caprearum, and adds pavones, from the general accounts

of the voyage to Ophir, but neither of these additions is justi

fied by the text. -

V. 16. Syria was the purchaser of the manufactures of Tyre;

and the Syrians brought in return, emeralds, purple, em

4 N 2
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broidered work, fine linen, coral, and agate. Syria, in the

original, is Aram or Araméa ; and Aram, in scripture, is some

times Mesopotamia, sometimes Damascus”, and likewise the

country about Libanus, and the Orontes. Emeralds, fine

linen”, coral, and agate", are doubtless from the East; but as

to the appropriation of these names specifically to different pre

cious stones, it is quite indeterminate. Fine linen, and em

broidered or variegated work, may be the cottons or muslins

from India, but is too general a term to be depended on.

Still, upon the whole, we may imagine, that all; these are ar

ticles brought by land from the Gulph of Persia, through Me

sopotámia or Damascus, in exchange for the manufactures of

Tyre. Purple and fine linen are frequently united in the lan

guage of Scripture, and the usual interpretation is, fine linen of

a purple colour; of this, though Michaelis says purple would

not be brought to Tyre, but exported from it, there might be

an importation (see Newcombe in loco) from India through

this channel.

W. 17. Judah and Israel brought to Tyre wheat of minnith “,

or fine wheat (Vulg. Sept. Chaldee), and pannag", perhaps

39 Aram-Damasek is Damascus, the proper

capital of Syria.

* * > Butz, Byssus, every where ren

dered fine linen, is supposed every where to

be cotton.

* Agates are the peculiar production of

Guzerat and Cambay. These countries were

probably the source of all that reached Europe,

by the route of the Red Sea. The agates so

much valued in China, are brought out of

Tartary, from Cashgar, Coten, &c.

* Minnith occurs in no other passage.

Minni is used for Ar-menia, but can have no

application here: it is supposed by some to

be a proper name, but all proof is wanting.

* Phannag, opobalsamum Drusius apud

Criticos sacros in loco. Panicum not known

in Ezekiel’s time, according to Grotius.

The Critici Sacri have not been neglected in

this inquiry, but they have all been gleaned

by the moderns. The introduction of millet

or doura in the East might well be as ancient

as that of wheat or barley,
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panicum, millet or doura, with honey, oil, and balsam. There

is little fluctuation in the versions; and though pannag may be

dubious, the other articles are the natural produce of Judah

and Israel; and balsam is from Jericho, where the plant which

produces it is supposed to be native.

V. 18. Damascus received the richest manufactures of Tyre,

in exchange for wine of Helbon, and white wool, that is, wool

in the fleece or unwrought. If Tyre bought wool in the fleece,

and manufactured it, it is the same policy as Flanders adopted

formerly in regard to the wool of England. The wine of Hel

bon is the Chalybon of the Greeks; the kings of Persia drank

no other. (Newcombe from Strabo.) Syrian wine is still cele

brated, and Laodicéan wine is an article of commerce in the

Periplôs. The Eastern name of Aleppo is still Haleb ; and

Haleb, Halebon, or Chalybon, are only varied “ by different

aspirates or Greek terminations. The river Chalus, which

Xenophon mentions in the expedition of the ten thousand",

must be near the present Aleppo, or the very stream which at

this day supplies that city with water. Damascus lies upon

the route from Aleppo to Tyre; and to Aleppo the distance is

about double that to Tyre.

W. 19. Dan and Javan, going to and fro, brought iron *, and

cassia, and calamus: the two last articles are evidently Oriental,

* A much greater variation appears in the Dummisk = Damascus.

Institutes of Timour, p. 145. where it is * See Cyri Exp. p. 254. Leuncl. See also

written Hullub, either Persick or Toorki; in Russel's Aleppo, where it seems the river

either of which languages a is mutable into u, Koick, chap. i. ; and d’Anville's Map of the

and (I conclude) e also, for Emessa is written Tigris and Euphrates.

Humsau. . * Bright or wrought iron, in the original.

Mulluteah = Malatia. -

3
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and Indian iron is likewise a part of the Eastern invoice in the

Periplôs. We are therefore to look for this Jayan, not in

Greece, as before, but in Arabia, and to point out the dis

tinction between the two Javans. The adjunct of the name,

rendered in our English Bible going to and fro", is in the ori

ginal Me-Uzal; and Uzal is explained by Gen. x. 27. where

Uzal is the son of Joktan, joined with Hazarmaveth (Hadra

maut), Sheba, Ophir, and Havilah ; all which we know to be

in Arabia, and consequently Javan, Me-Uzal, is so likewise.

It is unwillingly that I drop the sense of going to and fro, be

cause it expresses the practice of a caravan; but the retaining

Uzal as a proper name, is justified by the Vulgate” and Sept.

and approved by Newcombe, and Michaelis, who adds, from

Golius, Azal nomen Sanaae.” quae metropolis Arabiae felicis.

Michaelis supposes Dan to be Vadan, and a city of Arabia;

but of Vadan * there are no traces in Gen. x. ; if it is Dan, one

of the tribes of Israel, his situation is between the Philistines

and Joppa, placed very commodiously for receiving the cara

vans from Arabia in that age, which came to Rhinocolūra in a

later; and equally convenient for embarking at Joppa the com

modities brought by the caravans to be conveyed to Tyre. The

this as it may, the traffic is undoubtedly Arabian, and from the

southern “coast; for (TTP) khiddah, is cassia, the cassia lignea

of the ancients, from (TP) khadh “, to cut or divide lengthways,

47 From %ls azal, to go. * Hazarmaveth, Havilah, Ophir, and Sheba,

“ Mozel, vulg. Moozil, sept. Turmatim, are all on the southern coast. Havilah is sup

Chald. posed to be Chaulonitis in Oman; so David

• Great Oriental authority is in favour of * Daoud, in Arabic.
this. * See Parkhurst in "p. Khadh,

*::) may be Wadan, or and Dan.
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in contradistinction to kasia fistula”, the pipe cinnamon, which,

we now prefer. The (nº) khaneh likewise, or reed, if it be the

calamus aromaticus, is of Indian growth. There can be no.

doubt therefore remaining, but that this verse fully establishes:

the intercourse of Tyre with India, through the intervention of

Arabia; and no doubt that the Arabians went to India, or ships.

of India came to Arabia. This circumstance consequently

must have taken place previous to the siege of Tyre, at latest”

560 years before Christ; and this passage is therefore the most

ancient record of the trade between India and Arabia, which

can be called HIsToRICAL ; for though spices are mentioned

frequently, that term is not decisive, as all the gums and odours

of Arabia are comprehended under. that name. Cinnamon,

kasia, and calamus, alone prove an Indian origin; and not

withstanding these are noticed by Moses, David, and Solomon,

the conveyance of them by caravans from the southern coast

of Arabia is no where specified, till we arrive at this passage.

in Ezekiel. - - -

W. 20. Dedan imported precious clothes for chariots. Dedan

is introduced before (v. 15): it may be the same country again, .

that is, Oman. But in this verse there is nothing to express.

whether these clothes are a manufacture, or an import from .

countries farther to the east. - *

W. 21. Arabia, and the princes of Kedar, purchased the

fabrics of Tyre, and brought in return, lambs, rams, and goats.

By the princes of Kedar may be understood, the sheiks of the

tribes of the Sahara or Desert: they lived in tents; and these”

* See Parkhurst in voce, and the catalogue **Coeval with Pisistratus, in Greece. -

in the present work, under kasia. -
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tents were black, made of camels' or goats' hair, perhaps, as they

still are. Kedar signifies black, and Bochart concludes from

this, that they were Arabs burnt by the sun; but that it refers

to the tents is evident from Canticles, i. 5. I am black, but

comely * as the tents of Kedar. These, therefore, are the

Arabs of Hedjaz ; they have no fixed habitation, but wander

throughout the Sahara”; and their only wealth, besides what

they obtain by robbery, consists in their flocks and herds. The

produce of these they brought to exchange for the manufactures

of Tyre.

W. 22. The merchants of Sheba and Raamah brought all

kinds of the finest odours, precious stones and gold. Between

Sheba (with shin) and Seba (with samech) there appears a dis

tinction; for Sheba is a descendant of Shem, and Seba of Ham,

Gen. x. Seba is, by some, taken exclusively for Sabèa, but

both are in Arabia. The mistake, however, of one for the

other, is natural, as there is a Sheba" also, great grandson of

Ham. But mentioned as Sheba is in this passage with Raamah,

and connected as it is with Dedan (v. 20.), we may conclude

that the great grandson of Ham is meant, the son of Raamah,

who is son of Cush. Cush, likewise, is much more properly

attributed to Arabia than Ethiopia, though frequently rendered

Lthiopia in our English Bible. If this may be esteemed a clue

to guide us, we may place this Sheba, with Raamah" (Rhegma)

and Dedan (Daden), towards the south-east angle of Arabia,

* See the Song of Maisuna, wife of Moa- * Compare Gen. x. 7. with the same

wiah, in Abilfeda, Reiske, p. 116. which pre- chap. 28.

sents a true picture of the manners of the * Raamah is Rema in the Vulgate, and

Arabs in the Desert. Ragma in the Sept. ; both advancing a step

* Whence afterwards they were called Sa- towards the Rhegma of Ptolemy, occasioned

raceni, by the y gnain in npy: Rhayema.
• *
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that is, in Oman; where spices, drugs, odours, gold, and pre

cious stones, might readily be conceived, partly to be the

native produce of the province, and partly imported from

India. Of precious stones there can be little doubt; and that

gold should be brought from India, is a circumstance in con

formity with the Periplôs; for if the merchant carried silver to

the Indian market, he had a considerable profit by exchanging

it for gold.

W. 23, 24. Haran, Canneh, Eden, with the merchants of

Sheba, Ashur, and Chilmad, traded in blue clothes, broidered

work, or work of various colours—in chests of rich apparel,

made of cedar and bound with cords.

That this expresses generally the trade with Mesopotamia and

Assyria there can be little question; but Sheba mentioned again

with these places, causes great obscurity. It may be too much

to say, that these articles came up the Gulph of Persia, from

Sheba or Oman to Babylonia and Mesopotámia, and thence by

caravans to Tyre; but the chests of cedar bound with cords

seem to imply great caution adopted for the preservation of

the clothes, which were the costly manufacture of Babylonia,

if not of India; and this caution seems more necessary for a

conveyance over land, not only to prevent injury to the goods,

but robbery likewise. -

But Michaelis, as I learn from Archbp. Newcombe, goes

counter to this whole supposition. With him, Haran is

Haran-al-carin in Arabia; Canneh is the Kanè of Hadramaut;

Eden is Aden in Sabéa, or Yemen; Sheba is a different place

from Sheba in the verse preceding, and Chilmad is left unde

termined. * * * -

VOL. II. 4 O
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Put to me it appears, that in the preceding verses we have

gone round the whole coast of Arabia, from west to east—

from Hedjaz to Sabèa, Hadramaut, and Oman; and that we

are now brought up the Gulph of Persia to the Euphrátes and

Tigris—to Babylonia, Mesopotámia, and Assyria; making thus

a circle of that vast peninsula, and comprehending all the

countries connected with Tyre to the east. Against such autho

rity as Michaelis, I must not stand on my defence with my

own forces, but call in auxiliaries, who have as high a claim to

consideration as Michaelis himself.

The single name of Asshur, enumerated with the other places

in this passage, is sufficient to convince us that they are not in

Arabia, but Assyria”; for Asshur is the son of Shem Gen. x.

21.), joined with Elam *, Elymais, or Persia, and Aram,

Araméa, or Syria; and the invariable usage of Asshur for As

syria, does not admit of altering its application in this single

passage. Haran and Eden are mentioned in conjunction

(2 Kings, xix. 12. Bochart), and Haran, written Hharan or

Charan in the original, is Charra near Edessa “, celebrated for

the defeat of Crassus in later times, and more anciently for the

residence of Abraham (Gen. xi. 31.), when he left Ur of the

* Grotius supports this. * Edessa was a great mart for Oriental

* Elymais is the original seat of the Per traffick, as early as the decline of the Syrian

sians in the mountains of Loristan, before they

extended themselves in Persis and Susiana.

Xenophon describes them in the Cyropaedia,

as originally a nation of mountaineers. Ely

máis, or Elam, extended its name with their

conquests. The same mountains were pos

sessed by the Cossaei in later times, and the

Persians are sometimes called Kussii or Kissii.

by the Greeks.

dynasty of the Seleucidae: it continued so till

the time of the Mahomedan irruption, and in

the age of the Crusades became a Christian

principality. As the route of the caravans

varied, it sometimes flourished like another

Palmy'ra, but never so rich or powerful as that.

Queen of the Desert. See Bayer’s History

of this city,
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Chaldeans, near the Tigris, in his progress towards the land of

Canaan. (Bochart, d'Anville.) Eden, Adana, and Aden, is

a name found indeed in Arabia and in other places, and its

signification might readily be the cause of this; for the Garden

of Eden is the Garden of Delight, and various places, possessed

of a desirable situation, might assume this distinction; but

joined with Haran, as it is here, and in the second book of

Kings, it must be in Assyria, and no where else; for in the

latter passage it is put into the mouth of Rabshekah, and Rab

shekah was an Assyrian.

Canneh likewise is read Calneh by Grotius, Houbigant, and

Bochart, (mentioned Gen. x. 10. Isaiah, x. 9. and Amos, vi. 2.)

Michaelis himself acknowledges that the Chaldee interprets it

of Nisibis in Mesopotámia, as others assume it for Ctésiphon.

IBut without assigning it to a particular city, it is sufficient for

the present purpose that it is in Assyria. The proof of this is

express Gen. x. 10.)—“Calneh, in the land of Shinar: out of

“ that land went forth Ashur, and built Nineveh.” If there

fore Canneh be Calneh, this is conclusive ; if it be not, this is

the single passage of scripture in which it is mentioned, and

it must be determined by the context. In this predicament

stands Chilmad “likewise: it is noticed here only ; and if we

have ascertained Ashur, Charan, and Eden", to be in Meso

potamia, in that country must both Canneh and Chilmad be

placed.

• Chilmad, Media. Grotius, or Gaala in “eastward in Eden.” And Eden, by the

Media. Gaala-Media, Chil-mad, but very mention of Tigris and Euphrates, v. 14. is

dubious. universally assigned to Mesopotamia. See Bo

* Eden denotes a particular country or chart, Dissertat. de Paradiso terrestri, p. 9. &

district. Gen. ii. 8. “God planted a garden Hardouin, Plin, tom, i.

4 o 2
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In regard to Sheba there still remains a doubt; for though

there are three Shebas or Sebas in Genesis x. we cannot assign

any one of them specifically to Assyria “. I have offered a con

jecture, that this Sheba may be in Arabia, on the Gulph of

Persia, but it is mere conjecture; and if it be not admitted,

this also, though now undiscoverable, must be assigned to

Assyria with the others. But I apprehend that Sheba and

Seba are in every other passage of the Scriptures applied to

Arabia.

THIs Commentary, tedious as it must necessarily appear in

some respects, will, I trust, be acceptable to every reader of

curiosity. I have little merit but that of collecting, under one

point of view, what is to be searched for in the detached pas

sages of other authors. This might have been done by any

one who had equal industry, or an equal desire of elucidating

the commerce of the ancients; but a regular detail was still

wanting, and a general appropriation of the names was requisite

to complete the discussion. -

In the prosecution of this inquiry, I have felt much interest

in tracing the channels which commerce opened for itself, after

the Tyrians had no longer access to the Red Sea, or the means

of making the voyage to Ophir in their own ships; and I think

it appears evident that they had a communication by land with

all the three sides of Arabia, as well as with the countries

* Eustathius ad Dionysium, 1969. 24%, ºva, Piy `Ata'ºz', ... tº wra, 3 x2, & IIgavá.
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farther east, through thé intervention of Arabia, of Assyria,

and Babylonia. That the commodities of the East will bear

a long and expensive land-carriage, we may be assured by the

caravans which traversed the whole continent of Asia, from

China to the Mediterranean, in former ages; and those which

pass between the same empire and Russia at the present day.

That the Tyrians should be employed in the same concern, is

natural, from our knowledge of their commercial spirit, and

from the profits of their monopoly in regard to Europe.

Whether the knowledge of these gains, or the thirst of con

quest, induced Nebuchadnezzar to destroy this city, may be

questioned; but I have already shewn that he had improved

the navigation of the Tigris, and established a port on the

Gulph of Persia. In this there could be no object but a com

munication with the East; and when the Babylonian empire

sunk under the power of Persia, Tyre rose again out of its ruins,

because the Persians were neither navigators nor merchants,

and because the fleets of Tyre were essential to the prosecution

of those conquests which the Persians meditated towards the

West.

The destruction of Tyre is foretold by Isaiah (xxiii.) and

Jeremiah (xxv. 22. xlvii. 4), as well as by Ezekiel, who em

ploys three chapters upon the subject, and enters far more

minutely into particulars. In the twenty-eighth chapter he

declares, the pride of this devoted city, whose sovereign

boasted, “I am a God;” “I sit in the seat of God, in the

“ midst of the seas;” “I am God” (v. 9.); and whose luxury

made every precious stone his covering— the sardius.“,

*5 See Lamy, Introduct, a l’Ecriture, c. iv. the subject; but the Hebrew names of jewels

p. 425, who has all that can well be said on are chiefly derived from verbs expressing radi
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topaz”, ruby, diamond, beryl, onyx, jasper, sapphire, emerald,

and carbuncle, set in gold (v. 13.). The various rendering of these

in different translations, will prove indeed the little dependance

there may be on our knowledge of the Hebrew terms; but will

still leave an impression, that they are imported from countries

farther eastward, whence most of the precious stones still come,

and will evince not only the value, but the direction of the

COIn II, CI'CC. t -

With these observations I close the review of this extraordinary

prophecy relating to Tyre and its commerce; and if the Peri

plas affords us the means of tracing the countries it describes,

by the specification of their native produce ; equally appro

priate, or more abundantly so, are the articles contained in the

enumeration of the Prophet; the latter part of which coincides

most essentially with the detail in the Periplôs. and establishes

the consistency and veracity of both. -

To the public I now commit the result of my inquiries. In

return for the labour of many years, the only reward I am

anxious to obtain is, the approbation of the learned, the in

ance, and are therefore indeterminate; but

adem is red, and may be the ruby ; jashphe

has the sound of jasper, and sapphir is self

evident. I wish Eºn. iahalom, which Park

hurst derives from halam, to strike, could be

ascertained for the diamond; and might we

not search the root bn hal, to move briskly,

to irradiate, shine, or glisten. Halil, he adds,

denotes the Morning Star, from its vivid

splendour. -

* Tarshish is one of the jewels in the breast

plate of the high-priest, which (compared with

John, Rev.) Lamy concludes to be the chry

solite or topaz; but he adds, that some sup

1

pose it the aigue marine, or stone that is the

colour of sea-water, and that in this sense Tar

shish the jewel is applied to Tarshish the sea,

p. 431. I submit this to the judgment of

those who are better acquainted with Hebrew

literature ; but if the interpretation can be

justified, it reconciles every passage in scrip

ture, from the 39th chapter of Exodus to the

last mention of the word which occurs: and

the adoption of it for the proper name of a

man, Gen. x. 4. is not more extraordinary

than the appellation of Margaret given to a

woman. But whether the son of Javan re

ceived the name of Tarshish from the jewel or

the sea is indifferent.
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genuous, and all others who by experience are qualified to form

a judgment upon the various subjects of discussion: if I fail .

in this object of my ambition, I must console myself with the

reflection, that my own happiness has been increased by at

tention to a favourite pursuit, by the acquisition of knowledge,

and by the gratification of a curiosity almost coetaneous with

my existence
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D IS S E R T A T I O N III.

ON THE NAVIGATION AND COMPASS OF THE CHINESE,

B Y

THE RIGHT HON. THE EARL OF MACARTNEY.

N my Journal of 11th August 1793, I gave some account of

the junkas and shipping employed by the Chinese, and ex

pressed my astonishment at their obstinacy in not imitating the

ingenuity and dexterity of Europeans, in the built and manoeuvre

of their vessels, after having had such striking examples before

• their eyes for these 250 years past: but I must now in a good

measure retract my censure upon this point; as, from what I

have since observed in the course of my several voyages on the

rivers and canals of China. I confess that I believe the yachts,

and other craft usually employed upon them for the conveyance

of passengers and merchandize, and the Chinese boatmen's

manner of conducting and managing them, are perfectly well

calculated for the purposes intended, and probably superior .

to any other that we, in our vanity, might advise them to

adopt.

With regard to vessels of a different kind for more distant

voyages, to Batavia, Manilla, Japan, or Cochin-china, I am

- informed that the Chinese of Canton, who have had frequent
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opportunities of seeing our ships there, are by no means in

sensible of the advantages they possess over their own ; and that

a principal merchant there, some time since, had ordered a

large vessel to be constructed according to an English model;

but the Hou-pou, being apprized of it, not only forced him to

relinquish his project, but made him pay a considerable fine

for his delinquency, in presuming to depart from the ancient

established modes of the empire, which, according to his no

tions, must be wiser and better than those of the barbarous

nations, which come from Europe to trade here. It is indeed,

as I have before remarked, the prevailing system of the Tartar

government, to impress the people with an idea of their own

sufficiency, and to undervalue in their eyes, as much as pos

sible, the superior invention of foreign nations; but their

vigilance in this respect, and the pains they take for the pur

pose, evidently betray the conscious fears and jealousy they

entertain of their subjects' taste for novelty, and their sagacity

in discovering, and wishing to adopt, the various articles of

European ingenuity for use, convenience, and luxury, in pre

ference to their own clumsy, old-fashioned contrivances . The

government also probably apprehended danger from our teach

ing their subjects things of which they are now ignorant, but

which they would be willing enough to learn. No precaution,

however, can stand before necessity; whatever they want from

us they must have, and every day they will want more, and

elude all means of prevention in order to procure them.

* I am assured that several smart young own houses, and when they come abroad,

Chinese of Canton are in the habit of wearing cover them over with their usual Chinese ac

breeches and stockings, a l’Angloise, in their coutrements.

VOL. II. 4 P
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Cotton, opium, watches, and broad cloth, and tin, they

cannot do without; and I have little doubt, that in a short

time we shall have almost a monopoly of those supplies to

them.

But to return from this digression to the subject of Chinese

Navigation.—It is a very singular circumstance, that though

the Chinese appear to be so ignorant of that art, and have

neither charts” of their coasts or seas to direct them, nor fore

staff, quadrant, or other instrument for taking the sun's alti

tude, yet they have for many years past been acquainted with

the use of the Mariner's Compass”; they even pretend that it

was known to them before “the time of Confucius. Be that

as it may, the best writers agree that it was not known in

Europe till the thirteenth century, nor brought into general

use till the latter end of the fifteenth; but whether communi

cated by Marco Polo on his return from China, or by some

other adventurer, remains undecided. The plan of it, accord

ing to its division into thirty-two points, seems to indicate it

rather an intended European improvement upon something al

ready discovered, than to be an original invention. The

Chinese Compass being divided only into twenty-four points,

it was easy to divide eight more; and yet, even with this im

• Barthema expressly mentions charts aboard

a Chinese vessel. If they have now no fore

staff, quadrant, or instrument for taking the

sun's altitude, they are far behind the navi

gators of the Indian Ocean in the 15th cen

tury.

• Ting-nan-chin, or the South-deciding

Needle.

* Maurice is willing to attribute the know

ledge of the compass to the ante-diluvians,

communicated to the world by Noah and his

sons; but with speculations of this sort the

present work is not concerned.

See Maurice. Hist. of Hindostan, vol. i.

p. 436. He refers to Hyde, Rel. Persarum,

p. 189. but there, in the edition 1700, I do not

find it. See Clark’s Introduction to the His

tory of Discovery, p. 8.

*
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provement, the European Compass in one respect labours un

der one disadvantage when compared with the Chinese one;

for in the latter the calculations are much easier, each point

answering to fifteen degrees, without odd minutes.

Whoever it was that originally introduced the Mariner's

Compass, as now used, of thirty-two points, could not have

been extensively versed in science; for, long before the dis

covery of the magnetic needle, philosophers of all nations had

agreed to divide the circle into 360 equal parts or degrees, a

degree into 60 minutes, a minute into 60 seconds, &c. &c.

The reason, I presume, of the general adoption and con

tinuance of these numbers, is the convenience of their being

divisible into integral parts by so many different numbers.

The points of our mariner's compass, however, happen not to

be among these numbers, for 360 divided by 32, gives 11; de

grees, so that, except the four cardinal points and their four

bisecting points, all the others converted into degrees, will be

involved with fractions, a circumstance of great inconvenience,

although thought immaterial by seamen, who have tables for

every minute of a degree ready calculated to their hands.

Now, it is submitted, whether * the Chinese, without any pre

tensions to science, have not fallen upon a more convenient

division of the card of their compass, than the Europeans have

* See Niebuhr Voyage, vol. ii. p. 169. The Indian compass has 32 points, its name

Amst, ed. is Hokke; the Siamese has 8 points; the

At Cairo it is called El Magnatis, and its Malay has 8 names, and 32 points.

various names are If all these with 32 points ought to be

Deir — Arabick. referred to an European origin, the Chinese

Beit el Ibbre — Arabick. instrument with 48 does seem to admit the

Kable Nameh — Gulph of Persia. right of the Chinese to the invention, as Lord

Rach Nama — Gulph of Persia. Macartuey supposes.

4 P 2
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adopted, with all their pretensions to science. It is quartered

by the four cardinal points, in the same manner as ours, and

each of these is subdivided into six points, making 24 points

in the whole card, so that every point contains 15 degrees, or

the fifteenth part of 360.

After all, perhaps a division of the card into 86 points would

be found more advantageous than any other, for then every

point would be equal to ten degrees; half a point equal to five

degrees, &c. &c. and so on. -



P A R T II.

D I S S E R T A T I O N IV.

ON T H E

MAP OF FIRA MAURO,

IN TH e

MONASTERY OF ST. MICHAEL DI MURANO, AT VENICE,

So far as it relates to the Circumnavigation ºf Africa.

HIE desire of obtaining a faithful copy of this celebrated

Planisphere originated from a variety of causes, among

which the principal were these :—

I. First, That an opportunity would be afforded of examin

ing whether this were the map described by Ramusio', and by

him considered as appropriate to the Travels of Marco Polo.

II. Secondly, To establish the authenticity of the map itself,

and its existence antecedent to the voyages of Diaz and

Gama.
-

III. And thirdly, to ascertain the extent of the information

it contained relative to the termination of Africa in the south.

But if the attainment of the object was desirable, the pre

carious state of Venice itself, and the probable injury the map.

might have suffered during a lapse of three hundred and fifty

years, urged the necessity of dispatch as indispensable.

: In the advertisement prefixed to the Travels of Marco Polo, p. 17
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Founded on these motives, an application was made in the

year 1804 to Lord Hobart, then Secretary of State for the

foreign department, who, with the liberality congenial to his

disposition, and the alacrity of a protector of the sciences, di

rected the necessary inquiries to be made without delay.

Mr. Watson, who had resided at Venice forty years, and

who was the English Consul in that city, was consulted. That

gentleman was well acquainted with the map, and had fre

quently visited it as an object of curiosity; he offered the ser

vices of his nephew, Mr. Frazer, a miniature painter by pro

fession, to undertake the work, and stated that the expence

of a facsimile copy could not be less than an hundred and fifty

pounds’. -

No sooner was this intelligence received, than a subscription

was opened for the accomplishment of the design, and in a few

days filled, by the contributions of the East India Company,

Earl Spencer, the Earl of Macartney, Lord Hobart (now Earl

of Buchinghamshire), the Bishop of Durham, Mr. Strahan,

Printer to His Majesty, and the Editor of the Periplôs.

The artist was directed to proceed immediately, and in nine

months completed his copy of the Planisphere, which, with all

its errors, is a most beautiful specimen of geography, and ex

hibits at one view all that was known on this subject in the

fifteenth century. -

The copy, when finished, was transmitted to the English

Ambassador at Vienna, in whose hotel it remained for many

months, being too bulky for an ordinary conveyance, and too

* The expence of conveyance, fitting up, and further remuneration of the artist, amounts

to more than 200l.
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long forgotten from the pressure of business far more important;

but at Vienna it was found, after escaping the ravages of the

French army, by the artist who had executed it, and who, by

a coincidence of singular circumstances, had the good fortune

to bring it himself to the hands of the subscribers.

The connexion of this work with the plan of the editor, arises.

naturally from the construction of his Commentaries on the

Voyage of Nearchus and the Perip'ſs of the Erythrean Sea;

in these two works he undertook not only to elucidate the nar

rative, but to embrace all the leading causes which contributed

to the better information of the moderns;–in short, to trace

the PRoc R Ess of Discov ERY from the commencement of it

by Nearchus, to its completion by the voyage of Gama.

After a brief enumeration of these particulars we may proceed

to consider:

I. First, whether this was the map noticed by Ramusio, and

supposed by him to be drawn up for the elucidation of the

Travels of Marco Polo.

Upon the commencement of this inquiry it is necessary to

have it understood, that the Planisphere of Fra Mauro was,

never intended by the author for the purpose of tracing the

route of his countryman : it contains indeed many particulars.

deduced from his Memoir, but without any acknowledgement

of the obligation *. It is a general map of the known world,

formed upon the Arabian principle, and its outline is repre

sented by the sketch I have given from Al Edrissi, in the Ap

• The Memoir of Father Mirtarelli, Abbot the map, I find no reason to contradict this.

of St. Michael di Murato, in 1779, asserts assertion. -

this; and upon a scrupulous examination of
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pendix to the first part of the Periplôs; that is, a circle sur

rounded by a circumambient ocean ; or if considered as a hemi

sphere, it is the egg" floating in a bason of water.

I ventured to predict this to some of my subscribers before

its arrival, and to shew that consequently, if the three Con

tinents were encompassed by this mare tenebrosum of the

Arabs, Africa must have a termination on the south, as well as

Lapland on the north.

That the Atlantic * communicated with the Indian ocean was

a persuasion universally admitted from the earliest ages by all

the geographers, except Ptolemy; he indeed carried round his

Southern Continent from the extremity of Africa till it joined

the empire of China: the Arabians, who followed Ptolemy,

did not copy him in this respect, but the termination of Africa

in Al Edrissi is protracted eastward till it ends under the same

meridian as China; the map of Marin Sanuto" in 1321, which

is likewise from an Arabian original, has the same inclination,

but not to the same excess; and the planisphere of Fra Mauro

has a similar turn to the east, but confined within still narrower

bounds. The additional information which Fra Mauro gives,

will be considered under the third head.

But let us now advert to the report of Ramusio relative to the

map in the church of St. Michael di Murano, given at p. 229.

* It is not by this intended to assert, that

Fra Mauro designed it for this half egg of

the Arabs; he knew well that the earth was

a sphere.

* It is on this foundation that the Phéni

cian voyage is recorded by Heródotus, and

the testimony of Aristotle is in conformity.

'H. P., 'Fºtº, ºwitz, K27% Pizzº (sensin)

J

zoway&z Tºº; 7% ºf , sº w $4xxaazy. Arist. ii.

Meteor. i. cited by Wesselling ad Diodor,

p. 23. Skylax, Pliny, and Strabo bear the

same testimony.

* The account of this very curious map will

be found in the Periplôs, part. ii. p. 359. I

have caused a sketch of it to be engraved and

inserted in this Dissertation.
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of the Periplôs, part the first; where it will be seen, that it

does not correspond with the planisphere now under consideration

in regard to several particulars; for it mentions, that the longi

tudes and latitudes were marked on it, that it was adapted to,

or meant to represent, the travels of Marco Polo, that it was

reformed from a more ancient map brought home by Marco

Polo himself—On the other hand, it does correspond, in no

ticing that it was drawn up by a lay brother', that it hung" in

the church,--that it was visited as a curious work by all strangers

who came to Venice; and finally, that the characteristic feature

of it was, that it exhibited a southern termination of Africa,

and the junction of the Atlantic with the Indian ocean.

Now, comparing this opposition of circumstances, it seems as

if we must conclude, that unless there were two planispheres in

the church,--both drawn up by a lay brother, HBoth visited by

strangers, both containing a termination of Africa;-this must

be the map that Ramusio has recorded, and that the erroneous

side of the account must be attributed to the neglect of the

reporter. This is a harsh judgment, for Ramusio is the most

faithful, correct, and accurate of collectors; he lived at Venice

himself, and as he could not want opportunity of ascertaining

the fact, neither can we well attribute to him the want of

curiosity or investigation. But it is very extraordinary that

Ramusio ", who lived within fifty years of Fra Mauro, should

never have mentioned him by name, but only noticed the

1 Converso, in the Italian, means a Fra, or pears that it was removed from the church to

Friar professed, but not ordained; the or- the hall, and from the hall to the library, in

dained Priests are Padres, or Fathers, in the 1655, when the library was repaired; and

order of Calmes. beautified. -

• By a testimonial on the map itself, it ap- " He died in 1557, at 72 years of age.

VOL. II. 4 Q
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author as a lay brother of the order of Călmes; notwithstanding

this, Mauro was so celebrated as a cosmographer in his day as

to have a medal struck in honour of him ; and added to this,

the planisphere he has left us, is consecrated to the honour of

the Republic. This neglect cannot be imputed to jealousy, for

his rival was no more; neither is it more remarkable than that

Fra Mauro, who has copied so amply from Marco Polo, should

never mention his name. Considering, however, farther inquiry

into these particulars as unnecessary, I cannot suppress my

own opinion, which is, that this was the map intended by Ra

musio, but that his information is not correct. And in addition

to my own testimony, I may subjoin, that in a memoir of this

map, drawn up by Father Jo. Benet Mirtarelli, Abbot of St.

Michael di Murano in 1779, and communicated to Lord

Hobart by Mr. Stuart, it is throughout admitted that this

planisphere, and no other, is the one designated by Ramusio,

and that his account of it is erroneous. -

It is much to be regretted that we have no genuine map that

can be traced to Marco Polo himself-for that which was in

the Doge's palace, (a copy of which I received from Lord

Macartney,) is by internal evidence later than 1550; it is not

formed on Arabian principles, it has the peninsula of India,

and that of Malacca, in conformity to the Portuguese dis

coveries; it has the Eastern Islands and the Moluccas almost

correct; and the only trace of its derivation from an ancient

source, or an age prior to Gama, is, that the first country east

of China is Spain; proving, in this one instance at least, that

it was copied from some authority previous to the discovery of

America.
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II. Under the second head we are to inquire, whether the

work we have is genuine 2 whether it were really executed by

Fra Mauro 2 and whether it existed previous to the voyage of

Gama P -

The proof of this is very short, for the age of Fra Mauro is

perfectly ascertained in the history of the monastery; his ex

cellence as a cosmographer is fully established by the medal

struck in honour of him; the inscription on which is, Frater

Maurus Monachus Camaldunensis Sancti Michaelis de Muriano

Cosmographus incomparabilis: the date on the planisphere is

1459, and the internal evidence in the work itself is in com

plete harmony with the date. Added to this, we know by the

testimony of the Portuguese, that Alfonso V. or Prince Henry,

who died in 1663, received a copy of this map from Venice,

and deposited it in the monastery of Alcobaça, where it is still

preserved ".

It is in fact calculated for the furtherance of Prince Henry's

designs; for it asserts that an Indian ship had been carried

2000 miles west beyond the extreme point of Africa, and that

the Portuguese navigators had sailed 2000 miles south, from

the Straits of Gibraltar; by this implying, that the junction of

these two lines could not be a labour of very great difficulty,

and that the prosecution of the discovery must soon lead to the

attainment of the object proposed. The sums likewise paid for

the copy by Alphonso V." king of Portugal, and the account

of expenditure is still preserved in the monastery of St. Michael;

* See Periplús, Part i. p. 223. - fore is prior to Diaz and Gama, and includes

* Alfonso V. began to reign in 1438, and the age of Fra Mauro.

lived till 1480. The whole of his reign there

4 Q 2
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the whole memoir of Abbot Mirtarelli confirms this, and puts

the question out of doubt.

III. This brings us to the third head, in which we are to shew

what the Planisphere actually contains relative to the termina

tion of Africa on the south.

This is in reality the prime curiosity and great merit of the

work, for its defects in other respects are in perfect harmony

with the ignorance of the age; nay, there are some errors which,

if the author had followed Ptolemy, as he professes to do, he

could not have committed. His failure in regard to India is

inexcusable, for though Ptolemy might have misled him, as he

has, in regard to curtailing the peninsula of India, and reduc

ing both coasts nearly to one parallel of latitude, still Ptolemy

has an Indus and a Ganges not so much distorted as to pro

duce the enormous aberration of Fra Mauro ; for he places

Dehly on a stream which comes towards the coast of Malabar;

he then carries an Indus into the bay of Bengal; another river

running down to Ava, Pegu, and Siam ; and to the eastward

of this a Ganges. This is so wild an error, that it is not worth

seeking for its origin. There are a variety of misconceptions in

other parts, though none so extravagant as this. But not to

insist on these, let us now advert to the termination of Africa,

the principal object in view, when it was proposed to obtain a

copy of this work, and the leading cause for introducing it to

the notice of the reader. -

Longitude and latitude, though the author frequently men

tions, he does not apply ; he ſixes the centre of the habitable

world near Bagdat, and would willingly have fixed it at Jeru

salem if he could have found the means,
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Asia and Europe he defines rationally, and Africa, so far as

regards its coast on the Mediterranean. He traces the Nile

up into Abyssinia, of which he has two heads, one towards the

east, from the Arabian accounts, where several streams unite

into three lakes”; and another western one, which he calls

Ab-avi, as well as Bruce, which winds round, and after pass

ing through a lake resembling Dembea, returns again to the

north like that river; but both these sources partake less of the

errors of Ptolemy and the Arabs than might be expected; they

are not carried quite so far south", and on this head it is highly

probable that he received his information from the missionaries

and merchants who had been in Egypt, and perhaps farther

inland". This he professes to be the source of his intelligence,

and it appears rational, from a view of his work; but then, as

he knew nothing of Africa more remote than this region, he

extends Abyssinia down to the south, till it is almost in contact

with what we should call the country of the Hottentots”.

On the eastern coast, however, of this continent, he has a

different system ; for having found, as we may suppose, in

” This is the precise fact also in the Ara

bian map of Al Edrissi, and Fra Mauro co

pies him likewise in making the stream pass

through a mountain, with the cataracts, &c.

&c. This source, by its relative situation,

ought to be the Tacazzè, but it is remark

able that the Mareb river of Bruce, which

joins the Tacazzè, actually does sink under

- ground and rise again.

3 The sources of the Nile, at least Bruce’s

Nile, are in latitude 12° north, those of Pto

lemy 12° south, and those of Al Edrissi still

much farther south.

* Whence the author derived his knowledge

of Abyssinia is dubious, unless from M. Polo.

We know of no missionaries who penetrated

into that country previous to the Portuguese

in 1520, sixty years later than the date of

the Planisphere.

* It is very remarkable, that his termina

tion of Abyssinia on the south is formed by

a river named Galla, which proves that the

Gallas, who have been the invaders and deso

laters of Abyssinia for these 3oo years, even in

that age had the appellation, and that their

country was placed to the south. In fact, the

intelligence of the author, in some particulars,

is as singular, as his errors are in others,
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Marco Polo, that there was a great island called Zanguebar”,

2000 miles in circumference, he actually carries an arm of the

sea between this island and the continent, in an oblique direc

tion, commencing at Magadoxo, and issuing at the point

where we should fix the Cape of Good Hope. This island

(perhaps from a corruption of the Hindoo, Dweep") he calls

Diab three times over, and the termination of it on the south

he styles Cape Diab, making it the extreme point of Africa;

and adding, in one place, that nothing ever passed it; in another,

that an Indian ship, in the year 1420, had been carried 2000

miles to the westward of it in the space of 40 days, and was 70

in returning.

That the island Diab was in one sense the Zanguebar of

Marco Polo, is evident, for on the castern coast of it we have

Magadoxo, Zanguebar, and Sofala, in due order"; we have

likewise, inland, a province abounding in gold, which we

suppose to correspond with Monomotapa. But the last place

mentioned on the east is Macdesin", approaching so nearly

to the Madastar or Magaster of Marco Polo, as to induce a

suspicion that Diab may have been confounded with Mada

gascar.

* Zanguebar is in reality a small island on the I am indebted to Mr. Hastings.

coast, in lat. 6° south, and the continent oppo

site either gives its name to or takes it from the

island: it is this continent that M. Polo has

transformed into an island again, 2000 miles in

circumference, perhaps from Arabian autho

rity, for the Arabs apply the term to many

regions which are not islands.

tº For this curious and rational conjecture

7

* Quiloa, written Chelua, Brava, and

Mombaza, are inserted, but not in due order;

they are all below Sofala, and Sofala is ap

parently repeated twice.

* I am not without doubt respecting this

Macdesin. I have sometimes suspected it may

have been intended for Mosambique.
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It is not meant to assert, however, that this suspicion is well

founded ; for Fra Mauro has an island Mahal, where he says

the pirates used to rendezvous, and where there was plenty of

amber; this last particular Marco Polo attributes to his Ma

dastar”, but the Mahal of F. Mauro is a small island, and the

Madastar of M. Polo is 3000 miles in circumference, in which

again it agrees better with Diab. At Diab, likewise, Fra

Mauro mentions the fable of the Ruck, which M. Polo notices

as existing in Madastar, and this increases the probability in

favour of the conjecture that Madagascar is confounded with

the continent. But, upon the whole, the narrative of M. Polo

is far more consistent with truth than Fra Mauro's Planisphere;

and his account of the violent current in the Mosambique chan

nel is a most illustrious geographical verity, far surpassing the

information of the age he lived in.

Let us now proceed to the specific pre-eminence of the Plani

sphere, in which it surpasses all the intelligence received from

prior geographers. It has been observed already, that this

work was composed with a view to encourage the Portuguese in

the prosecution of their voyages to the south; two passages,

which may be adduced from the rubrick in the map *, will set

this in the clearest light. The first is inserted at Cape Diab,

the termination of Africa on the south, beyond which no navi

* It is perhaps the best reason for thinking

that Mahal is Madastar; for the northern

cape of Madagascar is called at this day Cape

Ambra.

* The Plamisphere is so ample as to admit

of much writing throughout, which may be

considered as the Memoir to the Map. The

letters are usually in red ink, and properly

Rubrick; but the black bear the same title.

I have not yet found a reason for the prefe

rence of the one or the other; perhaps variety

or caprice was sufficient reason with the author,

The copyist says the hand is the same.

throughout.
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gators passed, and where was the commencement of the Mare

tenebrosum ; “ but here,” says the author, “about the year

“ 1420, an Indian vessel or junk, which was on her passage

“ across the Indian ocean to the islands of men and women “,

“ was caught by a storm, and carried 2000 miles beyond Cape

“ Diab to the west and south-west; and when the stress of

“ weather subsided, was seventy days in returning to the

“ Cape :" he then mentions that the vast bird called the Ruck

was found here, which is so strong as to carry up an elephant

in its talons”, and then to dash it to the ground, and feed

upon its flesh. - -

This therefore the author considers as full proof that Africa

was circumnavigable on the south. The second Rubrick we

are to cite is inserted on the western coast of Africa, and con

tains the following particulars:–

“ Many have thought, and many have written, that the sea

“ does not encompass our habitable and temperate zone” on

“ the south; but there is much evidence to support a contrary

“ opinion, and particularly that of the Portuguese, whom the

“king of Portugal has sent on board his caravels to verify the

“ fact by ocular inspection. These navigators report, that

“ they have been round the continent more than 2000 miles to

“ the south-west beyond the Straits of Gibraltar...... that

“every where they found the coast not dangerous, with the

soundings good, and convenient for navigation, and with

*

* These islands are called Nebila and Magla; leaving the girls behind. Nebila appears in

the fable is in Marco Polo, and probably Sanuto's map.

Arabian, that the men passed to the women “ The instance is an elephant likewise in

for three months in the year, and then re- Marco Polo.

turned to their own island with the boys, “ He means the habitable world.
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little danger from storms. Of these regions they have framed

new charts, and given new names to the rivers, bays, capes,

and ports. I have many of these drafts in my possession,

but if any one should question the evidence of those who

have actually visited these coasts, much less would he credit

those who are not navigators, but writers only on the subject,

and receive their information from others. **

“I have likewise talked with a person worthy of credit, who

affirmed that he had been carried “ in an Indian ship by

stress of weather, in a course out of the Indian ocean, for

forty days, beyond the Cape of Sofala and the Green * Islands,

towards the west and south-west, and that in the opinion

of the astronomer on board”, [such as all the Indian ships

carry, they had been hurried away for 2000 miles. And

this report is at least more credible than the assertion of

others, who mention a progress of 4000 miles [in the same

direction.] . . . . In short, without all doubt we may affirm,

that the sea encompassing this southern and south-eastern

part of the world is navigable; and that the Indian sea is

ocean, and not a lake [like the Caspian]; for this is con

stantly asserted by all those who navigate this sea, or inhabit

these islands.”

By comparing these two passages together, the natural con

clusion is, that the design of the author was to encourage the

Portuguese in the prosecution of their voyages to the south,

*5 Scorzo. that the Indian ships had no compass, but

* Perhaps the Prasum of Ptolemy and the were directed by an astronomeron board, who

Greeks. was continually making observations. In this

”. In another Rubrick he writes expressly, he seems to follow Nicola di Conti.

VOL. II. 4 R
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and to assure them of the certainty of success in getting round

the continent, by asserting that this Indian ship had actually

penetrated into the Atlantic. But still it is to be observed,

that the two accounts are at variance: the first says, the pas

- sage was made round Cape Diab, at the termination of Africa;

the second asserts that it was beyond Cape Sofala and Prasum *,

which is fifteen degrees north of that termination; and a course

winding round the continent from Sofala to Cape Agulhas” could

not be less than two-and-twenty degrees, that is, upwards of

thirteen hundred geographical, or fifteen hundred British miles;

if, therefore, there is no exaggeration in the account of the

astronomer, this vessel might have passed five hundred miles

beyond Cape Agulhas to the west. One reason more especially

which may persuade us that the 2000 miles are rather to be

reckoned from Sofala than Diab is, that a south and south

westerly course would actually carry them towards Cape Agul

has, whereas from Diab, such a course would have carried them

2000 miles into the open sea, leaving the continent behind

them in the north-east. Another reason for reckoning from

Sofala is, that it was the last place on the eastern coast to

which the Indian ships traded, and if a vessel, making this

port, happened to overshoot it, she might easily be hurried

further south by the violent current in the Mosambique chan

nel, which sets all round the coast to Cape Agulhas; and in

the force of which, if a vessel was once caught, she might well

be seventy days in returning on the same track which she had

before passed in forty, when going to the south.

* Isole Verde. Africa, almost a degree south of the Cape of

* Cape Agulhas is the extreme point of Good Hope. -
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These reasons induce me to think that the second Rubrick is

the more correct, and that the 2000 miles are to be reckoned

from Sofala. I have stated the whole fact as it may be viewed

in either light, and leave the determination to the judgment of

the reader. In either case, if there is no exaggeration, the

extreme point of Africa was really passed, and the discovery

ascertained. -

But whether the course of this Indian vessel be actually true

or false does not enter into the consideration; the fact is pos

sible, and even probable; and if such a report was brought to

Fra Mauro, the insertion of it in his map was not only allow

able, but consistent with the design of his work, composed for

the King of Portugal and the encouragement of his subjects.

It is reasonable to suppose that the author did not foresee that

the consequence of the discovery would be a fatal stroke to the

commerce of his country, otherwise we may be assured, that

neither his own patriotism, or the interests of Venice, would

have suffered such a communication to have been transmitted.

Let us next observe, that Fra Mauro asserts he had his in

formation from a person of credit who actually sailed on board

an Indian ship. In this there is no inconsistency, for the mer

chants of Venice, and other Italians who traded to Alexandria,

did in several instances pass down the Red Sea, and penetrate

into India. Nicola di Conti", in 1420, sailed in an Indian

ship, and gives much the same account of Indian navigation.

* Nicola di Conti was a Venetian : he too early, but the date of his return in 1444

went by way of Damascus to Bagdat, Basra, comes so near the time of Fra Mauro, whose

and Ormus: he was long absent, and after his map was completed in 1459, that he might.

return received absolution from the Pope in easily have consulted him. See Ramusio,

1444. I may have placed his going out to India tom. i. p. 338.

4 R 2
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The date of 1420 is a remarkable coincidence, but di Conti

says nothing in his own memoir of a ship being carried round

the termination of Africa, otherwise I should have supposed

that this curious traveller had actually been the origin of Fra

Mauro's report: at present it only goes to prove that several

Italians did pass into the Indian ocean, and did sail on board

the ships of the natives, from some one of whom the author

might have received his information.

Another observation occurs upon reading these two accounts;

from the mention of the 2000 miles that this Indian ship had

passed, and the 2000 miles that the Portuguese navigators had

discovered from the Straits of Gibraltar, it is manifest that Era

Mauro thought that the intermediate line which would join

the two courses was neither extensive or attended with great

difficulty. But let us advert to the date of the Planisphere

1459, from which we may ascertain the extent of the progress

of the Portuguese; for it is exactly four years before the death

of Prince Henry in 1463, the limit of whose discovery we fix

at Rio Grande, though Galvan informs us, that a single ship

or two had run down below the equator. Rio Grande is in

latitude 11° N. and the Straits of Gibraltar in lat. 36° N. The

Portuguese had therefore advanced 25 degrees to the south ;

that is, 1500 geographical, or 1750 miles British, which, with

the circuit of the coast, may well be estimated at 2000 miles.

But as Cape Agulhas is in latitude nearly 35° south, the

amount from 36° north to 35° south is 71 degrees, equal to 4970

British miles; so that if we reckon the 2000 miles of the Indian

ship from Cape Diab, and the 2000 miles of the Portuguese

from the Straits of Gibraltar, the intermediate line would be
3 - - - -
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970 miles, exclusive of the winding of the coast; or if we

reckon the 2000 miles of the Indian ship as commencing from

Sofala, we must add 15 degrees in a right line, or 22 degrees

of coast, as the space between the discovery of the Indians and

the Portuguese: that is, in one instance we must add 1050 to

970, making 2020 miles British, and in the other 1540 to 970,

amounting to 2510 miles of the same description.

Different as this may seem from the estimation of Fra Mauro,

and protracted as the intermediate line between the two dis

coveries may appear, even if this had been known in the court.

of Portugal, the difficulty would not have been thought too

great to surmount. The Portuguese had already extended their

discoveries 2000 miles, and an additional progress of 2500

would have been deemed much easier to complete, than the first

2000 they had advanced. But they did not calculate upon so

ample a space; the estimation of Fra Mauro evidently di

minished their apprehensions, and his error in this respect

manifestly contributed to the prosecution of their designs; as

the error of the ancient geographers in approximating China

to Europe, produced the discovery of America by Columbus. .

With these considerations we may close our account of Fra

Mauro's Plamisphere, so far as it regards the circumnavigation

of Africa : and when we reflect that Diaz sailed from Lisbon

in 1486, only twenty-seven years after the date of this Plani

sphere, we cannot withhold a due share of praise and admira

tion from a geographer, who contributed so essentially to the

discovery ; neither can we sufficiently commend the wisdom of

Alphonso V. who joined theory to practice by the purchase of

such a work; or the fortitude and perseverance of his people,
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who completed for the world the greatest discovery that navi

gation has to boast.

The remaining parts of the Planisphere are not connected

with these great designs, neither do they contribute much to

elucidate the navigation of the ancients. The merchant of the

Periplôs had far better conceptions of the eastern coast of

Africa and the Peninsula of India than are to be found in this

work of Fra Mauro; for he seems, by his own confession, to

have consulted missionaries, voyagers, merchants, and tra

vellers, more than the works of authors ancient or modern :

and yet, with all its errors, it is a performance of immense la

bour, persevering research, and great curiosity of collection:

the Rubrick inscribed upon it amply supplies the place of a

memoir, and almost in every instance suggests a variety of re

flections to those who are admirers of the science. It is like

wise a geographical picture of great beauty and magnificence:

it does honour to the noble city to which it was dedicated,

which was once the Tyre of the western world, but has now

fallen, and without a thirteen years siege, by another Ne

buchadnezzar.

N. B. The Planisphere is a circle of five feet eight inches

Venice measure, nearly six feet seven inches English ; the

corners of the table are filled up with four small circles, repre

senting, 1. The Ptolemaic system and the spheres. 2. The

lunar influence over the tides. 3. The circles described on the

terrestrial globe. And 4. A miniature of our first parents in the
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act of being driven out of paradise, with the four rivers of that

garden. It was found in such a state of preservation, that very

little of the original has been left out as illegible ; and the tes

timonies from Venice of the fidelity of the copy are perfectly

satisfactory. The Rubrick was written in Gothic letters, and

full of abbreviations; these the artist (Mr. Frazer) has sup

plied, and reduced the letter to a modern form, by which he

has rendered the examination far more pleasurable to the eye,

and far more easy to the apprehension. In short, he has com

pleted the work highly to his own honour, and to the satisfac

tion of his employers: and it is but justice to add, that the

specimens he has produced of his excellence as a miniature . .

painter place him high in his profession, and in hopes of con

tributing to his success at home, I think myself bound by a

debt of gratitude to advertise the public, that his address is

No. 5, Suffolk-street. +

THE Planisphere itself is, by the direction of the Subscribers,

now deposited in the BRITISH MUSEUM.
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ADV E RT IS E M E N T.

THERE is a Catalogue of Articles, and the Countries from which they

come, in Hackluyt, ii. 277; and a modern Catalogue in the Asiatick Annual

Register, 1803, p. 111. in both which it is curious to see the multiplicity

of articles which correspond in the modern invoices with those of the

Ancients.
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TO

PART THE SECON D.

A CATALOGUE of the ARTICLES of COMMERCE

MENTIONED IN -

THE DIGEST OF THE ROMAN LAW,

AND IN

THE PERIPLUS OE THE ERYTHREAN SEA.

-º-

Aºi. the former part of this Work was published, a re

commendation occurred in the Indian Disquisitions of

Dr. Robertson (p. 58.), to compare the Roman law in the Di

gest with the articles of commerce in the Periplūs. This task

I undertook with great readiness, and had the satisfaction to

find the concurrence so general, as to encourage me to pursue

the comparison throughout. The conclusion derived from the

performance of this business was a conviction that the Digest

was the best commentary on the Periplús, the most ample

proof of its authenticity, and the most complete illustration of

the Oriental Commerce of the ancients. This consideration led

me to the desire of consolidating the two catalogues into one,

in which I might concentrate the proofs, and at the same time

have an opportunity of correcting the errors I had been led into

by my dependance on classical authorities, without a sufficient

4 S 2
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knowledge of Natural History. To this cause, I trust, will be

imputed the defects of the former catalogue; and, though the

same cause may still operate, in a degree, I have now, how

ever, been assisted in removing many misconceptions by the

kindness of Dr. Falconer of Dath, and by that of his Son, who

is a fellow-labourer with me in the illustration of ancient geo

graphy, and the translator of the Periplôs of Hanno. To both

of them I was known only by my publications, and unsolicited

by me, both proposed several corrections which I am happy to

adopt. If the object of an author is the investigation of truth,

he will receive all friendly corrections with gratitude, rather than

defend his crrors with pertinacity or ill-humonr. I am sensible

also, that I stood in more need of advice than many others

might have done, because I came to this office with less in

formation in Natural History, than was requisite for the under

taking. This, perhaps, might have been a sufficient reason for

declining it altogether; but I wished to elucidate the author

that I had before me; and, I trust, that what I have done,

will be acceptable to every reader who is not deeply versed in
Natural History himself. s

-

N. B. When an article in the following catalogue is found both in the Digest and the

Periplús, it will be marked D. P.; and with one of those letters, when it occurs

only in one of them.

When the observations are inserted which I received from "Dr. Falconer or his Son,

those of the Father will be marked F. F. and those of the Son F.

Observations which are still dubious will be marked Q.
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THE Rescript of the Roman Emperors relating to the articles

imported into Egypt from the East, is found in the Digest of

the Roman Law, book xxxix. title xv. 5, 7, in the edition of

Gothofred, vol. i. p. 570, (best edition, vol. ii. p. 919.) and

cited by Salmasius Plin. Exercit. p. 1189. Paris edition, 1629.

Ramusio, vol. i. p. 871. Purchas, vol. ii. p. 33, and by Berge

ron, &c. &c.

Neither Ramusio or Purchas have entered into any discus

sion of the articles specified, but enumerate them as they stand

in the Rescript, which Gothofred shews to be abundantly in

correct. Salmasius has done much towards restoring the true

reading, and much is-still wanting.

The law itself, or rather the Rescript, is imputed by Ramusio

to Marcus and Commodus, and, standing, as it does, between

two other Rescripts, which bear their name, it is probable that

this opinion is right. -

The passage which precedes the Rescript in the Digest, is as

follows: 4.

“The Rescript of Marcus and Commodus ordains, that no

“ blame shall attach to the collectors of the customs, for not

“ noticing the amount of the customs to the merchant, while

“ the goods are in transit ; but if the merchant wishes to enter

“ them, the officer is not to lead him into error.”

Upon this, it is only necessary to observe, that Commodus

was associated with his father Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, in

the empire, four years before his death; that is, from the year

176 to 180. This makes the Rescript more than a century

later than the date I have assumed for the Periplús. Anno 63.

See supra, p. 57.
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GENERAL TITLE OF THE SECTION.

Species pertinentes ad Vectigal,

Which may be rendered, “Particular articles [of Oriental

“Commerce] subject to duties [at Alexandria.”] Or, if Spe

cies be confined to a sense in which it was sometimes used, it

signifies Spices, gums, drugs, or aromatics. Salmasius shews

that the same term had been applied in Greek: Inferior Lati

nitas speciem simpliciter dixit, ut Graeci, Žixtſov tºog, A.Cuzov

tºo. P. 1050. And Dr. Falconer observes from Du Cange:

Aromata, vel res quaevis aromaticae. Gallis, Epices.—Spices

were mixed with wine. Solomon's Song, viii. 2.; and in the

middle ages this mixture was called Pigmentum, the Spicey

Bowl; Potio ex melle et vino et diversis speciebus confecta.

Du Cange.—Species is likewise used for the ingredients of a

compound medicine before they are mixed. F. F.

-*-

ARTICLEs of CoMM E R C E mentioned in the DIG Est, and in the

PERIPLUs of the ERYTII REAN SEA, assigned to A R RIAN.

A

1. ACéxxxi. Abollac. P.

IF this term be Greek, it is remarkable that it should not

occur in the Greek Lexicons, and if it be Latin (as apparently

it is), it is equally remarkable that a Greek merchant of Alex

andria, such as the author probably was, should have intro

8 - -
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duced a Latin term into his Greek catalogue; but Latin "

terms crept into purer Greek writers than our author, and

commerce perhaps had adopted this, as expressing the actual

garment which was neither used by, or formerly known to the

Greeks. The Roman Abolla was a military cloke', perhaps

not unlike our watch cloke. And the adoption of the word is

not more strange than the usage of the English in adopting the

French Surtout, or the French adopting the English Redingote

(Riding Coat).

2. "A&xoi w8%, xºrwo.

Single cloths dº ed and imitating some of a superior or differ

ent quality. But see Salmas. ad Vopiscum.

"Adoxo, according to Salmasius (Plin. Exercit. 1062,) are

single cloths, the same as cºxdºes, in opposition to 3.7x613s;, or

double; but whether this relates to the texture, to the orna

ments wrought on them, or the consideration of their being

with lining or without, seems difficult to determine. Our

weavers call a silk, shot, when the warp is of one colour and

the woof of another; and the word "A:oxoi may be literally

rendered unshot ; but it does not follow that this is an accurate

rendering of the term. Homer mentions garments both single

and double ; and Deborah makes the mother of Sisera say, that

her son had perhaps brought home a raiment of needle work,

"The word Abolla is not in Du Cange,

but it is in Meursius, who says, that the fol

lowing article Aéoxo, ought to be read Aéºxxz.

The gender of the adjectives used with "Aéoxo

is adverse to this supposition. -

* It seems worn as an outer military cloke

by officers and men of rank. Ptolemy, son of

Juba, king of Mauritania, grandson of M.

Antony by Selēnē the daughter of Cleopätra,

was killed by Caligula, who was a great grand

son of Antony, non alià de causā quam quod

edente se munus, ingressum spectacula conver

tisse oculos hominum fulgore purpureae alole

animadvartit. Suet. Calig. c. 35. It was like

wise a garb of the philosophers, audi facinus

majoris Abollae. Juvenal.
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of needle work on both sides, which is apparently correspondent

to the tumick, which Ulysses describes to Penelopé (Od. lib.

T. 230). If this interpretation, therefore, should be admissible,

"Adoxo. 232p4two may be rendered plain cloths of one colour, and

v3%, would express that they were of an inferior quality. But

see the term 3.7xoéparoc, Diog. Laertius in Diogene, p. 350.

and Horace. Duplici panno patientia velat, with the address of

Plato to Aristippus in Diog. Laert. Aristip. p. 67. Xol uðvø 34%ta.

22, 2xapºz togi, 22, tºog. “You are the only Philosopher who

“ can assume with equal propriety the dress of a gentleman

“ (xxxuſ?o.), or the ordinary garb (4xo;) of a cynick.”

3. ‘A3&uzz. Diamond. D. P.

The ancients certainly apply this word to our modern gem

the diamond, but use it in a larger sense as we still use ada

mant, applied to other hard substances. Dut in the only pas

sage where it occurs in the Periplôs, it is mentioned on a coast

where diamonds very probably were to be purchased, and

is joined with the Hyacinth or Ruby, and other transparent

St01)CS. -

Theophrastus thought the diamond indestructible by fire,

which is now found to be a mistake, F. Many experiments

have been tried on this subject of late, and diamonds under the

rays of a reflecting mirror, have been reduced to charcoal /

4. Alabanda.

A precious stone between a ruby and an amethyst. Dutens,

p. 16. But IIoffman renders it toys or trifles. See Cosmas,

* See Apollonius, Epis. iii. where 2.7x2 is ºxiw. Hence faxos is equivalent to duplex

opposed to ºw. Diógenes first used the pannus.

7:32, 3,784, two;. Laertius 317. 32 to dºdyx",
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Ind. Montfaucon, Nov. Col. Patrum, p. 337. H Targáázyn

stra. Xorov is rºw gegedly iºráčov, * Magaaxo Gºxxara, woxxſe; is

Kočeg 33xxero. To Axa,62v3.nºv. Marallo seems to be Marawar,

and Kaber the Kaveri; and if pearls are the attribute of Ma

rallo, some precious stone should of course be the attribute of

Kaber. -

5. "Axán. D. P.

There are two sorts of Aloe, one a bitter cathartic, and an

other an aromatic, by some supposed to be the sandal-wood.

See Salm. Plin. Fix. 1056; but it is, to all appearance, the

Agallochum of the Digest, mentioned still under the name of

Agala", as an odoriferous wood by Captain Hamilton, at Mas

cat. Account of the E. Indies, vol. i. p. 68. It is probably

used by the author of the Periplôs in the former sense, as being

mentioned on the coast of Oman in Arabia, where the Succo

trine Aloe is naturally imported, as the island Socotra itself

was under the power of the Arabs on the main, being subject

to Eleazus king of Sabbatha, in the neighbourhood of Oman.

It is remarkable that when the author arrives at Socotra, he

says nothing of the Aloe, and mentions only Indian Cinnabar

as a gum or resin distilling from a tree. I was at a loss to un

derstand what this meant, till I learned from Chambers's Dic

tionary that the confounding of Cinnabar with Dragon's Blood

WaS a mistake of ancient date, and a great absurdity. Dragon's

Blood is still procurable at Socotra.

6. Amomum. D. See Kard-Amomum.

* Agala wood is likewise mentioned in has given the best description of the Agallo

Cochinchina, by Mr. Chapman. Asiatick chum, in regard to its branches, leaves, and

An. Reg. 1801. Miscel. P., 62. 74- Mi- fruit; but is deficient in not giving the

chaelis, Question xliii. says that Rumphius flower, &c.

VOL. I. I. 4 T
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º

7. "Avºiávres. Images. P.

These are mentioned as imported into Oman in Arabia; but

whether as merely ornamental, or objects of superstition, does

not appear. Dr. Falconer has supposed that these might be

images, brought from the east like our China figures; but they

are imports from Egypt’ into Arabia, and therefore probably

Egyptian or Grecian workmanship. See Peripl. p. 16. F. F.

& F. -

8. Aºyve&uara, Afyve. Tºwn, Agyveguara rerogºvºva. Plate,

Plate polished. P.

These works in silver do not appear to be the beautiful pro

duce of Greek artists, but vessels of plate adapted to the mar

ket. By the frequent mention of these articles, they must have -

formed a considerable branch of commerce.

9. 'Agrevikov. Arsenick. P.

10. 'Agºuara. Aromatics. P.

Drugs in general are comprehended under this term (Sal.

Plin. Ex. p. 1049, 1050.)

11. Ariſpn. A species of Cinnamon. See Karo'ſ. P.

B

12. B36xxx. Bdellium. P.

An aromatic gum, supposed to be imported from Africa, but

now seldom used". Salmasius’ describes it as a pellucid ex

udation from the tree so called, not quite clear, of a waxy

* I have in my possession several small alphabetical characters. -

images, about six inches in length, of baked * Chambers in voce.

earth, taken out of the catacombs: they are 2 Plin. Exercit. p. 1150.

inscribed with hieroglyphicks, and Egyptian
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substance, and easily melted, called by the Portuguese anime

there are three sorts, Arabian, Petraean, and Bactrian. It was

imported, according to the Periplôs, from Binnágara, or Min

nágara [Bekher], in Scindi, and from Barugăza [Baroach] in

Guzerat.

The nº". Bhedolahh of scripture, Gen. ii. 12. Numb. xi. 7.

rendered bdellium, is by the Rabbis rendered chrystal, and

has nothing in common with the bdellium of the Periplôs but

its transparency. The word baellium seems a diminutive of

the bdella used by our author. Pliny, b. xii. c. 9.

There are still found three sorts; two African, rather of dark

brown hue; and one Asiatic, answering the descriptions of Sal

masius, generally brought to England among parcels of myrrh.

There are specimens of the African sort in the collection of Dr.

Burgess.

Bdella are supposed by Benjamin of Túdela to be pearls

(p. 52. Bergeron); and oysters, either he or his translator calls

reptiles: he finds them at Katiphan (el Katif). And Schikard

interprets bedolach, pearls ; but says they are not the bdellium

of scripture. Pliny: translucidum, simile cerae, odoratum, et

cum fricatur, pingue, gustu amarum, citra acorem ; aliqui

Peraticum appellant ex Media advectum. Lib. xii. 9. or 19

Hardouin. Peraticum is the general term of the Periplôs for

any article brought from beyond the Straits of Bab-el-mandeb ;

or, according to Hardouin, ex Tây régarow 1%; Yºs. In Pliny it

is evidently a gum ; the best sort from Bactria, and the inferior

species from Arabia, India, Media, and Babylon. It is also a

gum apparently in the Periplôs. F. A pearl and a round

drop of gum are similar both in form, brilliancy, and opacity;

but which is the primitive, and which the derivative, is not

4. T 2
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easy to determine. In the course of nature, gum would be

seen exuding from the plant before pearls would be brought up

from the bottom of the sea. º

13. Beryllus. D. Beryl, l'Aigue Marine, Aqua Marina.

Some have mistaken it for the cornelian, but the true beryll

has the colours of sea water". Pliny, xxxvii. 20. Hard. Pro

batissimi sunt ex iis, qui viriditatem puri maris imitantur. It

... is a gem of great hardness, very brilliant, transparent, and of

a green and blue colour delicately mixed, and varying accord

ing to the different proportions of either. Dutens.

14. Lyssus, Opus Byssicum. D. Byssinon–Cotton Goods,

I understand there is a work of Dr. Reinhold Forster, De

Bysso Antiquorum. I regret that I have not consulted it.

T

15. Galbane, Galbanum. D. -

A gum from a ferula or fennel growing in Africa." Salm.

p. 353. It is an emollient, and used in plaisters; supposed to

be derived from the Hebrew chelbena, fat. Exod. xxx. 34.

Eccles. xxiv. 21. Chambers in voce.—“Galen, Dioscorides,

“ and Pliny, describe it also as the produce of a ferulaceous

“ plant. Bubon Galbanum foliolis rhombis, dentatis, striatis,

‘ glabris, umbellis paucis. Linn. Sp. Pl. p. 364. Little used

“ as an internal medicine; but described also by Nicander in

“ the Theriaca.” F. F.

16. Tºg. Złyste. Tſº. A species of Cinnamon. P. See

&

Kaga (2.

* 5xavº is the epithet of Eustathius ad the diamant, brilliant; but yaavº he likewise

Dionysium, lin. I loſ. which suits the aigue applies to the topaz. Why? -

marine. The jasper he calls a plain green; * .
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Zigeer in Persick signifies small. The smaller and finer rolls

of cassia were most valued, Dioscorides says, the best sort was

called Gizi, which is a corruption of Zigeir.

A

17. Aztázziz, p. 8. Dicrossia. — Cloths either fringed or

striped. P.

Kogºrd, and zºozgat, according to Salmasius’, from Hesychius,

signifies the steps of a ladder, or in another sense, the cornice

of a wall, or the battlements. But he derives the same word

from x:#6, to shave, and interprets zócaloi, locks of hair. Hence

cloths, ºzężcziz, he says, are those which have a fringe knotted

or twisted.

But Homer uses the word twice. 1st. Kečaga: piv ºrdeyov ºvov

za; its roy trax?sic. M. 258, where it agrees with the interpret

ation of Hesychius, the cornice of the wall, or as it may be

rendered the step of the parapet, a rim or line running round be

low the battlements. Not differing, perhaps, from the appli

cation of the word as used E 35, where Homer says, the ships

were too numerous to be drawn up on the shore in one line.

Tă 62 rºozeórgia; iguray", they therefore drew them in lines one

behind another like the steps of a ladder. Agreeable to the

other explanation of Hesychius, or, as Apollonius renders it,

&rozenrºdaara, in stripes". -

We may therefore conclude, that we cannot err much in ren

dering the Aztárrio, of the Periplús, either cloths fringed, with

Salmasius, or striped with Apollonius. So Virgil, virgatis

* Plin. Exercit, p. 762. ” See Apollon. Lexicon in voce.

* See Lennep in voce.
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lucent sagulis. The term used here is in conjunction with

cloths. "Adoxo. . . . . . . . zai Aévrix kai 3.xpda'atz, where perhaps

&ćoxoi is in opposition to Özgórrio. Aévriz is the Latin word

Lintea, and Meursius in voce says, Asyriz &zgoraz are plain

linens, not striped.

18. Anvasiov. Denarius.-The Roman coin, worth in general

denomination nearly 8d. English. P.

It appears by the Periplús, that this coin was carried into

Abyssinia for the sake of commerce with strangers, and that

both gold" and silver Denarii were exchanged on the coast of

Malabar against the specie of the country with advantage to

the merchant.

19. Agaza, Kirrº, A&zzº. P.

Are joined in the Periplôs with Kassia, and are supposed to

be inferior species of the cinnamon. See Ramusio, in his dis

course on the voyage of Nearchus, and Salmas. de Homonymiis

Hyles Iatrices, c. xcii. c. xciii. a work referred to by Salmasius

himself, but I have not seen it. -

20. Aéxico. P.

Slaves of a better sort and for the Egyptian market.

E

21. "Exaloy. Oil of Olives. P. -

22. 'Exipac. Ivory. D. P. Ebur. D.

23. Eváža. Fragrant spices or gums. P.

“The gold Denarius, according to Arbuthnot, was the forty-fifth part of a pound of

gold in the age of Nero.
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Z

24. Zaval rziwroºi. P.

Girdles or purses wrought or embroidered. A great com

merce throughout the east is still carried on in sashes, orna

mented with every sort of device, and wrought up with great

expence. Xzioral does not occur in the lexicons, but probably

means shaded of different colours; Stuckius says, of a dark

colour.

25. Złyyićig. Ginger. D.

Not mentioned in the Periplós. Salmasius * says, the an

cients knew little of it, and believed it to be the root of the

pepper plant. It is applied to a species of cinnamon by Dios- .

corides (p. 42), possibly to an ordinary sort from the coast of

Zanguebar, and Zingiber itself may be derived from Zingi, the

name of the African blacks on that coast.

H

26. ‘Huſovo, vornyol. Mules for the saddle. P.

G)

37. eupaiapuz Foxgåre. Gums or Incense. D. P. Mokèdre

occurs only in the Periplôs, p. 7. and without any

thing to render it intelligible.

I

28. Tºdºria Cafézgiza &yvata ra. iv. Ayſrrº ywéusya. Cloths. P.

* Pliny Exercit, p. 1670.
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For the Barbarine " market, undressed and of Egyptian

manufacture.—The Barbarines are the ancient Troglodyte

shepherds of Upper Egypt, Nubia, and Ethiopia, very graphi

cally traced and distinguished by Bruce.

Tudºria, Cagézéſzz a ſukikra, yeyvoupºva. Cloths. P.

For the Barbarine market, dressed, and dyed of various

colours. -

*

‘Iportrue; Ago.623; zººarés, §rs &rA8;, x2, 3 ×ow?:, 22; axoraxaſ

Tog, zzi 3.4x4970s. Cloths. P.

Made up, or coating for the Arabian market.

1. Xeletóorºs. P.

With sleeves reaching to the wrist.

2. 'O re 2xxâ, 2al 3 ×ower. See Adoxºi. P.

3. Xzorexcºrog. P.

Wrought with figures. From the Latin Scutum, Scutulatus;

the figure being in the form of a shield. A dappled grey horse

is thus called Scutulatus. - -

4. Aldºzévalog. Shot with gold. P.

5. IIoxvrex};. P.

Of great price.

6. N6%g. P.

In imitation of a better commodity.

*

7. IIsga'aºrégos. P.

Of a better quality, or in great quantity.

8. IIayroloc. P.

Of all sorts.

“The west coast of the Gulph of Arabia.

1
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9. IIoxſwira, roxſwºro. P. Ezekiel, xxvii. 24. Eººp: 'pºn

Polymitorum. Vulgate, &c. Pallis Hyacinthinis, Chla

mydibus coccineis. Chald. Parap. Stuckins. multis

filis contextas, very fine.

29. Ivözov usXav. P. Indico. Salmas. & Hoffman in voce.

See Pliny, xxxv. 27. Hard. cited by Hoffman, where it is

manifestly indico, used both as a colour and a dye.

30. "Irroi. Horses.

As presents, and as imports into Arabia.

R

31. Køyzauo;. Kankamus—Gum Lack. D. P.

According to Scaliger; and Dioscorides calls it a gum. But

Salmasius rather inclines to think it a drug like myrrh. Lack

was used as a purple or blue dye by the Indigo dyers. Ivözo

Cato. Salmas. Plin. Exercit. 1148. 1152. Plin. xii. 20. See

Pomet's History of Drugs, b. viii. p. 199, who says, gum of

four colours was found in one lump. He does not hold it to be

Gum Lack, but that it has a smell like it; it is found in Africa,

Brasil, and Saint Christopher's. Pomet's Specimen was from

the West Indies.

32. Kºxrig. Kaltis—A Gold Coin. P.

According to the Periplôs it was a coin of this name cur

rent in Bengal, and that the metal was collected from a mine

in the neighbourhood. Stuckius says, a coin called Kalais is

still current in Bengal, on what authority does not appear.

Paolino notices the word, but I cannot recal the passage to my

memory; it is called Kalteen in Bengal, or Kurdeen, in the

Ayeen Acbari at present. As. Res. vol. v. p. 269.

VOL. II. 4 U.
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33. Kogºuouoy. Kardamom. D.

3oth the Amomum and Cardamomum are mentioned in the

Tigest, and are supposed by Dr. Burgess to be the same aro

matic, and that amonum has the addition of kar, from its re

sembling an heart, which it does. The doubts of Natural His

torians on this subject are numerous, and Salmasius, after much

learned disquisition, leaves the question undetermined. (See

article Kostamomum.) But the opinion of my friend Dr. B.

is this, that the kardamomum differs from the amonum chiefly

as to its outward appearance in the shape of the pod or the

vessels in which it is contained. The true amomum, he says,

is from Java, its pod is in the shape of a masturtium, under

which title it is described by Pliny, while the kardamomurn

is in the form of an heart. It is brought from Sumatra, Cey

lon, and Africa. The Sumatran approaches nearest that of

Java, both in shape and flavour, but none of the sorts are

equal to the Javan; the flavour is aromatic, warm, and pun

gent, in which qualities it is resembled by all those species

which take the addition of amomum, and I have been favoured

with specimens of all the different sorts by Dr. B. Theo

phrastus says both come from Media ; others derive them from

India. Martin Virg. eclog. iii. 89. Assyrium amonum, equi

valent to Median. Galen says it is considerably warm : 94%;

&vvopºwº izzy&c. Stephan. in voce. The Kaºkov ºſov zai

2g2karikaričov, tº Segu% ovva, as 2.Éeved régo.g. Stephan. in voce.

Warmth and pungency are therefore the qualities of both, and

the difference in degree accords with the two specimens of Dr.

B. Whether the Greeks first found these in Media and Assyria,

or whether there were aromatics in those countries resembling

those of India, may still be doubted. The Greeks called cin.
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namon the produce of Arabia, till they had a knowledge of that

country themselves.

Murray, vol. i. p. 65, doubts the origin of the name; for he

says, “ The Indians call it cardamon, but thinks it very dubi

“ ous, whether the cardomum of the ancients be the same.

“ The pericarpium of the lesser cardomum has obscurely the

“ shape of a heart. Lewis says it is described in the Hortus

“Malabaricus under the title of Elettari.” F. F. What is

added must compel me to retract my supposition, that amo

mum expresses warmth and pungency. “Notărunt viri docti

“ &gogov x,&xvøroy, thus esse et sincerum et inculpatum, vete

“resque &aagow vocasse omne aroma quod purum et non

“ vitiatum esset. Bodaeus a Stapel. Theophrast. p. 981.

“Stephan. in voce, "Agogov.” F. F. But in Stevens I find

Aſtovo; 24.2%irº, and not &uøgow XCzvºrov.

If the opinion of Dr. Burgess be right, which seems highly

probable, and this aromatic be found only in Java and Suma

tra, or perhaps in Ceylon, it argues in favor of the Periplôs,

which is silent upon this subject; for the veracity of the mer

chant is as much concerned in not noticing what he had not, as

in describing what he had seen.

34. Capilli Indici. D.

35. Kogºraſaoz. Karpasus—Fine Muslins. D. P.

Opposed to ordinary cottons. It is remarkable that the na

tive Shanſkréet term is Karpasi, as appears by Sir William

Jones's catalogue. Asiat. Res. vol. iv. p. 231. Calcutta edi

tion. But how this word found its way into Italy, and became

the Latin Carbasus (fine linen) is surprizing, when it is not

found in the Greek language. The Katra roy Aſſow of Pausanias

w

-

4 U 2
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(in Atticis), of which the wick was formed for the lamp of

Pallas, is Aſbestos, so called from Karpasos, a city of Crete.

Salm. Pl. Exercit. p. 178.

Carbaso Indi corpora usque ad pedes velant eorumque rex

aurea lectica margaritis circum pendentibus recumbit distinctis

auro et purpurá carbasis qua indutus est. Q. Curtius, lib. viii.

c. 9. F. —I owe this passage to Mr. Falconer, and think it

may confirm the reading of Salmasius of X wºve; wagyagiričić, for

Žw?ávez Etzgyáriësc. Peripl. p. 34. So Lucan also, Phars. iii. 239.

Fluxa coloratis astringunt carbasa gemmis. F. Karpesium

is a medicinal juice. Dioscor. A poisonous juice. Galen. It

is a substitute for cinnamon, or a species of that spice. Avri

Kwapidue Køgrñrlov. And dyr. Kuvatadºe, Kortz; to 3,7x8w, § Køg

•ráciov. The different species are unknown. Salmas. p. 1306.

—Has this Kagzārlow any reference to the K&tºn of Herodotus

36. Koguopuxxov. T). Garofalo, It. Girofle, Fr. Clou de

Girofle, Fr.

Our English clove is probably from clou, a nail, which the

clove resembles, but not without a possibility that it may be a

contraction of girofle. The garyophyllon of Pliny is not the

clove. F. F. The clove is a spice of the Moluccas, which is

the reason that the Merchant of the Periplós did not see it or

record it; neither do I find it in the catalogue of Dioscórides

(Matthioli) as an Oriental spice. It should seem therefore

from Pliny, the Periplôs, and Dioscórides, that this spice was

not known early to the ancients: and the reason was, because

they did not go farther east than Ceylon. Salmasius, however,

is of a different opinion, as I learn from Dr. Falconer, who

cites his work, De Homonym. Hyles Iatric. c. 95–which I

have not seen :
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Vidit Plinius Caryophyllon quale apud nos frequens visitur

cujus in summo clavi capite rotundum extat tuberculum piperis

grano simile, sed grandius et fragile, multis veluti fibris intus

refertum. Calicem floris esse volunt adhuc conniventem, et

nondum apertum, videtur existimasse Plinius esse fructum ip

sum pediculo suo insidentem et inhaerentem, nam clavus esse

plane ligneus, et surculi instar habere ei visus est. . . . . Cary

ophyllum ad condimenta olim usurpatam ut piper et costum,

&c. . . ostendunt apicii excerpta ; . . . . . quod dixit Plinius de

odore Caryophyllorum fidem facit non alia fuisse ejus aetate

cognita quam quae hodie habentur, &c. Dr. F. is not con

vinced by Salmasius, and his doubt is well founded. F. F.

Cosmas mentions the EUXozzévo?vaxov at Ceylon, and Hoffman (in

voce) informs us, that the wood of the clove-tree is now used

in odoriferous compositions and unguents. It is a circumstance

in favour of the veracity of the Periplôs, that the Merchant

has not recorded this spice; and of Cosmas, that his friend

Sopatrus saw only the wood. An hundred years later than the

Periplôs, it had found a place in the Digest: the custom-house

at Alexandria received not the imports of one merchant only,

but every thing that found its way by any conveyance from the

East. It ought not to be omitted, “that caryophyllon is pos

“ sibly not derived from the Greek; for the Turks use the term

“ Kalafur, and the Arabs, Karumfel, for the clove.” Nieu

hoff. Leg. Batav. vol. ii. p. 93. F. F. Still it may be inquired,

whether the Arabic karumfel may not be borrowed from the

Greek karuophyl: many Greek terms for plants, drugs, &c.

adopted by the Arabs, are noticed by Salmasius.

37, Karaſz, Kasia. D. P.
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This spice is mentioned frequently in the Periplôs, and with

various additions, intended to specify the different sorts, pro

perties, or appearances of the commodity. It is a species of

cinnamon, and manifestly the same as what we call cinnamon at

this day; but different from that of the Greeks and Romans,

which was not a bark, nor rolled up into pipes like ours.

Their's was the tender shoot of the same plant, and of much

higher value, sold at Rome in the proportion of a thousand

denarii" to fifty ; it was found only in the possession of Em

perors and Kings ; and by them it was distributed in presents

to favourites, upon solemn occasions, embassies, &c.

That it was the tender shoot, and not hollow, may be proved

from Pliny, lib. xii. 19, where he informs us that Vespasian WaS

the first that dedicated crowns of cinnamon inclosed in gold

filagree (auro interrasili) in the Capitol, and the Temple of

Peace; and that Livia dedicated the root in the Palatine Tem

ple of Augustus ; after which he adds, that the casia is of a

larger size than the cinnamon (crassiore sarmento), and has a

thin rind rather than a bark, and its value consists in being

hollowed out (exinaniri pretium est). He adds, that the best

sort has a short pipe of this rind or coating (brevi tunicarum

fistula et non fragili, lege et fragili); this Casia is manifestly a

Cinnamon, and by consulting the two chapters of Dioscórides

on Casia and Cinnamon, the best casia called Daphnſtis, at

Alexandria, is doubtless the same. Matthioli, p. 42; and

again his cinnamon is, “sottile di rami,” a very fine spray, with

frequent knots, and smooth between the joints. Salmasius cites

Galen, who compares the Karpasium roi; Kwapºwe &zékori,

to the extreme shoot or spray of cinnamon, and &zgºwog, is so

* Pliny.
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peculiarly expressive of this, as to remove all doubt, (p. 130i,

Plin. Ex.) but if our cinnamon is the ancient casia, our casia is

again an inferior sort of cinnamon ; both are known to our

druggists and grocers; and since the conquest of Ceylon, the

duty is lowered on our cinnamon, and raised on our casia. The

reason of which is plain; because the true and best cinnamon

is wholly our own by the possession of Ceylon, and casia is

procurable from Sumatra, and several of the eastern isles. (See

Marsden's Sumatra, p. 125.) It is plain, therefore, that we

adopt cinnamon for the casia of the ancients, and casia for an

inferior cinnamon. Whether the cinnamon and casia of the

ancients were both from the same plant, may be doubted ; for

there are different species even of the best sorts, as we learn

from Thunberg; but that both had the same virtue, though not

equal in degree, we are assured by Galen, who informs us,

that two parts of casia are equal to one of cinnamon. (Mat

thioli, p. 46.) And Galen examined both when he composed

the Theriac for the emperor Severus.

I am confirmed in the opinion I had formed by Dr. Falconer,

who (after citing Linnaeus, Combes, Philos. Transact. 1780,

p. 873. ; Dossie's Memoirs of Agriculture, p. 202. ; Solander;

Thunberg, Vet. Acad. Hambl. 1780, p. 56. ; and Murray,

Apparat. Med. vol. iv. p. 441,442. edit. Gotting. 1787) writes

thus: “I myself compared two bundles, one of casia and

“ another of cinnamon, and in presence of all the physicians

“ and surgeons of the General Hospital at this place [Bath],

“, and none of us could find any difference in the size of the

“ pieces, in the taste, flavour, colour, or smell of the different

“ articles, either in quality or degree.” These are the two

species as now distinguished; that is, the cinnamon of Ceylon,
1
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and the casia (say) of Sumatra. He then adds: “ Perhaps it

“ may be true that the small branches were called cinnamon

“[by the ancients], but the difference between that and casia

“ was small. Galenus palam prodit (inquit Matthiolus in

“ Dioscoridem) cassiam saepenumero in cinnamomum trans

“ mutari, fateturque se vidisse cassiae ramulos omni ex parte

“ cinnamomum referentes, contra pariter inspexisse cinnamomi

“ surculos cassiae prorsus persimiles. Matthiol. Dioscor. p. 34.

“ he says, the sticks of cinnamon are not in length above half

“ a Roman foot; and Dioscórides, in Matthioli's translation,

“ uses the words tenuibus ramulis.” F. F.—See also Larcher,

Herod. tom. iii. p. 375. who supposes that the excess of price

in the spray, was occasioned by its causing the destruction of

the plant when so cut.

This sort we must first consider, because they themselves

applied the name improperly, having it derived, by their own

account, from the Phénicians", and giving it to the same pro

duction, though in a different form and appearance from that

by which it is known to us.

The kinnamomum of the Greeks and Romans was neces

sarily derived from the Phénicians", because the merchants of

that country first brought it into Greece. The Greeks them

selves had no direct communication with the east; and whe

ther this spice was brought into Persia" by means of the

northern caravans, or by sea into Arabia, the intermediate

carriers between either country and Greece were of course Phe

nicians. It will therefore be no difficult matter to prove that

* Herodotus, lib. iii. p. 252. ed. Wess. hoenix. Tom. iii. p. -

- in. p. 252. - p p. 349

* See a curious mistake of Pliny’s noticed * By Persia is meant the whole empire.

by Larcher, of turning the Phenicians into a
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the Phénician term expresses the cinnamon we have, and not

that indicated by the Greeks and Romans. The term in all

these languages signifies a pipe ; for the Hebrew Tº kheneh is

the Latin canna ; and syrinx, fistula, cannella, and cannelle,

convey the same idea in Greek, Latin, Italian, and French.

The Hebrew term occurs in Exodus, xxx. 23, 24. joined with

casia, as it is almost universally in the writings of the Greeks

and Romans. It is styled Sweet Cinnamon, and is written

Egº tº , khinemon besem, the sweet or sweet-scented pipe ;

and the word rendered Casia by our translators” is Tº khiddah,

from khadh, to split or divide longways. These two terms

mark the principal distinctions of this spice in all these lan

guages; as khinemon besem, Hebrew ; casia syrinx, Greek;

casia fistula", Latin ; cannelle, French ; and in the same man

ner the inferior sort is khiddah,

casia lignea, Latin.

* The whole 30th chapter is worth con

sulting on this curious subject, as it proves that

many of the Oriental spices and odours were,

even in that early age, familiar in Egypt.

* If from this chapter of Exodus we prove

that cinnamon was known to the Hebrews in

the age of Moses, we have a second proof of

its being used in the embalmment of the mum

mies from Diodórus, lib. i. 91. tom. i. p. Ioz.

Larcher, tom. ii. p. 334.

* The casia fistula of the moderns is a drug

totally distinct : it is a species of senna which

comes from the Levant, Egypt, Brasil, and

the Antilles, and is a corruption from Acacia.

Salm. Plin. Ex. p. 540. Certe casize momen

pro ea specie qua solvit alvum ex Acacia fac

tum quamvis diversum sit genus. Id. p. 1056.

VO L. II.

Hebrew ; xylo-casia *, Greek;

This corruption is not of very modern date;

for Salmasius adds, Ut mirum sit ante hos

trecentos et amplius annos, casiam fistulam

Latinis dictam, eam quae purgandi vim habet.

See also Ramusio, vol. i. p. 282.

Mr. Falconer doubts concerning the casia

fistula, but acknowledges that Bodaeus on

Theophrastus, p. 293. is of a contrary opi

nion. F. I cannot help thinking that the

authorities here produced, in conformity to

Bodaeus, must prepowderate.

* This species is distinctly marked in the

Roman Law de publicanis, leg. xvi. D. Casia

syrinx, Xylo-casia. Salm. Io;5. id. in Can

ticis Salomonis, Nardus, Crocus, Fistula cinna

momum. It is called Sx rºrº, Hard Casia,

in the Periplôs.

4 x
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Whether the Greeks and Latins derive their term from the

Hebrew khine-mon”, or from the compound kheneh-amomum,

is not so easy to determine; for aunomum is a general term “for

any warm drug or spice, and kin-amomum, in this form, would

be again the spice-canna, the casia fistula under another de

scription. But that the casia fistula and the casia lignea are

marked as the two leading distinct species, from the time of

Moses to the present hour, is self-evident. And I now say,

that if the Romans applied the term Cinnamon to the tender .

shoot of this plant, and not to the pipe cinnamon, such as we

now have it from Ceylon, their use of the word was improper.

That this was the case, there is reason to think; but that

there was some obscurity or fluctuation in their usage, is cer

tain also.

Salmasius * quotes Galen to prove that the plant itself was

brought to the emperor Marcus Aurelius, from Barbarike", in

a case seven feet long. Galen saw this, and there were other

cases of a smaller size, containing specimens of an inferior sort.

This, therefore, must be in a dry state; but this he says was

* tºp is from Hyp, a reed, canna, and besem, have the same root. The sweet khenne,

the sweet khinnemon. Notwithstanding khen

heh besem is rendered calami odoriferi, the

sweet calamus, it is certainly not technically

the calamus aromaticus.

* Salm. 401.

the termination doubtful, but probably from

tº Tijº, peculiar. It is in this sense that

nyº, manna, signifies the food from Hea

ven; the peculiar food or bread. And hence

Jºnyº, the peculiar canna, by way of pre

eminence. Parkhurst derives it not from njp,

canna, but from pºp, khanam, to smell strong,

but he allows there is no such verb in Hebrew.

I cannot help thinking that tºn Tºp,

khenneh besem, andDº jº, khinnemon

* Plin. Ex. p. 1304. Galen de Antidotis,

lib. i.

* Barbarikë is perhaps not a proper name,

but the port frequented by the Barbars of

Adel or Mosyllon. It is the mart in Scindi;

but whether Patala or Mianagara, is difficult

to determine,
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the true cinnamon. Undoubtedly it was, for the plant itself,

and the spice, as we have it, in its usual form, have this dif

ference and no more. But Galen says, in another passage ‘’,

that casia and cinnamon are so much alike that it is not an easy

matter to distinguish one from the other. And Dioscórides

writes, “ Casia grows in Arabia ; the best sort is red, of a fine

“ colour, almost approaching to coral, strait, long, and pipy,

“ it bites upon the palate with a slight sensation of heat, and

“ the best sort is that called Zigir, with a scent like a rose.”

This is manifestly the cinnamon we have at this day; but he

adds, “cinnamon has many names, from the different places

“ where it [is procured or] grows. But the best sort is that

“ which is like the casia of Mosyllon, and this cinnamon is

“ called Mosyllitic, as well as the casia.” This therefore is

only a different sort of the same spice, but it does not grow

either in Arabia or at Mosyllon “, it took its name from either

country, as procured in the marts of either. This traffic is

explained in the Periplús, but Dioscórides was unacquainted

with it. The description * he gives of this cinnamon is, “That

“ when fresh, and in its greatest perfection, it is of a dark

“ colour, something between the colour of wine and [dark] ash,

“ like a small twig or spray full of knots, and very odoriferous.”

This is manifestly not our cinnamon, but the same as Galen's,

the tender shoot and not the bark. It is worth remarking that

Dioscórides lived in the reign of Nero”, and if the true source

of cinnamon was then just beginning to be known by means of

* See Ramusio, vol. i. p. 282. The whole * See Larcher’s whole Dissertation, tom.iii.

of this is from Ramusio. p. 348. He is equally indebted to Salmasius

* Bruce says it does grow in the neigh- as myself.

bourhood of Mosyllon. * Hoffman in voce.

4 x 2
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the navigation detailed in the Periplús, this knowledge had not

yet reached Asia” Minor or Rome. Pliny who lived a few years

later had just arrived at this information, for he says expressly,

Mosyllon was the port to which cinnamon was brought", and

consequently the port where it was procured by the Greeks

from Egypt, and through Egypt conveyed to Rome. It had

long been procured there, and long obtained the name of Mo

syllitic, but it was now known not to be native, but imported

at that place.

The trade to Mosyllon was opened by the Ptolemies; still,

before the existence of a Grecian power in Egypt, the Greeks

had probably little knowledge of it, but from the importation

of it by the Phénicians; and the Phénicians received it, either

by land-carriage from the Iduméans of Arabia, or when they

navigated the Red Sea themselves with the fleets of Solomon,

they obtained it immediately from Sabèa ; perhaps also, if

Ophir is Sofala on the coast of Africa, they found it either

at that port, or at the others, which the Greeks afterwards

frequented. These lay chiefly in Barbaria, (the kingdom of

Adel,) comprehending the ports of Mosyllon, Malao, and

Mundus, where it was possibly always to be met with. This

commerce is at best only conjectural, neither could it be of

long duration, as it ended with the reign of Solomon, and was

never resumed; but that the Phénicians had a settled inter

course with Sabèa, we learn incontrovertibly from Ezekiel ”, and

that Sabéa was the centre of Oriental commerce, is proved in

our account of the Periplôs.

* Dioscórides was a native of Anazarba; * Portus Mosyllites quo cinnamomum de

but whether he wrote there or at Rome, I webitur. Lib. vi. c. 29.

have not been able to discover. * Cap. xxvii. v. 23. Sheba is Sabèa,
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It is this circumstance that induced all the early writers to

impute the produce of India to the soil of Arabia; an error

which commenced with the first historians extant, and which

existed in history till the age of Pliny, and in poetry almost to

the present hour. Fable is the legitimate progeny of ignorance;

we are not to wonder, therefore, when we read in Heródotus",

that casia grew in Arabia, but that cinnamon was brought

thither by birds from the country where Bacchus was born,

that is India. The term used by Heródotus indicates the cin

namon we now have ; for it signifies the peel, hull, or rind * of

a plant, and evidently points out the bark, under which form

we still receive this spice. The error of Heródotus is repeated

by Theophrastus, who assigns both casia and cinnamon to

Arabia *: this intelligence 1 receive from Bochart; and I am

obliged to him also for a very curious citation from Uranius, in

Stephanus de Urbibus, who says, the country of the Abasenes

produces myrrh, aromatic gums or odours, frankincense, and

the bark [of cinnamon]”. This passage is valuable as the first

instance extant in which the name of Abyssinians is mentioned.

But it is not to be depended on, unless it can be referred to the

conquests of that nation in Arabia, for these Abaseni are evi

dently joined with the Arabians of Sabèa and Hadramaut.

ciple of Salmasius, adopted the Greek K&#2ta.* Lib. iii. p. 252. ed. Wess. and p. 25o.

where he mentions a similar fable of serpents

which guard the frankincense.

as Kaetsa, from K4:42, arefacio, to dry :

and hence the dry hull, peel, or shell of a plant

or fruit.

The Arabick term is Querfaa, Querfe, and

Kerfak. Nieuhoff in Churchill, vol. ii. p. 283.

If this be true, the Arabs, according the prin

* Bochart, vol. i. p. 105. Sir William

Jones, As. Res. iv. Iro. 1 13.

” ‘H x*x 12, Aézanº, ºff tº x2, &aacy ſquod.

tººl xzi Swºſzuz zz, KEPIA®ON. Bochart,

vol. i. p. 106. Kí;72%, is probably the Kás

tiz of Herodotus, unless it is a false reading

for K&#72%, or K4s-arov, one of the terms foe.

cotton.
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But whatever errors are to be found in ancient authors, re

lative to the production of spices in general, and cinnamon in

particular, still that they found their way into Egypt, Pales

time, Greece, and all the countries bordering on the Mediter

ranean, in the earliest ages, is a fact. This admits of proof

from the thirtieth chapter of Exodus, and we have traced the

course of their introduction in the preliminary disquisitions of

the first book.

We may now, therefore, proceed to examine the various

sorts of this spice mentioned in the Periplôs, which amount to

ten ; and very remarkable it is, that the modern enumeration

of professor Thunberg should comprehend just as many species.

Not that it is to be supposed the species correspond, but the

coincidence of number is extraordinary. It is worthy of notice

also, that cinnamon is a term never used in the Periplôs;

the merchant dealt only in casia; cinnamon was a gift for

princes. There is, even in this minute circumstance, a pre

sumption in favour of his veracity, not to be passed without

observation.

It has been already mentioned in the account of Ceylon, that

the ancients, who first referred this spice to Arabia, and after

wards to the cinnamomifera regio in Africa, as supposing it to

grow in those countries because they procured it there, never

mention it in Ceylon. I think, with Sir William Jones, that

this is one of the obscurest circumstances in ancient commerce.

Can we conceive that it grew there in any age, and was after

wards eradicated 2 or must we not rather conclude, in con

formity to the suffrages of all the moderns, that there is no

genuine cinnamon but that of Ceylon, and that the commerce

1
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itself was a mystery 2 The first author that mentions cinna

mon in Ceylon is the Scholiast on Diony'sius Periègétes; at

least I have met with no other, and I mention it to promote

the inquiry.

The ten sorts in the Periplós are,

1. MorvXxtrix. Mosyllitick. P.

So called from the port Mosyllon *, where it was obtained

by the Greeks from Egypt, and whither they always resorted,

from their first passing the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb. It was

the casia fistula; the same as we now have from Ceylon, and

imported at Mosyllon directly from India, or from the Arabian

marts on the ocean, which were rivals of the Sabéans. It is

mentioned by several authors as the best sort, or inferior only

to zigeir, and therefore could not be native: there is indeed

cinnamon on the coast of Africa, but it is hard, woody *, and .

of little flavour. The regio cinnamomifera of Ptolemy bears

no other sort but this: he places this tract at the boundary of

his knowledge, that is, between Melinda and Mosambique;

and if it is in any way entitled to the name, it cannot be from

its own produce, but on account of the importation of the spice

from India; the traders who found it there, might suppose it

native, in the same manner as the early writers speak of the

Mosyllitic, and which (as has been already noticed) Pliny first

mentions as imported. The Mosyllitic species is rarely called

* Bruce says it grew in the neighbourhood American, I have seen in the collection of

of Arömata, and does still grow in the moun- Dr. Burgess; and an African species, which

tains and the plains; that on the plains per- is not a bark, but a mere stick, with little

haps equal to that of Ceylon. Vol. vii. p. 329. flavour. It answers well to the character of

He thinks it was carried hence to Ceylon. awangoriº.

* Seven different sorts Oriental, and two
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cinnamon by the ancients, but casia only. Their cinnamon

was exhibited as a rarity, like that of Marcus Aurelius before

mentioned. Antiochus Epiphanes” carried a few boxes of it

in a triumphal procession; and Seleucus Callinicus presented

two minae of this species, and two of casia, as the gift of a king

to the Milesians. The casia, or modern cinnamon, was found

formerly in Java, Sumatra, and the coast of Malabar; from

the coast of Malabar it found its way to Africa and Arabia;

but when the Dutch were masters of Cochin “, they destroyed

all the plants on the coast, in order to secure the monopoly to

Ceylon; and none is now met with on the coast, but an inferior

wild sort, used by the natives, and brought sometimes to Europe

for the purpose of adulteration.

2. Tišić, Złystº, Tſ. Gixeir, 2igeir, Gizi. P.

This sort is noticed and described by Dioscorides, as already

mentioned ; and to his description I can only add, that zigeir,

in Persian and Arabic, as I am informed, signifies small “.

The smaller bark must of course be from the smaller and ten

derer shoots, which is still esteemed the best ; the harder and

thicker bark is cut and made to roll up in imitation of this, but

is inferior, though from the same plant. This at least is sup

posed; but I do not speak from authority.

3. Arſºn. Asuphe. P. Asyphemo in Matthioli, p. 42.

Perhaps for 'Ariſtºxos, cheap, ordinary.

* Athenæus, lib. v. p. 195. lib. ix. p. 403. an assertion, that the true cinnamon never grew

“The Dutch are accused of this by their any where but in Ceylon.

rivals, as well as diminishing the growth of * I doubt this relation at the same time I

nutmegs, &c. in the Molucca Islands. But I notice it; but an inquiry might still be made,

observe in the account of Hugh Boyd's Em- whether the Greek term casia be not a cor

bassy to Ceylon (Ind. Annual Register, 1799), ruption of gizi.
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*

This term, if not Oriental, is from the Greek criſtºxo;,

asuphélos, signifying cheap or ordinary ; but we do not find

asuphè used in this manner by other authors: it may be an Alex

andrian corruption of the language, or it may be the abbrevia

tion of a merchant in his invoice.

4. "Agºuz. Aroma. D. P. -

Aroma is the general name for any warm spice or drug; but

it is twice inserted in a list of casias, and is therefore probably

a species as well as the others. It would intimate an aromatic

smell or flavour, and is possibly one of superior quality. It is

remarkable that Moses uses the same term of sweet-scented

cinnamon.

5. Mºyxo, Mógla. P.

A species unknown.

6. Mord. Motö. P.

A species unknown.

7. xxxneoretº. Sclerotera. D. P. Xylo Cassia, IWood Cinna

mon. D.

From the Greek Xxxng?:, hard. This is a term which occurs

frequently, and perhaps distinguishes the casia lignea (wood

cinnamon) from the casia fistula (cannelle or pipe cinnamon):

it may signify any hard or inferior sort, in opposition to brit

tleness, which is one of the characters of the superior species.

It is noticed by Fryar, p. 178. as growing on the Malabar coast

at Carwar; and as a physician he gives a full account of it.

It smells like cinnamon, but is as hot as cloves ; the bark of

the small branches is little inferior to the cannelle, &c.

WOL. II. 4 Y
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8, 9, 10. Agazz, Kirra, A&zag. Dooaka, Kitta, Dakar. P.

Dakar is noticed by Dioscórides, Matthioli,

p. 42. and Moto by Galen. F.

All unknown. Dut Salmasius, and other commentators,

agree in supposing them all to be species of the same spice.

Under Cassia, in the Digest, are mentioned,

1. Turiana vel Thymiama, and

2. Xylo Cassia.

Turiana and Thymiama are expressions for the same thing in

Latin and Greek—Incense. Kasia was mixed perhaps with in

cense in the temples, as well as other aromatic gums and odours.

See Hoffman in Thymiama. But Dr. Falconer supposes these

not to be different species of casia, or mixtures with it, but

simply thus and thymiama; which, however, xylo cassia seems

to contradict. He thinks also, “that turiana may be the

“ laurus cassia which grows in Spain, on the river Turia or

* Guadalaviar.”

* Floribus et rcseis formosus Turia ripis.”

Claudian de Laudibus Serenae, 72.

These are the ten sorts enumerated in the Periplôs". Pro

fessor Thunberg, who visited Ceylon in his voyage from Ba

tavia, reckons ten sorts likewise. Four of nearly equal value.

and excellence; three that are found only in the interior above

the Ghauts “, in the government of the king of Candi; and

* Two other sorts may be collected from coast is a level, the interior is high and table

Galen ; Arebo, and Daphnite. Larcher, He- land. All above the mountains is still pos

rod. vol. iii. p. 345. sessed by the king of Candi; the Dutch had,.

I use the term improperly, but Ceylon and English have, only the coast.

partakes of the nature of the continent—the
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three which are not worth gathering. The most remarkable

which he mentions are:

The rasse “ or penni-curundu, honey cinnamon, and capuru

curundu “, or camphor cinnamon, from the root of which cam

phor is distilled : this last is found only in the interior. The

cinnamon for the European market was collected in the woods

by the natives employed in the Dutch service, but has since

been planted on the sandy downs on the coast. These planta

tions, besides their convenience, are so thriving, that the

practice is likely to be continued. Can I conclude this ac

count without observing, that this rich and valuable island is

now in the possession of the English ; and without a prayer,

that the commerce may be conducted on more liberal princi

ples, and the natives treated more generously by them than by

their predecessors : The knowledge which the ancients had of

this island is treated at large in the Sequel to the Periplôs;

and it is to be hoped that the present governor, Frederick

North, whose mind is stored with ancient knowledge, and

whose attention is alive to modern information, will communi

cate his researches to the public.

I have only to add, that the Sanskreet names of this spice are

Savernaca and Ourana, as I learn from the Asiatick Researches,

vol. iv. p. 23.5. ; and that Salmasius mentions Salihaca as the

Arabic appellation, which he derives from the Greek EvXizº,

lignea, or woody (p. 1306.), but which, if I did not pay great

respect to his authority, I should rather derive from Salike, the

Greek name of the island in the age of Ptolemy.—I have now

* See Knox's History of Ceylon, p. 16. thing appears in his work to add much to the

* Baldaeus mentions curendo-potto curendo- observations here collected.

gas, (p. 822. Churchill, vol. iii.) but no

4 Y 2
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only to request that this detail, too prolix for the work, may

be accepted by the reader, not as the natural, but the classica!

history of cinnamon.

38. Karaitsgog. Tin. P.

Tin is mentioned as an import into Africa, Arabia, Scindi,

and the coast of Malabar. It has continued an article of com

merce brought out of Britain in all ages, conveyed to all the

countries on the Mediterranean, by the Phénicians, Greeks,

and Romans, and carried into the Eastern Ocean, from the

origin of the commerce. It is only within these few years it has

found its way into China in British vessels, where it is now

become an article of such magnitude, as greatly to diminish

the quantity of specie necessary for that market.

39. Kartvéegſºn, IIzrgozzºriyr, K2C2xtrz. Kałłuboorine, Pa

tropapige, Kabalité. Peripl. p. 28.

Different species of nard. See Nagłor. P.

40. Kavyozzi &txo. 3 Toxx8. Kaunakai. P.

Coverlids plain, of no great value (or, according to another

reading, not many), with the nap on one side. Hesychius and

Phavorinus, cited by Hudson.

41. Ceraunium. D. A gem.

, Salmasius says there are two sorts:

1. A pure chrystal.

2. Another red, like a carbunche.

He thinks the chrystal to be the true ceraunium; and that

Claudian is mistaken when he writes,

Pyreneisque sub antris

Ignea fulminese legere Ceraunia nymphae.
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42. Koxavčić to wro. Kolandiophonta. P.

Large ships on the coast of Coromandel, in which the na

tives traded to Dengal and Malacca. They had vessels also

called sangara, made of one piece of timber, which they used

in their commerce on the coast of Malabar. The monoxála of

Pliny were employed in bringing the pepper down the rivers to

- the coast. Lib. vi. 23.

43. Kočáxiov. Coral. P.

44. Korro; *. Costus Costum. D. P.

Is considered as a spice and aromatic by Pliny, lib. xii. c. 12.

It is called radix, the root, pre-eminently, as nard is styled the

leaf. Costus being, as we may suppose, the best of aromatic

roots, as nard or spikenard was the best of aromatic plants.

This supposition explains a much-disputed passage of Pliny.

Radix et folium “ Indis est maximo pretio: the (root) costus, and

the (leaf) spikenard, are of the highest value in India. Radix

costi gustu fervens, odore eximio, frutice alias in utili: the root

of the costus is hot to the taste, and of consuminate fragrance;

but the plant itself, in other respects, without use or value. It

is found at the head of the Pattalénè, where the Indus first di

vides to inclose the Delta; of two sorts, black and white, the

* It is worthy of remark, that in the enu- Chishull, Antiq. Asiat, p. 71.

meration of gifts made by Seleucus Callinicus to

the Milesians, there should be this distinction:

Frankincense - - Io talents.

Myrrh - - - I talent.

Casia - - - 2 pounds.

Cinnamon - - - 2 pounds.

Costus - - - 1 pound.

The reason is evident ; frankincense and

myrrh were procurable in Arabia, which bor

dered on his own kingdom. Casia, cinnamon,

and costus, were East India commodities. See

*But the leaf is applied pre-eminently to

the betel in India at this day. See Herbelot

in voce. Son nom le plus communest Betre

ou Betlé, dont le premier se pronouce aussi

barra, qui signifie chez les Indiens, en general

la feuille de quelque plante, et qui s'applique

par excellence a la feuille de Tembul, en par.

ticulier.

Pliny has applied the leaf par extellence to

the nard, and then confounded several pro

perties of the betel with it. See N24%;.
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black is the inferior sort, and the white the best. Its value is

sixteen denarii", about twelve shillings and eight pence a pound.

—Thus having discussed the costos or root, he proceeds to the

leaf or plant: De folio nardi plura dici par est; but of this

hereafter. It is here only mentioned to give the true meaning

of the passage. -

This root is said, by Salmasius, to grow in Arabia as well as

India; and I do not find that it has acquired any European

name, though it was formerly much used in medicine, and

called the Arabian, or true costus. It is confounded by Go

thofred, first with costamomum, which he derives from Mount

Amanus, and secondly, with cardamomum. (See Salm. p. 400.

& seqq.) I have supposed that amomum, as it is found in

cinn-amomum, carda-momum, and cost-amomum, implies the

warmth and gentle pungency of an aromatic; for the amo

mum itself, if we know what it is, is of a hot, spicy, pungent

taste. (Chambers's Dict, in voce.) But Salmasius and Hoff

man seem to trace it to a Greek origin (2a2u2;, inculpatus),

and to signify unadulterated. They apply it likewise to momia

or mumia, because the amonum was particularly used to pre

serve the body from putrefaction. It was found in India and

Syria, but the best in Arabia (imported f). The Arabian is

white, sweet, light of weight, and fragrant; the Syrian is

heavier, pale, and strong scented. Gothofred, from Isid. xvii. 9.

Dioscorid. lib. i. c. 14. Plin. i. 2. and xii. 24. Dioscorides

says it grows in Armenia, Media, and Pontus, c. 14. ; but the

whole account is very dubious ; all speak of its warmth and

pungency; but let us apply this to the costus, which, in regard

to its unadulterated state, and its qualities, is still much ques

* The numbers in Pliny are dubious.
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tioned: its properties are—“I. Fragrance: Odorum causa un

“guentorumque et deliciarum, si placet etiam superstitionis

“gratia emuntur quoniam thure supplicamus et costo. Plin.

“ xxii. 24. Costum molle date et blandi mihi thuris odores.

“ Ure puer costum Assyrium redolentibus aris. Propert. lib. iv.

“ IIAsis-ºv exow z2, ...?sizy orpºv Dios.-II. Pungency; both costus

“ and costamomum are said to be of a warm, pungent quality:

* IIXsig-z; & Tº; &#133; Ž24 3:42%; pºsts;ze. Toorºto; zz, evºsº.

“Galen. Gustu fervens, Pliny.—It is mentioned in the Geo

“ ponica, as one of the ingredients for making the spiced wine,

“ called 72,22s2. Lib. vii. c. 13. But the best writers on the

“ costus of the ancients think it is not ascr.tained.” F. F. Pseu

docostus nascitur in Gargano Apuliae monte.—Of the costus

brought from the East Indies there are two sorts, but seldom

more than one is found in the shops, costus dulcis officinarum :

this root is the size of a finger, consists of a yellowish woody

part inclosed within a whitish bark. . . . . the cortical part is

brittle, warm, bitterish, and aromatic, of an agreeable smell,

resembling violets or Florentine orris. New Dispensatory.—

It always contracts a bitterness, and grows black by keeping,

which probably accounts for the white being more valuable (as

Pliny says) because it is fresh. M. Geoffroi, a French acade

mician, mentioned under this article in Chambers's Dictionary,

considers it as the European elacampane root, which, he asserts,

when well fed and prepared, has the properties of the Indian

aromatic.

Costus corticosus, bark costus, has a scent of cinnamon.

45. Kürstoº. P. Cyperus.

An aromatic rush. (Plin. xxi. 18. Matthioli in Dioscor, p.
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26.) It is of use in medicine. The best from the Oasis of

Ammon, the second from IRhodes, the third from Thrace, and

the fourth from Egypt. It is a different plant from the Cypi

rus, which comes from India. See Hoffman. Chambers.

Stuckius makes it Sonchet. He cites Dioscorides, Pliny, Ga

len, Mathiolus, and Scaliger. Curcuma Zurumber.

A

46. A&32voy. *. Ladanum. D. P.

A gum or resin, from a plant called leda, lada, or ledum, a

species of cistus. It is of a black colour, from Arabia; the

East India sort is very heavy, and like a grit-stone in appear

ance. Dr. Burgess informs me that it is adulterated with pitch

from Pegu. It is collected in Crete from the beards of goats.

Plin. xxvi. 8. And Tournefort saw it obtained from the thongs

of whips lashed over the plants in the same island. It is like

wise obtained by a bow-string bound with wool, to which the

lanugo adheres. F.

47. Adºzo: zººrwoº. Laccus. Coloured Lack. D. P.

• Is a gum adhering to the small branches of trees, supposed

to be deposited by an insect. When taken off and melted it

is reddish, formed into granulated seed, in which form it is

used as lack for japanning; or into shell-lack for sealing-wax.

Pomet. b. viii. p. 200. -

A dye of the red purple (according to Ramusio, pref. to the

* Herod. lib. iii. p. 253. where he says, grant, odorific gum. See Larcher, Herod.

it is collected from goats’ beards, a most fra- tom. iii. p. 350.
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Periplôs, lacco de tingere); but Salmasius, Plin. Exercit.

p. 1160, says it is a cloth of this colour.

48. Laser. Benzoin. D.

“This appears to be the silphium found in Syria, Armenia,

“ and Africa. Dioscor. iii. 79. Laser est liquor seu lacryma,

“ Graecis Xarsgo., Latinis laser nominatur. Matthioli, Dios. in

“ voce. That is the inspissated juice. The stalk was called

“silphium ; the root, magugdaris; the leaves, maspeton.

“Theophrast. vi. 3. The Xixpig kavao, ka; orog are mentioned

“ by Hippocrates even as articles of food, and said to be taken

“largely by some, but with caution, because it was apt to

“ remain long in the body of those unaccustomed to it.

“Theophrastus mentions the stalk as food; Apicius states it

“ among the condiments of the table; Porcus lasaratus, hoedus

“ lasaratus. Perfumes were formerly used in England with

“ meat; the nobility were made sick with the perfumed viands

“ of Cardinal Wolsey.” F. F.—The country most famous for

producing it was Cyrénè in Africa, where it was so much a

staple commodity, that the Cyrenian coins were marked with

the silphium. It is now brought from Siam and Sumatra; is

used in medicine and cosmetics. See Chambers in voce, and

Gothofred, who cites Columella, vi. 17. Isid. xvii. 9. It is

vulgarly called Gum Benjamin. Pliny mentions it inter eximia

naturae dona, xxii. 23. -

49. Aſ wrix. Linen, from the Latin lintea. See Iaatiguá. P.

50. AſCavoc. Frankincense”. D. P.

51. Aſcayo. 3 ºregºrizº;. From beyond the Straits of Bab-el

Mand-eb. P. "

* Olibanus, oleum Libani.

VOL. II. 4 z
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A gum or resin sufficiently common in Europe still ; ori

ginally introduced from Arabia only, and used by the nations

on the Mediterranean under the denomination of thus and

libanus which are synonymous. Its name is derived from 15%,

laban, white, Heb. and lanº, loban, Arabic, because the purest

sort is white” without mixture. See Bochart, tom. i. p. 106.

Hence libanus and the corrupt olibanum. M. Polo calls it

emcens blanc. Bergeron's Col. p. 153. It was chiefly brought

from Hadramaut or Sagar, a tract of Arabia on the ocean.

The best sort is likewise in small round grains called xàºok,

from the Arabic nº, chonder. Bochart, ibid. But Niebuhr

says, that the libanus of Arabia at present is greatly inferior to

that brought from India, as being foul, mixed with sand and

stones; he adds also, that the plant which produces it, though

cultivated at Keschin and Schahr (Sagar) is not native, but

originally from Abyssinia. See Niebuhr, Arabia, tom. i. p. 202.

ii. p. 131. in which opinion he is supported by Bruce. See

Michaelis, Question xxix. The Arabians paid a thousand ta

lents of frankincense by way of tribute to Persia. Plin. xii. 17.

Herodot. When Niebuhr was in Arabia, the English traders

called the Arabian sort incense of frankincense, and the Indian

or better sort, benzoin, and the worst benzoin was esteemed

more than the best incense. The Arabs themselves preferred

the Indian to their own, and called it bachor Java, either be

cause it grew in that island, or was imported from Batavia.

See also d'Anville, Georg. Anc. tom. ii. p. 223.

52. Aëtz; "Taxi, txeſovo, yºvn kai &Axn; Muśwn; rº, yºvouávn; iv

Alornéxei. Glass and Porcelane made at Diospalis. P.

* It grows yellow by keeping. Dr. Burgess has many specimens of Arabian libanus.
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1st. Lithia IIyala. Several sorts of glass, paste, or

chrystal. See article A32 ºzºvá.

2d. A.3ſz Muśāz. P.

Which Salmasius says, ought always to be written morrina,

not myrrhina, myrrina, murrhina, or murrina. And he main

tains that it is certainly the Oriental porcelane. It is here evi

dently joined as the adjective to A.312, as it is afterwards (p. 28.

Peripl.) mentioned with A.Şiz évvyār, and connected in a similar

manner, A312 ºuxán zai Mešín, where it is specified as brought

down from the capital of Guzerat, Ozénè, (Ougein,) to the

port of Barygáza or Baroach. All this seems to confirm the

opinion that it was porcelane procurable in India at that time,

as it now is; and that it was brought into Egypt by the ships

that went to India. But what is more extraordinary is, that

it was imitated in the manufactories of Diospolis in Egypt, just

as our European porcelane is now formed upon the pattern of

the Chinese.

But in opposition to this opinion, Mr. Dutens, under the

article Sardonyx, supposes that stone employed and cut, to

form the Murrhina, on account of its beauty, and the great

number of strata in a small compass; that the Sardonyx was

formed into small vases, as well as various sorts of agates, there

can be little doubt; but why after cutting, it should lose the

name of sardonyx, and take that of murrhina, is still to be ex

plained ; and how they should be baked in Parthian furnaces,

or imitated at Diospolis, must likewise be inquired. The best

argument in favour of Mr. Dutens' opinion is, the connecting

it with ºvuxán in the invoice of the Periplús, Aſia ºuxſºn was

Mečán, and Lampridius likewise says of Heliogábalus, as cited

4 z 2
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by Gesner, myrrhinis et onychinis minxit. These instances are so

strong, that if the other qualities attributed to this precious com

modity could be accounted for, and rendered consistent, the suf

frage of a writer so intelligent and well informed ought to prevail.

Gesner produces a variety of authorities from Jo. Frid. Chris

tius, which confirm this opinion of Mr. Dutens, or at least

prove it a fossil. The principah one is from Pliny, xxxvii. 2.

and xxxiii. proem. Chrystallina et myrrhina ex eadem terra

fodimus, so that it is positively assserted to be a fossil from

Karmania “; while the colours assigned to it, of purple, blue,

and white, with the variegated reflexion from the mixture, suit

much better with porcelane. Martial styles it myrrhina picta,

xiii. p. 110, and notices it as capable of containing hot liquors,

a property in which it seems opposed to glass or chrystal.

Si calidum potes ardenti murra Falerno -

Convenit, et melior fit sapor inde mero.

The sapor here, and the odor mentioned by others, suit the

sardonyx no better than porcelane; but the testimony of Pro

pertius is as direct to prove it factitious, as that of Pliny to

prove it a fossil.

Murreague in Parthis pocula cocta focis, iv. 5; 26.

And to resist this evidence, Christius contends, that the Murrea

are not the same as Myrrhina; but an imitation like the Dios

polite manufactory. I am by no means qualified to decide in

this dispute, where the difficulties on either side seem unsur

mountable; but as my own opinion inclines rather in favour of

* The best porcelane, next to the Chinese, was a white marble. And Gomeroon is the

was still made at Gomeroon in 1670, as no- district of Moghostan, which joins to Kar

ticed by Fryar, p. 332. Its basis or Petuntze mania.
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porcelane, I will state my reason plainly, and leave the deter

mination to those who are better informed.

Porcelane, though it is factitious, and not a fossil, is com

posed of two materials which are fossil, the petuntze and the

clay. The former, the Chinese call the bones, and the latter

the flesh. The place of petuntze is supplied, in our European

imitations, by flints reduced to an impalpable powder; and the

vitrifaction of the petuntze or the flints in the ſurnace, gives to

porcelane that degree of translucency it possesses. The pe

tuntze is supposed to be found of late in England. Now it is

a well-known fact, that the ancient composition of porcelane

in China was said to be prepared for the son by the father, and

to lie buried for several years before it was ready for the fur

nace, and the inferiority of the modern porcelane is thought,

by the Chinese connoisseurs, to arise from the neglect of this

practice. May not this have given rise to the opinion that the

murrhina were a fossil production ?

Another consideration arises from the words employed by

Pliny to express the murrhine vessels, which are capis and abacus,

signifying, if Hardouin be correct, literally, the cup and saucer,

and the capis, which was a vessel used in sacrifices, was re

gularly a vas fictile.

But the last circumstance I shall mention is, the size of

that murrhine vessel mentioned by Pliny, which contained three

pints (sextarios). Can it be supposed that a sardonyx was ever

seen of this size 2 he adds indeed afterwards, amplitudine nus

quam parvos excedunt abacos, which, to make it consistent,

must be qualified with the exception of the former vessel that

contained three pints. He has other particulars which lead us
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again to porcelane, crassitudine raro quanta dictum est vasi

potorio; and in another passage, humorem, putant sub terra

calore densari, which he certainly applies to the concoction of

a fossil, but which bears no little resemblance to the maturing

of tile materials before mentioned.

After all, if it was a gem, it is astonishing that the sardonyx

should be mentioned by no ancient author, as appropriated to

this purpose. If it was factitious, it is equally strange, that

nothing stronger should appear on that side of the question,

than the capis of Pliny. The distinction could not have been

mistaken. The country he assigns to the production is Kar

mania, in the kingdom of Parthia, and that it came from Par

thia” into Egypt, to the countries on the Mediterranean, and

to Rome, seems evident from a variety of authorities; and that

it might well do, if we consider that Parthia communicated

with India by means of the Persian Gulph, and possibly on the

north with China “ itself, by means of the caravans. The men

tion of Karmania by Pliny, as the country where the murrhina

were obtained, favours the supposition of procuring these ves

sels from India; for the communication of Karmania with

Scindi and Guzerat is almost immediate, and certainly prior to

the navigation from Egypt to that coast. But in Guzerat they

were obtained, when the author of the Periplós was employed

in that trade; and their arrival at the market of Baroach, from

* The kingdom, not the province, as we

may see from a former citation noticing Kar

mania.

* That there was an intercourse with the

Sères on the north of the Himmalu moun

tains, and that exchange of commodities took

place at some frontier, like that between the

Russians and Chinese at Kiatcha, is evident

from Ptolemy, Pliny, and the Periples. Whe

ther the Séres were Chinese, or an interme.

diate tribe between India and China, is not

material in the present instance,
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the interior of India, may induce us to suppose, that they came

into India from the north.

The immense value of these vessels at Rome might well arise

from their scarcity. They were first seen there in the triumphal

procession of Pompey; and it must be observed that Pompey

returned from the shores of the Caspian Sea. They were after

wards introduced into use at the tables of the great, but of a

small size and capacity, as cups for drinking. Afterwards one

which held three sextarii or pints, was sold for seventy talents”,

and at length Nero gave three” hundred for a single vessel.

The extravagance of the purchaser might, in this instance, en

hance the price, but the value of the article may be better

estimated by the opinion of Augustus, who, upon the conquest

of Egypt, selected out of all the spoils of Alexandria a single

murrhine cup for his own use. Now, therefore, if the mur

rhine- was porcelane, it may be a piece of information ac

ceptable to our fair countrywomen, to know that Cleopatra

did not indeed sip her tea, but drink her Mareotick wine out

of china.

I have not been able to consult the work of Christius, but

take the account of his argument from Gesner, and I refer the

reader for further information to Gesner in voce, to Chambers's

Dictionary, to Salmasius, Plin. Exercit. and to an express dis

sertation in the Volumes of the Academy of Belles Lettres,

which I have formerly seen, but have not now an opportunity

of consulting. I recollect that it is in favour of the opinion,

that murrina and porcelane are the same.

“A. 13,562. The sums seem as immoderate for a cup of

” £. 58,125. sardonyx as for porcelane.
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53. Abſo. 3.44.29%. P. -

A transparent substance of stone or pebble, but it is pro

bably here the glass made of stone as clear and bright as chrys

tal, and the same as ‘Taxi, Hyale mentioned before. Salinasius

(p. 1096.) has a very curious quotation from the Scholiast on

Aristophanes ad Nubes, Act ii. scene 1. “We call Hyalos

“ (he says) a material made of a certain plant burnt, and

“ wasted by fire so as to enter into the composition of certain

“[glass] vessels. But the ancients appropriated the term

“ hyalos to a transparent stone called kruon, or chrystal.”—

This perfectly accords with the manufacture of glass, composed

of sand, or flints, and the ashes of a plant called kali or vi

traria in Narbonne. Salm. ibid. and Chambers in voce. But

glass has its name from glastum” or woad, the blue dye, be

cause common glass was of that colour, but the transparent

stoney glass [flint glass] here mentioned seems to take its name

[3.24 awk) transparent, and [Tax) chrystalline, from its superior

purity and imitation of the chrystal. The whole passage in the

Scholiast is interesting, and worth consulting. Nub. act. ii.

scene 1. l. 766. Tºv "Taxov Aéyetc.

“ The hyalos or chrystal is formed circular and thick for this

“ purpose [the purpose of a burning glass], which being rubbed

“ with oil and warmed, they bring near the wick of a lamp and

“light it:” [it was rubbed with oil probably to clean it, but

why warmed does not appear.] “Homer knew nothing of the

* See Vossius ad Melam, Varior, ed. 1722, sius adds, apud Cambro-Britannosisatidis pro

who cites Pliny, lib. xxii. c. 1. Simile plan- ventus glas appellatur, et caeruleum colorem.

tagini glastum in Gallia, quo Britannorum Herba isatis is woad.

eonjuges nurusque toto corpore oblite. Vos- &
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“ chrystal, but mentions amber:” [true, for with IIomer

zgürraxxo; is always ice.] -

Hence it appears that chrystal was known to Aristophanes,

and the application of it to the purposes of a burning glass;

that glass was known in the time of the Scholiast, and that

Homer knew nothing of either. The use of a pebble, or

chrystal, however, to kindle fire, is known at least as early as

the writings of Orpheus ºrigi Aſgay. And if the writings attri

buted to Orpheus be really the work of Pythagoras, or a Py

thagorean, as Cicero supposes, De Nat. Deorum, the know

ledge of this property is still very old. But Tyrwhitt has

overset all the antiquity of this Orpheus, and brings the poem

IIs...} Xſjaw down to the lower empire—to Constantius, or even

lower. See Praef. p. 10. et seq.

Why glass was so late before it was introduced to the know

ledge of the Greeks and Romans, or other nations on the

Mediterranean, seems extraordinary: but de Neri (Art de la

Verrerie, Paris, 1752) informs us, that glass is not mentioned

in the Old Testament, and appears in the New only, in the

epistles of St. Paul, St. James, and the Revelations; that of the

Greeks, Aristotle is the first who makes express mention of it,

and assigns the reason why it is transparent, and why it will not

bend, but in a dubious passage; in Rome it was but little

known before the year 536, U.C. and was not applied to the

use of windows till near the reign of Nero. Seneca, Ep. x.c.

This seems the more extraordinary as the art of making glass

was known in Egypt in the earliest times. The mummies of the

Catacombs near Memphis are ornamented with glass beads;

and it has lately been discovered that the mummies of the

Thebaid are decorated with the same material ; which carries

A. O. L. I. I. 5 A
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the invention much higher, possibly to 1600 years before our

era (Ripaud's Memoir). If this be a fact, we arrive at the

Dióspolis of Upper Egypt, the Thebes of Homer for the ori

gin of the invention, but the Dióspolis of the Periplós is in

the Lower Egypt on the Lake Mensaleh, though the name

and site is much disputed, as we learn from d’Anville, (Egypte,

p. 92,) but at Tennis on that Lake, the French found remains

of brick, porcelane, pottery, and glass of all colours, (Me

moirs, p. 223,) and at the Lower Diospolis, we find the same

substances noticed by the Periplôs with the addition of wine,

dipse, and an imitation of the murrhine vessels. Strabo in

forms us, that he conversed with the manufacturers of glass at

Alexandria, who told him that there was a hyalite earth; which

of necessity entered into their compositions of a superior sort,

and particularly in the coloured glass, but that still greater im

provements had been made at Rome, both in regard to colours

and facility of operation (lib. xvi. p. 758). The same manu

facture was continued afterwards at Tyre and Berútus; and at

Tyre it was found by Benjamin of Tudela, as late as the year

1173. (Bergeron, p. 17.) At Rome it was certainly known be

fore the second Punick war, because Seneca mentions rustici

ſtatis damnant Scipionem quod non in Caldarium suum specu

laribus diem admiserit, but this was in the bath of Sudatory;

in houses it was introduced later, vitro absconditur Camera,

Fp. 86. et quaedam demum nostra memoria prodisse scimus ut

speculariorum usum perlucente testa clarum transmittentium

lumen; but testa does not quite express glass. Martial men

tions glass applied to the hot-house or green-house, lib. 3; and

drinking glasses he calls chrystalla (lib. x. 59, Ed. Fitzger.).

Pliny also writes, maximus tamen honos est in candido trans
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lucentibus, quam proxima chrystalli similitudine, usus vero ad

potamdum argenti metalla et auri pepulit. Lib. xxxvi. 26. From

which we learn, that the Romans used drinking glasses as we

do, in preference to gold or silver, and that the material was

not vitrum, but the white flint glass like chrystal, as ours is.

Gibbon has observed, that Augustus knew not the comfort of

clean linen or glass windows, but glass windows were within a

century after his time adopted in Rome. In England we are

indebted to Theodórus, archbishop of Canterbury, who intro

duced glass windows, music, geometry, and classical learning

into England about the year 670. Beda, Ec. Hist, lib. iv.

c. 2. -

That clear or flint glass assumed its name from "Taxy, chrys

tal, is still more apparent from a passage of Diodor. Sic. lib. ii.

p. 128. ed. Wessel. where mention is made of both sorts, the

factitious and native "Texov, as he writes it. The glass coffin

of Alexander is called ‘raxſºn, by Strabo, lib. xvii. p. 794. See

Herod. iii. p. 206. et Wessel. not. et Diod. ii. p. 15.

54. Aſſo; x2xxâxyö;, x2XXzièg. P. Callain Stone.

The Lapis Callais or Callainus of Pliny is a gem of a pale

green colour found in Caucasus, Tartary, and the best sort in

Karmania ; it is called an emerald by Ramusio, and it was

possibly one of those substances which, Dutens says, the an

cients mistook for the emerald, and which he calls Peridot,

Spath, Fluor, and prime d’Emeraude, the distinctions of which

are attended to by few, except jewellers or collectors; others

think Callais and Callainus two distinct stones; the Peridot is

a pale green, inclining to yellow. Id.

5 A 2
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Salmasius writes it Callinus, and says it may be a pebble or

agate, inclosed “, and that it is loose and rattles; this Pliny

calls Cytis, xxxvii. 56. Hard. Cytis circa Copton nascitur

candida, et videtur intus habere petram quae sentiatur etiam

strepitu. - .

55. 'Aſºo; 34,129%. P. Opsian Stone.

Probably serpentine or haematite, in the opinion of Dr.

Burgess. Salmasius objects to Pliny for calling it opsidian, or

saying it was discovered by Opsidius. In Greek it is always

opsian, and is a green stone very dark, approaching to black.

It was found in the islands of Ethiopia; and from taking a

high polish was used by the emperor Domitian to face a portico,

so that from the reflection he might discover if any one was

approaching from behind. º

The opsidian stone, mentioned by Pliny, is very dark but

translucent, and a factitious sort of it which he likewise no

tices, seems very much to resemble the material of which our

brown or red tea-pots are composed. Totum rubens, atque

non translucens, haematinon appellatum. See discourse in the

Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences. . The specimens of this

stone, which I have seen, are so dark that the green cast can

only be discovered by holding them in a particular position.

The closeness of their texture seems to admit of any degree of

polish that the artist may be disposed to give them.

The specimen which I saw was brought from Egypt by a

Gentleman who had visited the country : it was esteemed such

in Egypt, and acknowledged for opsian by several of the most

* But he mentions it as a topaz, and says, blue, why not a turquoise; which is still a

there are topazes of two different colours; if favourite stone in the East.
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curious observers at Rome; and it exactly answers the descrip

tion of Isidorus, adduccd by Hardouin on this passage : est

autem, niger, interdum et virens, aliquando et translucidus,

crassiore visu. And again : obsidius lapis niger est, transluci

dus et vitri habens similitudinem. Isidor. lib. 16. Orig. cap.

15. and cap. 4. That opsian and opsidian have been con

founded, or applied to different substances, may be allowed;

but the opsidian of Pliny came from Æthiopia, and so did the

opsian of the Periplôs; and whatever be the name, the same

fossil seems to be intended. How it may be applied by others,

concerns not the present question ; and if the etymology be

Greek (from 3-tropoi or ºpiº), it might be applied to any po

lished stone which reflects images. It is used by Orpheus under

opallius, lin. 4. in what sense I pretend not to determine; but

his classing it under the opal, which is clouded, and specifying

its pitchy colour (zai Tirvo; 3&zºuz, A34, vow ºizvolo) and stone

like appearance, petrified, as he supposed, from the exudation.

of the pine, makes me suppose it the same as Pliny describes,

when he mentions the imitations of it and the stone itself: In

genere vitri et obsidiana numerantur, ad similitudinem lapidis

quem in Althiopia Obsidius invenit, nigerrimi coloris, aliquando

et translucidi crassiore visu, atque in speculis parietum pro

imagine umbras reddente. M. Dutens (p. 66.) says, it is a vol

canic glass, such as is found about Mount Etna and Mount

Vesuvius; but instead of solving the difficulty, about which,

he says, so many learned men have disputed in vain, this only

adds to it; for if it was found in Italy and Sicily, why should

it be sought for in Ethiopia, almost at the mouth of the Red

Sea, and imported from Egypt at a prodigious expence P Lord

Valentia, in a survey that he has lately made of the western
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coast of the Red Sea, has found the bay to which the opsian

stone is attributed, about eighty miles below Adooli; and it is

not impossible that some other publick spirited Englishman

may visit it again, and determine what is the opsian stone, by

some native mineral production still to be discovered on the

spot. -

56. Aſyôoç. Lygdus. P.

A beautiful white marble, or rather alabaster, used to hold

odours; Ramusio. Salmasius says, an imitation of this ala

baster “ was formed of Parian marble, but that the best and

original lygdus was brought from Arabia, that is, as noticed

in the Periplôs, from Moosa. Salm. p. 59. See Oynx.

57. Aſkov. Lycium. P. w º

A thorny plant, so called from being found in Lycia princi

pally. A juice from which was used for dying yellow, men

tioned by Pliny and Dioscórides. The women also, who af

fected golden locks, used it to tinge their hair. Salm. p. 1164.

Why this should be sought in Scindi, if it was found in Lycia,

does not appear. It is found now in the shops by the name of

the yellow-berry, box thorn, grana d'Avignon. Dr. Burgess. -

Lycium, in Pliny, is a medicine derived from the Garyophyl

lon, lib. xii, c. 15. Hardouin, who adds Lycium porro quid

sit ignorari etiam a peritis herbariis pronunciat Anguillara, lib.

de Simplic. pars ii. p. 62. Nos Clusio credimus esse Hacchic

Goanorum.

58. Awiſks. Lodices. P.

Quilts or coverlids. -

r

* w • aw v > w

# Tro)\?\oºt a 7 Not co., Eyró7riot.

Coverlids plain and of the country manufacture at Moosa.

* Unguenta optime servantur in alabastris. Plin. lib. xiii. p. 3.
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59. Magyatſrat, p. 84. D. P.

Pearls", fished for near Cape Comorin, where the fishery still

continues, or at the Lackdive islands, formed a great article of

commerce on the coast of Malabar.

60. Max2:20aoy. Malábathrum. D. P. Betel.

In order to avoid the confusion of ancient authors, we must

consider this article under two heads:

First, as an Unguent, Odour, or Perfume;

Secondly, as the Betel.

First, as an unguent or perfume, it is certainly assumed by

Horace: -

Coronatus nitentes

Malobathro Syrio capilios. Hor. lib. ii. ode vii. 89.

and by Pliny “when he makes it, with all the fragrant odours

of the East, enter into the royal unguent of the kings of Persia.

(Lib. xiii. c. 2) And again (lib. xii. c. 12, or 26 Hardouin,)

where he mentions the nard of Gaul, Crete, and Syria; the

last agreeing with the Syrian odour of Horace, and almost

ascertaining the error of confounding spikenard with the betel.

So likewise (ib. xii. c. 59.) Hard. Dat. et malobathron Syria

ex qua exprimitur oleum ad ungtienta; but in the same chapter

* Pearls sold in India for three times their

weight of pure gold. Ar. Ind. c. viii. in fine.

* It appears by Pliny, lib. xiii. c. 2. that

almost all the fragrant odours of the East en

tered into the composition of their ungtients.

rn the royal Persian unguent no less than

twenty-six odours are enumerated, and among

them the malóbathron, which is not so pro

perly an odour as a stimulant, if it be the

betre. But it is frequently confounded with the

spikenard, the first of odours, which is pre

eminently called folium, or the leaf, in oppo

sition to costus, or the root. But the arecka-nut

being wrapt in the betel leaf has probably

given rise to the mistake. See Pliny, lib. xii.

c. 12. where the hadrosphaerum, mesosphae

rum, microsphaerum—all distinctions of the

betel, are falsely applied to the spikenard.

3.
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he says, sapor ejus nardo similis esse debet sub linguá; and (lib.

xxiii. c. 48. Hard.) oris et halitàs suavitatem commendat lin

gua subditum folium : in which sense, as Dioscórides also tes

tifies, it is a masticatory, and not an unguent. Added to this,

he applies the titular distinction of hadrosphaerum, mesosphaerum,

and microsphaerum to the spikenard (lib. xii. 26. Hard.) which

Salmasius, Matthioli, and almost all the commentators, agree in

assigning specifically to the betel; and to the betel, betre, or

petros, they are applied in the Periplôs. (p. penult.) The error of

Pliny, and his fluctuation in making it both an unguent and

a masticatory, arises from his considering the spikenard to be

the leaf, «ar oxºv (which it is not, but a root), and not con

sidering, or not knowing, that the betel is, above all others, the

leaf, used witi, the areka-nut, and the constant masticatory of

the Orientals from Malabar to Japan.

Secondly, that it is a masticatory is confirmed by Dioscó

rides ; for he says (Özrotégral & 17 724a an 74°, evočizy s-ágarº), it is

placed under the tongue to sweeten the breath, and it has

(ºvopºly Tào, tug-ouczotégor) the virtue of strengthening the stomach.

If any native of the East were at this day asked the properties

of betel, no doubt he would specify these two particulars above

all others. But it should seem that Disoscórides was aware of

the confusion caused by mistaking the nard for the betel; for he

commences his account by saying, that some believe the mala

bathrum to be the leaf of the nard, deceived by the similarity

of the odour ; but the fact is far otherwise. (See Matthioli,

p. 40.) -

The author of the Periplás knew that Petros was the leaf,

and that when the whole composition was made up together,

it was called Malábathrum ; for he mentions the method of

-
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obtaining it by the Séres from the Sésatae, and their exporta

tion of it again. (p. ult.) We know likewise that the procuring

it at the extremity of the East, is consonant to modern observa

tion ; for though it is used in India, it is indispensable in all

ceremonies in Ava, Pegu, China, and the islands of Java, Su

matra, &c. It is now well known to consist of the areka-nut,

the betel-leaf, a mixture of lime from sea-shells, and some

times with the addition of odoriferous drugs. The areka-nut

has the appearance of an oblate nutmeg, hard as horn, and

when cut, resembling the nutmeg in its mottled appearance.

Dr. Burgess informs me, that the unripe nutmeg is sometimes

pressed, and an aromatic liquid procured, fragrant in the

highest degree, which perhaps may have some relation to the

perfumed unguent of the ancients. The betel is a species of

the pepper-plant, and the lime is called chinam, the use of

which turns the teeth black; and black teeth consequently,

from the universality of the practice, are the standard of ele

gance in all those countries where the usage prevails. For the

natural history of the ingredients, and the ceremonies attending

the custom, I refer to Sir G. Staunton's Chinese Embassy,

vol. i. 272. ; Mr. Marsden's Sumatra, p. 242. ; and Mr. Tur

ner's Embassy to Thibet, pp. 285. 343.

The name of this masticatory varies in different countries, but

its Arabick name is Tembul, Tembal, or Tambal; and from

tamala, added to betre or bathra, tamala-bathra is derived, and

the malá-bathra of the ancients, according to the opinion of

Salmasius.-" But Stephens (in voce) gives a different etymo

“ logy : Ferunt apud Indos nasci in ea regione quae Malabar

“ dicitur, vernaculá ipsorum linguà Bathrum, sive Bethrum,

“ appellari, inde Graecos composita voce nominasse Maxa,62% v.”

VOL. II, 5 B
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T. F. What adds to the probability of this is, that the coast

was called Malè, till the Arabs added the final syllable. And

let it not be thought fantastical, if we carry our conjectures

farther east—to the country of the Malays, in the Golden

Chersonese ; for in that part of the world the custom is far

more prevalent, and there the best ingredients are still pro

cured. The Malays were not unknown, by report at least, to

the Greeks; for Ptolemy has a Malai-oo-Colon (Maxate zºov

&zgow, p. 176.), not far from the Straits of Malacca, the country

of the Malays. -

From the practice of the natives, another circumstance oc

curs worthy of remark; for it is said, “Sinae in mutuis visita

“ tionibus folia betel manu tement, ac cum Areka et calce in

“ patinis ligneis in benevolentiae signum offerunt hospiti ; dum

“utuntur, primo parum Arekae mandunt, mox folium betel

‘ calci illitum, evenptis prius nervis ungue pollicis, quem prop

“ terea longum atque acutum habent.” Nieuhoff, pars ult.

Legat. Batav. p. 99. F. F.—I owe this curious passage to the

suggestion of Dr. Falconer, and I cannot help thinking that it

corresponds with the expression in the Periplôs, ižºvldcavre;

waxdue; ré, Afyou£ve; Héree; ; ex arundinibus illis quas petros ap

pellant nervis fibrisque eatractis; though applied to the making

up of the composition, rather than the use of it.

The account of the ingredients must be left for the natural

historians to develope ; but the classical history of them, such

as I have been able with the assistance of my friends to collect,

has been drawn from Dióscorides, Pliny, Matthioli, Salmasius,

Stuckius, and the other authorities cited, with much labour

and attention; and if it contributes to remove the obscurity in

which the question was involved, let it not be received as a
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tedious discussion, but as the effort of an author, who was en

gaged in the inquiry, before he was aware that an acquaint

ance with natural history would become so material a part of

his duty.

62. M&zig. Macer. P.

An aromatic from India; the bark red, the root large. The

bark used as a medicine in dysenteries. Plin. xii. 8. Salm.

1802.

63. Margaritat. D. P. Pearls.

The Pearl Fishery is mentioned in the Periplôs, both at

Bahrein in the Gulph of Persia, and at the Island of Ceylon;

but I am obliged to Mr. Falconer for pointing out “the autho

“ rity of Pliny, lib. ix. 35. or 54 Iſard. and lib. vi. 22. or 24

“ Hard. ; the former of which is of importance, as marking out

“ not only the fishery at Ceylon, but at Perimoola, and the

“ Sinus Perimoolus.” F. For the Perimoola of Ptolemy is not

far from the Straits of Malacca, and approaches (though not

nearly) to the Sooloo Fishery of Mr. Dalrymple. Whether

pearls are still taken in the Gulph of Siam or Cambodia, I am

not informed, but they might well be brought thither from

Borneo ; and the information is highly interesting. In the

same passage it is noticed by Pliny: Principium ergo, cul

mengue omnium rerum pretii, Margaritae tenent. But it is not

true that the pearl sold higher at Rome than the diamond ; for,

lib. xxxvii. c. 4. the diamond has the highest value ; the pearl,

the second ; and the emerald, the third.

64. Marucorum Lana. D. Wool of Marucori.

The text is corrupt. Ramusio joins it with the following

article, Fucus, which he reads Marucorum Succus; but what

5 B 2
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what it means is not easily discoverable. Dr. Falconer, with

great appearance of probability, supposes it to be the wool of

the Thibet sheep, of which shawls are made.

65. Møzzigzi. P.

Rnives or canjars worn at the girdle.

66. Mexić tºo. 2.2×zº. P.

Brass” or copper, prepared, as Ramusio says, for vessels of

cookery. But rather for ornaments of women, as bracelets,

anklets, and collars. No usage of Mexiépôa, occurs elsewhere;

but metals were prepared with several materials to give them

colour, or make them tractable or malleable. Thus zox33xta.

in Hesychius was brass prepared with ox's gall to give it the

colour of gold, and used like our tinsel ornaments or foil for

stage dresses and decorations. Thus common brass was neither

ductile nor malleable, but the Cyprian brass was both. And

thus, perhaps, brass, ºxſetóz, was formed with some prepara

tion of honey. Pliny uses coronarium possibly in reference to

the same application of it as Hesychius mentions, and seems

to use Cyprium in the sense of copper. Cyprium regulare is

the best copper, and every metal is called regulare when puri

fied, omne, purgatis diligentius igni vitiis, excoctisque, re

gulare est. And again Cyprium tenuissimum quod coronarium

vocant, xxxiii. 9.

67. Mix co.2 &uivoy 73 *uro, a cºx264. D. P.

Honey from canes. Sugar.

In Arabic, shuker, which the Greeks seem first to have met

with on the coast of Arabia, and thence to have adopted the

* This article is very dubious.
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Arabic name. It is here mentioned on the coast of Africa,

where the Arabians likewise traded, and either imported it

themselves from India, or found it imported ; it was evidently

not found in that age growing in Africa. The Sanskreet name

of sugar is ich-shu-casa, and from the two middle syllables the

Arabic shuka, or shuker. As. Research. iv. 231. See Du

Cange, article Cannamele, Cannae Mellis, mentioned by Al

bertus Aquensis, William of Tyre, and others, as introduced

from the East into Cyprus, Sicily, &c. in their age.

68. Mixò orov. IIoney Lotus. P.

The lotus or nymphaea of Egypt. The stalk contains a sweet

and eatable substance, considered as a luxury by the Egyptians,

and used as bread ; it was sometimes carried to Rome, and the ,

Periplôs makes it an article of importation at Barygáza. It ap

pears also to have been used as provision for mariners; and if

this was the favourite bread of Egypt, in preference to grain,

Homer might well speak of it as a luxury and delicacy; but his

lotus.“ is generally supposed to be the fruit of a tree, by our

African travellers. Authors differ, some asserting that it is still

common in the Nile, others saying that the lotus now found

there has neither pulp nor substance.

69. Méraža. See Nºwo, Xngizºv. D. P.

70. Mozgóre Sukiaux. D. P.

An incense called mocrotus or mocroton.

71. Moxéxiva. P.

Coarse cottons of the colour of the mallow. Others read

Movax, either single threaded or of one colour.

* See Rennel on Africa, Geog, of Herodotus.
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Coarse cotton dyed of a whitish purple, and therefore called

molochina from Mox3xx, mallows. Wilford, Asiat. Dissertation.

vol. ii. p. 233. -

Paolino interprets Molochina, tele finissime dipinti e richa

mente, p. 95. i. e. chintz. Muslins are said to derive their

name from Mosul, because they were brought from thence by

caravans into Europe. (Marco Polo, lib. i. c. 6.) But there

is a distant resemblance between Molochina and muslins, and

the Greeks had no soft sound of ch. If there is any name in

the native language similar to either, we ought rather to seek for

an Oriental derivation than a Greek one. At the same time it

may be considered, that purple cottons might have as general a

sale formerly, as blue Surats have now.

72. Méxwºo;. Lead. P.

73. Mord. P.

A species of cinnamon. See Karaiz.

74. Mſgow. D. P.

Myrrh or oil of myrrh “.

A gum or resin issuing from a thorn in Arabia, Abyssinia,

&c. Bruce has given an account of the plant; he says it is

originally from Africa, and that the Arabian myrrh is still an

inferior sort. See Bruce, Chambers, and Salmasius.

75. Muggſ?. See A16ix Muśwº.

Porcelane. See Gesner and Chambers in voce.

N

76. Nagłoś. D. P. Nardi Stachys, Nardi Spica, in the Di

gest. Spikemard. *

* The African is best; the Abyssinian, Arabian, and Indian, worst. Dr. Burgess,

7
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This article appears under another form, and as if it were a

different article in the Digest, No. 3. The Nardi Stachys is

No. 5, but under No. 3 we read -

Folium

1. Pentasphaerum.

2. Barbaricum.

3. Caryophyllum.

The two first of which may be interpreted in conformity to

the authorities which follow : 1. Folium Pentasphaerum, Betel.

2. Folium Barbaricum, spikenard ; but the third is the Clove,

and is not related to the other two folia or leaves, unless it were

introduced into the rescript of the Digest, from the custom

house at Alexandria, because it was a compound of puxxov, a

leaf. Caruo-phullon, the nut leaf, is a name applied to the

pink flower, because the sheath which encloses the flower is

scolloped and jagged like the sheath of a nut. Whether this

was transferred to the clove itself, on account of the angular

points at the head of the clove, or nail; or whether to the plant,

I am not able to determine. (See article Caryophyllon); but

Nágºcs is the spikenard called Folium Barbaricum, because it

was obtained at Barbarikè, the port of Scindi; and Folium

Gangiticum, because it was likewise procured at the Ganges,

that is in Bengal; Nºo; yaravik; also, as it appears in the

Periplôs (p. 32.), by the general consent of the commentators,

is read, Nº.8%; Tayyirikº, and confirmed by the Periplós itself,

p. 36, by Pliny and Dioscórides.

No Oriental aromatic has caused greater disputes among the

critics, or writers on Natural History, and it is only within

these few years that we have arrived at the true knowledge of
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this curious odour, by means of the inquiries of Sir William

Jones and Dr. Roxburgh. *

Their account is contained in the fourth volume of the Asiatic

Researches, and Dr. Roxburgh was so fortunate at last as to

obtain the plant in a state of perfection, of which he has given

a drawing that puts an end to all controversy on the subject.

The nard has the addition of spike from the Latin spica, an

ear of wheat, which, according to Dr. Roxburgh's drawing, it

perfectly resembles. And this adjunct is found also in its

Arabic name, sumbul; and in its Shanskreet appellation, Jatá

mánsſ; as also its Persic title khústah, all signifying spica.

Sir William Jones, Asiat. Res. iv. 117. says, it is a native of

Budtan, Népal, and Morang; and that it is a species of Va

lerian. It is remarkable that he had himself seen a resem

blance of it in Syria, as the Romans or Greeks mention Syria

as one of the countries where it is found; but Ptolemy gives it

its true origin in these tracts of India. A specimen was brought

down to Calcutta from Boudtan, at the request of Sir William

Jones, and the agents of the Deva Raja called it pampi;

but it was not in flower. Some dried specimens of it looked

like the tails of ermines, but the living ones, as Dr. Roxburgh

afterwards found, rise from the ground like ears of wheat. It

answers the description of Dioscórides. It is weaker in scent

than the Sumbul spikenard of Lower Asia when dry, and even

lost much of its odour between Boudtan and Calcutta. The

odour is like the scent of violets; but the living plant is for

bidden to be brought out of Boudtan. It was, however, pro

cured by the intervention of Mr. Purling, the English resident;

and was at last received in its perfect form by Dr. Roxburgh,

who has described it botanically. As. Res. iv. 733.

*
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In the age of the Periplôs it was brought from Scindi, and

from the Ganges; which, according to Sir William Jones, we

ought to conclude would be the natural port for it, as coming

from Boudtan. This authorizes the change of reading from

7&ravik: [gapanika,] to yayyirikº, [gangitika,] more especially

as it is mentioned at the Ganges, and the most fanciful in

quirer would hardly refer Gapanika to Japan.

Other particulars occur in Pliny which are worthy of re

mark; for he describes the nard with its spica, mentioning

also that both the leaves and the spica are of high value,

and that the odour is the prime in all unguents. The price an

hundred denarii for a pound. But he afterwards visibly con

founds it with the malobathrum or betel, as will appear from

his usage of hadrosphaerum, mesosphaerum, microsphaerum,

terms peculiar to the betel.

Hoffman in voce Foliatum, writes, Folium catasphaerum est

Folium Malabathri quod inde a tºtal, i. e. pilulae conficerentur.

Polium vero Barbaricum, id quod Indicum, Graeci recentiores

nominarunt quod ex India deferretur per Barbaricum Sinum.

F. F. - But it is not the Barbaricus Sinus on the coast of Africa

that is meant, but the port Barbarikè in the Delta of the

Indus. There the Periplôs finds the spikenard, which is the

folium Indicum. Folium catasphaerum, hadrosphaerum, &c.

is the betel-leaf. Hoffman adopts Salmasius's opinion in regard

to the mistake of Pliny: he seems to think that the maloba

thrum, as well as the folium, was confounded with the spike

nard. If so, the malobathrum Syrium of Horace is the un

guent of spikenard, which, according to Sir W. Jones, is found

in Syria as well as in India.

WOL. II. 5 C
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The characteristic name of the nard is folium “, the leaf,

pre-eminently in contradistinction to costus, the root, both as

the prime odours of their two sorts, the root and the leaf.

Dr. Falconer has justly cautioned me to be sure that the nard

of Pliny is the leaf. I know no more of natural history than I

have obtained from the authorities here cited ; but that Pliny

mentions both the spica and the folium of the nard, is certain;

and by his expressions I understand, that what we now know to

be the root, he supposed to be the growth. Cacumina in aristas

se spargunt, assuredly expresses something above ground; ideo

gemina dote nardi spicas ac folia celebrant, as evidently ex

presses that spicae and folia are parts of the nard. But that

Pliny was mistaken, and that the spica was really the root,

cannot be doubted, after the account that Dr. Roxburgh has

given. It is clear also from the authorities adduced by Dr. F.

that the ancients were well informed of this. “In one of the

“receipts for the Theriaca Andromachi, Nagłoio re eſſay Ivºr.

$6 Nagºe gaxus, 7 fºx ravrn; Seºuzive Pew zara, Tgwrºv arostaqw.

“Aeginet. lib. vii. Galen speaks of it as a root: su roigray 3,

“ ” tºº. ovyywoºzewn *wausww. And Arrian : exeiv 3. Tºv “grºov Tavrºv

T8 Natºe tºv, 7roXXny re zoº evoorkov, xz. Tavrºv quxxeyev re;

* Powikas. And Galen, lib. xii. de Antidotis, c. 14. stºn; 3s

“ rº; reoyeytautasync o Avēeopaxos Ivölzny Nagłow x5X5ues 8axsw, wires

zai goºvy ovouzºoksv No.gºov, xal rol eſſay ovaray, 270 tºns ºrgo; re;

as-wºvac opioiornto;, xara rºw woetry. To these may be added

“ the testimony of the moderns; Murray, Apparat. Medic.

“ vol. v. pp. 445, 446. Lewis, Mat. Med. and the following

“ note from Bodaeus, which perhaps best solves the question:

44

tº

* Salmasius, p. 1065, is clearly of opinion, folium to nard. He says it is always peculiar

that Pliny is regularly mistaken in applying to malobathrum betel.

- 3
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“In Indica Nardo, salvo meliore judicio, spica dicitur cauli

“culus, multis capillaceis foliolis obsitus, ad instar aristarum;

“ nec de nihilo aut immerito Graeci antiquissimi, Romani et

“Arabes Nardo illi Spica appellationem imposuerunt. Radix

“ quidem est, sed quae cauliculum e terra emittat, aliquando

“ plures ex una radice capillaceis densis aristatisque foliolis

“ vestitos. Not. in Theophrast. p. 1018.” F. F. Add to this

the testimony of Dr. Roxburgh, and it will appear evidently

that Pliny was mistaken. Another medical friend informs me,

“ that the matted fibres, which are the part chosen for medi

“ cinal purposes, are supposed by some to be the head, or

“ spike of the plant, by others, the root—they seem rather to

“ be the remains of the withered stalks, or ribs of the leaves;

“ sometimes entire leaves and pieces of stalks are found among

“ them.” Is not this the origin of Pliny’s mistake, which Dr.

Roxburgh sets at rest ? and may not these leaves and stalks be

purposely left to increase the weight and price; or even to de

ceive, as the natives are so jealous of their plant P All this

accords with the quotation of Dr. F. from Bodaeus.

But there is still a more remarkable particular in Pliny, which

is, that he manifestly copies the Periplôs in the three places

which he allots for the markets of the spikenard; for he men

tions Patala at the head of the Delta “” in Scindi, corre

spondent to the Barbarika of the Periplôs; and another sort

which he calls Ozaenitides, evidently agreeing with the mart of

Ozéne (p. 27, Peripl.); and a third sort named Gangitic, from

the Ganges, answering to gapanic, for which all the com

mentators agree in reading Gangitic. Very strong proofs these,

* Whether this in Pliny does not apply to costus 2

5 C 2
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that Pliny had seen this journal and copied from it; as he men

tions nothing of Ozéne in his account of the voyage, and only

catches Ozaenítides here incidentally. See Salmasius, p. 1059:

et seq. who is very copious on the subject, and has exhausted

all that the ancients knew of this aromatig”.

70. Naſrxtoc, p. 27. Nauplius. P. - *

It seems to be an inferior tortoise-shell from the context,

which runs thus, zoº xixdºwn 3,40080; Hero: Tây'Ivºzºv zai voſºrato;

&xtyo;, i. e. tortoise-shell of superior kind, but not equal to the

Indian ; and a small quantity of that species called nauplius.

It may, however, be a different commodity; but I cannot

trace it in Pliny, unless it be the shell of that fish he calls

nauplius, lib. ix. c. 30. or 49 Hard. which seems a species

of the nautilus; but which Hardouin says, does not sail in its

own shell, but a borrowed one. -

71. Nºwo, Xngºv. T). P.

Sewing silk, or silk thread, from China. If this passage be

correct, it proves that silk was brought into India from China,

as early as the age of the Periplôs. Nºuz can hardly be applied

to a web, it seems always to be thread.

It is called ºraća by Procopius and all the later writers, as

well as by the Digest, and was known without either name to

Pliny; for he says, the women who wrought it had the double

trouble of untwisting the ‘silk thread, and then weaving it up

into a manufacture. Unde geminus nostris foeminis labor, re

dordiendi fila rursumque texendi. See Procop. Anced. p. 3.

Zonaras ad Concil. p. 231. And for the history of the silk

trade at Tyre, see Procop. Hist. Arc. p. 73. Justinian ruined

* It resembles the tail of a small animal, in Dr. Burgess’s Collection.
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the trade at Tyre, and yet sent the Monks to bring the worm

from the East. Procop. de Bello Goth. iv. 17. p. 613. Byz.

Hist. See Gibbon.

- Avrº 3e égly z wēraža, eº; tºar rºw ea 97Tc, egyzºa 92, my 7tzXozu

EXX ſys; Mn3rry exa7,8w, Taºyuy 3s Xingzºv ovokzſerw. Procop. Persic.

& Vandal. lib. iv. Merºz sera cruda. Du Cange. F. Un

wrought silk is called 'Egoy in the Periplôs.

Iºatiz to ex META=HX ty Bºgºtá, Pāv xx; Tſº Tráxeciv 17: Dowſºn:

ity&rºa ik taxaig Siaºs, 3, 3e Tetºv wroë, kai ºutagyo wai rexpirz.

wrºvºz to 2.Ézo.9ew dway. Procop. Anec. p. iii. Hist. Arc. p. 8.

. The manufactures had been long established at Berätus and

Tyre. The web was formed from the metaxa ; may we not

call it organzine silk P. The price of the metaxa was raised.

by the taxes imposed in Persia; and, upon the manufacturers,

raising the price, Justinian fixed a maximum and ruined the

trade.

O,

72. "O64ylov. Muslin. P.

1st sort. 'Ivözöv to Tazrörsgow i Aeyouávn Movox.

Wide India muslins called Monakhè, that is, of the very best;

and finest sort; particularly fine.

2d sort. Xayuaroyńwn.

Which is evidently the cotton too ordinary to spin, and made

use of only for stuffing of cushions, beds, &c. The Greek term

is derived from X2 raw, to stuff, Xaywarz, stuffing, or things

stuffed. The article in the Periplūs would be better read

sayparoyºn, the sort of cotton used for stuffing. Marco Polo,

lib. iii. c. 29. says, Il Bambagio che si cava di quello, cosi
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vecchi non e buon de filare, ma solamente per coltre. And

Strabo ; iz rºrs 3: [the cotton plant] Néaºxo; ©nal, rol, ivºreſs:

orwöðva; Upaſuso 32, Tº: & Maxsºvo; divri xv.2@dºwy avroic xºrbal, xx;

17, Xoyuatoroynç. Fine muslins are made of cotton ; but the

Macedonians used cotton for flocks, and stuffing of couches.

Mr. Marsden, p. 126. notices the cotton used only for this

purpose in Sumatra as the Bombax Ceiba; and Percival men

tions the same in Ceylon, p. 328. See also Dampier, New

Holland, p. 65. and Voyage, p. 165. 'O66voy is from 3%, n, the

thin inner garment of women, corresponding to the x-ray

of men. Hom. Il. E. 595. Meursius proposes Eaywaroyovyn,

vestis pellicia. F.

Monakhè, single.

3d sort. Xučaſov.

Coarse muslins, or rather coarse cottons, called at present

dungarees; Wilford, As. Dissert. vol. ii. p. 233. to which mo

nakhè is opposed as a finer sort.

73. Oiyog. Wine. P.

1. Aao?znvès. Wine of Laodicéa, in Syria. Syria is still

famous for its wine. Volney, tom. ii. p. 69. Strabo.

d'Anville Geog. An. ii. 134.

2. Iraxix};. Italian Wine. P.

3. Agačizèc. Arabian Wine. P. It is dubious whether

it may not be palm or toddy wine, it seems to have

been a great article of commerce.

74. "Oppa!: Aiorwoxirix}. Dipse, Rob of Grapes from Dios

polis. P.

For the explanation of this article I am wholly indebted to

Dr. Falconer, and return my thanks to him more particularly,
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as it was the commencement of his correspondence. He ob

served to me, that it was the dipse of the Orientals, and still

used as a relish all over the East. Dipse is the rob of grapes

in their unripe state, and a pleasant acid. I have found many

authorities to confirm his suggestion. Pliny, v. 6. xii. 19.

xii. 27. xiv. 9. xxiii. called by Columella, Sapa vini. See also

Shaw. Dr. Russel's Aleppo, p. 58. and Pocock, i. p. 58. made

at Faiume, and called Becmas, or Pacmas. Iter Hierosol. ex

uvarum acinis Mauris Zibib vel Zibiden dictum, p. 357, ex

acinis succum exprimunt, coquuntdue, donec ad spissitudinem,

instar mellis ebullierit, Pacmas id Arabicë vocant, nos de

frutum, Itali mosto” cotto, mustum coctum, eoque in cibis

pro intinctu utuntur, nonnulli aquà multà dilutum bibunt, id.

p. 387. Ebn Haukal likewise describes it, and calls it Doushab,

made at Arghan in Susiana.

75. Onya Arabicus. D. Arabian Onya. -

This article stands in the Digest so unconnected with all that

precedes and follows it, that Ramusio, in order to make it a

drug, reads it Gum Arabic; and I can hardly think otherwise

than that it is a corruption, and that some aromatic produce of

Arabia is meant; but what, it is impossible to determine. Mr.

Falconer is persuaded “that it is the Onyx used as a box to

“ contain odours or perfumes, the same as the Alabaster of

“ Scripture, Luke, vii. 37. and Pliny, lib. xxxvi. c. 8. or 12

“ Hardouin, strongly confirms this opinion, for there the Onyx

* The mustard which we use (pro intinctu) the plant we call mustard,) till at length the

was originally from Italy, and was, in its un- adulteration supplanted the genuine Mustum

adulterated state, the must of new wine : it ardens, Mosto che arde.

was afterwards quickened with the Sinapi, (or

*
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“ is said to be found in Arabia, and to be the same as Ala

“ bastrites, and to be excavated for the purpose of containing

“ unguents or perfumes; and so Horace, Nardi parvus onyx

“eliciet cadum.” F. I have nothing to object to this but

the context.

76. 'Orária, p. 27. Awls or bodkins. P.

An article in trade on the coast of Africa, as needles are at

this day.

77. 'Océxaxzog. Mountain Brass.

Used for Ornaments, and divided into small pieces or par

cels by way of coin. Ramusio calls it white copper, copper

from which the gold and silver has not been well separated in

extracting it from the ore. It is sometimes written, in other

authors, Aurichalcum ; and in the trade of Adooli, where it

occurs, I could have wished to have interpreted it Gold, still

formed into parcels or ounces instead of coin, and current in

Abyssinia. It is extraordinary that gold does not occur as an

export from any of the African marts throughout the Periplôs.

See Peri pl. p. 4. 'AbovXii. 'Ogºix2xxo; & x;&vra. 786; zówkov xzi is

avyxozºv ºvri vowitHaroº.

* II

Rard,

*}º }o Tygers, Leopards, Panthers.

U Pantherae .

Leones

ULeande

79. IIa8%wo ivºeſ. P.

}D. Lions and Lionesses.
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Handsome women slaves for the haram are mentioned as in

tended for presents to be sent up to the Indian sovereign, whose

capital was Ozéuè or Ougein.

80. Pelles Babylonica. D.

Parthica.

Hides from Babylonia or Parthia, possibly dyed like Turkey

or Morocco leather; but Q. P Possibly furs or peltry P

81. IIexiſza. P.

Small hatchets or axes for the African trade.

82. Pentasphatrum. Folium Pentasphatrum. D. Nard.

See article Nard. Mr. Falconer thinks that Pliny has not

confounded the Folium or leaf of the Nard with the Betel as

Salmasius asserts; but that he takes the leaves from three dif

ferent parts of the plant, the large making the least valuable

odour, and the smaller leaves the best; hence, the distinction of

hadrosphaerum, mesosphaerum, microsphaerum, and that the

pentasphaerum of the Digest is still an inferior sort. Of this I

am no competent judge, but I think it strange that the distinc

tions of Hadrosphaerum, &c. should be applied by the ancients.

both to the Betel, as they are by the Periplôs, and to the

Spikenard as they are by Pliny, if this opinion be founded.

Pliny, lib. xxiii. 4. has certainly copied the same authorities as

Dioscórides, for he makes malóbathrum a masticatory to.

sweeten the breath, and an odour to put among clothes, as we

sometimes put lavender; both which particulars are in Dio

scórides, but lib. xii. 59. Hard. it is a tree found in Syria.

and Egypt as well as India. It is much more probable that

Mr. Falconer should be right, than one who is little acquainted

VOL. I [.. 5 D
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with Natural History, but my doubts concerning Pliny's con

fusion are not removed.

83. Héreet. Pepper. D. P.

Imported from the coast of Malabar, as it still is ; the native

term on the coast is pimpilim ; Salm. p. 1070, or the Sanskreet,

pipali. As. Res. vol. iv. p. 234. The pepper coast is called

in Arabic beled-el-fulful. D'Anville, Ind. p. 218.

- It was found by the Greeks from Egypt, first in Ethiopia,

as an article of commerce brought thither by the Arabs, but

was known in Greece much earlier.

Two sorts are distinguished in the Periplôs, “and recognized

“ by Theophrastus, lib. ix. c. xxii. sgoyyāow round, and dropºze;

“ long. And by Dioscórides, the Betel is likewise a species

“ of the pepper. Porro Betle foliis Piperis adeo similia sunt,

“ut alterum ab altero vix discerni queat, nisi quod Piperis

“ folia paulo duriora sunt, et nervi excurrentes paulo majores.

“ Bodaeus a Stapel in Theophrastum.” F. F.

1. Kortovo.gºv. P.

From Cottonara, the kingdom of Canara, according to Ren

nell, which is still the principal mart for pepper, or at least

was so before the English settled in Sumatra. This is the black

pepper. See Marsden's Sumatra, p. 117. White pepper is

the black stripped of its outward coat.

2. Mazgov. P.

Long pepper”, so called from its form being cylindrical, an

inch and an half long. It consists of an assemblage of grains

* Tabaxir is the common long pepper.
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or seeds joined close together. It resembles the black pepper,

but is more pungent, and it is a species of the East India

pepper, totally distinct from the Cayenne, and used for the

purpose of adulteration. This is the reason that we buy pepper

ground, cheaper than whole.

84. IIsgºwara. P.

Girdles or sashes, and perhaps distinguished from the fol

lowing article, as appropriate to men.

85. IIzzuzi di čºval. P.

Sashes of an ell long, as ºval, more applicable to women,

of a different make or ornament. .

86. IIvvizèv. D. P.

Pearls, or the pearl oyster. See the fishery at Cape Co

morin. -

87. IIog pſex 3&téga. xxi xuāia, p. 35. P.

Purple cloth of two sorts, fine and ordinary. An article of

trade at Moosa in Arabia.

--

88. IIorºix, Drinking Wessels. P.

Xaxx2, Brass. P.

Xrgoyyúa, Round. P. .

Meydaa, Large. P.

Probably all three epithets apply to the same vessel. An

article of import on the coast of Africa.

89. IIve?; aſyo;.. P. - -

Wheat in small quantities, imported into Omana, or Oman

in Arabia.

5 D 2
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P

90. 'Pyózsgo;. Rhinoceros. P.

The horn or the teeth, and probably the skin, imported from

the coast of Abyssinia, where Bruce found the hunting of this

animal still a trade, which he has described in all of its branches,

vol. iv.

X

91. 24,7242. P.

Boats or small vessels used on the coast of Cochin for con

veying the native commodities from the interior to the ports,

and sometimes along the coast from Malabar to Coromandel

and the contrary. -

92. Xayo Agrivonrikº, yeyvappāvol x2, &etappévol, p. 14. P.

Rugs or cloaks made at Arsinoe (Suez), dyed, and with a

full knap.

93. Xavºaçãºn. P.

Red pigment, Salm. p. 1155. found in gold and silver mines.

Pliny. Ore of Cinnabar. Dr. Burgess. Sandaracham et

Ochram Juba tradit in insula rubri maris Topazo nasci, inde

nunc pervehuntur ad nos. Plin. xxxv. 22. Hard.

94. Eaxxagº. D. P. Sugar.

Made at Tyre in the 12th century. Benjamin of Tudela.

Bergeron, p. 17. But when first planted in Europe, dubious.

See article 67.
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95. 24rtsto;. Sapphire Stone. D. P. -

The ancients distinguished two sorts of dark blue or purple,

one of which was spotted" with gold. Pliny says, it is never

pellucid, which seems to make it a different stone from what is.

now called sapphire. Dutens says, the true azure sapphire was

consecrated to Jupiter by the ancients.

96. Sarcogalla”, or Sarco-colla. D.

A styptic, from X.28% and zoxxda, to unite the flesh ; that is, to

draw the lips of the wound together, and heal it. Supposed to

be gum Arabic by some ; but others say, from a tree in Persis.

Ramusio reads the text without any notice of al chelucia or

sarcogalla, and concludes all three under the following article,

which is read onyx Arabicus, but which he reads gum Arabic,

meaning, perhaps, to render the three consistent; and a drug

seems more requisite than the onyx-stone; but see Onyx Arab.

Dr. Falconer says, the sarco-colla is not gum Arabic; but

adds, that it is well known in the shops, though the tree, or

country which produces it, is not known. See Chambers in

voce. “Fit et ex sarcocolla, ita arbor vocatur, gummi utilis

“ simum pictoribus et medicis. Plin. lib. xiii. 11.” F.

97. Sardonya. D.

“The sardonyx is next in rank to the emerald: Intellige

“ bantur colore in Sarda, hoc est velut carnibus ungue hominis

“ imposito, et utroque translucido, talesque esse Indicas tra

” Dr. Burgess has specimens of both sorts, luyt, ii. 278. as coming from Persia; and in

the one with gold spots like lapis lazuli, and rates of tonnage, As. An. Reg. 1803, p. 122.

not transparent. as Gum Sarcocolla. -

* It is noticed in Barret's Catalogue, Hack
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“ dunt. Arabicae excellunt candore circuli praelucido atque

“ non gracili, neque in recessu gemmae aut in dejectu reni

“ tente, sed in ipsis umbonibus; nitente praeterea substrato

“ nigerrimi coloris. Plin. xxxvii. 7.” F. See Chambers in

voce, where, it is said, the sardonyx of Pliny is not what now

bears the name but a camaieu. I have not found this passage

as cited in Pliny, but conclude I have the numerals wrong : the

sardonyx is mentioned in the chapter adduced.

98. 2ngwa 3 guara. Chinese Hides or Furs. P.

What is meant by Öguara no where appears, unless it should

be applied to furs. Pliny mentions the Séres sending their

iron wrapt up in or mixed vestibus pellibusque. F. See ar

ticle following. Furs have ever been a great article of trade in

China, and possibly some of the furs out of Tartary reached

India by means of the Chinese merchants, or intermediate

traders. Of pelles Babylonica: there is frequent mention, but

apparently as dyed leather. Still there is nothing that forbids

the rendering of pelles by furs; and though the Chinese now

buy them eagerly, they would sell them as readily, if it were

more profitable. Gentes pellibus vestitte, perhaps, always

implies skins with the fur not taken off.

99. Xiºng?;. - Iron. P. -

An import into Abyssinia for the manufacture of spear heads,

to hunt the elephant, rhinoceros, &c.”

'Iv3.2%. TX. P. Ferrum Indicum. D.

* To cut like an Indian sword, is a com- (as drills for working the granite obelisks)

mon Arabic proverb in Arabsha. And in were made of Indian iron. Shaw quotes the

Egypt, Shaw (p. 364.) says, the hardest tools Periplôs, but not perhaps justly.
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& 4

&&.

46

“

&G

&G

66

Iron tempered in India.

“ Ex omnibus generibus palma Serico ferro est. Seres hoc

cum vestibus suis pellibusque mittunt. Secunda Parthico,

neque alia genera ferri ex mera acie temperantur, caeteris

enim admiscetur. Plin. lib. xxxix. c. 14. Plutarch (in

Crasso). And Arrian de Rebus Parth. or the work ascribed

to him, mentions that the Parthians covered their armour

with leather, but at the moment of attack they threw off

the covering, and appeared glittering in their burnished

steel. Milton also, Par. Regained, lib. iii.” F. In monti

bus Kabel (Cabul) inveniuntur ferri fodinae celeberrimae, et

humanis usibus aptissimae, producunt enim ferrum acutum et

venustum. Al Edrissi.

100. Xuyêºver. D. P.

Fine linen of any sort, but that imported into Abyssinia

might be Egyptian, and possibly of cotton ; but

Wessels of chrystal, or glass in imitation of chrystal.

Xw3órs; d. 3.2909&rara, Tayyiriko’i. P.

Can be nothing else but the finest Bengal muslins.

101. Xfrog. JWheat Corn. P.

102. Xxáraeva. Adºes. P.

In contradistinction to réxticia, hatchets.

103. Extſ, aeygå. Silver Plate. P.

104. ‘Taxcº. P.

105. Smaragdus. D. The Emerald.

There are twelve sorts, according to Pliny and Isidorus.

(Gothofred.) Nero used an emerald as an eye-glass; and Go

6
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thofred, or Isidorus, supposes that the emerald has a magnify

ing power. Mr. Falconer imagines it to magnify only from the

density of the medium. Mr. Dutens denies that the ancients

had any knowledge of the emerald, and in this he is supported

by Tavernier, the Abbè Raynal, Harris, and Bruce. The

green gems which the ancients called emeralds, were all of in

ferior quality to those brought from Brasil and Peru; and from

the size mentioned of some of them, they are justly supposed

to be Fluors; but we read of an emerald island in the Red Sea,

and much notice is taken of them, both by naturalists and

poets. The greatest difficulty to be surmounted by Mr. Dutens

seems to be the archbishop of York's emerald, engraved with

a Medusa's head of Grecian sculpture, and brought from

Benares; but this, he calls a green ruby, p. 14. See Bruce, i.

206. who says, Theophrastus mentions an emerald of four

cubits, and a pyramid sixty feet high, composed of four

emeralds. And Roderick of Toledo talks of an emerald table

in Spain 547 feet long ! But Bruce says, likewise, the true

emerald is as hard as the ruby. How then are we to distin

guish between an emerald and a green ruby Bruce visited

the Emerald Island in the Red Sea, and found nothing more

like emeralds than a green chrystalline substance, little harder

than glass; and this, he adds, is found equally on the con

tinent and the island. Emeralds have been found in Peru, in

the barrows of the dead, of a cylindrical form; so that the

Peruvians, anciently, must not only have known the gem, but

valued it; and must also have possessed the art of cutting it.

Ulloa. Mr. Falconer has suggested to me a singular passage

in Pliny, which may be applied to Nero's emerald, and which
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had escaped my notice: Iidem plerumque et concaviut visum

colligant. Plin. lib. xxxvii. c. 5. or 16 Hard. ; so that the

emerald mentioned in this instance might truly be considered

as an eye-glass for a short sight. F. The whole chapter is so

very express, that it is hard to conceive what is an emerald, if

Pliny’s is not: Scythicorum AEgyptiorumque tanta est duritia

ut vulnerari nequeant. This seems to express that hardness

which the jewellers try by the file.

106. Yuſºva. Myrrh. D. P. Mor, Arabick. Bitter,

Stuckius ".

“ The myrrh of the moderns is the same as that described by

“ the ancients, but the tree from which it is obtained is still

“ doubtful. It is likewise still brought from the same coun

“ tries, that is, Arabia, and the western coast of the Red Sea.

“ But the Trogloditic, or Abyssinian, is preferred to that of

“ Arabia. Murray, Apparat. Med. vol. vi. p. 213. See

“ Bruce, vol. v. p. 27. Omnium prima est quae Troglodytica

“ appellatur, accepto cognomine a loco in qua provenit,

“ splendens, subviridis ac mordens. Dioscórid. Matthioli,

“ lib. i. c. 76. Plin. lib. xii. c. 15. It was procurable in

“ Arabia, imported from the opposite coast of the Red Sea.”

F. F.

Aztégara. Tº: &Axng. P.

Of a superior sort.

*Exxezrº. P. º

Of the best sort. -

” The Natural History of Stuckius is much better than his Geography.

V O L. I. I. 5 E
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107. Spadones. D. Eunuchs.

108. Xraxtº. Gum. D. P. ,

Aësigawata, read Suvºydız, by Bochart, Geog. Sac. ii. 22.

Salm. 520. Extract or distillation from myrrh, of the finest

sort. The reading is proved by Salmasius from a similar error

in an inedited epigram. Minéan ; Xudgyn; Appuváx;, Dioscor.

lib. i. c. 78. Plinius habet Minaea, lib. xii. c. I6. and Hesych.

'Aww3.ow olyov. Stephan.’ in voce. F. I have no doubt but that

Minéan is concluded in Aćig-Mivºia. Abeir is posssibly an

Oriental distinction, as Stactè Abeir, the Gum Abeir from

Minéa.

109. Xrºu. XTſuki. P.

Stibium for tinging the eyelids black.

110. XTox2, 'Agrwontuzzi. P.

Women's robes manufactured at Arsinoë or Suez.

111. Xrſeaſ. Storar. P.

One of the most agreeable of the odoriferous resins. There

are two sorts, storax in the tear, supposed to answer to the

ancient sturax calamita, from its being brought in a hollow

reed, or its distillation from it; and common storax, answer

ing to the stacte sturax" of the ancients. It now grows in

the neighbourhood of Rome; but the drug was anciently

brought thither from the islands in the Archipelago. See

Salm. p. 1026. Chambers in voce. Most of these gums,

resins, and balsams have in modern practice yielded to the

” Strabo mentions styrax in Pisidia; a distillation from a tree, caused by a worm breeding

in it. Lib. xii. p. 570.
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American, as this seems to have given way to the balsam of

Tolu.

112. Xàºzra, p. 15. P.

Slaves from Africa, an ancient trade 1 but the number was

not great. -

T

113. Yºziv6og. D. P.

The hyacinth or jacinth, a gem which Salmasius says is the

ruby, p. 1107. See Solinus, c. xxx. p. 57. where it seems to

be the amethyst. And Mr. Falconer concludes, that it is an

amethyst, from the expression of Pliny, emicans in amethysto

fulgor, violaceus dilutus est in Hyacintho ; but Hardouin

reads, emicans in amethysto fulgor violaceus, dilutus est, &c.,

and violaceus fulgor is surely the peculiar property of the

amethyst. Salmasius adds, that the Oriental name of the

Ruby is Yacut from Hyacinthus; but Dutens says the hya

cinth is orange Aurora, inclining to poppy, p. 35. and makes

the Jacinth a distinct gem from the Ruby ; but the Ruby, he

observes, likewise, is of a poppy colour, and is called Hya

cinth when it has the least tincture of yellow. Whether this

distinction applies to the ancients, I am...not a judge to deter

mine ; but if the hyacinth is a distinct species, I can find

no classical name for the ruby. See Pliny, xxxvii. 9. or

41. Hard. and fulgor violaceus seems appropriate to the

amethyst.
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º q)

114. Fucus. D. Red Paint.

X

115. Xaxx3;. Brass or Copper. P.

116. Xaxzegyńuaro. P.

Vessels of brass, or any sort of brazier's work.

117. Al-chelucia, which Ramusio reads Agallochum, Aloes.

D.

Matthioli coincides with Ramusio in the correction. Dioscór.

p. 40. “Agallochum is the aloes wood, xylo aloes, lignum

“ aloes, the lign aloes of scripture. Numb. xxiv. 6. and not

“aloes the drug. The best is heavy, compact, glossy, of a

“ chesnut colour, intermixed with a blackish and sometimes

“ purple shade. It is resinous and balsamic. Neuman's

• Chemistry, by Lewis.” F. F. I was myself disposed to

think Chelucia, xexuzio, a correction of Xexug, Chelys, the tor

toise, i. e. tortoise-shell.

118. Xixóvn. D. P. -

Tortoise-shell seems to have formed a great article of com

merce, for ornaments of furniture, as beds, tables, doors, &c.

both in Italy, Greece, and Egypt. It was brought from the

coasts of Africa near Moondus, from Socotra, Gadrosia, Mala

bar, and the Lackdive, and Maldive Islands, and from Ma

lacca. The latter seems to be designed by the xuriºrs. of

*
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the Periplôs. The finest sort was sold for its weight in

silver.

119. X-rays;. P. -

Under garments, imported from Egypt into Africa.

120. Xgºgo. Specie. P.

The Periplūs is very accurate in noting the ports where it was

necessary to trade with specie; and in more instances than one,

notices the advantage of exchange.

121. Xºuréxiào;. Chrysolite. P. - --

Sometimes the same as chrysites, the touchstone for gold,

Salm. p. 1103 ; but described as a stone as it were sprinkled

with spots of gold, Salmasius, p. 407. who points out what it

is not, but cannot determine what it is. It may well be the

topaz”, as Dutens makes it, p. 18.

122. Xavráv. P.

Used with ºnváčov, as is agyugāv also, expressing gold and silver

denarii.

123. xerºpera. Gold Plate. P

THERE is a corrupt passage in the Digest, which appears

thus: Chelynie hopia Indica adserta. º

Gothofred joins it to the preceding article Beryllus; and

Ramusio reads it Beryllus Cylindrus. Salmasius supposes it to

“ The Bohemian is yellow, with a greenish nut; the Oriental is very pale yellow. Dr.

Burgess's Oriental topaz is deep yellow.
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be a separate article, and reads it Chelone AEthiopa, as one

species of the Chelonia of Pliny, (xxxvii. 56. Hard.) that is,

the gem called the AEthiopian Tortoise Eye, and Chelone

Indica, another species; and it may be added, that this is con

formable to the order of the Digest, when it mentions two

species of the same article. The passage, however, is much

doubted, and is sometimes joined with adserta, and sometimes

separated. Hopia Indica adserta, opera Indica adserta, omnia

Indica adserta, and again opera Indica, tincta, adtincta, &c.

&c.; but if we accede to Salmasius in regard to the two species

of Chelone, and place the period at Indica; adserta may be

another general title like several in the Digest, and easily con

verted into Serica, it would then stand thus:

Serica, - - general title, silk.

Metaxa, - - 1st species, - silk thread.

Vestis Serica, - 2d species, - silk web.

Nema Sericum, - 3d species, - sewing silk.

The only objection to this is, that Metaxa and Nema Sericum

are usually applied to the same thing. Mr. Falconer supposes

that tincta, if the reading can be supported, may mean dyed

or coloured silks. F.

Camphor. Cafur, al Kafur, of the Orientals. I had ex

pected to find this article in the Digest, but as it comes parti

cularly from Java, Sumatra, and Borneo, this may account for

its being unnoticed. The history of it occurs in Schikard's

Tarik, p. 185, who commends Marco Polo for his veracity,

(was he not the first who brought the knowledge of it to Europe?)
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and he adds, that Al Edrissi speaks of Lanchialos, and then

Kalan, where Camphor is obtained, and Kalan he supposes to

be Borneo. This is a proof that the drug was known to the

Arabians in the twelfth century; but the Lanchialos of Al

Edrissi is very dubious ; he certainly makes it a different island

from Ceylon, and yet Lanca Ilam is one of the Hindoo names

of Ceylon. See Al Edriss. p. 85.



ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS.

P. 38, line 19. The sun rises like a column-This phenomenon is noticed by Gentil near

Socotra. Tom. ii. p. 728. Le soleil.........il semble voir la plus superbe

colonne d'or qui s'etend depuis l'endroit ou le soleil se leve jusq’au bord

du Vaisseau. - -

113. Note, line ult, for tuoyx4%ov: read ºpoyºzzovº.

177. Note, line 11. for yoxºgo; read ºvX%us;2;.

19 I. Circumnavigation of Africa.-M. Gentil, tom. ii. p. 801. supposes it pos

sible for ancient ships to have got round the Cape by adhering to the

shore : but, tom. ii. 766. he writes, C'est au Cap de bonne Esperance

que l’on trouve les plus gros mers connues du Globe.

315. line 16. for xvºwſz read xvºiz. -

ºr If there be any other errors, the Author trusts they are such only as will suggest theirproper

•orrections ; but he is aware that his references may be objected to, in some few instances, as made

to different editions of the same work. This he is necessitated to acknowledge, chifty in regard

to Pliny, Salmasius, and Bruce ; but he was not always possessed of the same edition, and the

Indexes will supply what may be requisite.

INDEX.
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*** The Numerals refer to the Volumes; the Figures to the Pages.

n, note.

A

ABDALLEES, observation respecting the,

vol. i. 161.

Abdul-JWahab, the fate of, similar to that of

the first democrats of France, ii. 360.

The followers of, still a ſect, 361.

Aboukir, the Juliopolis of Pliny, ii. 84, n.

Ayrsinia, remarkable circumstance in the

history of, ii. 535, n. Existence of snow

in, denied by Bruce, 542, n.

Ayrsinian Slaves, character of, ii. 122, n.

Extraordinary price of, 541, n.

Alyssinians, the, pre-eminence of, ii. 1 of, n.

Not of Hebrew origin, ib. The Se

britae, IoS, n.

Al-Zal, the, the Euleus of the ancients, i.

452.

Adel, staple of the native commerce of, ii.

122. The coast of, line of, 123.

Aden, reason for the destruction of, ii. 53. Not

destroyed by any Caesar in perſon, 58.

Signification of the term, 327, n. Sup

posed to be described by Agatharchides,

328. Wealth and power of, in the 13th

century, 329.

Adooli, Masua, ii. 76. Distance of, from Pto

lmais, 104. Few elephants ſeen near,

Ic6. Built by exiles from Egypt, Io9.

Articles exported and imported at 113.

* Q L. I. I.

r, remark.

Adule, description of achair at, ii. 533. Asbas,

the governor of, 536.

Afriča, the factories on the coast of, fortified,

ii. 8. Observation on the ancient know

ledge of the E. and W. coast of, 160.

Indian commodities imported into, 282.

A suspected term in Hebrew, 639.

African Arabs, the language of the, greatly

debaſed, ii. 157, n.

Agatharchides, always mentioned with re

spect by Strabo and others, ii. 25. Co

pied by Diodorus and Strabo, ib. Con

temporary with Eratosthenes, 27. Se

veral peculiar circumstances establishing

the credit of the work of, 28. The

assertions of, verified by experience, 31.

Unaccountably silent in regard to Bere

nikë, ib. His account of the Sabeans,

33. Proves that there was no direct

trade with India under the Ptolemies, 36.

Acknowledgement to, 37. Not igno

rant of the expedition of Nearchus, 4o.

His history the first to be depended

upon, 64. Mr. Irwin's teſtimony to the

fidelity of 294. Proves the establish

ment of Arabian merchants in the ports

of India, 329.

Agwhant, the, the conquerors of Persia, and

the desolators of India, i. 139.

5 F
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A1Gidii, Goa, ii. 435.

Aila, the Elath of the scriptures, ii. 278.

AxABARoos, no modern representative for,

ii. 425. -

Akerines, the, the principal of the five rivers

of the Panjeab, i. 9o, Various names

of, 95. Never fordable, 97.

AlABAG i u M, Ptolemy’s, not mentioned by

Arrian, and why, i. 249.

Al-Birouni, an excellent astronomer, i. 157, ft.

Al-Edrissi, a remarkable circumstance men

tioned by, i. 475. Account of the map

of, ii. 568. The Komr of, Madagascar,

569. Speaks of magnetic rocks, ib.

Translation of the Arabic names in, 570.

Alexander, the true character of, illustrated

by modern historians, i. 4, Conduct of,

after he crossed the Hellespont, 5.

Utility the prevailing motive in the

mind of, 7. Knew the value of the

commerce of the East, 9. Trod the

road which is at this day the northern

line of communication between Persia

and Hindostan, Io. Said to have sub

dued five thouſand cities in India as

large as Cos, 11. Taxiles and Porus

both in the interest of, 13. Great pe

netration of, 16. Had a thirst after

knowledge as well as conquest, 23.

Major Remnell’s map corresponds with

the route of, 25. Dates of the birth,

reign, and death of 35, n.-528.

Reached Lahore, 99. Termination of

the conquests of, Io;. Anxiety of, 117.

Embarkation of, 126. Wounded, 130.

Sentiment applied to, by a R$otian sol

dier, 133. Establishes a new city, 136.

The only voyager who passed up the

eastern branch of the Indus, 164.

Commercial defign of, demonstrated,

167, et reqq. Sails from Pattala, 169.

His fleet damaged, 171. Offers a cost

ly sacrifice to Neptute, 173. Returns

to Pattala, 174. Entitled to great

praise, 176. Determines to explore the

eastern branch of the Indus, ië. Fore

sight and prudence of, 179. Submis

sion of the Oritae to, 186. Attention

of, to his fleet, 21 o. Distresses of the

army of 234. Hyder Ali compared

with, 268. Interview between Near

chus and, 336. Joined by several divi

sions of his army in Karmaïlia, 339.

Interesting description of Nearchus's in

terview with, 345. Circumnavigated

the whole tract between the Euleus and

the Tigris, 479. Unjustly aspersed by

Q. Curtius, 485. The body guard of,

486, n. Liberality and magnificence of,

at Susa, 496. Marries Barsine (Sta

tira) daughter of Darius, 497. Muni

ficence of, to eighty brides, ib. Dis

tributes honours among his followers, il.

Determines to take a view of the Gulph

of Persia, 5ol. Embarks on the Eu

leus, 5oz. Unmanly grief of, upon the

death of Hephestion, 566. Remark

able circumstance respecting Nadir Shah

and, ib. n. Enters Babylon, 507.

Designed to conquer Arabia and to

colonize both sides of the Persian Gulph,

509. Death of 519. Not poisoned,

520. Diary of the last illness of, 526.

Alexandria, in Egypt, some particulars con

cerning, i. 8. Horary difference be

tween London and, 576. Distance of,

from Koptus, ii. 83. Least revenue

of, ib. n.

Alfred, anecdote to the honour of, ii. 488.

Almeidar, vessels constructed in a peculiar

manner, n. 17o.

Alphonso V. to be commended, ii. 677.

Anakim, the age of, Mr. Bryant on, i. 82. n.

ANAM is, the river, of Arrian, the Andani, of

Ptolemy, i. 326. Distance from, to

Oaracta, 352. -

Anriur Pło! amur, the freedman of, acci

dentaliy carried over to Ceylon, ii. 47.

Anurodºgurro, position of, and ruins at, ii.

5oo.
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Anville, Mr. D', principal source of the

mistakes of, i. 27. Has done great ser

vice to ancient geography, 59, Inac

curate account given by, 282, n. Clas

sical and geographical' pre-eminence of,

313. , Necessarily mistaken in some in

stances, 314, Specimen of the pene

tration of, 409.

ApokoPA, two of the name, mentioned in the

Periplôs, ii. 153. Correspond with

Morro Cobir and Cape Baxas, 155.

Apollodotus, sovereignty of, ii. 4C2.

ApoloGus, Oboleh, ii. 355.

APost ANA, distance of, from Okhus, i. 38o.

The Shevoo of Captain Simmons, 382.

Appendix, i. 543.

Arab, great purchase proposed by an, ii.

299, n

Arala, distance from the river, to Malana,

i. 56.

Arabia, Indian commodities purchased in the

ports of, i. 50. Cinnamon thought by

the Greeks and Romans, to have been

the produce of, ii. 61. The wind in

the gulph of, almost constantly N. W.

76. Sometimes called India by the an

Myrrh not properly a

native of, 127. The common centre of

Oriental commerce, 261. Solomon ob

tained gold from, 269. The interior of, lit

tle known, 360. Always contained Be

douins, 365. Unquestionably an Ophir

in, 366. The coast of, not accurately

defined, 369.

—Felix, a village, formerly a city of

importance, ii. 326.

Arabians, the, the first navigators of the In

dian ocean, ii. 2. Probably sailed by

the monsoon to Ceylon, 24. Dealt in

slaves, 36. The only nation which fur

nished mariners, carriers, or merchants

in the Indian ocean, 62. No builders,

109. Traditions of, in harmony with

the writings of Moses, 263. Selfish

application of wealth by, 288. Only

cients, 86, n.

one public work of 289. Causes of the

want of public spirit in, ib. Scarcely

any city or town belonging to, 290, n.

Monsoon known to, before the time of

Alexander, 318. Settled on the coast

of India from the commencement of

history, 384, n. Influence and cha

racter of, 452. Extensive commerce of,

475. The first carriers on the ocean, 48o.

Arabis, longitude and latitude of the mouth

of the, i. 206.

Arabita, the, probable connection between

the Arabs and, i. 153, n. Mentioned

by Arrian as an independent tribe, 181.

Country of, ib.

Arabs, relative situation of the, as left by the

ancients and found by the Portuguese,

ii. 250. Ruling principle of the, 252. n.

The manners of the, have never changed,

366. Of the desert and on the coast,

reflections upon the, 48o.

Arethar, St. a Christian martyr, ii. 305. n.

Argalur, the bay, possibly the Marallo of

Cosmas, ii. 519, r.

Argonauts, reality of the expedition of the,

sometimes questioned, ii. 8. The pas

sage of the, to Colchis consistent, 9.

Ariake, Concan, ii. 397. Limits of, 428–

438.

Aristotle, calculation of, of the circumfer

ence of the earth, i. 54. Note on the

small stadium of, 573.

AroMATA, peculiar prognostic of bad wea

ther at, ii. 148. -

AromATU M PRomoNToRiuM, i. 45.

Arosis, the river, the boundary between

Susiana and Persis, i. 406. The mo

dern Endian, ib. The Oroatis of Strabo

and others, 417. Departure of the fleet.

from, 457.

Arraba, Cape, site of, i. 238.

Arrian, a merchant, the work of, i. 45.

the historian, rises in estimation in

proportion to the attention paid to what

he records, i. 2. And Strabo, the fidelity

5 F 2
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The

In

of, incontestably established, 8o.

disciple of Epictetus, 117, n.

stance of the inaccuracy of, 126. In

harmony with Strabo, 158. Precision

of, confirmed by modern inquirers, 184.

Extraordinary phenomenon mentioned

by, 221. And Nearchus exculpated,

226. Characteristic expression of, 256.

Mistake of, 432.

: A Rs1Noe, Suez, ii. 474.

Artemidorus, the copyist of Agatharchides,

ii. 26.

AsAbo, ii. 353.

Asia, chief cause of success in every invasion

in, i. 152, n.

Asiatics, the, not in the habit of giving pre

cise descriptions, 69, n.

Astrolabe, primary meaning of the word,

11. 222.

Athenian year, commencement of the, move

able, i. 38.

Avaliter, imports at, ii. 126. Exports from,

127. The natives of, uncivilized, 128.

Distance of Malao from, il.

Aurungzebe, character of, ii. 417, n.

Authors, ancient, ignorant of each other's

discoveries, i. 52. -

Aycen-Akbari, effect of the translation of the,

i. 79.

Azania, divisions of the coast of, ii. 145. -

B

Babel-mandeb, signification of the term, i.

350, n.—ii. 1 18. Sometimes thought

to be the Mandaeth of Ptolemy, 121.

Passage of the Straits of, supposed to

have been made in the most remote

ages, 324. Latitude of the headland

of, 325.

Babylon, the proper capital of the empire

of the East, i. 513.

Bacon, Roger, opinion of, ii. 615.

BADis, arrival of Nearchus at, i. 276. The

boundary between Karmania and the

coast of the Icthyophagi at, i. 287.

BAG AsirA, arrival of Nearchus at, i. 236.

signification of the term, i. 237.

BAGIA, Cape, i. 260. Distance of, from

Talmena, 26t.

Bahrain, El-Katif the capital of, ii. 364.

BALEPATNA, signification of the term, ii. 432.

BA lit A, the Bam-bala of Prol E MY, ii. 485.

BAloMus, not noticed by Ptolemy or Mar

cian, i. 249. Supposed Zorambus, ib.

Bang, Col. Capper mentions a ruin on the

mountains of, i. 4oo, n.

BARAces i. 46. -

BARAKE, Nelkunda, imports at, ii. 457.

exports from, .458. -

BARAK Es, the Jaigat point of Guzerat, ii.

392. Danger of approaching, 303.

Barbaria, extent of the coast of, ii. 124.

BARBARIRE, a mart on the Indus, ii. 384.

Imports at, 389. Exports from, 390.

BARNA, appearance of cultivation in, i. 25o.

BARU GAZA, i. 46.

— Bay of, ii. 393. Passage from

Barbarike to, 394. Baroache, 397.

Violence of the tides at, 398. Coun

tries connected with, 4oo. Coins cur

rent in, mentioned by the author of the

Periplus, 401. Exports from, 4C7.

Imports of, 408. Visited by the author

of the Periplus, 416. Guzerat, 418.

Basanites, an Egyptian granite, ii. 534, n.

Basra, still a regular communication between,

and Tostar, i. 442. Time required for

the passage between, and Bagdat, 5.c4.

Bede, the venerable, in possession of Indian

spices, ii. 460.

Behaim, Martin, an excellent cosmographer,

226. -

Behker, longitude and latitude of, i. 142.

the Binagara of Ptolemy, ii. Con

tains twelve mahis, 143. Now in ruins,

I Go.
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Beker, the word, has a variety of fignifica

tions, i. 26o, n.

JBelootches, the, acorn-eaters, i. IoT, n. A

ferocious tribe, 139. The country of, 153.

Belus, conduct of the priests of, i. 507.

Bend-Emir, the Araxes of Strabo, i. 413, n.

Bender-Rºsh, the port of communication be

tween Shiraz and Basra, i, 402.

Benomotapa, much celebrated by the Portu

guese, 11. 243, n.

Berberines, the name, a term of odium, ii. 124.

BER FN 1 K F, Col. Capper's supposition re

specting the site of, ii. 81. Probably

Habesh, 82. Latitude of 90.

Bib Act A, Chilney Isle, i. 198. The port

of Alexander, 205.

Blair, Capt. acknowledgement to, i. 281.

His story of the island of Ashtola, 299.

Bombareek rock, the, variety of appellations

of, i. 318. Col. Capper's interpreta

tion of, 318, n. Representation of,

3.19. Not noticed in the Journal of

Nearchus, 320.

Basarà, a species of ivory, ii. 523.

Boyador, Cape, latitude of, ii. 217.

Braminadab, tombs of the ancient kings at,

i. 169.

Britain, envied supremacy of, in India, ii. 7.

BRiz ANA, distance from Rhogonisto, i. 404.

Uncertain position of, ib.

Bruce, Mr. his system controverted, i. 49.

The inaccuracies of, exposed and ac

counted for, 31 1. Exculpated, ii. IoI.

Acuteness of, 190.

Bunder, signification of the Persian word, i. 32.

Bºrhead, the island, latitude of, i. 38o.

Busheer, Mr. H. Jones's account of, i. 394, n."

Latitude of 398.

Bºstola, the Arabic name for the compass,

ii. 2co, n.

C -

Całłage, the date tree, a great delicacy, i.

208, n.

773

Cairo, ii. 358.

Caiumaras, supposed builder of Persepolis,

the first name in Persian mythology, i.

487, n.

CALABAR, Coromandel, ii. 478.

Calingii, the, of Pliny, undetermined, ii. 310.

Camel, flesh of the, sold in the market at

Bussora, i. 272, n.

Campbel’s, Col. observation respecting the

Tigris, i. 504.

CANAR1A, Canaries and Fortunate Islands, ii.

2 I 7, n.

Candahar, supposed to be the Alexandria of

Paropamisus, i. 7, n.

CANFU, Canton, ii. 479.

CANN EH, in Assyria, ii. 651.

Canraites, the, harshly treated by the other

governments of Arabia, ii. 296. Wild

tribes, 312.

Canton, treatment of a merchant at, ii. 657.

Caravan, rate of a, ii. 302, n. Practice of

the robbers towards a, 365. Extortions

practised upon a, 366, n.

Carrack, pearls frequently taken at, i. 378, n.

Cashgar, articles of commerce brought from,

ii. 594.

Cashmeer, the paradise of the Hindoos, i. 89.

Castro's, John de, excellent journal, ii. 77.

Cerne, Madagascar, ii. 42, n.

Cºylor, not unknown in Egypt, ii. 22. Ne

ver visited by Iambúlus, 23. TheAra

bians probably sailed by the monsoon to,

24. Called Palesimoondur, and afterwards

Salike, 54- Numbers of Arabians at,

283. Various names of, 493. Extent

of, 497. Irrors respecting the, 498.

Expedition of Ram to, a wild fable,

5oz. Cinnamon not mentioned by au

thors as a native of, 511.

of, 516, n.—523.

Chanquo, possibly the pearl muscle, ii. 504, n.

Charibáel, sovereign of the Sabeaus and

Homerites, ii. 297. Friend of the Ro

man Emperors, 317.

Description
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Charrack,

360, n.

Chehabeddin, remarkable circumstance in the

contest of, with Timour, i. 1 Io.

Cheref-eddin, mistaken, i. 101.

Cherronese, the golden, inquiry concerning,

ii. 61 o.

China, the population of, i. 85, n.

- ancient appellations of, ii. 573. Route

of intercourse between, and Europe, 588.

Policy of the Emperor of, 593, n. In

tercourse by sea between India and, first

asserted by Cosmas, 6co.

Chinese, the, navigators in all ages, ii. 284.

Divided their compass into twenty-four,

288. Vessels of, suited to their purpose,

656. Practice among some of, 657, n.

Cholebus, king of Maphartis, ii. 297. Styled

a tyrant by the Peripläs, 314.

Chronologers, uniform error of, i. 570.

Churlar, no rain at, for six years, i. 369, n.

Ciampan, a Chinese vessel, ii. 287.

Cinnamon, African, inferiority of, ii. 135, n.

The spice preferred by the ancients, 15o.

The first spice sought after in Oriental

voyages, 512, n.

514. The Kasia of the ancients, pro

cured but not produced in Africa, ib.

The, of the ancients distinguished by

Galen from Kasia, 516.

Cities built in a short time by Timour as well

as by Alexander, i. 136, n.

Classical writers, the marvellous in, daily di

minishing, ii. 39.

Claudius, the name of, dear to the Alexan

drians, ii. 58.

Cleopatris, considered as Arsinoë, ii. 3oi, n.

Cobra de Capellas, the, held sacred, ii. 606, n.

Cogend, the Alexandria on the Iaxartes, i. 7. n.

Coins, Roman, purity of the, ii. 403.

Columbus indebted to the Portuguese, ii. 469.

Miscalculation of, 615. Mistake of,

respecting the Antilles, 616.

&omar, Madagascar, ii, 498.

the Tsarrack of Niebuhr, i.

The best, in Ceylon,

Commerce, Indian, two methods of conduct

ing, 282. Observations on, 371, et regg.

Pre-eminence of the English in, over the

ancient nations, 373. Merits of, not to

be fixed by the standard of utility only,

375.

Compart, the, known in Europe early in

the thirteenth century, ii. 199. Not

known to Marco Polo, 286. Ap

pellations of the eight points of, in the

temple of the winds at Athens, 552.

Expressions in the Periplis applying to

the points of, 558. Proposed division

of the card of, 660.

Conti’s, Nicolo di, account of the method of

sailing in the Indian seas, ii. 286.

Cooly, a native term of contempt, i. zoo, n.

Corrientes, the extreme boundary known to

the ancients, ii. 207.

Corus, not the name of a wind in Greek, ii. 351.

Cosmas, affords a variety of information, ii.

481. Had his account of Ceylon from

Sopatrus, 505. Speaks of two kings,

and Christians, in Ceylon, 507. Vera

city of, evinced, 511. Two copies of

the Topographia Christiana of, 532.

Curious particulars related by, 541, n.

Account of the map of, 567. Date of

the work of, 6oi, n.-605.

Cotton, derivation of the name of, i. 14, n.

Covilham, the history of, extraordinary, ii.

219. Important circumstance attached

to, 22 I

Craterus detached into Arachosia and Dran

giana, i. 145.

Crotchey town, Lieut. Porter's account of

- i. 196, n.

Crusades, consequence of the, ii. 359.

Cteſiar, the fables of, almost proverbial, ii. 16.

Gives a few particulars of India, 17.

Contemporary with Xenophon, ib.

Cutch, the Kanthi of Ptolemy, the Eirinon.

of the Periplôs, ii. 392.

Cypress, the only wood in Babylonia, i. 509.
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D

DAG Asia A, i. 274.

Dahhr-Asbin, the Dara of Ptolemy, i. 379.

Dalrymple, Mr. credit due to, i. 239. List

of Charts furnished by, 314, n.

DAP HNon, the Lesser, ii. 137.

Date, season of the, i. 241, n.

Deckan, antiquity of the name of, i. 46, n.

DedAN, Oman, ii. 643. Position of,

648.

Dehli, celebrated avenue from Lahore to i.

99.

Dejeda, the name given to the Tigris, by

Oriental writers, i. 439–474.

DE 1RE, not mentioned in the Peripläs, ii.

12 I.

DeNDRobosA, the Derenobilla of Ptolemy,

i. 251. -

Des ARENE in Orissa, ii. 524, r.

Diala, the, not the Gyndes of Herodotus, i.

44 I.

Diaz, Bartholomew, first circumnavigated

the extreme point of Africa, ii. 218,

Diodorus, the chronology of, perplexed, i.

529

—— Samius, mentioned only in Ptolemy,

ii. 268.

Dionysius, the versifier of the geography of

Eratosthenes, ii. 356. n.

A.';922, a nullah, i. 171, n.

DIR I Doris, Nearchus’s, the Teredom of

other authors, i. 438. A village at the

mouth of the Euphrates, 463. Various

estimates of the distance from the Aro

sis to, 480.

I)istances, occasional inaccuracy in the mea

surement of, accounted for, i. 230.

Dodwell, ungenerous conduct of, i. 68. Fre

quently errs on the side of scepticism,

307, n. The dis ertation of, concern

ing Palesimoondus, self-defeated, ii. 53.

DoM.A., an isle, i. 201.

Dorghºrtan, the Margastan of Arrian, i.

426.

E

Earth, spherical figure of the, no secret to

the Indians, Chaldeans, &c. i. 224. ii. 614.

Ebargeitides, fine muslims called, ii. 519.

Ecbatana, death of Hephestion at, i. 506.

Edom, a considerable commerce in, in the

time of Moses, ii. 265.

Egypt, view of the Roman government in,

ii. 56. Spices imported into before the

time of Moses, 63. Argument from the

situation of the capitals of, 68. Never

a Roman province, 69, Revenue of,

enjoyed by the Romans, ib. Present

estimated revenue of, 70. Miseries of

the miners in, 491. No Roman engaged

in the trade from, to India,direct, 505.

Series of kings of, recorded on a stone

now in the British Museum, 537, n.

Mode of conveyance in the time of

Ptolemy Euergetes from, to Susa,

540, n.

Egyptian priests, mendacity of the, manifest,

ii. 204.

Egyptians, capable of any enterprise, i. 309,

n. The Chinese of the ancient world,

ii. 68. Abhorred the sea, and all that

used it, 261, n.

Eirur, or Irus, i. 42.

EITENHAIOMMENOTOEXIAX,numerousread

ings of the polysyllable, ii. 551. Re

flections on the passage containing, ib.

et seqq. Dr. C. Burney’s observations

on, 558. Probable reading of, 562.

Ela-Barakº, Ram d’Illi, ii. 456.

Elbourz, Mount, (the Strongylus of Ptolemy)

called, by Marcian, the round mountain

of Semiramis, i. 3 19, Not noticed in

the journal of Nearchus, 320.

Elearns, king of Sabbatha, ii. 334.

Elephant, Cape, ii. 138. -

Elephants, anecdote of the native hunters of,

it. Io9.

Eliºt Gallus, expedition of, ii. 3oo.

menced at

com.

Cleopatris, 3ow Termi
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nated at Marsuaba, 304. Badly plan

ned and executed, 305.

Elore, subterraneous excavations at, ii. 413.

Elymiote, the Elam of scripture, i. 416, n.

Huáx.2, the, described, i. 13, n. -

Emódus, the mountain, the Himmalu of the

Hindoos, ii. 6co.

English, a circumstance to the honour of the,

ii. 216, n.

—East-India-Company, effect of a sur

vey directed by the, i. 51. Average re

venue of the, ii, 373, n.

Erírºoroº, literally a Vizir, ii. 264, n.

Eratosthenes, his parallel not known to Arrian,

i. 52. His calculation of the circum

ference of the earth, 53. Styled the

surveyor of the earth, ii. 26. The as

sertions of, verified by experience, 31.

Erythras, supposed origin of the fable of the

tomb of, i. 349. -

Erythréan Sea, the, extent and deduction of

the appellation of, ii. 4.

EssinA, Brava, ii. 163.

Estakhar, Sir Wm. Ouseley’s doubt respect

ing the ruins at, i. 487, n.

Eudoxus, absurd assertion respecting, i. 310.

Euergeter, boast of, ii. 65, n. The name,

still visible on a stone at Axum, I 12.

Euleus, the, all the rivers of Susiana com

municate with, i. 479.

Euphrater, the, and Tigris preserve to this

day the appellation given them by Moses,

i. 420. Hoffman’s just observation re

specting the Greek derivation of, 421, n.

Supposed mouth of, 432. Extensive

canal running westward of, 434. Ra

pidity of, 517, n.

Eurºpean names, specimens of the

of, ii. 421, n.
-

Ezekiel, elucidation of the twenty-seventh

chapter of, ii. 624, et segg.

distortion

F

Fartaque, Cape, latitude of, ii. 124. Proved

to be the ancient Suagros, 337, et segg.

Fishery, the pearl, described, ii. 489. Pro

duce of, 491.

Flaccus, wonderful march of, ii. 243.

Fleet, Alexander's, list of officers in, i. 119.

Number of vessels in, 123. Course of

the voyage of, 127. Dangers attending,

I 29.

Foot (measure) effect of the difference be

tween the Roman and the Greek, i. 62.

Francklin, Captain, acknowledgement to, ii.

570.

Frazer, Mr. justly commended, ii. 679.

G

GAdRosiA, i. 50. Kedge, or Kutch, the na-.

tive root of, 167.

Gallian, ruins of, still remaining, ii. 422.

Gallus, Elius, convinced of the perfidy of

Sylleus, ii. 304. Did not reach Marel

Baramalcum, 307. Entered the coun

try of the Minéans, 309. Supposition

concerning the route of the army of, 310.

Gama, effect of the discovery of, upon In

dian commerce, ii. 2. List of the prin

cipal officers who accompanied, 237.

Account of the voyage of 238. Con

duct of, to his pilot, ib. Devotion of,

239. Return and death of 248. Cha

racter of, 249.

Gardºfan, latitude of, ii. 124–141. The

Aromata of the ancients, 138. Great

diversity in writing the name of, 142.

Geography, Oriental, the journals of Ptolemy,

Aristobulus, and Nearchus form the basis

of, i. 24. Indebted to Ptolemy, 29.

Scanty materials for elucidating ancient,

137. A desideratum in, 3.16.

Germans, the, the best European mathema

ticians in the fifteenth century, ii. 223.

Extract from Mascou's History of,

5 Io, n.

Gerun, account of the isle of, i. 331, et segg.

Ghadia, a native measure of the Ceylonese, ii.

506.
-

GHAZNA, the site of, lately determined, i.

88. m.
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Ghee, butter, ii. 158.

GHERRA, El-Catif, ii. 360. The centre of

Oriental commerce, 365.

Gherréans, the first conductors of the cara

vans, ii. 361.

Ghinne, the ancient Kéné, ii. 85.

Gibbon, Mr. carried away by the fanaticism

of philosophy, ii. 278, n.

Giouar, route from Siraf to, i. 489, n.

from, to Giannaba, 490, n.

Giro FT, the place where Alexander and

Nearchus met, i. 337. Alexander’s

route from, to Pasargade, 484, n. The

whole distance from, to Susa, 492.

Goa, twelve islands at, ii. 434. Long in the

possession of the Portuguese, 437.

Goez, Benedict, meritorious undertaking,

and death of, ii. 593. To be placed

in the highest rank of travellers, 594.

Authentic account given by, coincides

with that of Ptolemy, il.

GocANA, distance from, to the river Sitakus,

i. 385.

Gossellin's, Mr. system, i. 112. Calcula

tion, caution respecting, 1 13, n. Me

thod of correcting Ptolemy's longitude,

115. Imattention; ii. Io9. Services

acknowledged, 155.

Government, a system of persecution never

advantageous to any, i. 374.

Graai, snakes, a fact relating to the, ii. 391.

Gragni, a Mahometan tyrant, ii. 121.

GRAN is, the, of Arrian, the same as the

Boschavir of D’Anville, i. 4oo. Nie

buhr's testimony concerning, ib.

, Greece, disagreement of geometricians in,

i. 64. The traditions of, less incon

sistent than those of more distant regions,

ii. 8. The fables of the Hindoos not to

be preferred to, 9. -

Greeks, frequent practice of the, i. 432, n.

The, sometimes performed the voyage

between Egypt and India, ii. 65. Found

it preferable to purchase their cargoes in

the Arabian markets, 66. Gradual pro

gress of, in the lndian trade, 123. Not

* O. L. II.
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allowed to enter the harbours of Egypt

till the reign of Psammetichus, 270.

Guadel, Cape, longitude and latitude of, i.

254. Account of, 255. Conjecture

concerning, 256.

Guebres, the, build the finest ships, but must

not navigate them, ii. 261, n.

Guinea, difference in the time of a voyage to

or from, ii. 196, n.

Gurrat, exaggerated account of the territory

of a queen of, i. 83, n.

H

Hadramaut, the Atromitis of the Greeks,

the residence of navigators, ii. 63, and n.

The incense country, 335. Hatzar

maveth of Genesis, 338. Account of, ib.

Haleb, still the Eastern name of Aleppo, ii.

645.

Halting (on a march) similarity between the

ancient and modern practice of, i. 493, n.

Hamilton, Mr. acknowledgment to, ii. 496.

Hanno, did not double the Cape of Good

Hope, i. 310, n. Never passed the

equator, ii. 189.

HARMetelia, i. 155.

HAR MozeiA, the name of Ormuz recognised

in, 1. 327.

Harek, the Arikho of the Periplôs, ii. 347.

Hatzar-maveth, signification of, ii. 338.

Haúr, the ancient Ora, i. 218.

Hejaz, latitude of the limit of, ii. 297.

account of myrrh in, 310.

Hellon, the wine of, drank in preference by

the kings of Persia, ii. 645. -

Hºphetion, the march of, from Mina to

Ragian, i. 490, n. The death of, 506.

Herodotus, his table of measurement, i. 61.

Doubts as to voyages recorded by, 303.

Remarkable coincidence respecting the

first edition of, and Gama’s discovery of

the Cape, 304, n. Questions respecting a

passage in, 305, et segg. Distinguishes

the Eastern Ethiopians from those of

5 G

No
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Africa, ii. 1 1. The fables of, some

times founded in fact, 14. Deceived,

187. Testimony of, contrºarted, 195.

Lived nearly 160 yearsº: I 97.

Admits that in some instances he was

deceived by the Egyptians, il. The

text of, examined, 2co. Questionable

meaning of a passage in, 201, n. Ar

guments against the uarrative of 202.

Observations on the chronology of,

283, n.

Heróniº, the shoal, the Jamteir of Skinner,

ii. 396.

Heyn?, professor, acknowledgement to, i. 349.

HieRAT is, date of the departure of the fleet

for, i. 390. Arrian has no particulars

of, 392. -

Hiero, of Soli, ordered by Alexander to cir

cumnavigate Arabia, i. 522. Failed in

the attempt, 523.

Hillah, distance from, to Bagdad, i. 507, n.

Mr. Jones's account of, 508, n.

Hindoos, seven casts or tribes of, reckoned by

Strabo and Arrian, i. 16. Peculiar

characteristics among the, mentioned by

Strabo and Arrian, 17, et seqq. Wealth

of the ancient, self-evident, 82. Senti

ments among the, 85. Commercial spi

rit of the, 88. The, not always meek

spirited, ii. 398–443. Never seamen,

404. First meridian of, 406.

Hippalus discovered the passage across the

Indian ocean by means of the monsoon,

i. 47. The name of, given to the S. W.

monsoon, 49, n. Effect of the dis

covery made by, 253. Date of the dis

covery of, unfixed, ii. 47. Usually at

tributed to the reign of Claudius, 49.

Laid open the track to India fourscore

years before Arrian wrote, 325. Dis

covery of the monsoon imputed to, 467.

Possibly collected information from In

dian or Arabian traders, 469.

Hiram, the revenue of, from the spice trade,

ii. 621.

Homer, valuable contents of the writings of,

ii. 10. Geographical knowledge of, de

monstrated, I 1.

Horace, happy alteration of a word in an ode

of, ii. 34, n.

Horseley, the late Bishop, apology to, i. 67.

On Ptolemy's estimation of the obliquity

of the ecliptic, 131, n. On the distance

between the outer branches of the Indus,

165, n. On the well at Suené, 305, n.

On the rising of the constellations, 554.

On the small stadium of Aristotle, 573.

On the latitude of Meroë, ii. 96.

Hottentots, peculiarity of utterance of the, ii.

238.

Houghton Indiaman, the journal of the, curi

ous, 1. 2 I 3, n.

Hydashes, the, various names of, i. 91.

Made the Indus of Arrian by D’Anville,

92. Rises in Cashmeer, 93.

Hyder-Ali, conduct of, ii. 442.

Hydrakes, the pilot Nearchus obtained at

Mosarna, i. 244. A Gadrosian, 267.

HYDRAotes, the, mistaken by Cheref-eddin

for the Hyphasis, i. 25, n. Various names

of, 98.

Hyph Asis, the, various names of, i. IoI.

Rise and divisions of, Io2.

I—J

IAM Bulus, his account of Ceylon ranked by

Diodórus as history, ii. 21. Had ob

tained some knowledge of Ceylon, 22.

Reason to believe that, did not visit

Ceylon, 23. The novel of, not alto

gether so surprising, 24. An omission

of, inexcusable, 512.

Javan, in Greece, ii. 638. In Arabia, 646.

Icthyophagi, the, extent of the coast of, i.

229. Modern account of, correspond

ent with the testimony of Arrian, 231,

et seqq. Particulars concerning, 293,

et seqq. Origin of the Fabulous account

of, 298.

Idumea, no account of, from the time of

Nebuchadnezzar till the death of Alex
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ander, ii. 272.

reigns of, 273.

ver very firm in the province of, 277, n.

Idumeans, the, prevalence of the tribe of

Nebaioth over, ii. 277.

Catalogue of the Sove

The Roman power ne

Jenhut, quota of troops for, and revenue of,

i. Q8.

Jidda, . emporium of considerable import

ance, 11. 299.

ILA, i. 375. -

Incense, Pliny’s account of the price of, ii.

339.

INDERABLA, latitude of, i. 377. Distance

from, to Mount Okhus, ib. -

India, most of the invasions of, from th

south or west, i. 5, n. No slaves in, 17.

The first rational information relative to,

received in Europe from Alexander, 20.

Short voyages to, 495. The intermediate

channels of communication between Eu

rope and, unknown to both, ii. 2. Envied

Supremacy of Britain in, 7. Usurpation

of the Europeans in, founded in neces

sity, il. Origin of the European con

quests in, 8. Our first knowledge of,

from Greece, 9, The Persians never

masters of, properly so called, 12.

Little known of, in Greece, between the

time of Xenophon and Alexander, 17.

Palibothra, the capital of, 18. The

Assyrians of Ninive made an irruption

into, 62. Poverty of a commander in,

76, n. Importance of our possessions

in, 376. Fluctuation of names in, 416.

Scarcity of the breed of horses in, 5.10.

1)ifferent sorts of vessels constructed in

the ports of, 521, r. Ebony found only

in, 643.

Indian policy and manners great effects to be

attributed to, i. 86. Names may be

traced to native appellations, 147. A

term of extensive signification in the

early ages, ii. 36.

Indicaptuates, Cosmas styled, ii. 531.

Andortan and Persia, the boundary of, pre

vious to the year 1739, nearly the same

as in the age of Alexander, i. 175.

Indus, a great intercourse, in all ages, by

means of the, i. Io. Forty thousand

vessels employed in the commerce of the,

12. The mouths of the, still called by

the natives Divellee, or seven, 31. Dis

tance from the head of the, to its

junction with the sea, 56. A desert

country on both sides of the, Ioſ, n.

1)ifference between the, and the Nile,

139. The, changes its course, 148.

The navigation of, now abandoned by

the Cabul and Persian merchants, 161.

Various measurements of the distance

between the outer branches of the, 164.

The Bore in the, 171. Only the eastern

and western branches of the, mentioned

by Arrian, and explored by the Ma

cedonians, 174. The seven mouths of

the, first mentioned by Ptolemy, ibs

The commerce on the, ruined, 176.

Distance from the, to the Arabis, 295.

The whole distance from the, to Cape

Jask, 300. Course to the, ii. 38o.

The, visited by the writer of the

Periplºis, 391. Four Divisions of the

coast from the, to Cape Comorin, 439.

Inscription, the Adulitick, extraordinary pre

servation of, ii. 531. Chishull’s observa

tion in proof of the anthenticity of,

532–537. Abyssinian names of places

in, 545, et reqq.

Jogues, motives of the, for burning them

selves, i. 19.

Joneſ, Mr. acknowledgment to, i. 315. Re

specting the rivers Tigris and Euphrates,

5 16, n. Extracts from the Journal of,

5 18, n.

Jones's, Sir Wm. supposition, ii. 404, n.

Journey, a day's, still an Oriental measure,

i. 333. -

Ireland, instruments (supposed Phenician)

found in the mines in, ii. 28, n.

Iron known, as a conductor, to the ancients,

ii. 16, n,

Island, burnt, ii. 295.

Islands, the burnt, or Vingorla rocks, lati

tude of, ii. 433.

5 G 2
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Juba, bold reckoning of, ii. 192.

Judéa, the sudden influx of gold into, a proof

of commerce beyond the limits of the

Gulph of Arabia, i. 308.

K

KABANA, i. 208. Supposed to be Kingalah,

22O.

KAI KANDros, the island, i. 375.

KAIN Ital, Murmagon, ii. 435.

Kalaa-ºeſºed, White Castle, Mr. Jones's ac

count of, i. 419, n.

Kalaius, islands of, or Suadi, ii. 349.

Distance of Sarapis from the, ib.

KALAMA, position of, i. 239. The natives

of, disposed to be hospitable, 241.

Kaxatios, the, of Nearchus, the true sugar

cane, 1. I 5, n.

Kalli ENA, position of, ii. 422. Enumera

tion of ports or marts below, 427.

Kan, conjectures respecting the initial, i. 262.

et reqq. Equivalent to Kienk, and de

noting a river, 286.

KANAsida, i. 267.

KANATE, i. 270.

Kane, a port of considerable trade, ii. 334.

Articles imported at, 335. Exports

from, 336.

Kaneh-Sitan, signification of the term, i. 388.

Kar, signification of the Hebrew term, i.

279.

Karabah, the nature of the, i. 461.

Karack, mean latitude of, i. 403.

Æarmania, disquisition on the rivers of,

i. 370, et seqq. Arrian’s account of the

manners of the inhabitants of, 374. Wi

sible from Arabia, ii. 365. -

KARNINE, the modern Ashtola, i, 240.

Possibly visited by Nearchus, ib. n.

Karpella, the same as Bombareek, i. 28o.

KAtAderhis, i. 458.

KATE1A, an island at the western limit of

Karmania, retains some resemblance of

3

its ancient name, i. 362. Once possessed

of a flourishing commerce, 364. Lati

tude of, ib. Detail of the distance from

Badir to, 366.

KATE A, the island, distance from Cape Jask

to, i. 57. Distance from the river En

dian (Arosis) to, ib.

Kenn, latitude of, i. 391.

Kerbelai, the tomb of Hosein (grandson of

Mahomet) at, i. 511.

Khore-Abdillah supposed mouth of the Eu

phrates, i. 432. Derivation of the mo

dern title of, 435.

Khrusé, the finest tortoise-shell at, ii. 525.

KillootA, an island, i. 172. Possibly the

modern Debil-Scindy, 191, and n.

Kolkh 1, the pearl fishery at, ii. 485.

sition of, 504. Not Coleche, 505

KoltA, i. 238.

KoMAR, derivation of the name of, ii. 486.

Kop HAs, i. 252.

Koptus, the centre of communication be

tween Egypt and the Red Sea, ii. 85.

KoRodAM on, Ras-el-had, ii. 345.

Kostéi, the, the tribe still called Kouz or

Cosses, i. 506. -

Po

KRokala, distance from the harbour of, to

the river Arala, i. 56. The Crotchey

bay of Commodore Robinson, 194.

Called by Arrian the commencement of

the territory of the Arabies, 196.

KUEN ion, Siré, ii. 106.

Kuiza, i. 257.

L

Lackdiver, actual position of the, ii. 464.

Lagos, a company formed at, ii. 217.

Lahore (Lo-pore) cause of the decline of,

1. IOC. -

Iake, Pliny’s Chaldean, and Arrian's lake

at the mouth of the Tigris, not the same,

i. 467.

Ilake’s, Lord, extraordinary march with his

cavalry, i. 493, n.
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Jar, route from Mina to, i, 489, n. From

Gomeroon to, ib. n.

Lari-bundar, not on the west of the Indus,

i. 169.

Lascars, the, ceremony among, i, 321, n.

Leonnatus rewarded for his conduct, i. 187.

Leuke-Kome, position of, ii. 258. The

point of communication with Petra, 259.

Moilah, 295.

Libonotus, misunderstood by Salmasius, i.

49, n. -

Licence, instances of great, taken by travel

lers and conquerors, i. 226.

Li Mu Rike, Canara, ii. 441.

Locusts, no uncommon food, ii. 91.

London, real difference of longitude between

Ferro and, i. 114. Paris and, ib.

LoNIBARE, of Ptolemy, conjecture respect

ing the, i. 33.

Loristan, a province of robbers from the be-,

ginning of time, i. 451, n.

Lucida Pleiadum, longitude and latitude of

the, in 1760, i. 547. A star of the

third magnitude, 567.

M

MAAGRAMMUM, Candy, ii. 5co.

Maaun, conjecture concerning, i. 337.

Macedonian army, occasional march of a,

i. 493, n.

Macedonians, the, all the native commodities

which form the staple of Eaſt Indian

commerce known to, i. 14. No ordinary

inquirers, 16. Superior in military

science, 20. Nature of mutiny among,

Io3.

M. Cluer, an admirable navigator, but no

scholar, i. 423, n.

Madagascar, first known in Europe as the

Island of the Moon, ii. 186.

Madarátē, vessels of a particular species, ii.

379.

Maes, a Macedonian, extraordinary commer

cial spirit of, ii. 590.

Mahoned, effect of the religion of, upon the

Arabs, ii. 25o.

Mahomedan traditions, several, i. 450.

MAKETA, the modern Mussendon, i. 321.

Malabar, fishermen an abomination in, ii. 405.

Pleasantness of a voyage on the coast of,

487.

Malabathrum, a circumstance respecting the,

ii. 462. Composition of the, 528.

Malacca, a regular communication between

India and, ii. 454.

MALANA, distance from, to Badir, i. 56.

Arrian’s boundary of the Oritae, 216.

The modern Moran, 220. Nearchus’s

course from, 236.

Malao, imports and exports of, ii. 129.

Distance of Moondus from, 131.

Manar, Epiodºrus, the centre of the pearl

fishery, ii. 489.

Mangalore, relative importance of, ii. 448, n.

Mansura, an Arabic term, signification of,

1- 144, n- -

Marco Polo, extract from the work of, ii

231. Obtained his information from

native mariners, 232. The travels of, a

work consulted by Prince Henry and the

kings of Portugal, ib. Account of the

publication of, 233. The first modern

traveller who gave to Europe a consistent

account of China, 591. The first Eu

ropean who passed by sea from China to

India and thence to Europe, 604.

MARIABA, the Tank, at, the only recorded

public work of the Arabians, ii. 289.

Implies a capital, 309.

Mariners, the general mode of reckoning

among, n. 21o.

Marsdens, Mr. account of the sea, and land

breeze on the weſt coaſt of Sumatra, i.

247.

MARsy ABA, the capital of the Rhaminites,

ii, 3o4. Not the Mareb of Sabéa, 306.

Marcou’. History of the Germans, extract,

from, ii. 510, n.

Mauro, the map of Fra, account of, ii, 661

et reqq. Incorrectly recorded by Ramu
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sio, 666. Genuine, 667.

668. The planisphere of Fra, pre

eminent, 671. In the British Museum,

679. -

Measurements, nautical, subject to obscurity,

1. 291. -

Mecca, the Maco-ralia of Ptolemy, ii. 297.

A mart rather than a sanctuary, 299.

Mediterranean, curious circumstance,

specting the mode of estimating the

length of the, i. 289.

Meer-Mahºnna, an unnatural tyrant, i. 4oz.

Took Karack from the Dutch, il. Put

to death by the Mutasillim at Basra, 404.

Mºgarthºnes, called by the ancients a fabu

list, ambassador from Syria to India, ii.

18. The Greeks indebted to, for the

best account of India, 19. Our obli

gations to, 20.

Mekran, the Indian appellation for the coast

of the Icthyophagi, i. 232. Accounts

of, correspondence of the modern with

the ancient, 369, n.

ME ll-ZE 1GARA, of the Periplūs, probably

Siddee-Zyghur, ii. 430.

Memphis, the Mesr of Scripture, ii. 67. The

seat of government under the Persians, ib.

Menander, a Bactrian king, ii. 401.

MeNooth IAs, one of the Zanguebar islands,

ii. 174. Zanguebar, 178. The, of

Errors in,

re

Ptolemy different from that of the Peri

Madagascar, il.plis, 185.

One of the lawsMenu, saying of, i. 184, n.

of, 85, n.

Merchants, the wealth of, proverbial, ii.

43, n.

Merhilºh, a day’s journey, i. 454, n.

Aſerir, chief of Pattala, surrenders himself

and territory, i. 157. Supposition re

specting, 190.

Meroë, latitude of, ii. 94.

MEsAx BR1A, conjecture concerning the de

rivation of, i. 395. Diſtance from, to

Taoke, 398.

Mickle, unaccountable assertion made by,

i. 319, n.

Mina, the capital of Moghoſtan, i. 325.

Mincans, the site of the, not easily fixed, ii. 363

MINNAGARA, a mart on the Indus, perhaps

the Binégara of Ptolemy, ii. 385.

Moçandon, the Asabo of Ptolemy, ii. 353.

Ceremony when Arabian ships departfrom, 354. w

ModusA, capital of Pandion, ii. 485.

Moghostan, the land of dates, i. 330.

Mokroton, a fragrant gum, ii. 132.

Mombaga, the city of, ii. 168.

MonG Ella, the Palmeira of the Portuguese,

i. 385.

Monsoon, the, account of, i. 41. Ought to be

written mousem, ib. n. Named, by Ar

rian, the Etesian winds, 43. Date of

the change of, 44. The ancients per

fectly acquainted with the nature and sea

sons of, 45. An interval of fluctuation

between the termination of one, and the

commencement of the other, 199.

Monsoons, the, subject to some fluctuation,

ii. 471. Peculiar circumstance connected

with, 472. Names of, 473. Not fixed

to a single point of the compass, #.

Attention to, necessary in crossing the

bay of Bengal, 607, n.

Monze, Cape, the Eirus of the Macedonians,

i. 182. Longitude and latitude of, 198.

Moos Dus, peculiar commodity of, ii. 132.

Distance of Mosullon from, ib.

Moosa, distance of, from Bereniká, ii. 296.

A regular mart, 313. Imports at, 315.

Exports from, 316. Diſtance from, to

Okelis, 319.

Moosikanus, his seat of government, i. I 40

Surrenders to Alexander, 149. Revolts,

155. Taken and executed, 156.

Mooz R is, Mangaloor, ii. 447. A temple

of Augustus at, 450.

MoRon To BARA, the port of Women, i. 2.93.

Mosalem, etymology of, ii. 353.

Mossºs A, Nearchus's arrival at, i. 241.

Site of 242. Nearchus found a pilot

at, 244. Detail of the coast from, to

Bidis, 245.
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Mosk HA and Omana, ii. 344. Not Maskat,

345. Suppºsed Seger, the Sachalites of

Ptolemy, the Schoehr of the moderns, ib.

Mosullo N, Barbara, imports and exports

at, ii. 134.

Moultan, longitude and latitude of, i. 131.

The boundary of the province of, cor

respondent with the limits assigned to

the Malli by Arrian, 132. The city of,

considered one of the oldest in India,

134. Behker the termination of the

modern province of, 138.

-- Mazzº, the, always a part of Alexander's

- games, i. 347, n.

Mugan, the Mesáne of Xiphilinus, and the

Moséus of Ptolemy, i. 424.

Mucksa, Cape, Cape Jask, i. 278.

Mulatto, interesting memoir left by a, ii.

252, n.

Muos-HoRMus, latitude of, ii. 74. Dis

tance of Bereniké from, 80.

Myrrh, not properly a native of Arabia, ii.

127.

N

Nabon, Cape, the Bágrada of Ptolemy, i.

383. Latitude of, 384. Distance

from, to Gogana, il. The, a large ri

ver, 383, n.

Nahr, modern signification of the term,

i. 437, n.

NAook A, Onoor, ii. 447.

Nations known only by their produce, ii. 1.

Nav.ition, comparative inſtances of ancient

and modern, i. 3oo. An extraordinary

fact in the history of, ii. 169.

Nearchus, the voyage of, the first of im

portance in the history of navigation, i. 1.

Consequences of, ib. Narrative of, pre

served by Arrian, 2. Several trans

lations of the, il. Two departures of

the fleet of, 34. Date of the departure

from Nicéa, 38. From the Indus, 40.

Knew the generaleffect ofthemonsoon,43.

Extraordinary fortitude of, 59. Pliny

had seen the original journal of, 65, n.

Authenticity of the journal of, defended,

68. Exemplified, 207. Internal evi

dence of the work of, 76–200. In

ſtance of the accuracy of, 77. Spirited

offer of, 117. Account of, 121. Par

tial silence of, lamented, 122. Re

ceived his final orders, 181. Supposed

to have been driven from Pattala by the

natives, 192. The course of, down

the river, ib. et seq.7. Detained by the

monsoon, 199. Had transports as well

as gallies, 212. The journal of, more

authentic than any information Ptolemy

could obtain from others, 246. Whimsical :

coincidence in the narrative of, and of an

English navigator, 258. Ingenious

contrivance of, ii. Idea of, respecting

camel's flesh, 272. Remarkable coin

cidence in the journal of, and Lieutenant

Porter’s memoir, ib. Excess of the

measurements of, accounted for, 289.

The master of Gama and Colum

bus, 3ol. Extraordinary circumstance

attending the expedition of, il. Vin

dication of, 307. Dispute between

Onesicritus and, 322. Justly intitled to

praise, 323. Date of the arrival of, at

the Anamis, 342. The journey of, to

meet Alexander, 343. Probable route

of, in his way to Giroft, 347. Instance

of the pilot of, steering the same course

as was steered two thousand years after

wards, 466. Reasons for differing with

D’Anville respecting the course of, from

Diridotis to Susa, 467. Offers sacrifices

at a village on the Pasitigris, 483.

Alexander’s affectionate and honourable

reception of, 494. Time employed in.

accomplishing the voyage of, 495.

Marriage of, 497. Honoured with a

crown of gold, il. Made governor of

Lycia and Pamphylia, 498. High in

favour with Antigonus, ib. n. Manner

of the death of, unknown, ib. A sen
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tence comprising the best encomium of,

499. Called by the ancients a fabuliſt,

ii. 18. The discoveries of, answer to a

question concerning, 40.

Aeluchadnezzar had some plan of commerce,

on the gulph of Persia, in contemplation,

ii. 271.

Nega-patam, Serpent-town, ii. 606, n.

NelkuNdA, Nelisuram, ii. 444.

NE optANA, i. 323.

NERA, ii. 305.

Nero, argument from the profusion of, at

Poppéa’s funeral, ii. 48.

Niebuhr's supposition in perfect harmony

with an assertion of Pliny’s, i. 473.

Nik FA, the site of, i. Io9. Now Jamad,

1 Io. Date of the departure of the fleet

from, 1 16.

Nilo-Ptol E M EoN, ii. 136.

Numeral; in Greek authors, perpetual error

in the, i. 182, n.

Nun, Cape, the limit of European know

ledge on the coast of Africa in 1418,

ii. 216.

O

OARAct A, i. 348. Produce of, 352.

Odorick, Friar, the first missionary upon re

cord in India, ii. 426.

Officers, list of, commanding, for a time, in

Alexander’s fleet, i. 119.

Ok Elis, the modern Ghella, ii. 319. A

bay with good anchorage, 325.

Orº as, the residence of navigators in all ages,

ii. 63.

OmANA, in Gadrosia, situation and imports

of, ii. 378. Exports from, 379.

ON, of scripture, the ancient Heliopolis now

called Matarea, ii. 67.

Oneticritus, master of Alexander’s 'ship, i.

121. Extravagant assertion of, 125.

Honoured with a golden crown, 497.

Called, by the ancients, a fabulist, ii. 18.

Taprobana (Ceylon) first mentioned by,

20.

Orraº Piva, construction of the term, i. 244, n.

Oop ARA, the Soopara of Ptolemy, ii. 422.

Surat, 424.

Or Hir, observation on the trade to, ii. 265.

Or is, the principal city on the Tigris in the

age of Xenophon and Alexander, i. 505.

Situation of, much questioned by geo

graphers, ib. Mutiny of Alexander's

army at, 506. Disquisition on the site

of 533.

Opon E, ii. 152.

Caus, ib.

ORA, longitude and latitude of, as laid down

by Ptolemy, i. 219.

OR A 1A, a small port, ii. 381.

OkchoE, the situation of, i. 436.

OR GANA, the modern Arek, i. 348.

Oriental commerce, antiquity of, ii. 365.

Or in E, supposed Dahalac, ii. Io;.

position of, I 17.

Orita, the, defeated by Leonnatus, i. 210.

Manners and territory of, 217.

Ormuz, former site of, i. 328. Names and de

rivation of 329. Latitude of, 333.

Ougein, pre-eminence and importance of, ii.

4O6.

OxydrAcA, i. 93.

Outche, 133.

Oxy KAN us, situation of the territory of, i.

14o. Taken by Alexander, 151.

Oz ENE, Ougein, ii. 403. Ruins of, still

discoverable, 406.

Exports at, 157. Bandel

True

The district now called

P

Padargus, a torrent so called, i. 394.

Padéi, conjecture respecting the, ii. 11, n.

PAGALA, i. 208.

Palestrine marble, observations on the, ii. 29, n.

PAliBoth RA, situation of, ii. 18.

PAllAco PAs, reasons for Alexander's voyage

down the Euphrates to, i. 51 c. Situa

tion of, still capable of discovery, 519.

PANDion, Malabar, ii. 438–451.

Panjeal, the, one of the richest provinces of

the Mogol empire, i. 10. Why called,

79. The five rivers of, 9.0. Whole
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breadth of 94. Several names of the

rivers of, IoS.

Paolino, Fra. question proposed to, ii. 429, n.

Passage from the work of, 487. False

assumption of, 489.

PAP1As, islands of, ii. 352. May be the

Coins, 353.

PAs-AGARDAE, the tomb of Cyrus at, i. 484.

Confounded with Persepolis by Arrian,

485.

Pasiri GR1s, the, proved to be east of the

Tigris, i. 445. Arrian’s, not the Shat

el-Arab, 468. Breadth and depth of

the 494.

PATTALA, the modern Tatta, i. 138. Lon

gitude and latitude of, 163. Meaning

of the term, ib. Not mentioned in the

Periplôs, ii. 384.

Pattaláne, dimensions of the, ill-defined, i.

164.

Pearl; in great request at Rome and Alex

andria, ii. 489.

Penticónterus, a Greek, supposed draft of, i.

404. Position of the oars in, ib. n.

Pepper, quantity and price of, purchased by

the East India Company, ii. 464, n.

PERIM, Mehun, ii. 325.

Periphs of the Erythrean Sea, account of

the, ii. 3. The first printed copy of the,

notoriously incorrect, ib. Arrian of

Nicomedia not the author of the, 4.

Some account of the author of the, 5.

Division of the, 6. Two very different

dates affixed to the, 49. Agreement of

the au hor of the, with Pliny, 50. An

swer to arguments respecting the date of

the, 51, n. 52, The, proved not to

have been consulted by Ptolemy, 55.

Assumed date of, 59. The moſt ancient

and the most specific account, 74. The

author of, a merchant and navigator, 75.

Prior to Pliny, 86. Consistent in its

descriptions, and inconsistent in its mea

sures, 94. Instance of interpolation in,

141, n. Notices the same form of go

* O. L. I l.

vernment which the Portuguese found,

159. The author of, prior to Ptolemy,

and after Strabo, 161. Visited Rhapta,

knew nothing of Herodotus, or disbe

lieved his report, 193. Peculiar merit

of, il. Six voyages, distinguishable in,

280. Remarkable expression in, 339, n.

Mentions only two particulars in the

Persian gulph, 354. Sometimes writ

ten from the reports of others, 368.

Captain Bissell's journal contributes to

the elucidation of, 369. Vossius's cha

racter of the author of, 370. Peculiar

pre-eminence of, 411. The author of,

at Barugaza, 416. At Nelkunda, and

certainly not farther than Ceylon, 466.

Doubt as to rendering a passage in,

467, n. Use of the monsoon fully de

tailed in, 470. Not more than eight

points of the compass mentioned in, 552.

Conjectures in explanation of a gross

error of, 578.

Perse Polis confounded with Paragarda by

Arrian, i. 414. The archives and trea

sure kept at, il. n. The building of,

imputed to Caiumaras, 487, n.

Persia, the Gulph of, tombs of Mohamme

dan saints in most of the islands in,

i. 354, n. et reqq. Whales seen in, 399, n.

Oriental commerce by, ii. 357.

Persianſ, the, never a maritime people, ii. 14.

I)iscovered the conducting property of

Iron, 17, n.

Persis, table of distances on the coast of, and

observations, i.408. The province of,

ancient picture of, 411. Modern pic

ture of, 412. Complete inland inter

course between Mesopotamia and, 417.

PETRA, the common centre for the caravans

in all ages, ii. 260. The Ishmaelites

from Gilead passed through, in their

way to Egypt, 262. People and go

vernment of, 264. Antigonus directed

two expeditions against, 272.

Petronius, date of the expedition of, ii. 56,

5 H
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Petros, the Betel, ii. 527, r.

Phasa, route from, to Schiraz, i. 487, n.

Phenicians navigated the Red Sea for So

lomon, i. 309, n. Method of the, in

conducting business in a foreign port,

ii. 267.

Pietro della Vall?, anecdote of, i. 325. Gib

bon's character of, as an author, ib. n.

Hospitably entertained by the English,

354, n.

Agafetta, extract from the journal of, ii.

224.

Pilgrims, Thevenot's account of the route of

the, ii. 302, n.

Pilots, curious opinion of certain, i. 426.

Pira and Athens, different computations of

the distance between, i. 64.

Pliny, extravagant assertion of, i. 28. Had

seen the original journal of Nearchus,

65, n. The narrative of, objectionable,

68. Extraordinary passage in, 7o.

Charged with gross ignorance by Salma

fius, 72. Credit of the work of, not to

be highly rated, 73. General cuſtom of,

to reduce the stadia into miles, ib. In

stance of the inaccuracy of, 77. Un

justly reproached by Salmasius, ii. 95, n.

Instance of the ignorance of, 189. Cor

respondence between the account given

by, and the original regulation for the

fleets of Portugal, 473.

ceived, 492.

Plith ANA, Pultana, ii. 403.

Pomponius Mela, account of a map in an edi

tion of, ii. 563.

Popham, Sir Home, acknowledgement to,

ii. 330.

Population, French principle concerning, i.

, 85, n.

Portugal, views and merit of Prince Henry

of, ii. 216. Effect of the sight of gold

in, 217. Ancient power of, in the seas

of India, 248.

Perfuguese, the, consequence of the avarice

of, ii. 8. On the biscoveries of, 214.

Obviously de

The prosecution of the designs of pro

moted, 677.

Porus, the country of, at the time it was in

vaded by Alexander, i. 83. Significa

tion of the name, ii. 407.

Pramnæ, the, a sect of philosophers, i. 20.

PRAsu M, Mosambique, ii. 185. Not known

to the author of the Periplôs, 193. Sig

nification of the term, 213. Called by

H. Jacobs, without authority, the Cape

of Good Hope, 552.

Precession of the equinoctial points, expla

nation of the term, i. 548, Quantity

of the, between the year 326 before, and

the year 42 after, Christ, 552.

Problem, a geographical, explained, i. 161.

Produce, Articles of Indian or Arabian,.

mentioned in the scriptures, ii. 619.

ProLEMAIs, the Ras Ahehaz of D’Anville,

latitude of, ii. 29.

Prole MAIs THERoN, the true shell of the

land tortoise found at, ii. 91. Dis

tance of, from Bereniké, 92.

Ptolemies, the wealth of the, pre-eminent,

ii. 64. Want of sagacity in the, 77.

Ptolemy, the errors of, i. 29. Geographi

cally consistent with Arrian, 30. Illus

trates the connection between the Mace

donian orthography and the Sanskreet,

91. The latitudes of, more correct than

his longitudes, I 13. His

reckoning of a degree of a great circle,

il. n. Mistakes of, 430. Dissertation

on the first meridian of, 576. Remark

able error of, ii. 141, n. A general

correspondence between, and the Peri

plas, 205. Reason for doubting, 2 II.

Table of the catalogue of, compared

with others, 322. Important informa

tion obtained from, 420. Correctness

of, 499. A curious geographical truth

given us by, 581. Native appellations

of country obtained by, 6c6. List of

names mentioned by, with their assigned

positions, 608. Excess of longitude in,

invariable
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accounted for, 612.

indebted to, 618.

Ptolemy Euergetes, ſingle evidence of two his

torical facts relating to, ii. 531. Con

quests of, 538, et segg. Did not pºss the

straits of Babel-Mandeb, 544, n.

Ptolemy Philadelphur, more ardent in disco

very than his successors, ii. 42, n.

Pu Los A, the island, latitude of, i. 359.

Pyralian islands, some particulars of the, ii.

164, n. Propriety of the term, 167.

Geography much

Q

Quilt MANce, the Obii of the Portuguese,

ii. 165, n.

Quilo A, anciently the seat of an Arabian

government, ii. 168. Real distance from

Mombaça to, 177. Rhapta, 178.

R

Ragian, a variety of routes terminate at, i.

488.

Rannie, Capt. David, on the land, and sea,

breeze on the Indian coasts, i. 247.

Effect of the evidence of, 248.

Ravee, the, said to be as wide as the Loire,

i. Ior.

Pnxfºr, rendering of the term, i. 204, n.

Red-Sea, derivation of the term, i. 35o.

Names of three islands in the, ii. 82, n.

Renaudot, two Arabian narratives published

by, ii. 476.

Rennell, Major, testimony to the accuracy

of, i. 160. Supposes Crotchey to be

the port of Alexander, 194, n. His

conclusion, that Sus is Susa, considered,

447.

Ressende, importance of the manuscript of,

ii. 144- -

Rha, the drug, conjecture respecting, ii.

389, n.

Rhamanita, the, of Strabo, undetermined, ii.

3 IC.

RHAMBAct A, question concerning, i. 153, n.

Rå AprA, derivation of the term, ii. 169.

imports and exports at, 171, 172. Jour

nal of the Periplôs concludes at, 182.

Longitude and latitude of, 183, n.

Rhaptum, latitude of, ii. 74. Subject to

the Arabs of Sabèa, 160.

RH INo-col URA, derivation of the term, ii.

629, n. El-Arish, ib.

RhoGon is, the modern Bender-Regh, i.

4.O.I.

Robertron, Dr. supposition of, i. 46.

Rochette, De la, reasons for preferring the

latitudes of, ii. 312, n.

Romans, the, not acommercial people, ii. 43, n.

had a garrison at Leuke-Komé, 52.

Room1, the term, extraordinary particular

respecting, ii. 510.

Ruck, fabulous account of a bird called the,

ii. 672.

S -

SAbnAthA, the capital of the incense coun

try, ii. 334.

SABEA, Arabia the happy, the modern Ye

men, and formerly the key to the Indian

commerce, ii. 32. Signification of the

term, ib. n. Account of the produc

tions and people of, 33. No twilight in

the climate of, 38. The trade of, a

monopoly, 46. The residence of navi

gators in all ages, 63. The modern

Sana, 313. Manners of the people of,

civilized, 317.

SAbo, ii. 353.

SA chA lites, Sahar, ii. 332. Piles of incense

in the ports of, 346.

SAG A PA, the western mouth of the Indus,

longitude and latitude of, i. 173.

SAKALA, i. 201.

Sambus, the country of, situation of, i. 14o.

Various names of, 151. Abandoned his

country, 152.

Sanganians, the, a race infamous for their

piracies, i. 178.

5 H 2
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Sanuto, Marin, interesting work of, ii. 359, n.

SAR As GE's, various names of the, i. Iok.

Source of the, 1.c5. -

SARAP is, or Mazeira, distance of, from the

islands of Zenobius, ii. 348.

Sargasso, account of the herb, ii. 282, fl.

Schat-E/-Aral, the junction of the Euphrates

and Tigris, i. 420, Latitude of the

433.

S. hit war, written Shudwan by Colonel Cap

per, i. 377, n. -

Sºhmieder, acknowledgement, to, i. 472, n.

Science, a circumstance common to all, ii.

16, n.

Scind, distinction between, and Hind, ii. 382, n.

Scortutic disorders, observation concerning,

i. 3c2.

Scy T H 1A, Scindi, ii. 382.

Seas, Oriental names of various, ii. 355, n.

Seewistan, vessels belonging to, and revenue

of, i. 159. Preſent produce of, 160.

Semiramis, argument from the history of,

ii. 62.

Seneca, the poet, prophecy of, ii. 615.

Sºra, metropolis, the, of Ptolemy, possibly

- Pekin, ii. 584. -

Serapion, conjecture respecting, ii. 165, n.

Seres, the silk, the manufacture of, ii. 460.

Jealousy of, characteristic of the Chi

nese, 461. The Chinese, the Sinae of

the Periph's, 578. Relative situation

of, 582. Original manufacture of 585.

Celebrated for theirjustice, 595. Beauti

ful description, by Dionysius, of the silks

woven by, 598. '

Seringapatam, rate of Lord Cornwallis's

march from Bengaloor to, i. 128, n.

Sesak, King of Thebes, contemporary with

Rehoboam, ii. 66. The Sesostris of

Herodotus, 67. Commerce, as well as

dominion, the object of, 68.

Scrate, route of the, from Arracan to China,

ii. 595. The, a Tartar tribe, 527, r.—

596. The Béadai of Ptolemy, 597.

Sese kº el E N A1, of the Periplôs, the Burnt

Islands, or Vingorla rocks, ii. 432.

M

w

Sesostrir, observations on Herodotus's ac

count of, ii. 283, n. The passing of

Babel-Mandeb attributed to, 320.

Shanskreet, beautiful writing and elegance of

character in the, ii. 19.

Shiraz, route from, to Ragian, i. 488, n.

Shushan, Daniſ, indubitably at, i. 448. Upon

the Euléus, ib.

Shust ER, said to have been built by Hou

chenk immediately after the flood, i.

448. -

St DoDon E, site of, i. 358. Necessity of fix

ing the position of 359.

Siks, the, profession of, i. 1 oo, n.

Silk, not a manufacture of India in the 16th

century, ii. 462, n. Erroneous opinions

respecting the production of, 586.

Sina, the, called by the Greeks Seres, or

silk-worms, before the material was

known to be the production of an in

sect, ii. 585. Of Ptolemy, not in China,

5.99.

SINDIMAN A, the capital of Sambus, i. 1545

Made no resistance against Alexander,

155. The modern Sind, 160.

Siraf, ii. 476.

Sit AH K, Hephestion at, i. 387.

for the fleet waiting at, 388.

SITA K Us, the river, i. 385.

Skulax, the voyage of, not admissible, ii. 14.

Numerous obstacles to, 15. Was in

India, ib. n.

Soarez, an ignorant Portuguese commander,

11. I 39. -

Socotra, extraordinary appearance of the sea

near, ii. 38. Or Discorida, account of,

341. Subject to Eleazus king of Sab

batha, 343.

So GDI, situation of, i. 140. The Behker of

the Hindoos, and the Mansura of the

Mogols, 145.

Sohar, once the seat of the China trade, ii.

352, n.

Solomon, and Hiram, partnership between, ii.

366. Revenue of, from the spice trade,

62 i.

Reasons
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Solyman, the magnificent, extraordinary pre

sent sent to, i. 82, n.

Sopatrus, report of Cosmas from the testi

mony of, ii. 506. Conference between

the king of Ceylon and, 51 o.

Southern ocean, problem of a north-east or

north-west passage to the, only lately

exploded, ii. 187.

Spices, said to be subject to twelve transfers,

ii. 577, n.

Sponge, vulgar error relating to, ii. 78.

Stadia, six hundred to a degree, i. 112.

Strabo’s, something unaccountable in,

235, n. Six hundred and twenty to a

degree of a great circle, 296, n.

Stadium, the Greek, the measure loosely

adopted by Arrian, i. 52. Four different

sorts of, 53. Proportion of Arrian's, to

Aristotle's, 216, n. -

Strabo, a passage of, considered, i. 72. His

reason for preferring the testimony of

Eratosthenes and Patrócles, ii. 19. Ac

companied Elius Gallus to Syené, 88.

Comparative view of the measures in, 97.

Suagros, Fartaque, ii. 331. Called the largest

promontory in the world, 337. Deriva

tion of the name, 340. D’Anville’s

mistake respecting, 349.

Su ENE, the well at, i. 305.

Suez, supposed to occupy nearly the site of

Arsince, i. 522, n.
-

Sugar, Shuker in Arabic, ii. 158, n.

Sun-rising, extraordinary appearance of the,

in certain latitudes, ii. 39.

Su RAsTRENE, the modern Kutsch, now ne

ver visited, ii. 394.

Survey, the, of Beton and Diognétus, ex

tant in the time of Strabo and Pliny, i. 23.

Susa, not Sus, i. 449. Longitude and la

titude of, 455.

Susi ANA, the province and rivers of deli

neated with difficulty, i. 414. Discus

sion concerning, 415, et seqq. The

Delta of, divided by seven streams, 423.

Peculiarities of, singular in the ex

treme, 442. Extent of the province of,

443. The rivers of, united in the mo

dern Karoon, ib. Khoosistan the mo

dern appellation of, 448. Alexander,

Antigonus, and Timour entered, by the

same route, 451. A favoured province

in the early ages, 455.

SYAGRos, i. 46.

SY ENE, latitude of, ii. 81.

Syllºus, minister of the king of Petra, trea

chery of, ii. 301.

T

TAB A1, the modern D’Affui, ii. 147. Commo

dities exported from, 149. Distance of

Oponé from, 152. Zengisa of Ptolemy,

I 53.

TACARA, Deoghir, ii. 4og. The name of,

occurs in a grant of land found near

Bombay, 414.

TAL MENA, i. 266.

TAok E, i. 398.

TAP Are G.E., ii. 137.

TAP ERA, conjecture respecting, ii. 124, n.

I4o.

TAP Rob ANA, Pliny’s account of the Romans

obtaining the first certain intelligence of,

i. 48, n.

Tarshish, signification of the term, ii. 636–

654, n.

TARs1A, Cape, i. 362. -

Tatta, divisions of the Soobah of, i. 138.

The Pattala of the ancients, ib.

TAxl LA, the principal city between the In

dus and the Hydaspes, i. Io, n.

TERABD1, the Paragón of Ptolemy, ii. 38o.

TEREDon, built by Nebuchodonozor, i.464, n.

Placed by Ptolemy between the two

mouths of the Tigris, 465.-ii. 354. A

city of great trade from very remote times,

356.
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ThamuDENI, ii. 293.

Thebes, the splendour of, still visible in its

ruins, ii. 64. The No-Amon of Jere

miah and Ezekiel, 66.

TH INA, the city of, ii. 525. Annual fair at,

526. Probably first known to the

Greeks in consequence of Alexander's

expedition, 576. The, of Eratosthenes

and Strabo, the Sinae of the Periplôs, and

the Sérica of Ptolemy, 578. Error of

the Periplūs respecting the position of,

explained, 579.

Tiffnthaler, author of a work containing much

information, i. 80. Not consistent with

himself, 96.

Tigris, a canal between the, and the Euléus,

older than the time of Alexander, i. 428.

Herodotus distinguishes threeriversbythe

name of, 441. The Pasitigris a distinct

river from the, 442. The, the modern

Shat-El-Arab, 468. Little to be added

from modern information, concerning the

navigation of the, 504. Rapidity of the,

noticed by all travellers, 517, n.

Timour, passage from the Institutes of, i. 154,

n. Detail of the march of, from Khor

remabad into Susiana, 452. The house

of, a mild dynasty, ii. 398.

Tin, mentioned in the most ancient authors

not as a rare metal, i. 308.

Tippoo Sultan, ordinary and extraordinary

march of, i. 235, n. Title assumed by,

ii. 442.

TogARMAH, probably Armenia, ii. 642.

Tolmen, a deity of the Britons, i. 263, n.

ToMER Us, the river, account of the natives

on the banks of, i. 214.

Toorapus, the, of Arrian, i. 96.

Tortoire-shell, high value of the, accounted for,

ii. 1 16.

Tospasinus, a conjecture respecting the de

rivation of, i. 431, n.

Trizzárroyo, the, described, i. 12, n.

Tribute, presents called, by the Chinese, ii.

594. -

Troglodytes, description of the, ii. 89. The,

the original Berberines, 123.

TRoisi, i. 271.

Tºorº, the term, Schmeider’s rendering of,

1.44, n.

Tumbo, the Great, description of the Isle

called, i. 357. Latitude of, ib.

Tumuli, pre-eminent durability of, i. 503.

Tundis, Barceloor, ii. 446, 447.

Twilight, evening, extraordinary length of an,

ii. 39.

Tyre, superiority of, in the spice trade,ii. 62o.

Length of the siege of, 622. Situa

tion of 623. Splendour of, 624. No

single city worthy to be compared with, .

625. Articles procured by, as specified

by the prophet Ezekiel, ib. Employed

mercenary troops, 635.

Tyrians, the, came to Britain, ii. 635. Had

communication by land with the three

sides of Arabia, 652. -

Tzinista, not the Thina of Ptolemy, ii.

605, n.

Tzin 1st Ae, the, Chinese, ii. 6cc.

U-V

Palentia, Lord, acknowledgement to, ii.

II7, n.

Wenice, account of a map in the Doge's palace

at, ii. 617—666.

Werbalinaccuracy, two laughable instances of,

i. 286, n.

Perde, Cape, supposed origin of the name of,

11. 213.

Verdistan, Cape, a prominent feature in the

Persian Gulph, i. 388.

Vessels, African, inferior burthen of, ii.

I59, n.

Woltaire's petulance corrected
by Major Ren

nell, i. 171.
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J’oyageſ, ancient and modern, contrasted, ii. 8.

Bold assertions respecting various, 187.

Of Bartholomew Diaz and Vasco De

Gama, 234. Six, distinguishable in the

Periplôs, 280.

Uxii, the, the modern Asciacs, i. 413.

W

IWaler, Mr. his Dissertation on the rising of

the constellations, i. 545. Tribute to

the memory of, ii. 96, n.

–- Roman instruments found in the mines

in, ii. 28, n.

Water, always to be found where palm-trees

grow, i. 234.

Spouts, observation respecting, 296, n.

Wesseling, Mr. apology to, ii. 16, n. Sup

poses the Sphinxes to be Apes, 28, n.

H/hale, curious narrative of the blowing of

the, i. 296. Account of a dead, 398.

Hight, the Isle of, three Rocks till lately at

the west end of, i. 202, n.

Wilford, Lieut. acknowledgment to, ii. 413, n.

Winds, the Gumseen, ii. 474.

World, the whole, extent of the meaning of

the phrase, ii. 544, n.

X

XAthra, named only by Arrian, i. 136.

Yiphilinus, the Meséné of, i, 431.

Y

Temen, coast of, ii. 295. Ill treatment of

the shipwrecked on the, 296. Mokha

the present mart of, 315.

Z.

Zambezé, course of the river, ii. 242. The

discovery of Gama accomplished at, 245.

ZAN GUE BAR, coast of, ii. 146. A small

island, 670, n.

Zarmano-Khegas, epitaph on, i. 19.

ZeNG is A, Tabai, ii. 155.

Zenóbius, islands of, or Curia Muria, ii. 347.

Zezarine, latitude of, i. 391.

Zizerus, of Pliny, probably Siddee-Zighur,

ii. 430.

ZorAMBus, not mentioned by Arrian, i.

249,

E.I.N.I.S.,

Strahan and Preston,

New-Street Square, London.
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